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1. INTRODUCTION
The cloud droplet measurements contained in this report were obtained
with an optical cloud particle spectrometer (Ryan, et al, 1972) that was
mounted on the instrumented NASA Convair 990 aircraft during eight flights
in January 1972. The pertinent flight data for each of the flights are
summarized in Table 1 and the approximate locations and flight tracks are
shown in Figure 1.
TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF FLIGHT DATES, LOCATIONS AND ALTITUDES
1
|Flight| Date Area(s) of Data Range of Altitude
No. Acquisition
1 13 January 1972 Over Pacific Ocean west of 6 to .5 km
Washington and northern
California.
2 17 January 1972 Over Pacific Ocean west of 7.5 to .3 km
northern California
3 18 January 1972 Along California coastline 10 to 11 km, 0 to 1 km
4 20 January 1972 Over Arizona, Gulf of Mexi- 10 to 15 km, 1.5 km
co, and Miami
5 21 January 1972 Over eastern Carribean Sea, 10 to 15 km, 6 km,
and Atlantic Ocean north of 1 km
South America
6 24 January 1972 Over Atlantic Ocean north of 15 to 10 km, 3 to .3 km
South America
7 25 January 1972 Over Atlantic Ocean north 0 to 5 km
of South America

































































































































































































































































With the exception of the cross-country flight (Flight 4) from Moffett
Field in California to Miami, Florida, all the flights were made over water;
the cloud types sampled are therefore predominantly oceanic in origin. Off
the coast of California, the clouds encountered were generally of the strati-
form type, including the low oceanic stratus and altostratus associated with a
frontal system on 13 January 1972. Over the tropical waters in the Carribean,
the clouds were of the convective type associated with the intense surface
heating of the tropics, and with the instability of the low latitude con--
vergence zone. The following paragraphs present a general description of
the flights with more details of the specific cloud types encountered.
Flight 1 - Moffett-Moffett: 13 January 1972
The initial flight of the NASA Convair 990 was a roundtrip flight
from Moffett Field, California, to the Washington coast, and back to
Moffett Field. The flight was over the Pacific Ocean and followed, in
general, the route shown in Figure 1. The two periods of data acquisition
during this flight were in stratiform cloud probably associated with a cold
front that was moving south. The first readings, from 2025 to 2049 GMT
(samples 1-127), were made in altostratus clouds near 47.50 N, 124.50 W at
altitudes from 5 to 6 km; these were by far the most northerly of all the
measurements. Stratus was measured off the coast of northern California
from 2214 to 2221 GMT for the remaining samples; all altitudes there were
from 0.6 to 0.8 km.
Flight 2 - Moffett-Moffett: 17 January 1972
On this date the plane flew from Moffett Field over the Pacific
Ocean to 450N, 126°W, then returned to the base. During the time of data
3
collection (2035-2120 GMT), the plane was flying in an area west of
northern California (125 to 127°W, 40 to 42°N) where the aircraft was
descending and ascending through a multilayered stratiform system (.3 to
7.5 km). As in Flight 1, these clouds were probably associated with a weak
cold front.
Flight 3 - Moffett-Moffett: 18 January 1972
Flight 3 followed a similar path to those taken previously, except
that the route went only to 420 N. A few stratus measurements were made
during takeoff (1844-1854, samples 1-16) and a patch of cirrus was sampled
between 1921 and 1924 GMT (samples 17-38). The rest of the measurements
were in a low stratus system near San Francisco. Unlike the previous two
flights, no measurements of stratus were made above 1.5 km. At the very
end of the flight (2114-2116 GMT, samples 146-171), the measurements were
made over land, but, as the clouds were associated with on-shore winds, all
stratus measured should be considered oceanic.
Flight 4 - Moffett-Miami: 20 January 1972
This trip was a long, cross-country flight taking the plane from
California to Florida. Although the flight was mainly over land, most of
the data were taken above the Gulf of Mexico, and all measurements, except
for the very last, were taken at altitudes from 10 to 15 km. These factors,
combined with the lack of any significant weather, resulted in a data col-
lection quite unlike previous sets.
The first group of measurements (1700-1705 GMT, samples 1-162) were
made over Arizona in the contrail of a Boeing 727 which was flying 8 to 12
miles ahead of the Convair 990. The next readings were taken more than
4
two hours later (1920-1925 GMT) in a stretch of cirrus over the tip of
Louisiana (or, possibly, over the Gulf just south of the Louisiana penin-
sula). These samples were followed by a descent through a cirrus layer
from 1931-1945 GMT (samples 223-392) when the plane was over the Gulf of
Mexico south of Mississippi and Alabama. A few more readings were made
in fair weather cumulus during the descent into Miami; these clouds were
over land.
Flight 5 - Miami-Piarco, Trinidad: 21 January 1972
Flight 5 was another long-distance flight but its path was over the tropical
Atlantic and the eastern Caribbean. Most of the data collected were taken
in the area southeast of Trinidad off the South American coast; there,
numerous measurements of cirrus were made from 1745-1930 GMT. From 1909-
1913 GMT (samples 258-301) the plane descended to 6 km into some altocumulus;
during the remainder of this time period the aircraft operated between 10 and
15 km. Other measurements on this flight were of cirrus (at 1531-1533 GMT
and approximately 1715 GMT, samples 1-52) made enroute over the eastern
Caribbean, and of cumulus at 1 km (2011-2013 GMT, samples 376-405) made during
the landing at Piarco.
Flight 6 - Piarco-Piarco: 24 January 1972
The path of this flight lay east of Trinidad over the Atlantic north
of South America. Initially (1416-1600 GMT), the aircraft was flown from
Piarco to 7.50 N, 530 W at altitudes between 10 and 15 km, through intermittent
cirrus. Then repeated passes were made over an area bounded by 520 W, 53.50 W,
6.50 N and 8°N (samples 121-209). Until 1624 GMT the aircraft remained
between 10 and 15 km making measurements at different levels in a cirrus
layer; at 1624 GMT a descent was begun into stratocumulus.
5
At 1625 the plane began traveling again to 9 N, 51W to remain within
a degree of latitude-longitude of that point until 1710. During this period
three penetrations of a precipitating cumulus system were made; one through
the tops around 3 km, one through the centers near 1 km, and one through
the base at .3 km.
Flight 7 - Piarco-Piarco: 25 January 1972
On this date, the plane made a simple, straightforward flight southeast
over the Atlantic from Piarco to 70N, 550 W, concentrated on the area between
7° and 8°N and 54° and 55°W (from 1535 to 1605 GMT), and then flew back to
Trinidad. A few cumulus readings were made at takeoff (1426 GMT, samples
1-6) from Piarco; these measurements were supplemented by a sizable number
of cumulus readings just before landing four hours later (1824-1932 GMT,
samples 269-326). Both sets of cumulus were precipitating when they were
sampled.
Most of the samples were taken in the oceanic region mentioned above;
there, a long descent through a stratocumulus system from 5 to .3 km was
followed by a long ascent (.3 to 5 km). This cloud system consisted of
numerous discrete cumulus cells, many of which were precipitating.
Flight 8 - Piarco-Belem, Brazil: 27 January 1972
This is another flight over the Atlantic Ocean. The only readings
analyzed were those of cirrus in the region from 30 to 0°N and 470 to 48°W;




To record the measurements made by the optical cloud particle spectro-
meter, eleven channels (intervals) of droplet diameter sizes were established.
These intervals covered diameters ranging from 5.5 pm to 108.0 pm; as cloud
droplets have diameters from 1 to 100 pm, most of the cloud droplet popula-
tion was counted within these channels. A twelfth channel was included to
accommodate larger droplets (intermediate size drops of 100 to 200 pm,
precipitation size drops, or ice crystals); very few counts were recorded
in this last channel.
All of the reduced data are presented in the Appendix as individual
tabulations of droplet size distributions and pertinent flight data. Figure
2 is an example of the data format.
With the exception of the twelfth channel, the "count" in each of the
channels is given in terms of the number density per unit interval of
diameter size (number/cm3/1 pm diameter interval). The total number of
droplets in any given interval is therefore given by
N. N! AD. for i = 1, 2, ..., 11
1 1 1
and the total cloud droplet number density (number/cm3) in the sampled volume
equals
N = N. = Z N' AD. + N12
1 1 i
where
N! is the tabulated number density per unit interval of droplet diameter
1
for the ith channel,
7
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AD. is the diameter interval for the i channel.
1
Similarly, the liquid water content (gm/m3 ) corresponding to each of the
tabulated droplet size distributions is computed by:
D.47 i 3
.L = pW 3 *- (-- Ni, i = 1, 2, ... 11,
i
where
Pw is the density of liquid water (1 gm/cm3)
D. is the mean diameter for the it h channel.
Both the values of number density and liquid water content L are
tabulated in the data. Also tabulated are the flight number (1 to 8) and
the sample number (to the right of the flight number); the date of the
flight and time (GbT) at which the sample was taken; the aircraft altitude
and speed; and the ambient temperature as recorded by instrumentation on
board the aircraft. Other data shown include the instrument counter number,




3.1 Liquid Water Content
The data from the eight flights are summarized in Figures 3 to 10.
In the top portions of the figures are shown the approximate flight altitudes
as a function of time (GMT) with the corresponding sample numbers indicated.
(For convenience, the data is plotted as a linear function of sample number,
not of time.)
In preparing the data for presentation on a logarithmic scale, it was
convenient to set all values of L < 0.001 gm/m3 = 0.0009 gm/m . All'plotted
values of L < 0.001 may therefore be assumed to be representative of measure-
ments in the clear atmosphere, or at least in the very tenuous edges of
clouds. Also shown in the lower portions of the figures are the reports of
cloud types encountered along the indicated portions of the flights. These
reports are taken directly from the flight log. No observation of the cloud
depth was made for most of the sample measurements and only qualitative
descriptors (wispy, thin, thick) were used to provide an estimate of the
density of cirrus encountered.
In examining the liquid water content values shown in Figures 3 to 10,
two interesting features in the plotted data are immediately apparent. The
first is the large range of the computed L values for clouds of the same
general classification; the second is the fact that precipitating clouds
are generally distinguishable from non-precipitating clouds by their large
values of liquid water content (L usually greater than .5 gm/m3).
The large variations in liquid water content are, in some cases,
deceptive because the sampling was not restricted to any particular cloud
I'RECBLDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 11
conditions. Thus, measurements were made when the aircraft was skimming
the irregular edges of clouds, or passing through alternating areas of
clear air and cloudiness. A comparison of samples 50-90 of Flight 3 with
samples 90-160 of the same flight (Figure 5) clearly illustrates this
situation. The first set of readings was made during a descent through a
uniform stratus layer and the liquid water contents vary only a small amount.
The second set, however, was made when the aircraft was skimming the edge
of the cloud base; very large variations in the liquid water content suddenly
appear.
In other cases the large variations in liquid water reflect significant
spatial changes in cloud liquid water content. These variations are most
dramatic in convective clouds because of their turbulent nature, and rapid
vertical growth. Within such clouds, one sample might be at the center of
an updraft with high liquid water content while the next sample, several
hundred meters away, might be near the cloud edge, or in a downdraft region
with relatively low liquid water. An example of these large real variations
is seen in the measurements made of stratocumulus during Flight 7 (Figure 9).
Despite variations, apparent or real, ranges of liquid water content,
L, can be identified as characteristic of given cloud types. For example,
examination of Figures 3-10 shows that the highest values of L (L > 1 gm/m3)
were observed during the latter portions of Flights 6 and 7 in some tropical
oceanic precipitating cumulus typical of the clouds which appear each after-
noon over the tropical oceans. As the cumulus result from the convective
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greater than 2 0UC), high values of liquid water content would definitely
be expected. Furthermore, the presence of precipitation guarantees the
presence of the larger (30 to 60 pm) cloud droplets. Since the liquid
water content is strongly dependent on the third power of the droplet radius,
the occurrence of even a few of these large droplets can significantly in-
crease the computed value of L. (Examples of this dependence of L on large
values of r are shown in a subsequent section.)
For non-precipitating clouds, the values of L are usually between 0.1
and 0.5 gm/m3. (Values less than 0.1 are generally associated with the
edges of the clouds or clear spaces.) These values are certainly within
the range of those reported by previous investigators (e.g., Fletcher,
1966, or Khrgian, 1961).
The high-altitude cirriform clouds (generally reported as cirrus)
sampled by the spectrometer have consistently low values of liquid water
content; in fact, the values are generally less than 0.01 gm/m3. These
numbers would indicate ice content rather than liquid water content;
however, they are meaningless, since the computation for water content
assumes the measurement of spherical droplets and all particles sensed in
cirrus would be non-spherical ice crystals. However, the crystal number




It was not feasible, within the scope of this study, to present figures
of droplet distributions for all samples, partly because of the difficulty
of graphing droplet concentrations, for eleven channels, across two thousand
readings. Defining a meaningful average spectrum for each cloud type is
also difficult, due to the lack of quantitative descriptions of cloud heights
and cloud densities. However, despite these problems, it is possible to
detect systematic differences in spectra from one cloud type to another.
In general, high number densities are found in stratiform clouds for
the range of diameters from 5.5 to 21 pm and in cumuliform clouds for the
range 5.5 to 50 pm, With precipitation, the distributions change; in most
situations the spectra become very broad with frequent measurements of droplets
with diameters greater than 50 pm. No clear relationship exists between
liquid water content and droplet distribution although the appearance of larger
droplets is often associated with an increase in liquid water content.
(This is most clearly seen with the precipitating cumulus (Figures 8 and 9)
but is also apparent in cases with no precipitation.) Usually, with fairly
constant spectra, the liquid water is highly dependent on droplet density;
however, significant changes in drop sizes can overshadow the effects of
droplet density. For example, compare samples 160 to 180 of Flight 1 with
samples 60 to 70 of Flight 3 (Figures 11, 3, and 5). The samples in the
first flight had a droplet density only 1/5 of that in the third, yet the
predominance of large droplets in the first case results in liquid water
content almost equal to that of the second.
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Although spectra changes are most apparent in the comparison of dif-
ferent cloud types, the droplet distribution is not alway constant within a
given cloud type. The fact, for stratus, several distributions appear to be
representative of the clouds encountered in flight (Figure 12) since, although
the range of droplet sizes remains constant, the mode diameter is quite
variable.
To illustrate this variability, normalized distributions were computed
from the equation Pi = Ni/N, i = 1, 2, ... 11,
where
Ni is the number density per unit interval of droplet diameter
thfor the i channel
and N is the total droplet number density.
Since these distributions do not depend on the number of droplets in a
sample, it is possible to compare the droplet spectra from sample to sample
and to readily see shifts in droplet sizes.
Two series of these normalized spectra for stratus are presented in
Figure 11 where Pi is plotted for the first five channels. The first
series of samples, 60 to 90 in Flight 3, shows two distinctly different drop-
let distributions. From 60 to 70, the spectra show a very high percentage
of droplets with diameters less than 9 pm; abruptly, the spectra shift
to show a large percentage of droplets in the 9 to 16 Um range. This sudden
change does not seem to be related to any marked shift in height, but
obviously indicates a totally different cloud microstructure.
Samples 160 to 185 of Flight 1 (Figure 11) also show differences in
spectra. From 160 to 180 there is a drop in height of 400 ft, but the
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Nor can they be explained by differences within the cloud since there is no
detailed information on cloud heights and thicknesses. However, it is clear
that an apparently uniform stratus layer, with a fairly constant liquid
water content, is not composed of droplets with a fixed size distribution.
The above examples illustrate the difficulty of choosing a representative
distribution for stratus. This situation is not true for cumulus. Despite
marked differences in liquid water content between various types of cumulus,
within a particular cloud, or series of clouds, the distribution of droplet
sizes remains almost constant for the various samples. These show a fairly
even spread of diameter sizes across the 5.5 to 36 Um range, with a slight
preference for values less than 9 pm and between 21 and 28 pm (Figure 13).
Compare, for example, sample 240, Flight 6 (droplet density of 12.85 no./cm3
and liquid water content of .075 gm/cm3), a reading on the edge of the cloud,
with sample 242 within the cloud (droplet density of 225.93 no./cm3 and
liquid water content of 1.733 gm/cm3). The distributions are very much
alike despite the marked change in cloud density; this consistency is
characteristic of most cumulus readings. The spectra do change as the
clouds become precipitating; a significant percentage of the droplets have
diameters greater than 21 pm, and sizes up to 82 pm are recorded.
The stratocumulus sampled show a droplet distribution unlike either the
stratus or the cumulus spectra (Figure 14). 40 to 45% of the droplets are
less than 7 pm in size, another 15 to 20% are still less than 9 pm, yet the
range of droplet sizes almost always reaches to 36 pm, and usually extends
to 62 pm. This leads to a very sharp initial decrease in droplet concentra-




droplets is reminiscent of the stratus spectra, yet the percentage of droplets
less than 9 pm usually exceeds the parallel percentage found in stratus. On
the other hand, the range of droplets is characteristic of cumulus, with the
larger droplet sizes occurring in conjunction with precipitation.
Another characteristic of stratocumulus is the limited variability in
spectra. Although the aircraft (Flight 7) flies through a series of individual
cumulus cells in a line of clouds identified as stratocumulus, the spectra
remains very steady despite varying densities and liquid water contents. The
only noticeable change is in the upper end of the spectrum as the aircraft
goes in and out of precipitation regions; even this shift tends to be small.
Altostratus is another cloud type which cannot be represented by just
one distribution; however, the variability is so much more limited than
stratus that the problem might be poorly identified cloud types rather than
varying cloud structures. For example, in samples 1 to 100 of Flight 1,
the droplet sizes are spread fairly evenly from 5.5 to 28 pm, with a tendency
for maxima of droplet percentages to occur in the ranges 5.5 to 9 and 16 to
21 pm, and for a slight minimum to occur between 9 and 12 pm. This results
in a spectrum not greatly dissimilar from that shown for cumulus.
The droplet distributions in the altrostratus of Flight 2 are quite unlike
those found in Flight 1; in general, the droplets have sizes ranging from 5.5
to 47 pm with a steady decrease in percentages from the smallest sizes to the
largest (Figure 15). However, this pattern shows two variations. First,
above 6 km, the maximum frequency of droplets occurs in the 7 to 9 pm range
with most diameters not exceeding 28 pm. Second, with precipitation, the





















































































































































































































































































































































































The droplet spectra in Figure 16 may not accurately represent the compo-
sition of cirrus. These clouds are formed entirely of ice crystals whose
scattering properties are not understood; thus the size measurements made
by the spectrometer are expressed in "equivalent water droplet diameters."
Due to this problem, only the shape of the distributions can be regarded
as characteristic of ice crystal clouds.
Despite the inaccurate sizing, the total crystal count is correct.
3
The values are very low, with a maximum density of 10 crystals per cm 3
these contrast sharply with densities found for the other cloud types.
The contrail distribution (Figure 17) is of interest in that repre-
sents a fairly new vapor trail (approximately 1 minute old) and thus shows
the initial spectra formed when aircraft exhaust is injected into the at-
mosphere. The droplet concentration is more than an order of magnitude
greater than any concentration found for cirrus, while the distribution is
extremely narrow. Most particles are less than 10 pm in diameter, and
very few have sizes larger than 20 pm. This pattern contrasts sharply
with the broad spectra that characterize cirrus; in fact it is unlike most
of the natural clouds encountered. The contrail is also interesting in
that the spectra vary only a small amount from sample to sample; perhaps,
as the contrail ages, differences in microstructure might appear.
36
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APPENDIX
This section contains all of the data that were collected and reduced
during this study. Over 2000 samples are included. The format of the data
was discussed in the text in Section 2 with an explanation of the computa-
tions involved.
To aid the reader in interpreting the data, a brief summary of thne flights,
with the cloud types encountered, is presented below. All times given are
in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT); these correspond to the times given with the
samples. There are some discrepancies between the altitudes in the flight
summaries and those in the samples; the first are estimates made by an ob-
server on board the aircraft, the second are instrument measurements made
to the nearest 1000 ft. As was mentioned in the text, all cloud descrip-
tions are very general; this should be remembered in any intepretation of
the droplet distributions.
FLIGHT 1 13 JANUARY 1972
MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA, PACIFIC OCEAN, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA









Skimming tops of altostratus
Descent of 152 m (500 ft) into alto-
stratus to 5.2 km (17,000 ft) and
return to original level
Level flight through altostratus
at 4.9 km (16,000 ft)
Stratus
Tops at 762 m (2.,500 ft) and bases from
549 m (1,800 ft) to 620 m (2,000 ft)










FLIGHT 2 17 JANUARY 1972
MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA, PACIFIC OCEAN, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA










Long, gradual descent through entire
system from 7.6 km to .3 km
Very thin altostratus
Thin wispy altostratus




Stratus layer with top at 1.2 km
(4,000 ft)





Ascent through low level stratus
deck
Ascent through middle level cloud
system
Some areas of thick cloud with
precipitation, and occasional
slight turbulence
Penetration at 5.3 km (17,500 ft)
through precipitation cell which
seemed to be a convective element
building up through the strati-
form system. Precipitation ap-











FLIGHT 3 18 JANUARY 1972
MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA, PACIFIC OCEAN, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA
(Sample) Times: Hour:Minute:Second Summary of Flight




Ascent through'stratus deck during
takeoff
(Unknown)













Descent through low level stratus
at an altitude of 914 km (3,000
ft) Cloud base at 244 m (800 ft)
Skimming bases of stratus
Very light precipitation
Ascent through stratus north of
San Francisco over Pacific
Gradual descent through thin stratus




FLIGHT 4 20 JANUARY 1972
MOFFETT FIELD, CALIFORNIA TO MIAMI, FLORIDA






Generated by Boeing 727, 8-12 miles in
front of Convair. Contrail in clear
air several thousand feet above cirrus
with top of cirrus at 9.1 km (30, 000
ft)
Cirrus
Skimming cirrus tops at 12.5 km
(41,000 ft)
Some thick patches, at one point a
220 halo was visible around the sun
Indication of hexagonal crystals at
19:25:05
Slow descent through cirrus layer.
20:39:30 - 20:40:00 Pass through small scattered cumulus






FLIGHT 5 21 JANUARY 1972
MIAMI, FLORIDA TO PIARCO AIRPORT, TRINIDAD















Pass through cirrus at 10.7 km (35,000 ft)
Pass through bases of cirrus, slight
turbulence noted
Cirrus
Pass through cirrus at 11.3 km
(37,000 ft)
Skimming edges of cirrus
Skimming edges of cirrus
Gradual descent throgh cirrus
layer with base of 12.5 km
(41,000 ft)
Cirrus
Gradual descent from 12.5 km (41,000 ft)
through unusually thick cirrus layer.
Thickness reported as 3 km (10,000 ft)
with base at 9.4 km (31,000 ft)




Descent, then ascent through shallow
altocumulus layer
Gradual ascent through cirrus layer
beginning at base at 19:22:12




(376-405) 20:11:20 - 20:13:00
rl ' ' ) 1 C;1 I .. A -nn 1 C.2A-1C
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FLIGHT 6 24 JANUARY 1972
PIARCO AIRPORT, TRINIDAD, ATLANTIC OCEAN
















High altitude flight with occasional
readings
Cirrus
Thick patch of cirrus
Thick patch of cirrus
Area of thick cirrus
Area of thick cirrus
Cirrus
Tops at 13.1 km (43,000 ft), bases
at 9.1 km (30,000 ft)
Several distinct layers of cirrus
rather than one solid cloud.
Profile through cirrus layer began
just under cirrus tops
Pass through another thin area of
cirrus
Descent through stratus deck or strato-
cumulus area with poorly defined bases
Clouds several hundred feet thick,
might be tropical stratus
Cumulus System
Repeated passes through a line of
convective cells, some of which
might be cumulonimbus
Pass through the tops of the cumulus
cells
Penetration through the center of the
line of cumulus cells. Heavy pre-
cipitation noted at several points,
and clouds were very wet inside.

















FLIGHT 7 25 JANUARY 1972
PIARCO AIRPORT, TRINIDAD, ATLANTIC OCEAN, PIARCO AIRPORT, TRINIDAD













Pass through edges of cumulus during
takeoff from Trinidad
Stratocumulus System
A long line of large convective elements
with many dense clouds and heavy
precipitation.
Some tops at 6.1 km (20,000 ft) with a
mean top at 4.6 km (15,000 ft), bases
61 m (200 ft) to 152 m (500 ft) above
sea level
Flight through the tops of the sys-
tem with conditions varying from
dense clouds and heavy precipita-
tion to clear air
Descent through the system with
very thick clouds and heavy
precipitation alternating with
clear air
Penetration of very ragged bases
at 61 m (200 ft) to 152 m (500 ft)
Ascent back through stratocumulus
system with very heavy precipitation
Run ended with penetration of cloud
tops near 5.2 km (17,000 ft) to
5.8 km (19,000 ft)
Cumulus
Penetration during approach to Trinidad
Small cumulus over water
Very dense cumulus with precipitation
and turbulence
Rain Shafts
Penetration of rain shaft below
cloud base
Cloud base very ragged and ap-
parently at 914 m (3,000 ft) with
the fog base at 549 m (1,800 ft)













FLIGHT 8 27 JANUARY 1972
PIARCO AIRPORT, TRINIDAD TO BELEM, BRAZIL
(Samples) Times: Hour:Minute:Second Summary of Flight
16:25:00 - 16:31:03
16:40:40 - 16:45:01
Profile through cirrus layer at
12.2 km (40,000 ft-
Profile through very thick cirrus or
cirrostratus with tops about 12.2 km
(40,000 ft) and bases around 7.6 km





FLIGHT NUMBER Ooi l
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 25 11
COUNTER NUMBER 3215
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.o
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) o.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 31.07
LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .093
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .886
7.0 - 9.0 1.850
9.0 - 12.0 1.129
12.U - lO.0 1.529
l6.0 - 21.0 2.257
21.0 - 28.0 .700
28.0 - 36e0 .045
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.O0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 4
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 25 29
COUNTER NIiMBER 3234
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE tKM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/SI 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) io.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M} 1714.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NC/CM**3) 45.23
LI0. wATER CONTENT (GM/F*#3) .103
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.410
7.0 - 9.0 1.629
9.0 - 12.0 1.843
12.0 - O1.o 2.979
16.U - 21.0 3.623
21.O - 2b.0 .400
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.u0 47.0 u.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.u - 108.0 U.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 7
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 25 46
COUNTER NUMBER 3248
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I1/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TFMPERATURE (DEG N) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMa*3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (C) 381.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM.#3) 53.54
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/P*W3) .112
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.733
7.0 - 9.0 .957
9.0 - 12.0 2.886
12.0 - 1.O0 5.021
16.0 - 21.0 3.151
21.0 - 28.0 .408
28.0 - 36.0 .021
36.U - 47.0 O.00U
47.0 - 6Z.0 0.000
62.0- 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
CATE 13 JAN 1972








LIo. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
































DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 25 37
COUNTER NUMBER 3240
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE 4KM) 5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY cH/S) 190
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM^*31 70
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 1523
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 52.
LIB. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .1
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM*e3/UM DIA.
5.5 - 7.0 2.076
7.0 - 9.0 2.407
9.0 - 12.0 1.948
12.0 - 16.0 3.625
le.O -0 21.0 4.009
21.O - 28.0 .586
2680 - 36.0 .021
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 o.UOo
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (uM) NO/CM*03/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 1.810
7.0 - 9.0 2.857
9.0 - 12.0 1.857
12.0 - 16.0 3.157
16.0 - 21.0 3.337
21.0 - 28.0 L.345
28.0 - 36.0 .071
36.0 - 47.0 0.000ou
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000









2 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 3
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 25 20
COUNTER NUMBER 3227
.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 190.5
.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
O SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 70.0
9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 571.4
87 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 35.57
70 L10. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .035
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.581
7.0 - 9.0 3.257
9.0 - 12.0 3.552
12.0 - 16.0 3.011
16.0 - 21.0 .480
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 o0.OU
82.0 - 108.0 o.o00
5 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 25 44
COUNTER NUMBER 3246
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.D5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY lM/5)
7.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
D.0 SAMPLED VOLUME {CM*W3)
t.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL tM)
.59 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
26 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMR*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 1.905
7.0 - 9.0 2.407
9.0 - 12.0 1.514
12.0 - 16.0 3.682
16.0 - 21.0 3.551
21.0 - 28.0 .796
28.0 - 36.0 .055
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 o.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
8 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 26 0
COUNTER NUMBER 3259
P.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI
.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
30 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMa*3)
60 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/FP*3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 1.781
7.0 - 9.0 2.964
9.0 - 12.0 2.395
12.0 - 16.0 3.661
16.0 - 21.0 4.303
21.0 - 28.0 .471
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 0.0OO
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000


















FLIGHT NUIBER Ool 10
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME' 20 26 7
COUNTER NUMBER 3265
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (M/SC 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*.3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1333.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 53.50
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .127
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*W3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.029
7.0 - 9.0 2.164
9.0 - 12.0 1.190
12.0 . 1o.0 3.871
16.0 - 21.0 4.429
21.0 - 28.0 .459
28.0 - 36.0 .027
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 11
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 26 16
COUNTER NUMBER 3272
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1714.3
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 19.09
LID. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .061
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .438
7.0 - 9.0 1.357
9.u - 12.0 .919
12.0 - 16.0 .700
16.0 - 21.0 1.194
21.0 - 28.0 .561
28.0 - 36.0 .032
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/F*.3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 1.248
7.0 - 9.0 .664
9.0 - 12.0 4.43
12.0 - 16.0 .993
16.0 - 21.0 1.940
21.0 - 28.0 .943
28.0 - 36.0 .016
36.0 - 47.0 0.0uO
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0O.OUO













FLIGHT NU.BER 001 13
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 26 24
COUNTER NuMBER 3279
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 381.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 23.31
LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .106
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .200
7.0 - 9.0 .914
9.0 - 12.0 .357
12.0 - 16.0 .814
16.0 - 21.0 1.489
21.0 - 28.0 1.276
28.0 - 36.0 .061
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 16
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 26 30
COUNTER NUMBER 3284
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (CEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 190.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NOG/CM**3) 0.00
LIC. wATEo CONTENT (GM/M**3) 0.000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NC/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 -16.0 O.00oo
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 26.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 o.000
36.0 - 47.0 U.000
47.0 - 62e.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER O01 19
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIML 20 26 58
COUNTER NUMBER 3307
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT \,ELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TFMPERATURE (UEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM.-3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 571.4
NUMBER DEt.SITY (NO/CMW*3) 19.64
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .069
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NC/CM*63/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.067
7.0 - 9.0 .536
9.0 - 12.0 .443
12.0 - 16.0 .757
16.0 - 21.0 1.580
21.U - 28.0 .655
28.0 - 36.0 .016
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 00l 22
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 27 13
COUNTER NUMBER 3319
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEFPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*W3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1523.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 26.31
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/P*3) .123
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .914
7.0 - 9.0 .864
9.0 - 12.0 .548
12.0 - 16.0 .736
16.0 - 21.0 1.417
21.0 - 28.0 1.561
28.0 - 36.0 .077
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.U _ 10.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*03)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .029
7.0 - 9.0 .150
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .089
16.0 - 21.0 .203
21.0 - 28.0 .165
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIO. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 3.057
7.0 - 9.0 2.607
9.0 - 12.0 1.248
12.0 - 16.0 2.911
16.0 - 21.0 5.471
21.0 - 28.0 2.014
28.0 - 36.0 .021
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 2.343
7.0 - 9.0 3.079
9.0 - 12.0 .952
12.0 - 16.0 2.532
16.0 - 21.0 4.837
21.0 - 28.0 1.880
28.0 - 36.0 .032
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





























14 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 15
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 26 29
COUNTER NUMBER 3283
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
0.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
1.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 190.5
.91 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 3.93
013 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .016
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .114
7.0 - 9.0 .243
9.0 - 12.0 .029
12.0 - 16.0 .164
16.0 - 21.0 .231
21.0 - 28.0 .190
28.0 - 36.0 .005
- 36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82,0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
17 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 18
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 26 55
COUNTER NUMBER 3305
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
0.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 70.0
9.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
).00 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) .99
000 LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/R**3) .002
·.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .086
7.0 - 9.0 .107
9.0 - 12.0 .029
12.0 - 16.0 .064
16.0 - 21.0 .034
21.0 - 28.0 .018
28.0 - 36.0 0.0oO
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000o
20 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 21
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 27 5
COUNTER NUMBER 3313
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
.S AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
O.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*#3) 70.0
1.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
.81 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMH*3) 53.86
221 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*3) .241
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.S - 7.0 1.667
7.0 - 9.0 2.321
9.0 - 12.0 .652
12.0 - 16.0 1.529
16.0 - 21.0 3.480
21.0 - 28.0 2.869
28.0 - 36.0 .145
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
23 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 24
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 27 23
CCUNTER NUMBER 3327
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
0.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*#3) 70.0
3.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 571.4
.26 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 49.16
202 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .201
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.990
7.0 - 9.0 1.786
9.0 - 12.0 1.024
12.0 - 16.0 1.204
16.0 - 21.0 3.463
21.0 - 28.0 2.455
28.0 - 36.0 .027
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER Out 25
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 27 28
COUNTER NUMBER 3332
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 29.70
LID. WATER CONTENT (GMIM**31 .110
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NCI/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.695
7.0 - 9.0 1.271
9.0 - IZ.0 .681
12.0 - 16.0 1.08Z
16.0 - 21.0 1.811
21.0 - 28.0 1.282
28.0 - 36.0 .027
36.0 - 47.0 0.00D
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 28
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 27 41
COUNTER NUMBER 3343
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 11.83
LIC. eATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .046
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .352
7.0 - 9.0 .643
9.0 - 12.0 .267
12.0 - 16.0 .368
16.0 - 21.0 .774
21.U0 - 26.0 .535
28.0 . 36.0 .016
36.0 - 47.0 O.OuO
47.0 - 62.0 0.0OU
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.U - 10.0 0.0OO
FLIGHT NUMBER OUl 31
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 2b 0
COUNTER NUMBER 3359
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (UEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1714.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/Ch**3) 48.26
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .207
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.095
7.0 - 9.0 2.764
9.0 - 12.0 .386
12.0 - lo.0 1.146
16.0 - 21.0 3.500
21.0 - 28.0 2.473
28.0 - 36.0 .066
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMEER 001 34
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 ZU 15
COUNTER NUMBER 3371
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL c(M 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 44.26
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .134
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.143
7.0 - 9.0 2.114
9.0 - 12.0 .952
12.0 . lo.0 1.696
16.U - 21.0 3.971
21.0 - 28.0 1.045
28.0 . 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 26 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972 DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 27 32 TIME 20 27 36
COUNTER NUMBER 3335 COUNTER NUMBER 3339
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S)
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3( 70.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL CM) 761.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 34.83 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*eJ)
LIU. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .112 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 1.390 5.5 - 7.0 .6T6
7.0 - 9.0 1.786 7.0 - 9.0 .800
9.0 - 12.0 .729 9.0 - 12.0 .476
12IZ - 16.0 1.204 12.0 - 16.0 .546
16.0 - 21.0 3.034 16.0 - 21.0 .866
21.0 - 28.0 1.000 21.0 - 28.0 .484
28.0 - 36.0 0.000 28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 0.000 36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000 62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000 82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
CATE 13 JAN 1972








LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 1.838
7.0 - 9.0 1.914
9.0 - 12.0 .414
12.0 - 16.0 1.350
16.0 - 21.0 3.143
21.0 - 28.0 2.416
26.0 - 36.0 .139
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








FLIGHT NUMBER 001 32
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 28 3
COUNTER NUMBER 3361
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE IITERVAL (M) 571.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 44.90
LIO. WATLR CONTENT (iM/M**3) .176
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.552
7.0 - 9.0 1.336
9.0 - 12.0 1.071
12.0 - 16.0 1.450
1b.0 - 21.0 2.846
Zl.O - 28.0 2.122
28.0 - 36.0 .037
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 35
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 .8 20
COUNTER NUMBER 3375
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 48.89
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .174
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.962
7.0 - 9.0 2.586
9.0 - 12.0 .800
12.0 - 16.0 1.786
16.0 - 21.0 3.686
21.0 - 28.0 1.786
28.0 - 36.0 .037
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










29 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 30
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 27 51
COUNTER NUMBER 3351
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 5.2
0.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (R/SI 190.5
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
1.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM 1142.9
97 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMR**3 55.03
209 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/0**31 .262
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.152
7.0 - 9.0 2.114
9.0 - 12.0 1.171
12.0 - 16.0 1.204
16.0 - 21.0 3.346
21.0 - 28.0 3.220
28.0 - 36.0 .184
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 1.600
7.0 - 9.0 3.057
9.0 - 12.0 1.262
12.0 - 16.0 1.729
16.0 - 21.0 4.223
21.0 - 28.0 1.990
28.0 - 36.0 .050
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM*03/LM
5.5 - 7.0 2.105
7.0 - 9.0 3.279
9.0 - 12.0 .952
12.0 - 16.0 2.107
16.0 - 21.0 4.480
21.0 - 28.0 1.663
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER 001 37
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 26 31
COUNTER NUMBER 3384
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 1142.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 29.23
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .099
SIZE INTERVAL cUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.333
7.0 - 9.0 1.579
9.0 - 12.0 .310
12.0 - 16.0 1.282
16.0 - 21.0 2.266
21.0 - 26.0 .924
28.0 - 36.0 .027
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER Oul 40
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 28 40
COUNTER NUMBER 3392
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AFBIENT TEMPERATUNE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULUME (CM*.3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 190.5
NUMBER DENSITY (Nl/CM#*3) 50.67
LID. ATER CONTENT (GM/M*.3) .138
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.048
7.0 - 9.0 3.036
9.U - 12.0 1.190
12.0 - lo.0 2.432
16.0U - 21.0 4.52b
21.0 - 28.0 .757
28.U - 3b.0 .037
30.0U - 47.0 0.00U
47.U - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMMBER OOl 43
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIMt 20 28 51
CLUNTER NUMBER 34ul
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (t/S) 190.5
AFblIENT TEMPERATURH (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 190.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM^31) 18.34
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M^*3) .042
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM^*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .886
7.0 - 9.0 1.607
9.0 - 12.0 .295
12.0U - lb.0 1.057
16.0 - 21.0 1.471
21.0 - 28.0 .190
28.0 - 36.0 O.UOO
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.U0 - 62.0 o.OOU
62.0 - B.0 U.0OOU
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER OuL 46
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIML 20 28 59
CLUNTER NUMBER 3408
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KI) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S 190.5
AMBIlENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 571.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 14.29
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .052
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .857
7.0 - 9.0 .664
9.0 - 12.0 .238
12.0 - lb.0 .600
16.0 - 21.0 .937
21.0 - 28.0 .510
28.0 - 36.0 .037
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.OUO
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.000
82.u - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 38
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 28 35
COUNTER NUMBER 3388
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 761.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 50.46
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .168
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.229
7.0 - 9.0 3.236
9.0 - 12.0 .429
12.0 - 16.0 1.918
16.0 - 21.0 4.017
21.0 28.0 1.657
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
CATE 13 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME )CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*^3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 1.276
7.0 - 9.0 2.807
9.0 - 12.0 .933
12.0 - 16.0 1.182
16.0 - 21.0 3.803
21.0 - 28.0 1.951
28.0 - 36.0 .021
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








Ll.D WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM*#3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .238
7.0 - 9.0 .757
9.0 - 12.0 .295
12.0 - 16.0 .457
16.0 - 21.0 .980
21.0 - 28.0 .408
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 U.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 jAN 1972








LI. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .171
7.0 - 9.0 .043
9.0 - 12.0 .043
12.0 - 16.0 0o000
16.0 - 21.0 .009
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





















FLIGHT NUMBER 001 39
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 28 39
COUNTER NUMBER 3391
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 761.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 3.89
LlI. WATER CONTENT IGM/t**3) .011
SIZE INTERVAL cUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .267
1.0 - 9.0 .421
9.0 - 12.0 .219
12.0 - 16.0 .075
16.0 - 21.0 .214
21.0 - 28.0 .069
28.0 - 36.0 .016
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
41 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 28 50
COUNTER NUMBER 3400
5.2 AIRlkAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
0.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME 4CM*#3)
3.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.90 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
179 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*#3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .029
7.0 - 9.0 .086
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - lb.0 .01
16.0 - 21.0 O.OOU
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










44 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 45
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 28 56
COUNTER NUMBER 3406
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
0.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
O.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
1.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 190.5
.39 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .47
042 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/P.31) .001
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 .071
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
L6.0 - 21.0 .043
21.0 - 28.0 0.oOO
28.0 - 36.0 0.OO
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.U 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
47 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 48
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME O20 30 37
COUNTER NUMBER 3490
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (W/SI 190.5
1.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
O.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM#*3) 70.0
1.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL CMI o.0
.51 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) 15.49
O00 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3C .055























FLIGHT NUMBER 001 49 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 50
DATE 13 JAN 1972 DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 30 40 TIME 20 30 45
COUNTER NUMBER 3492 COUNTER NUMBER 3496
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY MI/S) 190.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 571.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#31 31.69 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 15.83
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .153 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .062
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 . 7.0 .590 5.5 - 7.0 .676
7.0 - 9.0 1.471' 7.0- 9.0 .843
9.0 . 12.0. .800 9.0 - 12.0 .295
12.0 - 16.0 .825 12.0 - 160 .679
'16.0 - 21.0 1.669 16.0 - 21.0 *917
21.0 - 28.0 1.778 21.0 - 28.0 .643
28.0 - 36.0 .171 28.0 - 36.0 .055
36.0 - 47.0 0.000 36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000 62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000 82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM*3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .143
7.0 - 9.0 .443
9.0 - 12.0 .057
12.0 - 16.0 .132
16.0 - 21.0 .160
21.0 - 28.0 .076
28.0 - 36.0 .032
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 52
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 30 51
COUNTER NUMBER 3501
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K). 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 571.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 2.63
LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/IM**3 .008
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .143
7.0 - 9.0 .264
9.0 - 12.0 .148
12.0 - 16.0 .064
16.0 - 21.0 .131
21.0 - 28.0 .063
28.0 - 30.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 . 62.0 U0000
62.0 - 820 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 55
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 31 0
COUNTER NUMBER 3509
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) . 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM*.3) 46.56
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .125
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.171
7.0 - 90 2Z.029
9.0 - 12.0 1.857
12.0 - 16.0 2.643
16.0 - 21.0 3.391
21.0 - 28.0 .841
28.U - 36.0 .032
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 . 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972





















53 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972






















DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3)


















LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM.
5.5 - 7.0 2.971
7.0 - 9.0 3.257
9.0 - 12.0 2.424
12.0 - 16.0 4.271
16.0 - 21.0 3.660
21.0 - 28.0 .394
28.0 - 36.0 .027
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
56 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 31 10
COUNTER NUMBER 3517
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
190.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (t/S)




















LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/.**3)









































FLIGHT NUMBER 001 58
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 31 15
COUNTER NUMBER 3521
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 190.5
AMBIENT TFMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME tCM*#3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 34.60
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .055
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.838
7.0 - 9.0. 2.321
9.0 - 12.0 2.481
12.0 - 16.0 2.979
16.0 - 21.0 1.366
21.0 - 28.0 .127
28.0 . 36.0 .016
36.0 - 47.0 .0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 - 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 59
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 31 30
COUNTER NUMBER 3534
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SC 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MC 2857.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 21.73
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .036
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.229
7.0 - 9.0 1.714
9.0 - 12.0 1.990
12.0 - 16.0 1.171
16.0 - 21.0 .489
21.0 - 28.0 .235
28.0 - 36.0 .027
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (IUM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 3.238
7.0 - 9.0 5.243
9.0 - 12.0 4.895
12.0 - 16.0 .846
16.0 - 21.0 .097
21.0 - 28.0 .024
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 O.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






















FLIGHT NUMBER o0i 61
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 31 39
COUNTER NUMBER 3541
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 70.0
5AMPLE INTERVAL (M) 761.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 31.77
LID. wATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .037
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.771
7.0 - 9.0 4.079
9.0 - 12.0 2.171
12.0 - O16.0 1.671
16.0 - 21.0 .757
21.0 - 26.0 .133
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000ooo
62.0 - 8Z.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER Oul 64
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 31 55
COUNTER NUMBER 355h
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/5) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70o.o
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY I(NU/CM**3) 36.69
LIC. wATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .047
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM.*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.410
7.0 - 9.0 Z.743
9.0 - 12.0 3.076
12.U - 16b.0 3.557
16.0 - 21.0 .723
21.o - 28.0 .037
28.0 - 36.0 .032
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.U . -8Z.0 0.000
82s.u IOb1.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMEER OUi 67
CATE 13 JaN 1972
TIMi 20 32 11
LCLUNTER NuMEER 3568
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY IF/S) 190.5
AFBIENT TEMPEKATURE (LEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME ICM.**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1142.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 33.89
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3) .041
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM.*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.229
7.0 - 9.0 2.829
9.0 - 12.u 3.300
12.0 - 1.O 2.779
16.0 - 21.0 .651
2L.0 - 26.0 .076
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.o - 47.0 O.o0O
47.0 - 6c.0 0.000
62.u - 8s.0 O.00O
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUr1BER Ool 70
DATE 13 JaN 1972
TIME 20 32 27
COUNTER NUMBER 3581
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (F/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (LEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL I(M) 761.9
NUMBER DENSITY INO/Ch**3) 40.44
LIDC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .191
SIZE INTEKVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .619
7.0 - 9.0 2.386
9.0 - 12.0 1.248
12.0 - 16.0 1.304
16.0 - 21.0 2.169
21.0 - 28.0 1.676
28.u - 36.0 .402
36.0 - q7.0 0.000
47.o - 62.0 0.000
62.o0 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER oo001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .476
7.0 - 9.0 .179
9.0 - 12.0 .043
12.0 - 16.0 .011
16.0 - 21.0 0.o000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000O
47.0 - 62.0 0.000O
62.0 - 82.0 0.000









DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 32 0
COUNTER NUMBER 3559
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3) 70
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)I 952
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*.3) 28.
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .0
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.
5.5 - 7.0 1.629
7.0 - 9.0 1.293
9.0 - 12.0 1.310
12.0 - 16.0 1.696
16.0 - 21.0 1.391
21.0 - 28.0 .655
28.0 - 36.0 O.100
36.0 -47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.o000
FLIGHT NUMBER o001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT )GM/M*#3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM^*3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 1.990
7.0 - 9.0 1.893
9.0 - 12.0 2.143
12.0 - 16.0 1.539
16.0 - 21.0 .723
21.0 - 28.0 .414
28.0 - 36.0 .066
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL I(M) I
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .505
7.0 - 9.0 1.714
9.0 - 12.0 .457
12.0 - 16.0 .579
16.0 - 21.0 1.374
21.0 - 28.0 2.543
28.0 - 36.0 .804
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
















62 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 31 50
COUNTER NUMBER 3550
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
O.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
O.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*43)
2.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM)
.24 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
000 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 2.171
7.0 - 9.0 4.643
9.0 - 12.0 3.376
12.0 - 16.0 2.475
16.0 - 21.0 .703
21.0 - 28.0 .204
28.0 - 36.0 .021
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.o000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
65 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 32 5
COUNTER NUMBER 3563
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
D.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
D.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
2.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
09 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
D85 LIl. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .886
7.0 - 9.0 2.071
9.0 - 12.0 2.081
12.0 - 16.0 2.989
Ih.0 - 21.0 2.043
21.0 - 28.0 .267
28.0 - 36.0 .050
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.00O
62.0 - 82.0 0.000ooo



















68 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 69
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 32 23
CCUNTER NUMBER 8577
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
0.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
O.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**3) 70.0
2.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 1333.3
.40 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM*-3) 40.53
058 LID, wATER CONTENT (GM/0W03) .089
,.INT. SIZE INTERVAL iLM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.752
7.0 - 9.0 3.343
9.0 - 12.0 2.424
12.0 - 16.0 3.057
lo.O - 21.0 1.409
21.0 - 28.0 .580
28.0 - 36.0 .077
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000o
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
71 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 72
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 32 38
CCUNTER NUMBER 3590
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
0.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 190.5
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM*43) 70.0
2.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
.97 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*3) 44.27
273 LIl, wATER CONTENT (GM/F,**3) .145
eINT. SIZE INTERVAL U(DM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.095
7.0 - 9.0 2.471
9.0 - 12.0 1.800
12.0 - 16.0 2.575
16.0 - 21.0 2.631
21.0 - 28.0 1.033
28.0 - 36.0 .200
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.0ooO
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER OGt 73
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME ZO 32 43
COUNTER NUMBER 3594
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM.*3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 24.16
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .092
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.810
7.0 - 9.0 1.093
9.0 - 12.0 .743
12.0 - 16.0 1.036
16.0 - 21.0 1.214
21.0 - 28.0 .796
28.0 - 36.0 .155
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 76
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 34 48
COUNTER NUMBER 3671
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K). 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) o0.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .26
LID. wATER CONTENT (GCM/P*3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .114
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - lo.O 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000o
28.0 - 30.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
C~~N.- .
FLIGHT NUMBER OUI 79
' 8Ž C$ DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 35 5
COUUNTER NUMBER 3685
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KF1) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/SI) 190.5
AFbIENT TEMPERATURE (CEG K) 999.9
SAMPLEU VOLUME (CM*N3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMt*31 37.01
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .066
SIZE INTERVAL (UM ) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.600
7.0 - 9.0 1.964
9.0 - 12.0 3.643
12.0 - l.0O 3.493
16.0 - 21.0 .669
21.0 - 28.0 .241
28.0 - 36.0 .095
36.g - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10b.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER O0l 82
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 35 20
COUNTER NUMBER 3697
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*.3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM.*3) 43.80
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .145
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .857
7.0 - 9.0 2.093
9.0 - .12.0 .952
12.0 - 16.0 2.243
16.0 - 21.0 3.614
21.0 - 28.0 1.122
28.0 - 36.0 .071
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .0000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 32 49
COUNTER NUMBER 8599
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) I
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 11
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3l 3
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM4*3/UM Do
5.5 - 7.0 1.124
7.0 - 9.0 2.207
9.0 - 12.0 1.324
12.0 - 16.0 .757
16.0 - 21.0 1.560
21.0 - 28.0 1.396
28.0 - 36.0 .407
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








FLIGHT NUMBER 001 77
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 34 53
COUNTER NUMBER 3675
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMR*3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 43.44
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .039
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#"3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.410
7.0 - 9.0 4.729
9.0 - 12.0 5.429
12.0 - 16.0 3.046
16.0 - 21.0 .346
21.0 - 28.0 .024
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 80
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 35 10
COUNTER NUMBER 3689
AIRCRAFT ALTITUUE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 36.93
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .069
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.105
7.0 - 9.0 3.771
9.0 - 12.0 3.733
12.0 - 16.0 2.086
16.0 - 21.0 .723
21.0 - 28.0 .267
28.0 - 36.0 .150
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 1.305
7.0 - 9.0 1.693
9.0 - 12.0 1.324
12.0 - 16.0 2.207
16.0 - 21.0 3.223
21.0 - 28.0 .720
28.0 - 36.0 .032
36.0 . 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 . 82.0 0.000








74 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 32 54
COUNTER NUMBER 3603
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.05 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*N31
2.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
.93 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
164 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/#**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .533
7.0 - 9.0 .307
9.0 - 12.0 .057
12.0 - 16.0 .625
16.0 - 21.0 .560
21.0 - 28.0 .082
28.0 - 36.0 .016
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 001 78
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 35 0
COUNTER NUMBER 3681
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1333.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 43.96
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/11**3) .051
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.552
7.0 - 9.0 3.100
9.0 - 12.0 4.819
12.0 - 16.0 4.250
16.0 - 21.0 .214
21.0 - 28.0 .139
28.0 - 36.0 .016
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.OO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 81
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 35 15
COUNTER NUMBER 3693
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 43.63
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/PF*3) .092
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.676
7.0 - 9.0 1.514
9.0 - 12.0 1.829
12.0 - 16.0 3.993
16.0 . 21.0 2.517
21.0 - 28.0 .312
28.0 - 36.0 .045
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 . 108.0 0.000
83 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 35 30
COUNTER NUMBER 3706
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
0.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(MS) L
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 9
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
2.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL- MI 9!
56 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 4
112 LID0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DCI
5.5 - 7.0 2.019
7.0- 9.0 2.229
9.0 - 12.0 2.676
12.0 - 16.0 5.714
16.0 - 21.0 1.437
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0- 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 001 85
DATE 13 JaN 1972
TIME 20 35 35
COUNTER NUMBER 3711
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 44.87
LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .070
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.124
7.0 - 9.0 1.850
9.0 - 12.0 3.110
12.0 - It.0 4.239
16.0 - 21.0 1.846
21.0 - 28.0 .133
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 88
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 35 50
COUNTER NUMBER 3723
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 761.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 54.91
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .094
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 . 7.0 2.762
7.0 - 9.0 2.629
9.0 - 12.0 2.214
Z2.0 - 16.0 5.489
16.0 - 21.0 3.357
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 o0000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10.O0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 91
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 36 5
COUNTER NUMBER 3735
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (UEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
NUMBER CENSITY INC/CM**3) 50.31
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .215
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.457
7.0 - 9.0 2.229
9.0 - 12.0 .876
12.0 - b1.O 1.807
16.0 - 21.0 3.186
21.0 - 28.0 2.359
28.0 . 36.0 .171
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 _ 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.O 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 94
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 36 21
CLUNTER NUMBER 3746
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (iM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICMR*3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 58.29
LID. WATER CONTENT CGM/M*.3) .172
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.790
7.0 - 9.0 2.921
9.0 - 12.0 .919
12.0 - 16.0 2.721
16.0 - 21.0 5.240
21.0 - 28.0 1.159
28.0 - 36.0 .037
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/Mn*3)
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 * 7.0 2.076
7.0 - 9.0 2.407
9.0 - 12.0 6.738
12.0 - 16.0 4.350
16.0 - 21.0 .026
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 1.514
7.0 - 9.0 2.321
9.0 - 12.0 1.276
12.0 - 16.0 1.582
16.0 - 21.0 3.631
21.0 - 28.0 1.867
28.0 - 36.0 .066
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL iUM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 1.543
7.0 - 9.0 1.829
9.0 - 12.0 1.086
12.0 - 16.0 1.325
16.0 - 21.0 2.963
21.0 28.0 1.720
28.0 36.0 .071
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER 001 95
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 36 25
COUNTER NUMBER 3752
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 761.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 56.26
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .174
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.533
7.0 - 9.0 2.050
9.0 - 12.0 1.233
12.0 - 16.0 2.500
16.0 - 21.0 4.631
21.0 - 28.0 1.378
28.0 - 36.0 .045
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 . 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
86 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 35 46
COUNTER NUMBER 3719
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
iD.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY M/IS)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*N3)
i2.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (HM
.71 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
042 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 2.257
7.0 - 9.0 1.757
9.0 - 12.0 3.124
12.0 - 16.0 3.771
16.0 - 21.0 1.249
21.0 - 28.0 .139
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
89 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 36 0
COUNTER NUMBER 3731
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
10.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
2.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.83 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
181 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/R**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 1.543
7.0 - 9.0 1.986
9.0 - 12.0 1.100
12.0 - 16.0 1.518
16.0 - 21.0 3.437
21.0 - 28.0 2.194
28.0 - 36.0 .150
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
92 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 36 16
COUNTER NUMBER 3744
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
0.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S5
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
O.0 SAMPLED VOLUME CCMf*3)
i2.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.96 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
161 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/NF*3)
,.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
55 - 7.0 3.267
7.0 - 9.0 2.143
9.0 - 12.0 .681
12.0 - 16.0 2.500
16.0 - 21.0 4.509
21.0 - 28.0 1.702
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.00O
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAh 1972








LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M"*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) ND/CM.*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 2.076
7.0 - 9.0 2.164
9.0 - 12.0 1.129
12.0 - 16.0 2.275
16.0 - 21.0 3.954
21.0 - 28.0 1.339
28.0 - 36.0 .089
36.0 - 47.C .016
47.0 - 62.C .OC6
62.0 - 82.0 0.0CO





































FLIGHT NUMBER 001 97
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 36 35
COUNTER NUMBER 3760
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI. 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 50.23
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .179
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 . 7.0 1.962
7.0 - 9.0 2.007
9.0 - 12.0 .862
12.0 - 16.0 2.332
16.0 - 21.0 3.989
21.0 - 28.0 1.606.
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62,0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 -. 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 100
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 36 50
COUNTER NUMBER 3773
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE. (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K). 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 761.9
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 44.06
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .048
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.381
7.0 - 9.0 3.164
9.0 - 12.0 4.862
12.0 - 16.0 3.993
16.0 - 21.0 .660
21.0 - 28.0 .043
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.U - 0lb.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 98
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 36 40
COUNTER NUMBER 3764
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED'VOLUME (CM**B) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (N) 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) 52.29
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .109
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.619
7.0 9.0 1.936
9.0 - 12.0 1.576
12.0 16.0 4.475
16.0 - 21.0 4.097
21.0 28.0 .184
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000D
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 . 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
















SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM,*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.362
7.0 - 9.0 3.500
9.0 - 12.0 4.419
12.0 - 16.0 2.364
16.0 - 21.0 .143
21.0 - 28.0 .043
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
99FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 36 46
COUNTER NUMBER 3769
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2-
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 1142.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 42.81
LI0, WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .075
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMN*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.762
7.0 - 9.0 1.893
9.0 - 12.0 2.514
12.0 - 16.0 3.804
16.0 - 21.0 2.114
21.0 - 28.0 .216
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
101 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972










































'DATE 13 JAN 1972








L1I. WATER CONTENT iGM/M*A3)


































FLIGHT NUMBER 001 106
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 37 20
COUNTER NUMBER 3797
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKMI 5,2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM) 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .09
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .009
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
103 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 37 10
COUNTER NUMBER 3789
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
190.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
999.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
70.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
952.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
23.57 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.025 LIDO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)






























DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT {GM/M**3)




























104 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 105
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 37 15
COUNTER NUMBER 3793
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 52.
90.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
70.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
52.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
1.77 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 2.39
.000 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .324
7.0 - 9.0 .379
9.0 - 12.0 .190
12.0 - 16.0 .089
16.0 - 21.0 .043
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
107 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 108
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 37 29
COUNTER NUMBER 3805
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
90.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S). 190.5
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
70.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CMN**3 70.0
52.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 761.9
1.21 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.87
.001 LIQ. WATER CONTENT {GM/M**3) .002























FLIGHT NUMBER 001 109
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 47 30
COUNTER NUMBER 4094
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 0.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 30.00
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .046
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.705
7.0 - 9.0 2.429
9.0 - IZ.0 1.948
12.0 - 16.0 2.196
16.0 - 21.0 1.017
21.0 - 28.0 .184
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 112
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 47 45
COUNTER NUMBER 4107
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG k) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*.3) 22.00
LIDC wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .031
SIZE INTEHVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.390
7.0 - 9.0 1.757
9.0 - 12.0 2.171
12.U - lo.O 1.461
16.0 - 21.0 .660
21.0 - 2h.0 .094
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUimBER ul 115
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 48 0
CGUNTER NUMBEE 4119
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VuLLME (CMM3) 70.0
•• f• SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 952.4
20' NUMEER DENSITY (NO/CM*.3) 28.97
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M*31) .025
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.505
7.0 - 9.0 4.350
9.0 - 12.0 3.124
12.0 - 10.0 .957
lb.0 - 21.0 .249
21.0 - 28.0 .063
28.0 - 36.0 .016
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 118
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 48 15
COUNTER NUMBER 4132
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
ABIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM^^3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*M3) 20.20
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*r3) .035
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.867
7.0 - 9.0 2.293
9.0 - 12.0 1.395
12.0 - 16.0 1.071
16.0 - 21.0 .560
21.0 - 28.0 .184
28.0 - 36.0 .027
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 110
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 47 35
COUNTER NUMBER 4098
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 41.73
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .051
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.076
7.0 - 9.0 3.300
9.0 - 12.0 4.476
12.0 - 16.0 3.100
16.0 - 21.0 1.169
21.0 - 28.0 .043
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 47 50
COUNTER NUMBER 4111
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S) 19
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 99
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 7
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 95
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM-*3) 33
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 3.448
7.0 - 9.0 4.507
9.0 - 12.0 2.838
12.0 - 16.0 1.504
16.0 - 21.0 .766
21.0 - 28.0 .133
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 1.695
7.0 - 9.0 2.093
9.0 - 12.0 .848
12.0 - 16.0 .357
16.0 - 21.0 .214
21.0 - 28.0 .094
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







FLIGHT NUMBER 001 119
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 48 21
COUNTER NUMBER 4136
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICMr*3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1142.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 35.36
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .059
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 * 7.0 2.171
7.0 - 9.0 2.343
9.0 - 12.0 2.795
12.0 - 16.0 3.279
16.0 - 21.0 1.017
21.0 - 28.0 .082
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 .008
47.0 - 62.0 .006
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 111
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 47 40
COUNTER NUMBER 4103
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMn**3 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 40.53
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .061
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.752
7.0 - 9.0 2.650
9.0 - 12.0 3.467
12.0 - 16.0 3.993
16.0 - 21.0 .937
21.0 - 28.0 .196
28.0 - 36.0 .021
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
113 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 47 55
COUNTER NUMBER 4115
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
00.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
2.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
·.51 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
038 L10. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
I.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .476
7.0 - 9.0 1.429
9.0 - 12.0 .667
12.0 - 16.0 .179
16.0 - 21.0 .071
21.0 - 28.0 .024
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
116 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 48 10
CCUNTER NUMBER 4128
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
90.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
70.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
52.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
2.47 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3)
.015 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 2.076
7.0 - 9.0 1.871
9.0 - 12.0 1.338
12.0 - 16.0 1.282
16.0 - 21.0 .446
21.0 - 28.0 .108
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/f**3)
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 2.286
7.0 - 9.0 3.007
9.0 - 12.0 2.752
12.0 - 16.0 1.850
16.0 - 21.0 .946
21.0 - 28.0 .247
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























FLIGHT NUMBER 001 121
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 48 30
COUNTER NUMBER 4145
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (R/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 952.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 16.43
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .017
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.105
7.0 - 9.0 2.586
9.0 - 12.0 1.100
12.0 - 1.0 .757
16.0 - 21.0 .294
21.0 - 28.0 .037
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 o.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 124
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 48 50
CLUNTER NUOBER 4161
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT ,ELOCITY (Mf/S) 190.S
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INlERVAL (M) 952.4
NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) 1.71
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NU/CMe*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .057
7.0 - 9.0 .243
9.0 - 12.0 .267
12.0 - 16.0 .054
16.0 - 21.0 .020
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.OOU
82.U - IOb. 0.000
FLIGHT NUBER 001 127
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 49 1
CLUNTER NUMBER 4170
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 381.0U
NUMBER DEiNSITY (NO/CM**3) .47
LIC. 7ATER CONTENT (GM/W**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .114
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .100
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 o.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10o.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001l 130
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 15 5
COUNTER NUMBER 4613
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KR) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 144.1
AMBIElNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 57.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 581.7
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 69.30
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/MF*3) .182
51ZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMt*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.673
7.0 - 9.0 3.588
9.0 - 12.0 2.485
12.0 - lb.0 3.219
lO.6 - 21.0 6.565
21.0 - 28.0 .922
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 . 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 106.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 7.0 4.371
7.0 9.0 3.993
9.0 - 12.0 2.795
12.0 - 16.0 1.004
16.0 - 21.0 .294
21.0 - 28.0 .031
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 48 55
COUNTER NlUMBER 4165
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 19
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 99
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 7
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 95
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMn*3) 28
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) No/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 2.581
7.0 - 9.0 4.307
9.0 - 12.0 3.152
12.0 - 16.0 1.414
16.0 - 21.0 .071
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
CATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 14 56
COUNTER NUMBER 4606
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 14
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 99
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM^*3) 5
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 3
LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M#*31) 
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .070
7.0 - 9.0 .158
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .053
16.0 - 21.0 .207
21.0 - 28.0 .053
28.0 - 36.0 .046
36.0 - 47.0 .089
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 I
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 15 7
COUNTER NUMBER 4615
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 14:
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DE6 K) 999
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 56
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 28!
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 68.
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .1
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.
5.5 - 7.0 2.333
7.0 - 9.0 3.205
9.0 - 12.0 1.988
12.0 - 16.0 2.996
16.0 - 21.0 6.414
21.0 - 28.0 1.202
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
122 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 48 45
COUNTER NUMBER 4157
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
90.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
70.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM8*3)
04.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
8.63 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.021 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 2.819
7.0 - 9.0 3.857
9.0 - 12.0 2.005
12.0 - 16.0 .8o8
16.0 - 21.0 .623
21.0 - 28.0 .184
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
125 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 20 48 59
CCUNTER NUMBER 4169
5.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
90.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*t3)
52.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
s.04 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
023 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/Ft *3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM8*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .171
7.0 - 9.0 .150
9.0 - 12.0 .119
12.0 - 16.0 .075
16.0 - 21.0 .017
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.00
128 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 15 1
COUNTER NUMBER 4610
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.6.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
7.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
0.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
1.39 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*F3)
,048 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM-*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 3.251
7.0 - 9.0 3.202
9.0 - 12.0 1.713
12.0 - l.O 2.535
16.0 - 21.0 4.098
21.0 - 28.0 .697
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 - 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
131 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 15 10
CCUNTER NUMBER 4616
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
1.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
6.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*43)
5.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.34 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
192 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/FO*3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM*#3/LM I
5.5 - 7.0 1.631
7.0 - 9.0 2.143
9.0 - 12.0 1.488
12.0 - 16.0 3.107
16.0 21.0 5.132
21.0 - 28.0 1.467
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER 001 133
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 15 15
COUNTER NUMBER 4621
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL MI) 707.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 26.62
LIO. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .066
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.440
7.0 - 9.0 1.027
9.0 - 12.0 1.077
12.0 - 16.0 1.295
16.0 - 21.0 2.354
21.0 - 28.0 .319
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 136
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 15 23
COUNTER NUMBER 4627
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 139.0
AFBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUML (CMos3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 140.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 5.09
LID. ,ATER CONTENT (GM/M*31) .009
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM^*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .339
7.0 - 9.0 .455
9.0 - 12.0 .127
12.0 - 16.0 .355
16.0 - 21.0 .364
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.000
82.0 - 1Ob.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 139
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 15 27
COUNTER NUMBER 4631
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 139.0
AFBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CFM*3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 139.0
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM*#3) .49
LIC. *ATEP CONTENT (GM/M*31) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .145
7.0 - 9.0 .082
9.0 - 12.0 .018
12.0 - c0.O 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 26.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 142
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 15 44
COUNTER NUMBER 4645
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY tM/S) 139.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 139.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 37.80
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .087
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.285
7.0 - 9.0 2.100
9.0 - 120 2.121
12.0 - 16.0 2.241
16.0 - 21.0 2.658
21.0 - 28.0 .413
28.0 - 36.0 .020
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 134
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 15 20
COUNTER NUMBER 4625
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 707.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 54.36
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3) .158
SIZE INTERVAL (IUM NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.893
7.0 - 9.0 2.313
9.0 - 12.0 1.744
12.0 - 16.0 2.830
16.0 - 21.0 4.386
21.0 - 28.0 1.194
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 137
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 15 24
COUNTER NUMBER 4628
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 139.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 139.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#*3) .76
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .073
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .018
12.0 - 16.0 .082
16.0 - 21.0 .033
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 140
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 15 38
COUNTER NUMBER 4640
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 139.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1529.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*.3) .51
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .303
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .014
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 143
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 15 45
COUNTER NUMBER 4646
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 139.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 139.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 7.80
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .013
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .824
7.0 - 9.0 .591
9.0 - 12.0 .358
12.0 - 16.0 .468
16.0 - 21.0 .455
21.0 - 28.0 .023
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 135
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 15 22
COUNTER NUMBER 4626
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL I(M 283.1
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 28.80
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .080
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.488
7.0 - 9.0 1.223
9.0 - 12.0 .518
12.0 - 16.0 1.701
16.0 - 21.0 2.375
21.0 - 28.0 .556
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LUM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .027
9.0 - 12.0 .018
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. *ATER CONTFNT (GM/Me*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .412
7.0 - 9.0 .418
9.0 - 12.0 .527
12.0 - 16.0 .650
16.0 - 21.0 .942
21.0 - 28.0 .112
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LIQ. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .383
7.0 - 9.0 .722
9.0 - 12.0 1.000
12.0 - 16.0 .431
16.0 - 21.0 .496
21.0 - 28.0 .032
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























FLIGHT NUMBER 001 145
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 15 49
COUNTER NUMBER 4649
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY iM/S) 139.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 413.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 75.56
LIO. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .163
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.836
7.0 - 9.0 4.227
9.0 - 12.0 3.424
12.0 - 16.0 4.514
16.0 - 21.0 6.305
21.0 - 28.0 .405
28.0 - 3b.0 .020
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMbER 001 148
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 15 55
COUNTER NUMBER 4654
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I./S) 131.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 53.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL tM) 393.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NUiCM**3) 87.98
LIO. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .224
SIZE INTERVAL '(UM) NO/CFh*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 7.0 2.868
7.0 - 9.0 5.509
9.0- IZ.0 2.553
12.0 - 16.0 5.231
16.0 - 21.0 7.060
21.0 - 28.0 1.213
28.0 - 36.0 .035
36.U - 47.0 0.000
" 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8a.0 0.0O0
9 A.. 82.0 - 108.0 0o.ooo
FLIGHT NUMBER Ool 151
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 16 3
COUNTER N;iMBER 4661
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 12*.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMFLEU VOLUME (CM..3) 52.U
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 257.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NU/CM**3) 6.44
LI0. ,ATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .011
SIZE INTERVAL I(UM NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .038
7.0 - 9.0 .865
9.0 - 12IZ .397
12.0 - lb.0 .341
16.U0 21.0 .385
21.0 - 2Z.0 .025
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 . .ooo
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 154
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 16 10
COUNTER NUMBER 4 667
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (M/S) 131.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMn*3) 53.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 662.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 85.08
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .166
SIZE INTERVAL ILM) hO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.409
?.O - 9.0 3.358
9.0 - 12.0 4.340
12.0 - 16.0 6.750
16.0 - 21.0 6.377
21.0 - 28.0 .175
28.0 - 36.0 .014
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 15 50
COUNTER NUMBER 4650
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 13
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 99
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 5
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 13
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 61
LIO. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 2.580
7.0 - 9.0 2.972
9.0 - 12.0 2.444
12.0 - 16.0 3.833
16.0 - 21.0 4.848
21.0 - 28.0 .603
28.0 - 36.0 .028
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/MO*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 2.154
7.0 - 9.0 3.058
9.0 - 12.0 2.538
12.0 - 16.0 4.101
16.0 - 21.0 4.962
21.0 - 28.0 .813
28.O - 36.0 .043
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 -108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTORVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .189
.0 - 9.0 .113
9.0 - 12.0 .038
12.0 - 16.0 .057
16.0 - 21.0 .034
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.00O
62.0 - 82.0 0.oo00
B2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 16 15
COUNTER NUMBER 4670
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY tM/S) I
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMa*3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 7
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DI0]
5.5 - 7.0 2.603
7.0 - 9.0 3.269
9.0 - 12.0 3.321
12.0 - 16.0 5.663
16.0 - 21.0 5.396
21.0 - 28.0 .489
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















146 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 15 52
COUNTER NUMBER 4652
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
6.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
4.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*43)
7.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.17 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM-*3)
.144 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 3.057
7.0 - 9.0 3.623
9.0 - 12.0 2.333
12.0 - 16.0 4.094
16.0 - 21.0 5.257
21.0 - 28.0 1.364
28.0 - 36.0 .028
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
149 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 16 1
COUNTER NUMBER 4659
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
28.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I1/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
52.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**3)
49.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
4.21 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.161 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/W*#3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .474
7.0 - 9.0 2.788
9.0 - 12.0 1.679
12.0 - 16.0 2.178
16.0 - 21.0 2.b08
21.0 - 28.0 .275
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















152 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 153
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 16 5
COUNTER NUMBER 4663
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI .9
1.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 133.8
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
3.0 SAMPLED VOLLME .(CMH 31) 54.0
30.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 132.6
1.02 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 58.33
.001 LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/F^^3) .131
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.852
7.0 - 9.0 3.269
9.0 - 12.0 1.827
12.0 - 16.0 4.454
16.0 - 21.0 4.489
21.0 - 28.0 .452
28.0 - 36.0 .014
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
155 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 16 20
COUNTER NUMBER 4674
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
28.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
52.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
49.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
3.46 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#*3)
.156 LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/F**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 2.756
7.0 - 9.0 4.529
9.0 - 12.0 3.763
12.0 - 16.0 5.587
16.0 - 21.0 ?.704
21.0 - 28.0 .549
28.0 - 36.0 0.000C
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000












FLIGHT NUMBER OOI 157
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 16 25
COUNTER NUMBER 4679
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 128.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 52.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 643.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 80.98
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .1T77
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.564
7.0 - 9.0 2.885
9.0 - 12.0 2.821
12.0 - lb.0 5.423
16.0 - 21.0 7.031
21.0 - 28.0 .437
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 160
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 16 41
COUNTER NUMBER 4692
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KI) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 126.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K). 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*.3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 756.8
NUMBER DENrSITY (NO/CM**3) 97.98
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/F*r31 .190
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.771
7.0 - 9.0 3.431
9.0 - 1I.O 3.673
12.0 - 16.0 8.882
16.0U - 21.0 7.227
21.0 - 28.0 .165
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 163
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME Z2 16 55
CLUNTER NUIMBER 47U4
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (l/S5 126.1
AMBIENT TEMPEkATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM-*31 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 630.6
NUMBER CESITY (NO/CM^*3) 105.88
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .187
SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.484
7.0 - 9.0 4.931
9.0 - 12.0 5.000
12.0 - Ib.0 9.848
16.0 - 21.0 6.933
21.0 - 28.0 .017
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 _ 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 100.O 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 166
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 17 10
COUNTER NUMBER 4717
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 126.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 624.2
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*^3) 94.27
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/MC*3) .159
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM^^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.922
7.0 - 9.0 2.941
9.0 - 12.0 5.392
12.0 - 16.0 10.137
16.0 - 21.0 5.035
21.0 - 28.0 .078
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 158
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 16 30
COUNTER NUMBER 4683
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 126.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL cM) 637.1
NUMBER DENSITY tNO/CM**3) 103.49
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .208
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.098
7.0 - 9.0 4.127
9.0 - 12.0 5.248
12.0 - 16.0 8.681
16.0 - 21.0 7.475
21.0 - 28.0 .375
Z8.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 161
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 16 45
COUNTER NUMBER 4696
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 126.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMO*3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 504.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 106.25
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .196
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.425
7.0 - 9.0 3.392
9.0 - 12.0 4.739
12.0 - 16.0 10.980
16.0 - 21.0 7.169
21.0 - 28-0 .042
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL CM)
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMaa3) 1
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 4.078
7.0 - 9.0 2.814
9.0 - 12.0 5.105
12.0 - 16.0 11.275
16.0 - 21.0 6.200
21.0 - 28.0 .050
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM*03/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 5.098
7.0 - 9.0 3.461
9.0 - 12.0 5.575
12.0 - 16.0 12.544
16.0 - 21.0 4.875
21.0 - 28.0 .078
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 . 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000












DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 3.791
7.0 - 9.0 3.922
9.0 - 12.0 3.163
12.0 - 16.0 7.152
16.0 - 21.0 7.694
21.0 - 28.0 .401
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 001 162
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 16 50
COUNTER NUMBER 4700
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 126.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL cM) 630.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 102.41
LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .189
SIZE INTERVAL (CUM NO/CM*03/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.922
7.0 - 9.0 2.843
9.0 - 12.0 4.758
12.0 - 16.0 10.569
16.0 - 21.0 6.690
21.0 - 28.0 .120
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
164 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 17 5
COUNTER NUMBER 4713
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE CKM)
26.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CI/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
51.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*,3)
30.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL CM)
3.57 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.183 LI1. WATER CONTENT IGM/F**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CMW*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 5.346
7.0 - 9.0 2.902
9.0 - 12.0 4.758
12.0 - 16.0 10.554
16.0 - 21.0 5.831
21.0 - 28.0 .025
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
167 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 17 20
COUNTER NUMBER 4724
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
6.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K)
51.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3)
30.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
6.51 NUMRER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
*172 LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M*#3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 5.556
7.0 - 9.0 3.275
9.0 - 12.0 3.941
12.0 - 16.0 11.485
16.0 - 21.0 4.937
21.0 - 28.0 .042
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER o001 169
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 17 25
COUNTER NUMBER 4729
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 126.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**31 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 630.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 102.04
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*e3) .156
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.595
7.0 - 9.0 2.078
9.0 - 12.0 5.039
12.C - 16.0 13.892
b16. - 21.0 3.663
21.0 - 28.0 .070
28.0 - 3b.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 172
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 17 40
COUNTER NUIMBER 4741
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUML (CM*43) 5L.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 624.2
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 96.53
LID. WATEA CONTENT (GM/Mt*3) .131
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.556
7.0 - 9.0 4.225
9.0 - 1Ž.0 5.163
12.0 - 16.0 12.868
6Ib.O - 21.0 2.498
21.0 - 28.0 .042
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.UOO
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMbER 001 175
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 17 55
COUNTER NUMBERE 4754
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
07 g AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/5) 123.6
ABIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VoLLME (CMn*3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) b17.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/C*.*3) 97.06
LI(D. ATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .203
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CMW*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.132
7.0 - 9.0 4.833
9.0 - 12.0 2.425
12.0 - Ib.0 7.152
1t.0 - 21.0 8.553
21.0 - 26.0 .218
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .0.000
62.0 - 8Z.0 . 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUiBER 001 178
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 18 10
COUNTER NUMBER 4706
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 121.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMe*3) 50.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 611.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM.*3) 34.76
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .034
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NCU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.493
7.9 - 9.0 3.530
9.0 - 12.0 3.433
12.0 - 16.0 2.405
It.O - 21.0 .448
21.0 - 28.0 .034
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 4.902
7.0 - 9.0 3.363
9.0 - 12.0 8.536
12.0 - 16.0 13.583
16.0 - 21.0 .525
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






FLIGHT NUMBER 001 173
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 17 44
COUNTER NUMBER 4745
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 126.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 499.4
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 96.02
L10. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .149
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.693
7.0 - 9.0 2.843
9.0 - 12.0 4.922
12.0 - 16.0 11.010
16.0 - 21.0 4.227
21.0 - 28.0 .042
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 176
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 18 0
COUNTER NUMBER 4758
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 121.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 50.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 611.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*.3) 97.36
LIC. WATcR CONTENT IGM/M**3) .183
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.787
7.0 - 9.0 4.560
9.0 - 12.0 3.620
12.0 - 16.0 8.700
16.0 - 21.0 6.872
21.0 - 28.0 .123
28.0 - 36.0 .022
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 5.388
7.0 - 9.0 5.541
9.0 - 12.0 3.252
12.0 - 16.0 1.224
16.0 - 21.0 .176
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






170 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 17 35
COUNTER NUMBER 4737
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
26.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
51.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**3)
30.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL c(M
S.71 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.108 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL UMR) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 5.346
7.0 - 9.0 3.794
90. - 12.0 7.556
12.0 - b16.O 13.309
16.O - 21.0 1.102
-21.0 - 28.0 .017
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 5.307
7.0 - 9.0 4.716
9.0 - 12.0 2.895
12.0 - 16.0 7.917
16.0 - 21.0 8.0o8
21.0 - 28.0 .148
28.0 - 36.0 .029
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CLM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 5.307
7.0 - 9.0 5.882
9.0 - 12.0 5.307
12.0 - 16.0 9.941
16.0 - 21.0 3.431
21.0 - 28.0 .129
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
179 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 18 20
CCUNTER NUMBER 4774
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
18.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
49,0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM#43)
78.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
4.88 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.023 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/FM*3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 9.120
7.0 - 9.0 11.900
9.0 - 12.0 8.433
12.0 - 16.0 4.575
16.0 - 21.0 .972
21.0 - 28.0 .034
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER 001 181
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 18 25
COUNTER NUMBER 4778
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 121.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CNM*3) 50.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI) 604.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 29.78
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/Me*3) .010
SIZE INTERVAL (UMN NO/CN**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 _ 7.0 3.373
7.0 - 9.0 2.780
9.0 - 12.0 2.433
12.0 . 16.0 2.265
16.0 - 21.0 .524
21.0 - 28.0 .026
28.0 _ 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 184
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 18 40
COUNTER NUMBER 4791
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*O 3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 592.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 123.61
LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*W3) .083

































FLIGHT NUMBER 001 182
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 18 30
COUNTER NUMBER 4783
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKMI .6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY tM/SI 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*s3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 598.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CnM*3) 37.51
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/Mo*3) .037
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5,5 - 7.0 4.122
7,0 . 9.0 3.949
9.0 - 12.0 3.714
12.0 - 16.0 2.311
16.0 - 21.0 .482
21.0 - 28.0 .082
28.0 - 36.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 185
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 18 45
COUNTER NUMBER 4796
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 592.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CNM*3) 141.08
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .095


































FLIGHT NUMBER 001 1i
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 18 35
COUNTER NUMBER 4787
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) *l
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 99909
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL MN) 592.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 113.71
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)I 112
























DATE 13 JAN 1972









SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*03) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL MN) 592.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMH*3) 106.88
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/N**3) .073
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*n 3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 11.129
7.0 - 9.0 14.184
9.0 - 12.0 14.088
12.0 - 16.0 4.301
16.0 - 21.0 .408
21.0 - 28.0 .044
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 187
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 16 55
COUNTER NUMBER 4804
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM.*3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 592.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*H 3) 83.61
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .073























FLIGHT NUMBER 001 190
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 15
COUNTER NUMBER 4820
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 592.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*N3) 113.37
LI.0 WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .051
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM.*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 15.986
7.0 _ 9.0 22.031
9.0 - 12.0 13.435
12.0 - 16.O 1.209
16.0 - 21.0 .037
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 . 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 . 82.0 0.000
82.0 . 106.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 188
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 5
COUNTER NUMBER 4813
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1184.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 88.65
LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .070
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*w3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.204
7.0 - 9.0 80765
9.0 - 12.0 12.837
12.0 - 16.0 5.561
16.0 - 21.0 .139
21.0 - 28.0 .044
28.0 - 36.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*w3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*W3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 13.088
7.0 - 9.0 5.827
9.0 - 12.0 .293
12.0 - 16.0 .092
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







FLIGHT NUMBER 001 189
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 10
CCUNTER NUMBER 4816
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*,3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 592.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMo*3) 87.14
LI. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .047
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 9.864
7.0 - 9.0 13.418
9.0 - 12.0 13.476
12.0 - 16.0 1.082
16.0 - 21.0 .127
21.0 - 28.0 .017
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
191 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 192
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 23
COUNTER NUMBER 4827
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
18.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
49.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CMW*3) 49.0
92.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 135.2
2.59 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .92
.007 L10. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IUMN) NO/CM**3/UM DtUINT.
5.5 - 7.0 .286
7.0 - 9.0 .031
9.0 - 12.0 .082
12.0 - 16.0 .031
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 193
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 24
COUNTER NUMBER 4828
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DOEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 118.4
hUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*03) .80
LIT. WATER CONTENT (GM/.**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .245
7.0 - 9.0 09Z
9.0 _ 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .061
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.O - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 _ 82.0 0.000
82.0 _ 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 0.l 196
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 28
COUNTER NUMBER 4831
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I{/5) 118.4
ANBIENT TFMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMR*3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 118.4
NhMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*63) .55
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*N31 .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*63/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 _ 9.0 .214
9.0 - Oz.O .041
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 21.0 O O.Ouo
21.0 - 26.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 O.OO0
36.0 - 47.0 .000C
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
64.0 . 8 .0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.00u
FLIGHT NUMBER 0o1l 199
LATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 31
CUUNTER NUMBER 4834
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY IN/SI 118.4
AIBIENT TEMPERATURE (DC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME IC6M-3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 118.4
NUMBER DENSITY (ND/CM6*3) 6.08
LIG. WATEk CONTENT IGM/F*,3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM*63/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 . 7.0 2.8t4
7.0 - 9.0 .571
9.0 . 12.0 .122
12.0 16.0 .061
16,0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 . 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000ou
36.0 4 7.0 o.o0O
47.0 - 62.0 0.0o00
62.0 - 82.0 0.0u00
82.0 106b.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER Oul 202
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 35
COUNTER NUFRBEH 4837
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY iN/SI 118.4
AM-BIENT TEMPEkATURE (DECG K) 999.9
5AMPLED VOLUME (CM*R31 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 236.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NU/CM**3) .73
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*^31 .000
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .122
7.0 - 9.0 .Lb4
9.0 - 12.0 .041
12.0 - 16.0 .015S
16.0 - 21.0 - O.000
21.0 - 2n.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.O 0.000
82.0 - 10b.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .503
7.0 - 9.0 .092
9.0 - 12.0 .041
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 -21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0.- 82.0 0.000






FLIGHT NUMBER 001 197
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 29
COUNTER NUMBER 4832
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*#3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 118.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) .73
LIO. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .245
7.0 - 9.0 .061
9.0 - 12.0 .061
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LIo. WATER CONTENT IGM/M*03)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .245
7.0 - 9.0 .092
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0- 28.0 0.000
28.0 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
LATE L3 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .762
7.0 - 9.0 .286
9.0 - 12.0 .061
12.0 - 1640 0.000
L6.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0.- 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0- 47.0 0.000
47.0 . 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







194 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 195
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 27
COUNTER NUMBER 4830
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) .8
18,4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 118.4
99,9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 999.9
49.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CMO*3) 49.0
18.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 236.8
1.12 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .12
.000 LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/h**3) .000
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (OM) NO/CM*#3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .031
16.0 - 21.0 0.00
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 198
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 30
COUNTER NUMBER 4833
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 118.4
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM*#3) .86
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/F6*3) .001O
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMR*3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .286
7.0 - 9.0 .153
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 2t.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
200 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 201
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 33
COUNTER NUMBER 4836
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE I(KMI .8
18.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/SI 118.4
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEC K) 999.9
49.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMR*3) 98.0
18.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 118.4
.61 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM6*31 .09
.000 LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/t#e3) .000
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM.63/LM LIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .041
7.0 - 9.0 .015
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0- 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000o
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
203 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 37
COUNTER NUMBER 4839
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM)
18.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY If/S)
Y9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K)
49.0 SAMPLED VOLUME {CM*63)
18.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.90 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.000 LI]. WATER CONTENT (GM/R*#3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*63/LM 
5.5 - 7.0 o.o000O
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000.
21.0.- 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0'- 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 o.o000O
62.0 - 82.0 0.000












DATE 13 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)




























DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 42
COUNTER NutMBER 4843
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (M/S) 1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)* 93
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*3)A
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DlA
5.5 - 7.0 .204
7.0 - 9.0 .122
9.0 - 12.0 .061
12.0 _ 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 2b.O 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
205 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 19T72
TIME 22 19 39
COUNTER NUMBER 4841
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
18.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
49.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM'*3)
18.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
1.37 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.001 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*w31
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 * 7.0 *381
7.0 - 9.0 *668
9.0 - 12.0 .276
12.0 - 16.0 .181
16.0 - 21.0 .037
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
208 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 43
COUNTER NUMBER 4844
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
18.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY {M/SI
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
49.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
18.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.92 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.002 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .286
7.0 - 9.0 .469
9.0 - 12.0 .272
12.0 - 16.0 .061
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
206 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 207
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 41
COUNTER NUMBER 4842
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) .8
118.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 118.4
999.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
98.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
118.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL I(M 236.8
3.67 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) .12
.004 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .031
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
209 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 210
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 44
COUNTER NUMBER 4845
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
118.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
999.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
49.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
118.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 118.4
2.55 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 39.90
.002 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/**31) .018
OIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL iUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 13.347
7.0 - 9.0 5.704
9.0 - 12.0 1.871
12.0 - 16.0 .398
16.0 - 21.0 .204
21.0 - 28.0 .026
28.0 - 36.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 211
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 50
COUNTER NUMBER 4850
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMr*3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 710.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 128.78
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/MW*3) .047
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 30.014
I.0 - 9.0 26.745
9.0 - 12.0 9.224
12.0 - 16.0 .510
16.0 - 21.0 .061
21.o - 2u.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .023
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 214
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 20 6
COUNTER NUMBER 4863
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 710.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 111.88
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .043
SIZE INTERVAL ibM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 26.653
7.0 - 9.0 24.388
9.0 - 12.0 6.143
12.0 - 16.0 .954
16.0 - 21.0 .127
21.0 - 28.0 .017
28.0 - 36.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 .006
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 212
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 19 55
COUNTER NUMBER 4854
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IMN) 592.0
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 108.18
L10. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .028
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 34.395
7.0 - 9.0 22.541
9.0 - 12.0 3.633
12.0 - 16.0 .077
16,0 - 21.0 .049
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 215
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 20 10
COUNTER NUMBER 4866
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE iDEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 473.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 71.49
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .017
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 25.551
7.0 - 9.0 14.500
9.0 - 12.0 1.143
12.0 - 1600 .107
16.0 - 21.0 .049
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 213
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 20 0
COUNTER NUMBER 4858
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (N/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 592.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 18.88
L0I. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .017
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.286
7.0 - 9.0 2.357
9.0 - 12.0 1.190
12.0 - 16.0 .730
16.0 - 21.0 .127
21.0 - 28.0 .061
28.0 - 36.0 .023
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 216
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 20 15
COUNTER NUMBER 4870
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE 1KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 592.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 76.33
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .038
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 18.748
7.0 - 9.0 12.653
9.0 - 12.0 5.184
12.0 - 16.0 1.495
16.0 - 21.0 .188
21.0 - 28.0 .035
28.0 - 36.0 .023
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 . 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER OO 217
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 20 17
COUNTER NUMBER 4872
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)I 8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 236.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .98
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5e5.. 7.0 .286
7.0 - 9.0 .122
9.0 - 12.0 .041
12.0 - 16.0 .031
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 . 62.0 0.000
62.0 . 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 220
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 20 22
COUNTER NUMBER 4876
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) *8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
A;B1ENT TEMPERATURE (UEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 236.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 2.00
L0. wATER CONTENT.(GM/M*#3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) 'NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INI.
5.5 - 7.0 .422
7.0 - 9.0 .122
9.0 - 12.0 .252
12.0 - 16.0 .077
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 2b.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
- ,~ 47.0 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - lOb.0 0.000
' FLIGHT NUMiER Oul 223
, G, CIDATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 20 25
CUUNTER NuFBER 4879
A %~' AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY t(/S) 118.40 : ' AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9V°~; SAMPLED VOLUML (CM..3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 118.4
NUMBER DEmSITY (NO/CM*A3) 9.10
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .00b
SIZE INTERVAL fUM) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.401
7.0 - 9.0 1.276
9.0 - 12.0 1.020
12.0 - Ib.O .286
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 .017
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER OU1 226
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 20 35
COUNTER NUMBER 4887
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TFMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*#3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 592.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 11.29
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3) .011
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.327
7.0 - 9.0 1.816
9.0 - 12.0 .762
12.0 - 16.0 .235
16.0 - 21.0 .139
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .031
36.0 - '7.0 0.000
47.0.- 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM4*3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .340
7.0 - 9.0 .031
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 * 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






FLIGHT- NUMBER 001 221
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 20 23
COUNTER NUMBER 4877
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 118.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .73
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.S . 7.0 .122
7.0 - 9.0 .184
9.0 - 12.0 .041
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 jAN 1972








L0D. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .340
7.0 9.0 .286
9.0 - 12.0 .041
12.0 - 16.0 .061
16.0 - 21.0 .049
21.0 - 2b.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 620 . 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .163
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .061
12.0 - 16.0 .092
16.0 - 21.0 .037
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000









218 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 219
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 20 20
COUNTER NUMBER 4874
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
18.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
49.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
36.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 118.4
.69 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .37
.001 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .163
7.0 - 9.0 .061
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M1*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .122
7.0 - 9.0 .122
9.0 - 12.0 .041
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










224 FLIGHT NUMBER 001 225
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 20 30
COUNTER NUMBER 4883
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
18.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
49.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
55.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 236.8
1.76 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.49
.003 L10. WATER CONTENT (GM/M^*3) .003
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM#*3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .463
7.0 - 9.0 .153
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .Obl0
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
227 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 20 40
COUNTER NUMBER 4891
.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
8.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
49.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*.3)
55.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL CM)
1.10 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.003 L10. WATER CONTENT (GM/PM*3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 1.224
7.0 - 9.0 1.306
9.0 - 12.0 .782
12.0 - 16.0 .219
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 .061
28.0 . 36.0 .023
36.0 . 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 001 229
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 20 47
COUNTER NUMBER 4897
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 828.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 132.10
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3n .024
SIZE INTERVAL cUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 62.667
7.0 - 9.0 18.459
9.0 - 12.0 .211
12.0 - 16.0 107
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 232
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 21 0
COUNTER NUMBER 49u8
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE CKM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K). 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*a3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 592.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 113.69
LIO. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .111
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.463
7.0 - 9.0 5.612
9.0 - 12.0 13.878
12.0 - 16.0 12.260
16.0 - 21.0 .420
21.0 - 2b.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 235
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 21 15
COUNTER NUMBER 4920
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 592.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 105.16
LI. WATEw CONTENT (GM/FM*3) .138
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.844
7.0 - 9.0 3.531
9.0 - 12.0 9.034
12.0 - 16.0 13.056
16.0 - 21.0 2.204
21.0 - 2b.0 .044
28.0 - 36.0 .023
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 238
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 21 30
CUUNTER NijMBER 4933
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 473.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMe*3) 45.98
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/t**3) .095
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.007
7.0 - 9.0 2.133
9.0 - 12.0 1.762
12.0 - 16.0 3.520
16.0 - 21.0 3.086
21.0 - 28.0 .335
28.0 . 36.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 . 62.0 0.000
62.0 . 82.0 0.000
82.0 . 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 230
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 20 50
COUNTER NUMBER 4900
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE CKM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5C 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL cM) 355.2
NUMBER DENSITY CNO/CM*31) 141.08
LI0. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .045
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 39.116
7.0 - 9.0 27.480
9.0 - 12.0 8.333
12.0 - 16.0 .490
16.0 - 21o0 .061
21.0 - 28.0 .026
28.0 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 233
DATE 13 JAN. 1972
TIME 22 21 6
COUNTER NUMBER 4913
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME CCM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 710.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 103.00
LIO. WATER CONTENT GNM/M**3) .113
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.925
7.0 - 9-0 3,949
9.0 - 12.0 11.456
12.0 - 16.0 12.434
16.0 - 21-0 .673
21.0 - 2800 o017
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82-0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 236
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 21 20
COUNTER NUMBER 4924
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY {M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 592.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 100.18
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3) .185
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.483
7.0 - 9.0 4.235
9.0 - 12.0 5.163
12.0 - 16.0 9.036
16.0 - 21.0 5.890
21.0 - 2800 .271
28.0 - 36.0 .064
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62-0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001 239
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 21 35
COUNTER NUMBER 4937
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME CCM*131 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL cM) 592.0
NUMBER DENSITY CNO/CM**3) 105.96
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/Me*3) .337
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMe*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.986
7.0 - 9-0 4.235
9.0 - 12-0 .952
12.0 - 16.0 5.321
16.0 - 21.0 9.780
21.0 . 28.0 2.612
28.0 - 36.0 .023
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 20 55
COUNTER NUMBER 4904
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) I
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM*31)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) S
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMe*3I 13
LID. WATER CONTENT IGMM*#*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NOtCM**3/UM DI
5.5 - 7.0 11.565
7.0 - 9.0 25.888
9.0 . 12.0 20.408
12.0 - 16.0 .985
16.0 - 21.0 .061
21.0 - 280.0 0.000
2800 - 36.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 21 10
COUNTER NUMBER 4916
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) I
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3C
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1C
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/0*#3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/IM DI
5.5 - 7.0 5.823
7.0 - 9.0 3.245
9.0 - 12.0 11.156
12.0 - 16.0 12.883
b160 - 21.0 .649
21.0 - 28.0 .017
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. HATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 5.687
7.0 - 9.0 3.439
9.0 - 12.0 2.313
12.0 - 16.0 8.495
16.0 - 21.0 10.637
21.0 - 28.0 .373
28.0 - 36.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972








LID. WATER .CONTENT CGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UMt NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 3.493
7.0 - 9.0 3.560
9.0 - 12.0 1.307
12.0 - 16.0 3.825
16.0 - 21.0 5.948
21.0 - 28.0 3.169
28.0 - 36.0 .170
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000









































FLIGHT NUMBER 001 241
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 21 45
COUNTER NUMBER 4945
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDEt (KF .8
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (F/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOILUME (CM*-3) Sl.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 611.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NC/CM**31 85.04
LIC. oATEk CONTENT (GO/P**3) .330
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMW*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.425
7.0 - 9.0 3.765
9.0 - 12.0 1.118
12.U - 16.0 2.799
16.0 - 21.0 6.627
21.0 - 28.0 3.370
2d.0 - 36.0 .123
36.0 - 47.0 .011
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 U.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NU,.BER CUt 244
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 22 0
COUNTER NUMBER 4957
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .d
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY F/S)I 126.1
AMBIENT TEiPERATURE (DEC ,) 999.9
SAMPLED VuLUME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 637.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NU/CM**3) 2.12
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/^**3) .002
SIZE INTEkVAL (UM) NO/CM*^3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .405
7.0 - 9.0 .245
9.0 - 12.0 .163
12.0 - 16.0 .088
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 2b.0 .008
2c.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.C 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - b2.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 1
LIQ. WATeR CONTENT (GM/M*e3)
SIZE INT;RVAL (UM) NO/CM^*3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 2.850
7.0 - 9.0 4.225
9.0 - 12.0 1.752
12.0 - 16.0 3.245
16.0 - 21.0 7.769
21.0 - 28.0 4.210
28.0 - 36.0 .137
36.0 - 47.0 .011
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
b2.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER
LATE 0 JAN 1972








LIL. WATtR CONTENT (GM/MN*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM^*3/UM 0
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







242 FLIGHT NUMBER 001
DATE 13 JAN 1972
TIME 22 21 55
COUNTER NUMBER 4954
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI
23.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC KI
51.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
17.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
0.49 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
.399 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/f#*3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 1.872
7.0 - 9.0 2.548
9.0 - 12.0 1.718
12.0 - 16.0 1.563
16.0 - 21.0 3.100
21.0 - 28.0 2.901
28.0 - 36.0 .231
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










DATE 0 JAN 1972
TIME 0 0 0
CCUNTER NUMBER 0
.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/5)
.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMN*3)
.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
00 NUMBER DENSITY (NU/CM-*31
00 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/F*iJ3
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/oM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
Z.0U - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.OUO






















FLIGHI NUMBER OUZ I
LATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 39 55
CLUNTER NUMBER 514
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 7.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 218.8
AFBIENT TcMPERATURE (CEG K) 246.5
SAMPLED VOLUML (tA**3) 156.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (C) 0.0
NUMBER DENSITY (CNG/CMr*3) .02
LIC. ,ATEh CONTENT IGM/F**3) o000
SIZE IITENVAL IUM) NC/CM**3/UM DIA.lNT.
5.5 - 7.0 .013
7.U - 9.0 0.000
9.U - IZ.0 0.000
12.0 r Ib.O 0.000
16. - 21.0 0.000
21.u r 28.0 0.000
2i.U - 3p.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .O000
4?. 62.0 0.000
62.U - i.l] 0.000
82.u - IO8.0 0.000
fLIHri NUitER vi., 4
LVTE L7 JAI. 1972
I t{' 2v .0 3
0L.UrTtI. NU.'UEF 5t,..
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCL (IF.) 7.b
AIRCRAFT 'ELOCllY (F/S) Zlb.
ArblEIT TLtPEkATUhI (LE0C F) 246.7
!SMFPL£L VULL4tc (Cl *43) 15t.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (,r) 432.4
NLMBEV uCLiSTYl (N/lCti*3) 2.74
LIUL. ,.TEL CONITENT (GI/PF*-3) .003
SI2C IlEthVAL (LFI) L;/CM'*3/UM UIA.1NT.
5.5 - 7.L .321
1- - 9.2 .260
9...- - 1.1) .199
I "v - Io.o .2U5
.C -i 21.0 .u6*4
-Zi~ Zb.O O.OOu
2i, - 3c .0 U.000
36.c -T7. · U.000
41. - tb.C O.U0U
bg.0 - C1.0 - OUOu
L I- L 1r ,.UiF ER I 
5,\0 ~~ LU.t I JoIE, .7i
A 9 1 i E .j .L 1 t
LcbLI :r, I.l,. i- 51E l
9IlRih FT T.LTIIULL t c') 7.,
OiRHci T r 0Lt)CITY 137) 1.0
i BIE,ml Tt PEl:ATUIhF (ULC K) 24*.9
S*t;PLrL 'w.LUM\. (C,..*,· 15b.U
SatFLc IhNII VE L 413) .324q
NLcEhi LbE,,ITY 0L./CCi -*3) 2b.74
Ll. *T!Eh CUITLI: I (63F-/F**i) .023
5IZL i*iTL'VAL (LIl) thu/CM*3/UM LIA.INT.
D I. 2.564
7.U - 9.0 3.215
W.ei - 12.0 2.724
12.J - Io.o 1.652
IbVd - 21.U .324
21.u - 2t.0 .00b
2i.,:- 3b.0 O.0UO
3o.u - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 62., OO.UU
62.U - RB.C O.3UO
bl.J - 106.0 O.u00
fL IIHT I.UliEhR u2 lu
L Tc I I Jlt. 1l71
1IM 2J 40 17
CLoUNTE NUUF.BE.i 5t11
AIiCRAFT nLTITUCE .l`1) 7.6'
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (Cd/S) 216.2
AtblEIlT TLFil'ElATURF. (Ct C K) 246.9
bcMRLLO VULUIL- (Lrf,.*3) 156.0
SAFPL, INTFRVVcL (G) 432.4
NuhLitC _Ei1STY (IrU/iiE*-3) .51
LIUi. .AiL} CUOTENT (GiM/F*33) .000
SIZE ICTE.VAL (LPi) NL/CMJ*3/UM DIA.lItT.
5.5 - 7.0 .026
7.U - 9.0 .179
9.* - 11.0 .032
12.C - Ib.0 .005
lo.u - 2t.0 0.000
21.u - 28.0 0.000
29.0 - 3b.U 0.000
3o. 9 - 47.0 U.000
4 1.u - 6.Q u..000
6bz.. - 8 .0 0.000
82. - IOH10.0 O.00U
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 2
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 39 59
COUNTER NUMBER 5106
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 7.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 246.7
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 156.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 875.2
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.56
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/Mn*3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .107
7.0 - 9.0 .260
9.0 - 12.0 .120
12.0 - 16.0 .085
16.0 - 21.0 .036
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
LATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 0 5
COUNTER lUMBER 5109
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 7.
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S ) 216,
AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 246,
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM#*3) 234.
SAMPLE IiTERVAL (M) 432.
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 11.5
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*N*3 .01
SIZE INTcRVAL {UM}) NO/CM.3/UM DIA.I
5.5 - 7.0 1.282
7.0 - 9.U 1.647
9.0 - 12.0 .832
I2.u - 16.0 .761
16.0 - 21.0 .162
2Z.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 U.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NHMBER OOz
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LIC. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 1.295
7.0 - 9.0 1.532
9.0 - 12.0 1.361
12.0 - 16.0 .745
16.0 - 21.0 .144
Z1.0 - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.u 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
6Z.o - 82.0 O.u00









FLIGHT NUMBER 002 11
DATE 17 JAN 1974
TIME 20 40 19
COUNTER iiUMbER 5115
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE cKM) 7.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 216.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 246.9
SAMPLED VULUME (CM**3) 234.0
SAMPLE INITERVAL CM) 432.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 29.68
LIU. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .040
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.707
7.0 - 9.0 2.410
9.0 - 12.0 2.274
12.0 - 16.u 2.060
16.0 - 21.0 1.031
21.0 - 28.0 .084
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0- .000
47.0 - 62.U 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (ULM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 1.573
7.0 - 9.0 1.061
9.0 . 12.0 .541
12.0 - 16.0 .530
16.0 - 21.0 .176
21.0 - 28.0 .014
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
5 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 40 8
COUNTER NUMBER 5110
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
,8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME:(CM'*3)
.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
58 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
10 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) N/CM**3/LM I
5.5 - 7.0 2.013
7.0 - 9.0 1.590
9.0 - 12.0 .594
12.0 - 16.0 .580
16.0 - 21.0 .tR6
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
8 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 40 15
COUNTER NIUFeER 5113
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/S)
.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
.O0 SAMPLED VOLLME CCM.*3)
.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL CM)
87 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3)
11 LlI. WATER CONTENT (GM/MF*3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .252
7.0 - 9.0 .147
9.0 - 12.0 .192
12.0 - 16.0 .080
16.0 - 21.0 .036
21.0 - 28.0 O.U00
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/F*t3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM'*3/LM
5.5 -. 7.0 3.953
7.0 - 9.0 4.375
9.0 - 12.0 4.459
12.0 - 16.0 3.771
16.0 - 21.0 1.558
21.0 - 28.0 .088
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000

































FLICHT NUMIBER 002 13
UATE 17 JAN 1972
lIME 20 40 24
LUUNTER NUMBE" 5117
AIRCRAFT ~LTITUCE (KM) 7.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 216.2
AFBIENT TLMPEIATUHE (DlG K) 246.8
SAMPLEu VULLML (C*'*3) 156.0
bAFFLE INTERVAL (M) 432.4
NUMBER LE"OSITY (NC/Ct**3) 37.70
LI).* ATER CONTENT (GM/F*3) .039
SIZE INCKVAL (lM) NC/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5-.S - 7.0 2.902
7.0 - 9.0 4.446
9*0 - 12.0 3.639
1.O0 - O16.0 2.463
16.0 - 21.0 .628
21.L - 2b80 .062
28.U - 36.0 .002
3OJ - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8l.O 0.000
82.u - 108.0 0.000
FL[I.VHI r,!uetER -z 16
LOTI 17 JrN 1972
TIEL 20 4., 30
LOLNTER Nuhvcr 51.
AIRCRAFT ALTITUGE (kP) 7eL
AIRCPAFT ViLUCITY (F/S) 210.2
A8I1ENT Ttl FEKATU£ (c;L KI.) 240.7
btPPLtU VvLLML (C,il*3) 15b.O
bSMPLc NIECRVE1L (C:) 432 .4
NLMuEi uE .SITY (;N,/Cl**3) 50.19
LI'. AItE, CONTENT CU'/F.*3) .04b
bl£. IlTEVAL (Lli) NU/Ch'.43/UM UIA. INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.286
7. - 9.0 6.279
S... - 12.0 5.4vl
l~v- Iv.C 2.414
Ibe. - 2.U .728
Z l. - 2tb.0 .094
2o.b - 36.0 0.000
3. - 47.0 o.000o
~7. - 6Z. 0.000
6?.6 - 12.0 0.000
6As, - lO.'J J o000o
fLIoHT i.U* ) ER *'. I9
L;I) 17 J3l 197Z
Tl1. Zu 4., 37
(C.LNTFh Nvil PE- t1-
AICRC-CI oLTITULLL (C) 7.b
IAtCsAFT VI LL ITY (C/) 1ib.2
Al clE;JT T.l i:EKTlUrl (lLC C ) 46.7
,b; FLL sv. LlfiL (L.t*3) 15.0
bAPfL. INCFVFRL (. ) .32.4
NtFoE2R LEDSITY (hL/CT.*.3) 45.73
LiU. ATEF< CUlTc;lC (GA/F**3) .042
SILL IlTtOVAL (tlIC CL/CE*^3/UM DIA. INT.
5.5 - 7. 6.506
7.0 - 9.0 5.587
i.u- 1I.0 3.498
12.U - 1.C 2.468
Iob. - 2..i .781
2*L - 2t.C .062
20.U - 34.y 0.000
3b.U - 4 7.L . O.UO0
437. - 62.C 0.000
6Z.U - 82.C 0.000
8.. - 1uo.., O.00U
FLIGHT f.UDiER 0- 22
L/T. 17 J1, 1972
liLc 2u 4Uo 43
LLLNTEt NSuEC- 5V1cb
AIRLRAFT ALTIULC (EC) 7.6
AIRJCRAFI vLLOCITY ( C//I 216.2
Af LENT TLt PEmATUEI (L G K) 046.6
SAFFLEU VULLL (C.**3) 156.V
SAEfLE INFELVAL (CI) 432.4
NILELH EI''SITY C C/C,*.3) 37.48
L11. AVEI CUCNTENT (I0l/F**3) 041
blZc INTEIRVAL (lMJ1 tU/CN**3/uM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.949
7.0 - 9.0 4.554
,.U - 1l-0 3e472
12.u - lo.G 2.298
16., - 21.d .721
21.u - 2..) *105
28.ou - 30.0 0.000
36.* - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 60.0 0.000
62.0 - 8*.0 .00O
82.0 - lO8.U 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
CATE 17 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (IUM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 4.363
7.0 - 9.0 6.679
9.0 - 12.0 5.094
12.0 - 16.0 3.045
16.0 - 21.0 .913
21.0 - 28*.0 .082
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLI0hT NUMBER 002
CATE 17 uAN 1972








LIC. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*.3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 4.701
7.0 - 9.0 5.478
9.0 - 12.0 3.778
12.0 - 16.0 2.569
16.0 - 21.0 .988
21.0 - 28.0 .049
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.e 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
b2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
vATE 17 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE ITTRVAL CUM) NU/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 3.645
7.U - 9.0 5.256
9.0 - 12.0 4.126
12.0 - 16.0 2.569
16.0 - 21.0 .700
21.0 - 28.0 .085
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000

























FLIGHT NUMBER 002 23
LATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 e0 45
COUNTER IrUMBEL 5127
AIRCRAFT ALTITULOE (KM) 7.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 216.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATUkE (DEG K) 246.6
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 156.0
SAMPLE ITERVAL (M) 432.4
NUMBER DLNSITY (NO/CM**3) .61
LID. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .120
7.0 - 9.0 .128
9.0 - 12.0 .038
12.0 - 16.0 .014
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
14 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 40 28
COUNTER NUMBER 5119
7.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
6.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
6.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
6.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
2.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
51 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
052 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM.*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 3.923
7.0 - 9.0 4.455
9.0 - 12.0 4.158
12.0 - 16.0 2.598
16.0 - 21.0 .953
21.0 - 28.0 .05
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










17 FLIGHT NUMBER 002 18
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 40 35
COUNTER NUMBER 5122
7.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 7.6
.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 216.2
be.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 246.7
6.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**3) 156.0
8.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 432.4
.90 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 40.33
045 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .035
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.675
7.0 - 9.0 5.949
9.0 - 12.0 2.876
12.0 - 16.0 1.897
16.0 - 21.0 .668
21.0 - 28.0 .049
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.00
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
20 FLIGHT hUMBER 002 21
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 40 41
CCUNTER NUMBER 5125
7.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 7.6
b.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY )M/S) 216.2
6.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 246.7
6.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM.*3) 156.0
2.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 432.4
73 NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM'*3) 50.26
043 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .050
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.483
7.0 - 9.0 5.808
9.0 - 12.0 5.534
12.0 - 16.0 3.090
16.0 - 21.0 .796
21.0 - 28.0 .082
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.O00
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .123
7.0 - 9.0 .252
9.0 - 12.0 .302
12.0 - 16.0 .143
16.0 - 21.0 .029
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0e.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER Uu2 25
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 42 53
CuINTER NUMBER 5185
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) b6.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 216.Z
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 251.6
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM063) 156.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 0O.
NUMBER (ENSITY (NO/CFl**3) 5.01
LIU. ,ATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .013
SIZE INTERVAL (ILM) FU/CM.*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .893
7.u - 9.0 .269
9~0 - 12.0 .079
12.u - 1.O0 .135
Ib.L - 21.0 .279
21.0 - 26.0 134
26., - 3.C0 .002
30t. - 47.0 0.000
47. - 62.0 0.000
62.4 - 8A.0 0.000
62u - IO.0 o.o000
FLILHT IU'nElR "2 2b6
LATL IT JAN 1V72
lIMe 20 '. 59
LCLhTEk NUOCbER 5Lr6
AIRChAFT ALTITUCE C'.) 6.7
AIRCRAFT1 VtLGCITY r O/C) 193.1
ATf UILiT TLFPEIATUr (LtC rN) 254.7
* SAPPLL: VLLML ().!.O 3) 142.0
SAMkLI IWILNVAL ({) 3d6.1
NLIBER E iSITY (C /2k63C 6.57
LIU. mATE. CUhTEo.T (6h:/.f3) .02z
SI£L Ii-TL,.VAL (LPI) ;L/CF.3/UMJ DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.U 1.099
7.O - 9.J .2o04
9.u - 1;.0 .087
12.* I4b.0 .456
IO.. - 21.o .651
2 1. - 2G.. .151
2 .2 - 3b.O O.00u)
3o.o - 47.0 0oO.o
41.0 - .. 0 . J0ou
62.? - L .0 ).O00i
b2.C - 106.0 ).DO2
FLIrH' UL ER ,2., 31
LiATE 7 JPN 1,72
IKME 2' 4J 12
LLILNTT i HI" ij LL. 5L ',
.AIHRkf -LTITUiL D .. K b7.
IkIRCRAI itLCLIT% I /8) I9j.I
Al BlET TrPEkATLU, CiLL C ,PS.4
,; W-L LL V-LLrtL (C.1"*'3) 213.0
bSiPFL i rIFRVAL 1.I) 364. I
NDMCEr; E.SITY {iL;<CV*t3) .66
LIG. ,.TLIL CL.]liil (U.r/ P*3) .002z
51ZE 11') <VAL (Lf-i l!u/CH*i3/UM LIA.INT.
. . - 7. 0.000
7o - 9.u .101
. .~ -).J ' L.0 .072
, 2 .1 u- [eO .050
* i - I. .043&:> kz 21.. - 2u.d .002
26.u - 3..0 0.000
i>7 3b~~~~.2- . e .OUIl
341. - 64.0 u,000
6ibZ... 8A.o0 o.000
* 6 2.'. - 10C .0 oO.0u
.~~~~~~~~~~It. (( ' '
11t.1T ,iU,,t ER .04' 34
LAT 17 JAI: 19729 4,. ~ ~I1 IME 2u 4, 190~ * ~((CLUSTEr- .u , I!EA 5197
AIRCRAFT nLTITULL (KR) 6.7
AIRLCRFT VILUCITY (/N) I8s5.3
I blENLT TLt PE' aTU, ( .C k) 255.3
SAMPLED VtLLML (LIM*3) 69.U
5ArPLL ri.LPVAL (1) 376.4
NLUMBER Ei -ITY "QU/LI'*13) 40.13
LI. *ATL. CO)Tlj=I Cl -/* (GP/e ) .08
bIZL It[EVAL Clt) I ..N/CMi*3/UiI DIA.INI.
5,: - 7., 2.899
1.0 - 9.)0 2.123
9.0 - 14.0 2.126
[~. - Ib.o 3.442
Ib, - 21.0 2.072
21.C - 2b.C ,147
21zC - 3b.0 oOoo0
3b.1 - 47.0 0.000
41. - 6.0 0.000
62.U - $2.0 0.000
82. - IOo.o 0.000
FLIGhT NUMBER 002 26
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 42 55
COUNTER NUMBER 5186
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOE (KM) 6.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 193.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 252.6
SAMPLEO VOLUME (CM**3) 142.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 409.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*C3) .73
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*03) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .117
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 .021
12.0 - 16.0 .037
1b.O - 21.0 .021
21.0 - 28.0 .025
28b.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.o 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
62.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLI1hT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972




AN;blENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMR*3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) I
NTUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM*.3)
LID. WAVeR CONTENT (GM/MR#3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*a3/UM C
5.5 - 7.U 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .011OI
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
b16.0 - 21.0 o.000
21.O - 28.0 o.0uO
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.OO
47.0 - 62.,0 0.000
b2.0 - 82.O 0.000








FLIGHT hNuMBER 002 32
LATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 43 15
COUNTER mUMBER 5195
IAiLRAFT ALTITLOE (KAM) 6.7
AIMeRAFT VELCCICY (M/S) 193.1
AMlEFNT IEMPERATuRL (OEG K) 255.4
SAMPLEO vOLUME (CM*f3) 142.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 579.1
NUMbEF DLNSITY (NO/CM**3) 2.61
LI). wATtR CONTENT CRM/M**3C .004
SIZE ISCmRVAL (UM) NO/CMe*3/UM 01A.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .263
l.o - 9.u .451
9.0 - 12.0 .080
12.0 - 16.0 .099
16.0 - 21.0 .110
21.0 - 28.0 .012
26.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000UO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000u
FLIGHT SNUMBER 002 35
LATE 7IT AN 1972
TIME 20 .3 29
CLOiTER NUMBER 5205
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 6.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCIlTY (M/S) 187.9
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEO K) 255.5
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM*A*3) 69.0
SAMPLE Il TERVAL CMI 1866.1
NUMbER L.NSITY (NO/CM#*3) .04
LIE. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000oo
51ZL INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .029
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21,0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.o 0.000
47.0 - 62.o 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.00
62.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 27
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 42 57
COUNTER NUMBER 5187
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 6.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 193.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE I(DEG K) 253.6
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 142.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 386.1
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 2.97
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .009
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .394
7.0 - 9.0 .141
9.0 - 12.0 .049
12.0 - 16.0 .137
16.0 - 21.0 .162
21.0 - 28.0 .078
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.00
47.0 - 62.0 0.00
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
29 FLIGHT NUMBER 002 30
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 43 10
CCUNTER NUMEER 5193
6.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 6.7
3.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY r(P/S) 193.1
5.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 255.5
2.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM#*3) 142.0
7.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 386.1
.02 NUMBER DENSITY CNO/CM**31 16.49
DOO LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/F*3) .038
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMW*3/LM LIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.671
7.0 - 9.0 .592
9.0 - 12.0 .418
12.0 - 16.0 1.077
16.0 - 21.0 1.152
21.0 - 28.0 .210
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*#3/LR
5.5 - 7.0 1.479
7.0 - 9.0 .736
9.0 - 12.0 .549
12.0 - 16.0 .842
16.0 - 21.0 .634
21.0 - 26.0 .113
28.0 - 36.0 .o0C3
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 002 36
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 43 30
CCUNTER NUMBER 5206
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 6.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/5) 193.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 255.6
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*f3) 71.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 190.5
NUMBER LENSITY (NO/CM*O 3) 26.69
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .017
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMO*3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.254
7.0 - 9.0 4.662
9.0 - 12.0 3.052
12.0 - 16.0 1.109
16.0 - 21.0 .079
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.0cO
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.00
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUhbER OUz 37
LATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 43 31
COUNTER NUMhEl, 5Zu7
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCt (IK) 6.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/s) 185.3
AMBIENT TLIPERATURE (IEG Kl 255.6
SAMPLEL VULUMt (CMR*3) 69.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 189.2
NUMbEEk ENSITY (NU/CM**3) 1.54
LIC. ,ATEr COlJTENT (6M/F*63) .002
SIZE INTEKVAL (Lu) bL/ClM*13/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .087
7.U - 9.0 .290
9.0 - IZ.G .087
12.i -kI.O .065
IO.u - 21.0 .0Ob
21.o - 2Z.0 0.000
2e.u - 3t.0 0.000
36.~ - 47.0 0.000
47T. - 6-.C 0.0U
60.0 - 8-. 0.000
82.o - 108.0 O.UOO
FLILH|1 VUIbER9 7V2 41
.ATt 17 JA) Is7T
1I]tL 2U 43 30
CCLLTut Nul FEF 521'
AIRCMkFT ALTITU;c (I ,) 6.4
VIRLNAFI VLLULITY (F/I) 187.9
/, 'blET T) L Pl:iATUl I(.LC K) 055.9
4bAFLtC V5LL'L (->*3)1 69.0
SAMFrLE IN I)'VL {111 706.5
NLMbE4 uCE-.ITY (I.U/C.*63) .93
LIL. ,V)L" CUl.T'i 1 (0T$/ Il3) .001
bILL Il)IF"OAL (Ai)F IL./CPl'J/UNI [lIA.INT.
2*~ - 7' ' .271
7.,, - 9.C .109
9.1 - I')! .043
1L.u - I *..; .0~4
ID *X- 2I..J .017
i.u - 2t,.0 o.ovUO
23,. - 34.u 0.o00
_*~ 3b. - 47. u.300
U. Ouu
) I t I ,,1 ,I , 43
LfiTL 17 J l lv?
TIlt v :4 55 
t kLKF FT ,nLTI11U'L r I) o.l
AIRCktF) T LLI C. (I /bl 0.O6
{Al vIE. 1 T. I FIl tTU li (LcC )I 255.5
_i ; VL:L VuL L II. (LI..13 ) 13.U
bE'FL IIt L VAL I(r) 781.6
NkPEe4 LLtSITT (i.l/Lt.I63) 1.08
LIL.. *-T1L; C0r1C'IC I (L,'/'*31 .U42
Sblc l ltI LAL (wl) IIAu/CMh63/UMi UIA.Ild.
7.> - '.u 2.393
7'. - i..v .l4
1j, - lv.0I .Z33
lut. - 21.0 .263
21., -_ 2o.C j421
Lz., - 3i.0 .091
3o.J - 41.0 0.000
4.*v - 82.0 0.000
82.u - IlI .u J.0UO
t L ltiT 1 ,iU'( ER U.:L 46
LATL 17 J/I: 1972
TIrc 200 5L 10
CLL , TEt Nut,!EK 5b45
AINIkC.FT _LTITLUCt (h,) 0.B
AIkCRFRT VLLOCITY (P/S) 19M*I
AELI ET TLFPEFATLlVL (Lc. ) 2b60.
SAFFLcu VuLLML (1t**3) 12.0
SAMPL IN;(FRVAL (11) 991.0
NLMtEk LuE.,STY (iu/CMt*3) 10*64
LIC. LATER CO1TETli (, i;/*M31 .U25
SIZL I[EtrVAL (LI1) r.L/CM1*3/UM DIA.IN(T.
5.5 - I.U 1.093
9.- 0 .799
9*. - i2IC .491
1£, - 1O.L .455
16.* - A*.C .519
21.2 - 2.Y0 .204
28,. - 3 o.0 .010
36bU - 41)0 0.000
47*u - 62. 0000
62.J - 8.0 0 000
82.L -10oj0 0.OO
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LIG. WATLR CCNTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .866
7.0 - 9.0 .485
9.0 - 12.0 .791
12.0 - 16.0 .418
16.0 - 21.0 .242
21.0 - 28.0 .045
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.U 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








FLIGHT NUMBER 002 41
LATE 17 .AN 1972
TIME 20 43 45
COUNTER .lUMBER 5219
AIRCRAFT ALTITLuE (KM) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 187.9
AMBIENT IEHPERATURL (DEG K) 255.7
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM-*3) 69.0
SAMPLE IITERVAL (M) 1127.4
NUMBER CcNSITY (NO/CM**3) .43
LIl. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .O5s
7.0 - 9.0 .065
9.U - 12.0 .058
1l. 0 - 16.0 .011
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
2Z.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
60.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 o.000
FLlOhT NUMBER 002 44
LATE 17 jAN 1972
TIME 20 70 0
COUNTEN NUMBER 5444
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 5.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/I5) 198.2
AMbIENT IEMPERATURE (OEG K) 260.2
SAMPLEL VOLUME (CM-*3) 72.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL M) 0o.o0
NUMBFR CtNSITY (NO/CM**3) 4.43
LIU. wATLR CONTENT {GM/M-*3) .008
SIZE INJTLRVAL (OM) NO/CM'*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .602
7.u - 9.0 .451
9.0 - 120 .259
12.U - 16.0 .226
16.0 - 21.0 .078
21.0 - 28.0 .079
26.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLI1HT NlMBER 002 47
LATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 7O 15
COUNTER ,UMBER 5456
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 5.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 198.2
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 260.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM'*3) 72.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 991.0
NUMBER UCNSITY (NO/CMO*3) 7.35
LIC. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .003
SIZE INTcRVAL (OM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.324
7.0 - 9.0 1.736
9.0 - 12.0 .329
12.0 - 16.0 .205
b.0O - 21.0 .017
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
38 FLIGHT NUMBER 002 39
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 43 35
COUNTER NUMBER 5211
6.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 6.4
.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 185.3
5.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG KC 255.8
.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31 69.0
5.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM 365.5
.84 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 3.77
011 L10. WATER CONTENT (GM/Mn**3 .003
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .512
7.0 - 9.0 .333
9.0 - 12.0 .314
12.0 - 16.0 .293
16.0 - 21.0 .043
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 42
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 43 51
COUNTER NUMBER 5224
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 193.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 255.5
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 71.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1142.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 4.49
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .014
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .732
7.0 - 9.0 .373
9.0 - 12.0 .188
12.0 - 16.0 .063
16.0 - 21.0 .141
21.0 - 28.0 .131
28.0 - 36.0 .026
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 45
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 50 5
COUNTER NUMBER 5448
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 198.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEE K) 260.2
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 72.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 991.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 13.94
LIU. wATER CONTENT {GM/F**3) .055
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.556
7.0 - 9.0 1.104
9.0 - 12.0 .606
12.0 - 16.0 .347
16.0 - 21.0 .417
21.0 - 28.0 .409
28.0 - 36.0 .151
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LIG. wATER CONTENT (GM/1**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM#*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 1.352
7.0 - 9.0 1.215
9.0 - 12.0 .491
12.0 - 16.0 .573
16.0 - 21.0 .867
21.0 - 28.0 .310
28.0 - 36.0 .026
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER OuZ 49
LATE 17 JAN 1972
TIMe 20 SU 25
COUNTER NUMBEh 5464
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOE (KM) 5.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 198.2
A8BIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 260.1
SAMFLEU VULLIME (CM**31 72.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (1M) 991.0
NUMeER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 15.97
LIG. ATE< CONTENT (GM/M*W3) .040
SiZE INrEkVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.1INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .954
7.0 - 9.0 .931
9.0 - 12.0 .736
12.u - 16.0 1.115
Co.. - 21.0 .728
2L. - 2d.0 .321
2d.0 - 3.0 .016
30.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - o,2.0 0.000
62.0 - 8G.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT lU'IbER u,0 52
LATE 11 Jok 1972
IIML 20 5t 40
CbLLNTE NUMFER 5477
AIRCRAFI oLTITUCE (Kh.) 5.8
AIRCRAFT VLLOLITY (C/S) 198.2
Ar.IElT TErPENATU.F (LcE K) 259.7
SAMPLEL VULMUL (CM-*3} 72.u
bAMPLE INTENVAL (JR 964.6
NLMLER GEISITY (NG/CF^^3) 16.64
LI. ATEk CONTENI (CF'/Fe3) .027
SIlt IlTEOVAL (1.) T)L/CMI*3/uM blA.lhT.
·5.5 - 7,0 .806
7.° - 9.0 .604
9.u - I.c 1.157
1.- - Ib.e 1.573
*o. - 21.0 .850
2(. - 2t0.0 .030
2a.A - 3' r. O W 0.0
30.. - 41.0 O.oou
47., 6- .,0 O.OO0
62e - 82.C 0.000
dU,? -iOc.C O.U00
IQL Hf! NU,,tE u 55
LAIE 17 JA, 1972
iCL.T (Ft S E SS ,0(.UNToi, NvlEr 5~ i
PI.CRAF t LIlUDE (C1 b 0.
AIRCNAFT vILLCITY oC/b) 19d.
AFILNET I..I'PE[ATUvL L (Lt K) 206.1
SAPFiLiL VVLLML (C(i'o3) 72.0
SCNC-LtI 1TE VVL ' . 991L0
NUMIcEN UE.-SITY (hCU/LMO*3) 8.49
LID. nATER C01iD.NT (CM/F*3) .o003
1SIZ INIli VAL (LN NL,/CN."3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - '-. 2.083
7.u 9.Uj 2.083
9.* - 1.0 .329
-*O -o l O .031
16.0 - 21.C 0.000
2i.U - 2b.0 .012
L2oi - 3c.t0 0.000
36.. - 4/1. u.000
47.u - 6,!0 0.00
62d. - 82.0 0.000
d2.u - 1ub.O 0.000
ELIL H OIl MER v 2 58
LPTL 17 JP 1972
IME 20 54 47
L(!UI.TEK Nhv EK 5So7
AIiCRAFT oLTITULL (C)I 4.0
AIRCRAFT VILOCITY (C/S) 180-2
AICdLEIT TuLPEsATU {tEC I )C 267.9
S.MLP0L;u VvLLML (C1.3) 201 .0
bjiFLE ( ItiERVAL (D) 360.4
, LMtER L'S ,ITY ti.G/Ct:*3) lC 1
LIL;. vAEtE CuNTE;Ci (GCP/P-3) .007
bIZE I,lEHVAL (hi) FILU/C**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 1.0 .342
7.. - 9.0 .092
v.U - 1.0 .093
1I.b - 1.0 .OZ2
16,0 - 21.i0 .006
21.J - 28.0 .058
20.t - 3o.0 .021
3-.L - 47*0 0.000
47.v - 60. 0.000
62,. - 82.0 0.000
82.C - 0lO. 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 50 30
COUNTER NUMBER 5469
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 19
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 26
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 7
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 98
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 15
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3 C
51ZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 1.352
7.0 - 9.0 .910
9.0 - 12.0 .444
12.0 - 16.0 .767
16.0 - 21.0 1.050
21.0 - 28.0 .234
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0,000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
CATE 17 JAN 1972








LI0. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 1.093
7.0 - 9.0 1.236
9.0 - 12.0 1.444
12.0 - 16.0 .694
16.0 - 21.0 .267
21.0 - 28.0 .091
28.0 - 36.0 .016
36.C - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.G 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








FLIGHT NuMBER 002 56
LATE 17 #AN 1972
T7ME 20 [1 0
LOUNTER NUMBER 5494
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUOE (KM) 5.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 198.2
AMbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 260.1
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM*J3) 72.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL CM) 991.0
NUIHFR LENSITY (NO/CMa3) 11.94
LIU. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .009
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.787
7.0 - 9.0 2.104
9.U - 12.0 1.199
12.0 - 16.0 .323
1,.O - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .005
3t.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
LATE 17 JAN 1972








LIl. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .279
7.0 - 9.0 .160
9.0 - 12.0 .052
02.0 - 16.0 .028
16.0 - 21.0 .027
21.0 - 28.0 .046
28.0 - 36.0 .014
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .001






50 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 SO 35
CCUNTER NUMBER 5475
5.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
05.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S)
,0.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
2.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
54.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL CM)
S.18 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
036 LIC. WATER CONTENT CGM/M0*3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (CM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .301
7.0 - 9.0 .378
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .363
16.0 - 21.0 .499
21.0 - 28.0 .152
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
53 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 50 50
COUNTER NUMBER 5486
5.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
,.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM.*3)
1.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.32 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMR*3)
019 LIo. WATER CONTENT (GM/Pe*3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .546
7.0 - 9.0 .215
9.0 - 12.0 .116
12.0 - 16.0 .073
16.0 - 21.0 ' .008
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.0o00
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LIi. WATER CONTENT (GM/MF*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (CUM) NO/CM#*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .726
7.0 9.0 .336
9.0 - 12.0 .052
12.0 - 16.0 .058
16.0 - 21.0 .121
21.0 - 28.0 .053
28.0 - 36.0 .035
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



























59 FLIGHT NUMBER 002 60
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 54 52
CCUNTER NUMBER 5659
4.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 4.0
10.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 180.2
8.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DOEC K) 268.3.
4.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 134.0
.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 360.4
.84 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMW*3) 2.10
Oil LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/#*3) .008
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/6M DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .373
7.0 - 9.0 .243
9.0 - 12.0 .062
12.0 - 16.0 .028
16.0 - 21.0 .042
21.0 - 28.0 .046
28.0 - 36.0 .026
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82*0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
·'
FLIGHT NUMBER Ou2 61
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 2U 54 54
COUNTEk NUMBER 56b0
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (&M) 4.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEPPEKATUhE (DEG K) 26b.3
SAMiPLED VULUME (CM*n*3) 134.0
SAMPLt INTERVAL (m) 360.4
NLMbER DEEiSITY (Ni/CM.**3) 4.37
LI6. ATER CONTENT (GMIFe*3) .017
51Zt INTEKVAL (ILUN) NC/CM3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - * .0 1.149
7.U - 9.0 .466
9.0 - 12.0 .132
12.0 - 16.0 .022
lo.0 - 21.0 .051
2i.u - 28.0 .039
28.0 - 3o.0 .076
36.* - 47.0 .008
47.J - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8b.0 0.000
82.U - 108.0 0.000
eL IGHT ,NU'IIER 0, 64
LGE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 2J 55 2
COU'iTt. NuNBER 50b6
'IRCRAFT ALTITUe (INKI) 3.7
AIRCRAFT VELUCITIY (i/S) 180.z
AhbiL1T TLIPEkATUkE (LEE K) 268.6
SAMPLEO VULLML ((C9,03) 201.0
bAMPLE INIFRVAL (M) 180.2
NULMbER LLESITY (NU/C1*3) 1.41
LiU. .TEa COTEiT i(m/(**3) .006
Slte IINTL.,VAL (UP,) I Nu/CMa*3/UM DIA.I(1.
5.5 - 7.0 .371
7.0 - 9.0 .114
9.L - I.C .015
IZ2. - Ib.2 .019
l. . - 21.0 .03u
21.0 - 28.0 .026
Zt. - 3t.0 .016
30.* - 47.0 .uul
47.b - 6 .) .001
b* - 8A.C 0.000
8*.' - I0o.C 0.000
FLILhT I Ul0bŽEk vv 67
LATE 17 Jl 1i97
T IMEL 'u 5 I1
CL'I.TER NC(dELk, 561
AIRCRAF T -LTIIUDL lKN) 3.7
AlCKAJF T _LLUCiTf (P/S) / dU.,
Al bLEiE TLILPEkATlttrr ( K)0  268.9
rI'NLAL VoLC(I. (L;C#3) 134.C
bAMLE i, 1 iVeL (...) L1d48..
(,LFMEh LL,.SITY (MN/lt *'3) Z.U4
L1L. A IE,- CUAlE I (: ;/*- 0) .uob
;i1E Il-TErVAL (L.',) i./CMl 3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - I.U .512
7* - 9.0 .243
9. - 1.0 .b06
1I.U - lb.O .052
16.0 - 21.0 .018
21.l - 2..u .027
2*.C - 3A.C .011I
3o..u - 7.0. 0.000
47. - 64.* .01l
62.u - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10'.0 O.uuO
FLIEHtI nU{4bER A;' 70
LATE I'I JAN 1972
1 ll;L 2 55 31
(CLIUTIR Nul Ci 50o/7
AIRCRAFT r LTIIUc (KP) 3.4
AIRCRAFT vFLUCIYY iN/S} 180.2
AblIEal TLI'PEKATUk (ULt K) 270.1
S.FPLEL V.LU.ML (C.*.3) 134.0
SAMPFLE INTERVAL i,) 720.7
rt MFER uL.SITY (Lu/CM*'3( 1.72
LIL. AltE CUOTENT (CF/h**3) .O07
SILc 111EI VAL (LM) NL/CM.*3/UM DIA.IN1.
0.5 - 7.0 .433
7., - 9.0 .187
9V. - 1I.0 .045
12.* - lb.0 .022
l1. - 21.0 .016
21.c - 2b.0 .039
286. - 3t,.0 .008
36.* - 41.0 .002
47.- - 6-.0 .001
62.V - 82.0 u.000
82b. - lOO.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 54 56
COUNTER NUMBER 5661
AIRCkAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 18t
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 268
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 134
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 360
NUMbER DONSITY (NO/CM**3) 6.
LIG. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .0
SIZE INT.RVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.,
5.5 - 7.0 1.537
7.0 - 9.0 .604
9.0 - 12.0 .124
12.0 - 16.0 .058
16.0 - 21.0 .079
21.0 - 28.0 .149
28.0 - 36.0 .076
36.0 - 47.0 .006
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LIb. WATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 .299
7.0 - 9.0 .085
9.0 - 12.0 .046
12.0 - 16.0 .031
16.0 - 21.0 .031
21.0 - 28.0 .018
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.U 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.UU000









CDATE 17 8AN 1972
TIME 20 S5 23
COUNTEP NUMBER 5673
AIRCRAFT ALTITUE (KM) 3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) IdO
AMbIEFNT (EMPERATURE (DEG K) 269
SAMPLED vOLUME (CMO*3) 134
SAhPLE INTERVAL (IM) 90
MUMuER CtDENSITY (NO/CM*03) 4.
LIL4. ATLR COhTeNT (GM/M0*3) .0
51ZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM*03/UM D01A.
5.5 - 7.0 .791
7.0 - 9.u .325
9.0 - 12.0 .169
12.0 - 16.0 .069
16.0 - 21.0 .093
21.0 - 28.0 .107
28.0 - 36.0 .049
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIghT NUMBER 002
CATE 17 JAN 1972








LID. wATLR CONTENT (UM/M**3)





























62 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 2055 1
COUNTER NUMBER 5663
.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
0.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
8.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
0.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.23 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
023 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/Pf**3)
*INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .647
7.0 - 9.0 .343
9.0 - 12.0 .060
12.0 - 16.0 .104
16.0 - 21.0 .063
21.0 - 28.0 .032
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
65 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 55 12
COUNTER NUMBER 5668
3.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
0.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
8.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
1.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM#*3)
O.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.25 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
003 LIQ. wATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM 
5.5 - 7.0 .152
7.0 - 9.0 .287
9.0 - 12.0 .061
12.0 - 16.0 .057
16.0 - 21.0 .037
21.0 - 28.0 .U22
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
o8 FLIGHT NUMEER 002
UATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 55 27
CCUNTER NUMBER 5675
.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM)
0.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K(
4.0 5AMPLED VOLUME (CM*R3)
0.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.27 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
18 LoG. WATER CONTENT (GM/0*#3)
.INT. SIZE INTEkVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/LM 
5.5 - 7.0 .557
7.0 - 9.0 .231
9.0 - 12.0 .062
12.0 - 16.0 .022
16.0 - 21.0 .084
21.0 - 28.0 .083
286.0 - 36.0 .026
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
71 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 55 40
CCUNTER NLMBER 5681
3.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
0.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S)
0.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
4.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*43)
0.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.38 NUMBER LENSITY (NO/CM**3)
004 LIG. WATEk CONTENT (GM/Mf**31
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .338
7.0 - 9.0 .220
9.0 - 12.0 .092
12.0 - 16.0 .058
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 .006
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER 002 73
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 55 58
COUNTER NUMBER 5689
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 3.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPEkATURE (DEG K) 271·2
SAMPLEU VOLUME (CM#*3) 134.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 3243.2
NUMBER DEhSITY INU/CI**3) 2.63
LIC. wATER CUITENT (GM/M**3) .006
SIZE INTERVAL I(M) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .527
7.0 - 9.C .291
9.0 - l1.O .139
12.i - lb.O .104
le.O - 21.0 .031
21. - 26.0 .022
2d.u - 30.0 .008
36.v - 47.C .004
47.G - 6Z.0 O.0O0
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
b2.0 - lOb.u .OOO
FLIGHT NU1iHER Clo 7T
LATE 17 J.N 1972
TIME zu 5S 5
CCUNTER NUNELEr; 5747
AIRCRAFT MLTI1UCE IKfl) L.b
AIRCRAFI vELOCITY (I/SI) 19.9
Ar IblEI T,mPEKATUVE (LLC K) 277.8
SAMFLCi VuLLUL (LI*-,3) 128.0
SAMPLE INIpFEVL (M) 674.4
hNUMER UCE.SIIY (io/C-*'3) .9u
LIL. *ATEr Cn1TNII (Ok/F** 3) .003
SILL II.TEJVAL (LN) NL/CMO*3/UM UIA.INr.
5.5 - 7.0 .177
7.0 - 9.0 .047
9*v - 1,c0 .055
1I.v - 19.0 .035
16.J - 72.0 .023
21. - 26.U .10O
2.J; - 3b.0 0.000
3o. - 47.0 .004
47? - 6¢.0 O.00o
6d -* 8-.0 0.000
82., - LO.0 0.000U
FLIhI T .iU,-i[ r *. 79
LTE 1 J,,t, 1,72
TIrt .j 5c 19
CL,1v 0~ I ,~ .AiE;: 5'/,3
ArlCkRAf I "LTIIUCL (,I ) 1.5
AIRLKF I vI LCI ry 1 /5) 10o7.3
AlEBIE{l T:ltPEi..AlUr l(UrC Z7 u.2
S.rFL L VL..LMI (Li,'*3) 12b6.
SMFLc ilIf PVAL (M1 843.u
,LMcEt ;ESITS IU/CMH**3) 4.05
LIL. oAliL COI7TElT (M/F**3) U.07
SILL nlTrvVAiL (LE)I L/Cr*63/UMl DIA.IIII.
5.5 - 7., .942
?. - 9.0 .444
9.* - L2.0 .230
l., - 1.,O .111
lo.. - 21.i .049
21.0 - 2b.0 .032
28.; - 3o.U .015
3-* - 47.0 .002
47.d - 6.. 0.000
b2O. - 8z.; 0.000
A2.u - 10b.0 0.000
fLIGHT NUiSER u,2 82
LATE 17 JaN 1972
TIME 0i 5 30
CLUhTiR NUI.BEK 5756
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKf() 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 167.3
Al-BlET T0 1.PEhATURE (DEG ) 2 77.5
SAMPLED VULUML (LCf**3) 120.0
SAMPLE INIIRVAL (r,) 334.6
NUMBER UE-,SITY (ii/CMi*'3) 9.25
LIC. RATEr COOITEi[ (GIM/t**3) .olu
blZi (INTLELAL (LM) hb/CM.*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.767
7.u - 9.0 1.460
9.C - 12.0 .413
12.0 - Ib.O .397
1-.0 - 21.C .089
21.0 - 28.0 .035
2A.* - 3O.0 .021
3o.U - 47.0 0.000
41.U - 6b.0 0.000
62.C - 8c.0 0.000
82.U - IOb.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 74
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 56 O
COUNTER NUMBER 5690
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 3.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 271.3
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*O*3 134.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL I(M 360.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 4.81
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .013
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .871
7.0 - 9.0 .582
9.0 - 12.0 .348
12.0 - 16.0 .157
16.0 - 21.0 .042
21.0 - 28.0 .033
28.0 - 36.0 .023
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LIJ. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INT.RVAL (UM) NO/CM *3/UM C
5.5 - 7.U .280
7.0 - 9.0 .083
9.0 - 12.0 .106
12.0 - b16. .042
IbO. - 21.0 .033
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.U .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.U O.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
CATE 17 JAN 1974








L1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M *3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*W3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 1.984
7.0 - 9.0 1.214
9.0 - 12.0 .651
12.0 - 16.0 .310
lb.0 - 21.0 .163
21.0 - 28.0 .045
28.0 - 36.0 .021
3b.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
b62.O - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1974








LID. lATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (Un) NO/CM#*3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .873
7.0 - 9.0 .456
9.0 - 12.0 .272
12.0 - 16.0 .161
16b.O0 - 21.0 .049
21.0 - 28.0 .032
28.0 - 36.0 .009
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000


















DATE 17 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/I**31
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .265
7.0 - 9.0 .024
9.0 - 12.0 .024
12.0 - 16.0 .024
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 28.0 . .olO
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










77 FLIGHT NUMBER 002 78
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 58 14
COUNTER NUMBER 5751
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
67.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 169.9
7.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 278·0
26.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM#*3) 128.0
43.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 674.4
L.33 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 1·.25
003 LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .004
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMe*3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .260
7.0 - 9.0 .168
9.0 - 12.0 .073
12.0 - 16b0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .023
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .009
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .o000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
80 FLIGHT NUMBER 002 81
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 58 28
CCUNTER NLMEER 5757
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
7.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 167.3
8.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 277.6
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 126.0
.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 669.2
.92 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*t3) 9.64
013 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .011
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.444
7.0 - 9.0 1.052
9.0 - 12.0 .561
12.0 - 16.0 .278
16.0 - 21.0 .138
21.0 - 28.0 .039
28.0 - 36.U .012
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
83 FLIGHT NUMBER 002 84
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 58 38
COUNTER NUMBER 5762
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
7.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
7.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 277.8
6.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 126.0
6.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 501.9
,25 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 5.81
006 LIO. WATEk CONTENT (GM/F**3) .006
.INT. 51ZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.106
7.0 - 9.0 .893
9.0 - 12.0 .370
12.0 - 16.0 .161
16.0 - 21.0 .079
21.0 - 28.0 .024
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




FLIGHT NUMBER Zo2 85
LATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 2u 5 43
LCUmITER NUN;BEN 576'
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (K) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 167.3
AN.UIENT TEMPERATUtE (CLLG K) 277.9
SAMPL'c VULUME (ChMn31 126.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ni) 3b.5
NUFeER UENSITY (iu/CM**3) 29.09
LIG. .ATEH CONTENT (Gh/N*#3) .029
SIZE LTETt'VAL ILM) No/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.497
7.0 - 9.0 4.425
9.0 - 1.0 1.487
12.u - lb., .829
Io.u - 21.0 .302
21.u - 26.0 .130
28.u - 30.0 .034
36.v - 41.0 .002
41.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.3 - 8s.u 0.000
82., - lOb.C 0.000
FLIQHT KNUtE[.ER Lb 88
LATc 17 JAI. 1972
TIME 2. 5b 56
LUUNTLt NUt EEF 571;
AIRCRAFT .LTIrUCE (il) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/5) 167.3
AF.BLENI TLPFERATU.WL (LE( K) 278.3
bSARLcU VwLUML (CC *,-3) 12O.0
SAMALL INiLRVAL I .) 669*.
NhLMcC LuE',SITY lA2C/Ch**3) 21.11
LIC. .AItE CONTENT tGM/fM*3) .020
S1Zt I*;TLtVAL (Li) NL/CM0*3/UM DIA.INT.
b.5 - 7.0 4.942
7.j - 9.0 2.b37
9*b - 1.O0 1.288
12.0 - 1.i .56b9
lo.0 - 2Z.0 .238
21.0 - 2b.C .063
2u.J - 30.0 .U31
3o.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.j - 6Z.0 0.000
b2.u - 8,.u U.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLICHT NUmrEP ;,J. 91
LATc 17 JAN 1972
TIhE u0 59 9
CLUNTCh Noj,.b:E 571o
AIRCRAFT 6LTITUCE IK(F 1.2
AIRCR.FI VELUCITY (F/S) 167.3
AFBEIENT TT FPE<ATJiF (UEC 1) Z7d.4
5AMFLEb VLLb14M (Ci*W3) 126.0
SAMPLE IN1FRVAL (.n) 669.2
NhLMCE DCNSITY (IO/CM**3) 14.51
LIL. WATEK CI-hTENT (O/F#*-3) .J19
SIZL I CEI.VAL II(I Lu/CM**3/UlM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.021
7.* - 9.0 2.183
90 - I.0 . 74 3
12.u - lo.O .438
16.u - 21.0 .168
21.; - 20.* .070
28.u - 3b.; .028
36.U - 47.0 .006
47.U - b2.0 0.000
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10d.0 0.000
FLI6HT iUI MbEH UIZ 94
DCTE 17 JSN 1972
TIME 20 59 23
LCUNTER NUFBeE 57.z
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KF!I .6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 167.3
AhlBENT TCFPERATU<E (LEG K) 278.8
SAMPLEDU VOLUM tCM*31) 12o.C
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 669.2
NUMBER DENSITY (ItJ/F.*31 1.32
LIC. WATER COhITENh (iM/F*#3) .OOZ
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NL/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .265
7.0 - 9.0 .159
9.U - I2.0 .082
12.L - lo.0 .030
16.0 - 21.0 .033
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.u - 36b.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.G - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 86
CATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 58 47
COUNTER NUMBER 5766
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 278.1
SAMPLED vOLUME ICM**3) 126.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 669.2
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 39.65
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .044
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 9.159
7.0 - 9.0 5.726
9.0 - 12.0 2.098
12.0 - 16.0 .998
16.0 - 21.0 .535
21.0 - 28.0 .130
28.0 - 36.0 .056
36.0 - 47.0 .013
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 89
LATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 59 0
COUNTER NUMBER 5772
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDOE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 278.4
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM.*3) 126.0
SAMPLE INITERVAL (M) 669.2
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 24.32
LIU. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .030
51E INTERVAL CuM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.767
7.0 - 9.0 3.258
9.0 - 12.0 1.413
12.0 - 16.0 .631
16.0 - 21.0 .232
21.0 - 28.0 .113
28.0 - 36.0 .043
36.0 - 47.0 .006
47.0 - 62.0 .002
6.0 - 82.0 0.000
U2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIHT NUMBER 002 92
CATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 b9 14
COUNTER NUMBER 5778
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 278.5
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 126.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 836.5
NUMBER DONSITY (NO/CM**3) 11.94
Lib. WATcR CONTENT IGM/M**3) .016
SIZE INT:RVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.841
7.0 - 9.0 1.635
9.0 - 12.0 .585
12.0 - Ib.O .272
16.0 - 21.0 .143
21.0 - 28.0 .095
28.0 - 36.0 .018
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 95
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 59 28
COUNTER NUMBER 5784
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 279.0
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 126.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 836.5
NUMBER DcNSITY INO/CMO*3) .38
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7T.0 .079
7.0 - 9.0 .012
9.0 - 12.0 .040
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 28.0 .ooo00
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82-0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 87
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 58 52
COUNTER NUMBER 5768
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K}) 278.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 126.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 836.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 29.62
LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .029
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.614
7.0 - 9.0 4.313
9.0 - 12.0 1.728
12.0 - 16.0 .700
16.0 - 21.0 .402
21.0 - 28.0 .127
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 .006
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 90
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 59 5
COUNTER NUMBER 5774
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 167.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 278.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 126.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 836.5
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 21.05
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .026
SIZE INTERVAL tUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.989
7.0 - 9.0 2.552
9,0 - 12.0 1.132
12.0 - 16.0 .637
16.0 - 21.0 .292
21.0 - 28.0 .105
28.0 - 36.0 .028
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 93
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 59 19
COUNTER NUMBER 5780
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/St 167.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 278.7
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM*R3) 126.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 836.5
NUMBER DENSITY [NO/CM**3) 5.54
LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .007
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.074
7.0 - 9.0 .742
9.0 - 12.0 .347
12.0 - 16.0 .161
16.0 - 21.0 .086
21.0 - 28.0 .032
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 96
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 59 31
COUNTER NUMBER 5786
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 279.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 126.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 501.9
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**31 .24
LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CMr*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .016
7.0 - 9.0 .060
9.0 - 12.0 .008
12.0 - 16.0 .006
16.0 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
I0
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 97
LATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 59 36
CLUNTER NUFDBEF 5788
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 167.3
AMBIENT TLFPEhATURE (DEG K) 279.9
SAMPLED VULLML (CMf*3) 126.0.
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) d36.5
NUMBER LEi.SITY (Ni/CMW*31) .IZ
LI(. nATER CONTENT (GI/rM*3) .000
SIE INTEivVAL (UMI) N/CM9e3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .063
7., - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.i - 1.b0 .00b
16.C - 21.0 0.000
21.u - 26.0 0.000
2d.0 - 30.0 0.000
36.u - 47.G 0.000
47.L - 62.0 J.000
62.. - 82.0 0.000
82.u - 10.0 0.000
FLIGHT iUI0'bER q. 1OO
LAlT 17 Jarl 1972
llTL ZL . 44
LLLi,TEK NoI-.CEK 5d44
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (A.) .3
AIRCRAFTI OELLCITY (1r/5 122.7
Alb lENT TlPE-EATURL (LAOL Ki 280.4
SARFPL.- VALLML (IC-331 IO.u
SAMPLE INIFRVAL (il 514.8
LmoEU E LEsbITY (NL/C'-*o3) .46
L1. nAltE CONlthl (ih/P*F3) .004
Sl. INTEAAL (Li,) l .L/CF'**3/UM UIA.leT.
j.5 - 7.0 .019
7.u - 9.0 .014
9.C - hI.d .019
1o.0 - I... .022
lb.o - 2i.0 .012
Zl;. - 2b.0 .038
- 3.C .011
36.; - 47.C .005
47.0 - 62.C 0.000
62., - d8.0 0.000
8z., - lOb.O 0.000
LI0HT ;,U,'iOER t-. 103
LATt 17 jt. 1972
TIlL ZI - 50
LLLNTYr *40reL-. 53o
IHnCR.IFl .LTITILt II ) .3
rIR A;FIT vELULITY (I/L)1 12c.7
AFuIErT TLtPEEATULhK (iC K) 280.4
SAMRPL. %ULLIL (,.-31 52.u
SbkL - i, iIVAL I(,I 77z.i
NLMtER tE, SITY (L ./F.-3) 1.62
LIL. *A[E" CONTELl (C../N93) .020
SIZ IilTEnVAL (Lli) il,/ChI-3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .192
7.u - 9.C .029
9.u - IL.C .U77
12.O - 16.0 3.000
16.0 - 21.C .U23
2I.i - 2b.C .041
28.L - 30., .036
368. - 47.0 .031
47.J - 62.C 0.000
62.0 - 8 .CG .J000
b2.0 - IOc.C o.JOO
FLIGHT t.NUIER jO 106
DATE 17 J'N 1972
TIIE 21 3 10
LLONTLk NdJI,;EI 560t
AIRCRAFT OLTITUCE (kt:) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/51) 128.7
Ar BlE;iT T-MPERATUr<[ (1ttG ) 279.9
SAfPL-c VULUML IC -o31 52.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (i-I 643.5
NUMBER CE;ISITY (IuL/Cti**3) 3.10
LID. *ATFt< COIhTbET .l (/R 3I) 056
SIZE 1ilTEf.VAL (LnM I.,/ChF*i3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .513
7.L - 9.C .202
9.0 - I.CL .096
12.u - o.C .058
16.u - 21.0 .023
21.U - 2d.0 .049
2d.U - 36.0 .029
36.0 - 47.0 .021
4.,O - 62.0 .032
62.0 - 8k.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 98
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 20 59 40
COUNTER NUMBER 5790
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 167.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 280.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 126.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 669.2
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM**31 .02
LIO. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**31 .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMR*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .012
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 #AN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
5IZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM i
5.5 - 7.0 .154
7.0 - 9.0 .058
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .014
16.0 - 21.0 .023
21.0 - 28.0 .025
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .031
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
LATE 17 uAN 1972








LlI. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M*3)1


































FLIGHT NUMBER 002 107
LATE 17 dAN 197Z
TIME 21 3 15
CCUNTER 1NUMBER 5850
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOE (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 128.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 279.9-
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*a3) 52.0
SAMPLE InTERVAL (MI 643.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*31) 1.63
LIU. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M^3) .016
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .115
7.0 - 9.0 .298
9.0 - 12.0 .019
12.0 - 16.0 .043
16.0 - 21.0 .046
21.0 - 28.0 0.00o
28.0 - 36.0 0.OUO
36.0 - 47.0 .037
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GMNM**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .038
7.0 - 9.0 .072
9.0 - 12.0 .029
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
101 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 2 50
COUNTER NUMBER 5829
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
8.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (T/S)
80.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
52.0 SAMPLED VULUME (CM**3)
57.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
1.10 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
.015 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/NP*3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .154
7.0 - 9.0 .115
9.0 - 12.0 .019
12.0 - 16.0 .014
16.0 - 21.0 .O12
21.0 - 28.0 .025
28.0 - 36.0 .036
-36.0 - 47.0 .026
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 O.OO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
104 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 3 5
COUNTER NUMeER 5842
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM)
28.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCIlY (M/S)
80.4 AMBIENT TEMFERATURE (DEC K)
52.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CMR.31
4.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
2.88 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**31
033 LIC. WATER CONTIENT IGM/NP*3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NC/CM0m3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .276
7.0 - 9.0 .135
9.0 - 12.0 .09
12.0 - 16.0 .014
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 .010
47.0 - 62.0 .010
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























FLIGHT NUMBER 002 108
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 3 20
CCUNTER NUMBER 5854
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/SI 128.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DE1 K) 279.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM.*3) 52.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 643.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .63
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/I#*3) .011
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM0*3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .038
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .035
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 .022
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
12?
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 109
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 3 25
COUNTER NUMBER 5658
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 128.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 279.8
SAMPLED VOLUMt (CMH*3) 52.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL CM) 643.5
NUMBER DENSITY INC/CMF*3) 1.21
LIC. *ATER CONTENT (GM/M*43) .016
51ZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.C - 9.0 .173
9.) - 1.0 .019
12.0 - 1b.0 .014
16.0 - 21.0 .035
21.0 - 28.0 .025
28.U - 30.0 .022
3o.0 - 47.0 .016
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.; - 82.0 O.OuO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUi'bER CJ2z 112
LATL 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 1I 5
CLUNTc20 NjIBEE 69,V
AIRCRAFI ALTITUCt (KH) 3.4
AIRCRAFI VELOCITY (C/SI 1l9.9
ABtIENT IF APEKATUl F (-cG k) 272.0
SAMPLEU VYLLME (C*1--3 64.0
SAMPLE INIFRV.L (M) 849.4
ItLMEER tEoSITY (NU/C.t*3) 3.22
LIC. nATEn CONTENT (G ,/F*.3) .012
512L i(1TEKVAL (LPl) NL/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .448
7., - 9.0 .289
9.u - IZ.C .146
12., - 1o.0 .098
lb., - 21.6 .037
2i.J - 2b.U .096
2d.1 - 3v.0 .035
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.j - 6e.0 0.000
b2.0 - 84.0 0.000
82." - IOb-. u.UOU
FLgHIT hDI ER .E 115
LATE 17 JIr 1972
TIME 21 1 20
CCbIT£ R Nre/ BLh 641-
AIRCKR AFT ALTITUCD (Ktl) 3.7
AIkCRvFI VtLUCIII I/5S) 169.9
I.blE0E1 TLI.r.PEFATUL: (LCC C) 271.3
SAPFLLU V9LLPIL (Ct"*3) 64.0
SbAVLE INLERVAL (I1) 849.4
I.LFbER iLi.SITY (l4L/ChI*3) 6.33
LIL. AlTLH COIiTEil C(C ./P*3) .OZb
512t INTL-VAL CLII) C./CM**3/U M DIA.INIT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.135
7.u - 9.0 .750
9.u - IZ.0 .177
1Z.) - lo.u .047
16.b - 2.U0 .253
21.i - 2o.0 .047
2n.L - 30.0 .090
34.. - 47.0 .004
47.U - 62.0 .003
6i.u - BZi. 0.000
82.1 - IOu.0 0.000
FLIeHT NUb,',ER k u. 118
LaTL 17 JAll 1972
TIME 2 10 J 35
LLUhTEK NUidEk 6115
AIRCRAFT ALTITULe (CNC) 4.0
AIRCRAFT rELUCITY C(/S) 180.2
AkBIENTT TtFPERIATuiE IDLt K) 270.4
SAMFLEO VOLUML (CM-*3) 67.U
SAMPLE INTERVAL C(M 881.6
NUMBER UEaSITY INC/CI*83) 4.91
LIC. wATEh CONTENT IGO/F*83) .U19
SIZL INTEhVAL ILM) NC/CM*e3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .866
7Iw - 9.0 .463
9.0 - 12.0 .139
12. - lo.0 .198
Lb.L - 2L.0 .101
21.0 - 28.0 .053
28.0 - 30.0 .058
36.U - 47.0 .012
47.U - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
az2. - 106.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 110
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 3 30
COUNTER NUMBER 5862
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 279.8
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM*83) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 630.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.43
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3) .011
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .196
7.0 - 9.0 .059
9.0 - 12.0 .078
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 .078
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 113
CDATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 10 10
COUNTER NUMBER 6094
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 3.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IMSI) 169.9
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 271.9
SAMPLEU vOLUME (CM**3) 64.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 849.4
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 23.03
LIG. WATcR CONTENT IGM/M**3) .117
SIZE INTcRVAL I(M) NO/CM4*3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.125
7.0 - 9.0 2.313
9.0 - 12.0 .714
12.0 - 16.0 .340
16.O - 21.0 .019
21.0 - 28.0 .627
28.0 - 36.U .494
36.0 - 47.0 .026
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.U 0.000
FLIUHT NUMBER 002 116
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIE 21 10 25
COUNTER I4UMBER o106
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 3.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 169.9
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 271.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) b4.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 849.4
NUMBER LtNSITY (NO/CM**3) 6.59
LIU. WATcR CONTENT (GMI/M*3) .021
SIZEt INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMO*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.u .938
7.U - 9.0 .656
9.U - IZ.0 .016
120 - 16.0 .207
lb.O - 21.0 .331
21.0 - 28.0 .152
28.0 - 36.0 .U29
36.0 - 47.0U .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 119
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 10 40
COUNTER IUMBER 6119
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 270.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 900.9
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM**3) .85
L1C. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .149
7.0 - 9.0U .067
9.0 - 12.0 .045
12.0 - 16.0 .045
16.0 - 21.0 .027
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .219
7.0 - 9.0 .508
9.0 - 12.0 .177
12.0 - 16.0 .109
16.0 - 21.0 .194
21.0 - 28.0 .112
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (ILM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .521
7.0 - 9.0 .242
9.0 - 12.0 .146
12.0 - 16.0 .047
16.0 - 21.0 .028
21.0 - 28.0 .027
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .OC4
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER 002 117
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 10 30
COUNTER NUMBER 6111
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 4.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 172.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 270.7
SAMPLED VCLLME (CM**3) 65.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL CM) 855.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM.*3) 2.82
LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/F*33) .005
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .513
7.0 - 9.0 .308
9.0 - 12.0 .144
12.0 - 16.0 .096
16.0 - 21.0 .077
21.0 - 28.0 .020
28.0 - 36.0 .012
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 120
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 10 45
COUNTER NUMBER 6123
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 4.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 269.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 900.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.46
LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/F**3) .003
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .428
7.0 - 9.0 .045
9.0 - 12.0 .139
12.0 - 16.0 .011
16.0 - 21.0 .036
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




FLICHT NUiMEER 02 12I
LATE 17 JAN 1972
TIKE 21 10 50
CLUNTER NUMbER 6128
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KtM) 4.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (t/5) 180.2
AF.BIEIT TLMPEIATUFF (LEt F) 269.7
SAMPLED VOLUML (0C1i*3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 900.9
NUMBER CEsSITY (NC/CM**3) .85
LIU. wATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .001
SIZE INTE"VAL (LM) 1i,/CM**3/UM DIA.IN1T.
5.5 - 7.0 .209
7.u - 9.0 .112
9.0 - 12.0 .015
12.,( - lb.O .011
16.0 - 21.0 .036
21.0 - 26.0 .006
28.6 - 3b.0 0.000
36.u - 47.C U.000
47.0 - 62.C 0.000
62.U - 8A.0 0.000
82.0 - o10o.0 0.000
}LIC:HT :UPiIER vuE 124
LATE 11 Jmt! 1972
TIFL 21 11 5
LLI.TEF NUI ! EI. 61w;
AIkLRAF8I iLTITULE (k.) . .,
AIRCRAFl VELOCITY (F /SI 18U.2
AItBEiT Tc. EF.ATUi'i (Lg p) 26b.5
StAPLEu VULLMtC 31 67.0
SiMPLL IN1ILRVL )i*! 90u.9
NmLER LE.ISITY (ON/C0lOO3) 56.15
LID. AIL, CUI.TENT Y/F**1) .082
blZE IiT[:fKAL PI.) L./CFM13/UM DIA.I1:T.
5.5 - /. 12Z.060
1.2 - 9.. 7.270
%*. - 10.0 2.876
12.L - 1b.C 1.664
I:*~ - Zi.C .791
21. - 26b.C .439
2i.u - 3o.* .127
36. - 41., .01i
41 - 6. . 0.000
6R.* -b -O 0.000
E.; - 10*u 0.000
PO PFLIuHT ;,U,' F.t O . I27
LAIL I I Jt IY72
LTIFe .: Ilf I 
LLLNI3t E k~ -Ib- r~1 EI ~ L~
A IRCi-F I -LTITUL:- (0.) 4.o
1i9Ri;,FT vELuCITY ,/S) 180Id.
A LitfI.T TLF -EIAitiA (Lt- Fl 207.4
14 MI/oFL VuLuitL 0i -'3) 07-"
SAtFLr INIiFVi L (.'i 500.9
NLt'tC:ER CL-SITY (iG/L0t-*31 15.91
LIt. ,AT[-b COlTENi (91I/F"'3) . U3b
SIZ.M ll].VAL (L;) NL/Cl'It3/ULJM UIA.I,.i.
5.5 - 7., 2.32d
.u - 9.C 1.418
9. - 1-.0 .915
1 . - lo.C .466
lO. - 21.0 .5o7
21.o - 21,.0 .220
2*.O - 3u.0 .009
3*.u - 47.0 .004
47. - oZ.. U.000
6z.2 - 8.0 0.000
8Z.0 - iOb.J U.dO00
FLIL-HI U!lbE-R 0u2 130
LATc 17 JoN 1972
TIFL 21 11 35
tiL.bUili NUN£iEt, .104
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDL I(.FI 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (,/s5) 180.2
AitILJiT Tr.lPEFkATUi(F (L;EG K) 260.0
SAlbLESL VULUML (CLA43) 07.0
SAMPLLE IN[iRVAL Il) 900.9
NLFCEi LCEISITY (NU/CM*03) 18.43
LIL-. AITEti CONTl iT {G,/F*.3) .o22
SIZE [NITitOVAL (lPi) Nu/CM-*3/UM DIA.IiT.
5.b - 7.G 3.383
7.v - 9.0 Z.o57
9.0 - 10.0 1.274
L. - loO .478
io.* - 21.C .251
21.o - 20.0 .132
2d8. - 30.0 .011
3b.j - 47.0 .004
41.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.u - 82.0 0.000
8Z.u - 108.O0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 EO 55
COUNTER NUMBER 6132
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 18
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 26
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 
SAMPLE INTERVAL - M) 90
NUMBER DtNSITY INO/CM**3) 15
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM Dli
5.5 - 7.0 2.547
7.0 - 9.0 2.396
9.0 - 12.0 .776
12.0 - 16.0 .593
16.0 - 21.0 .343
2L.0 - 28.0 .060
28.0 - 36.0 .034
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.u 0.000
FLIGHT NuMBER 002
LATE 17 JAN 1972




AMBIENT (EMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM4*3)
SAMPLE ITERVAL (M)
NUMbFR DLNSITY INO/CM**3) 1
LIU. WATcR CONTENT I(GM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (IUM) NU/CM*.3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 23.313
7.0 - 9.0 13.149
9.u - 12.0 4.134
12.0 - 16.0 2.388
16.0 - 21.0 1.370
0I.c - 28.0 .853
28.0 - 36.0 .524
36.e - 47.0 .024
47.0 - 62.0 .003
o2.0 - 82.0 .002Z
b2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIumT INMbER 002
LATE 17 jAN 1972








LIG. WATER CONTENT (uM/M^^3)
SIZE INTlRVAL (OUM) NO/CM0*3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 3.383
7.L - 9.0 1.351
9.0 - 12.0 .498
l2.0 - 16.0 .429
1o.o - 21.0 .343
21.0 - 28.0 .258
28.0 - 36.0 .127
3e.0 - 47.0 .012
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






122 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 11 0
CCUNTER NUMBER 6136
4.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
0.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY tM/S)
69.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
67.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
00.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
.72 NUMBER DENSITY IND/CM**3)
.02O LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/IM*3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ELM) NO/CM*3/CLM
5.5 - 7.0 23.562
7.0 . 9.0 7.881
9.0 - 12.0 3.900
12.0 - 16.0 2.410
16.0 - 21.0 1.239
21.0 - 28.0 .539
28.0 - 36.0 .226
36.0 - 47.0 .024
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
IZ5 FLIGHT hUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 11 15
CCUNTER NUMBER 6148
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
0.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S)
67.7 AMBIENT TEMFERATURE (DEG K)l
67.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*43)
00.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
0.60 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.196 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NU/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 9.980
7.0 - 9.G 6.500
9.0 - 12.C 2.254
12.0 - 16.0 1.291
16.0 - 21.0 .716
21.0 - 28.0 .426
28.0 - 36.0 .146
36.0 - 47.0 .012
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.OCO






FLIGHT NUMBER OOZ 131
LATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 iI 40
COUNTER NUMBER 6169
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 180.2
AMOIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 205.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 900.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*.3) 19.91
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*,3) .025
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM"#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.851
7.0 - 9.0 2.843
9.0 - IZ.0 1.164
12.0 - 16.0 .616
16.0 - 21.0 .278
21.0 - 28.0 .107
28.0 - 36.0 .039
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.000



















128 FLIGHT NUMBER 002 129
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 11 30
CCUNTER NUMBER 6160
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
80.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (p/S) 180.2
67.0 AM8IENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 266.5
57.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**3) 67.0
U0.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL IN) 900.9
5.66 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 7.00
.047 LID. AATER CONTENT (GM/FP^3) .015
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (IM) NO/CM**3/CM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C 1.303
7.0 - 9.0 1.119
9.0 - 12.0 .075
12.0 - 16.0 .127
16.0 - 21.0 .203
21.0 - 20.0 .119
28.0 - 36.0 .028
36.0 - 47.0 - 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.uoO
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 132
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 11 45
COUNTER NUMBER 6173
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/5) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEL K) 265.4
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*#3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 900.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*3) 10.01
LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/F#*3) .026
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.139
7.0 - 9.0 1.045
9.0 - 12.0 .353
12.0 - 16.0 .396
16.0 - 21.0 .119
21.0 - 28.0 .119
28.0 - 36.0 .063
36.0 - 47.0 .012
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMbER Ou2 133
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 11 50
COUNTER NUMBER 617b
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (Mh) 4.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (EG rK) 265.3
SAMPLED VuLUML (CM.-3) 67.0
SAMPLE INtERVAL (M) 900.9
NLMtER DENSITY (NL/CM**3) 25.42
LIL. *ATEk COI1TENT (GM/P*I3) .043
512L INTCEVAL (LM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.254
7.0 - 9.0 3.470
9.0 - 1£.0 1.383
12.0 - lo.0 .720
16.U - 21.0 .343
21.C - 2c.0 .160
28.0 - 36.0 .075
36*. - 47.0 .004
47.u - 6k.0 .006
62.0 - 8-,0 0.000
82.Q - lO0.O 0.000
FLICHIT ,IU,iLER -, 136
LATE 17 JAN 1s72
TIME 21 I 6
LCThTFR NFtPEkE el.-
hILCRAFT ALTITUOi (I.) 4.9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (rF/S) 19U.5
ArBLti4T TLI'PEKATUE (CLC- K) 204.4
SAMrFLEL VuLULL (C",>*3 ) 70.0
SAMPLE INIFRVoL (,I 1142.9
NLMLUEk EI.SITY (NQ/0N*03) 27.43
LIC. oATEH COIITENT (GhI/F/ 3) .038
SIZc INIEthVAL (LI NC.l/CMO*3/UM lA.IiNT.
5.5 - 7., 6.4do
7.0 - 9.c 3.8L4
9.L - 1..0 1.233
1z.o - blo. .* 14
lo.u - 21.C .286
21.u - 2b.C .153
28.U - 30.C .06b
36.U - 47.0 .004
4?.0 - 6.0O .003
62. -8d .. , O.UOO
hZ.u - IU6.O J.000
CLIFHT ,IvIL ER , 139
L,TE 17 JN. 1~72
likL 21 1_ 16
CLLlT NOi hElE bIic;
AIRCRAFT eLTITUL c (1 ) S.2
AIRCkACF iELOLITY 1:/5) 193.1
A, dltN7 TI:hPErATU<.. (L'.C K) 2b6.9
NANLEGt VLLUML (C-',-,3) 71.o
SAMrLE INTtRVAL I() 772.·
IULMctER ElSITY (Ii/1 ;*3) z .8s
Lib. ATnir CUIITENI (G,/ *.31 .003
S5Zc IlITEeVAL IL(,, NU/CNi*3/UM UIA.IIIT.
5.S - 7.2 .*04
7.0 - 9.0 .394
9.* - 1L.0 .202
12.u - lo.0 .120
16.b - 21. .059
21.* - 28.9 .012
28.~ - 3o.U UOo00
30.0 - o7.0 0.000
47.U - 6i.* 0.000
62.u - 8a.0 0.000
a.u - 1*Ud.O 0.000
Fl ITHI hUdER 0Uo 142
LATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 1 23
CLUNTER Nupr'EI. 6,e.,
AIRCkAFT ALTITUDt (FM) 5.5
AIRCRAFT V[LOCITY (/Sb) 193.1
AEBIENT TLfPEF.ATURE (DLG K) 263.4
5AMPLEU VOLUML (CM*-3) 71.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 579.1
NLhMER LEi'SITY (IC/CF**3) .04
LID. CATER CONTENT C(G'/M*#3) .000
SIZE IITtLEVAL (LM) NC/CMO*W/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.u - 1Z.0 O.OUU
12.u - Io.0 0.000
16.U - 21.G u.000
21.u - 20.0 0.000
28., - 3X.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
62.U - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 134
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 11 55
COUNTER NUMBER 6181
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 265.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 926.6
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM*'3) 14.46
LIO. WATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .022
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.867
7.0 - 9.0 1.714
9.0 - 12.0 .610
12.0 - 16.0 .421
16.0 - 21.0 .194
21.0 - 28.0 .037
28.0 - 36.0 .050
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
8O.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 137
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 12 10
COUNTER NUMBER 6193
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 5.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 190.5
AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 264.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 70.0
SAMPLE IaTERVAL (M) 761.9
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM**31 28.43
LIl. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .028
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.543
7.0 - 9.0 4.371
9.0 - IZ. 1.457
I2.0 - 16.0 .679
16.O - 21.0 .311
21.0 - 28.0 .133
28.0 - 36.0 .037
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIlhT NUMBER 002 140
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 12 17
COUNTER NUMHER 0199
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE IKM) 5.2
AIRCRACT VELCCITY (M/S) 193.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 263.8
bAMPLEO VOLUME (CM*31) 71.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 193.1
NUMBER DNSITY (NO/CM**3) .04
LIG. wATcR CONTENT (GM/M.*1) .000
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*03/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.u 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.OOU
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .011
b1.O - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 O.UO0
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.O00
82.0 - l08.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 143
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 12 26
LOUNTEH NUMBER o207
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 5.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 193.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 263.2
SAMPLED vOLUME iCM**3) 71.0
SAMPLE IINTERVAL (M) 579.1
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM*S3) .04
LIU. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.OUO
120 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 6.124
7.0 - 9.0 3.836
9.0 - 12.0 1.800
120 - 16.0 .814
16.0 - 21.0 .383
21.0 - 28.0 .184
28.0 - 36.0 .100
36.0 - 47.0 .036
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/r**3)
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM.*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .554
7.0 - 9.0 1.585
9.0 - 12.0 .587
12.0 - 16.0 .493
16.0 - 21.0 .228
21.0 - 28.0 .042
'28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM.*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .011
16.0 - 21.0 O.0OO
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.OUO




























FLIGHT NUMBER 002 144
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 12 27
CCUNTER NUMBER 6208
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 5.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 195.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 263.1
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 72.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 194.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .04
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/#*#3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
.?Q
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 145
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 12 30
CLUNTER NUMBER 6210L
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 5.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 195.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 262.9
SAMPLED VOLLML (CM.*3) 72.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 586.9
NUMBER CE,'SITY (NC/CM**3) .04
LIC. ATER CONTENT I(GM/M*3) .000
SIZE IINTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.u - 9.0 O.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 1l.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 U.000
2b. - 36.0 . 0uO
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 82 .0 0.000
82.0 - 106.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUsIbER UvZ 148
LATE 17 Jsk 1972
TIMEL ZI IZ 41
CLUNTER NUorMEEk 619
AIRCRAFT ALTITUUL tK,) 5.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/i) 198.Z
APblIENT TLPFErATUVL (LyE K) 262.8
SAMUPLE VULUIL (iU*,3) 144.0
SAMPLE INIEtVAL 0.C 396.4
NUMBER LE,SIlTY .iU/CM*#3) 8.94
LIU. .ATEA COCTEN[ TGI/Me*3) .015
SIZL INTLEVAL (UL14) NL/C**3/UM IA.liNT.
5.5 - 7.0 .824
7.o - 9.0 .h94
9.0 - 12.0 .694
12.u - lb.d .569
Io.0 - 2l.0 .272
21.C - 2A.0 .U70
28.U - 3o.0 .013
3b.b - 47.0 O.0OO
47., - od.C O.0O
6£.u - 8Z.0 .O000
82.0 - 10i.3 0.0o00
CFLIEHT ,aO, ER ..2 151
LAC I I JAr 1972(ICE 01 12 50
L1UNITC. Nl'udEI. c2 C
AIRCRAFT ;LT I TUOLU (C1) 5.5
AIHCRFT C vLOil TY Cd/6) 19b.,
A I Elt;,I T, rPEAA URE (tit Ki 263.2
,AMC-LEL VLLM Lt, (C,1.-3) 12.c
StAPLE INI[RV-AL (i;) 594.b
CL.MEER LUL:tE ITY 4/i,2*e3 I 17.00
LID. ,ATA, COITE'IT (GM/P**3) .035
SIKL. [irE.VAL (Li'i) N/CM**3/UM UIA.I1r.
,fi 5.5 - 7.0 3.528
1,U 9.0 2.257
t ' 9.0 - 1Z.0 *.44.
12.: - 1:0.0 .455
1 6:.u- 21.0 .433
S ,~< ~21.' - 28.0 .190S. ~.% 2,Uv - 3.0 .o064
36.0 - 47.0 .008
yV 0 417.u - 6,.0 0.000
62.u - 80.0 u.00082. - lOb.O .o00oo
FLI-HT UvlbEER UL 154
LETE i7 J3[, 1972
TIME 21 J13 0
CCLNTER NUKbER o'35
AIRCRAFT sLTITULE (iM) 5.5
AIRCRAFT VELOLIrY /I1/b) 193.1
AlbLEsT Tc.PEFAoUE_ (ItG0 K) 260.4
Sh-PMLEO VLLML (C,1*31 71.,0
SAMPLE INTIRVAL i.t) 391.2
NLMUER uLEoSITY CIC/CM-.3) 30.72
LI. wATEr CUITEI14 CGIU/F*3) .022
SIZL INTERVAL (LF;) ;U/CMa*3/UM DIA.IA ..
b5.5 - 7.0 2.460
7., - 9.0 4.725
9. - 2I.o0 4.033
12.0 - 16.0 1.197
I1.o - 21.0 .104
21.I - 28.0 .018
28.0 - 3.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000O
#7. - 62.0 o.00ooo
62.0 - 8. 0.000oo
82.0 - L08.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) I
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .2S9
7.0 - 9.0 .194
9.0 - 12.0 .083
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






CATE 17 jAN 1972
TIME 21 i2 43
COUNTER NrUMBER r221
AIRCRAFT ALTITLDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 19
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 26
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 7
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 39
NUMRER ULNSITY (NO/CM*3) 10O
LID. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (OM) NO/CM*e3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 1.065
7.0 - 9.0 .931
9.0 - 12.0 .444
12.0 - 16.0 .358
16.0 - 21.0 .381
21.0 - 28.0 .304
28.0 - 36.0 .080O
36.0 - 47.0 .0.00O
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
80.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIQHT hUMBER 002
cATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 .2 54
COUNTER nUMBER .230
AIRCRAFT ALTITLOE IKM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 19
AMbIENlT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)l 2e
SAMPLEU vOLUME (CM*3) 7
SAMPLE I.,TERVAL (M) 79
NUMbER CLNSITY (NO/CM*.3) 22
LIU. RATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTRVAL (UM) I1O/CM*#3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 4.306
7.0 - 9.0 3.188
9.0 - 12.0 1.588
12.U - 16.0 .542
16.0 - 21.0 .147
21.0 - 28.0 .198
28.u - 36.0 .036
35.0 - 47.U .008
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
CATE 17 JAN 1972








LIL. WATLR CONTENT (OM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.0 - 9.0 .042
9.0 - 12.0 .028
d12.0 - 16.0 0.000
lb.o - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





146 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 12 39
COUNTER NUMBER 6218
5.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
98.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S)
62.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG KE
72.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*O 3)
78.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
1.11 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.001 LIQ. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 2.111
7.0 - 9.0 1.778
9.0 - 12.0 .484
12.0 - 16.0 .146
16.0 - 21.0 .099
21.0 - 28.0 .050
28.0 - 36.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
149 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 12 47
CCUNTER NUMBER 6224
5.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
98.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
b2.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG C K)
72.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*s3)
96.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL I(M)
J.89 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3)
037 LI1, wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
4.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (ULM) NO/CMa*3/LM I
5.5 - 7.0 1.389
7.0 - 9.0 1.125
9.0 - 12.0 .491
12.0 - 16.0 .378
16.0 - 21.0 .208
21.0 - 28.0 .135
28.0 - 36.0 .026
36.0 - 47.0 O.o000
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.00O
152 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 12 58
COUNTER NUMBER 6233
5.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
8.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S)
c3.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
2.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**3)
2.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
2.26 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.030 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/MP*3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .194
7.0 - 9.0 .083
9.0 - 12.0 .028
12.0 - 16.0 .042
16.0 - 21.0 .033
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 0.0O
36.0 - 47.C .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000o
155 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 13 6
CCUNTER NUMBER 6240
5.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
93.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S)
c3.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (UEG K)
71.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
c5.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.21 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.o000 LIQ, wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) No/CM*3/,M
5.5 - 7.0 1.840
7.0 - 9.0 2.437
9.0 - 12.0 1.700
12.0 - 16.0 1.056
16.0 - 21.0 .341
21.0 - 28.0 .018
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUNbEER G2 157
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 12 10
CLUNTER NUMFBER 6243
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOE (KF) 5.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (i/SI 195.6
AhMBIENT TLFPEhATURE (DEG K) 262.6
SAMPLEU VULUME (CCH*3) 72.0
bAMPLE INIERVAL (11) 777.3
NUMcER DENSITY (NuS/CM**3) 36.25
LIG. ATER CONTENT (GN/M**3) .033
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) Nu/Cl**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.u 2.685
7.U - 9.0 3.424
9.0 - 12.0 3.847
12.0 - 16.0 3.059
16.o - 21.0 .311
21.u - 28.0 .0U6
28.U - 3b.0 J.000
3b.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.u - 82.0 0.000
82.u - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUIEFR U0£ 166
LATE 17 JAl 1972
TIME 21 13 19
LCUiTER NLFEK 6251
AIRCRAFT MLTITUL;t (Kr) 5.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY C,/bC 195.b
,I blENT TOFPEKATU'F (CAL k) 262.5
SAMPLEU VuLLUL. (L*.-3) 72.,
AFhFLE INIFRVAL (/:I 195.6
I.LUEh DESITs (Ci.tCr*43) 1.85
LlI. ,.TEA CU,,TENT (1 b U/*.3) .uuo
SIZE IITEHVAL (IL) Ih/C`*h3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C .dO6
1.0 - 9.0 .319
9.0 - 1...0 U.*oUO
12.u - lb.0 .00U
lb. - 21.1 o.000
21. - 2b.C O.00
28.0 - 3. 0(.U00O
36. - 47.(' J.00oU
47.0 - b.C 0.000
62.U - 8,C O.000
8. - IOb.3 i.000
fLI TH i ULER u.. 163
LI TL i7 JA 1972
TiFE 21 13 28
LICNTr1 NTFLECk t'53
AICKAFT ALTICUC (Cr,1 5.5
AIRLCRAF1 vELOCITY (Il/S 19b*.
Ar lE IT TcPFEKATUhi (LcD 6) 262.1
5,FALL, VULLML (L *'3) 72.0
508 ALL INC FRVAL (1) 196.9
NLFEh LEIrSITY (CL/CF-.*3 3.28
LiL. *ATo COITE-T (Ui /F* C *001
SIZL 11E4LsAL (L)1 f.,c/LF**3/uM UIA. 1r.T.
- 5.5 - 7.'. L.Ub5
I.. - 4. * .736
9.0 - 1u.1 .069
12.o - 1o.v .uOu
16.0 - 21.0 0.00
21.0 - 2b.C O.OOU
2b.U - 3O.0 U.Ouu
3 - 47.0 0.U000
47. - 6 I. 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 o.o0O
82.0 - 10.,, ou.Ou
I LIGHT 1lUI LER uz 166
L;. IL I / J3C 1972
TlNE 21 17 46
CtL1rTEF hNUOEC 6396
AIRCAFT nLTITUuL (ll) 6.1
AIRlLRAFT VLOUCITY (C/5) 1O0.C
Ai IEEN4 Tc PEATUEH (LG ) C 261.1
SnTFLEL Vul, 14L (C\ *3C 67.0
SAMPLE INIFRVAL (U :l0hl.l
NLMdEH LlSITY (NU/LF-**31 .22
LIU. *ATER COINTEINT (CM/F*t) .ooo
l2c iTIERiVAL (LI-) NU/CM*.3/UM DIA.I1iT.
5.5 - 7.0 .060
7.0 - 9.0 .045
g.u - 1*.0 O.000
12. - lb.0 U.000
1.* - .l*; .009
21.u - 2b.0 0.00
2o. j - 3o.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 U.000
47.0 - 6-.0 0.00
6 .0 - 8 U 0.000
82.u - 108.0 0.000
LREATER TIhAN idI 0.o000 OM
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 1.093
7.0 - 9.0 1.146
9.0 - 12.0 .491
12.0 - 16.0 .389
16.0 - Zl.U .058
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






CATE 17 jAN 1972
TIME 21 13 24
COUNTER mUMHER 6255
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KMI
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (IH/S) 19
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 26
SAMPLEL vOLUME (CM**31 7
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 97
NUMbER LcNSITY (NO/CM*.3)
LIU. WAT.R CONTLNT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM)l NO/CM#*3/UM CIA
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.j .01l
9.0 - 12.0 0.000O
12.0 - 16.U U.oUO
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.00O
62.0 - 82.0 O.ooOU
82.0 - u108.0 0.000
FLIoHT NUMBER 002
LATE 17 JAN 1972








LIU. wAl.R CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*t3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .954
7.0 - 9.0 .347
9.0 - 12.0 .069
12.O - 16.U 0.000
16.U - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
2z.0 - 36.U 0.000
36.0 - 47.* 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82-.0 0.0o00





FLIghT NuMBER 002 167
LATE 17 uAN 1972
TIME 21 17 47
COLNTER NUMBER 6397
AIRCRAFT ALTITUUE (KM) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S} 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE OEG K)l 21l.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*.3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 180.2
NUMBER DeNSITY (NO/CM*#3) 6.34
LIU. VATER CONTENT (GM/M.*3) .009
SIZE INTeRVAL (UMI NO/CMF**3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.642
7.0 - 9.0 1.164
9.0 - 12.0 .264
12.0 - 16.0 .034
16.0 - 21.0 .054
21.0 - 28.0 .026
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.U - 47.0 .008
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
GREATER THAN 108 0.000 *uM
158 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 13 18
CCUNTER NUMBER 6250
5.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
8.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S)
62.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
72.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31
84.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
7.33 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*O3)
.006 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (CUM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .167
7.0 - 9.0 .042
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
161 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 13 27
COUNTER NUMBER 6257
5.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
5.6. AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5)
62.3 AMeBIENT TEMPERATURE (UEE K)
2.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
78.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
.04 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.000 LIl. WATER CONTENT IGM/P**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
164 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 17 40
COUNTER NLMeER 6391
5.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
95.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S)
52.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
72.0 SAMFLED VOLLME (CM**3)
96.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
2.33 NUMBER 0ENSITY (NO/CM**3(
.001 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/P#*3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .022
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.uo00
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























FLIGHT NUMBER 002 168
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 17 50
CCOUNTER NUMEER 6400
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 261.0
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 540.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 11.01
LIG. wATER CONTENT (GM/F*3) .052
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*#3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.239
7.0 - 9.0 1.276
9.0 - 12.0 .463
12.0 - 16.0 .396
16.0 - 21.0 .128
21.0 - 28.0 .098
28.0 - 36.0 .034
36.0 - 47.0 .028
47.0 - 62.0 .006
62.0 - 82.0 .004
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
GREATER THAN 108 .045 *LM
4?
01
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 169
BATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 17 55
COUNTER NUFMBER 640.
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (Kh) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 180.2
AF,BIENT TEMPERATURE (IGE K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLUML (CM*3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 900.9
NUMBER CENSITY (ND/CM**3) 5.94
LIG. .ATER CONTENT (GM/IM**3) .011
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NQ/CM*-3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.522
7.0 - 9.0 .627
9.0 - IZ.0 .249
12.0 - lb.O .138
16.U - 21.0 .075
21.U - 2a.0 .079
28.0 - 30.0 .017
36.O - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
b2.O - 82.0 0.000
t2-u - 108.0 0.000(REATEO THAN 108 0.000 *UM
LILeHT 1 UrIbER Ou. 172
LATE 17 JAN 1972
llMt 21 1I 10
COUNTEK NUMvER 6410
AIKLHAFT ALTITUDE (I.) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCIlTY (F/S) Idu.2
Ai',blElI TLFPLI'RTUK. (LLG t) 999.9
AMPLEDL VULLML (C,"*3) 67.L
bAFFLE ICITFRVAL I.1 900U.9
tLFPER L.EIbiT) )IJL/CF13) 13.94
LI*. AI[:F COhTEhl (Ok/I**3) .04u
bILL II')ENVAL (Uh) NC/CM*^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C 3.294
7.v - 9. 1,.604
9.0 - l.C .776
12.0 - o.C .3z25
16.0 - 2.0 .137
21.: - 2o.C .113
2d0. - 3o.C .U63
36. - 47.0 .004
47. - 6.0 .UOob
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82. - 106lOb.O O.00
FL ICHT U,'RJlER . 175
LATL 17 JdF 1972
lIFE i 1d 25
L,.hT - ,aLttFEh~ 6~.
AiRCRAF ALTITULL (K) 6.
FJlRCIAFT VLLULIY Cr1/) 180
rt. I EI.T T. PEF.ATUt, ()LLO K) 999.9
RP FLLL VYLLHli. ((';* ) o l.c
SAMPLL INIFRV.L (,,C 900.9
NLFaER LL.SITY (Nu/CF**3) .90
LIb. 6ATE) CUIlTE lT (/Fu*3) .u07
5122 IITFoAL (LI'. I'l/CM*t3/Uh IA.INT.
5.5 - ' .C .090
7.o - 9.0 .112
9.u - IL.u .030
* 12.J - 16.0 .034
I.* - *21.0 .027
21.u - 2b.0 .006
29.u - 3o.C .00t
3.ou - 47.0 .004
47. - 6i.0 .00o
z62.u - 82.0o 0.0o
82.U - l06.0 0.000
FL :IHT hIUMLER ° i 178
L0TE 17 JAh 1N7 2
TIME 21 18 40
CLLNTER NUF.BER 64,
A)RCRAFT ALTITUDE (KFIM) 6.1
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (P/S) 180.2
Al-BlEiT TEPEkATUXF (IDL K) 999.9
SAMFLEU VuLLML (CM*.3) 67.0
SAMPLF INTERVAL 01 900.9
NLMER UE,NSITY (i;C/LVr.3) 11.19
LID. WalER CONTENT (GM/F*43) .055
SbiZL It"TEVAL ILiM) t;/CFN*3/UlM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.418
7.u - 9.0 1.373
9.0 - 12.0 .8z
12.2 - lb.O .243
16.; - 21.0 .084
21.U - 2b.0 .060
28. - 3o.0 .063
30o., - 47.0 .034
47.* - 62.0 .003
62.u - 82.0 0.000
82.1 - lOu.0 .U02
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 170
CATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 18 0
COUNTER NUMBER 6406
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(M/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 900.9
NUMBER DENSITY )NO/CM**3) 6.67
LIU. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3( .036
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.493
7.0 - 9.0 .672
9.0 - 12.0 .214
12.0 - 16.0 .093
16.0 - 21.0 .149
21.0 - 28.0 .092
28.0 - 36.0 .047
36.0 - 47.0 .012
47.0 - 62.0 .006
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
GREATER THAN 108 .045 tUM
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 173
LATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 18 15
COUNTER NUMBER o420
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 180.2
AMUIENT TEMPERATURE (DLG K) 999.9
SAMPLEL VOLUME ICM**3) o7.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) - 900.9
NUMBER DCcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 10.03
LIU. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .024
SIZE INTcRVAL CuM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.363
7.0 - 9.0 .933
9.0 - 12.0 .602
12.0 - 16.0 .396
16.0 - 21.0 .307
21.0 - 28.0 .119
28.U - 36.0 .034
36.0 - 47.0 .008
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
o2.0 - 82.0 0.OO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIHFT NUMBER 002
LATE 17 JAN 1972








LIU. WATcR CONTENT (iM/M*t3)
SIZE INTLRVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 5.403
7.0 - 9.0 3.448
9.0 - 12.0 1.14
12.0 - 16.0 .825
16.0 - 21.0 .242
21.0 - 28.0 .160
28.0 - 36.0 .093
36.0 - 47.0 .038
47.0 - 62.0 .015
62.0 - 82.0 .002






FLIGHT NUMBER 002 179
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 18 45
COUNTER ,NUMBER 6445
AIRCRAET ALTITUDE (KM) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME )CM*t3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 900.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*.3) 33.64
LIC. WATER CONTENT (RGM/M**3) .103
SIZE INTcRVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.647
7.0 - 9.0 4.38l
9.0 - 12.0 1.677
12.0 - 16.0 .698
16.0 - 21.0 .567
21.0 - 28.0 .358
28.0 - 36.0 .146
36.0 - 47.0 .028
47.0 - 62.0 .012
62.0 - 82.0 .004
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 171
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 18 5
COUNTER NUMBER 6412
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*e3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 900.9
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 25.27
LIC. wATER CONTENT )GM/F**3) .088
SIZE INTERVAL I(M) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.373
7.0 - 9.0 2.985
9.0 - 12.0 1.209
12.0 - 16.0 .582
16.0 - 21.0 .501
21.0 - 28.0 .220
28.0 - 36.0 .086
36.0 - 47.0 .038
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 .002
GREATER THAN 108 0.000 #UM
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GMI/**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) ND/CM-*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 1.055
7.0 - 9.0 .582
9.0 - 12.0 .264
12.0 - 16.0 .093
16.0 - 21.0 .119
21.0 - 28.0 .092
28.0 - 36.0 .039
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
176 FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 18 35
COUNTER NUMBER 6437
6.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
80.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
07.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*t3)
0.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL I(M)
5.60 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**31
.098 LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/I**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 2.886
7.0 - 9.0 1.888
9.0 - 12.0 .388
12.0 - 16.0 .466
16.0 - 21.0 .233
21.0 - 28.0 .126
28.0 - 36.0 .047
36.0 - 47.0 .012
47.0 - 62.0 .009
62.0 - 82.0 .002



















FLIGHT NUMBER 002 180
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 18 50
CCUNTER NUMBER 6449
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/IS) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*t3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 900.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*t3) 9.69
LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/t*t3) .045
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMt*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.582
7.0 - 9.0 1.231
9.0 - 12.0 .448
12.0 - 16.0 .209
16.0 - 21.0 .251
21.0 - 28.0 .098
28.0 - 36.0 .047
36.0 - 47.0 .016
47.0 - 62.0 .009
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
TZ
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 181
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 Id 56
COUNTER NUMBER 6454
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (,h) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 180.2
AtCIENT Ttt'PEKATURE (UEE K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULUME (CM*S3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1081.1
NLMbER DENSITY (NC/CM**3) 25.31
L1C. RATEH CONTENT (GHM/*-3) .129
51Ze INTERVAL (IL,) NC/CM*Wj/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.284
7.0 - 9.0 2.799
9.0 - 1i.o .900
12.0 - lo.0 .709
16.0 - 21.0 .475
21.0 - 26.0 .311
2Z., - 30.0 .110
36b. - 47.0 .046
47.U - 6z.0 .006
62.J - 8-.0 .009
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIgHT NUI'bER 0 2 184
DATE 17 JhN 1972
TIME 21 19 7
LLCtTLt NOLF Eh 64o3
AIRCRAFT ALTITUC i (K)) 6.1
AIRCRAFT vLLOCIT¥Y C,/5) 180.2
AtLCEIjET TLPFEKATUR, (DEC k) 999.9
b*.PLEL VULL0L (C0"*-3) 67.0
SAtPLE INIERVAL D.) 360.4
NUMhcER dENSITY (lb/cF*3 .b85
LIL. *ATER COUTENr (l+/C*.3) .001
51L INTEhVAL (Lr) t.L/CV;-3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 *149
7.U - 9.0 .157
9.0 - 1 -0 .045
12.0 - 1b.0 .U22
lo.O - 21.6 . OO9
2 I. - 2 .0 .006
28.u - 30.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6-.0 O.OUO
b2.2 - 8*.0 J.000
8Ld - IOC.C ;0.00
Filt 17 jU! ri .97
UVIt 17 J,1. 1972
Tl1c Zl IY l)
CLL 0JTC k ;LI- FA~ 040o
AIRCKAF1] LTITUCL (&h) 6.1
AIRCRAFI vtLOCITY I(/5) 180.z
Ai blEN0l lctFPEATU6L (i0C () 999.9
LbArFLi VuL CML (C;*.3) 67.U
SAMPLE INltRVAL (I) I 10.2
NLMcEN CE,~SITY (i,/CF*31) .04
LI'. 0ATE0 CONITE;NT (0(4/F*R3) UOI
SlZL INIF,<VAL (ILI) 1h/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5,5 . 7.J O.00O
1.. - 9.0 0.OUu
7.0 - 1i .0 0.JOu
12.U - 1o.,0 u.UU
b.U - 21.- 0..OU
Zl. - 2.C6 J.006
28.0 - 3..) .OUt
36.u - 47.0 U.OOu
47.U - 6-L0 U.U00
62,. -L, 8 Q .Juu
82.0 - 1Ob0. O.UUO
FLIGHT NUMBER 002 182
DATE 17 JAN 1972
TIME 21 19 0
COUNTER NUMBER 0458
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 720.7
NUMBER DtNSITY INO/CM**3) 7.79
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .019
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMe*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.522
7.0 - 9.0 .903
9.0 - 12. .279
12.0 - 16.0 .313
16.0 - 21.0 .185
21.0 - 28.0 .060
28.0 - 36.0 .017
36.0 - 47.0 .008
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
8. .0- 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NEMBER 002 185
CATE 17 dAN 1972
TIME 21 19 8
COUNTER ,IUM8ER 6464
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUo (KM) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 180.2
AMbIFNT IEMPERATuRE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMH*3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 180.2
NUMbFR CLNSITY (NO/CNM*3) 3.93
LIU. wATeR CONTENT (GM/Me*3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (OM) NO/CMr*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.O .806
7.0 - 9 .u .716
9.0 - 12.0 .338
12.0 - 16.0 .045
I6.0 - 21.0 .009
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.u 0.000
62.0 - 82.U 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGhT INUMBER 0
LATE 0 JAN 1972
TIME 0 0 0
COULNTER ,IUM8EH 0
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 0.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 0o.o0
MB61FNT IEMPEhATURE (DEG K) 0.0
SANPLEb VOLUME (CM.*3) 0.0
SAMPLE II1TERVAL (I) 0.0
hUMUER DcNSITY (NO/CM#03) u.00
LIl. WATtR CONTENT iGM/M-*3) 0.000
SIZE INTcRVAL IUM) iO/CM#*3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 7 .u 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
v.u - 12.0 0.000
12.u - 16.0 0.00o
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.u - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.U 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.0OO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .647
7.0 - 9.0 .627
9.0 - 12.0 .403
12.0 - 16.0 .280
16.0 - 21.0 .110
21.0 - 28.0 .019
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 002
DATE 17 JAN 1972








LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/1**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .119
7.0 - 9.0 .067
9.0 - 12.0 .060
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER
DATE 0 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3)
SIZE INTERVAL (FM) NO/CM*#3/LM I
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.U - 47.0 0.o000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





























FLIGHT NUMBER 003 1
CATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 18 44 0
COUNTER NUMBER 664u
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 262.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 278.3
SAMPLED VOLUML (CM*a3) 91.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 0.0
NUMHER DENSITY (NOI/CM**3) 20
LIG. wATER CONTENT IGM/F**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .088
7.0 - 9.0 .016
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
120 - 16.0 .008
16., - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 O.O00
28.0 - 3o.0 0.000
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - t2.C 0.000
62.u - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMIEER CL3 4
LATE IA JAN 1972
TIME 18 4' 11
CLUNTER NUMBE1I 6649
AIRCRAFT .LTITUDC (Kh) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY iF/SI 267.7
AIBIENT TEMPEkATURE (DEG EK 278.3
SPhFLLE VOLUME IC('G 3). 93.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (i') 803.1
NLMUER LUESITY (INU/CF:*3) 2U5.31
LIC. *ATEn CONTENT (OM/M**3) .064
SI2E INIEhVAL (LM) ;U/Ch*-3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 59.427
7.G - 9.0 40.758
'.L - 12.0 9.968
12. - ltO.0 1.04U
lo.U - 21.0 .u73
21.. - 2c.0 .323
2d.u - 3o.0 .008
3o. - 47r.0 o0.00
470 - 6g.O 0.000
62., - 8- , 0.000
8z.0 - lOO.0 0.000
FLIHI NUrfLEr gj: 7
LATE IA Jar 1972
TIE 1o 44 22
LLhNTEh NutI;BE 665'
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCt (i;.I) .9
AIkCRAFT VELUCITY (I/5) 267.7
ArAtIET TLcPERATURV (UI't K) Z77.b
SAPPLED VULLME: iC.;3) 1 IOb.
SAMPLt INIERVAL (i) 1070u.
NDUrdER OEISITY (I)IO/C.*3) 163.48
LI*. AATFi CUIbTENi (GV/F**jI) .146
512L INTEiVAL (LE) NL/CCMI*3/UM 01A.h1T..
5.5 - 7.0 18.882
7. - 9.0 20.296
9.0 - 12.0 16.409
12. - lo.o 8.597
lo.0 - 21.0 1.817
21.u - 2.0 .225
28.u - 3o.0 .031
3b.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - bZ.0 0.000
b2.U - 82.0 0.000
8Z.U - 10L.0 0.000
FLICH1 NUMbER uv3 10
LATE 18 J.l 1972
TIME Ib 54 42
CLbUSTERF NuFL'ER 6,oR
AIRCRAFT MLTITUCt (1K) 5.5
AIRCRAFI VELUCITY (I/S) 190.5
AtAIE4IT TEE;PERATURE (otG K) ' 265.7
SAMPLED VOLUME (CVM*3) 210.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 381.0
NUMER EaSITY (NO/CF^^3) 1.48
LIG. ATER CONTENT (GIM/FM*3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NU/C6h'3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .425
7.0 - 9.0 .200
9.0 - 12.0 .073
12.0 - It.0 .040
16.u - 21.0 .006
21.U - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6-.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*"3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 .086
7.0 - 9.0 .016
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 o.o00
16.0 - 21.0 .019
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000









DATE I8 jAN 1972
TIME 18 44 15
COUNTER NUMBER 6652
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 267.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 277.
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 93.
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1070.
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 180.9
LIU. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .12
512E INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.1
5.5 - 7.0 35.993
7.0 - 9.0 27.016
9.0 - 12.0 14.771
12.0 - 16.0 5.097
bO10 - 21.0 1.215
21.0 - 28.0 .263
28.0 - 36.0 .028
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 003
LATE lb JAN 1972








LIU. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M#*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (uM) NO/CM**3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 38.681
7.0 - 9.0 43.392
9.0 - 12.0 36.065
12.0 - 16.0 17.675
16.0 - 21.0 4.2U0
21.0 - 28.0 .547
28.0 - 36.0 .034
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (uM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 4.739
7.0 - 9.0 6.123
9.0 - 12.0 3.879
12.0 - 16.0 1.080
16.0 - 21.0 .094
21.0 - 28.0 - .009
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000














2 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 18 44 8
COUNTER NUMBER 6647
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S)
.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM"03)
.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
26 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CME*3)
10 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/l**3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 35.254
7.0 - 9.0 11.892
9.0 - 12.0 1.534
12.0 - 16.0 .134
16.0 - 21.0 .039
21.0 - 28.0 .018
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








5 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 18 44 18
COUNTER NUMBER 6655
3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
0 SAMPLED VOLULME (CM"*3)
8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
6 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
3 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/"**3)
NT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 32.681
7.0 - 9.0 32.828
9.0 - 12.0 25.401
12.0 - 16.0 10.954
16.0 - 21.0 2.654
21.0 - 28.0 .384
28.0 - 36.0 .042
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
8 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 18 54 40
COUNTER NUMBER 6697
3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCDE (KM)
,7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM+*3)
.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
83 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM"*3)
11 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM*3/MIL
5.5 - 7.0 .043
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



























11 FLIGHT NUMBER 003 12
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 18 54 47
COUNTER NUMBER 6700
5.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.5
7.9 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 190.5
5.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 265.3
8.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*"3) 140.0
7.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 378.4
,85 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) b7.13
021 LIa. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .053
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM"*3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.252
7.0 - 9.0 8.571
9.0 - 12.0 8.057
12.0 - 16.0 3.955
16.0 - 21.0 .387
21.0 - 28.0 .026
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUIEHR U,Jj 13
LATE lb JAN 1972
TlNE 1 5. 49
LLNTEh NUMeEh 67vu
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCDE (KFi) 5.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCIIY (P/SI 190.5
Al-7lENT TF'PFEhATUFE (EE hk) 265.1
SAMPLE V-SLUMLL (cM.-31 140.0
SAMPLE INTILRVAL (}Il 381.u
NUMbER DE,4SITY (rIN/CFt*3) 59.16
LIC. ARTEk COINTEIIT (GM/F*3) .062
SI5 INIE"VAL ILFI) NUL/CM"*3/UM L1A.1liT.
5.5 - 17. 3.586
7.0 - 9.0 5.400
9.0 - Il.C 6.100
12.0 - It.C 4.893
16.0 - 21.C .o000
2l.u - 2b.0 .015
28.u - 3o.0 0.U00
36.. - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6Z.50 0.,00
62.0 - .L.0 0.U00
h2.i - 10eb. ."00
iLI6HI I4UtAER U.3 1I
LhTE lb J.l 1972
TItE lb 5' 56
LI UTrl.h NvI,.dEF, 5tt.*
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCt Irt,) 5.,
.IkHCRTFl LLOCITY (1/S) 19u.5
Art AL,. I Tr- ItlATUlrr (LiG K) 264.5
r.",1-LLL VJ LUMI. II U, 3) I4U.O
'AP'FLo IlNlIERVL I )I 571.4
f(Lcs L1.E51SIT1r (n./(M8*3) 58.44
LIL. UAltE C0l jE ItNI II/F^.3) .11
SILL I ,leVAL (Li) T-I/CMl*3/UM ul A. I .
5.5 - 7.2 Z.438
7., - 9. 2.743
9. I- 1.-0 .952
IZ.5 - ,u*.. '.63b
Ic.u - SI2. 4.uaO
2.1 - .2 .C .21u
Z'; ·.0 - 3,., .O3
31.U - '7. U 0. 00
l.u - A,. C U.uOu
t z . - 8=C. . UouAZ... - lob., i3 '.00u
I Li.LHI :;U.',i Fl c I
L1L 1l J't 1v7,
1 IL 1 , - u
CL, L-T:.< rNi !'Ll. u
Cel c~ 1 r 1TII~ (K L eh01 _F:A0 IL 0(110 I 1'k/) 11,b
AIRLRAFI *i LOCIIY t[/!) ZJ,9
otr iC.,l 1TI 'LI , luI (IL-C I) ;.2o.4
Sri-iL, V.L,-` (It 01 .u. .3
il rLi- iNtll V.L I ) 1113.3
ENLhL,F, E-,SITr (i...//L- 3) .27
Li,. .IErl CCi IcIl ((I,/P*JI .u03
SIZ 1'rILI(.'5L (LI) t1/(ChC*I 3/ujl LUA.J1.
5. - 7'. .UU005
7.0 - ~9.. .019
¥.u - 1..- .01U
IZ.u - io.L .09
b. - 21.3 .009
2l.c - 2p0C .0062..L- 0o.C .006
3o. - 47.0 U.00
47. - 6-.,: .001
62.r - d,.C 0.000
62.. - UL.C .ooo00
FLI 1iI1 rLI ERl CL 23
LsTL IO J3, 19I2
TIlt t9 21 55
CIL (Trb NUiElI. b69g
AIRCRAFT -LTIITL (Nr.) IC.7
AI4kaF6l 'vtLULITY r1/S) 214.6
.tliE!lI TLbFLI.ATIJhK ILLC K) 227.4
bAI1FLE0 VULLMFE (IC-I.3) 790.;
SAIFLE INTERVAL I(i) 1100.4
NLFltEk L OESITr (iiL/'l.1*c3) 1.07
LIjL. oAlEC COIliE)l l1,/ , **31 .Ul2
iLeZ IOTEKhVAL rILi,) I.u/Ch /UiL DIA..11.I.
.5S - 7.2 .021
7.2 - U.U .044
9.0 - I£.0 .053
12.0 - IL., JU2b
16b - 21.C .0*u
21.i - 2l .3 .040
Zo.j - 3c. .0U16
36.J - 47.C .004
4lU - 6. .0 .0j
z.0; - 8e.C .001
62.0 - 10d.0 0.00u
FLILHT NUMBER 003
LATE 18 JAN 1972








LI[. WATER CONTENT {GM/M**3)
51ZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 3.824
7.0 - 9.0 5.343
9.0 - 12.0 6.383
12.0 - 16.0 8.821
16.U - 21.0 2.901
21.0 - 28.0 .029
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.OUO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 003
LATE 18 JAN 1972








LIL. WATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
sILE INsTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM8*3/UM C
5.5 - 7. 0o.000
7.ou - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .T03
1L.0 - Ib.0 . 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.DOo
3b.1 - 47.U 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
o2.u - 82.l 0.000













LATE 1 .AN 197L
TIME 19 I1 45
OUNIErlE INUMbER bg45
AhICkAFT ALTITLOt (KIM) I
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 21
AMbIFNT IEMPERATURE (IDE K) Z1
SAMPLEL VOLUME ICM.*3) J95
SAMPLE I.TERVAL (M) 111:
NiUMOFR ULNSITY (NO/CMW*3)
ILU. ATIcR CONTENT (lM/M*-3) .r
bilZ INILRVAL 1UM) nU/CP*M3/UM GiA,
5.5 - 7.0 .020
7.0 - 9.0 .004
9.U - 12.U .010
I2.O - 16.0 .023
/o.0 - 21.0 .013
21.0 - 28.0 .009
2b., - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.C .002
47.0 - 62.U .001
62.r - 82.0 .000
b2.0 - 108.0 0.000
L1InT hNUMBER 003
cATE 18 JAN 1972








LIU. RATER CONToNT (GM/M**3)
SiEt INTerVAL (UM) NO/CP*83/UM C
5.5 - 7.u .132
7.0 - 9.U .127
9.0 - IZ.0 .089
l1O. - 16.0 .097
16.0 - 21.0 U057
21.0 - 28.U .097
86.0 - 36.0 .043
36.0 - 47.C .012
47.0 - 62.0 .007
62.0 - 82.0 .003










14 FLIoHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 18 54 53
COUNTER NUMBER 6703
5.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
i0.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
5.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DE0 K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
11.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
i.56 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
117 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ()MI NO/CM8*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 2.698
7.0 - 9.0 3.145
9.0 - 12.0 2.381
12.0 - 16.0 4.386
16.0 - 21.0 3.363
21.0 - 28.0 .176
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
17 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 19 21 35
CCUNTER NUMbER 6947
.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUE ((KM)
.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
6.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEE K)
0.0 5AMPLEE VOLLME (CM*31)
0.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.01 NLMBER LENSITY (NO/CM**3)
000 LIC. RATtE CONTENT (GM/M#*3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NU/CM0*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .020
7.0 - 9.0 .027
9.0 - 12.0 .013
12.0 - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.C .008
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















20 FLIGHT NUMBER 003 21
LATE 16 JAN 1972
TIME 19 21 50
CCUNTER NLMeER 6950
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALIITULE (KM) 10.7
1.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/S) 221.4
6.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 226.9
.0 SAMFLED V0LLME (CM#*3) 395.0
3.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1106.8
.35 NUMbER CENSITY INO/CM8*3) .21
005 LI(. WATER CONTENT (GM/P*83) .002
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/1M DIA.I4T.
5.5 - 7.0 .02 0
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.U - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .oll
21.0 - 2b.0 OU3
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .o03
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
23 FLILHT NUMBER 003 24
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 19 22 5
CCUNTER NUMbER 6953
.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUUE (KM) 10.7
1.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 221.4
7.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEL K) 227.1
5.0 5AMPLED VOLLME (CM683) 395.0
0.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1106.8
.72 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 2.12
042 LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .026
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (0M) NO/CM8*3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .132
7.0 - 9.0 .122
9.0 - 12.0 .042
12.0 - 16.0 .053
16.0 - 21.0 . .077
21.0 - 28.0 .061
28.0 - 36.0 .038
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 .006
62.0 - 82.0 .001




FLIGHT HNUMBER 0U3 25
LATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 19 22 11
COUNTER NUMBEk 6954
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE ()hl 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY tM/SI 223.9
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 227.0
SAMPFLEL VULLML (CMt*3) 40U.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) · 1335.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NI/CM**3) .26
LIC. wATEH CONTENT (GM/F**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C .030
7.0 - 9.0 .011
.9.0 - 1,.0 .010
12.6 - Io.O- .007
la.O - 21.0 .009
21.0 - 26z0 .005
2d.u - 3.C0 .006
3O,; - 47.0 .001
47.G - 62.C o0.00
62.0 - 8.0C 0.000
8z.0 - IOb.0 O.0U
FLIR-Hl t.UNFER u.3 2Z
L1TE 1d Jhl: 1972
T1C 19 22 27
CLI.TEk N4Vr0EE 6957
AlRCRAFT ALTITUCE (FF) IU.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/3SI 223.9
i bIE1IT T&MFEkIATU*E (DEC k) Z27.1
SAMFL;0 VULlsiL (Cl',*31 3206
5EAPLE INIFRVAL (l) 1343.6
iLMucE, CiiSITY (iNG/CF-3) .08
LIG. ,ATEH. CONTENT (G/F-*j1I .uz0
SIZE 1I1TEaiVAL (LM) NU/CMF* 3/Uh DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
.07. - 9.0 .005
9., - 140 0).uO0
I2.u - 16.O U.000
16b. - 21.u .002
2i.L - 26.0 .UO4
28-u - 3b.Q .002
36.. - 47.0 .001
41.0 - 6c.0 .uOl
62.0 - H.0O *.U00
z82. - lO..C O..OOU
FLIHT U ;iL.:Ek C .. 31
LT1 Id J,.r 197Z
TIPL 19 2 IA
CLUiT/h Nu CE0 .h96 7
AICRAF I .LT I IULc 1(f) 1U.4
AlkCRAFT 0ILU( ITY (,'/5) 223.9
A. bILhT TC'PEhATUt, IL(C 1) 227.5
6'Fh.LE6u VULLCL (CM *43) 400.u
5hVPLE INTIPVAL (i0) 133.b
NhLeEl< LE,SITY (NO/CFI**3) 1.5u
LIL. oATL,E CONTENT (UGF2/W*3) Ult,
SIt I1TL,VAL iLN) ,Ul/CNM1R3/UM LIA.IrI.
5.5 - 7.0 .14,
?.C - s9, .U57
9., - I1.C .S02
12.u - 16b0 .O 5
I6.U - 21.0 .uS6
21. - 26.0 .039
23.L - 30., .01
36bu - 47.0 .o09
47.Q - 6O. 0 .00i
b2.6 - i.0 ' .01
82.0 - 10&.0 0.000
G9KtATLh IhAN I6b .007 *UM
FLICHT IUMNtER C_3 34
LATt lb Jlf. 1972
TIMC 19 23 33
L(CUNTER NLbA.eh 697,
AIRCRAFT ALTITUIG (K0) lu.7
AICNRAFT VELOCITY (I,/S) 223.9
iAf IEsT TLTPERkAIUxF (LLG 1 22 7.8
SAMFLED VULLME IC0*,3) 400.0
Sr½LE IN1LPVA1 L (I) 1119.7
NLMcER LE',SITY IliL/CF^*3) .58
LI. *ATEH CuI4TENT (IG/Ph* ) .007
SIZt INlTEkVAL (UM) NO/CME*3/UM LiA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .030
7.u - 9.G .039
9.u - 1z.0 .023
12.0 - lo.0 .u19
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21.u - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 30.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.6 - 62.0 .001
62.U - 82.o .000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
LRtAT9h TH1AN IO1 .007 ULM
&~ 
FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE lb JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*.3)
sIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .030
7.0 - 9.0 .057
9.0 - 12.0 .015
12.u - 16.0 .023
16.0 - 21.u .004
21.0 - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .000
62.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 003
LATE 1b JAN 1972
TIME 19 'Z 31
COUNTER NUMBER 0958
6 IRCRAFT ALTITLuE IKM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IN/S)




LIC. wATEc CONTcNT IGM/M**31
SIZE INT1RVAL (UM) NO/CMr*3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 O.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
1b.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 0o.o000
2H.0 - 3b.C 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
T7.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 U.000














FLI0 hT NUMBER 003
6ATE 18 sAN 1972
TIME 19 '3 23
COUNTER NUMBER b966
AIRCRAFT ALTIILUE (K.) 1I
AIRCRAFT VELOCIIY (M/BS 22
AMBIENT IEMPEhATURL (DEG KL) 22
SAMPLEL vOLUME (CMR*3) 401
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1119
NUMBER LCNSITY INO/CM*.31) 
LIU. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) C.
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM^*3/UM OIAR
5.5 - 7.0 .· 0
7.0 - 9.0 .031
9.0 - 12.0 .067
12.0 - 16.0 .035
16.0 - 21.0 .035
21.0 - 28.0 .042
28.0 - 36.0 .020
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .002
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
tREATER THAN lOB 0.000 *1.
FLIQHT NUMBER 003
LATE 18 ~AN 1972
TIME 19 03 38
COUNTEk NUMBER 6971
AIRCRAFT ALTII9 UE (KM) IL
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 223
AMBIENT IEMPEHATuRE (DEG K) 228
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMR*3) 400
SAMPLE IINTERVAL (MI 1119
NUMBER CcNSITY (NO/CM-*3)
LI. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3) (
SIZE INTtRVAL (UMI NO/CM*#3/UM IA,
5.5 - 7.0 .025
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16o0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .005
3b.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 . 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0o.o000
GREATEh THAN 10o 0.000 *UM
26 FLIGHT NUMBER 003 27
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 19 22 21
COUNTER NUMBER 6956
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
.39 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 223.9
t.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 227.0
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 480.0
9.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (Mi 1119.7
.47 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .23
004 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .003
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .012
7.0 - 9.0 .032
9.0 - 12.0 .006
12.0 - 16.0 .006
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
29 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 12
COUNTER NUMBER 6966
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.9 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5)I
.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEC K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
5.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
.01 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMo*3)
O00 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M^*3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .051
7.0 - 9.0 .035
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .042
16.0 - 21.0 .032
21.0 - 28.0 .032
28.0 - 36.0 .018
36.0 - 47.0 .006
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .000










32 FLIGHT NUMEER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 28
CCUNTER NUMBER 6969
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) Ic
3.9 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY /5)SI 223
7.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 227
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**31 400
.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 1119
.27 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 1.
014 LI6. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .C
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMi NO/CM**3/LM UIA.
5.5 - 7.0 .057
7.0 - 9.0 .031
9.0 - 12.0 .28
12.0 - 16.0 .060
16.0 - 21.0 .045
21.0 - 28.0 .021
28.0 - 36.0 .019
36.0 - 47.0 .006
47.0 - 62.0 .002
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
M GREATER THAN 108 0.000 *LM
35 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 43
CCUNTER NUMBER 6972
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (MI) 10
.9 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 223
8.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 228
0.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM**3) 400
.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1119
.13 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
001 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M8*3) .C
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IUMI NO/CM**3/LM UIA.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .019
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 '0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000




















FLIGHT NUMBER 0.3 37
LATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 48
COUNTER NUMBER 6973
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KE) 10.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (r/S) 223.9
Ar8IENT TEMPERATURE (DtC K) 228.4
bAMFLED VuLLML (CMe*3) 4U0.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1119.7
NLCdER CEItSITY (Nu/CM**3) .05
LIC. ATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (ILM) NO/CH*^3/UM IA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .uu5
7.U - 9.0 .U04
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.U - 16.0 0.000
Ib.u - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 26.0 .002
28.0 - 3O.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 61.0 0.000
62.0 - 8L.0 O.OU
82.0 - 10b. 0.000
FLIGHT NUnhER uu3 4u
LATL 18 JAN 1972
TIME 2C 5N 1
LLUNTEK NUFEtl 71?49
AIkCRAFT ALTITUCL lIE) .0
AIRCRAFT vELUCITY IF/S) 109.3
AIFtiENT TL'PERATUit (ILLSG 1) 81.Z
aFFLEL VULLML iCr'31) 5o.L
SAMPLE INIERVAL ,'1:) 1.9.3
NLMEK CEISITY 11(/Cr *3) .05
LIE. ,ATEI CONTENT IGF/F-*3) .000
SIZL INTEKVPL (Lb) Nt/CM+-3/UtI UIA.NlT.
5.5 - 7.0 .U34
7.0 - 9. Uo.OOu
9g. - 1- 0 o.UUO
12.C - 1i.') L.OO0
Io.U - 2i.d .OOu
21.L - Zo.C u.Oou
2o.0 - 347. (1.000
3c - 47.' 1.OOO
417. t, b C u 0.00u
6. . - 8 .C u.UOu
h . - L0.eo U.uou
FLIkHT KNU .lER LC. 43
L-TL ib JAt, 1i72
TIlrE .I Su 18
CLCIRTF hu lIElE 7i9v,
AIRCRA fI ,LTI IUJL IhI) .,
ICkillF1 VI LOCI Ir (I'/S 133.b
Al LIL l TLit PEATUI0 (DLC I) ,aU.l
5s.PFLLb ) VLLIL (IC, " 8 n i4.
ib-A:L- Il' l II:VL UI ) I557.3
NL.rLE-: rEI bITY (IIN/CL*-3) ll.54
LIC. A i.- CUE;ITil (ICI./r-.3) .u52
blZL ICIEWVAL (Li)L I.)G/Cr.*K3/tIM DIA.INr.
.5 - 7.0 5b.93
7.u - .0 36.509
9,u - 1. 0 0.284
12.0 - l1.O .9b1
lo.J - 21./ .05o
21. - 21 .0 O.uOu
2d.u - 3 .0 .007
36.d - 470 J .UO0
.1., - 6.0l 0.OoO
62.0 - 8, .J .00
8a. - l.i.C 0O.000
LI hT 0 UI .l ER O.j 4t
LaTe Lo JA1 1972
TI lt 20 5; 25
CLuNhTF Nu;ur-.Et 7C99
.IRCRAFI MLTITULEC Ekl I
AIRCRAFT IELOCITY (K/S) 133.8
ArfCIc;ll TLI PEhCATUiL (LcN i 279.3
AIF.LCD VuLLiIL (C1**3) 54.0
!S0AMLu INTFRV*L (l) 133.8
NLrCME CEDE.SITY (NCI/C**31 156.67
LIL. *ATE, CONTENT (GF:/F**3) .054
SIZE IlTllEtAL (L4l) NC/CFI#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 35.099
r1. - 9. 34.491
3.0 - 1-.C 1u.531
12.0 - Ic.o .73o
1o.3 - 21.0 .,67
21.0 - 28.0 .02'
2.o - 3.0 0 0.000
36.u - 47.0 0.300
47.L - 6.,0 0.000
62.o - 82. 0U.00c
r82. - lOs.G 0.000
FLIJHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIC. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .002
Io.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIbmT NUMAER 003
LATE 18d JAN 1972








LIC. WATcR CONTLNT (GM/M**3)
SIZE ITILRVAL (lM) NO/CM..3/UM C
5.5 - 7.O 1C9.Sdo
7.0 - 9.0 70.414
9.0 - 12.0 10.989
12.u - Ic.0 .b72
lo.0 - 21.0 .072
21.O - 26.o .007
26.0 - 36.0 .006
30.0 - 47.0 0.OOU
471. - 62.0 o.oO0
bZ.U - 82.U 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .00L
FiLIbtT NuMBER 003
LATE I8 JAN 1972








LIL. WATcR CONTENT (UM/Mt#3)













































LATE IL JAN 1972








LIG. WATcR CCNTNhT (CM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (uM) NO/CMP*3/UM C
5.5 - 7.C .038
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.o - 12.0 0.000
i2.0 - 16.0 0.000
lb.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
2b.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







38 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 50 0
COUNTER NUMBER 7078
.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
3.9 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
8.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
9.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.03 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
000 LIO. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
. INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 1.828
7.0 - 9.0 1.181
9.0 - 12.0 .661
12.0 - 16.0 .039
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
41 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 50 7
COUNTER NUMtER 7084
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
9.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S)
.1 AMBIENT TEMFERATURE (DEC K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM#*3)
7.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.33 NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
090 LIO. wATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 61.989
7.0 - 9.0 43.397
9.0 - 12.0 11.080
12.0O - 16.0 1.009
16.0 - 21.0 .06
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0O - 36.0 0.o00
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.C 0.000
44 FLIOHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 50 24
CCLNTER NUBFER 7098
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
3.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5S
9.0 AMbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
4.0 SAMPLED VLLLME iCM..3)
3.8 SAMPLL INTERVAL (M)
20 NUMBER DENSITY iNO/OCM**3
)04 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/F*#3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM#3/RbM
5.5 - 7.0 6.395
7.0 - 9.0 5.204
9.0 - 12.0 2.179
12.0 - 16.0 .144
b1.0 - 21.0 .022
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
26.0 - 3b.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
47 FLIOHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 50 32
CCUNTER NUMBER 7105
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM)
.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/S)
5.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (IEC K)
2.0 SAMPLED VCLUME (CM**3)
7.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.06 NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
000 LIU. wATER CONTENT IGM/0M*3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO4CM##3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 79.603
7.0 - 9.0 70.548
9.0 - 12.0 16.045
12.0 - 16.0 1.769
16.0 - 21.0 .262
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






































FLIGHT NUMBER 003 49
GATE 1I JAN 1972
TIME 20 50 33
CLUNTE NUMBERE 7106
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KI.) .6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IF/SI 128.7
AMBIENT TEFMPERATURE (DEG K) 275.0
SAMPLED VOLUML (CMF#3) 104.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 128.7
NLMBER GENSITY (NO/CM**3) 11.19
LID. wATER COITENT (OGM/P**3) .003
SIZE INTERVAL (LF) NO/C-*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.782
7.0 - 9.3 2.i92
9.0 - LZ.0 .349
12.0 - 16.0 .01,
L6.G - 21.0 .00Db
21.0 - 2o.0 0.OOu
2E.U - 3..0 0.OOo
36.u - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.C 0.OOu
62.0 - 8g.0 0.000o
82.u - 106lo.0 0.000o
FLIGHT NUI4OER U03 52
LiTE I8 JAN 1972
TIML 2u 5.u 5
CGUNiTEkR NUF.E. 7116
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (Kl) .6
AIRCRAFT VELLUOITY (I/S) 128.7
. OiEajT T.C PE.'ATUHE (LEG K) 276.tr
ŽAfrLtD VuLLMI (Li C;L 3) 52.u
bAMPLE INTERVAL (rI) 643.5
rCLF,cEh LE*SITY )NL/Cf*3) 46b4.73
LID. ,TkE CobTENT (GF,/FP*3) .156
SIZE I"TLhVAL IL, ) NL/C¢*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 116.402
7., - 9. 112.135
9.U - I-.0 24.897
12.C - IO.. 2.356
Io - 2i.C .273
2l.6 - 2,.0 .041
2u.0 - 3.C 0o.u000u
3O.. - 47. 0U.000O
'.7.0 - ObC 4 * 0ou
^ 69 S2.u - A,. J.UUO
682. - In (,.S 0.u0'
Ft lHT iU,',ER V -, 55
LC/To Io J'.: 1972
1iUg 2i 5. I
CL LNTC:. NUPtEi 71.'
MIACRAFT ALTIIUOE (E.) .b
,IRCk.IFl VLLUCITY (IF/S 128.7
A.,'eiEtI TL,!PEEATUAR (ULCG K) 77.3
SAi'PLLU VULLML (L,.,*3) 52.0
S6'FL2 INTFPV.L (,) 772.,2
C.LCER AE,:SITY NC2/F-*3) 369.96
LID,. ,ATEA CUNTENi ICUF/t*3) .143
$ic'. INTERVAL (L.M) rC/C/*3/UM UIA. IlT.
5.5 - 7.C 80.321
7.0 9.0 7o.317
9 -- ' IC 26.481
12.b - I*.C 3.798
1.o. - ZI.C .396
21., - 2o.C .25
2* - 3.c0 .007
3o0 - 47.' .O00O
?7.U - 62.0 O.000
62.. - '. 0 0.000
64.u - 1Or.C .OooU
FLI(HT i1,Ua ER 0 3 56
LATE 1l JAY 1972
TIlL Z' 51 16
CC.LTLR NUUEkI 71.1
AIRCRAFT nLTITUCE (FI0) .6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (0/,) 128.7
AbrlEi;T TL( PEF.ATUI<E (CLG J) 277.5
SPMFLE) VULLML IC(.A 3) 52.0
S/MPLE INIFRVAL (I) 772.2
1.I.MtER uLNSITY CNU/CM-*3) 3A 9 .06
LID. .Alh COIhTEINT IGi/ t*-3) .164
bltZ INTEkVAL (IJDl) NL/CMi*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5- 7.C 09.626
7.6 - 9.0 84.221
9.0 - L.o 30.686
12.,u - lo. 5.495
lo.O - 21.0 .356
21.0 - 26.0 .049
28.0 - 3e.0 0.000
36.u - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.u - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*43) 2
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 60.846
7.0 . 9.0 67.577
9.0 - 12.0 20.609
12.0- 16.0 1.981
16.0 - 21.0 .192
21.0 - 28.0 .069
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NuMBER 003
DATE 18 .AN 1972




AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*31)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUvbER LcNSITY (NO/CM*R3) 
LIU. WATER CONTENT ()M/M*R3)
1SZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMR3/UM C
5.5 - 7.u 124.436
7.0 - 9.0 119.712
9.) - 12.0 27.058
12.0 - 16.0 2.673
16.0 - 21.0 .358
21.0 - 28.0 .025
28.0 - 36.L o.Ouo
30.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
b6Z.0 - 82.0 U.000















LATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 31 4
COUNTER .UMdER 7132
AIRCRAFT ALTIIUUE (KM)
AIRCLHAFT VELOCITY (M/S1) 12
AMolENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 27
SAMPLEU vOLUME (CMR*3) 5
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 38
hUMUFR CLNSITY (NO/CM**3) 252
LIG. WATLR CUNTENT (b.M/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) ND/CMhR3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.u 43.628
7.o - 9.0 48.615
9.0 - 12.0 22.551
12.0 - 16b.U 4.716
16.0 - 21.0 .550
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .007
3..)( - 47.0 O.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 106.0 0.000
FLIGhT NUMBER 003
LATE 18 JAN 1972




AMIEFNT IEMPERATURE 0DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMR*3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 4
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/MR*3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 76.321
7.0 - 9.0 92.750
9.0 - 12.0 33.071
12.u - 16.0 4.067
16.0 - 21.0 .273
2I.0 - 28.0 .025
28.C - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






50 FLIGHT NUMBER 003 51
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 50 40
COUNTER NUMBER 7112
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .6
8.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/SI 128.7
8.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)l 278.1
.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*#3) 52.0
7.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 643.5
.67 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 439.63
111 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .165
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 92.949
7.0 - 9.0 96.423
9.0 - 12.0 30.006
12.0 - 16.0 3.707
16.0 - 21.0 .408
21.0 - 28.0 .069
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
53 FLIGHT NUMBER 003 54
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 50 55
CCUNTER NUPMeER 7124
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .6
8.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (Ir/SI 128.7
.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 277.0
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 52.0
.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 643.5
90 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*R3) 261.73
169 LID. WATER CONTElNT (GM/F*R3) .124
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*R3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 47.795
7.0 - 9.0 49.000
9.0 - 12.0 23.096
12.0 - 16.0 4.928
16.0 - 21.0 .538
21.0 - 28.0 .049
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8z.0 0.000C
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
56 FLIoHT NUMBER 003 57
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 51 10
CCUNTER NUMBER 7137
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE iKM) .6
8.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 128.7
7.4 AMAIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 273.6
2.0 SAMPLEU VCLLME (CMRR3) 52.0
6.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM) 772.2
!.06 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM.*3) 347.56
120 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3) .165
.INT. 512E INTERVAL (ULM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INr.
5.5 - 7.0 59.372
7.0 - 9.0 65.587
9.0 - 12.0 33.032
12.0 - 16.0 6.264
16.0 - 21.0 .538
21.0 - 28.0 .069
28.0 - 36.0 0.o000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
59 FLIGHT NUMBER 003 60
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 51 25
COUNTER NUMeER 7149
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .6
8.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 128.7
7.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 277.4
2.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM.*3) 52.0
,4.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 643.5
.06 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM*R3) 512.71
,IS LIo. WATER CONTENT IGM/R**3) .166
·.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 115.705
7.0 - 9.0 122.202
9.0 - 12.0 27.218
12.0 - 16.0 3.139
16.0 - 21.0 .096
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 003 61
LATE a18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 51 30
COUNTER NUFeEk 7153
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KU) .6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 128.7
AFBIENT TLMPEkATUi<E (0C K) 277.7
SAMFLEU VOLLML (CM,*3) 52.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI) 643.5
NLMEER DENSITY (NC/CMF*3) 433.77
LIC. wATER CONTENT (Gh/M*/3) .173
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMN3/LUM LIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 73.987
7.L - 9.C 96.962
9.0 - 1..C 37.295
12.U - 16.0 3.875
16.o - 21.0 .250
21.0 - 2d.0 .033
28.U - 30.C o.uoOO
36., - 47.U 0O.00
47.0 - 6z.0 0.OOO
62.U - 8-.C 0.0ou
82.u - 106b.U .000
FLIGHT lU1PER 0U,3 64
LTE Ic JAI, 1s72
TIPE 2U 51 45
C[.LNTER NUFRER 716o
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (F,) .6
AIRlCRAFT VLLOcITY ('/5) 128.7
A0biElENT Tcl PEkATLoE (ILCG ) 27b.0
501PL£L VULLME (C- .*3) 54.U
5;MFLE LNIIRFVAL Ii ) 77Z.,
ILMdER OEI'SITY ()'/U/P*3) 46h.69
LI1. WATEk CtOlTET (Gtr/PF*) .172
SIZL INTEaVAL ILI0 NL /Ct 3 /Od Ui l I .l
5.5 - 7.6 89.974
?.u - 9. 114.V9.
4.L; - 1,.0 37.43o
1 - lo.C 1.b17
Ib.. - 21.C .11b
,I.U - 2.o.C .03
28.u - 3o.C u.OuuO
3b.b - 47.6 U.0U0
47. - 6,.0 0.uu,
6,.u - .J J.UUU
82.u - luG.0 u..Uu)
FLItIr h,'JER K , 6'
L,lc 16 J2r 1972
linc 20 5. u
C LT6R NIll ?Il T i 1.
AiRLkAFT CLTITUc KF) or,
AIRCRoPl vELOCITY (0/5) 126.7
Al BlIll TL. PEi ATbIl LtC ) 1 77.4
SoIRLI, qEvLLI. (Lt6.3) 52.L
bosML, IsliPVAL (,) 71,.Z
ILMuEL CE' SITY (NC/,.*3) 627.83
LIu. *AIE" CUi.TCNI (t/F..3) .165
Slzt INIti (AL i(C) I1 1Icli3/U,I DIA.I,5.
r5. - 7. 107.b626
7., - 9.C I6t.[Uo
9.C - I.0 19.045
12.u - o.C .630
1b.0 - 21.b .ubl
21.C - 2.C .Ulb
28. - 33C0 0.000
36.u - 47.,U U.000
41.U - h2., o.uoO
6z.0 - b,.O u.000
82.u - LOe.O 2.2O0
tLILHT NUI-LFR U13 70
L. Alc i JAI. 1972
TIVL 2U 5. 16
L(.LUITk t Ot iiEi t i l
AIACRAFI ALTIIUCL (KF) .b
4 IkCRAFT VILeICITY (,/5) 129.7
AtlENE TL IPEATURE (ULC N) 77.6
SMPFLcLU VULLML (2}t6#3) 59.u
5AHFLE INIECVAL (MI 772.2
NULeER uE,.SITY (ll/C7 *3) 450.58
LIb. ,ATEr C0U0TE1i! 0,/P*.31 .192
l2IL INTE"VAL (LPI) NUL/Ctl3/UM DIA.INI.
5.5 - 7.0 57.84o
7., - 9.0 97.35b
;.t - 12.0 52.404
12.0 - b.0 2.8S1
ib-u - 21.0 .096
21.6 - 2b.U U.000
20.u - 3b.C U.Oo0
3.t, - 47.0 0.000
47., - 6Z.0 0.000
62., - 8 .0 0.000
82.0 - lOb.1 0.000
FLlhT NUMBER 003
LATE 18 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLEC VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
NUMBER CDNSITY (NO/CM**3 4
LIb. dATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*.3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 73.231
7.0 - 9.0 85.538
9.0 - 12.0 35.936
12.0 - 16.0 3.846
16.0 - 21.0 .227
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.OUO









LATE 18 .AN 1972
TIME 20 51 50
COUNTER iUMBER 7170
AILRUAFT ALTITLUE IKM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 12
AMtBlFNT IEMPERATIRE (DcG K) 27
SAMPLEL vOLUME (CM**3) S
SAMPLE ITERVAL (M) 64
NUMUER LLNSITY (NO/CM*.3) 566
LI,. AITCR CONTENT (QM/M'3) .
blZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CMPT*3/UM 0IA
5.5 - 7.0 132.4o9
7.0 - 9.u 1,0.28b
9.u - 12.) 28.500
12.0 - 16.0 .942
Ib., - 21.0 .058
21.1 - 28.0 .008
28.u - 30.0 0.000
3b.0 - 47.U 0.000
47.0 - 62.U U.o000o
62.0 - 8A. 0.000
b2.0 - 108.0 U.000
FLluhT NLMBER 003
LATE Ih I.N 197Z
TIFL 20 mZ 5
,CLNIEk , UMAbR 7183
AIlRRAF- ALTITLOE (KI)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY tM/5) I
AMbIENT tEMPERA ruRL (DtG K) 2
SAMPLEL vOLUML ICIA**3)
SAMNPLE INTERVAL (I) o
trUMbFR LoiSITY r(NO/CMf*3) 49
LIU. WAI.R C0NIcNT (GM/M*93)
bliE INTRVAL (UM) NU/LM* 9 3/UM Cl
5. - 7.C 09.308
7.u - 9.u 122.740
9.0 - 12.0 47.372
1,.U - 16.0 1.529
lb.L - 21. .119
21.1, - 28.0 .008
28.; - 36.0 .Ou1
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.u - 82.0 0.000
bZ.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIiNT NUMBER 003
LATE Lb .AN( 1972




AMBIFENT IEMPERATURE (IDCG K)
SAMALEL VULUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE I,nTERVAL (M)
:UMbER LlNSITY (NO/CM*.3) 4
LIUO. WATER COUTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM4*3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 54.282
7.0 - 9.1 92.663
9.0 - 12.0 59.974
12.0 - 16.0 3.678
16.0 - 21.0 .204
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.u - 36.0 0.00
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
62 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 51 39
CCUNTER NUMbER 7161
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
8.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
;7.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
i2.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
,3.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
i.25 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
162 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
·.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 76.551
7.0 - 9.0 98.106
9.0 - 12.0 40.179
12.0 - 16.0 3.452
16.0 - 21.0 .154
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 O.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
65 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 51 54
COUNTER NUMEER 7173
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
8.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
8.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
2.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*R3)
3.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
,.97 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
169 LIU. wATER CONTENT (GM/MP*3)
'.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM ) NO/CM#^3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 111.654
7.0 - 9.0 127.163
9.0 - 12.0 31.346
12.u - 16b.0 1.649
16.0 - 21.0 .u58
21.0 - 28.0 .025
2b.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 41.0 0.0uO
47.0 - 62.C 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






























68 FLIGHT NUFBER 003 69
DATE 1b JAN 1972
TIME 20 52 10
COUNITER NLMoER 7186
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) .6
8.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (IF/5) 128.7
;7.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (CEO K) - 271.5
.0 SAMPLEC VCLLME (CMos3) 52.0
3.5 SAMPLE iNTERVAL (M) 643.5
1.38 NUMBEK DENSITY (NO/CMO*3) 501.40
191 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/i*03) .180
·.INT. SIZL INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM#*3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 80.205
7.0 - 9.0 126.560
9.0 - 12.0 40.545
12.0 - 16.0 1.529
16.0 - 21.0 .o35
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 3b.C .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
71 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 52 26
CCUNTER NLUMER 7199
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUICE (KM)
8.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S)
.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (UEC K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CMR63)
.8 SAMpLE INTERVAL (M)
.52 NLMbER LENSITY )NO/CM*s3)
12 LIC. wATEH CONTENT (GM/M*}3)
. INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 48.154
7.0 - 9.0 80.404
9.0 - 12.0 66.141
12.0 - 16.0 6.250
b16.0 - 21.0 .227
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 003 73
DATE 18 JAN 1972
1IME 20 52 30
COUNTER NUMBER 7 2 u3
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) .6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 128.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 278.0
SAMFLEU VULUML (CM.*3) 5i.0
bAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 514.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NG/CM^^3) *17.83
LIC. .ATER CONTENT (G0/F**3) .288
SIZE INTERV\AL (LN) NFO/CM*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 31.679
7.0 - 9.0 51.135
9.0 - 12.0 64.179
12.0 - [b.0 17.620
16.0 - 21.0 .923
21.L - 2b.0 .05b
28.0 - 3c.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 O.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.0O00
FLIGHT hUI'ILER Cu3 76
LATt 18 JAI 1972
TIME 20 S5 45
(LLNEM NUFNdER 7215
AIRCRAF .jLTIUC;E (iK) .6
AIRNR.FT VELOCITY (M/S) 12.7 
AFCIENT TcKPEKATURE I(DCEC K) 277.4
SbAFPLrL VLLLUIL (CI'*3) 52.U
SAMPLE INlERVAL (0) 643.5
NLMtEk UE,SITY (NO/CMM'3) 444.67
LIG. AATEF COtNTENT ((t/FP*3) .293
SI2 1 ITE.VAL (ti) NL/CM**3/UM UIA.IhT.
5.5 - 7.0 35.372
7 - 9.1 50.750
,; - 1-.0 72.955
12.W - l.G 17.28b
1., - 21.0 .40b
21.1 - 2L.0 .00O
2..,- 3O.0 0.000
3t.. - 47.0 0.000O
47. - 62.0 0.000
62.J - 3 .0 0.000
8Z.G - lO2.C 0.000
FLIGHT rUt-EFR 0.3 79
LATL Il JAI. I 72
T lt Z 53 u
CLUhTTN NLuU E, 7Z.,
AlLHAFT ALTITUcOE i1M) .6
AIRCRAF I Vr LULI IY (1/S) 12b.7
I- dIE.il T fIPEFATUME (LEO K) 277.5
t r. uAN VuLLML (C, *.3) 5d.c
5.-L- II;Tr kVVL (,1') LU29.6
IMALCE U;E, SITY (CN;/C(-*3) 353.13
LI. ulEK. CLATE,IT (G1N/F*3) .328
SILL INTIEMAL CLF) I L/CM.*3/UM DIA.INT.
.5 - 7.0 24.756
7.U - 9.0 27.01O
9.d - 1 ,0 38.359
12.U - lb.0 34.779
1b.0 - 21.0 1.465
21.u - 28.0 .058
20. - 3O.U .007
36.0 - 47.0 O.000
47.( - 62.0 U.UOOG
62.C - 8A.0 0.000
82.G - lOu.0 0.000
FL IGHT NU,IBER Gu3 82
LATt lb JAN 1972
TIME 20 53 15
CLLNT;R NORDEK 72'.
AIRCRAFT AL.TITUDE (I) .6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY 18/5) 128.7
AI.blE-T TLNPERATURE (DCLCG K) 277.7
SAMULEU VULULAL (CLr*3) 52.0
SAMPLE INERVAL (M) 643.5
NILMcEV CEJSITY )NU/CP*-3) 400.04
LI).. ,ATE' CONTENhT ()M/M43) .349
SIZE I[TEKVAL (LCU) L/CM'-3/UM UIA.INT7.
5.5 - 7.0 24.756
7.( - o.0 33.260
9.0 - 12.0 47.295
12.0 - 1o.0 37.861
16.0 - 21.0 .612
210 - 2.C 0.000oO
2d.u - 3o.0 O.OuO
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47u - 6.VO 0.000o
62.0 - 8.0 0.000O
82. - lOu.0e 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 003 74
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 52 35
COUNTER NUMBER 7207
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .6
AIkCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 128.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 277.6
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 52.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 643.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMe*3) 367.15
LIb. WATCR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .294
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*a3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 28.679
7.0 - 9.0 36.327
9.0 - 12.0 47.917
12.0 - 16.0 25.178
16.0 - 21.0 1.369
21.0 - 28.0 .025
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 003
LATE 18 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (COEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM4*3}
SAMPLE ImTERVAL (MI
hUMOFR CtNSITY (NO/CM**3) 4
LIu. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 32.487
7.0 - 9.0 55.913
9.0 - 12.0 76.577
12.0 - 16.0 19.529
1b.0 - 21.0 .369
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .00
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000









LATE IA JAN 1972
TIME 20 53 5
COUNTER NiUMBER 7232
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM)
AIRChAFT VELOCITY (M/S) L28
AMIENT IEMPEHATURE (DEG K) 277
SAMPLED VGLUME (CM*R3) 52
SAMPLE ITERVAL (M) 643
NUMtER VANSITY )NO/CM*.3) 383
LIb. WATLR CCNTENT (OM/M*M3) .3
SIZE INrTcRVAL (UM) NO/CPM*3/UM DIA.
5.5 - 7.0 23.026
7.0 - 9.0 34.519
9.0 - 12.0 44.231
12O.0 - 16.0 35.606
16.0 - 21,0 .962
21.0 - 28.U0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 003
LATE 18 JAN 1972




AMBIENT 1EMPENATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMbER DmNSITY (NO/CM*43) 3
LIU. WATLR CONTENT (iGM/MT*3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*43/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 27.192
7.0 - 9.0 31.817
9.0 - 12.U 45.949
12.0 - 16.0 38.341
Lt., - 21.0 .419
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36*0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000









DATE 18 JAN 1972








LIDG. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LUM). NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 28.436
7.0 - 9.0 38.394
9.0 - 12.0 55.744
12.0 - 16.0 22.250
16.0 - 21.0 .962
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.00
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










77 FLIGHT NUFBER 003 78
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 52 52
CCUNTER NUMEER 7224
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .6
8.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/S) 128.7
7.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 277.6
2.0 SAMPLED VOLLME'(CMR^3) 52.0
3.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 257.4
.37 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM^^3) 384.90
316 LIG, WATER CONTENT (GM/M*.3) .320
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (MON) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 25.231
7.0 - 9.0 36.981
9.0 - 12.0 48.513
12.0 - 16.0 30.587
16.0 - 21.0 .996
21.0 - 28.0 .033
28.0 - 36.0 O.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
8Z.0 - 108.0 0.000
80 FLIGHT NUMBER 003 81
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 53 10
CCUNTER NUMeBER 7236
.6 AtRCRAFT ALTITUDE CKM) .6
.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY .M/S) 128*7
7.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 277.7
2.0 SAMPLUED VCLLME iCM-o3) 52.0
3.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 643.5
.62 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 388.40
337 LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/f*#3) .356
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 25.795
7.0 - 9.0 29.740
9.0 - 12.0 42.346
12.0 - 16.0 39.389
16.0 - 21.0 O1.081b
21.0 - 28.0 025
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
83 FLIGHT NUMBER 003 84
DATE 8lb JAN 1972
TIME 20 53 20
CCUNTER NUMBER 7244
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .6
8.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 128.7
8.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 277.6
2.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CMY*3) 52.0
8.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 514.8
73 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) 313.88
346 LIU. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .275
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 22.551
7.0 - 9.0 26.683
9.0 - 12.0 36.936
12.0 - 16.0 27.3T0
16.0 - 21.0 1.235
21.0 - 28.0 .033
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
41S
4-i 
fLICHT NUMBER O03 85
LATE Id JAN 1972
TIME 20 53 25
LUNhTER INOUEEK 72.o
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE CKM) .6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 126.7
AMBIENT TcMPEKATURE (DEG K) 277.3
SAMPLED V0LL-ML (Cll*#3) 52.u
SAMPLe INTERVAL (C) 643.5
NUMBER UENSITY (nL/CM#*3) 347.96
LIC. wATER CONTENT GlrI/F*3) .318
SILLZ INTEi<AL (LN) ILU/CM**3/vUM DIA.INr.
5.5 - 7.0 21.513
7.0 - 9.,0 29.865
9.0 - 1i.O 39.160
12.0 - lb.U 32.673
lo.u - 21.0 1.417
21.u - 2o.0 .049
26. - 3r.0 .007
3-., - 41.C 0.000
47.U - 6-,C 0.000
6d, - 8z.C u.000
b2.o - l6b.0 U0000
LILHT NL,,t FR 0 3 d
LITt Id JYr, 1972
TlMt 2. 53 40
C( LNTt ;i-FHEtr IZlVI
AlHCRAFI ALTITUCc (hF ) .6
.IHtRFr v FLUCITY (i /SI 121.7
OltIEIl Tc PEFFiUlUiC (DEC A) 275.t
bAfPiLI U VuLLFMt (Cr* 3) 5L.,
SbrPLE INILCRVAL (CII 643j.5
I.lFLii UtlSITY rOtl /C,**53) 293.50
LC.D ^-ltC CETFNI.al (Cr/C *J) .273
SIL INTED.AL (Lh, I:L/CI,*-3/UM LIA.IlhT.
5.5 - 7.. 18.1u03
7 .u - 9.0 28.7.1
i. - I C 34.590
I1.s - oI.O .2.548
16Vu - 21.L 2.8c3
2£1. - Zb.U .1 I
2d.J - 3o.U 0 .00L
35.0 - 7. ) 0.JUO
47.U - o., J.oooo
oz.0 - 8.Lu v.ouO
8Z.u -1(1.C 0.'OO
FL Ilr il, it F R 91
0Llc ko Jol 1972
TiaL 2- 5 1)2
CLLOT No!e 1SlC. 13.-.
AI0i-IFT .L Tl IL. L 1o 1.) .3
AIlhAFClI VOLoITS iC,/-) 151.9
~rbllCl TI. PLkAruOr (CLC C) 7.F.h
bti-'iL i\ VILL[ALL (L,'.-3) 59.v
*.l~L; lCN() RVaL ( ) 3103.1
iiLFi.iiF LUE'ITY (CliL/r *3) 33.97
LGL. .*Ttr CUITtlCI (CIl /F-3) .u35
SIbL (.II:.A t L I(Ili) I l/CM-*3/UM (lIA.IIT.
.S - 7.0 5.085
1.u - 9.0 5.212
9.0 - 1I.0 J.O0L
12.0 - lo.0 .9bb
Lbo. - 21.)0 .349
2l. - 2n.o .130
2-ol - 3-0,{ .044
30.0 - 47.0 u.JUU
41.u - UO.0 0.vuo
6DU - s.T0 '1.00O
a2.u - Iuo.0 0,.u0
I L.IHT iUiOER . . 94
LcL toI J2l 1972
IinL 22. 55 21
CLLo.\Tic ICVtLIF 131o
AILcRAFT ALTITUCE (N0) .3
AIRtRAI T VtLUCITY (/z1) 151.9
ArIlEIT Tcl.'PEkATUHL (LEC ) .,. 
Sr-LU:-C VoLLML (CLF'3) 59.,
SkMPLiL INIFRVAL i-) 303.7
NLrcEk LE,iSITY (1,o/L$*3) o4.85
LIC. *l)EL COI.TFI. (CCIl/F**3) .073
SILL ITI[ERVAL (LM) liu/CMN*3/UM LIA.I l T.
5.5 - 7.0 4.056
7.U - 4.0 6.361
9.0 -U 1 0 71.88
12.C - lb.o 4.343
iC.u - 21.0 1.197
21.C - 2a.C .u66
2J.L - 3c.0 .036
30.U - 47.0 0.VUO
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
bo.0 - 8 .0 O.00O
Ud. - lO. 0i 0.000
FLIbHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 6
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INT 6RVAL (IM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 35.372
7.0 - 9.U 54.413
9.0 - 12.U 79.622
12.0 - 16.0 69.740
16.0 - 21.0 2.642
21.0 - 28.0 .016
2.U0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.U 0.000
~7.U - 62.U 0.000
62.U - 82.0 0.000
b2.0 - 108.C 0.000
LluIHT NUMBER 003
LATE 18 JAN 197,




AMbIFNT IEMPERATURE (DEL K)
SAMPLED vULUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER LUNSITY (NO/CM#*3) 3
LIU. wATLH COhTcNT (OM/-*'3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (OM) NO/CM.*3/UM 0
5.5 - 7.U 21.744
7.0 - 9.u 30.885
9.0 - 12.0 38.378
12.0 - 16.0 27.644
lo.O - 21.0 .935
iI.o - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .005
.7.C - 62.0 0.000
o,.u - 82.0 0.00
d2.0 - lO8.0 0.OJO
FLILhT IuMUER 003
I. ATI lu AN 1972








Li. wTlLR CONTENT IbM/M-*J)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/LM**3/UM L
5.5 - 7.0 5.288
7.0 - 9.0 5.161
9.u - 12.0 6.972
12.0 - 16.0 4.u76
i6.0 - 21.u .434
21.0 - 28.0 .143
26.0 - 36.0 .013
36.0 - 47.0 .014
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 U.000





















LATE 16 #AN 1972
TIME 20 55 26
COUNTEkR UMBER 7321
AIRCRAFT ALTITLOE (IK)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY ((M/5) 15
ONMIFNT [EMPtkAluRE (DEG K) 26
SAMPLEO vOLUME (CM**3) 5
SAMPLE InTERVAL (M) 75
I UMUER DENSITY (,IO/CM*3)C 14
LID. WATcH CONTENT (uM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (uM) NO/CM'*3/UM CIA
5.5 - 7.0 1.932
7.0 - 9.0 1.059
9.0 - 12.0 1.O23
12.0 - 16.0 .581
16.0 - 21.0 .410
21.0 - 28.0 .157
28.0 - 36.0 .066
36.0 - 47.0 .005
'7.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
86 FLIGHT NUMBER 003 87
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 53 35
CCUNTER NUMBER 7257
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .6
.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 128.7
7.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 277.8
2.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 52.0
,3.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 643.5
.04 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 335.23
648 LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .272
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMt*3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 25.872
7.0 - 9.0 33.317
9.0 - 12.0 40.622
12.0 - 16.0 25.856
16.0 - 21.0 .877
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
89 FLIGHT NUMBER 003 90
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 55 10
CCUNlER NUMBER 7307
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) .3
8.7 AIRCkAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 151.9
6.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 278.8
.0 SAMPLEv VLLLME CCM^^3) 59.0
6.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL cM) 0.0
.94 NhLMEER ENSITY (NO/CM**3) 4.66
78 LIb. wAIER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .013
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NU/CMR*3/LM LIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .384
7.0 - 9.0 .2e3
9.0 - 12.0 .475
12.0 - 16.0 .263
16.0 - 21.G0 .095
21.u - 2d.0 .044
28.0 - 36.0 .032
36.0 - 47.0 .U05
47.0 - 62.0 0.OCO
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.00
82.0 - 108.U 0.000
92 FLIGHT NUFBER U03
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 55 19
COUNTER NUPUER 7314
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTIITULE (KM)
1.9 AIHCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S)
8.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEC K)
9.0 SAMPLEUD VLLME (CM-*3)
7.5 SAMFLL INTERVAL (M)
.90 NLMbER LENSITY (NO/CMt*3)
064 LIL. WATER CONTENT (GM/P-*31
.INT. SIZE INTERV.L (LM) NU/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 3.774
7.0 - 9.0 3.466
9.0 - 12.0 2.701
12.0 - 16.0 2.225
16.0 - 21.0 .464
21.0 - 28.0 .196
28.0 - 36.0 .085
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.OUO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
95 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 55 30
CCUNTER NUMBER 7324
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
1.9 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
i3.1 AMBIENT TEtPERATURE (DEG K)
590 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM#*3)
9.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.14 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
032 LI.D WATER CONTENT {GM/P**3)
'.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NU/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 4.373
7.0 - 9.0 5.085
9.0 - 12.0 4.977
12.0 - 16.0 4.674
16.0 - 21.0 2.478
21.0 - 28.0 .104
28.0 - 36.0 .038
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.O00

























FLIGHT NUMBER 003 97
LATE 1I JAN 1972
TIME 20 55 34
CLUNTER NUMBER 7327
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 151.9
APbIENT TEMPERATUkE (LEG K) 271.7
SAMPLEU VULLML (CM**3) 59.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (P) 607.5
hUMBER DENSITY (NIU/CFi**3) 22.10
LIC. vATER CONTENT (GM/PF*3) .U38
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.1NT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.141
7.0 - 9.0 2.780
9.0 - 12.0 1.672
12*U - Ib.O .7h80
o.O - 21.0 *349
21.0 - 2b.G .189
28.0 - 36.0 .072
35.U - 47.0 .uOS
47.o - 62b.O O.UO
6Z.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0- 108.0 0.000
FLICHT NUPFLbER 013 -OC
LATE 18 JAN 1972
TIMEL 20 55 43
LCITTER NUSEEF. 7332
AIRCRAFT ALTI1ULE (F.Mi) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (r/S) 146.7
A til(( T TuFPEiATURL (OLG F) 27b.2
S;MALIE VULL1IL (Ci..-3) 57.u
S-PALL IN1ERVAL (M) 4417.9
NLMbEi< LENSITY (I0L/.."*3) 4.49
LiL. wATER COhNTE'Il ISi/P*0) .032
SILZL IIEiVAL (Lt) fiO/C*"-'/UM lIA.11IT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.345
7.0 - 9.0 . Ib4
v.0 - 1.0 .053
1 1 I.U .. Il
1I.u- Zi.0 .011
2t.u - 2b,.0 O.OOU
2o.6 - 3o.0 .143
30 I - 47.n .u29
4T.7 - oo.o o.OOO
ou - 82.C Uo.00
2.u - Iob.O o.UUO
FLI(Hl[ iiUl;H u 103
LET. lb JAIs, 1972
li te 22 55 53
LNI{ Ctll:'l [IEh 75..
PiRLPAIT ALTISU0L (Kr) .3
AIR(.PF I VFLOCIlY (I- '/S) 146.7 -
AFbiEN.T TtlSrVEhATuhr (LLG ) F :76.9
DArELD. VCLLtIL (Cl;N*3) 57.0
5,/PPLF it.IFPVL (M) 00.3
Nr.tLEi. UF.SITY (Nt/CF;*3) 1.93
LIL. AIF,, COiJ0TEI (GM/F**3) .u24
SIZL giNEi VAL (L'M) NC/C-1**3/UM UIA.IINT.
5. - 7.( 0.00U
l.0 - v.C .079
9.0 ~1.0 I 070
14.; - I,0O O.UOO
lo.u - 21.0 .042
21.0 - 28.0 .O,5
2d.C - 30.0 .055
36.0 - 47.0 .029
47.0 - 6A.0 0(.U000O
62.J -. n.0 I.UUO
2.c - o105.0 0.Oou
FLI1HT NUi*IER u.3
LATE IA JAN 1972








LIC. AMTER CONTENT (Gl01/-3)
5IZL INTERVAL (LM} NL/CM/P3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 0.O0
7.0 - S.C 0.0O
9*.0 - 12.0 U.OU
12.0 - I.0O O.O0
lb.O - 21.0 .04
21.0 - 28.0 .01
28.U - 36.0 0.00
3,.0 - 47.0 0.00
47.0U - 6Z.0 0.01
62.0 - 82.0 0.00




















DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 SS 37
COUNTER NUMBER 7330
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 15
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)l 27
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 45
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 59
LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*.3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 2.700
7.0 - 9.0 4.758
9.0 - 12.0 6.144
12.0 - 16.0 5.675
16.0 - 21.0 .643
21.0 - 28.0 .081
26.0 - 36.0 .071
36.0 - 47.0 .018
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 -108.0 0.000
FLIoHT NUMBER 003
CATE 16 JAN 1972








LIU. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTLRVAL (UP) lNO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 1.205
7.0 - 9.0 1.447
9.0 - 12.0 2.462
12.0 - 16.0 1.877
io.O - 21.U .109
2i.u - 28.0 O.0Ou
28.0 - 36.0 .013
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.U 0.000
S2.U - 82.0 O.000






FLIGHT NUMBER 003 104
LATE Id JAN 1972
TIME 20 55 57
COUNTER OUMBER 7347
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELLCITY (M/S) 146.7
AMtIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 277.3
bAMPLEL VOLUME (CMe*3) 57.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 586.9
hLUMER DLNSITY (NO/CM*.3) .96
LILC. ATLR CONTENT (GM/M*.i) .012
SIZE IiTcRVAL (uM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .070
7.0 - 9.0 .053
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .026
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 3b. .0 55
.36.0 - 47.0 .010
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 82.U 0.o00
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 003 107
LATE 18 JAN 197e
TIME 20 56 7
COUNTER NUMBER 7355
AIRCRAFT ALTI(LUt (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
AMbIENT IEMPERAIURE (DEG K) 278.5
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M} 432.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.66
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .005
SIZE INlTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .179
7.0 - 9.0 .161
9.0 - 12.0 .089
12.0 - 16.0 .054
16.0 - 21.0 .054
21.0 - 28.0 .031
28.0 - 36*0 .013
36*0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
98 FLIGHT NUMBER 003 99
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 55 40
COUNTER NUMBER 7332
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .3
54.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 151.9
78.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 278.7
60.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**31 59.0
59.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 459.5
9.25 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 30.61
.080 LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .038
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.927
7.0 - 9.0 3.729
9.0 - 12.0 3.000
12.0 - 16.0 1.864
16.0 - 21.0 .285
21.0 - 28.0 .075
28.0 - 36.0 .019
36.0 - 47.0 .018
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
101 FLIGHT NUMBER OU3 102
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 55 50
CCLNTER NUFPER 7341
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) .3
44*.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(M/S) 144.1
78.8 AMBIENT TEPPERATURE (DEEC K) 277.9
57.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM**31 57.0
36.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 576.6
U.25 NUMBEk DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 3.39
.021 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .054
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMN*3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .211
7.0 - 9.0 *026
9.0 - 12.0 .070
12.0 - 16.0 .066
16.0 - 21.0 .011
21.0 - 28.0 .115
28.0 - 36.0 .136
36.0 - 47.0 .040
47.0 - 62.0 .011
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
8Z.0 - d108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 003 105
LATE 18 JAN 197/
TIME 20 5b 0
CCUNTER NUPBER 7349
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 146.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 277.2
SAMPLED VGLLME (CM^*3) 57.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MIN) 440.2
NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 12.30
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**.3) .014
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMt*3/LM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.082
7.0 - 9.0 1.974
9.0 - 12.0 1.000O
12.0 - 16.0 .465
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 - .014
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 003 108
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 56 11
CCUNTER NUMEER 7358
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 144.1
AMBILNT TEMPERATURE (DES K) 279.3
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 57.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 571.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 3.77
LIG. ,ATER CONTENT (GM/FN*3) .017
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*#3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .538
7.0 - 9.0 .158
9.0 - 12.0 .269
12.0 - 16.0 .066
16.0 - 21.0 .098
21.0 - 28.0 .070
28.0 - 36.0 .075
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 - 0.000
62.0 - 82*0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER U03 109
LATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 56 15
COLNTER NUFIBER 7361
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (IK) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 141.6
ArtIENT TctPEKATUkE (bEG Kl) 79.1
SAMPFLe VULLML (CM;*3) 56.U
5.1FLF INIIRVAL (M) 571.4
NLMtER UEiSITY (NL/CM*t3) 101.00
LIl. wATEk CONTENT (Gr/M*31) .107
Sl]c INTENVAL (LM) tU/CMf**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 7.143
7.0 - 9.0 9.036
9.0 - 1-.0 10.651
IZ.O - le.u 7.80o
16.0 - 2i.0 1.671
21.0 - 2.C0 .U05
28w, - 3o.C .027
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47 U - 62.0 0.O)u
62.L - 6..0 u.0U0
b2.U - 10b.C OOO
FLIFhl i;Ul[IER t3 112
LATL lb Jt. 1l,7
Ikt I v 5S0 26
C(L LltC IlU :U E'CE 73 1,
AIRCiAFT *LTITUL L (i ) .3
.IRCiFsI1 VELI1L iT (11/51 144.1
7 clIEN T c PEEI lItu it (Lt(C .1 7o.9
SkNFLi L VULLMYL (CLO'3) 57.u
SAfi-LE 1NI[ICRVL (l) , 32.4
NL MER LbEi;SIlY (CL/C0F'3) 7.35
LIL. rATEk CuNTEIsl (G./0**3) .007
tIZL IllEIAL (Ir;) NC/CNF*3/UNl DIA.INT.
5.5 - I.U .795
7.G - 9.3 1.368
91u - I1.C .1b4
Iu ' 1L.G li. I
Ib.u - 21.0 .032
zl2. - 20o. .023
2L.* - 3So. .O12
3o , - 47.11 0.005;
4 Tl - o-.L OU0u
2C.u - 8 ,.C U.J0U
o ., - Iub.0 J.5Uu
fLICHI ,Ul',.EER vI. 115
LrT1L 1 J.T. 1,72
TIM'E u 5. 35
LLCrTLC 5'u1 uLl.: 73 1o
sIRCR FFT ALT Ilc I l , I *3
CIRACL,Ir ELOLITY i(/S) 14'*1
l.dlLiL. T.i iE'C-FA5,i (LCC FI) ' 27.
S NLLIL SLCLLIIL (C .*-3) 57.*
L/,'LL 1N Ii.VA/L (I' 432.4
LL-cLG iL-'SITV (',L/QI.*'3) 35.7'.
LIC. . TF". CC;; Tri.T I(ci /*'3) *.102
SiL- 111 ElC, L ILlI;) tI/CIC;--3/U2I DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.3 4.339
7.* - 9.c 4.789
s.c - 1.C0 2.737
12.v - lo.C l.lu
Is.6 - 21.0 .*?U
21.L - 28.0 .313
28.b - 30.; .178
3.C - 47.0 .094
47.U - 6.2 U0300
6.C - ff.C 0.000
ry V<8c.LU - l10.c u.000
FLIGHT NU,-LEAR Lr3 lb
LATE 14 JAr. 1972
TIME 2u 5 45
Lt. LNTE-ii tlNfEru . 73.7
AIRCRAF1 vELUCITY (;'/5) 141.o
. M7l ALEslT TLPPEhAATSRE (LoC K) 278fs,
SoMPFL-L VOLUML (CI **3) 5o.L
-SAMILc INIERVAL (1) 571.4
NL.MAER CEiHSITY (I4I/C'*43) 25.55
LIL. *ATE. CONTE;c (GM/F*3) U .22
SIZE IlTE"VAL (LIII NoU/CM;3/lUl DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.9US
I.L - 9.C 3.732
9.u - l.o* 2.250
I1. .- LO.0 .571
lo. 2 - 1.C .211
2.b5 - 2t.0 .054
2o.0 - 3c.0 .033
364. - 47.0 0.000
47r0 - b .0 O.00u
62.0 - a8z. 0.000
82,u - 108l.0 .0U0
FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 1 JAN 1972








LIC. WATeR CCNTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM [
5.5 - 7.* 4.762
7.0 - 9.0 11.098
9.0 - 12.0 12.964
12.u - 16.0 5.214
L6.0 - 21.0 .468
21.0 - 28*u .031
Z8.0 - 36.0 .040
36.0U - 47.u 0.000
47.* - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







LATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 56 29
CLLISTEk i.UMBEH 7373
AlRCNAFT ALTITLUE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELLCI)Y (M/S) 14
ANCIEFT IEMPERATURE (DE. K) 21
SAMPLEL VOLUME (CM-*3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) N3
NLMtMFR DENSITY (NO/CM**3) Z4
LLb. wATLR COhTcNT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTRkVAL luM) NO/CM*'3/UM CDI
5.5 - 7.0 5.146
7.0 - 9.U 4.544
9.0 - 12.0 1.643
12.0 - 16.0C .246
lo.O - 2.0l .140
di.0 - 28.* .038
28.0 - 36.0 U046
36.0 - 47.0 .045
47.0 - 6d.0 0.000
42.0 - 82. 0.000
4z.o) - 108.0 0.OO0
LI-urT I{oMBER 003
LATE 1R sAN 197Z








LIL. wATtR CONTtNT (GM/M*.3)
SIZ IiSTcRVAL (UP) NO/CM#*3/UM D
5.5 - 7.* 2.877
7.0 - 9.0 2.193
9.0 - 12.0 1.550
12.0 - 16.0 .781
1o.0 - 21.i .228
21.0 - 28.0 .108
28.0 - 36.0 .039
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.OO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
110 FLIGHT NUMBER 003 111
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 56 23
CCUNTER NUMBER 7368
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .3
1.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 144.1
79.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 278.9
56.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM'*3) 57.0
24.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 714.3
.. 96 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMt*3) 13.44
.079 LID, wATER CONTENT IGM/P**3) .026
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.737
7*0 - 9.0 1.614
9.0 - 12.0 .509
12.0 - 16.0 .439
16.0 - 21.0 .284
21.0 - 28.0 .140
28.0 - 36.0 .039
36.0 - 47.0 .010
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.00.0
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
113 FLIGHT NUMBER 003 114
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 56 32
CCUNTER NUMBER 7376
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .3
44.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY C(/S) 144.1
79.3 AMBIENT TEKPERATURE (DEC K) 279.3
57.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMe*3) 57.0
32.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 432.4
.54 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 112.67
.037 LIC, WATER CONTENT (GM/H**3) .136
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM LIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.421
7.0 - 9.0 7.149
9.0 - 12.0 10.708
12.0 - 16b. 12.307
16.0 - 21.0 2.004
21.0 - 28.0 .030
2b.0 - 36.0 .o13
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








CATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 D6 49
COUNllETk NUMBER 7391
AIRCnAFT ALTIlUsE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 14
AMrlENT [EMPENATURL (DEG K) 27
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 11
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 56
NUMLFR DcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 38
LIC. WATcR CONTENT C(M/M*3)1
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*.3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 7.774
7.0 - 9.U 8.174
9.0 - 12.0 2.929
12.0 - 16.0 .237
16.0 - 21.u .005
21.0 - 28.0 .027
28.0 - 36.0 .017
36.0 - 47.0 .007
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
116 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 56 41
CCUNTER NUMBER 7383
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
44.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
79.0 AMtIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
7.0 SAM-LEO VOLLME (CM*3)1
32.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (I)
U.74 NLMbEk DENSITY rNO/CM**3)
,026 LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/R**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (ULM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.S - 7.0 3.906
7.0 - 9.0 3.5b8
9.0 - 12.0 3.468
12.0 - 16.0 1.026
16.0 - 21.0 .207
21.0 - 28.0 .063
28.0 - 36.0 .033
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
119 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 56 51
CCUNTER NUMBER 7392
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
41.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
78.6 APBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
12.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CMP*3)
66.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
b.17 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.020 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 2.595
7.0 - 9.0 1.920
9.0 - 12.0 .649
12.0 - 16.0 .250
16.0 - 21.0 .200
21.0 - 28.0 .064
28.0 - 36.0 .040
36.0 - 47.0 .010
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER 003 121
LATE i8 JAN 1972
TIME 2U 56 56
LLUNTEh NUhBER 739o
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (nM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IF/S) 141.6
Ae.8lENT TEPPENATUHE (UDC K) 278.8
-F.10PLeL VULLL IC(l.-3) 56.0
SAFPLc INTIPVCL {I) 707.8
NUMER C DENSITY INi/CI.M 3) 76.29
LIC. oATEk CONTENI r(GM/P-.3} .034
SIZE INTERVAL (UN) NU/CFiW*3/UM LIA.1INT.
5.5 - 7.0 15.952
7. - 9.0 16.518
9.0 - 1-.0 5.613
Iz.0 - 1l. .375
16.C - 21.0 .U89
21.* - 2 Oe. .054
2h.v - 3o.0 .013
36.U - 47.0 .005
417. - 64.0 O.U0U
62.0 - 82* . u.OO
b2.b - 1h0.O 0.000
ILICHTT fU"tL ER CuV 12IZ
[LIL lo JANI 1472
IIE £1 bi 30
CLLINTE r .UF,.i61-, I 0,
AIRC1 F', ALTIIU) c (,F:) .3
AlRLAFI vELOCITY WI/IS 123.6
AtdYIEN TLPCr'OATUNF (Lcr K) e7l.V
,AMCvL:I VJLt)It (C1.--3) 51.1,
S/MPLE IIIf(RPVL I,) C.u
tLtER I L'I.SITY I(uw,/L.*3) 1.25
LI.. *ATFRI COI:TENT IGI ./Pr"31 .oO
SILL 1,4JTE9AL (1Li) F./CM*3/N UAL14.11.T
5.5 - 7. * .iOu
O- .Obb
;., -_ 1. .059
12.u - 1Ic.C .029
16*. - 2,.G .U35
21.0 - 2a.C 08OB
2,i.u - 3,.*' O.OuL
3,.u - 47.)3 U.000
47.4 - O.J V.uOu
b£.* - e. ' O.UO
62., - 1oj.$ 0).oou
FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZt INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 6.024
7.0 - 9.0 5.214
.O0 - 12.0 4.369
120 - 16.0 1.071
16.0 - 21.0 .389
21.0 - 28.0 .079
28.0 - 36.0 .027
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.OO0
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







fLIUhT NUMBER 003 125
LATE 18 JAN 1972
1IE 21 0 33
COUNTER NiUMBER 7463
AlRCHAFT ALTITUUE (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 123.6
AMbIENT IEMPERArLRE (DEG K) 278.7
SAMPLED VOLUME ICMa*3) 51.0
SAMPLt IhTERVAL (M) 370.7
NUMUE CcLNSITY (NO/CM^*3) 2.04
LI. WATER CUNTENT {GM/M*31) .006
SIZt INlcRVAL (UM) NO/CM'#3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.v .327
7.0 - 9.C .333
9.0 - 12.u .059
12.0 - 16.u .103
16.C - 21.0 .035
2I.o - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 U.000
30.U - 4 7.u .011
47.U - 62., 0.000
6b.( - 82.0 0.000
u2.0 - 108.O 0.000
122 FLIGHT NUMBER 003 123
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 20 57 1
COUNTER NUMBER 7400
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .3
41.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 139.0
78.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 278.7
56.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 55.0
d3.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 420.8
9.57 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 30.24
.034 LIO. WATER CONTENT IGM/#**3) .023
;.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LUM NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.667
7.0 - 9.0 4.282
9.0 - 12.0 2.461
12.0 - 1.0 .536
16.0 - 21.0 .305
21.0 - 28.0 .U65
28.0 - 36.0 .020
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972








LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/F#*31
SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .275
7.0 - 9.0 .088
9.0 - 12.0 .098
12.0 - 16.0 .044
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FL lt l UILL _O. .
LTIL I. Jot, 1972
TIrL 21 1, 
.LL.TK NSwort:IL: 7TO9
IVC.Fl t L[.TIIULC I<0 )
Al6CtRc7I ,[LuLITY (i/S)
4 7tliENT r.i. t i.[L. (Lc{C )
SsIV.FLI.L VULLi'iL (.1*1. 3 )
Sr0IFLE 114ll vAL (" J
.1,'E;, E6.$SI,5 (i. /Cr1* 3)
LIC. LATFI CUOi .lL, IGr./7'*3)


























FLIHT N4u hdR u-3 130
LA[1 Ir Jlr: 1972
1 IL 21 50
CCU['TLi N4t-IEh,, 7 17
IRCRAFT ALVTITUCE i(I,) .3
*IRCR( FT VELIILITY {//SI 126c.7
l ilE;l TLFPEtATUHE ILC. K) 2771.
SMPLCC VULLIIL (1C"*3) 52.0
SAn<FLr lINItRVAL (I) 514.8
NLrM tEi LESITY N'I./CF, *3) b3.85
LI(. 4ATEh COITFNT uIF/F**3) . 45
SI2E INTEI.VAL (LMl NL/CMR'3/UM DIA.I;I.
5.5 - 7.0 27.679
7.0 - 9.0 9.942
.'U - 1.,0 3.902
12.2 - 16.0 1.577
Lb.u - 21.0 .708
21.L - 2.0 .I102
2d.L - 3o.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62 0 0.000
62., - 8.0U 0.000
82.U - IU0.0 0.000
127 FLIOhT NUMBEH 003
LATE id JAN 1972
TIML 21 0 43
CObNTIER UMBER 1471
.3 AIRCHAFT ALTIILUE lKM)
23.6 AIRCRAFT VELCLItY (M/5)
7o.7 AMdIlENT IERPEhAFrRE (DLG K)
51.0 SAMPLEu VOLUME {C01*3)
7u.7 SAPPLE II.TERVAL (M)
.. 90 NUhdEh Loj.SITY INO/CM*.3)
,UUb LIJ. WATcH CONTENT (1M/Me*3)
























LATE 16 .AN 1972




AMbIENT IEMPEWATURE (DtEG )
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3),
SAMPLE IlTERVAL (M)
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) I
LIU. WATfR CONtENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INThRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 65.064
7.0 - 9.0 30.250
9.0 - 12.0 5.564
12.0 - L6.0 1.995
1b.0 - 21.0 .719
21.0 - 28.U .069
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0U 0.000
47.0 - 62.u 0.000
62.0 - 82.u 0.000












128 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
UATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 21 0 46
LCUNITR NUMBER 7414
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM)
28.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI
78.6 ABILENT TEMPERATURE (DEC Kl
2.0 SAMPLED VULLME (CMR*3)
52.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
7.87 NLMeLR DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.013 LI6. WATER CONTENT (M/'#**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMr*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 13.974
7.0 - 9.0 6.452
9.0 - 12.0 1.859
12.0 - 16.0 .764
b16.0 - 21.0 .250
21.0 - 28.0 .093
28.0 - 36.0 .014
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
o2.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
131 FLIHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 21 1 0
CCUNTER NUMBER 7485
.3 AIRCRAFT ALT ITUDE (KM)
28.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S)
7.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
52.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM*31}
43.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL {NI
b.90 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**31
.069 LIG. wATER CONTENT (GM/**31)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL I(MI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 111.692
7.0 - 9.0 71.029
9.0 - 12.0 10.314
12.0 - 16.0 1.231
16.0 - 21.0 .238
21.0 - 28.0 .110
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 O.O00
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






















FLIGHT NUMBER 0u3 133
DATE lb JAN 1972
TIME 21 1 3
COUtITER NUNEEh 7468
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) .6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(/S) 128.7
ArElENT TEMPERATUNE (LEG K) 277.8
SAMPLEU VuLUME (CM*-) 5,.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 386.1
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/C;**3) 340.63
LIDC. ATER CUNTENT (G0/F*.3) .139
SIZE I.TE",AL (LM) NC/CMW*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 86.218
7.0 - 9.0 70.519
9.0 - 1-.0 16.d27
12.0 - Ir.0 3.7T4
i[.. - 21.0 .btt
2L, - 28.0 .162
2n.Z - 36.0 .022
36.0 - 47.0 .,010
41.j - 62.0 i.000
62.0 - 8-0 0.00O
82.0 - 1086.0 O.0U
FLIQHT U,',EER 0u3 136
LATI Id JAtN 1972
TIlE 21 1 14
LOUNTEI NU ALEE 74917
AICRAFP LLTITUCL (.H) .b
AIRCkAFT VELUCITY JP/SI 126.7
AI BIENI T¢fPEEATUhE (UcC K)l 77.9
SAMPLUL VLLY.L (Cft.3) 52.,
SAMPLE iNI)RVAL l, ) 3d.I
NI.LFER CEISITY (,4/1LI'*.3) 414.17
LI(.. iAIEA COLcIfCT )UA/F**3( .194
512E I1TEVAL (LI-) NC/CPI*~3/UM DIA.1,1.
- 7.0 94.9d7
7. - 9., d1.731
;. .- I. 0 5.878
2.U - 1.C 5.U29
1.,;- 21. 1. .692
2 i. 2b.1) .239
2 . - 30.0 .036
3., - 41.0 .005
41., - 6.U u.oo0
6.u - 82,.0 U.000O
82., - 1O0.O u.UUO
FLIHT ij 1 FR I 39
uATc 1t J3'[ 1,72
T1iL 21 I 2b
LiL. ll.4 -u LEUEh It,
IRLCR/F I .LTITUO. (0F) .b
AIRCRAFT v LfCiTY (1 /5) 128.7
Ar IENT Tclf PEKATU,. (LLC .) Z7b.o
54M;LZL VULI.L (L,,*3) 5e.0
SAMPL, iNTERVAL (I) 378.4
NUMtEL LE.SITY INU/jIt*3) 014.23
LIo. .TEI CuT;I (01/Ff*3) .Z33
SIZL ItITEHVAL lMUl) I rC/CHI-3/Qm DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7. I01.077
1, - 9.0 98.279
,.0 - Io.0 o 4.968
1i. - 1t.0 b.159
It. - z2.0 1.042
2t. - 26.0 .162
2.u - 3o. .o014
3N.u - 47.0 .u005
41.u - 62.0 0.000
60.o - 840 0.000
82.U - ICd.0 u.uoo
FLIGHT NU;. 043 142
DATC Id J0f 1972
TiME 21 I 39
CLUNTc, NMUMAE,, 751b
AIRCRAFT aLTITUEL iKh) .6
AIRCRAF1 vtLOCLITY (M/5) 123.6
AF81Li*T T.IPFEkATURE (UtG K) ~77.5
SAMPLEt VULLML (C0*.3) 51.u
SAMPLE INIiRVAL (M) 494.2
NUMLE, CE".SITY IIU/CL*3) 499.10
LID. ..ETE, Cu¢.Thr (GI/P-3) .324
51ZL irTEL<OAL (LU) lG/CM*3/UMI DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.? 68.458
7.U - 9., 74.441
9.u - 1l;) 54.941
1.C - It.o 17.417
1.. - 21.0 2.157
21.0 - 2t.C .297
28.u - 3t.0 .015
36.u - 47.0 .0o05
47.0 - 6.o0 0.000
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.u - 108C 0.0 0
FLIgHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE InTERVAL (M)
NUMFBER DCNSITY (NO/CM**3) 2
Llb. WATER CONTENT (OGM/M**3)
S12E INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*t3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 66.863
7.0 - 9.0 47.549
9.0 - 12.0 17.784
12.O - 16.0 5.147
16.0 - 21.0 1.541
21.0 - 28.0 .314
28.0 - 36.0 .037
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIlhT NUMBER 003
LATE 18 jAN 1972




AMbIFNT TEMPERATURE (DE( K)
SAMPLEU vOLUME (CMe*3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMbER CiaSITY (NO/CM**3) 5
LICG. WATLR CLUNTENT (M/M**3)
SILL INT.RVAL (UM) ilO/CMPP3/UM I
5.5 - 7.J 113.462
7.0 - 9.u 116.827
9.0 - 12.O0 37.936
12.0 - 16.0 2.144
16.0 - 21.0 .288
21.0 - 28.0 .041
26.0 - 36. 0.u00
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
6,.u - 82.0 0.000














LATE Il JAN 1972
TIME 21 1 30
CCUtTEN IUMBtE 7510
AIRCRAFT ALTITLuE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 1.
AMblENT IEMPERA[URE (1E0 K) 2
SAMPLEiD rOLUMF (CPh*3))
SAMPLE ITERVAL (Ml 63
hMutFR UcNSITY (NO/CM*R3) 444
LI,. WATLR CONTtNT (IM/M*#3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NIO/CMP*3/UM ClA
5.5 - 7 72.013
7.0 - 9.0 70.431
9.0 - 12.U 43.791
12.0 - 16.0 1.515
16.0 - 21.0 2.388
21.0 - 28.0 .314
28.C - 36.0 .044
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
o2.u - 82.0 0.000
U2.0 - 108.0 U.000
FLIGhT NUMBER 003
LATE 18 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPEHATURE (DLG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE IInTERVAL (M)
NUMBER DCCNSITY (NO/CMr3) 6
LIU. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE IITLkRVAL (uM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0U 71.516
7.0 - 9.0 91.725
9.0 - 12.0 78.876
12.0 - 16.0 21.461
16.b - 21.o 1.961
21.0 - 28.0 .157
28.Z - 36.0 .029
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






134 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 21 11I
CCUNTER NUMEER 7494
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM)
26.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS)
77.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
51.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
09.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
9.53 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.153 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 71.154
7.0 - 9.0 65.317
9.0 - 12.0 21.250
12.0 - 16.0 3.755
16.0 - 21.0 1.058
Zl.O - 28.0 .187
28.0 - 36.0 .050
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
137 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 21 1 22
COUNTER NUMbER 7503
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
28.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
77.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
52.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
14.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
8.02 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.187 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 62.824
7.0 - 9.0 6l.422
9.0 - 12.0 33.556
12.0 - 16.0 8.6a1
16.0 - 21.0 1.420
21.0 - 28.C .359
28.0 - 36.0 .044
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
140 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 21 1 35
CCUNTER NUMBER 7514
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
i6.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(M/S)
77.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
51.0 SAMPLEC VCLLME (CM**3)
37.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
4.86 NLMeER CENSITY (NO/CM^^3)
.280 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/MP**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*I3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 70.863
7.0 - 9.0 69.539
9.0 - 12.0 52.549
12.0 - 16.0 14.902
16.0 - 21.0 2.780
21.0 - 28.0 .331
28.0 - 36.0 .051
36.0 - 47.0 .O05
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
143 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 21 1 49
CCUNTER NUMbER 7526
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
03.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
77.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
51.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*S3)
41.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
4.33 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.397 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 69.725
7.0 - 9.0 85.990
9.0 - 12.0 62.948
12.0 - 16.0 19.132
16.0 - 21.0 2.204
21.0 - 28.0 .182
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






































FLIGHT NUilER UO3 145
DATE 16 JAN 1972
TIME 21 I 50
COUNTER NUMBElI 7527
AIRCRAFT OLTITUDE (:M). .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IF/S) 126.1
AMBIENT TLMPEhATUNE (CLb K) 277.6
SAMPLES VULUML (CM*3) 51 .0
SAMPLE INIE1 VAL tM) - 124.b
NUMAER CENSITY (NO/Ci**3) 7.49
LIl. nAIER CONTENT (bM/M*13) .004
SIZE IlNTERVAL (UM) NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.255
7.U - 9.0 .980
9.0 - 12.0 .895
12.0 - lb.O0 .225
lo.u - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 26b.0 0.000
28,0 - 3o.0 U.000
36.J - 47.0 0.000
47.u - 62.0 0.000
62 . - 82.0 0.000
8 - 10.0 0.00
I LIHI IUllbER UsL 142
LATt id J.N 1972
1 IME 2l I 2Us
CL(L;NTLh NUOt iLI. 'o-
AIRCRAFT oLTI iU;t (t) .6
oINRCNFT VELOCITY (P/b) 254.6
A LI E; I Ttl PEiA{TULI (LLC K1 22Z.5
SlFFLI C VoLLLM (Ci*l31 .9.L
5AIFULi INILRVAL (is) 127,.1
(L.FoER, LE;.SITY (NiiU/CF**3) 274.31
LIC. ,Ajlmo COhTE[.I I(o/F*.3) ubS
IAcL INTL"VAL (LM) TC/CM.'3/UM DIA. INT.
5.5 - 7.6 8Z.02
7. - 9.C 51.983
9.0 - 12.C 13.142
12.. - Ibt.; 1.744
1o.L - 21.C0 .175
2i1L - 20.C .005
2o.. - 36.0 0.000
3c-. - 47.( .UL00
47.i - 6c.L U.000
b6.u - 8.0C 3.001
8,7. - Ib.C ' ).'ut
FLICiG t. 1 i't ER '-3 151
LAl 1"1 JoN I72
lIG Zi 1. 33
CUL!NTLo 1.sTh:Co~ Toot-
l. IRCRA I LTIIUL to,)) .6
i)U.N FTI v0FLOLI" (' /5) 254.8
. tilEf;l TLT.FECATiUIr[ (ctE . 281.o
bSPIULil VILLML (,. o3e dL.
SI OLr. 1'NTFPVL (,,) 70u.6
I.Lt<E67 1TE (3SITY 'i/ 1 14.17
LI'. ATIEI COi. TE;. T (UO./F*31 .04
SIlt I.[TELVAL (Li') I L/CMe*3/UM LlA.10i.
5.5 - 7.0 5.04U
l- 9.0 2.034
* - I-.C .375
12.j - b.C .112
lo.- L.C ,ul1
21. - 2c.0 O.OUO
2b.. - 3o.0C u.OUu
36.Uo- .4i. '.05UU
41- - 0 ._0 U.oOU
b2. - 8.e 0.000
62.U - lut.E O.UOo
IL Iohl NULhER sJ' 154
LTL 1d JoT. 1,7
l11i 21 14 49
CL00TER N'uIrFLP I'0,9
AlhCRAFI ALTITUDE (lF.) .3
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY ("/5) 254.8
Atl bIET Tr PEi ATU.<ti (LtL ) Ž81.C:
5,6m-LCL VuLUML (C,*.3) 89,U
SAFFLE INiFRV.L (I) Iu19.3
NLMtER LE;bSlTY C4C/Ci-*3) 215.34
LIC. A1F, ChUIliT:41 Ir/F**3I .u73
SILL bi(FELVAL (LI') t./Lt-1'3/UM DIA.eI:T.
5.5 - 7.2 66.382
7.0 - 94. 36.601
4.0 - 1. 11.116
12.0 - lb.' 1.955
lb.c - 2-.0 .. 58
21.0 - 2b.0 .014
2 II - 36.0 0.,oO
3o.u - 47.0 0o.UOO
47,; - 6-*C 0.005
b2.0 - 8Ze.0 0.000
82. - 10.0 0.00
FLIGHT NUMBER 003
LATE l1 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 4.232
7.0 - 9.0 1.421
9.0 - 12.0 .161
12.0 - 16.U .059
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
c8.u - 36.0 0.000
3bO.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





LATE I8 JAN 1972
IIE 21 14 25
COUTER INUMBER 7629
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 25
AMblENT {EMPERATuRE (DEG K)l 26
5AmPLE0 vOLUME (CM**3) 8
SAMPiLE ITERVAL (M) 126
NUMBER CDNSITY (NO/CM*m3) 45
LI'. WATlR CONTCNT )GM/M**3)
SIZL INT 4RVAL (UM) NO/CM'"3/UM 0IA
5.5 - 7.0 13.159
7.0 - 9.0 8.449
9.0 - 12.0 2.402
12.0 - 16.0 .273
16.0 - 21.0 .034
21.O - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
3O.0 - 47-. 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
b2.u - 108.0 0.000o
FLIHT NUMBER 003
LATE Il JAN 197z




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLEL VOLUME (CM*#3)
SArPLE IhTERVAL (M)
NUMUER CDNSITY (8O/CM**3) 
LIlu. wATR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
51ZL INTERVAL (UM) IO/CM^^3/UM I
5.5 - 7.U '2.831
7.0 - 9.0 27.910
9.0 - 12.0 9.655
1c.0 - 16.0 1.843
16.0 - 21.0 .1.2
2l.0 - 28.0 .010
.8.0 - 36.0 0.o000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
6u.0 - 82.0 0.0o0o
82.0 - 108.U 0.000
FLISRhT N'MBER 003
LATE 18 IAN 197Z




Ah oIFNT }EMPERATURE IDEG K)l
0AMPLE0 vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE ITERVAL (M)
1UMAER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) 
Lli. WATLk CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTeRVAL iuM) NO/CM.*3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 1u5.640
7.0 - 9.u 21.994
9.0 - 12.0 .959
12.0 - 16.0 .017
1ib.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
2n.u - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 o.o000o
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






146 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 21 14 15
COUNTER NUMBER 7621
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
54.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
82.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
89.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM'*3)
0.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
9.91 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
002 LIQ. WATER CONTENT IOGM/M*3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) ND/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 45.154
7.0 - 9.0 29.702
9.0 - 12.0 9.150
12.0 - 16.0 1.719
16.0 - 21.0 .112
21.0 - 28.0 .019
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
149 FLIGHT NUhRER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 21 14 30
COUNTER NUMBER 7633
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
52.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
d2.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
d8.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM##3)
S7.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL tM)
5.10 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.014 LIi. wATER CONTENT (GM/Mr**3)
4.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 50.023
7.0 - 9.0 30.290
9.0 - 12.0 6.818
12.0 - 16.0 .6d2
16.0 - 21.0 .027
21.0 - 28.C 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
35.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
152 FLIGHT NUMERK 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 21 14 45
CCUNTER NUMBER 7646
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
54.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
81.2 AMBIENT TEPPERATURE IDEG K)
d9.0 SAMPLED VOLLME I(CM*3)
29.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
7.38 NUMBER LENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.058 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/#**3)
A.INT. 51ZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM'*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 40.682
7.0 - 9.0 24.416
9.0 - 12.0 9.536
12.0 - 16.0 2.326
16.0 - 21.0 .272
21.0 - 28.0 .019
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
155 FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 21 14 55
CCUNTER NLPEER 7654
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM)
254.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
281.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
89.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
509.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
2C5.39 NLMBER CENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.036 LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 30.801
7.0 - 9.0 23.135
9.0 - 12.0 12.697
12.0 - 16.0 4.615
16.0 - 21.0 .618
21.0 - 28.0 .064
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000









































FLIGHT NUMBER 0O3 157
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 21 15 1
COUNTER NUMBER 7659
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 280.3
SAMPLEL VULUME (CF**3I) 8d.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1521.2
NUMBER DENSITY (NU/CM-*3) 245.82
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .081
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*e3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 68.205
7.0 - 9.0 46.182
9.0 - 12.0 14.652
12.0 - lo.C 1.659
16.0 - 21.0 .105
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.o - 30.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 U.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - lO.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMEER C,3 160
LATE Id JAN 1972
TIME 21 15 15
CLNTER NUFBEk 7671
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (iF) .3
AIRCRAFI VELOCITY (C/5) 252.3
APHIENT TLC!PENATURF (CDEG ) 280u.3
SAMPLED VULLML (C,'-*3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (F1) 1014.2
hUMEER 2ESITY (NC/CF**3) 204.55
LIC. .ATER CONTENT (G/NF**3) .109
SIZE INTEHVAL (LM) NC/CMt*3/UMj UIA.IF;T.
5.5 - 7.0 44.553
7.L - 9.0 33.3u7
9.0 - 1;.0 16.1.4
12.u - 1.0 C.4£9
lo.* - 21.0 .773
21.L - 26.0 .13D
2.U - 36.0 .013
36.U0 - 47.0 .003
47.L - .0 0.uo0u
62., - 8d.u .OuU
82. - lO., 0.u000
FLICHT NU*LER -ui 163
LATE I1 J2h 1972
TIFE 21 S15 30
LCLNTEA NUt EE 766d3
AIRChAF1 oLTITUCE (KE') .3
AIRLCRAFT VLLOCITY (F/S) 25-.3
AblElNI TLPEFATURE (LECG K) 2dO.C
bAMPLEL VULUML CL'**38 d8.U
SAMRkL INTCRVAL (1I 1261.3
NUPME LEUEiSITY (N0C/CF'*3) 10u.00
LIC. .ATFR CONTENT (GM/F**3) .034
bIZLE INTE VAL (LM) GC/CM*'3/UM DIA.IN1T.
5.0 - 7.0 38.348
7.U - 9.0 17.114
9.0 - I1.0 3.977
12.u - lo.0 .8d2
Is.u - 21.0 .148
21.0 - 2o.0 .024
2d.0 - 3o.0 0.000
3., - 47.0 0.000
47.- - 62.0 0.JoU
62.0 - 82.0 U.000
86Z.0 - IO..o 0.000
FLIGH7T UUlBER OUJ 166
DATE I1 JAN 1972
TiME 21 L5 45
CLUNT/R NuMAEK 7696
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (Kk) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S5 252.3
ACBIENT TL'PENATURE (DEG Kl 279.9
SAMPLEL VULLML (CiE**3) 88.0
SAMPLE INiERVAL (M) 1261.3
NUMBER DE.SITY (NU/CM**3) 56.26
LIC. sATER CONTENT (GCM/FV*3) .016
SIZt INTEhVAL (UM) NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 £1.006
7.u - 9.0 8.767
9.0 - 12.0 1.905
12.,0 - 16t.0 .293
16.u - 21.0 .041
21.0 - 28.0 .005
2.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.U - 47.0 0.000
4?., - 62.0 0.000
62. - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
0r'
0O
FLIGHT NUMBER 003 158
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 21 15 5
COUNTER NUMBER 7663
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 254.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 280.7
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 89.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1014.2
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 244.63
LI1. WATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .085
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 67.363
7.0 - 9.0 44.416
9.0 - 12.0 14.944
12.0 - 16.0 2.289
16.0 - 21.0 .146
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 003 161
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 21 15 20
COUNTER IUMBER 7675
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMBIENT 1EMPERATURE (DEG K) 280.1
SAMPLED vOLUME CCM**3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1261.3
NUMbER LLNSITY (NO/CM**3) 273.31
LIU. WATLR CONTENT IGM/M**3) .075
SIZE INTcRVAL CUM) NO/CM*t3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 94.220
7.0 - 9.0 48.722
9.0 - 12.U 9.644
12.U - 16.0 1.224
16.0 - 21.0 .127
21.0 - 28.u0 .010
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.u - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62., - 82.u0 0.000
82.0 - 108.u0 O.00
FLIChT NUMBER 003 1I4
LATE l8 JAN 1972
TIME 21 t5 35
COUNTER NUMBER 7687
AIRCRAFT ALTITLOE (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/Si 252.3
AMbIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 280.4
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM*e3) b8.0
SAMKLE ITERVAL (M) 12cl.3
NUMdER LLNSITY (NO/CM--3) 101.17
le. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M*A3) .024
SIZE INTcRVAL (uM) NO/CMW*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 42.258
7.0 - 9.0 15.017
9.0 - 12.0 2.129
12.0 - 16.0 .273
16.0 - 21.0 .048
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.00
F1LIHT NUMBER 003 167
LATE 18 vAN 1972
TIME 21 15 50
COUNTER NUMBER 7700
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 280.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*43) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1261.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 34.57
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*03) .008
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 15.720
7.0 - 9.0 4.438
9.0 - 12.0 .553
12.0 - 16.0 .080
16.0 - 21.0 .020
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972








LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7*0 33.775
7.0 - 9.0 24.837
9*0 - 12.0 12.371
12.0 - 16.0 3.756
16.0 - 21.0 1.081
21.0 - 28.0 .114
28.0 - 36.0 .017
36.0 - 47.0 O.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM#*3/LM
S.S - 7.0 60.606
7.0 - 9.0 35.227
9.0 - 12.0 9.148
12.0 - 16.0 1.543
16.0 - 21.0 .198
21.0 - 28.0 .015
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.O0O
FLIGHT NUMBER 003
DATE 18 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMR.3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 18.318
7.0 - 9.0 8.926
9.0 - 12.0 2.330
12.0 - 16.0 .443
16.0 - 21.0 .077
21.0 - 28.0 .oLO
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























FLIGHT NUMBER 003 168
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 21 IS 55
COUNTER NUMBER 7704
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY tM/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 279.8
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*43) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1261.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 2.18
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*#3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .871
7.0 - 9.0 .335
9.0 - 12.0 .057
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000






FLIGHT NUMBER u03 169
DATE 16 JAN 1972
TIME 21 15 56
COUNTEk NUlIlCH 77,,
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKW) .3
AIRCRAFT VFLUC1TY (i/S) 252.3
AYBIENT Tt;PEhATURE (LcG K) 279.8
SAMPLFU VULLMt (Ci4*.3) a88.
SAMPLE INIERVAL (M) 252.3
NLMBER UE VSITY (NiO/L**3) .59
LIG. .Altn CUNITElT (G' /MP*3) .o00
SIZe Il4LrEVAL (UI) NC/CM'*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .212
7.U - 9.0 .Uoa
i.O - 1£.0 .011
Li.0 - lo.0 .009
lbe. - 21.0 .014
2t.o - 2b.0 O.UuO
28.u - 3o.0 0.OUU
3b.V - 47.0 0.000
41-; - b.J0 O.0ou
b2.0 - 8.0 0.00u
82.C - lOb.u0 0.0U
FLIGHT NUMBER 003
CATE 18 JAN 1972








LIG. wATER CONTENT IGM/M*e3)
SIZE INTLRVAL tUM) NO/CM*#3/UM C
5.5 - 7.u .201
7.0 - 9.0 .043
9.0 - 12.0 .006
12.0 - 16.0 .004
I6.0 - 21.0 o.000
21.2 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.u 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






170 FLIGHT NUMBER 003 171
DATE 18 JAN 1972
TIME 21 16 1
COUNTER NUMBER 7709
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) .3
52.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
0.0 AMBIENT TEPPERATURE (DEG K) 280.1
76.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM-*3) 88.0
56.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 504.5
.42 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .66
.000 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/fe#3) .000
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .258
7.0 - 9.0 .068
9.0 - 12.0 .023
12.0 - 16.0 .017
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.o00
47.0 - 62.0 0.OUO
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.OUO
FLIGHT 4
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 1
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 47
COUNTER NUMBEIR 8166
AIRCRAFT 'LTITUOE (LI) lu.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 265.1
APeBIEENT TEMPERATURE (DEC Kl 2Z2.4
SAMPLEL VULUML ICM#*31 92.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL 1M) O.u
NLMdER OE.SISTY INU/CM9*31 .66
LIb. ,ATEk CUfOTENT I(Gi/M**31 .000O
SIZE INTERVAL (ILMH) NO/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .312
7.0 - 9.0 .098
,.U - 1-.0 0.000
12.0 - 1t0 00.000
16.U0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 o.Oou
2Ld1 - 3t.0 0.000
3-. - 47.0 0.000
-47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10a.0 0.000
F LlHI' NUI',I.ER Or 4
LiATL 4. J*. 1972
1l.TI';4 ., 50
CLLUTLIT NUi IOL d171
AIKPkRFT .LTI lUiE t0) 1 .7
AIkCR,FT vELOCITY FM/S) 25Z.3
AI'EIL.,T TL'PEFATU, (LULC k) 222.b
SAELI, V0L.L;IL l..i<3) ds.
SAMPL, i;,il RVL ., 252.(
hLftLI oECC1TY lS-/Cr*93) 1.13
LIU. oATLIR CUI.T£4T JuQ/F**3) .00I
SIZL Il.TLIVAL (UNI) u/CF *-3/Ui DIA. INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .591
7.u - 9.0 .102
j.j - 1..0 .,1i
1 2.u - 1.0 O.JL0
14.i, - 2i.'i O.J000
2.k.u - 26b. o.000
2,8 - 3.0 9' .000
3L.0 - 47.0 O.000
r7. - 2.0 u.UuL
62Z. - .0 U.O.000
dz.4 - L0b.0 u.or00
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 2
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 48
COUNTER NUMBER l169
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10,7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 254.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 222.4
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**31 89.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 260.0
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM**31 .28
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI- NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .187
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
2.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 O.000
47.U - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
ILIGHT NUMBER 004 5
UAIE 20 dAN 1972
TIME 17 o 51
ECLILTEk NUMBER 8172
.IICRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 10.7
AIRkCRAFT VELGCITY IM/SI 252.3
AMbIENT I.LMPERATURE (DEG K) 2z22.4
SAMPLEU VULUME ICM*93) 88.0
SAMPLE IhTERVAL (MI 252.3
NUMbER DONSITY INO/CM*i 3) .39
LI. wATeR CONTcNT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL IdM) NO/CM*93/UM DIA.INT.
b.S - 7.u .212
7.0 - 9.0 .034
9.0 - 12.0 0.oOO
12.0 - 16.0 O.OU0O
16.0 - 21.0 0.00o
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.00
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
d2.0 - 108.U0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .402
7.0 - 9.0 .034
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/Fet3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .201
7.0 - 9.0 .032
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.00
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.OOO
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
8Z.O - 108.0 0.000
I L IHT .UI',bIEV ..
LI TL J JAl 1'v72
1 IMeL 7 . 53
L(,U I, iLM Ibr L'Ek ait.?
A..ST ~FLI L L1uL 0 ,t:)
61*L{LF)P vILULITY (,./5)
r ILNl [LI fI'FT' iT: (USC( k)
b.-PL, L VULLI'k (U:*-nO)
o).FL-: 1141) t[ViL l.1
hLI,'uLi .i:.LIT U.,/CF* 93)
Li- . o.FlI C!h TCilTul 1C./P-t3)
SIZt ILIT'L AL (Lb) Ilu/CI.**3/UH
5.5 - I. .0:
7.; - sd .01 vv :1 9vUU
3.0 - 12.0 0.0)
12.,. - 1o6. Ou u
-u 21C O001
21.;4 - 20.:; 0.Ot
20.* - I0ov U0.9
36.,i - 41d. 0.OC
41 ,7 - bO u OU.
6Ž.. - 82.0 0.01
















FLICY.[ !iUmP.[F U.v. luv
U TO 2I J/0, 1972
TIFL It . N6
CLLlF Ih M vl fEl. 11 o
AIRCRAFT .LTIlUCt Ik) 10.7
AIRlkRkAFT vELOCITY 1'/bS 25Z23
AI LIE.T TEF PF:lATRh (LuEG K) 222.3
#,1F'-LeL VuLLIL (c'i*3) d8b0U
SAM/LE' ITIFRVAL I.i) 251L0
kUFE" OE"SITY (;NO/CF9*3) 77
LIC. AIE A CUlTIENi I./F93) .000
51ZE ITIE,<VAL (LMI) E/CIM**3/M LI.AIMT.
5V 7.0 .470
7.0 - 9J0 034
9.4i - bg. 0.000
12.c Ib*.3 0.00
16. - 21.0 0.000
2I.6 - 21.0 b0.00
2aU - 30C 0.00U
3 -J 47.C O.000
47. - 6-C, 0.000
bZ.u - 8-,0 0.000
82.; - 108.C 0.OOO
7 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 8
LATE 2u JAN 1972
TIME 17 O 54
LU0I0E14R UMBR d8174
.7 iICMLAFT ALTITLuE (KM) 10.7
.3 IRUhMAFT VELOCIT[Y I(M/S} 252.3
,5 AMBIENT IEMPEHArURE (DEG K) 222.6
.c SAMPLED VULUME (DCMF31 88.0
.0 SAMPLE I11TERVAL (M) 252.3
v7 NUMbER CDNSITY INO/CM*931 1.88
OL Li. WATtR CONTENIT 1GM/M*93) .000
lil. SILZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM*e3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.159
7.u - 9.0 .068
9.0 - 12.0 0.000U
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
t1., - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.0O00
82.0 - 108.0 O.uO0
FLIGHT LUMBER 004
LATE 20 JAN 197Z 








LIC. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIlZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .352
7.0 - 9.0 009
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
b6.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.U 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.o000O
36.0 - 47.0 U.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIG. WATER CONTENT IGM/M*931
SIZE INTERVAL ILMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.C .138
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000









11 FLILHT NUMBER 004 12
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 59
COUNTER NUMEER 8178
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 10.7
2.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IF/SI 252.3
2.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 222.2
.0 SAMPLED VOLUME I(CM*3) 88.0
4.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 252.3
.55 NUMBER CENSITY INO/CM**31 3.05
O00 LID, wATER CONTENT (GM/t**3) .00
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.939
7.0 - 9.0 .051
9.0 - 12.0 OI.011
12.0 - b16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.O000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.O00




















FLIGHT NUIBER vU. 13
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 0
COUNTER NUMBER 8179
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KF.) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY (/SI) 249.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG k ) 222.4
SAMPLEC VULLML (CCM*31 87.0
SAMPLE INIERVAL (MI 251.0
NUMBER DENSITY (ICU/CF*-3) 4.33
LIC. RATER CONTENT (GCM/P#3) .001
SIZE INTEKVAL (LM) Nh/CM^^3/UM DIA.IhT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.414
7.0 - 9.0 .339
9.0 - 12.0 .011
12.J - 16.0 0.uUO
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
26.0 - 3b.0 O.vuO
30,.0 - 47.0 O.uO0
47.0 - 6Ž.0 0.000
62.U - 80.0 u.000
82.u - lOu.O O.000
FLICHT NUOIER 0u. 16
LATE 20 Jor 1972
11iL 17 i 3
LLtNTEh NuotlEk d6LZ
AIRLRAF1 ALTITULE CR0.) io.7
AlkCRAFI VELOCITY (l/b)S 25z.3
Al.b0t1l IT. PDkATUI'E. (LcC K) 222.8
SAMFLLL VLLUMLL (C,'*3) db.C
bAMPLE INIEAV.L (1) 25z2.3
SLM.Ek UE,.SITY (NC;C/0*3) 6.24
LIL. .,.IEN Cu,,TE.T CLM,/PO.O .001
b1ZL IITEoSVL (DA4 NC/CC."3/Uhi ULA. INC.
5.5 - 7.G 3.o77
7.2 - 5.0 .477
9.u - 12.0 .Uzi
1Z.,u It bO .J.eO
10.4 - 21.0 u.,OO
2i.U - 2.0 0.o00U
28. - 30..0 u.o000
36.) - 47.0 o .00,
'.? - 6S.O o.UUO
6c.0 - 8h.C U.uOO
82.0 - luO.U 0o.00
FLIHT isoUcER U, 19
LATE Z J2.,5 1972
1 il L i7 , 7
L(.LTEL NufB eL did5
A1RgRAF T .LTI IL2L (Cr I u.7
.1'LCAFT OCLOLITY C/NC 25-.3
Al b.ILT TLf PAIATCUL (LeN(-; K 222.3
SA/-LrD VuLLIIL (C*"3C 08.0
SAN4;LL NILRVh L .R 25 z.3
NLeLR LL ,lSITY lNL/cr*'3) 5C.89
tI.. ATE; COi.TLNC CD./F**3C .001
SbIZL I1ETVAL (L,) tCL/CM"*3/UM DIA.IhT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.288
7u - 9.0 .400
9.L - 1i, .01I
12 .u- 1-o0 o.uOu
lb.o - 21.J o.Oo
21.2 - 2o.-; o.oo
28.u - 3.,0 u.oo0
3o. - 47.0 U.000o
47.J - b. . uo.u0o
62.0 - 8.o0 o.OoU
82. - 108.0 O.00u
FLIGHT NUt.rER 04 22
LATE u JAhi 1972
TIME 17 1 11
CLUINTEK huM/E)- dldt
AIRkCRAFT ALTITUDE (KP) 10.7
AILCHAF1 vELOcITY (/Sb) 252.3
I81E;7 TKPE-ATUiE (c C kc) 220.6
SAtPLED VULLtML (CL...3C 8.0,
S5MFLE INTLPVAL r1 252.3
NLMEER bE01SITY CN4/CM**3C i.97
LIl. AT7N CONTENt (M/F*31 .oo00
bloc INTERVAL (LM) NO/ChM*3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0- 1.083
r., - 9. .119
9.L - I.G .034
12.* - 16.0 0.0o00
1l.u - 21. 0.000o
21.0 - 2d.0 0.000
2.' - 3o0.C 0.000
36.o - 47.0 0.000o
471. - 60.0 .000(J
62. - bc.0 0.000
82.0 - 10o..0 0.000
FLIOFT NUMBER 004 14
DATE 20 DAN 1972
TIME 17 1 1
COUNTER NUMBER 8180
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/SI 252.3
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 222.6
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 251.0
NUMtER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 6.69
LIDC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZ2E INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/U4 DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.856
7.0 - 9.0 .386
9.0 - 12.0 .034
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 0.o000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIhT NuMBER 004 17
DATE 20 JAN 1971
TIME 17 1 5
COLNTER ,nUMBEH 8183
AIKLCRAFT ALTITLE (KM) 10.7
AIRLRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
01ANOI1-N EMPEkATURE (DEG K) 202.8
SAMPLEL VOLUME (CM.*Ij 88.0
SAMPLE InTERVAL (M) 504.5
NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM**3) 6.34
LIU. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (CM) C O/CM**3/UM rIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.u 3.333
7.0 - 9.u .636
9.0 - 12.0 .023
12.0 - 16.0 O.oOO
Ib.0O - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 26.0 0.o000o
Z,.0 - 36.U 0.00o
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.u - 62.0 0.000o
62.0 - 82.0 o.oo0
82.0 - 108. 0.000oo
FLIQtT NeMBER 004 20
LATE 20 uAN 1972
TLE 17 I 9
CODNtER iUMBERH di86
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 252.3
AMbIFIT iEMPERATURL (DEG K) 222.5
bAMPLED VULUME (CM**C) 176.0
SAMPLE INmTERVAL (MI 504.5
NUMUER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) 1.19
LI, WATR COUNTELmT (utM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTcHVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.- .697
7.0 - 9.0 .071
9.0 - 12.u 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
lb.u - 21.u 0.000
21.0 - 28.C 0.000
28.0 - 30o.0 O.o00o
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGhT NUMBER 004 23
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIrE 17 1 12
COUNTER NUMBER 81d89
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 22.6
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 252.3
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 3.51
LI1. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INT.RVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.962
7.0 - 9.0 .284
9.0 - 12.0 O.000
1.2.0 - 16.0 0.000U
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.U 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0o.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000o
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 15
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 2
COUNTER NUMBER 8181
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/SI 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 222.7
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**31 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 252.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 7.06
LID. WATER CONTENT (IOM/M*31 .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CMe**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.045
7.0 - 9.0 .443
9.0 - 12.0 .034
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 18
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 6
COUNTER NUMBER 8184
AIRCRAFT ALTITUEE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEC K) 222.8
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*.31 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 252.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 5.63
LI. WATtHR CONTENT (GM/#**3C .001
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMB-3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.379
7.0 - 9.0 .193
9.0 - 12.0 .045
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.Ouo
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLICHT NUMEER 004 21
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 10
CCUNTER NUPEER 8187
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/5) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 222.6
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 252.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .99
LID, wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*#3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .636
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 o.000O
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 O.OCO
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 24
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 13
COUNTER NUMFER 8190
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S) 252.3
ARBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 222.7
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 252.3
NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#*3) 2.08
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.295
7.0 - 9.0 .051
9.0 - 12.0 .011
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER Ou4 25
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 * 15
COUNTER NUMBER 8191
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/5) 252.3
AFBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 222.7
SAMPLEU VOLUML (CM*31) 176.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 504.5
NLMBER DENSITY (hNC/CM**3) .97
LIC. wATEk CONTENT (GM/F**3) .000
SIZE INTEhVAL (UMI) N/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .614
7.u - 9.0 .009
9.0 - 12.C .OOo
12.0 - lb.0 .004
lb.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.U - 28.0 0.000
26.U - 3b.0 0.000
36.G - 47.0 O.000
47., - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8;z. 0.000
82.u - 108.0 .o000
FLIGHT ;iUP.bER &o. 28
LATL .2J JAr 1972
TIME I?7 19
CLUNTEt NUIbLF, 819i
AIRCRAFI ALTITUDE (IF) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 252.3
AI.blENT TEt.PFFATURE (DEG K) 222.4
SAFPLEL VULLUM (EL4-3) 116.0
SAMPLE INItIVAL (i0) s0.5
NUMBER UEI.SITY (Ni/CFl,*3) .19
LIU. nATEh CONTENT C(R/PC**3) .oO0
SIZE NIhEhVAL (LM) NhO/CM*3/UI DIA.lIhT.
5.5 - 7.0 .117
7.u - 9.* .009
9. - 1..0 0.000
(2.0 - lo..C U.00
1o. - 21.0 0.000
2td - 268.. U0.u0
2.u. - 3-.C 0.000
36.U - 47.0 0.u00
47.U - 2.0 U.000
62.0 - 8.-0 O.OOU
82.U - lOb.O U.000
FLIIhl UHli4LER O. 31
LATE 2J JV., 1972
llL 17 L 26
OGIJIT::ll rlv:EEh .2ju
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE IM [ 1UV.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCIT lY' /5) z25./
Adt.lET T LIPCEKATUj.i (LC EG1 222.9
SAMPLEL VULLML (C(I-3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (iq) 252.3
NLUMBEL uEi1SITY (IU/Cl*c3) 9.22
LIC. ATER CO;tFNIT (GIM/F**3) .00,
SlE IhTErVAL (LMI NG/CNC *3/U MI DlA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.492
71, - 9.0 1.u28
9.u - Iz.0 .117
12.u - 1..0 .U17
lb.o - 21.0 0.000
21.u - 2.0 0.00OU
2o., - 3o.0 0.000
3b.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6.0O O.000
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.u - IOO u. 0.00
FLIOHT NUIlER Uus
LATE z2 JAN 1972








LIC. *ATEV COIITENIT (GM/*c*3)
SIZE INTE.VAL (iM) NU/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .9
7.u - 9.0 .24
.0u - 12.0 .01
12.0 - 1.0C .00
lb.u - 21.0 0.0(
2L.Z - 28.0 o.0O
28d.u - 36.c O.OC
36.0 - 47.0 O.O
47.u - 6£.0 0.00
62.U - 82.0 0.00



























LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
51ZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 1.027
7.0 - 9.0 .178
9.0 - 12.0 .011
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










LATE 20 oAN 1972
TIME 17 1 23
LOUNTER NUMBER 8198
AICRAFT ALTITUUE (KM) 10
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252
AMBIENT TEMPEHAIURE (DEG K) 222
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM-*3) 88
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1009
NIUMDER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 4.
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .0
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.
5.5 - 7.u 1.917
7.0 - 9.0 .460
9.0 - 12.0 .057
12.0 - 16.0 .017
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.U 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
62.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
LATE 20 J.N 1972
TIME 17 1 27
COUrNTER nUMBER d201
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 1O
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)- 22Z
SAMPLEU VULUME (CM**3) 87
5AMPLE INTERVAL (M) 249
NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM#*3) 9.
LIU. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .0
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.
5.5 - 7.0 4.621
7.0 - 9.0 1.126
9.0 - 12.0 .165
12.0 - 16.0 .026
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
b2Z. - 108.0 0.000
34 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
CATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 30
COUNTER NUMBER d204
0.7- AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM)
2.3 AIRCRAFT VELUCITY (M/S)
2.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
8.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*#3)
z.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.3 hIUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
000 LICD. WATR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INr. SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CMO*3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 .258
7.0 - 9.0 .034
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .ooo0
28.U - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








26 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 17
COUNTER NUMBER 8193
D.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
9.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
2.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
7.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
1.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
.93 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**31
D00 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 1.326
7.0 - 9.0 .227
9.0 - 12.0 .034
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
29 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 25
COUNTER NUMeER 8199
).7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
1.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
03 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
01 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/)P*3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 3.220
7.0 - 9.0 .477
9.0 - 12.0 .023
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















32 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 33
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 28
COUNTER NUMBER 8202
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
7.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY F/KS) 252.3
2.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 222.8
.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 88.0
9.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 249.7
.78 NUMBER DENSITY (NOICM**33 4.75
002 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.273
7.0 - 9.0 .568
9.0 - 12.0 .057
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0o.oo000
36.0 - 47.0 O.OgO
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.uOO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
35 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 36
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 32
COUNTER NUMBER 8205
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
2.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 249.7
2.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 222.8
8.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*.3) 87.0
2.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 501.9
.45 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 2.97
000 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.602
7.0 - 9.0 .230
9.0 - 12.0 .011
12.0 - 16.0 .017
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
o_ CM
oT
FLIGHT NUMIbER 004 37
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 33
COUNTER NUMBER 82b0
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (N) U10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 222.7
SAMPLED VULUML (CO*^3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTFRVAL (M) 251.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*O3) 8.05
LIY. ,ATEh CONTElIT (GM/F*-3) .002
SIZE INTEhVAL (UMI) hi/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.303
7.0 - 9.0 .585
9.0 - 12.0 .129
12.0 - lo.O 0.000
16.U - 2L.0 .007
2 1*. - 28.0 0.000
2d.0 - 30.0 0.000
36,. - 47.C U.000
41.0 - 6-.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.C 0.000
FLIGH T NUFMbEfi C;. 4L
LATE Zu JAF. IY 7 2
TIMc 17 1 36
CCUNTLR NUM2E, 80269
AIRCRKFI .LTIUCT E (I ,) 10.7
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (l./5) 252.3
AP61E,~T T:r.PEkATu<,, (Ltc ). 222.y
SACPLFD VULLUML (C, *"3) 8s.4
SAMPLE INLERV.L (-., 252.3
NL.cE, uE,.SITY (,,c/C I3) 20.41
LI.. ,ATER COI;TEi.r (GM/I*03) .004
SIZE INIEEVAL (Lh,} NL/Ch^-3/UI'I DIA.Ihr.
5.5 - 7. 11.7bS5
7.C - 9.* .880
q. - 14.C .295
L2.U - 1o,- .017
lb*. - 21.i: .007
21. - 2o0. O.000
28.L - 3.0 U.o000
36., - 47.0 0.000
7.*u - bo.O OU.Uu
62*. - A8.C 0.000
82., - IOU.J 0.000
FLIOHlI I;U.EER k o 43
D, TE v. J. L.72
TIME 17 * 4u
CLhUNTE NVfEl, Hk i,
AIRCRAFT ,LTITUCE (i0 ) 10.7
AIRCAFTT VFtLCITY (¢/I) iSZ.3
AltIEl1T TL`PEFATU,,E (LcC ) 223.0
SAPFLLO VLLUME (Ci,*-3) db.
SAMPLE INIERVrL Ur,) 252.3
NL.MER E ESITVY (NiC/0I *3) 21.91
LIC.. nATF CUITLIT (0' /P*^3) .004
512 INTEl*VAL (LP) ILu/CMl*03/LUN LIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C 11.144
7.U - 9.0 2.IU0
S.0 - 1I.0 .24b
12.u - Io.0 .060
16.l - 21.0 0.000
2L.0 - 2b.0 0.000
2*.u - 30.0 O.0UU
36. - 47.U 0.000
47.J - 6,.0 U.000
64.; - 8-0 O.JOu
8 *.L - IOd.0 0.000
FLICHT 'NUlMbER Ou 40
LATE 20 J3N 1[72
TIME L7 1 44
CCUNTER NUMBER B-5
AIRCRAFT HLTITUC. (ihl) 10.7
AIkCRAFT VELOLITYr iS/sI 252.3
Al'cIENT TtYPEhATUtE (0L( K) 222.9
SAMPLEU VULLML (C*..3) 176.u
SAMALE INTERVAL (,) 504.5
NUMLER OESITY (C/0l,**3 ) 2.83
LIG. *ATER CON.TENT (GP/F*#3) .001
S12L INTErvAL (LM) ILU/CM-#3/UM UIA.11,T.
5.5 - 7.0 1.383
7.0 - 9.0 .264
9.0 - 12.0 .J64
12.G - lb.C .004
1o.O - 21.0 .003
21.u - 26b.0 0.000
28.u - 3,.0 0.000
3o.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.JUU
62.0 - 82.0 o.o00
82.0 - lOb.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 I 34
COUNTER NUMBER 8207
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 222
SAMPLED VOLUME 'CM**3) 88
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 252
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 14.
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*I3) .0
SIZE INT=RVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.
5.5 - 7.0 6.720
7.0 - 9.0 1.597
9.0 - 12.0 .235
12.0 - 16.0 .026
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGhT NUMBER 004
CATE 20 JAN 1972








LIQ. wATcR CONTENT (UM/M*03)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 9.326
7.0 - 9.U 1.614
9.0 - 12.0 .295
12.0 - 16.U .009
L6.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28d. 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
b0.O - 82.0 o.OUO










LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 41
COUNTER NUMBER 0213
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 10
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 222
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 88
SAMPLE IIsTERVAL (M) 252
hUMDER CcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 20.
LIU. oATcR CCNTcNT (GM/M**3) .0
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM*03/UM CIA.
5.5 - 7.0 10.508
7.0 - 9.u 2.131
9.0 - 12.0 .235
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21i.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 3b.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
02.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
LATE 20 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M-.3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 .235
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.U 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








38 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 35
CCUNTER NUMBER 8208
.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
2.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
2.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
a.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3)
2.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
.08 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
003 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 10.364
7.0 - 9.0 1.949
9.0 - 12.0 .163
12.0 - 16.0 .017
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
41 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 39
CCUNTER NUMBER 8211
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
2.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
3.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
8.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
2.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.14 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM-*3)
003 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/t**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 2.447
7.0 - 9.0 1.045
9.0 - 12.0 .117
12.0 - 16.0 .021
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















44 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 45
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 42
CCUNTER NUMBER 8214
o.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
2.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
2.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 222.8
8.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 8d.0
2.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 252.3
.83 NUMcER DENSITY (NO/CM#3)1 15.93
004 LI1. wATER CONTENT (GM/P#*3) .003
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM0#3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 7.598
7.0 - 9.0 1.864
9.0 - 12.0 .212
12.0 - 16.0 .043
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 - 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
47 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 48
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 51
CCUNTER NUMBER 8221
.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
2.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 249.7
2.9 AMdIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 223.1
8.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CMN*3) 87.0
2.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1505.8
.39 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM'*3) .07
000 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - .0O 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
, A:
8~~i
FLIGHT NUMBER 0u4 49
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 54
COUNTER NUMBER 8224
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S) 249.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 222.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*43) 87.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 749.0
NULMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 7.91
LIC. wATER CONTENlT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.586
7.0 - 9.0 .948
9.0 - 1I.0 .165
12.0 - 10.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 28.0 .005
2a.0 - 36.0 o.000
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6Z.0 0.000
62.0 - 8;.0 0.000
82.0 - 10.0 v.000
FLIGHT SUNMER 0' . 52
DATE 2u JAN 1972
1 IME 17 1 58
LLUITEk NUFtE) oZZ7
AIRCRAFT ALTITULt (Kr) 10.7
AIRCRAFT vELUCITY ri/S) 252.3
AIClEOlT Tcl PEFATUL, ILo K{l 222.8
SAMFLEO VULUML Ca '.3) 86.0
SAMPLE INIFPVAL (li) 52.3
NLFMCER LESITY ({iU/C**3) 27.56
LIG. ,AIEn CUIhTENI (Gh./M*t3) .OO
SIZL INTEhVAL (Lii) I.G/CNh*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.U 12.659
7.0 - 9.0 3.318
9.0 - 12.o .458
12.u - 1¢.C .114
1o.0 - 21.0 .020
i-,U - 4.uC o.000
2a.U - 3-.0 .o00
3a.G - 47.0 .OO00
47.u - 6.C0 0.000
b26. - 8,.0 0.000
82.U - 10b.0 0.00o
FLICoHT IlU, FH L,'. 55
LUTt 0o JAN 17Z
T IF 17 2 Z
CLUNTEK Iul EFk 9i2ji
AIRCR.lFl LTITULC '(. ) 10.7
AIRCRAFT v[LUCITY (V/I) 252.3
AT blEIET TLr.PEI-TUk, (ILC K) 223.5
SAMPLEL VULUtLL (Cr'*+3) d8.u
bAMRLE I,.T[kVAIL (1'") 252.3
NhLtE jEi;.SITY (iu/CMI'-3) 20.90
LIc. AlE' COIUTEWT (GI'/M ./*) .005
SILZ IIITECVAL (,ib) Nt/Ch*-3/UM DlA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 - 9.939
7.0 - ¥.C 2.290
9.L - 12.0 .364
12.u - lt.0 .071
Ib.u - 2i.o .007
2.*( - 28.0 0.OOU
28.u - 30.0 o.000
3o.O - 47.0 0.00o
47.T - 6.o0 0.uoo
62.0 - 8-.0 0.000
82.u - 108.0 0.000
FLICHT lNuoEER u . Sk5
LAT ZJu JAl: 1972
TlIM L7 2 9
LOULTEk NUT!rEK d230
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (IF) 10.7
MIRCRAFT vELOCITY (P/S) 254.8
AEIhENI TcAPEHATUkE (DEC K) 224.0
SAMPLED VALLML (Cl..3) 89.0
SAMPLi INTERVAL (C1) Iu19.3
NUMRER oED.SITy (n/Cri*#3) .13
LIO. vATE' CONTENT (bM/F*A3) .00C
51ZE INTEnVAL (Lt) Nh/CMt*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .090
7.2 - 4.0 u.O00
9.U - Id.O 0.000
IZ.i - Ib.O 0.000
1e.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.U - 28.0 0.000
Zd.u - 36.0 0.000
36.u - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 50
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 55
COUNTER NUMBER 8225
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 222.9
SAMPLED VOLUME tCM**3) 88,0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 251.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 11.99
LID. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .003
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.492
7.0 - 9.0 1.420
9.0 - 12.0 .223
12.0 - 16.0 .043
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER .004 53
CATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 0
COUNTER IUMBER 8229
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.2
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3} 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) - 504.5
NUMBER CcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 19.51
LIb. WATCR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .004
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.U 9.606
7.0 - 9.0 2.074
9.0 - 120 .201
I2.0 - 16.0 .071
lb.0 - 21.U .007
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - RZ.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.o00
FLIGHT NhMBER 004 56
LATE 20 SAN 1972
TIML 17 2 3
COUNTER ,,UM8ER 9232
AIRCRAFT ALTITUuE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.3
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 88.0
SAMPLE ITERVAL (M) 252.3
LrUMBER CcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 10.70
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTLkVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.947
7.0 - 9.0 1.256
9.0 - 12.0 .246
12.0 - 16.0 .009
It.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGhT NUMBER 004
LATE 20 JAN 1972








LIC. WATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM-*3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 1.182
7.0 - 9.0 .670
9.0 - IZ.0 .106
12.0 - 16.0 .051
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/e**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) No/CM*93/LM
5.5 - 7.0 4.273
7.0 - 9.0 1.116
9.0 - 12.0 .212
12.0 - 16.0 .017
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIo. WATER CONTENT (GM/IF*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/IM
5.5 - 7.0 5.939
7.0 - 9.0 1.807
9.0 - 12.0 .152
12.0 - 16.0 .OS0
16.0 - 21.0 .020
21.0 - 289.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.o000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .022
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 - 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
60.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
59 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 11
COUNTER NUMBER 8238
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
2.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
3.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
8.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
3.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
,70 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
001 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NU/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 62.902
7.0 - 9.0 22.744
9.0 - 12.0 3.939
12.0 - 16.0 .020
16.0 - 21.0 .170
21.0 - 28.0 .024
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








































FLIGHT NUMBER 004 61
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 12
COUNTER NUMBER 8239
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S) 252.3
AFBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.1
SAMPLED VULUME (CM,#3) b88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 252.3
NUMBER UENSITY (NU/CM*3) 173.58
LIC. LATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .041
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NG/CM*3/UM LIA.1NT.
5.5 - 7.0 78.167
7.C - 9.0 21.909
9.0 - 12.0 3.004
12.0 - lo.0 .682
16.0 - 21.0 .148
21.0 - 28.0 .005
2.0 - 30.0 0.000
36.U - 47.C 0.000
47.U - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8£.0 0.000
82.C - 108.0 0.000
FLILHT UmPlbER o b64
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TINE 17 . 16
LULNTEk NhtBEk 8242
AIRCRAFT oLTIIUDE (KFI) Lu.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 252.3
A4E1EiT TAIPEPATUOE (LECG ) 223.6
SAMPFLC VuLLML (CA.-) db.O
SAMFLE LINI RVAL (il) 252.3
NU.MBE LE,'SITY (NU/CF.*3) 175.43
LIC. wATER CONTEiT (0/F*t3) .044
SIZL CwTEKVAL (LMI Nt/CM^^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C 78.409
7.0 - 9.0 21.409
9.0 - 12.0 3.527
12.G - vI.o .895
1b.t. - 21.0 .134
21.u - 28.0 .019
28.G - 30., .004
36. - 47.0 0.000
47.G - 60 0.00ou
6;.o - 82.0 0.000oo
8 .u - 108.0 0.000
FLI(hT iU..itER ov. 67
LtAI 20 J3r 1972
lIFE 17 , 20
LLL,,TER j.f HLF dAL
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE 1F I 1u.7
AIRCR.FT vLLUCITY (,/2) z52.3
AIblENT TL/PEFATU,iL ILC. N) 22J.2
SAMPLEU VNLLML (L;-.3) 8c.L
5.FLE IiIIRVAL (C.} 25Z,.3
NLMEE, bE.ESITY (IG/CI*31 65.28
LlU. LATEf CUI.TENTr (;./F^31 .019
SIZL INTERVAL (L)' ) If/C0*3/UM UIA.INoT.
5.5 - 7.0 25.447
7.o - 9 9.6 859
9. - I 1.0 1.845
12.1 - 1i.0 .426
Io.O - 21.0 U98
21.0 - 28.0 .010
289.0 - 3o.C 0.000
3o.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6.J 0.000O
62.0G - 8.0 O.000
8Z.u - 108.0 O.U00U
FLIGHT NU-I-ER Ow4 70
LATE 20 JA. 1972
TIME 17 26
LCLNTEr NUFeER 825u
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDLE (Kl) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/SI 252.3
AltlEdT TLIPEkATURE (CEG K) 223.4
SAMPLEO VULLME (CM^^3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 76b.3
NUMBER CEISITY (NL/CN*83) .27
LIC. ATEK CONTENT (GM/M*83) .002
5L2E INTERVAL ILOm NO/CMFI3/LM UIA.INT.
5.S - 7.0 .045
7.0 - 9.G .051
9.0 - 1i.C .Oil
12.0 - Ib.0 0.000
16.u - 2I.C 0.000
21.U - 26.C .005
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.u - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10d.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 62
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 14
COUNTER NUMBER 8240
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.2
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 176.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 504.5
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 78.59
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .023
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 33.034
7.0 - 9.0 10.520
9.0 - 12.0 1.828
12.0 - 16.0 .466
16.0 - 21.0 .117
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 O.000
47.0 - 62,0 .001
82.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 U.000
FLIuHT NUMBER 004
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 17
COUNTER NUMBER 8243
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 1C
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 25
AMoIFNT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 22
SAMPLEC vOLUME (CM-3) 8E
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 25;
NUMBER LLNSITY (NO/CM*t3) 184
LIC. WATcR CONTENT IGM/M**3) .C
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*N3/UM 01A
5.5 - 7.0 80.205
7.0 - 9.0 23.506
9.0 - 12.0 4.223
12.0 - 16.0 .940
16.0 - 21.0 .184
21.0 - 28.0 .019
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.C - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.OUO
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIbFT NUMBER 00oo
LATE 20 JAN 1972








LIO. WATcR CO0TeNT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CMt*3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 -16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000o
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
3o.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT hUMBER 004
uATL 20 JAN 1972




AMBIENT tEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIO. WATLR CONTENT IGM/M*w3)
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM*03/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .069
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.00O
47.0 - 62.0 0.00
62.0 - 82.0 0.000













DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/PS**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (ILM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 70.167
7.0 - 9.0 20.881
9.0 - 12.0 3.678
12.0 - 16.0 .912
16.0 - 21.0 .191
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










65 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 66
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 19
COUNTER NUMBER 8244
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 10.7
2.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 252.3
3.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.4
8.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM#*3) 176.0
2.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 504.5
.81 NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CMO*3) 72.32
,047 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .020
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 29.530
7.0 - 9.0 10.057
9.0 - 12.0 1.900
12.0 - 16.0 .474
16.0 - 21.0 .035
21.0 - 28.0 .017
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 O.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
68 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 69
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 23
COUNTER NUMBER 8248
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(M/SI 260.0
.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (LEG K) 223.5
8.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**31 90.0
.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 512.2
.03 NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CMY*31 .03
OOO LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/*#*3) .00
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IOM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .022
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.0CO
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 - 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.00
62.0 - 82,0 O.00
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
71 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 72
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 35
CCUNTER NUMBER 8258
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 10.7
9.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S) 252.3
3.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.2
7.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM8*3) 88.0
5.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 752.9
.10 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 24.28
000 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .008
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (IM) NC/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 8.682
7.0 - 9.0 4.222
9.0 - 12.0 .614
12.0 - 16.0 .176
16.0 - 21.0 .041
21.0 - 28.0 .010
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.00
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.00
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 73
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 36
COUNTER NUMBER 8259
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 252.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NC/CM**3) 135.48
LID. hATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .035
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 56.386
7.0 - 9.0 18.801
9.0 - 12.0 3.182
12.0 - lb.O .736
16.0 - 21.0 .148
21.0 - 28.0 .010
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.U - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMbER U04 76
LATE 20 JA.. 1972
TIME 17 2 40
CLUlTER NUn.BEE d82o.
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 250.3
AsBIENT TFPERATULE (LOG K) 223.3
bAMFLEL VuLLML (CmH*3) bb.o
SAMPLE INT[RVAL (M) 504.5
NUMbER OENSITY (INU/CM*43) .03
L1C. .ATEK CONTENT (UM/E**3C .000
LIZE IhTEkVAL (Un) Nu/CM*3/UM LIA.RINT.
5.5 - 7.0 .023
?.U - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - Lo.O 0.000
lo.L - 21.0 0.000
2i.u - 28.0 0.000
2d.o - 36.0 0.000
3b6. - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
6S.u - 82.0 0.000
82.C - lUb.O 0.000
FLI(hT NUiUER Cu4 79
LnTL 20 JM*: 1972
TIML 1T 0 47
LLUEITET huN:LEK 826b
AIRCRAFT nLTITUCE (kIiE 10.7
AIRCRAFT1 VLOCITY E1/S) 249.7
Al.EBIEAI T.FPEKATUKE (UtG K) 999.9
EAMPLLL VuLUML (C;.*33 87.0
SAMPLE INTFRVAL (P') 251.0
t.LMdER CE;.SITY (IE,/CM.*3) 9.2S
LIL. *AIER CONTENT (G,/P**3) .002
Sl1E IINTE"AL I(L) Nh/CN*.3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.732
.7.u - 9.0 1.31u
1.~ - 12.0 .310
1 2.u - lo.O .026
16.u - 21.0 0.000
21.U - 28.0 0.000
26. - 30.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.C O.JO
47.0 - 6L.0 0.000
62.u - 8.0 O.000O
82.0 - 10d.0 .000
FL (HT NUNILER U.4 82
LATE 2 Jth 1972
TIME 17 2 51
CLUNTER NUB.EF 8Z71
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE I(K(E 10.7
AIRCRAFT VFLOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AhCIENT TLEPEEATU0IE (UtG k) 223.1
SAMFLLL VuLUML (C1A*n31 176.0
SAMPLE INTlRVAL (ME 504.5
NLEUEAE LE.sITY (NU/CF**3) 27.76
LIG. 6ATEk COIETENI (GMi/PF*3) 007
SI INTE,tVAL (UL) NU/CI**3/U' UIA.eINT.
5.5 - 7.0 11.727
7.0 - 9.0 3.764
9.o - 12.0 .60b
12.0 - 1l.0 .178
16.C - 21.C .020
21.u0 - 2b.0 .000
28. - 36.0 0.000
36.u - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6i.O 0.000
62.C - 82.0 0.000
82.1 - (Ob.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 74
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 37
COUNTER NUMBER 8260
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.2
SAMPLED VOLUME '(CM**3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 252.3
NUMBER DENSITY iNO/CM**3) 97.52
LIG. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .026
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 40.432
7.0 - 9.0 13.312
9.0 - 12.0 2.508
12.0 - 16.0 .514
16.0 - 21.0 .,114
21.0 - 28.0 .015
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 77
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 45
COUNTER NUMBER b266
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 249.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.3
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 87.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1254.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .03
LIU. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.U 0.000
16.0 - 2t.0 o.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 80
CATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 48
COUNTER NUMBER 8269
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.3
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 88.0
SAMPLE INITERVAL (Mc 251.0
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM*#3) 55.56
LIL. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .014
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#-3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 23.977
7.0 - 9.0 7.153
9.0 - 12.0 1.326
12.0 - 16.0 .284
16.O - 21.0 .034
21.U - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.00
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 83
DATE 20 jAN 1972
TIME 17 2 52
COU;NTER NUMBER b272
AIRCRAFT ALTITLuE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.4
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM-*3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 252.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 58.75
LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M6*3) .015
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 24.333
7.0 - 9.0 8.307
9.0 - 12.0 1.348
12.0 - 16.0 .355
I6.0 - 21.0 .027
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LI. WATER CONTENT IGM/P**31
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 18.439
7.0 - 9.0 10.347
9.0 - 12.0 1.076
12.0 - 16.0 .026
16.0 - 21.0 .041
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/*#*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 5.439
7.0 - 9.0 .744
9.0 - 12.0 .341
12.0 - 16.0 .060
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 28.0 .010
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.00U
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID. nATER CONTENT (GM/#**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LCM NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 33.712
7.0 - 9.0 11.716
9.0 - 12.0 1.989
12.0 - 16.0 .364
16.0 - 21.0 .077
21.0 - 28.0 .015
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/PM**3
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 5.538
7.0 - 9.0 1.597
9.0 - 12.0 .352
12.0 - 16.0 .122
16.0 - 21.0 .027
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUmbER '004 85
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 Z 54
CUNrTER NUEBEh 8274
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KE) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 223.6
SAMPLEU VOLUML (CN*`*3) a8.
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 252.3
hNUMBER DENSITY INC/CM*'3) 15.67
LIC.. ATER CONTENT (GN/*.3C) U0O4
51ZE INTEVAL (ILM) NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.530
7.0 - 9.0 2.091
9.0 - 1.0 .341
12.0 - 16.0 .151
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 2.C O0.000
280.u - 3e.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000U
47.0 - 62.C 0.000
62.0 - 80.C 0.000
8i.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLI6HT ,rNi',LER U 8a
LATE 20 JAt. 1972
TIFE 17 . 58
CLLUTEE 4Uf4 Eh 82O'77
9IRCRAFT ULTITUCL (KC) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VLLOCITY (I/5) 52.3
AblENl1 TL) PECATURF (LLC k) 225.6
SAMFL, V-LLML O,6M 3) ^ 0.0
SAMPLE INIFRV.L i,) z52.3
NUFiE L¢ErSITY (iw/0A.3) 3 9.97
LIC. .ATE CUONTEST Uilu/FA3 .o1
512E IN]L-vAL (LM) .y/Cfr*'3/UM DIA.INT.
b.5 - 7.C 18.015
7. - 9.C 4.722
9.0 - 1,0 .8U3
z12. - I.C .230
b1.b - 21.0 .033
21 .0 - 2.0 0.U000o
2e.o - 3b. u.00UU
36. - 47.0 O.000
47.b - 62.0 U.oUo
.2.o - 8O.. u.JOU
82.. - 1Uo.0 O.000
I LI-HT NU;,F.R Oj 91
lATc 20 J2N 1972
TIWO i7 3 
LLUNTEE ["I L. l-h dleJL
AIRl4 AFE ALTIIuL NEF ) lb.7
IkRCRAFT VELOCITY lK/SI 254.B
ArIEr Tl TPEKATUEF (LL k C 223.4
bAMFLLt VULLMIL (L .*-3) e9.o
bAMFL li 1.I PVvL C, ) 7c.9
NLrMcER Lu SITY (iU/Ct.'3) .13
LIC. vATlE C00hT2N1 CUI /II-,) .oOu
Ie TITE,\VAL (L,,) f 1EvCFh3/UM D1A.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .022
7.0 - 9.0 .034
g9. - 12.0 .011
12.0 - 16.0 v.000
I'..0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 2e.0 0.00u
2b.U - 3.0 U.OU
36.0 - 47L U O.0OU
4(., - 6.(I U.OOO
62.L - 8Z.C U.000
82.0 - lob.U 0.006o
FLIHIT NUhiLER 1., 94
LATE 2U J6. 1N7Z
IFL 17 V 12
CL0NTEK NtO-Li,. e2b9
AIRCRAFT LlI1LL2 it C lu.7
AIRCRAF FLUCITf /,/SI 2i,:3
Ar clENT TE t PL kATU'C Cr6EC ) 22c.4
.AFLEb V~LLNL (CIr*63) 80.e
SAMPLE INIEFVAL .;) 252.-
r.1L8BER CEiSITY (CL/C!6.3) lb.07
LI,. vATE C C, TET)I C6/P*.3) .004
lLc 1i1TErVAL (LM) NL/CFin'3/UM IA. INIT.
S.5 - 7.* 7.121
7.L, - .C 1.989
5.C - I C.390
1 IC - 0. .034
16.o - 21.0 .020
21.C - 2b.U O.0UU0
28.C - 36.0 0.U00
30.U - 47.0 U.U00
47.u - 6.0 0.000
62.1 - 82.0 0.000
84,0 - o106.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 86
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 55
COUNTER iCUM8ER 8275
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKMI 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SC 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG KIl 223.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 252,3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 53.80
LIU. WATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .016
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 21.447
7.0 - 9.0 7.563
9.0 - 12.0 1.667
12.0 - 16.0 .264
16.0 - 21.0 .048
21.0 - 28.0 .024
Z8.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 89
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 59
COUNTE, EUMBLR d278
AIRCRAFT ALTITuDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (Mr/SI 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.3
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**J) e8.0
bAMPLE INTERVAL iM) 252.3
NUMBER C-NSITY (NO/CM**3) 65.67
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*e3) .016
SIZE INTcRVAL (LU) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
s.5S - 7.0 27.765
7.0 - 9.0 8.767
9.0 - 12.0 1.727
z12.0 - 16.0 .293
16.0 - 21.0 .027
21.0 - 28.0 o.o00o
28.0 - 36.U 0.u000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000o
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - o10., 0U.000
FLIGhT NUMBER 004 92
LATE 20 OAN 1972
TIME 17 3 10
COGUTEh INUMBER U287
AIRCRAFT ALTITLwE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY (M/S) 249.7
AMBIENT IEMPtRATURE (DEIE N) 2Z3.3
sAMPLEO VOLUME ICM##3) 67.0
SAMPLE IuiTERVAL (M) 1765.8
NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM*f3) .53
LIU. wATLR CChT0 NT (GM/M'*3) .000
SIZE INTtKVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .307
7.0 - 9.0 .034
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000O
16.0 - 21.U 0.000U
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.C 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGhT NSMBER 004
LATE 20 JAN 1972




AMbIENT IEMPEHATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM.*3)
SAMPLE I TERVAL (M)
NUMBER UcNSITY (NO/CM*.3)
LIG. wATtR CONTENT ({M/M*J3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UMI) NO/CR**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 1.561
7.0 - 9.0 .344
9.0 - 12.0 .053
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
l.O - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000









FLIGHT NUMBER 004 87
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 57
COUNTER NUMBER 8276
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.5
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 176.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 504.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 36.37
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .008
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LUM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 16.572
7.0 - 9.0 4.349
9.0 - 12.0 .727
12.0 - 16.0 .142
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 1.793
7.0 - 9.0 .8C5
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.o00oo
62.0 - 82.C 0.000
82.0 - o10.0 0.0C0
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/##*3)
SIZE iNTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 2.053
7.0 - 9.0 .494
9.0 - 12.0 .045
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 O.OC0O
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















95 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 96
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 15
CCUNTER NUPBER 8291
.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 10.7
.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/SI 249.7
.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 223.1
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM"*31 87.0
.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 251.0
.19 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 5.75
01 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .002
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM.*3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.460
7.0 - 9.0 .695
9.0 - 12.0 .142
12.0 - 16.0 .034
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
A?
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 97
LATE 20 JAN 1972
1IME 17 3 16
CtUNTER NUMBEEk 8292
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/S) 252.3
AhEIENT TtFPERATUNE (DEC K) 423.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 251.0
NUMBER CENSITY (NC/CM*f3) 6.44
LIC. 6ATEk CONTENT (GM/P**3) .001
SIZE INTE.VAL (UM) NC/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.030
7.0 - 9.0 .813
9.0 - 12.0 .080
- 1.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 O.O0
21.0 - 2C.0 0.000
28.u - 3b.0 O.000
36.U - 47.0 u.000
47.U - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.00ou
82.U - lub.0 U.000
FLIUHT tUIvtER OJs lOu
LATE 20 Jor. 1972
TIME 17 3 20
CCLNTER Nk:rCE. 8295
AIlCHAFl ALTITUDc (CC.) 10.7
AICRAFI VELOCITY .(F/b) 252.3
AbtLENIT TLIPEIATUoE (CcC K) 223.4
SAMLELU VuI LML (CL*83) 17b.0
SAMPLE NITFRVAL (C,) 504.5
NLMER DECS ITY (Ni/C 2**3) 10.46
LI. SATEk COI-TEN4T ((GH/A*.3) .002
bSIZ INTEFVAL (CLI) .C/C.*-3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.e14
7.u - i.0 1.345
9.C - I.C .12¥
12,.u - Ib.0 .030
16b. - 21.0 .007
21., - 26.0 ' O.OU
28.0 - 3b.0 0.000
3V.- - 7.0 u.O000
47., - o2.0 0.000
62. - 82.0 0.00oo
82.0 - 10ob. O.JuO
FLIeHHT NU,'IE. CL- 103
L-TE .0 J"R 1472
Tllf 17 3 23
CbLSTIk CuCC. 4E2 9o
AIRCRAFT oLTITUC tIo) 1U.7
AlkkAC Fr vELUCITY (o,/6) 252.3
AtiblE;,T T- PErATUkE (LcC K) 22d.4
SC tFLC ,, CVbstL (CL ..3) 88.u
S/APLE INIFRVAL (ii) 25c.3
NLMuLo uE;.SITY 01b/C(N-3) 3.43
LIU. .AlCh C20(T7hl C(./A**3C .001
SIZc lf ofi'vAL (LC t.C/C*'.3/ULJM Li.It.T.
.5 - 7.0 1.*41
7.? - 9.u .284
9.c - I1.C .034
12.0 - lob.0 0.000
lb.0 - 21.0 0.uu
21.Vu - 2.0 O.JOO
Zd.U - 3oU.O 0.OuO
306. - 47.0 0.000
47.C - 62.0 O.UOO
6b2. - 82.0 U.0uO
82.u - 1)8.0 u.Ouv
FLIGH[T ,UiONFR Oi6 106
DLTc 20 JAI 1972
l'IFE 17 3 27
CLU.TEh wl-.eEhC 83A
AIRCRAFT OLTITUCE {(:) 1b.7
AIkCRAFT VELOCITY CY/b) 252.3
AVEIE1T T1EPECATURF (LLC K) 223.6
SAMFLEU VULLME (CC*3) d 8.
LAFPLE INTERVAL (l) 252.3
NL-MBER DE;SITY ({4C/CA*3) 16.07
LIC. ATcR CONTENT (GM/e*3) .003
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NC/CF'**3/UN DIA.I lT.
5.5 - 7.0 8.545
7.U - 9.C0 1.278
9.0 - 14.0 .163
12.0 - lo.0 .034
l.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 28.0 U.uOu
28.u - 30.0 O.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.u00O
47.* - 62.0 o.Jo00
62.0 - 82.0 O.Oou
82.0 - 106.0 0.0ou
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .659
7.0 - 9.0 .176
9.0 - 12.0 .045
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.*0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
2d.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 -108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
CATE 20 JAN 1972








LIO. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUR) NO/CM**3/UM 0
5.5 - 7.0 5.871
7.0 - 9.0 3.409
9.0 - 12.0 .212
12.0 - 16.0 .051
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 28.0 0.U00
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0O00U
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.U 0.Ouo
62.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
CATE 20 JAN 1972








LIl.. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL CUM) NO/CM.*3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 1.716
7.0 - 9.0 .168
9.0 - 12.0 .023
12.U - 16.0 0.000
16.U - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.o000
28.U - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.°00
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NuMBER 004 107
CATE 20 JdAN 1972
TIME 17 3 28
COUNTER iUMBER 8302
AIRCRAFT ALTIUUEC (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 252.3
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEGi K) 223.5
SAMPLED vOLUME (CMR*3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 252.3
NUMBER CcNSITY (NO/CM*83) 8.05
LIC. wATeR CONTtNT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.303
7.0 - 9.0 .710
9.0 - 12.0 .034
12.0 - 16.0 .017
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
26.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.U 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
98 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 18
COUNTER NUMBER 8294
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
i2.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
2.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
.48 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
000 LID, WATER CONTENT IGM/#**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/ULM
5.5 - 7.0 10.508
7.0 - 9.0 2.517
9.0 - 12.0 .402
12.0 - 16.0 .017
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
0
101 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 22
COUNTER NUMBER 8297
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
52.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
23.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
88.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
2.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 
.53 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.004 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/1**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM*3/ULM D
5.5 - 7.0 2.530
7.0 - 9.0 .511
9.0 - 12.0 .034
12.0 - 16.0 .017
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















104 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 105
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 26
CCUNTER NUMBER 8300
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 10.7
52.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
23.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.4
76.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 88.0
04.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL IN) 252.3
2.98 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) 8.97
.000 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .001
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (CUM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.083
7.0 - 9.0 .602
9.0 - 12.0 .045
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 3.477
7.0 - 9.0 .352
9.0 - 12.0 .045
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.o000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 0G4 109
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 30
COUNTER NUMBER 83u4
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 87.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 249.7
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 3.66
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M*-3) .OOl
SIZE INTERVAL ICM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.107
7.0 - 9.0 .195
9.0 - 12.0 .034
12.0 - 1o.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 2b.0 0.000
28.0 - 3.0 O.00ooU
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 o.o000
FLIGHT NUlBER Ou. 112
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 35
COUNTER NUMBER 83uo
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (CM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT vELOLITY (M/S) 247.1
AhblE,dT TLMPERATURE (DUtG k) 222.6
SAMELtU VULUME (Cll*C3) 87.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 499.4
NLMBER CENSITY (NU/CLNM*3) 1d.52
LIC. ATE" CuNTENT (GC,/N**) .003
2SIZE INTERVAL (UR) TL/CMO-3/UM uIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 9.456
7.0 - 9.0 1.937
9.0 - 12.0 .119
12.0 - ID.0 .017
lb.C - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 2D.0 U.oo000
28.0 - 3o.0 0.0o00
3b.v - 47.0 O.OUO
4 7.U - 62.0 3.o000u
62.0 - 8Zi.0 0.00U
82.u - 108.0 o.o000
FLIGHT NU0ibER U,4 115
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 1IT 38
CLUrT= NAuN0EK 83ii
AIRCRAFT ALTllUCt (KtU 10.7
AIRCRAFT VFLGCITY Ci/S) 252.3
ANEIENT TL'PERATU.E (LEG C 223.o
bAtFLF VuLLLL (C*C.*31 db.0
SAtPLE INTERVAL (M) 252.3
NUMbEl UELSITs (NC/Ct3) ^  * 5.Ob
LID. ATER COlTENT (CU/t*-31 .005
SliL IN1EoVAL CLtC N( /C' .3/Ui IA0I.(NT.
5.5 - 7.0 12.947
7.U - 9.0 2.25b
9.* - 12.0 .295
12.u0 - I.o .03.
16.0 - 21.0 .027
21.0 - 2D.0 o.UoU
28.0 - 36.0 .00o0
36.0 - 47.0 o.000
47.0C - 62.0 o.o0u
bz2.0 - 8e.0 o.o000
82.0 - 108.0 u.oO
FLIGHT NU;'IEER ou, 118
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 42
OUOTEK NTUADEI. 8314
AIRCRAFTr ALTITUCE ( ) 10.7
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY CF/S) 252.3
AMBIIENT TE'PERATURE (CLG k) 222.6
SAMPLE VOULLME (CM*-3) dd.u
SAMPLE INrIRVAL (m) 252.3
NUMBER OESITY (NO/CM**3) 18.24
LID. *ATER CONTENT (G,//F-*3) .004
SIZE INTErVAL (LM) Nu/CM**3/UM LIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 9.348
7.U - 9.0 1.756
9.0 - 12.0 .106
12.0 - lO.0 .088
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 3u.0 0.000
36.U0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - b*.0 0.000
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - lO0.0 u.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 31
COUNTER NUMBER 8305
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) I
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(M/5S) 25
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 22
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) a
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 24
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3) 4
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM CIA
5.5 - 7.0 2.318
7.0 - 9.0 .386
9.0 - 12.0 .034
12.0 - 16.0 .017
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 dAN 1972
TIME 17 3 36
COUNTER ,UMBER d309
AIRCRAFT ALTITLOE (KM) I
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 25
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 22
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 24
NUMBER DONSITY (NO/CM**3) 18
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3)
51ZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*03/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 9.394
7.0 - 9.0 1.597
9.0 - 12.0 .258
12.0 - 16.0 .043
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .O00
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIOHT NUMNBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIC. WATeR CONTENT (GM/M^^3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 5.443
7.u - 9.0 1.037
9.0 - 12.u .O81
12.0 - 16.0 .026
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
26.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.d 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







FLIGHT NUMBER 004 119
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 44
COUNTER NUMBER 8315
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE {DEG K) 222.9
5AMPLED VOLUME (CM-*3) 176.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 504.5
NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM**3) 11.15
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM*e3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.655
7.0 - 9.0 1.099
9.0 - 12.0 .134
12.0 - 16.0 .017
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
110 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 33
COUNTER NUMBER 8306
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
52.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
23.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
88.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3)
49.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL {M)
.42 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.001 LIC. WATER CONTENT COM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 2.235
7.0 - 9.0 .426
9.0 - 12.0 .017
12.0 - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.0 0.o000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000ooo
113 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 37
COUNTER NUMBER 8310
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
52.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
22.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
88.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
49.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.26 NUMBER DENSITY CNO/CM**3)
.004 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 11.364
7.0 - 9.0 2.023
9.0 - 12.0 .223
12.0 - 16.0 .051
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.00
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
116 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 41
COUNTER NUMBER 8313
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
2.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
23.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
6.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**3)
04.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
u.60 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.002 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/P*3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 6.886
7.0 - 9.0 1.665
9.0 - 12.0 .117
12.0 - 16.0 .026
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 - 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























FLIGHT NUMBER 004 120
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 45
CCUNTER NUMBER 8316
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 222.8
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 252.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 10.40
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GMP/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.682
7.0 - 9.0 .727
9.0 - 12.0 .140
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 O.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 121
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 46
COUNTER NUMBER 8317
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 222.8
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3i 88.u
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 252.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 14.51
LIG. *ATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .003
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 7.500
7.0 - 9.0 1.489
9.0 - 12.0 .u95
12.0 - 1b.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 U.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.u - 3b.0 .000O
36.u - 47.0 0.000
47.C - 62.0 0.000
62o. - 8d.0 O.00O
82.0 - 108.0 0.0O0
FLIGHT NULItER uJ* 124
LATE 20 JAI. 1972
TIME 17 3 49
CLU ATEH NUNeEH 832,
AIRCRAFT .LTIIUCE (or;) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/S). 252.3
AI.bl.IE TLCPEkATUKE (LLG K) 223.U
5AMPLEu VOLLME (CM-*3). dd.u
SAMPLE INTLPVAL OHa) 252.3
NLMrER CE .SITY (Li/CF!M*3) IZ.3U
LIC. *ATEh C)NTENTr (GM/**3) .00
SIZc INlTEAAL (LiC) NU/ClM`3/UM OlA.l1T.
5.5 - 7.U 6.220
.u, - 9.0 1.222
J.u - 12.0 .i17
12.i - lo.C .034
lo.* - 21.0 .J07
21.o - Z..O 0.0UO
26.o - 30.0 U.000
3b.l - 47.0 o.000
T7., - 6b.O U.oOu
bz-, - 8-.0 O.uO
8 2U - O..0 u.000O
FLILHTT NUILER uu. 127
Lalt Zu Joi, 197Z
1i(Ft 1 , 53
(.L, TI h l eci. coV3
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCL (.M) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 252.3
AlAIEN r Ti:; PErATU;Ei (DLeC C) 22z.3
LMPLcLb tuLLIlL (C.I.3) 88.u
bAMPL, lil1FRVmL (M) 25e.3
NUMLE< LEiSIT li(NU/CF.OC31 13.16
LI.* *AfoTI CiOlITEl (Cll/F03)1 .002
blLt I!TiCHVAL (LI'i)C NC/CM-3/tUM bI(.lr T.
5.5 - 7.0 7.098
7.u - 9.0 1.028
-. 0 - 1,.0 .L40
12.- - I1.U J009
lo.u - 2i.0 U.U00
21.. - 2o.0 0.G0U
2m.* - 30.0 0.000
30.- - 47.0 u.Ouu
41/. - 6 -. G 0.000
62.u - 2.0 0.000
82.0 - lU.0 u..Ouu
PLIHT Nl;:IbER Oc,. 13u
LATE L2 JANli 172
TIME 17 3 5H
CLUNTER 1NuYEIE 8341
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE C(o) IL.7
AIRCRAFT vELUCITY CI/S) 25,.3
AFt bENT T IPEkATURE luEC C) 322.9
!rŽMPLEU VOLUME (CM.*-31 8.U
SAMPLE I;NIRVAL (I) 501.9
NLT'ER OE*.SITY (NU/CF;e*3) 22.95
LIL. *ATEk COhTENIT (GM/F* 3) .005
SIZE INTEhVAL (LM) hLU/CMO3/UM4 UIA.IIT.
5.5 - 1.0 10.576
7.0 - 9.0 2.841
9.u - 12.0 .295
12.0 - lo.0 .105
Io.u - 21.0 .020
21.0 - 2a.0 O.00O
28.0 - 30.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 O.0OO
47.u - 62.0 0.000O
02.C - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10.0 O.OO°
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 8.402
7.0 - 9.0 1.256
9.0 - 12.0 .117
I2.0 - 16.0 .026
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.o00







FLIGHT NUMBER 004 125
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 50
COUNTEk NUMBER 8321
AIRCRAFT ALTITUJE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AMBIENT tEMPERATURE IDEG K) 223.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 87.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 249.7
NUMbER LcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 7.02
LIQ. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CMt*3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.471
7.O - 9.0 .822
9.0 - 12.0 .034
12.0 - 16.0 .017
bLou - 2.O0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
2Z.O - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62. 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.o00
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 128
CATE 2U JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 54
COUNTER ,IUMBER d324
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMBIENT tEMPERATURE (OEG KE 223.3
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM.*3) 88.0
sAMPLE InITERVAL (M) 252.3
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM*.3) 10.39
LIi. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M C3) .003
SlZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM CIA.INIT.
5.5 - 7.0 8.212
7.0 - 9.u 1.82Z
9.0 - 12.O .106
12.0 - 16.0 .026
1O.0 - 21.0 o.000
I.0U - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
3b.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
2.O - 82.0 o.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
LATE 20 VAN 1972




AMuIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM** 3 )
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMbFR DCNSITY (NO/CM-*31
LI.* WATER CONTENT (GM/M##3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 9.417
7.0 - 9.0 2.182
9.0 - 12.0 .379
12.0 - 16.o .034
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .015
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
.7.0 - 62.0 0.000
bZ.O - 82.0 0.000








122 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 48
COUNTER NUMBER 8319
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
52.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
22.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
88.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
52.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
5.57 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.003 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 3.189
7.0 - 9.0 .318
9.0 - 12.0 .034
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 004 126
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 3 52
COUNTER NUMBER 8322
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 223.1
SAMPLED VCLLME (CM**3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 499.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*N*3 4.72
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.674
7.0 - 9.0 .301
9.0 - 12.0 .011
12.0 - 16.0 .017
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.o00
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 10.582
7.0 - 9.0 2.190
9.0 - 12.0 .261
12.0 . 16.0 .034
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
26.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










131 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 132
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 4 0
COUNTER NUMBER 8329
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
52.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
22.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.0
88.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMO*3) 87.0
52.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 249.7
.90 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 11.44
.005 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .003
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.479
7.0 - 9.0 1.184
9.0 - 12.0 .226
12.0 - 16.0 .026
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




FLIGHT NUMBER 00U4 133
rATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 4 1
CvUNTER NUMBER 8330
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KEi 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY (F/S) 252.3
ANBIENT TEMPERATURE (DED K) 223.0
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*.3) 88.0
SAMRPLE INTERVAL (M) 249.7
NUMBER DENSITY (NC/CM**3) 1.58
LID. ,ATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL CLMi) NC/CMh^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .705
7.u - 9.0 .159
9.0 - 1,z.0 .057
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.U - 21.0 U.00u
21.u - 28., 0.000
28.b - 3.C 0.000o
30.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 6kO. O.OO
62.u - 8k.0 0.000o
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIIHT NUMbER OU. 136
LATE 20 JAt. 1972
TIFE 17 4 4
LLuNTEh NUOeEk 8333
,IRCRAFT ALTITUDE (K) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/5) 252.3
AFUIE:T TLI.PEkATUhF (UCL K) 223.1
OAMPLEu VLLUCt. (CIk^.3) 88.u
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) Z52.3
NUMbER bE,.SITY (IJU/CC,*.3) [4.72
LID. *ATEK CO1TENT (GF/F*-3) .0C3
SlIZt IhT0VAL (Lu) NL/CF-*3/UM 0LA.INT.
5.5 - 7./ 7.500O
7., - 9.0 1.409
9.L - 1IC .152
lz. - ib.C .009
lo. - 21.0 j.Ouo
21.e - 2b.C U.UOO
Zd.O - 3o.'. 0.000
3 nu - 41.0 0.0oooU
'.r, - 6-c u.UOO
6 - 8a.o0 o.JOU
8.5 - lUb.U 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
CATE 20 JAN 1972








LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3)
























CATE 20 JAN 1972








LIC. WAToR CONTENT CGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM*3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 7.500
7.0 - 9.0 1.489
9.0 - 12.0 .152
1Z.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.U O.OUo
l1.0 - 28.0 o.000U
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
3O.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
bz2.o - 82.0 0.000










134 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 135
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 4 3
COUNTER NUMBER 8332
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
52.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
23.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl 223.1
88.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*431 88.0
52.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL CI) 252.3
3.89 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3C 17.31
.001 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .004
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 8.333
7.0 - 9.0 1.824
9.0 - 12.0 .258
12.0 - 16.0 .088
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
137 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 138
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 4 7
CCUNTER NUMBER 8335
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
52.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/S) 247.1
23.3 APBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.4
88.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 87.0
52.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 499.4
4.72 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM.*3) .03
.003 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/#**3) .000
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 O.000
9.0 - 12.0 O.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 O.OUO
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIHI rU,'uIEk C- 139
LATt 2u JA). 172
TIo )i 7 12
LLNTcH NYlUMEF 8033
AlHCAiF r cLTITUvL (MC) il.7
AICLR.F[ CELOCITY (r/s) 244.5
A0dEIET TFPECAITUo (LLC K) 223.4
,AMLcu V-LOVLn { .- 3) d6.0
SAC-.L- I,)l R OVAL t.,) 1229.1
NOELMRE CslTY Iqu/CC**3) 3.40
L)C. , AVIh CuiLTEAC CGO/f3) .001
SIZEL INTE\VAL (LI-) NU/CR.*31/0 UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.473
7.0 - 9.0 .488
,.0 - 1 .0 .070
12.u - 16.0 0.000
lo.u - 21. 0.0Uou
21.o - 2.0 U.000
2Z.i - 3r.CG OooU
36.o - 47.0 0.000o
47.0 - 6Z.0 o.OoU
62.U - 82.0 u.O00oU
82.0 - lo.O 0.000
FLIGHT rOUOLER ut1 142
UATt 20 JAt 1972
Tlnt 17 4 20
C. LTF:i 1ul Lth d3.5
AIRPCRAFT ALTITUCD (KF) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOoITY (F/S) 249.7
ACblENT TLMPENATUE (LDEC K) 223.3
SAMPLED vULCML (C,';*3) 87.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (C;) 1248.4
t. ULreMCE; I;tSI TY L/CFI*.3 ) 6.20
LIL. *ATEr CONTENI) CG,/F**3) .001
SIZE ICTt),"AL (Ll) NG/CM-*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.0 - 7.0 3.011
7.0 - 9.0 .575
9.0 - 1e. .11.9
12.I - 1b.0 .034
16.u - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 o.000
28.0 - 3o.0 0.000O
360.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 62.0 0.000
b2.U - 82.0 0.000
82., - 1U8.0 0.000O
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
LATE 20 JAN 1972








Lib. WATeR CONTENT (GM/Mae3)
SIZE INTARVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 4.705
7.0 - 9.0 .688
9.0 - 12.U .106
12.0 - 16.0 .017
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 O.0o0
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000o
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
d2.0 - 1Od.0 O.0O00
FLIghT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LI. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 8.590
7.0 - 9.u 1.362
9.0 - 12.0 .176
I1.0 - 16.0 .026
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0o.000o
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










140 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 141
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 4 15
COUNTER NUMBER b341
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
52.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 249.7
23.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEG K) 223.0
d8.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 87.0
96.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 251.0
b.82 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*o3) 19.77
.002 LI0. wATER CONTENT (GM/f**3) .004
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMW*3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 9.770
7.0 - 9.0 1.885
9.0 - 12.0 .345
12.0 - 16.0 .060
1o.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.ouO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
143 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 144
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 4 29
CCUNTER NUMPEER 8353
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 10.7
49.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
23.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.2
87.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 87.0
48.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL CM) 993.6
.24 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 17.62
.003 LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .003
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 9.410
7.0 - 9.0 1.253
9.0 - 12.0 .287
12.0 - 16.0 .034
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
C
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 145
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 4 3u
COLNTER NUMBER 8354
AIRCRAFT AL71TITUDE (EM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IN/SI 252.3
AiBIENT TEMDEkATUkE (lEG K) 223.1
SAMPLEO VULUME (CM*93) d8.U
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 249.7
NUMBER DE!NSITY (NO/CF*.3) 12.92
LIC. wATEK CONTENT (GM/P**3) .003
SIZE INTERVAL (IUM) NL/CM-e3/UM UIA.I;.T.
5.5 - 7.0 6.462
7.0 - 9.0 1.278
9.u - 1g.0 .212
12.i - 1..O .009
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 26.0 O.O00
2o.0 - 30.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .OOuO
47.6 - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 82.0 Ouu
62.u - 10b.0 0.000
fLIGHT Ui'ILER 0 O 148
LiTt 20 JAi 1972
l1MO L7 ' 34
CLLITEk NUt ALE. 8357
AIRCRAFT iLTITUDE (KI i iO.7
AIRCRAF1 VlLOCITY (P/SI 252.3
Alt.1EIEN T..PLkATULE (LT( K) 223.6
STFLEL V'LLLIIL (IC*M3) db.O
b~iPLE INIERVAL (11) Z5.3
NLMbER uEI.ITY (NC/CFT.31 25.98
LIG. ATtr COl',TENT I"I/F*.3) ,006
LIL, IIEiVAL (LMI NCL/Ci.3/uN DIA.INT7.
5.5 - l.0 12.735
7.t - 9.0 2.591
9.U - 1 .0 .379
1.u - 1&.0 .IU5
1b'. - Z1.u .J20
'.t - 2;. i .000
23.o - 3t.0 .00432.0 - 47.0 0.o004
41., - 62.C U.000
b62.0 - d..J j.djUG
ri - 10.0 0. OOU
FL lWHI 1 . Ek 151
LATE 20 JAI 1972
TIIL L l I 38
LL lI:1 NQI cL, d3b.
AIRCRAFT -LTITULC. tIC) 10.7
AI CRF.IT VLULI TY (A/,) .52.3
.AI AlE;T TFFI'CHATUi: (ILC 61 Zk3.0J
S.I.'iPLF L lilh.. li oL 3 17b.0
Sb- ALL I I [V\L (I) 5U4 .5
NkL:ER CElSITY t,./CNM*3I 7.13
LI. ATEIG CUl!L, l I (OF/P*3) .002
bS&E INILIVAL (L,) U .C/CL*-J/Ul uoiA.INT.
5.5 - 1.0 3.32b
7.u - 9. .753
9. * - I.C .1.2
12.u - i*C U25
16.b - 21.0 010
2L.0 - 2b.C .007
2d.L - 36.0 0.o000
3*b, - 4 ,0 0.000
47.u - b.0 U.UOu
62u0 - 8-.. U.00u
82.. - Io*.C 0.UO0
FL IOHT iUIL ER u00 154
LAI t 0 J.A 1972
TIlVc 17 . 46
LCL;NTch NUI Ek d307
AIRhCRAF ALTIIUCE 36:) i u.7
AIRCRAFT VILOCITY [/SI) 49.7
AlitlI.T TLI PEPFATUNE (LLT I 223.3
bAi4FLLD VYLLTIL (L;.L3) t7.,
SiMFLE IljItRVL I ) - 1003.9
tILM IERh bmSITY (li4/C * 3) 1.0k
LI. 0AIE1V CUhTE'[ C..IG/F*6t31 .uO0
12L [nTE0VAL (LM) Nu/CHM*3/UM 0IA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .544
7. - 95.0 .103
9.0 - 1. .J OOU
12.0 - lo. 0 0.000
1b,. - 11.0 .3000
21.0 - 26.0 O.OO0
26.i - mo.0 0.000
3b.'J - 41.0 0.000
41.o - 6A.0 0.000
620 - 8.0 u 0.000
82. - 10..0 U .000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIL. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 3.500
7.0 - 9.0 .744
9.0 - 12.0 .057
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
52.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIbhT NUMBER 004
LATE 20 JAN 1972








LIU. wATLR CONTENT (GM/M*T3)
SIZE INTcRVAL EUM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 11.477
7.0 - 9.0 2.625
9.0 - 12.0 .33U
12.O - 16.0 .131
l1.O - 21.0 .041
t1.0 - 28.0 .005
26.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000u
b0.0 - 82.0 0.000





FLIGHT NUMBER 0U0 152
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIMt 17 4 39
COUmTER NUMBER o36L1
AIRCRAFT ALTIlLUE (EM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMBIENT [EMPERATURL (DEG K)l 223.2
SAMPLED vOLUME ICM**3) 88.0
SAMPLE ITERVAL (M) 252.3
KLMbFR LcNSITY (NO/CM*.31 .07
LI). wATER CDNTtNT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UP) NO/CM*'3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .045
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 O.OUO
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
3o.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
04.0 - 82.0 O.00
o2.* - 108.0 U.000
FLIuHT NUMBER 004 155
LATE 20 ~AN 1972
TIME 17 4 47
COUNTER lUMBER o368
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMbIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 223.4
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 251.0
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.63
LIi. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*R3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*e3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .780
7.0 - 9.0 .227
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.00O
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
146 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 4 33
COUNTER NUMBER 8356
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
52.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
23.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
88.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
52.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
6.94 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.001 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/IMA**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 6.485
7.0 - 9.0 1.074
9.0 - 12.0 .106
12.0 - 16.0 .030
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 O.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.O00
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
*149 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 4 36
CCONTER NULEER 8359
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE EKM)
252.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (i/S)
223.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEG K)
88.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
252.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
24.25 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.007 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/R*R3)
IA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*.3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 6.030
7.0 - 9.0 1.188
9.0 - 12.0 .246
12.0 - 16.0 .u26
16.0 . 21.0 .020
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000O
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIOHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID. MATER CONTENT (GM/F#*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*#3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 3.121
7.0 - 9.0 .761
9.0 - 12.0 .117
12.0 - 16.0 .034
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62*0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







































FLIGHT NUMBER 0u4 157
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 4 49
COUNTER NUMBER 837J
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 252.3
AfBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 222.8
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*.3) 88.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 252.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NC/CM**3) 17.06
LIC. .ATER COlTENT (GM/M**3) .003
SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NL/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 8.402
7.0 - 9.0 1.665
9.0 - 12.0 .341
12.0 - lb.0 .026
lo.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 26.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6z.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUilbER E04 16U
LATE 20 JAr. 1972
TIME 17 4 53
CLUNTER NUMBEE 8373
AIRCRAFT .LTITUCE (0K) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VtLUCITY (I/SI 252.3
AEbILtT T.h.PEHATUL (ILEG kl 222.8
AFMPLEL VULLME (C;C*O3} 88.U
SAOMRL INTFRVAL IlI 25,.3
NLMEE8I LE-SITY (hNu/CNL *3) 9.11
LIi. *ATEk CUOIiTENI (G,/F**3) .002
SIZe 1,TEkVAL (LMI NC/ChN*3/U 1 DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.735
7.u - 9.0 .a86
4.9 - 1*0o .080
12.u - lo.0 u.00
16.J - 21.0 O.OOu
21.0 - 2b.J O.OOu
2Z.u - 3t.C 0.000
30.0 - 47.u u.000
41.u - o *.J 0.000
6Z., - 8-. J.O000
8-.u - lOb.0 U.OO0
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
























DATE 20 JAN 1972








LI(.. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMR*3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 .470
7.0 - 9.0 .119
9.0 - 12.0 .011
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 O.o00
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000













158 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 4 52
COUNTER NUMBER 8372
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
47.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S)
22.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K)
87.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
49.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
2.09 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.005 LID. WATER CONTENT (GMI/M*3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 6.576
7.0 - 9.0 1.278
9.0 - 12.0 .189
12.0 - 16.0 .026
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










161 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 162
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 17 4 55
CCUNTER NUMBER 8375
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
52.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 249.7
23.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 223.1
88.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 87.0
52.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 251.0
.98 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .03
.000 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .000
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 O.O00
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIET NU..iER uF v 163
LATE 2u JAr 1972
1 IFt Y 2. 4u
LCLIhTEN hNl FEEk 4iu
AIRCRAFT .LTICLc I Nl 13.4
AIRCRAFT itLULIrY k,//SI 23-.2
AFBIEET TL, PEhrTOJL (CL KL) 213.9
bSlPMLH- VuLUt'IL ((.,l,3) 414.e
SAML-L I.,ltRVAL (E) lU.
NULMtCik SL, bTITy ,c/Yt.;R31 .72
LIL. ATTEh CilTLt.T (GM/F.*3) .00O
bl1Z INTL'VAL (IN) IrL/CCM.03/LUM DIA.lIT.
5.5 - 7.1 .074
7. - 9.]) .025
T.O - 1I.0 .043
12.0 - lo.O 0U5Z
16.L - 2'.0 .019
21.C - o.() .014
2d3u - 30. .004
3.0, - 47.0 0.00u
47.J - 6i;. O.OO0
6..U - 82.2 J.OOu
82.4 - 106.u 0.000
FLI(HT NU',EER uCi 166
LATE 20C JN 1972
TIME 19 2c 55
CL(INTk iNur.EEh 84V.
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (Kh) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY 15/S) 239.4
APBIENIT TLCPERATURE (DEE KI) 11.7
SAMLLL VULLbML (C,4"3) 4'20.0
SAMPLe INIFRVAL (P) 1203.3
NLMcEtC OEiSITY (NU/CM**31 .24
LIC. vAlEti COtiTENT (GM/PF**3 .001
SIZE i.TtEiVAL (L;lC NO/CM**r3/UM DIA.I NT.
5.5 - 7., .033
7., - 9.u .014
9.0C - 1.0 .u07
12.U - 16.0 .009
lo.u - 21.0 .010
'21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.u - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82. 0.000
82.0 - 106.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER o00 164
UATE 20 8AN 1972
TIML 19 4O 45
COUNTER ,UMBER 8441
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 239.4
AMbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.7
SAMPLEv VOLUME (CM**3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL CM) 1184.0
hUMOER DcNSITY (NO/CM*.31 1.44
LIL. wATER CONTENT IGM/M.*3) .002
512E INT2RVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .079
7.0 - 9.0 .189
9.0 - 12.0 .124
12.0 - 16.0C .076
lb.G - 21.0 .034
21.G - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.2 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0C O.OO
82.3 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 167
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 41 O
COUNTER NUMBER 8444
AIRCRAFT ALTITQLE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 236.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 209.3
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*R3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1190.5
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3) .90
LI. WATER CONTENT cGM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .084
7.0 - 9.0 .152
9.0 - 12.0 .056
12.0 - 16.0 .024
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/,M
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
30.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.C 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NOI/CM**3/M
5.5 - 7.0 .103
7.0 - 9.0 .070
9.0 - 12.0 .064
12.0 - 16.0 .046
16.0 - 21.0 .020
21.0 - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




















FLIGHT NUMBER 004 169
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 21 11
COUNTER NUMBER 8446
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 236.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 209.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1420.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .11
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.D - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - lb.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .o000
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.u - 36.0 .001
36.J - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 o.000
62.0 - 84.0 O.OuO
82.c - ioa.o o.ooo
FLIGHI NUI,*LER .O"4 172
LATE 20 JAN. 1972
11IME 19 21 27
COUNTCR NUMibEk 8449
AIRCRAFT ALTITULCE (M) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 202.U
AFUIEr4T TLI PEKATURE (DEG K) Z08.3
SAFPLEO VOLLML (CtI-*3) 425.0
SAMPLE INTERVaL (M) 1444.0
NULBER CEL.SITY (NC/CM*.3) .42
LIC. 6ATEk CONTENT (GM/FM*3) .002
SILE INTEAVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C .049
7.C - 9.0 .025
9.0 - 12.0 .016
12,'- 1b.0 .Oi
16.0 - 21.0 .0i2
21.0 - 26.C .004
26.U - 36.C .004
36.; - 47.C .u01
47.6 - 62.C 0.000
62.0 - 8A.C 0.000
82.0 - lOO.0 O.OO
fLIHT I1UI,LER 'uu 175
LAilT 20 JoN 1972
l:C IV Z2 42
LLUITEk NUO!EERi 6452
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCL (KM) 13.4
AIkCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S)I 42.0
A.tLIENT TFNPERATULE (LCEG K) 207.8
SA..PFLELD OLUML (CM**31 425.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1209.8
NLMER LENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.19
LIC. WATEh CON;TENT (CM/F**3) .003
SlLt INTEkAVL (Uh) NO/CM.*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .078
7.0 - 9.0 .118
9.c - 1i.O .085
12.0 - lb.0 .059
16b. - 21.0 .038
21.1 - 2b.0 .U17
z8.C - 3v.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10b.0 0.000
FLIEHT NUIMBER 004 178
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 21 57
CCUNTER NUMBER 8455
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 242.0
AbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 208.1
SAMPLE VOLUME (CM**3) 425.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (HM 1209.8
NUMEER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.08
LICe. ATEk CONTENT (GM/e*W*3) .006
SIZE INTEnVAL (LM), NU/CMe*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .058
7.0 - 9.0 .092
9.0 - 12.0 .034
12.0 - l.0 .048
16.0 - 21.0 .033
21.0 - 28.0 .039
23.0 - 36.0 .004
36.U - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 21 16
COUNTER NUMBER 8447
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) I
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY RM/S) 23
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K)l 2
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 42
SAMPLE INTERVAL cMI 119
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM*3)1
LIO. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7 . .119
7.0 - 9.0 .104
9.0 - 12.0 .047
12.0 - 16.0 .057
16.0 - 21.0 .031
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - *7.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 1ii 32
COUNTER NUMBER 8450
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 24
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 20
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 43
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI IZI
NUMdER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .121
7.0 - 9.0 .083
9.0 - 12.0 .072
12.0 - 16.0 .044
16.0 - 21.0 .017
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIHT NUMBER 004
LATE 20 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (HM) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .284
7.0 - 9.0 .231
9.0 - 12.0 .085
12.0 - 16.0 .088
16.0 - 21.0 .067
21.0 - 28.0 .048
28.0 - 36.0 .009
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#*3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .039
7.0 - 9-0 .062
9.0 - 12.0 .012
12.0 - 16.0 .024
16.0 - 21.0 .029
21.0 - 28.0 .021
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










170 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 171
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 21 21
COUNTER NUMBER 8448
13.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
9.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 239.4
08.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 208.2
Z0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 420.0
0.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1196.9
1.00 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM*43) .43
.002 LID. WATER CONTENT (OM/0*#3) .002
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .033
7.0 - 9.0 .018
9.0 - 12.0 .025
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .015
21.0 - 28.0 .015
28.0 - 36,0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
173 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 174
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 21 37
COUNTER NUMBER 8451
13.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
4.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 242.0
8.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 208.0
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*31) 425.0
16.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1216.2
.92 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.04
.002 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/0*#3) .003
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .107
7,0 - 9.0 .099
9.0 - 12.0 .066
12.0 - 16.0 .049
16.0 - 21.0 .040
21.0 - 28.0 .010
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
176 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 177
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 21 52
COUNTER NUMBER 8454
13.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
42.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/S) 242.0
08.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 208.2
25.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 425.0
09.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (Mi 1209.8
2.25 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.93
,006 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .008
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .185
7.0 - 9.0 .135
9.0 - 12.0 .095
12.0 - 16.0 .079
16.0 - 21.0 .079
21.0 - 28.0 .035
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 - .001
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
179 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 180
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 22 7
COUNTER NUMBER 8457
13.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
42.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 242.0
08,1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 208.4
25,0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*31) 425.0
09.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1209.8
.70 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .69
.005 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/t**31 .004
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .049
7.0 - 9.0 .059
9.0 - 12.0 .016
12.0 - 16.0 .031
16.0 - 21.0 .031
21.0 - 28.0 .010
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 181
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 22 12
COUNTER NUMBER 8458
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/5) 242.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (UEG K)l 208.6
SAMPLED VOLUME (LQ*3. 5U.o
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1209.8
NuMBER CElI5ITY (IO/CM**3) .e69
LIC, wiATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .005
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*e3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .052
7.0 - 9.0 .045
9.0 - 12.0 .046
12.0 - 16.0 .014
16.0 - 21.0 .013
21.0 - 28.0 .020
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.u - 47.0 .002
47.C - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 8,.0 0.000
82.u - 108.0 0.000
FLILHT NUMPER U4 184
LATE 2U JAN 1972
TIFE 19 22 29
LOLUNTEh NUi BER 8461
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT vELOCIlY (F/5) 244.5
AFEIEsT TLiPEFATURE (LEC k) 206.7
SAFPLEu VULLML (CCIn3) 430.0
SAMPLE 1I1 1FRVL (I) 14B7.2
NLmUELR LE,SITY (NU/CM**3) .b9
LIL. .AfE, CONTENT (GM/F 3) .012
SILZ INTEiAtL (1M) NL/CM-t3/UM UIA.INI.
5.5 - 7.0 .04b
7.i - 9.C .0.3
.- 12.G .063
12., IL.G .U36
I1., - 21.C .026
21.C - 26.C U.07
26., - 36.0 .uo2
30.0 - 47.C .Ou2
47., - 6bi. .Ou
6..u - 8 c.C




CATE 20 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DtNSITY INO/CM**31
LIC. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .067
7.0 - 9.0 .072
9.0 - 12.0 .009
12.0 - 16.0 .054
16.0 - 21.0 .019
21.0 - 28.0 .024
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .001






182 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 183
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 22 23
COUNTER NUMBER 8460
13.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
44.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 244.5
08.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 208.5
30.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 430.0
59.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (Mi 1222.6
.92 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 .83
.015 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .007
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INTe
5.5 - 7.0 .116
7.0 - 9.0 .050
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .027
16.0 - 21.0 .025
21.*0 - 28.0 .030
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 185 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 186
DATE 20 JAN 1972 DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 Z2 34 TIME 19 22 38
COUNTER NUMBER 0462 CCUNTER NUMBER 8463
AIRCRAFT ALTITLOE (KM) 13.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 208.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 208.7
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 430.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*#3) 430.0
SAMPLE IiTERVAL (M) 1222.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 978.1
NUMbER CENSITY (NO/CM*431 1.03 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.28
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .007 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/**3) .U013
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM 3/UM DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.u .039 5.5 - 7.0 .048
7.0 - 9.C .087 7.0 - 9.0 .116
9.0 - 12.0 .0468 9.0 - 12.0 .039
12.0 - 16.0 .022 12.0 - 16.0 .051
16.0 - 21.V .032 16.0 - 21.0 .036
21.0 - 28.0 .u33 21.0 - 28.0 .043
2,.0 - 36.u .013 28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .006 36.0 - 47.0 .007
47.C - 62.0 .000 47.0 - 62.0 .005
b2.0 - 82.u O.uuO 62.0 - 82.0 0.000
62.0 - 108.0 O.OOu 82.0 - A08.0 0.000
ILlIh A I, L, FRii t, 187
LATc 2. J4; 1972
1 1I 2.L 44
CL.uiTFR i. ul., L d4i40
iRckg:,FI TI TIIUbL (F;) 13.1
IjKAhiF vl LitLITY (N/B) Z44:5
Al'CihlT TL PEKATUL IDt(:K) z208.7
SAMPFLEL vuLIML (1I,,-3) .J u,
bAMPLt I NILRVC L C') 1467 2
.LutEV uL.SITY (NC/L'-3) *94
LIC. 9I lc CtUINIEFi.T (F/F 3) .Oulo
SIZL INTLrVAL IbL) Nb/CM *3/UM DIA.INT.
0.5 - 7.C .071
7.i - 9.9 .050
9.., - 12.0 .O5U
I2., - 1o.0 .025
1.u - 2.!. .027
21.0 - 20.2 .027
2d. - 30.0 .010
36.0 - 47.C .003
47.u - 62.C .002
62.u - 82.0 .001
82.,u - 1ud.O O.000
FLIOHT CNUZLE ch J~ 190
LATE 20 J^, 1972
TIME I9 2. 59
LUuiTEh NUO bEk d447
AIRCRAFT ALTIfUCE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT vLLOCITY CF/S) 244 5
AblEN1I TL PEFATUVE (DECO K) 208.9
SAMFLEt V.LLIAL (Cmn*3) 430.u
SAMALt IN][RVAL (i) 1Z22.b
NLMeER DE'SITY (NC/LM*3) 1.06
LIL. *ATEn CONTENT (GM/F**3) .012
SILc IhTEkVAL (LM) NC/CM 3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7., - 9.0 .050
9.0 - l.0 .033
12.0 - lo.0 .054
1o.2 - 21.0 .055
21.0 - 26.0 .029
28.0 - 36.0 .008
36.u - 47.0 .OU4
47.u - 6Z.C .001
62.o - 82.0 .001
82.b - 108.0 .UO0
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
LATE 20 JAN 1972




AMbIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMbFR DcNSITY (NO/CM#*3)
LIC. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M-W3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM#'3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 .098
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .034
16.0 - 21.0 .062
21.0 - 28.0 .027
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
LATE 20 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
FUMeER DLNSITY INO/CM*t3)
LIC. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .072
7.0 - 9.0 .035
9.0 - 12.0 .022
12.0 - 16.0 .030
16.0 - 21.0 .042
21.0 - 28.0 .025
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 . .003
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .000
188 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 22 54
COUNTER NUMeER 8466
13.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
244.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S)
208.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DECG K)
430.0 SAMPLED VULbME (CM#*3)
1222.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
1.09 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM.*3)
.012 LIU. wATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
:IA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ICM) NO/CM*^3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .071
7.0 - 9.0 .101
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .049
16.0 - 21.0 .061
21.0 . 28.0 .037
28.0 - 36.0 .012
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .000






191 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 10
COUNTER NUMBER 8469
13.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
47.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
08.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE tDEC K)
Z2.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**3)
Z9.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
.92 NUMEER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.011 LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/F**31
a.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .129
7.0 - 9.0 .0d6
9.0 - 12.0 .041
12.0 - 16.0 .048
16.0 - 21.0 .043
21.0 - 28.0 .038
28.0 - 36.0 .012
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .000






















FLIGHT NUMBER 004 193
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 15
COUNTER NUMBER 8470.
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 210.8
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 261.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1235.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM4*3) 1.79
LID. AATER CONTENT (GM/R**3) .024
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .135
7.0 - 9.0 .088
9.0 - 12.0 .23
12.0 - lb.0 .113
16.0 - 21.0 .062
21.u - 28.0 .043
28.U - 3.0 .016
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.u - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 8d.0 .002
82.u - 10.0 .000
FLIGHT NUi,bER UOi, 196
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 23
CGLiTER NUIDEk 8473
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (Cli 12.8
AIKLRAFT vFLOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AflIENT TiLIPEkATURE (DEC K) 214.0
bAFFLEU VULLML (Ci-*3) 172.0
S/.PLE INItRVAL (Mr 733.6
N LMcER DENSITY (NC/CM**3) 1.01
LI(C. wATEk CONTENT (GNO/F*3) .015
bIZE INTEhVAL (UM) NU/CM*43/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .097
7.0 - 9.0 .044
9.0 - 12.0 .21t
12IZ - Io). .063
10.2 - 21.0 .043
21.. - 28.0 .012
Zd.~ - 36.C .009
3o.0 - 47.0 .008
47., - 6b.O .001
62., - a8.o 0.0o
82.u - 10d.O .001
LIH1 h NUIo.Eh uu 199
LITL 26 JO?, 1972
T1Ir 19 23 30
CLLLhTt NUrt EEI 2477
AIRCRAFI iLTIIUDE (KI) 13.1
i IHRLFT VI-LOLITY (1i/S) 244.5
A!LIEr1l TLiPEkATULi. (DLEG ) 2L4.6
bAFPLLu V4LLIL (Ct-3)3C 178.0
SAMPFLE INCiLFVAL 1,I) 733.6
NLMuER uE.SITY (iNCCM*-3) 1.12
LIC. .ATE,' CONTENTI CGI/F*3) .o20
SlZt INTERhVAL (ILIII NU/CM*3/Ui DIA.11IT.
5.5 - 7.0 .120
7., - 9Y. .026
9.U - 1..0 Ob06
12 . - l.C o .O3t
16Bu - 21.0Z .13
21-. - 2D.C .015
28. - 3c.o .015
30.0 - 47.C .006
47.b - 62.0 .002
62.2 - 8Z.C .001
da.* - lOd.0 .001
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 194
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 18
COUNTER NUMBER 8471
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/SI 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG KC 212.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3} 174.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 741.3
NUMBER DENSITY'(NO/CMO*3) 1.32
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*3) .011
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .034
7.0 - 9.0 .106
9.0 - 12.0 .077
12.0 - 16.0 .049
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 .038
28.0 - 36.0 .022
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIo. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUR) NO/CMr*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .080
7.0 - 9.0 .083
9.0 - 12.0 .012
12.0 - 16.0 .051
16.0 - 21.0 .029
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 197 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 dAN 1972 DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 83 25 TIME 19 23 27
COUNTER NUMBER 8474 COUNTER NUMBER 8475
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 214.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 172.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 489.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.05 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMr**3
LIG. wATiR CONTENT (GM/M*#3C .014 LID. WATER CONTENT (GNM/P**3
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .081 5.5 - 7.0 .047
7.0 - 9.0 .052 7.0 - 9.0 .041
9.0 - 12.0 .029 9.0 - 12.0 .012
12.0 - 16.0 .036 12.0 - 16.0 .030
16.0 - 21.0 .040 16.0 - 21.0 .033
21.0 - 28.0 .026 21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 .020 28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 .003 36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000 62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 .001 82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 200 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972 DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 83 35 TIME 19 23 37
COUNTER NUMBER 8479 CCUNTER NUMBER 8480
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUJE (KM) 13.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCkAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MCS)
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 214.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 172.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*R3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMbER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.11 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CRM*3)
LI0. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .010 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/F*M3)
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (CM) NO/CM**3/M I
5.5 - 7.0 .070 5.5 - 7.0 .047
7.0 - 9.0 .081 7.0 - 9.0 .108
9.0 - 12.0 .041 9.0 - 12.0 .035
12.0 - 16.0 .036 12.0 - 16.0 .054
16.0 - 21.0 .036 16.0 - 21.0 .029
21.0 - 28.0 .026 21.0 - 28.0 .033
28.0 - 36.0 .018 28.0 - 36.0 .020
36.0 - 47.0 .005 36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 0.000 47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .001 62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000 82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIEGhT NUltlER 2U4
LA1, 20 Jlf: 1972








LIC. oAIEt CONhTENT (GFl/F*3)
SlZt IITEiVAL ILM) NO/CMI*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .01
7.0 - 9.0 .03
9.0 - IZ. 0.00
12.u - Ib.C .03
16.u - 21,. .01
21.u - 2U.0 .01
28.4 - 30.0 .00
36.0 - 47.C 0.00
47., - 6,.0 .00C
6i.0 - 8L.0 .00
















202 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 42
COUNTER NUMBER 8482
13.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
4Z.o AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
14.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
55.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
Bd.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.55 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.006 LIC. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .098
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .041
12.0 - 16.0 .050
16.0 - 21.0 .033
21.0 - 28.0 .015
28.0 - 36.0 .025
36.0 - 47.0 .010
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







203 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 204
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 44
COUNTER NUMBER 8483
12.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
2.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 242 0
14.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 214.6
70.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 170.0
25.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 483.9
1.06 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.26
.010 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .012
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .122
7.0 - 9.0 .026
9.0 - 12.0 .035
12.0 - 16.0 .063
16.0 - 21.0 .036
21.0 - 28.0 .047
28.0 - 36.0 .009
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 .002
62.0 - 82.0 .001




























FLIGHT NUMBER 0u4 Z05
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 50
COUNTER NUMBER 8486
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (t/SI 239.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 214.4
SAMPLED VULUME (CM#*3) 168.U
SAMPLE INTFRVaL (M) 1444.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NU/CM*t3) 1.18
LIC. sATER CONTENT (GM/f*t3) .017
SIZE IHIEoVAL (UM) NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .083
7.u - 9.0 .054
9.0 - 12.0 .018
12., - I6.' .083
16.U - 2i.O .044
21.0 - 28.0 .015
2a.u - 3s.0 .016
36.0 - 47.0 .OUS
47.U - 60.O 0.000
62.u - 8Z.0 .003
82.u - 0lud.0 0.000
FLICHT Nhl,EER U04 20b
LVAT 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 24 1
CLGL.TER NUNTER 8491
AIRCRAFI nLTITUCL (tM) 13.1
AILRAFPT VELOCITY (Y/5) 234.2
ArIL,.I TL[PECATUAE (COG Kl 214.5
bArPLFU VvLLML (C,,1.3) loo.U
SotALE INTERVAL (I.) 1645.0
NLcUlE' uE,.SITY (lNU/CN**3) .95
LI.. oATE. CuITENT (G/,F**3) .ul0
bIll INTEoSAL (Lh) NL/Ck**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .100
7.0 - 9.0 .045
9.0 - 12.0 .036
12.C - Ib.C .027
lb.t - 21.0 .022
21. - 26.0 ,9
28.. - 3u.0 .011
3o.u - 47.0 .u003
47.0 - 6A.0 .202
62. - 82. .001
Ad.. - lua.O .0.000
-LIChT nU:1t ER L)4 ill
CTLt 2. J-i 1972
lI1N 1 Z4 15
LcUtTZ. NtulVEk 84.7
AIALRAFT ALTITULC l(o) 13.1
AIRCRAFT iLLOCIVr (,/5) 231.7
H-8IE,1T TLIt FI ATUUL (DIG K) 214.3
SoYA-Lcu V.LLIiL (Ci-*31 164.u
SAMAPL IllIFRwuL r, I 1155.3
Nt Pcl ..E'I.SI T r)14../Cl-553) .tZ
LI). E TE' CU).TClI (N l,/F.*3) .u14
5IzC 1I,.L+iVAL (_;1) Kso/c~I*3/UrH ul~,ll/l.
5.5 - '1.1 .Ul1
7. - 9., .ob4
9.j - 1.0 .024
12.. - Io.O .u3h
lob. - 2.0 .Ola
2L.J - 2b.0 .027
2o.u- 3b.u .007
30.. - 47.0 0.uO
41. - 60.0 .0O06
62.0 - d2.0 .001
8Z.u - 10o.0 o.uOo
CRtATo: l(A;4 I( 0.v.U0O -M
FLICHI NUlER 0u. 214
LT0 2S JNr. 1l72
TIME 1i 2' 30
CLLIUTLR Nus Ec d554
AikCRAFT ALTITUOL (lF) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (r/b) 226.5
AELIENT TE PEhATUE (C-C K) 206.6
SAMPFLEL VULLML (CF*.3) 162.0
SAMPLE INIERVAL (M) 1603.6
NUMBER 0El,57ITY ()u/C53) .57
LIL. wATER COITEIJIT (GM/M#*3) .009
511Z I[.TEIRVAL (LI-) NC/CM*-3/UM D1A.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .025
7.0 - 9. 0.000
9.u - 1.0 .012
12.J - Lb.C .032
16.0 - 21.C .019
21.0 - 28.0 .01J
28.C - 30.0 .012
36.,u - 47.0 .003
47.U - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 8A.C .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
CREAIcR THAN 106 O.OOG *LM
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 206
CATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 52
COUNTER NUMBER 8487
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 239.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 214.3
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*83) 168.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 478.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM'*3) 1.03
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .014
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .123
7.0 - 9.0 .027
9.0 - 12.0 .062
12.0 - 16.0 .042
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .021
28.0 - 36.0 .030
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001O
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 209
CATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 04 5
COUNTER NUMdER 8493
AIRCRAFT ALTITLJE (KM) 13.1
AIRC.AFT VELOCITY (M/SI 234.2
AMEIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 214.3
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMR*3) 166.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 936.9
NUMRER OtNSITY (NO/CM*.3) 1.31
LIb. WATcR COhTENT IGM/Mt**3) .012
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*.3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .072
7.0 - 9.U .075
9.0 - 12.0 .030
12.0 - 16.u .047
le.0 - 21.u0 .055
21.0 - 28.0 .029
28.0 - 36.0 .026
36.0 - 47.0 .003
T7.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 212
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 A4 19
COUNITER NUMbER a499
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCHAFT VELOCITY (l/SI 231.7
AMbIENT TEMPERATURL (DEG K) 214.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM.*31 164.0
SAMPLE Il.TERVAL (M) 926.6
NUMRER CcNSITY (NO/OCM**31 .84
LIl. sATcR CONTE,4T (GM/M**3) .006
SIZE INTaRVAL (UMI NO/CMO*3/UM CI1A.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .049
7.0 - 9.0 .085
9.u - 12.0 .018
12.0 - 16.0 .056
16.0 - 21.0 .022
21.0 - 28.0 .010
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.u - 47.u 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .002
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
86.0 - 108.0 0.000
GREATER THAN 108 0.000 ULM
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 215
CATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 24 35
COUlTER iUMBER 8506
AIRCRAFT ALTITUUE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELCCITY (M/S) 226.5
AMbIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 208.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3) 162.0
SAMPLE IliTERVAL (M) 1132.6
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/OM**3) .80
LID. WATtR CUNTENT ({M/M*53) .006
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*.3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .062
7.0 - 9.0 .056
9.0 - 12.0 .025
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .015
21.0 - 28.0 .041
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.00
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
GREATER THAN 108 .019 *UM
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 207
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 54
COUNTER NUMBER 8488
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 236.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 214.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 168.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 476.2
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.38
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .010
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .147
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .030
12.0 - 16.0 .092
16.0 - 21.0 .033
21.0 - 28.0 .043
28.0 - 36.0 .013
36.0 - 47.0 .oil
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 210
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 24 10
COUNTER NUMBER 8495
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 231.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 214.2
SAMPLED VALUME (CM**3) 164.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1164.7
NUMRER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.23
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/P*t3) .010
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .102
7.0 - 9.0 .085
9.0 - 12.0 .037
12.0 - 16.0 .066
16.0 - 21.0 .018
21.0 - 28.0 .032
28.0 - 36.0 .016
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 .002
62.0 - 82.0 O.OUO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 213
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 24 23
CCUNTER NUMBER 8501
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 231.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.2
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM"*3) 164.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 926.6
NLMbER CENSITY (NO/CM#*3) .81
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3) .009
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .049
7.0 - 9.0 .055
9.0 - 12.0 .024
- 12.0 - 16.0 .O27
16.0 - 21.0 .034
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .008
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .01
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
GREATER THAN 108 .018 *LM
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 2
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 24 41
CCUNTER NUMBER 8509
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 229
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 208
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*43) 162
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1366
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMN*3)
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .0
51ZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM UIA.
5.5 - 7.0 .025
7.0 - 9.0 .028
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .039
16.0 - 21.0 .031
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .007
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUPbER 004 217
rATE 2Q JAN 1972
TIME 19 24 45
COUNTER NUMBER 8511
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/5) 229.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DOEO K) ZOb.5
SAMPLEL VOLUME (CMO-3) 162.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 916.3
NLMbER DEN.SITY (NU/CM**3) .65
LIc. wATEK CUoTENT (GM/f**3) .005
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMi*3/UM LlA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .074
7.U - 9.0 .028
9.0 - 12.0 .006
12.o - 16.0 .048
16.0 - 21.0 .015
21.0 - 28d.0 .016
28.0 - 3o.0 .005
3 6.U - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10o.o0 v.000
FLIlHT NU6eER O¢' 220
ATLT 20 JN 19[72
TIME 19 24 58
CtLNTER NUIF.EE, 8517
AIRLAFI ALTITUL;E (FF) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELULITY (C/5) 226.5
A0i1ENT TiFPEFATUhi (L;E K) 208.8
SAMFLEU VLLUML (C£I 31 162.0
5A6,FLE INCCRVAL (r,) 906.u
NLML.E uELH 51T9 (u/IF**3) .81
LI.. 6 ATE, C(CTENT (GC,/P*-3) .012
51ZL INTEhVAL (LM) tL,/CMe-3/UJ UIlA.lNr.
5.5 - 7.0 .074
7.U - 9.0 .077
9.u - 1i.0 .019
1Z.L - io.O .L19
lb.o - 2i.C .019
21.o - 2i.c .02
2,3. - 3..6 .u05
3b.v - 47.0 .007
41.0 - 62 .C .002
b2.u - a8.C
bo.0 - Oo .C U.o00
FLI-ICI HU IL ER U.4 223
L-TLE 20 J3lC 1972
l In 1; 31 0
C·ULYTEN Iiu0 bEk 8b24
AirCFAF T ALTIUlE cr (r i i3.7
iRCkAP]T VLLOCITY (r/b) 21d.b
OiCtIET TafPEKATUF (LLI K) 213.6
SAPFLUL VLLiiL (CI,-.3) 390.0
o,-PI-Lt IfiFRVAL (hi o.U
NUWuER L.;iSITY (;ilC/C-.3) .58
LIG. ATEI, CCi.TEiN C (G,,/*-3) .002
I52LL liTEKAL ICUM I':/CM-3/U LIA.INiT.
5.S - 7.0 .106
7.. - 9.0 .072
[.,i - 1).0 .0[12.1 - Ib.C .0J16
7 .[o.. - 21.0 .013
zL 21.0u - 2o.O .007
s r 20.., - 32.0 .002
30.. - 4 7 .G o.oUo
47.0 6L.2 .001
bh2.U - I0o.0 Q.000sr ~ ~ ~ 8. - i [0oohrArl zAil o.ovoo1L0 CEAILU< ClAN Ou0 0.000 *UM
FLIIHT ;UTFER LJ4 226
LATE 20 Jrt; 1972
4w~ - ~TIR; 19 3i 15
LCL.,TI, Nr PER 8 4d7
AIRLRAFT ALTITUDE CER) 13.7
AIAIR.F) VLLUCITY Cr/S) 210.8
AMblE/' ITLEPEHATUoE (eC KC 213.9
bStFFLEU VOLLML (C,-*3) 390.0
SAMFrLL INIERVAL CM) 1o93.9
C,1MvL, L Ei.SITY C(N/CR*#3) .94
LI. OATEA CO*TENTT (GO./M*3) .006
SIZL IYTECKVAL (C,U) .C/Cli*'3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .154
?.u - 9.0 .119
8.0 - 1.0 L .032
12.0 - 1.0 .U26
ib.I - 21.0 .020
21.[ - 2d.0 .015
2J.o - 3.0 .002
30.0 - 67.0 .002
47.0 - b.O 0CO0G
62.0 - 8A.0 U.000
82.0 -. Od.0 .000o
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
LATE 20 JAN 1972








LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**i3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .074
7.0 - 9.0 .046
9.0 - 12.0 .019
12.0 - 16.0 .028
16.0 - 21.0 .019
21.0 - 28.0 .022
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








CATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 ZS 0
COUNTER NUMBER 8518
AIRCRAFT ALTIIUDE (KM) 
AlRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 22
AMBIENT 1EMPERATURE (DEG K) 20
SAMPLEL VOLUME CFIM**3) lb1
SAMPLE IITERVAL IM) 45
NUMbFR ODNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIl. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M*3)'
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CMfi3/UM CIA
5.5 - 7.0 .025
7.0 - 9.0 .065
9.0 - 12.0 .019
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .013
28.0 - 36.0 .007
3,.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .oo2
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
h2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 224
LATE 20 8AN 1972
TIME 19 31 5
COUNTER NUMBER 8625
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMbIENT IEMPERAruRE (DEG K) 213.7
SAMPLED vOLUME (CMO*3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMbER DENcSITY (NO/CM**3) .79
LIVI. WATc. CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM*e3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .128
7.0 - 9.0 .100
9.0 - 12.0 .010
12.0 - 16.0 .044
16.0 - 21.0 .013
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .006
30.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
GREATER THAN 10d .008 ILM
FLIGHT NoMOER 004 227
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 31 20
COUNTER 4,UMBER 8628
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 214.1
SAMPLED vOLUME (CMWa3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) .97
LIU. wATOR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .008
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*03/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .171
7.0 - 9.0 .096
9.0 - 12.0 .050
12.0 - 16.0 .029
16.0 - 21.0 .019
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0- 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.0 .000
218 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 24 54
COUNTER NUMBER 8515
3.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
26.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S)
08.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE I(OE6 K)
62.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*03)
11.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
.69 NUMBER DENSITY INOICM**3)
.003 LIG. WATER CONTENT GM/M#**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**31LM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .065
9.0 - 12.0 .019
12.0 - 16.0 .023
16.0 - 21.0 .015
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28a.0 - 36.0 .009
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0- 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
221 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 25 5
COUNTER NLMBER 8520
13.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
Z6.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
L9.2 AtBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
b2.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*#3)
53.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.48 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM'*3)
006 LI1. wATER CONTENT (GM/Mt**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (IUM) NO/CM*03/UM
5.5 - 7.0 O.o000o
7.0 - 9.0 .037
9.0 - 12.0 .019
12.0 - 16.0 .023
16.0 . 21.0 .011
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 0.o000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER 004 225
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 31 10
COuNTER NUMBER 8626
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.8
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMO*3) .99
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3) .009
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .133
7.0 - 9.0 .079
9.0 - 12.0 .037
12.0 - 16.0 .054
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21.0 - 28.0 .018
28.0 - 36.0 .00S
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.0 ooO
GREATER THAN 10o8 0.000 LM
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 228
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 31 25
COUNTER NUMBER 8629
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.8
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .82
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .003
SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .144
7.0 - 9.0 .091
9.0 - 12.0 .045
12.0 - 16.0 .016
16.0 - 21.0 .016
21.0 - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIuHT NUMBER U64 229
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 31 30
COUNTER NUMBER 8630
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KF,) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 218.8
ANBiEiT TEMPERATURE (UEG K) 213.5
SAMPLED VULUM4L (CM*3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
LNUMbER E-SITYT (NL/CM**3) .5S
LIG. 'ATE) CONTENI (GM/M**3) .007
SIZEL INTEVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .043
7.C - 9.0 .072
9.0 - 12.0 .010
12.u - 16.0 .022
16.U - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 2.., .005
28.u - 30.0 .003
36.u - 47.0 .Oul
47.U - 62.0 .002
62.u - 8.0 0.000
82.v - 108.0 .,OOU
FLICHT NU'IEER U44 232
LATE 2 JAN 1972
TlilE 19 31 45
CCLINTER NUt 0dCR AJb3
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE lK,) 13.7
AIRtRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 18.8
AR.BiE1I4 TLt PEETukE (DEC KI) 213.6
SAPPLFG VGLLML (Cl4'*3) 468b.
SAtPLE INlIERVL (I) 1 J93.9
NLi.MREk UESITY (Nsu/CtM*3) 5t
LID. 4ATE, COiTE;sT (UM1/M*.3) .002
SIZ I,.TEkVAL (LM) NU/CM'*3/ul4 DIA.INT.
5.S - 7.0 .040
7* - 9.0 .033
0.0 - 1.0 .018
12.*J - o.C .040
v*.0 - 2.0 .U01b
Zi. - 2b.0 .ulO
28. - 3b.0 .002
3t., - 47.0 .001
41.u - 62.0 U000
b2.* - 8A.0 U.000
8Au - 1 t. ( 0.0OO0
FLI )HT ,.U i1E. cU, i35
L'AT 2u J2. 1972
TIPt 19 30 1
Xt L,,TL N'Jt i L 8D30
ARlCRAFT ALTITUC, (K0.) 13.7
IAC-FT VItLLCITY (#/S) 218.8
trtLT[,] TLtCIFATUA (LLE A) 213.9
SFPPLEu VuLUl-L {iLi*s3) 390.u
CAALc iN(Tf QVAL 1 0) 1 93.9
NLEE, L)L",SITY (I./&I**3) 1.0O
LIC. nATE' CjuIiTia (IO/Y*3) UO2
SILZL iNTEIVAL (Lri) NL/CN1-*3/U; UIAA.I1T.
5.5 - 7.0 .015
7.J - 9 . *144
4- 12.0 *096
12.L - 6.O .040
16.1 - 21.0 J4U
21.J - 2d.C olu
2dO. - 36o. .003
3.1* - 47.0 .o000
47.0 - 62.0 L0.UOU
b2., - 8-.0 U. JO0U
82.u - lO.C 0.OO
FLIGHT i4ULEER 0u6 238
LATe 20 Jwt 1972
1IPME 19 32 17
LCuNTEh NUbtk dbi9
AIRCRAFI ALTITUDE WK.) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY Ir/S) 21*80
A BIENT T-LPERATunt (ULC i) 213.b
SAFPLED VULUMLE (ICM 3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (m) 1312.7
NUMCER DENSITY (IlU/C**3) 1.40
LID. wATlE. COlTENi (GM/F*-3) .002
SILL ITEsCAL (LIl) NU/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.S - 7.0 .202
7.6 - 9.0 .091
9.u - 1.0 .096
12.L - lbe.0 .080
Ib.u - 2Z.T .040
2i.U - Zo.0 .008
28.u - 3o.0 .002
36.1 - 47.0 .001I
47. - 6Ze.0 0.000
62Z.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.u - o10.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 230
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 31 35
COUNTER NUMBER 8631
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*31 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .52
LIQ. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .008
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .053
7.0 - 9.0 .027
9.0 - 12.0 ,021
12.0 - 16.0 .032
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21,0 - 28.0 .009
2,.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 233
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 31 51
COUNTER nUMBER 863.
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERAIURE (DEG K) 213.7
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1312.7
NUMoER DCNSITY (NO/CM**3) .86
LI0. WATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SILL INTRVAL (UM) NO/CM^*3/UM CIA.INT.
S.S - 7.0 .128
7.0 - 9.0 .051
4.U - 12.0 .043
12.0 - 16.0 .056
1O.0 - 21.0 .024
21.u - 28.0 .OO6
28.0 - 36.0 .003
3b.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.020
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIuHT NUMBER 004 236
CATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 32 6
COUNTER NUMbEh b637
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM6*3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
tUMOER DENSITY (NO/CM#*3) .98
LI1. WATcR CONTENT (1M/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) ,O/CM**3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .074
7.0 - 9.0 .8Od3
9.0 - 12.u .072
12.0 - 16.0 .040
1o.O - 21.U .043
4t.0 - 28.0 .U12
28b.0 - 36.0 .003
36.U - 47.0 O.uOO
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.uOO
82.0 - 108.u 0.000
FLIghT NUMBER 004 239
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 32 22
COUNTER NUMBER 8640
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.7
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 390.0
5AMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBER EcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.64
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .004
SILL INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .197
7.0 - 9.U .183
9.0 - 12.0 .082
12.0 - 16.0 .052
16.0 - 21.0 .062
21.0 - 28.0 .024
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID, WATER CONTENT {GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .068
7.0 - 9.0 .059
9.0 - 12.0 .053
12.0 - 16.0 .020
16.0 - 21.0 .027
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM.*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .106
7.0 - 9.0 .087
9.0 - 12.0 .058
12.0 - 16.0 .050
16.0 - 21.0 .017
21.0 - 28.0 .017
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .093
7.0 - 9.0 .083
9.0 - 12.0 .088
12.0 - 16.0 .0O6
16.0 - 21.0 .026
21.0 - 28.0 .016
2b8.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.0OO
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID, wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .181
7.0 - 9.0 .172
9.0 - 12.0 .093
12.0 - 16.0 .050
16.0 - 21.0 .048
21.0 - 28.0 .025
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER 004 241
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 32 32
COUNTER NUMBER 8642
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TENPERATURE (DEG K) 213.7
SAMPLED VOLUMc (CM**3) 390.0
SAMPLe INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBER DE'SITY (NO/CM**3) 2.23
LIC. 8ATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .005
SIZE INTEKVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .342
7.0 - 9.0 .204
9.0 - 12.0 .115
12.0 - 16.0 .102
16.u - 21.0 .057
21.0 - 28.0 .030
28.0 - 3t.0 .006
36.U - 47.0 .001
47.U - 62.0 .001o
62.0 - 84.0 0.o0O
82.0 - 106.o 0.000
FLIGHT NUNLER O'4 244
LATE O20 JAN 1972
TIe 19 3. 47
CL.0NTEK NU:BEK 8645
AIRCRAFI ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIKCRAFT vFLOCITY (r/5) 218.8
EI UVEriT TEMPERATURE (L;O sI 213.9
SMFFLED VULLML (CLY-3) 390.0
SAMPLE INIERVAL (ti 1093.9
NuMcLn LE,.SITY (NU/CI**3) 2.63
LIL. ATEk CUITENT (GM/P^3) .006
5IZE INIEkVAL (Lm) NU/CM**3/UN LIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .239
7.u - 9.0 .364
9.0 - 12.0 .157
12.u - -b.C .12d
16I.v - 21.0 .)64
21.0 - 2b.0 .025
2d.0 - 3b.C .005
36o - 47.0 .001
47. - 62.0 .001
62 - 8,.C 0.200
82., - 108.0 0.000
FLI(HT I u, buER 'u4 47
L7TL 2z JA, 1972
1 ,IM 19 3J 3
LELllTRh L. N.hLR Ab
AVlCRAFI ALTITULL (MF) 13.7
AIRLKAFi vELUCITY (F/S) z1.8.
*tLlE;T TdPEEATUrt (LL; K) 213.9
S,.FPLEu AoLLI'c ()C**3 ) 390.U
bAFFLE itNiF;VAL 1,) 131i .7
NlMLEY 2ESITY (h/tI.*3) 3.6L
LIC. VAIE CG;EITI tGr/Pf*3) .006
bIZLe 1lIE'AL (LM) Nu/CNt*3/Usl DIA.1*.T.
5.5 - 7.0 .458
7.,0 - 9.0 .453
9.U - 12.0 .272
12.u - 16.0 .156
16.v - 21.0 .051
21.U - 28.0 .034
2. - 3 s.0 .00l
3o., - 41.0 U.UO0
47. - 6,.0 0.000
62.U - 6 .0 0.OO
2., - 10d.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUM;ER 0V4 25L
LATE 2zo JAI; 1972
T1IFE 19 33 18
LULLTE NUt EK 86051
AIRLRAFT .LTITUDE (NI) 13.7
AIRLRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 218.8
APEIENT TL.PEkATURF (LE0 k) 213.6
SAIFLEu VOLLME (CIA*.3) 46d.,
SAPPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NLMiER LEriSITY (NTU/CMt*3) 4.67
LID. VATEL CONTENT (Gi/#**3) .u07
SIlZL INTERVAL ILMON) NU/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .667
7., - 9.0 .710
9.u - 12.0 .380
1Z.u - lo.0 .155
1o.0 - 2L.0 .056
21.U - 28.0 .024
28.0 - 3t.0 .003
3b., - 47.G .001
47.0 - 6z.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.o - 1Od.0 O.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 32 37
COUNTER NUMBER 8643
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(M/S) 2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 2
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 39
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 106
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UON) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .357
7.0 - 9.0 .321
9.0 - 12.0 .103
12.0 - 16.0 .096
16.0 - 21.0 .072
21.0 - 28.0 .021
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0- 82.u 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .000
FLIGHT NuMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 32 52
COUNTER INUMBER d646
AIRCRAFT ALTITLOE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 21
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 21
SAMPLEL VOLUME (CM**3) 39
SAMPLE ITERVAL (M) 109
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 
LIC. WATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTeRVAL O(UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .453
7.0 - 9.0 .408
9.0 - 12.0 .203
12i.0 - 16.0 .114
.16.0 - 21.0 .051
21.0 - 28.o .016
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
62.0 - 10d.0 .000
FLIGHT NuMBER 004
CATE 20 JAN 1972




AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMN*3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM*43)
LI. wATER CONTLNT (GM/M**3)
SILZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*a3/UM I
S.5 - 7.0 .523
7.0 - 9.0 .517
9.0 - 12.0 .250
12.0 - 16.0 .126
16.0 - 21.0 .073
21.0 - 28.0 .025
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIhE 19 33 24
COUITER NUMBER 8652
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 21
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 21
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 39
5AMPLE INTERVAL (M) 131
NUMBER DtNSITY tNO/CM*#3) 3
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .651
7.0 - 9.0 .212
9.0 - 12.0 .344
12.0 - 16.0 ,214
16.0 - 21.0 .080
21.0 - 28.0 ,021
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0,000










FLIGHT NUMBER 004 243
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 32 42
COUNTER NUMBER 8644
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.7
SAMPLED VOLLME ICM*33) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 1093.9
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 2.43
LIOD. WATER CONTENT (GM/PO*3) .005
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .357
7.0 - 9.0 .353
9.0 - 12.0 .101
12.0 - 16.0 .094
16.0 - 21.0 .061
21.0 - 28.0 .015
28.0 - 36.0 .012
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
245 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 32 57
CCUNTER NUMBER 8647
13.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
8.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
3.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
3.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
2.96 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.007 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/Ft*3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .392
7.0 - 9.0 .280
9.0 - 12.0 .173
12.0 - 16.0 .083
16.0 - 21.0 .0t7
21.0 - 28.0 .021
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
248 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 33 13
CCUNTER NUMEER 8650
13.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
18.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
13.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
90.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**3)
93.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
3.69 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.006 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**31LM
5.5 - 7.0 .538
7.0 - 9.0 .645
9.0 - 12.0 .363
12.0 - 16.0 .178
16.0 - 21.0 .082
21.0 - 28.0 .032
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.oO0
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
251 . FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 33 29
CCUNTER NUMBER 8653
13.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
18.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
13.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
90.0 SAMPLED VOLOME (CM*i3)
12.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
3.85 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/DCM**3)
.005 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .513
7.0 - 9.0 .500
9.0 - 12.0 .317
12.0 - 16.0 .230
16.0 - 21.0 .045
21.0 - 28.0 .024
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 _ 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























FLIGHT NUMBER OU4 253
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 33 34
COUNTER NUMBER 8654
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATUKE (DECG ) 213.8
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMa-3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NU/CM**3) 3.18
LIC. ,ATER COUrTENT (GM/FV*3) .004
S1ZE INTERVAL (UM) NC/CM*'3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .432
7.0 - 9.0C .372
9.U - 12.0 .192
12.0 - b1.C .156
16.u - 21.0 .083
21.0 - 28.0 .022
28.u - 36.0 .003
36,0 - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.u - 10b.0 O.uuu
FLIHT NUIPFEk LvN 56
LATE 20 JAN 1972
T1Ic 19 37 49
LLCCTE0 NuVbEk 8657
AIRCRaf [ ALTITUCE (Kftl) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 218.8
AIB1ETlE TerPEKATU F (ILeC 1) 213.2
SMFPLEU VuLOML (Cl**3) 39u.V
SAI'PLC INIERVAL 11.) 1u9J.9
NoLeEhR E-SITY CltN/CM*-3) 2.2Z
LIC. ,ATEr COlOTUlIt IH/*/3j) .u006
SIZE INTEVAOL (LII) NL/CM-*3/u0l LIA.INT.
55 - 17.0 LJ1
7.0 - 9.0 .Z4U
9.U - 1Z.0 .107
12.0 - lo.0 .12U
l6.G - 21.0 .,b7
21.G - 20.0 .U46
26.u - 3o.. .UUb
3'.U - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 6Ž.o u.uoO
62.. - c.0 3.*UU
82.u - Lo..' O.Vuu
FLlIT InU,,CER 0J4 259
uARI 23 J.l, 1972
1 IMtL 19 3, 4
CLLTcR Jl2M1E-F Ptoo-
AIACRAFT ALTITLCc (N:) 13.4
AIChAEFT VcLOLITY i,/5) 2Ij.o
Alt IE,lT Tc .PEI.ATU. (LcL k) 213.6
SAPMLtO A VuLLML (Cll)3) (b2.U
SAMPLE INIFRVAL (I) lU68.L
N6LLER CE, SITY (NI.C/;*3) 2.9
LI-. ,ATFc, CONTENT (,IG/F**3) .004
51ZL II.,IEPAL (LIti) NC/Cl-*3/UJ(I LiA.IIT.
5.5 - 7.2 .333
7.J - 9. .479
i.u - 1-.0 .139
12.u - Ib.0 .164
16.G - 21.0 .055
21., - 2d.0 .ull
2d.u - 3.C0 .003
36.u - 47.0 0.000
47.b - 62.0 U.uOO
62.0 - 8-.0 UV.OO
82.u - IO.C oUOO3
FLIGHT ,U.liEFR uu4 262
LATL 20 J.N 1972
TIML 1v 34 20
CCULTtER NUL'LEk 8663
AIRCRAFT ALTI1UOCE (Kh) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/5) 213.b
ABIEriT TLMPENATUVF (LLe K) 213.b
SAMPLCL VULLML (CP*'3) 385.U
SAMPLt INTERVAL (M) 11i68.2
NLMcEH 4UEiSITY (IC/C*M-3) 5.70
LIC. sAVE. COITENT (i1./i*-3) .005
SILL INTEnNAL (LM) 0 bo/CM6*3/Ui ulA.hINT.
5.5 - 7.0 .b81
7.u - 9.0 .835
9.J - 120 .479
12.0 - 1o.0 .213
b16. - 21.0 .060
21.u - 2b., .016
28.u - 36.C .001
36.u - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 6.C 30.000
62z. - 8Z.0 U.000
82.0 - U10.0 O.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME '(CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL tM) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIC. wATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .342
7.0 - 9.0 .432
9.0 - 12.0 .240
12.0 - 16.0 .156
16.0 - 21.0 .078
21.0 - 28.0 .035
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







FLIGHT NUMBER 004 257
LATE 2u UAN 1972
TIME 19 j3 54
COUNTER .UMdER b658
AIRCRAFT ALTITLDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 213.6
AMUIFNT IEMPEHATURE (DEG K) 213.3
SAMPLEu VOLUME (CMR63) 385.0
SAMPLE limTERVAL (M) 1081.1
NUMBER UENSITY (NO/CM*63) 2.24
LIl, WATcR CONTENT (OM/M**3) .010
SI2E ITeRVAL (UM) NO/CM*-3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .118
7.0 - 9.2 .117
9.U - 12.0 .081
12.0 - 16.u .116
16.0 - 21.C .104
21.0 - 28.0 .063
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.u .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 1080.0 0.0o
FL16nT NuMBER 004 260
CATE 20 JAN 197Z
TIML 19 34 10
COudTER ,.UMBEHR 661
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCI(Y (M/S) 213.6
AMBIENT [EMPERATURE {DtG K) 213.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*^3) 385.0
SAMPLE IilTERVAL (M) 1281.9
NUMOER DcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 5.17
LIJ. wATLH CONTENTT (M/M*3) .005
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) 1O/CM*-3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .698
7.0 - 9.0 .686
9.0 - 12.0 .448
12.u - 16.0 .249
16.0 - 21.u .061
21.0 - 28.u .014
26.0 - 36.0 .001
36.O - 47.0 0.00O
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.UO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 263
CATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 34 25
COUNTER IUMBER 8664
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY {M/S) 213.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DcG K) 213.9
SAMPLEC VOLUME (CM6*3) 385.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL tM) 1008.2
hUMOER DeNSITY (NtO/CM*63) .34
LIL. WATcR CONTENT (GM/MR*3) .001
SIZEL INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .016
7.0 - 9.2 .073
9.0 - 12.0 .022
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .015
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.U 0.00
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
254 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 255
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 33 44
COUNTER NUMBER 8656
13.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
.8.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
14.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.7
90.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 390.0
93.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
3.41 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 3.98
.006 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .005
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .432
7.0 - 9.0 .521
9.0 - 12.0 .326
120 - 16.0 .198
16.0 - 21.0 .073
21.0 - 28.0 .018
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIG. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .102
7.0 - 9.0 .279
9.0 - 12.0 .16
12.0 - 16.0 .160
16.0 - 21.0 .092
21.0 - 28.0 .033
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIOHT NUMBER 004 261
DATL 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 34 15
COUNTER NUMBER 8662
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 213.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 213.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CMR63) 385.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 1068.2
NLMEER DENSITY (NO/CMD*3) 4.95
LIC. WATER CONTENT iGM/H**3) .004























FLIGHT NUMBER 004 264
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 34 30
COUNTER NUMBER 6665
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 213.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 213.9
SAMPLEU VOLLME (CM**3) 462.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1068.2
NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 2.62
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .003
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .293
7.0 - 9.0 .338
9.0 - 12.0 .253
12.0 - 16.0 .110
16.0 - 21.0 .051
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 265
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 34 36
cOUNTER NUMBER 8666
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 213.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.6
SAMPLED VULUME (CM**3) 385.U
SAMPLE INrERVAL (M) 1281.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .52
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .031
7.o - 9.0 .073
9.0 - 12.0 .010
12.0 - 16.0 .014
16.U - 21.0 .018
21.0 - 26.0 .015
28.U - 36.0 .005
36.U - 47.0 .001
47.U - 62.O 0.000
62.C - 82.0 0.000
82.U - IOC.0 0.000
[LIGHT NU"iLER U04 268
LATE 20 JArt 1972
TIME 1i 34 51
CLCUITEK NuOBeEh 8069
AIRCRAFT sLTITUCE (00) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IF/S) 218.8
A6BIE4T TEIPEKATUKE (DEG K) 213.8
SAFPLEL VLLUML (CR-03) 390.U
SAMPLE INILRVAL (MH 1093.9
NOLEEk uEISITf (INC/CM**3) 1.59
LIL. *ATEK COITE0NT (GM/M**3) .004
SIZt INTEi;VAL (UMI) MC/CM**3/UM UIA.1hT.
5.5 - 7.0 .091
7.0 - 9.0 .140
9.0 - 1.0 .U107
II., - io.0 .07b
16.v - 21.0 .069
21.0 - 26.0 .026
2'.u - 3o.0 .004
360. - 47.0 0.000U
47.u - od*. O.UuO
6z.o - 82.0 0.000
82.' - Iuo.0 O.0u0
FLI iHT NUDt':ER k U Z71
LATL 2' JHA 1972
T1Pl. 19 35 7
CCLI\TtK Nut uEK 867'
AIRCRl F T LT110UC (jh,) 13.4
AIKHLAFI vtLOCITY (U/5) 21.8
AbIlEiOT TLFEPElAT.UE (ILG K) 213.7
SAMFL&L V0LU11L (L;jN3) 390.0
5PAPLE 10NIkVAL (1,) 131o.7
NUFER uE,'SITY (Nlu/CF*-3) 2.74
LIC. hATEh CUNTE.T (c',/F*'3) .GU4
$120 IIIEhRVAL (L') tNL/C0*3/UMI UDI..lIT.
55 - 7.0 .304
7.U - 9.0 .404
9.G - 1L.0 .181
12.0 - 1e.0 .130
Ib6. - 21.0 .351
21.0 - 2b.0 .021
2d.i - 30.0 .002
30., - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6-.0 0.000
b62. - 82.0 .00U
82-. - 10(.0 .u000
FLIGHT INUILER 0U0 274
LAILTE 20 JAN 1972
TlPt 19 35 22
CLbcuTEk NUI BER dO75
AIRCRAFT hLTITUCE 1(M) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VFLOCITY (F/S) 21 .8
ECdlENT TIPFEhtATUNF (CLoi ) l23.o
SNMFLEU VuLUMAE (CM*3) 408.U
SAMPLE INIERVAL (I) 1093.9
NLMCE OJEI"SITY (NU/CM*-3) 2.76
LIL. A1EK COtiTEIT (GF/FN-3) .003
Si2m IIITEIVAL (LM) NU/CM**3/UiH UIA.INT.
5. - 7.G .356
r.O - 9.C .443
.0 - 1..0o .242
12.0 - 16.0 .091
ih.L - 21.0 .U37
21., - Z8.0 .O05
2U.o - 3b.0 .003
36.u - 47.0 0.000
47.' - 6Z.0 (.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82z. - 10.0 U.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .111
7.0 - 9.0 .128
9.0 - 12.0 .067
12.0 - 16.0 .042
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
LATE 20 uAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE I'sTERVAL (M) 1
NUMBER DoNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIB. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .068
7.0 - 9.0 .047
9.0 - 12.I .034
12.0 - 16.0 .034
16.0 - 21.0 .026
21.U - 28.0 .021
28.0 - 36.U .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 62.0 0.000
620 - 82.0 O.OUO
82,0 - 108.0 U.000
FLIuhT NUMBER 004
LATE ZO JAN 1972




AMBIFNT IEMPEHATURE (DEli K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE IITENVAL (M) I
NUMoER DCNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIl. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*"3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .202
7.0 - 9.u .155
9.0 - z12. .085
12.0 - 16.0 .056
16.0 - 21.0 .U24
21.0 - 28., .014
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 o.oO
62.G - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10d.0 0.000
FLIlHT NUMBER 004
2ATE 20 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 1.949
7.0 - 9.0 1.629
9.0 - 12.0 .705
12.0 - 16.0 .156
L6.0 - 21.0 .033
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000

















266 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 34 46
COUNTER NUMBER 8668
13.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
18.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI)
13.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
90.0 \ SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31
81.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.92 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
.001 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .111
7.0 - 9.0 .044
9.0 - 12.0 .015
12.0 - 16.0 .054
16.0 - 21.0 .022
21.0 - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
269 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 35 1
COUNTER NUMBER 8671
13.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
8.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
3.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
93.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.76 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
,003 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .262
7.0 - 9.0 .256
9.0 - 12.0 .145
12.0 - 16.0 .123
16.0 - 21.0 .043
21.0 - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
272 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 35 17
CCUNTER NUMBER 8674
13.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM)
18.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(/S)
13.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
90.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMR*3)
93.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
1.34 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.002 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
A.INt. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .239
7.0 - 9.0 .292
9.0 - 12.0 .144
12.0 - 16.0 .094
16.0 - 21.0 .038
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























275 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 276
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 35 32
COUNTER NUMBER 8677
13.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
218.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 218.8
214.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEr K) 214.0
390.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 390.0
1093.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
9.20 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 8.43
.005 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .004
DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.853
7.0 - 9.0 1.703
9.0 - 12.0 .523
12.0 - 16.0 .144
16.0 - 21.0 .017
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






FLIGHT NUMBER Ou4 277
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 35 37
COUNTER NUMBER 8678
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AFBIENT TEMPERATURE (CEG K) 213.8
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMR*3) 390.u
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBER DENSITY (01U/CM**3) 7.84
LIG. wATER CONTENT (GM/M*F3) .004
SILL INTERVAL (CM) NU/CM**3/UM UIA.IhT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.831
7.u - 9.0 1.354
9.0 - 12.0 .544
12.b - 16.0 .140
16.0 - 21.0 .026
21. - 26b.0 .008
2d.b - 30.0 .001
3o.u - 47.0 O.UOO
47.u - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10o.0 1.000
FLIGHT !iUorlER u'.4 280
LATE 20 JAh 1972
TIIME I 35 53
COUhT.R NU) eA, 861d
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (F6 ) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY (,/5) ZlI.R
'A.IENiT TEFPEhATUrL (LEt6 ) 213.7
SAMPLED VULLI'IL (C-*.3) 39U.u
SAMFLE INl)CVVL (,3) 1093.9
NrUrER LllITY (fNOI.**3) 4.58
LIU. wATEn CulTLi.T (It /M**3) .003
51St IltTEnVAL (LM) Nu/Ch-*3/UrM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .o67
7.0 - 9.0 .796
9.u - 1.0O .296
12.u - io.C .202
lo. - 21." .u54
21.U - 28.0 .003
2d-. - 30.0 0.0Ou
36u - 47.0 0.00U
47.u - o2.0 O.UOU
62.u - 8.G0 0.000
82.J - lUb. O.JOU0
FLIGHT IUD"'LE0R OjU 283
LATL 2U JAN 1972
11Mt 19 36 9
LLIJ.T'; 11 REn 8Bou
AIR0RAFT nLTI1UCE (tF) 13.4
AIRCRAFT tELOCITY (3/5) 21.h
Ai1,blt I Tu PEhFATUkF (.C NI) 213.L
SAXrLi VJLLME (CP*M 3) 39U.L
sAMPLc IhNIERVL (,;) 131l.7
NUelER UCciSITY (Nu/C'**3) Z.72
Ll 6. *ALE- CUI.TENT i;/rF**3( .u04
SIZE iNTEI<VAL (LN;) NT/Ch,--3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .335
7., - 9.C .228
9.U - 1.o .200
12.' - le.0 .15I
16.U - 21.0 .082
21.u - 28.0 .S15
28d. - 3b.0 .002
3u.0 - 47.0 U.000
47.u - 6 .O 0u.000
62.' - 8 0 O.OO0
82., - 10'.O u.20u
FLINHT NU,D.LER Ou0 286
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIMe t9 3' 24
CLOUNTER ~N ldEl 8687
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE ({,) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY t/5S) 2lb.8
AUIE{i') TLFiPEkATULJkt iLL k) 213.7
SbACFLED VLUMLE (CF-*3) 39u.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMtER DENSITY (IN/CF*-3) 3.71
LID. wlIE' CO.,TENT I a/F/*3) .003
SI1E IhTtE\AL (IM) NC/LCh-3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C .549
7.u - 9.0 .641
i.U - 12.G .272
12.0 - Ib.o .124
16.' - eI.Y .040
21.' - 26.C .012
2a.u - 30.0 .001
36.u - 47.0 0.o00
47.U - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8..0 O.OuO
82.0 - lOb.O u.OoO
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 1.041
7.0 - 9.0 1.314
9.0 - 12.0 .539
12.0 - 16.0 .182
16.0 - 21.0 .069
21.0 - 28.0 .010
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.U - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
LATE 20 JAN 1972




AMBIFNT ItMPERATIRE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**-)
SAMPLE IhTERVAL (M) I
TuMuER DLNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID. wATeR CONTENT (1M/M*13)
SILL INT7RVAL (UM) NO/CM*-3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .501
7.0 - 9.u .428
9.0 - 12.0 .315
12.0 - 16.0 .112
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 30.u .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
6c.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
278 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 279
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 35 48
COUNTER NUMBER 8680
13.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
218.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 218.8
213.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.6
390.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM**3) 390.0
1312.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
6.97 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 5.49
.005 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M11*3 .004
DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .913
7.0 - 9.0 .881
9.0 - 12.0 .488
12.0 - 16.0 .150
16.0 - 21.0 .049
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
















FLIUhT NUMBER 004 284
DATE 20 JAN 19 7 4
TIME 19 b6 14
COUNTER IVUMBER b685
AIRCRAFT ALTIIUDE (KM) 12.2
AIRCHAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.7
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 390.0
SAMPLE I,,TERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBER CcNSITY (NO/CM*31) 3.10
LIC. wATcR CONTENT (GM/M'*3) .004
SIZE INTERVAL (lM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .330
7.0 - 9.0 .283
9.0 - 12.U .285
12.0 - 16.u .154
66.0 - 21.0 .078
21.0 - 28.0 .024
28.0 - 36.0 .u01
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.u O.uuO
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 o.Ou0
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 287
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 J6 29
COUNTER NUMBER B688
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCIIY (M/IS) 218.8
AMBIENiT TEMPERATURE (DE0 K) 213.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMkER UcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 3.23
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .004
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.u .378
7.0 - 9.0 .356
9.0 - 12.0 .25u
12.0 - 16.0 .202
16.0 - 21.0 .057
21.0 - 28.0 .015
28.0 - 36.U 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.u 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/PO*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .333
7.0 - 9.0 .297
9.0 - 12.0 .226
12.0 - 16.0 .123
16.O - 21.0 .041
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
62.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)









































FLIGHT NUMBER 004 288
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 36 34
COUNTER NUMBER 8689
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.7
SAMPLED VCLLME (CM*#3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 2.67
LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .004
SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .277
7.0 - 9.0 .296
9.0 - 12.0 .192
12.0 - 16.0 .136
16.0 - 21.0 .077
21.0 - 28.0 .019
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER O4 289
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 36 39
CCUNTER NUMBER 8692
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.6
SAMPLED VOLUME (Cm*.31 390.0
SAPPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBER DEINSITY (NO/CM**3) 2.26
LIE. WATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3) .005
SIZE INTEkVAL (UM) NO/CM*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .164
7.0 - 9.0 .196
9.0 - 12.0 .136
12.0 - lb.C .142
16.0 - 21.0 .076
21.0 - 28.0 .034
28.0 - 30.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.* - 62.0 0.000
62.u - 82.0 O.00U
82.u - lua8.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUmhER OC' 292
LATE 2U JAN 1972
IME 19 30 55
LLUNTER N FEER 8b93
AIRCRAF1 ALTllULE I(k) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELLOCITY /I5) 21B.8
ATBIENI TLI. FEATUL ILLG } 13.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (Cr,-3) 39C.0
SAFPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMcEN EiSITY (1O/CF**3) 2.88
LIE. Alth COITEiNI (GM/Pt-3) .u004
SbIZE IlTEKAL (Lbl) NO/CMN*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .234
7.0 - 9.0 .224
9.J - 12.0 .195
12.0 - lo.0 .21'.
b16.J - 21.0 .106
21.J - 2b.0 .016
28. - 3b.0 0.000
3e.0 - '7.0 O.U00
47.* - 6*.C u.000
62.J - b2.C O.u0
82.3 - I0O.C u.000o
FL l-Ft, Ui'LEi $ 295
LATE L 2v JA;. 1972
lIt 1I 37 lu
LCUgTrk Nv0 LEE o-o'
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCt (IM) 13.4
AIRCRAR I vLLOC) IT¥ (/S) 2l6.8
M bILET TLI PFrATLii'L (UC ) 213.4
SAPFL{.L VULLIL (L4*-3) .6*.L
SAEfLt INiLERVAL (I) 109,.9
NUuLML LE.SITY I:u/CI.**) 2.22
LI,-. I10' CUjl.TLa ICI"/FP3) .003
5lZL InITERVAL (LM) NL/CF*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .350
7 - Y.0 .294
9-u 12.0 .142
12.0 - I.C .087
16. - 21.0 .037
2i.U - 2b. .U017
26. - 3o.0 .003
3o* - 41 .. u.UOU
47.j - bS u.000o
62.U - 8.*0 0.000
82.u - l'..0 0.000
FLIoH[ [IUrLbER Lu. 299
LAlt 20 J&. 1972
TIME 19 37 26
LEuFTER NUUEI.. 8099
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCL (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT vi-LOCITY (F/I5) 216b.8
AseIEIiT TEtPERATURE (l1 K) 213.b
SiMPFLLU VELLIIL (CM*.3) 390.0
SAMPLE INIERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMtEt 2EISITy I(N/CMt'3) 3,43
LIE. 8ATEH CONTENT (GM/P*.3) .006
SIZE IITEKVAL (LM) NG/CM**3/UM UIA.INI.
.5 - 7.0 .390
7.u - S.O .365
9.U - I2.2 .221
12.0 - lb.0 .168
16.v - 21.0 .086
21.0- 26.0 .039
28.0 - 3b.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8Ž.0 0.000
82.0 - 106b.J 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 36 44
COUNTER NUMBER 8691
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) I
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 21
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 21
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 46
SAMPLE INTERVAL TM) 109
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .258
7.0 - 9.0 .179
9.0 - 12.0 .160
12.0 - 16.0 .134
16.0 - 21.0 .060
21.0 - 28.0 .023
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.u - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
LATE 20 wAN 1972




AMBIENT [EMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLEU VOLUME (CM*#3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 
NUMBFR DCNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LI*. RATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INT.RVAL (OM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .149
7.0 - 9.0 .308
9.0 - 12.0 .162
12.0 - 16.0 .128
t6.0 - 21.0 .038
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.u0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.u000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






F-LIG-T NuMBER 004 296
LATE 20 tAN 1972
TIME 19 37 16
LCOuNIER UMBER 8697
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCIIY (M/SI 218.8
AMbIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.6
SAMPLEU vOLUME (CM*03) 390.0
SAMPLE IoTERVAL (IM) 1312.7
NUMbER DCLNSITY (NO/CM**3) 3.00
LIu. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .008
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .342
7.u - 9.0 .304
9.0 - 12.0 .176
12.0 - 16.0 .142
16.0 - 21.0 .069
21.0 - 28.0 .046
2b.0 - 36.0 .010
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.u 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000o
b2.0 - 108.0 0.000O
FLIuRT NUMBER 004 299
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 37 31
COUNTER NUMBER 6700
AIRCRAFT ALTITLuE (KM) 13.4
MiRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMtIFNT [EMPERA IURE (DEG K) 213.8
SAMPLEU VOLUME (CM**3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMbER CcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.65
LI*. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .005
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*43/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .096
7.0 - 9.0 .096
9.0 - 12.0 .103
12.0 - 16.0 .096
16.0 - 21.0 .077
21.0 - 28.0 .024
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
290 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 36 50
COUNTER NUMBER 8692
13.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
8.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
3.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
68.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
93.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
2.22 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.003 LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .282
7.0 - 9.0 .347
9.0 - 12.0 .176
12.0 - 16.0 .210
16.0 - 21.0 .093
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
4T7.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
293 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 37 5
CCUNTER NUM8ER 8695
13.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
8.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
13.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
90.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*t3)
93.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
2.08 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.002 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM.*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .191
7.0 - 9.0 .187
9.0 - 12.0 .133
12.0 - 16.0 0ObO0
16.0 - 21.0 .048
21.0 - 28.0 .031
28.0 - 3b.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 O.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.O0O
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIEU. wATER CONTENT (GM/M*03)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM-*3/uM
5.5 - 7.0 .239
7.0 - 9.0 .264
9.0 - 12.0 .240
12.0 - 16.0 .166
16.0 - 21.0 .078
21.0 - 28.0 .037
286.0 - 36.0 .010
36.0 - 47.0- .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























FLIGHT NUMBER 004 300
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 37 36
COUNTER NUMEER 8701
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KMI 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (1/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.6
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*i3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NLMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.56
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/t**3) .005
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .085
7.0 - 9.0 .076
9.0 - 12.0O .082
12.0 - 16.0 Oz2
16.0 - 21.0 .075
21.0 - 28.0 .040
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.,0 - 82.0 0.000
82.,0 - 108.0 0.000
4Ž Q
IC0 .
FLIGHT NUEER Ou4 301
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 37 41
COUiTER NUMBER 8702
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 223.9
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM-*3) 400.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1106.8
NUMBER OENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.48
LID. wATER CONTENT (GIM/h*3) .005
SIZE INTEKVAL (1tl) Nh/CMP*3/UMI DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .145
7.0 - 9.0 .035
9.0 - 12.0 .063
12.0 - 16.0 .068
16.U - 21.0 .068
2.OU - 28.0 .04b
2a.C - 30.0 .008
36.U - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 6z.0 0.OOU
62.0 - 82.0 O.uOO
82.U - 10.0 u.00OC
FLICHT I4Uitf:ER Cu4 304
LATE 20 JA; 1972
TIME 19 37 54
CCLUTth NuLFEEK 675
M IlCRoFT ALTITUlL lKF) 13.1
AIkCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 211.1
At elENT TLI'PERATURE (CELC ) 213.6
SAMPLcU VULLMEt (C,.-3) boOuO
SAMPLE INIFRVAL (l) Iuo1.1
hLMdEi CLEI'SITY (N1/C¢F,*3) 1.34
LID. nATEH CO[tTENT 16( /F*3) .004
SILL INTERVAL (LM) NC/CN.I'3/uM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .071
7.U - 9.0 .030
9.0 - 1. 0 .065
12.u - 1o.0 .11
10.0 - 21.0 .uo3
21.U - 20.i .u27
28.u - 3o.0 .002
3o.u - 47.0 O.Ouu
47.u - 6b0 O.OUU
62.U - 84.0 0.300
82.u - luo.0 u.UOU
Ft1 IoIrf .A11. ER -,;: 307
L-IL 20 J1.i. 1972
TIL. I1 3- LZ
LCCLITLI Nut I E 77 d
AIlCPAFI I.7TITUCE (1 .1 13.4
tINlRAFT AFLOLI T IA/SI .18*.
Al BILNT TLt PL- IUrl< ILc'C 1 213.5
SOF LLU VULLUiL (Ct *t33 "b.8
5,mLI. iNilHRVAL (I ) Iu93.9
rMtELbt E-bITY (IU/0- *3( 2.3.
LI.. .A1lEf C1lII TN. 1(2l /MF03) .UOb
SILL I r7EijAL (IL- I L./C-**3/UBl LIA*.IIT.
5.5 - 7.C .142
7.0 - 9.C .3UU
9.u - lI.u .153
12.u - [b.C .105
1o.J - 21i. .)50
21.u - 28.0 . 45
20.u0 - 3o.G .UU8
3o.u - 47.C .001
7.0U - b2.0 .,00
62.u - a'.O U.000
c2.U - lOb.C J.0UU
FLIRHT I,UE:ER u,. 310
LAT ZO3 JAt. 1972
TIME 19 30 27
CLbUTtE hul EFk d711
AIlCRAF[ ALTITUOL (17.) 13.(
AIRCRAFT VFLOCITY (1d/5) 218.8
l blEimT Tt.llPEKATUhL (ltC- 1) 213.6
SFAMPLE VuLLML (IC.I*3) b48.0
SAMPLE INTI RVAL (F) 875.2
NUMtER LE .SIT (wO/CL*t*3) 1.6o
LIL. .IE(n CUiTENI ItU/M**3) .004
SILc l;ITErVLL IL'-l t.L/CMe3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - r.1 .128
7., - 9.C .113
7.u - 11.6 .038
12.u - o10. .70
lo.0 - 21.J .12s
21.0 - 2b.0 .018
2-.. - 3o.0 .00o
3b.U - 47.i .001
47.' - 6.0C .000U
6cd - 82.0 0.000
02.0 - I0o*0 0*000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 302
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 37 46
COUNTER NUMBER 8703
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 231.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.5
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 246.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI) 1139.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*03) 2.68
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .008
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .108
7.0 - 9.0 .177
9.0 - 12.0 .102
12.0 - 16.0 .145
16.0 - 21.0 .157
21.0 - 28.0 .060
28.0 - 36.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 305
LATE 20 uAN 1972
TIME 19 38 2
COCuTEH IUMBER o706
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 13.1
AIRCHAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMIEFNT IEMPENATURE (IDEG K) 213.7
SAMPLEU VOLUME (CMP*3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1719.4
NUMbER DCNSITY (NO/CM*3)1 1.83
LIL. WATcR CONTENT {OM/M-03) .006
SILE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .133
7.0 - 9.J .051
9.0 - 12.0 .037
12.0 - 16.0 .112
1b.0 - 21.0 .118
21.O - 28.0 .046
28.U - 36.3 .007
3o.u - 47.0 0.000
s7.0 - 62.0 u.OOu
62. - 82.oU 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
CATE 20 JAN 197g








LI. oATcL CONTtNT (GM/Me*3)
SILL ItliTLVAL (JM) NO/CO*~3/UM
5.5 - 7.L .144
7.u - 9.0 .315
9.0 - 12.C .189
12.O - 16.G .116
1b0. - 21.o .057
21.0 - 28.0 .01
26.u - 36.0 .002
3t.0 - 47.0 .001
'7.v - 62.U 0.000
b*.O - 82.L O0.uO
z*.u - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
LATc 20 JAN 1972








LIC. WATcR CONTcNT (GM/MP*3)
SILE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CMi*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .053
7.0 - 9.0 .132
9.0 - 12.U .064
12.0 - 16.0 .102
6.0O - 21.0 .062
21.0 - 28.0 .03C
28.u - 36.u O.U00
36.0 - 47.0 0.001
'1.0 - 62.0 U.00O
62.0 . 82.0 O.UO0
82.0 - 108.0 0.UUL
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/r#**3
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .120
7.0 - 9.0 .099
9.0 - 12.0 .095
12.0 - 16.0 .132
16.0 - 21.0 .090
21.0 - 28.0 .026
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .154
7.0 - 9.0 .215
9.0 - 12.0 .088
12.0 - 16.0 .058
16.0 - 21.0 .u59
21.0 - 28.0 .051
28.0 - 3o.0 .010
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.0o0
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
308 FLICHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 38 23
COUNTER NUMBER 8710
13.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
218.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
213.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
390.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMR*31
1312.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
2.32 NUMBER CENSITY (I4U/CM^*3)
.004 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
CIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMR*3/LM
4 5.5 7.0 .173
7.0 - 9.0 .205
9 9.0 - 12.0 .103
12.0 - 16.0 .117
7 16.0 - 21.0 .050
9 21.O - 28.0 .038
1 24.0 - 36.0 .004
1 36.0 - 47.0 0.0C
0 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
0 82.0 - 108.0 0.000
311 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 38 38
COuNTER NLMBER 8713
13.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM)
218.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S)
213.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
390.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
1312.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
1.46 NUMEER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.003 L10. wATEK CONTENT (GM/M**3)
CIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*#3/UM
3 5.5 - 7.0 .205
2 7.0 - 9.0 .354
4 9.0 - 12.0 .203
2 12IZ - 16.0 .235
2 16.0 - 21.0 .176
1 21.0 - 28.0 .047
0 28.0 - 36.0 .010
0 36.0 - 47.0 .001
0 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
0 62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER 004 313
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 38 42
COUNTER NUMBER 8714
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AhMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.1
SAMFLED VOLUME ICMos3) 468.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) . 875.2
NUMBER DENSITY INU/CM**3) 2.70
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .005
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NU/CM**3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .16b
7.U - 9.C .283
9.0 - 12.0 .133
12.0 - 16.0 .202
16.0 - 21.0 .089
21.u - 26.0 .027
28.u - 3o.0 .u005
36.U - 47.0 U.000
4 7 .o - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIC T NU.,LJER IU. 316
LATL 20 JAN 1S72
TIrE 19 3o 58
CLULNTEI NuNEEK 8717
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (1)l 13.4
AIRLRAF1 VELOCITY (P/SI 218.8
A1,2IEIe TLF;PEFATULCt (CELC ) 210.6
SAMrLED VULLI'IL (C.lN3) 30O.1L
sVMFLC INTLRVAL (h) 1093.9
NLMcEIl _E,.SITY IIJ,/Cr**3) 4.28.
LIU. .ATEm CONIENI (Gi/P*.31 .007
SIZ III.TEC AL I(UI lCNG/C 3,U3/01 DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C .3b5S
r.- - 9.C .324
,.0 - I .O .302
12.0 - 14.0 .296
lo.u - 21.0 .149
2..v - 28.C .03u
2h, - 30.0 .OO1
3o.o - 47.0 0u.000
41.o - 62.0 0.0Ou
eJ.. - 8£.0 0.000
t..J - 10o.0 O.,UO00
FLI Ol (Nu0FER 0o., o19
LbATL 2 J'N 1,72
TIMr 19 3, 13
COUIgTFr NJIBEh dT7.
AIRLRAFT MLTIIUL (IrF) 13.4
ARlL2AF3 VELOCITY, I/5) 221.4
AledIEir TtEPEll.ATU.E (LC k) 213.2
SAM&LEL VULLML (C.4.,3) 395.0
SArILt INlRVAL ' 11I00.4
NLMEEI OE.SIT, INC/CN1*~3 4.13
LIl. AT.L CO.lIEN I(GM/F*31 .006
SILL InTFnVAL C11.1 NU/Ct1l*O/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 . .25b
7.u - 9.C .o27
9. - 1t.0 .300
12.0 - 1o.0 .296
io...j - 21.u .13U
21.U - 2b.0 .022
2d,. - 3L.0 O.OOu
3. ,- 47.J 0.000
47. - 62.0 0.000
62. - 862.0 0.00u
82. . 106.0 O.uuO
ILI)HI NU'BER uV 322
LATL 20 JAr. 1972
TIng 19 39 29
(bLIVTER NUPERl 87Z2
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKFCI 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IF/S) 216.
A10IE0iT TLFPERATuk[ (IEG K) 213.4
SAFPLED VOLLUML ICM..31 390.0
'AMPLE INIERVAL () 10I81.1
NLMER uESITY (Ni/Ct*3) 4.35
LIC. ATER COi TENT C(G/F*03) .007
SIZE INTE"VAL (LM) NO/C1Mt3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .352
7.0 - 9.0 .340
9.0 - 1-0 .293
12.C - 1L.0 .321
16.U - 21.0 .167
21., - 28.0 .021
26.C - 3b.C .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47., - 62.0 0.00u
62.u - 8 .0 0.000
82.0 - 10o.0 0.0o00u
FLIGHT NUMBER ' 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .362
7.0 - 9.0 .260
9.0 - 12.0 .232
12.0 - 16.0 .220
16.0 - 21.0 .125
21.0 - 28.0 .034
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.u - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.O00
FLIbHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 jAN 1972




AM1IFrJT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUhL (CM.*3)
SAMPLE I',TERVAL (M) I
NUMbER DUNSITY INO/CM**3)
LIC. WATLR CONTENT (1M/M*#3)
SIZL INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM6#3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .415
7.0 - 9.u .392
9.0 - 12.0 .317
12.0 - 16.0 .332
16.0 - 21.0 .133
21.0 - 28.0 .029
28.u - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0,000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
o2.0 - 82.0 oo00o
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NuMBER 004
LATE 20 JAN 1972




AMbIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLEL vOLUME (CMR#3)
5AMPLE IITERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DLNSITY (N0/CM*631
LIL. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**31
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM63/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .293
7.0 - 9.0 .440
9.0 - 12.0 .353
12.0 - 16.0 .247
16.0 - 21.0 .080
2i.0 - 28.0 .014
28.0 - 36.0 .O01
3t.u - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.U 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGhT NUMBER 004
LATE 20 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CMo*3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMdOER OcNSITY (NO/CM*03,)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/MR*3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*e3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .533
7.0 - 9.0 .513
9.0 - 12.0 .390
12.0 - 16.0 .366
16.0 - 21.0 .126
21.0 - 28.0 .040
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





















314 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 38 53
COUNTER NUMBER 8716
13.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
18.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
3.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
2.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
3.53 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*H3)
.006 LID, WATER CONTENT (GM/M*43)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .224
7.0 - 9.0 .264
9.0 - 12.0 .195
12.0 - 16.0 .280
16.0- 21.0 .189
21.0 - 28.0 .038
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.00
317 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 39 8
COUNTER NUMBER 8719
.3.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
18.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
13.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*#3)
93.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
4.56 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM*03)
.007 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/P*43)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*t3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .357
7.0 - 9.0 .421
9.0 - 12.0 .248
12.0 - 16.0 .334
16.0 - 21.0 .170
21.0 - 28.0 .025
28.0 - 36.0 .uul
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 - 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
320 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 39 24
COUNTER NUMeER 8722
13.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
16.2 - AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS)
13.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
68.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMR*3)
12.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
3.87 NUMBER CENSITY. NO/CM**3)
.005 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/#**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM-#3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .362
7.0 - 9.0 .356
9.0 - 12.0 .3e3
12.0 - 16.0 .318
16.0 - 21.0 .133
21.0 - 28.0 .032
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
3b.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.00
323 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 39 39
COUNTER NLMBER 8725
13.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
16.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
13.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
90.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
81.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
5.38 NUMbER CENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.008 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/bM
5.5 - 7.0 .309
7.0 - 9.0 .517
9.0 - 12.0 .280
12.0 - 16.0 .318
16.0 - 21.0 .162
21.0 - 28.0 .023
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






































FLIGHT hUMBER O0, 325
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 34 44
COUNTER NuMBEEK 8726
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (r/S) 216.2
AtBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl 213.7
SAMPLED VuLUML (CNR*3) 390.0
SAMPLE iNTERVAL CM) 1081.i1
NUMBER OENSITY INO/CM**3) 4.24
LIl. .ATEA CONTEIIT (Gh1,/**31 .010
SILt INTErVAL (IN) NC/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .385
7.0 - 9.0 .228
9.0 - 1,.0 .226
12.u - 16.0 .286
1O.0 - 21.0 .183
21.0 - 28.0 .053
28.0 - 3b.0 .01O
3bcu - 47.0 .OO1
47.0 - 6t.0





FLIHT iUo ,LE . 328
WATL 2u J2. 1972
IINL 19 3; 59
LObI4,TLA Nh AEE, d7,
A1kcRAF1 LTITULL k1') 13.4
AIRLRAFT viLUCITY I1/5) 216.2
f ICI l TLIPLEATUr (LLC K) 13.1
b.r'LLE VuLLLOL (CI.*3) 390.0
b~P FLE liNIffRV.tL (ii) Lu1l.1
NLLI< 0LI .L ITY (iC/CF *31 I *.35
LIL. .Tl[ CulTL CI (V/#*.J3) .006
SI I i TI ,V^L (Ubl) t./Cil1*3/Uh U1. I;.T.
5., - T.u .U4b
r*u - *.0 .064
.u - 1.0 .u39
12.* - 4I., .OSo
* - 2±.0 .00j
Z .) - 2-.) .ub0
23.u - 3o.C .22
3o.v 47.0 .Jul
4'.. bo.C .30±
6: -. .u o.3uo
h* - 1Ob. 0.UUoo
L 10"!1 ,L-*rLF u.. 331
T1L 2J J21. 1972
T Y , 1iR. kF 4 7 16Lt U,,TIER uFREI-.L l7j,
IRCKAF-T r-LTITUCtO I( ) 13.7
AICRNAFi VELLoITY 16/L) ZLo.8
i- LIEt. I TLLPIEIATUK.L CLC .1 213.5
SAr LL~ V vL, IllI1 *L 3) 39U*.
IAr .LA INI i RVAL If ) 1305.6
CNLtCE, LEIhSITY (N/CT *-31 1.04
LI1. .ATE COiTENTI C ' '/ *3l) .U03
VIOL Tl EVAL (Li'i) .bt/O**J/u0 LIA. INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .12b
s. - 9 - .06U
*v- 1.0C * 018
I2.v - 1/t. .052
1..* - 21. ,056
I.L - Zn.0 .022
z., - 3.) .u02
3b.u - 47.0 .00ol
47.0 - o,.G O.O0
62.u - 82 .C .ou
82.G - lUb.U O.0O0
FLIhT oUiLER 0 . 334
L. TY 20 JPT. 1972
TitL 19 40 31
CL~UTER NhFPEF e [7j
AIRCRAFT .LTIIUlDL (K) C 3.7
AIkLRAF1 VELuC1TY ( /I 2i8.8
AelIE,,T TlcPEhATUlV (0Lc K) 213.2
SAPPLEL VULIIL CC-.**) 39u.C
SAMFLE INlIRV.L r ) 193.9
NLMLER LE-'SITT (NCL/CP*-3) 2.37
LI*. ,ATE:. COTENT 1C,/P**3) .007
Sl2 ITLC-VAL ILMI C L/CN.* 3/U F OIA.11T.
5.5 - 7.0 .Id6
7.0 - 9.0 .183
'1 .- 1'.0 .115
I . - I*.0 .12u
lb.o - 21.0 .O3
21*L - 2h.U 05b
28,U 2- 3b.0 * OilA.o - 6 .011
36.- - 47.0 .o01
47.0 - 6.0L 0.0ou
6E .- 8, .0 U .OO
E2.u - 108.0 U.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 326
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 39 49
COUNTER NUMBER 8727
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE I(KMI 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 216.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)l 212.9
SAMPLED VOLUME '(CM**31 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 10861.1
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3I 2.03
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .008
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM#*3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .149
7.0 - 9.0 .096
9.0 - 12.O .053
12.0 - 16.0 .086
16.0 - 21.0 .090
21.0 - 28.u0 .080
268.0 - 36.0 .013
3b.0 - 47.u 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.00
2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIb~T NUMBER 004 329
LAT ZO J4AN 197z
TIML 19 40 4
COUNITER ,UMBER o730
AIKCKAFT ALTITLJE (KM) 13.4
AIRLeAFT VELOCIiY (M/S) 216.2
AMBIFNT IEMPEHATURE (DEG K) 213.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM8*3) 468.0
VAMPLE Ih.TERVAL (M) 1081.1
IUMIB.R DLNSITY (NO/CM *3) 1.14
LIU. WALk CONTENT (GM/M#*3) .005
SIZL INITLVAL (UP) NU/CM^'3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.L .053
7.u - 9.0 .063
9.u - 12.0 .038
1z.') - 16.0 .035
-C.o - 21.u .048
ZL.o - 2.0 .U053
28.G - 3b.0 .008
3b.u - 47.u 0.O000
47.o - 62.0 0.o000
6-u - 82. U O.O0O
"Z.u - 108.u 0.00
FLIQl NUMBER 004 332
LATE 20 4AN 197z
TIME 19 '0 21
COUN1ER ,UMBER 8733
AIoLVAFT ALTITUE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELUCIiY (M/S) 218.8
AMbIFNT IEMPEAATLRL (DLV K) 213.6
SAMPLEu VOLUME (CM*83) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI) 1093.9
NUMrER LcNSITY NO/CMa*3) 2.07
LIU. WATR CONTlcNT IGM/M*83) .004
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .224
r.u - 9.0 .192
9.0 - 12.0 .133
12.0 - b16.0 .128
16.0 21.u 051
21.0 - 28.0 .u023
28.0 - 36.0 .002
3o.u - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000o
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.G - 108.U u.u00
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
LATE 2C jAN 1972








LIu. wATR CONTENT I(M/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CuM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .U48
7.u - 9.0 .151
9.0 - 12.u .039
12.0 - 16.0 .040
16.0 - 21.0 .048
21.0 - 28.0 .038
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.u 0.OUO
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







DATE 20 JAN 1972








LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (CM) NO/CMO*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .079
7.0 - 9.0 .032
9.0 - IZ.0 .029
12.0 - 16.0 .052
16.0 - 21.0 .048
21.0 - 28.0 .042
28.0 - 36.0 .014
36.0 - 47.0 .01
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIO. wATER CONTElT (GM/PM*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/L.
5.5 - 7.0 .01
7.0 - 9.0 .049
9.0 - 12.0 .031
12.0 - 16.0 .028
16.0 - 21.0 .037
21.0 - 28.0 .035
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 .O01
47.0 - 62.0 0.0o0
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIU. wATER CONTENT (GM/M-*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .181
7.0 - 9.0 .272
9.0 - 12.0 .235
12.0 - 16.0 .130
16.0 - 21.0 .101
21.0 - 28.0 .030
28.0 - 36.0 .u06
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























335 FLIGHT NUMBER 004 336
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 40 41
CCUNTER NUMBER 8737
13.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
16.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 216.2
13.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 213.6
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME {CMR*3) 390.0
7.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 1081.1
1.24 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) .39
.005 LIu. WATER CONTENT IGM/P*83) .031
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*S3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .063
7.0 - 9.0 .036
9.0 - 12.0 .015
12.0 - 16.0 .008
16.0 - 21.0 .016
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER Ou. 337
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 40 46
LCODUNTE NUMBER 873c
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (AM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 218.8
ALBIENT TEFPERATURE (DEG K) 213.6
SAMPLED VOLUME (CDM*3) 390.u0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1o87.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NU/CM*3) .Uz2
LIC. oATEN CONTENT IGM/Ft**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (LF.M) N/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.* .005
7.G - 9.0 0.000
9.u - 1.0 O.000
12.0 - 16.0 o.oOO
16.u - 21.0 .002
21.0 - 2d.0 .001
20.0 - 3O.C Ou0.U
30.u - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6o.U 0.000
62.. - 8,.0 0.000
82.0 - 10d.0 o.000
FLICHT NUILbER u0, 340
LATt 2u JAI. 1972
TIME 19 41 2
LLUiTOk NUFEK L0741
AlkRCkAF ALTI[ULc (tF]l 13.7
AICkRAFT VELOCITY t15/b) 218.0
AblENT. T3.FEti:TUF (LrL ) .13.5
AFMPLLU VuLLHiL (, '"3) 39U0.u
SAMrLEc INILPVAL ,L lu93.9
NLMOEN CE,oSITY ("/,CN,**3) .03
LID. *aTEO CONTENT (k/t*0-3) .OOL
SIZE I.TE.•VAL (hIl) iL/CFI63/UM ul A.It:T.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.u - .0 .U004
'.0 - 12.C 0.000
i2.u - 10.0 .wo02
lo.- - 21.C O.,Ju
21.u - 2b.c .00I
2d.J - 3o.C i.OUO
3O.u - 47.v u.000
47.. - 6i.C o.000
62., - a.C 0.000
a2.u - 1Oc.C O.voO
FLI(HI , uqEF Ut, 343
LATL 22 JAi. 1972
lIM 19 41 18
((LoAT b ut V.c. c7..
AIRCRAFT -LTITUJc (,r.) 13.7
AIRLRAFV v[LrLITY i¢/5) 21b.4
At BiE I TLl PF lU- (UEL 1) ZI3oz
SAMFL`u VLLtIL (Lr-*3) 39U.L
SAMPLE INTFRPVAL (,! 1312.7
NFCEd R OE;SITY H;/C1 -3} .08
LI. .ATE, CC(T3iI I6FX/F*e3 .oOu;
S0lZ IITEFl- AL (LI-) YL/lF:J/UiI 01A.1,1T.
5. - 7.0 .026
7.; - 9.0 .00
3.U - 1Z.0 0.00U
12.e - 16.0 .UU4
1o.0 - 21.0 .o02
21.C - 2o.0 .,Ol
28. - 3o.0 ).,UO
3o..u - 47.0 0.000
47.u - 62.,J 0.000
62.u - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10.C0 0.000
FLIGHT NU'I*ER G, 4 34o
LATE 20 JtN 1972
TIM.E 19 41 33
LLEUrIL NuMDEE d7.7
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (t) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELU0ITY 0 ,/S) zil.8
AFBIECT ]LF.FEEATURE (EOC ~) 213.4
5AMPLEU vULLML (C01.*3) 39U.0
SAMPLE INlIfRVAL (M) 1093.9
NUFLEs uE-SIT (NU/CF.**3) .04
LIDC. *AlE0 CltTEtNT (6.H/F*3) .ouU
51lZ INTEbiVAL (LE) NL/CF,**3/UM DIA.It.T.
5.5 - 7.0 .021
7.U - 9.0 0.000
9.u - 1.0 o O.u00u
12.u - 1o.0 0.0uo
l1.u - 21.0 .J02
21.u - 2b.0 O.U00O
28.0 - 3o.0 u.000
3.u - 47.0 0.00
41.C - 62.0 u.000
62.U - 8...0. 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 o.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 338
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 40 51
COUNTER NUMBER 8739
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.7
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 468.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL.(M) 1093.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .03
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 o.uOO
120. - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.U .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIbhT NUMBER 004 341
LATE 20 uAN 1972
lIMt 19 41 7
LGOu1TER NUMBER b742
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 13.7
AIRALAFT VELUCITY IM/IS) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.3
SAMPLEU vOLUME (CMR**3) 390.0
SAMPLE IiITERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMoER LcNSITY (NO/CM*.3) .56
LiE. WATmR CONTENT (6M/M**3) .001
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .031
7.0 - 9.0 .uSS
9.0 - 12.0 .032
12.G - 16.0 .034
16.0 - 21.u0 .019
21.0 - 28.0 .olO
28.u - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
.7.u - 62.0 0.000
o2.0 - 82.0 0.000o
s2.0 - 108.u0 0.000
FLIGhT NuMBER 004 344
uATE 20 jAN 1972
TIMe 19 1 23
LCOUNTER ,UMOEA 0745
AILCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELDCITY (M/S) 218.8
AmIF.41T IEMPETAlURE (DEG K) 213.2
SAMPLEO vOLUME (CM**3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBER L.NSITY (NO/CM**3) .18
LI,. WATR CDONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTTRVAL (UM) NO/CM**J/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .026
7.0 - 9.0 .008
9.0 - i2.u .008
12.U0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.u - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62z.0 - 82.0 0.000
8.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 347
;ATE 20 jAN 1972
TIME 19 41 38
COUNTER nUMBLR 6748
AIRCRAFT ALTITUE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBFR DOeNSITY (NO/CMh**3) .03
LID. WAToR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM8*3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .010u
7.0 - 9.0 0.00
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.C - 62.0 0,000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .010
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .00l
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 004 342
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 41 12
COUNTER NUMBER 8743
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/5) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DE6 K) 213.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3). 468.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBEk DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .35
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/F8*3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/.M DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .026
7.0 - 9.0 .027
9.0 - 12.0 .U006
12.0 - 16.0 .008
16.0 - 21.0 .017
21.0 - 28.0 .u12
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.00
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.uOO
82.0 - 108.0 O.uu00
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 345
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 41 28
CCUNTER NUMBER 8746
AIRCRAFT ALlITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (1/5) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 213.3
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .10
LID. AATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) ND/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .o012
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.00U
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 348
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 41 43
COUNTER NLMbER 8749
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DE1 K) 213.3
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 1093.9
NUMbER DENSITY )NO/CM**3) .05
LIU. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .004
9.0 - 12.0 .003
12.0 - 16.0 .006
16.0 - 21.0 .002
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




FLIGHT NUMBER 0r4 349
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 41 48
COUNTER NUMBER 875s
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM3*3) 468.u
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBER CENSITY INC/CM**3) .25
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM8*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .030
7.J - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .018
16.0 - 21.0 .005
21.0 - 26.0 .012
28.u - 3o.0 .002
30.J - 47.0 .001
47.U - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8-.0 0.000
82.u - 106.0 O.uOo
FLIGHT ,.UMBER op. 352
DATE 2U JAN 1972
TIME 19 4. 4
CCLNTER iNUBEEI 8753
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCt (1K) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VrLOCITY (P/S) 21l.8
A BIENIT TcrPEKATUNt (CLG C) 213.5
SAPFLEL VULLIL (Cl0.-3) 390.0
SA!MLE INILRVAL (11) 1312.7
NLmEER LE,SITY (hr/Ch,-*3) .17
LIG. oATER COUTENT (GM/P*83) .000
SILL 1iTEAVAL (LM) NC/ChM*,/UM UlA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .048
7.0 - 9.0 .008
9. - 1.C .003
12.1 - io.O .O1L
lobo - 2,0 .005
21.u - 2. * 0o.0Uo
28.C - 3h.0 .001
36. - 47.G O.Ouo
47.J - 6o.0 O.00U
6:.* - 6 .i 0.000
e2.L - 108.0 O.Ouu
FLIHtT NUMiL.ER up. 355
LATe 2C JAr. 1972
TIMEt iV 4 2u
CLuhTr T NUEAEIh 8750
AIlCHnA- -LTITLUL (0.) 13.4
AICLRAFT vELOCITY CR/S) Zlb.6
ABIE;II TErlPE)ATUHE lutC K) 213.3
5AMFLcL VuLLMr ()CM.3) 39u.0
SAMFPLE INIlRV.L (I,) 1312.7
NLPERiE uEiSITT (CN/C.'3) .03
LIC. ATER C0ITENIl (G:/F*-3) 1 .0U
SIZE I*.TErVAL (LilII NO/CM1*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7., 0.000
7.U - 9.0 .008
9.u - 12.0 v. OO
12.0 - lo.C 0.000
1b.u - 21.0 .002
21.o - Zb.C .001
286. - 3b. 0.000
3..O - 47.,' 0.000
47.u - 62 .0 0.000
6i.U - 82.0 0.000
82.u - lou.0 0.000
FLIChI .iUE,AER Ou4 358
LA.T 2Q JAN 1972
TIME 19 42 35
LLUTEth NUPBEI, 87D9
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KE) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VLLOCITY (/S) 221.4
AF.BIET TECPERIATURE (DEC K) 210.8
SAMPLEU VOLUMLE (C**3) 395.0
SAMPFL INTERVAL (M) 1106.8
NLMBER LEiSITY )l.U/CM*83) .06
LIG. wATER COITEmiT ((GM/F*3) .oOO
SIZ INTErVAL (UM) NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C .010
7.u - 9.0G 011
9.0 - 1Z.0 0.000
12.O - 16.0 .002
lb.o - 21.0 0.000
2L.u - 2b.0 .001
2.cU - 3b0. .001
3b.0 - 47.C O.J00
47.U - 64.0 0.000
62.U - 8A.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 350
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 41 54
COUNTER NUMBER 8751
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 213.3
SAMPLED vOLUME 'CM**3) 312.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1312.7
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .48
LIb. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .045
7.0 - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.0 .027
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 353
DATE 20 JAN 197L
TIME 19 42 9
COUNTER NUMBER 8754
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 218.8
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.5
SAMPLED vOLUME (CMR*3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBER ULNSITY (NO/CM**3) .19
LIC. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTIRVAL (UM) NO/CMr*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .015
7.0 - 9.0 .047
9.0 - l*.O .008
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 3b.U .00L
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.u 0.000
82., - 108.0 o.ooo
FLIGHT NUMBEH 004 356
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 '2 25
COUNTER NUMBER D757
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELCCITY (MIS) 221.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM--3) 395.0
SAMPLE ImTERVAL cM) 1100.4
NUMUER DENSITY (NO/CM*B3) .05
LIG. wATcR CONTENT (GM/M-*3) .000
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CMr*3/UM DCIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .020
7., - 9.0 O.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NyMBER 004 359
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 42 40
COUNTER NUMBER 8760
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 208.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL {M) 1100.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .08
LI. WATER CCNTENT (GM/M8*3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .004
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .008
16.0 - 21.0 .002
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 351
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 41 58
COUNTER NUMBER 8752
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 468.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 875.2
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .19
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM*n3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .021
7.0 - 9.0 .016
9.0 - 12.0 .004
12.0 - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 .016
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMR*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 004 357
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 42 30
CCUNTER NUMBER 8758
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 221.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 213.0
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 395.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1106.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .06
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/R**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .010
7.0 - 9.0 .004
9.0 - 12.0 .003
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/8**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .015
9.0 - 12.0 .003
12.0 - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.0 .002
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUHbER OU' 361
WATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 42 50
CLUNTER NUMBER 876Z
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE ((F;) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 223.9
A6BIE/T TEMPERATURE (DEG K} 207.9
SAMPLEU VULLME (CQ**3) 400.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IMI 1108.8
NUMbER DENSITY (NU/CF**3) .24
LID. wATER CONTENT IGM/NI*3) .001
SILE INTERVAL (LH) NC/CMi**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.9 - 7.U .025
7. - 9.U .022
9. -1 2.0 .007
12.U - lo.0 *.06
lO.; - 21.0 .012
21.U - 26.0 UU04
2b.v - 3b.0 .003
30.. - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6Z.o O.O00
62.U - 8k.G 0.000
12.v - 106.0 O.OCQ
FLIGHT iU,',FER ... 364
LATE ZJ JAN 1%72
TiMFE Il 43 5
C:LLIEk NU6br,1 l 0d7.
AIRCkAFI ALTILUDoI (F.) 10.7
AIRChAFI VELOCITY ti/S) 323.9
A0iE, tl TEI'PCKATUIt iL06 hi Ud.3
SArOFLco; VLLriL ('l* -3) 40U.0
SAMPLE IN[FRVAL GO) 1119.7
NOLFLo 'Ei.SITY (IbI/L *03) .27
LID. .oTEI CL.lEl (I /M*3) .U001
s51ZlL INTE'`AL IL'L) Nu/CF'03/UFh OIA.1J1.
5.5 - I.;I .01c
/,; 9.0 .039
9.u - 12,0 .uil
10.0 16.0 U.000
16.0 - 21.} .o14
201.. - 2.o0 .UOb
2b.o, - 30.C .003
36.u - 47.0 U.UU0
47..9 - 6o.0 0.000
o2. - 82 J.ooou
82.0 - 104.0 o.ou
)LIHT Nr ,k .hER oL , 367
LATL 30 J3.1 1972
TlIEE t1 4 r21
INRCRAFI .LTIIULE ()) 13.4
AlNCRAFT VELOCITY (I'/S) 226.5
ArEIL., 1.4 PEAIU[WF (LLG ) 9in..9
SAPL; IL VULLMI- (C' ,*3) 46VU.
SFMALL iI iV L (i. 1120,l
hLoLt; £E0SIT ,oib/Cf *3) .04
LIlL. kAIL CtTUNT IOGF/F*3) .ooO
SIZL IflTtVAL (LIt) lL/C¢N3/UMl LIA.I1T.
5.5 - ?.0 .004
7. - 9.J .UOO0
.- 1r.0 .Uu02
1z.u - 16.0 o.VOO
lo'u. - 21.0 .OorO
21.oU - 26.0 .004
2.o - 3b.. Uo.UU00
30.2 - 47.u .000O
47.u - 02.0C 3.oU
62. - 82.0 O.UOU
82. - i0.. O.Ju(
FL ICHT IUr,I;ER 0,4 370
L, Tc 2C 0n,' 1l72
TIME 19 43 36
CLUNTEN NuPE, 8771l
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (0t) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELUOLIrY I '/5) 22.L
AfbIENT TL.FElkATUEL (LEC K) 999.9
SbFLED VULLNL (CM*.3) 405.0
SAMPLE INIERPVAL (0) 1145.4
NUMLcLk DE"ISITY (UC/CF '*3) .04
LIC. ATE8 COiTEil l(bI/F*03) .0o
5120 INTEAL (Li,) r../CMO*3/UMi DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .020
7.0 - 9.0 .00Q.
9.,0 - 1.0 0.000
12., - 16.C 0.000
10., - 2i,0 0.000
21. - 28.0 o.000
2d.0 - 3t.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 6Z.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
8Z.U0 - ld08.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 dAN 1972
TIME 19 42 55
COUNTER NUMBER 8763
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE 4KM) 
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE DEG K)l 20
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31 40
SAMPLE INTERVAL tIE 111
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIQ. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTeRVAL IUMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .010
7.0 - 9.0 .026
9.0 - 12.0 .028
12.0 - 16.0 .017
16.0 - 21.0 .026
21.0 - 28.0 .019
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972




AMbIENT TEMPERATuRE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMo**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMdER DeNSITY INO/CM**31
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M0*31
51ZE INTERVAL IUMI NO/CM^^3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .069
7.0 - 9.0 .026
9.0 - 12.0 .012
12.0 - 16.0 .008
16.0 - 21.0 .010
2L.0 - 28.o u009
28.0 - 3,6.0 .002
36.U - 47.U 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.OO0
o2.0 - 108.0 o.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
CATE 20 8AN 1972








LI". WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INT;RVAL (M). NO/CM*e3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .005
9.0 - 12.0 .003
12.0 - 1I.0 .U02
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 U.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.u0 0o.000
47.0 - 62.C 0.000
62.0 - 82.U o. 0o000











FLIGHT NUMBER 004 371
CATE 20 .AN 1972
TIME 19 43 41
COUNTER NUMBER 8772
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELCCITY IM/SI 231.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 410.0
SAMPLE IiTERVAL I(M) 1151.9
NUMBER UONSITY INO/CM**3) .05
LID. WATrR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTLRVAL (IUM) NO/CM-*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .020
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.U 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 02.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
362 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 43 0
COUNTER NUMBER 8764
13.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
23.9 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI
8.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
19.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL IMR
.52 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3E
.004 LIb. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CRM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .020
7.0 - 9.0 .019
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000o
62.0 - 82.0 O.o0o
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
365 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 43 16
LCUNTER NUFBER 8767
13.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM)
3.9 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IR/S)
08.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
80.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM*031
19.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
.36 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMO*31
.001 LIc. WATER CONTENT (GM/#**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILMI NO/CMR*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .010
7.0 - 9.0 .019
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.C .oOb
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 O.oO0O
28.0 - 36.0 .004
3b.0 - 47.u0 O.UUO
47.0 - 62.0 0.Oco
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















368 FLIGHT NUMBER 004- 369
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 1' 43 31
CCUNTER NUMBER b770
13.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE I(KM) 13.7
6.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 229.1
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
4.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM**3) 405.0
9.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 911.2
.03 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*3) .05
.000 LIU. oATER CONTENT (GM/**3) .00o0
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/LM QIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .004
9.0 - 12.0 .uUs
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.0oO
62.u - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 o.UoO
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/**3)
SIZE INTERVALILMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .012
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 004 373
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 43 52
COUNTER NUMBER 8774
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SIS) 231.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 410.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1390.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) .24
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .041
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - lo.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.u - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 0.00O
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.u - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10d.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER OQ 376
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 44 7
COUtNTER NUMBER 8777
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/SI 231.7
AABIENT TAMPEkATUiE (DEG K) 20.3
SAMhLED VOLUME (CN*}3) 410.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (i) 1158.3
NLMBER DENSITY (NC/CM**3) .53
LIC. ATER CONTENT (GM/F*43) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (LN) NO/CM**3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .010
7.0 - 9.0 .056
9.0 - 1iz.0 .U035
12.0 - Io.O .J19
16.u - 2l.0 .OIa
21.0 - 20.0 .016
28.u - 3t.0 .002
36.u - 47.0 .o001
47. - 6c.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.OOO000
82.oU - lO,.0 0.000
FLIGH1 NUMbER 0~ 379
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIPM 19 44 23
LUONTER NUIHEK 873C
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (IN) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY ('/S] Z18A8
AbilEil TcTPEI'Atet (Lc0 K) e08.4
SANF-LEL V0LUML (Cm*63) 390.0
SAMPLE INlERVAL (r1) i093.9
SLUMER LENSITY (IU/C;M#*3) .lQ
LIC. ,ATEN CuITENT (GMO/F*3) .000
SIE INIERVAL (LA) NO/CM*a3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .308
9.0 - 12.0 .008
12.U - o.0 .002
16.Q - 21.0 .005
21. - 28.0 .002
2d.0 - 3t.O .UOI
36.O - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.o0 O.u00O
62.u - 82.0 o.OOO
82.u - 108.0 0.00
FLIUHT NUMbER OU4 382
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 44 38
CLUhTER NUFBEh 8783
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KR) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AFAIENT TcMPERATUIE (DEG K) O0d.1
SAMPLEO VULUMt (LCr631 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI) 1093.9
NUMtER DENSITY (NO/CMW.3) .10
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .000
SIZE i"TEtVAL (UM) NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .010
7.U - 9.0 .008
9.U - 12.0 .003
12.u - 1l.0 0.000
16., - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 3t.0 .001
3].0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10d.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 374
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 43 57
COUNTER NUMBER 8775
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 231.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31 410.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1158.3
NUMBER DENSITY (MO/CM**3) .28
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*S*3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT,
5.5 - 7.0 .041
7.0 - 9.0 .022
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 377
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 44 12
COUNTER NUMBER 8778
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 208.3
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 468.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1126.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*.3) .52
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*'3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .030
7.0 - 9.0 .030
9.0 - 12.0 .036
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.U .017
21.0 - 28.0 .019
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
T7.u - 62.0 0.000
62.u0 - 82.0 0.000
a2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 380
DATE 20 jAN 1972
TIME 19 44 28
COUNTER NUMBER 5781
AIRCRAFT ALTILOE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELCCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMbIENT IEMPERATuRE (DEG K) 208.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM.*3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM*.3) .14
LIG. WATtR CONTENT IGM/M*#3). .001
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM6*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 010
7.0 - 9.0 .023
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.O - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.0 .005
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 383
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 44 43
COUNTER NUMBER d784
AIRCRAFT ALTITULdE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 208.1
SAMPLEU VOLUME (CM*R3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 1093.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .20
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .026
7.0 - 9.0 .012
9.0 - 12.0 .013
12.0 - 16.0 .008
16.0 - 21.0 .005
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .029
7.0 - 9.0 .015
9.0 - 12.0 .025
12.0 - 16.0 .017
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.00O










FLIGHT NUMBER 004 378
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 44 18
CCUNTER NUMBER 8779
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 208.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMR*3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)I 1312.7
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .37
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM6*3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .031
7.0 - 9.0 .032
9.0 - 12.0 .010
12.0 - 16.0 .016
16.0 - 21.0 .011Oi
21.0 - 28.0 .010
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.OO
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID. .ATER CONTENT IGM/M*#3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*63/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .026
7.0 - 9.0 .012
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .U004
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.00
62.0 - 82.0 0.00
82.0 - 10.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .004
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .005
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER OU4 385
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 44 53
COUNTER NUMBER 87d6
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 218.8
AFtBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl 208.c
SAMPLEU VOLUME (CM**3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (iM) 1093.9
hUMBER DESITY INL/C#**3) .26
LIl. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NL/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .015
7.0 - 9.0 .023
9.u - 1L.0 .010
12.0 - Lo.0 .004
16.0 - 21.0 .009
21.U - 2.0 .011
2d.c - 36.u .002
30.0 - 47.0 .00ol
41.U - 6Z.0 0.0OO
620. - sz82.0 O.Oou
862.0 - lOo.0 0.000
FLIEHT NU,,EER QU4 38s
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME L9 45 9
LQUNTcr NuF.dEr. d78d
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (Ct.) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IPM/S) Z1B.b
AKdiEOT TLVPEKATUAE (DEE K) 20d.4
SAMPLEO VJLLML (Cofto3) 390.0
SAMFLL ;N[CRVAL (M) 1312.7
NLMUER C Ei*SITY (NC/Ct**3) .15
LIb. AATE CINTTEIT (G'/F**3) .000o
SILL IAlEkVAL (L,.l Nu/CM**3/UlM DIA.IT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
I., - 9.0 .019
s.u - 1£.0 - .u03
12.0 - lc.0 .u12
16. - 2L.0 .UU
2L.U - 2h.0 .002
2d.u - 3o. o.o00U
3e.U - 47.0 0.000o
47.u0 - o.0 0.300
62u - O.0 O.0ou
J - 0.0 0.000uou
FLIEHt NU;,EER .~ 391
LATE 20 JAh 1972
TIMc Li 45 25
LLUiTTR NuhlJEI, 8792
AIRCFAFT ALTITUCE (l.) 14.4
AIRCRAFT ViLULITY ¶5/S) 216.6
Ar dIECIT TTI. PLiATUnF (~LC K) 208.1
SAMPLco VLUl-L (C1'O3C 39U.U
S;-MAL: iNTCERVAL (l.) 10)9.9
NUMER L.E..51TY (llQ/C:*#3) .01
LIC. AICLH CONTE/Il (CM/FS*3) .000
SIZL liTE-IVAL (Lf) NLM/CMa43/UM UIA.IINT.
5.5 - 7.o .005
?.) - 9.0 .U000
4., - 12.0 U.000
li. - 1b.0 0.0U00
16.0 - 2i.0 0.000
21.Q - 26.0 0.000
26.o - 3.0 u.000o
3o.U - 47.0 o.ou00
.7.u - 62.0 0.000
02.U - 86.0 u.000
62.0 - IOb.0 .Uuu
FLIGHT NUrLER LI 394
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TlIME 2u 39 35
CbL,;TER/ NUW.dEi 9t1.V
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 1.,
AIRCRAFT VLLQCITY Ut/S) 115.8
AIr IEIT TcF;PERATUAE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLLO VYLUML (Cr1*03) 48.U
SAMPLE INIERVAL (M) 437.6
NLUMER LE.iSITY C (C/F**35 17.52
LIL. 4ATER CONTeIlr (Gi/F*-3S) .030
512E INTErVAL (ILi) NU/CMR*3/UM DIA0.17.
5.5 - 7.0 .903
7.U - 9.0 1.365
'.u - 12.0 L.215
12u - lb.0 1.266
6lo. - 2i.0 .779
21.0 - 26.0 .119
2d.0 - 36.0 0.000o
3b.U - 47.0 O.OOU
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
e2.O - 8.0 . 0.00uou
92.0 - 106,.o 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 386
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 44 58
COUNTER NUMBER 787
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 208.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMBER DENSITY iNO/CM**3) .60
LIG. WATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3) - .003
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 : .005
7.0 - 9.0 .019
9.0 - 12.0 .048
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 2L.0 - .040
21.0- 28.0 .019
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000o
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGhT NuMBER 004 389
LATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 19 45 14
COUl1TER NUMBER d790
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 207.3
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 390.0
SAMPLE Ii*TERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUv,bER DENSITY INO/CM**3) .24
LI). WATER CONTTENT CGM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTLRVAL U(OM) NO/CM**3/UM DOIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .019
9.0 - 12.0 .032
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 26.U .002
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000o
FLILHT NUMBER 004 392
LATE 20 JAN 1972
IIML 19 45 30
COUNTER IUMBER d793
AIRCRAFT ALTIIULE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELCCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT CEMPERATURE (DEG K) 208.0
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM-#3) 390.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
NUMbER UcNSITY (NO/CM**3) .02
LIU. WATCR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .010
7.0 - 9.0 .004
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
i1.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.o000o
80 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGhT NUMBER 004 395
LATE 20 JAN 197Z
TIME 20 J9 37
COUNTER HUMBER 9o10
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 1.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 115.8
AMOIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 48.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 231.7
NUMbER DLNSITY (NO/CM*o3) 101.69
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*W3) .167
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.986
7.0 . 9.0 5.104
9.0 - 12.0 5.924
12.0 - 16.0 9.828
16.0 - 21.0 5.608.
21.0 - 28.0 .054
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.u 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIb. WATER CONTENT IGM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5s - 7.0 .004
7.0 - 9.0 .060
9.0 - 12.0 .028
12.0 - 16.0 .013
16.0 - 21.0 .011Oi
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.0o00
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.S5 - 7.0 .015
7.0 - 9.0 .015
9.0 - 12.0 .003
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000o
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIoHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3)
SIZE INTERVAL CLM) ND/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .681
7.0 - 9.0 .900o
9.0 - 12.0 .874
12.0 - 16.0 1.856
16.0- 21.0 1.868
21.0 - 28.0 .238
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 O.oUO
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























FLIGHT NUMBER 004 396
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 20 39 40
CCUNTER NUMbER 911i2
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 1.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 103.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEC K} 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*R3) 45.0
bAMPFLE INTERVAL (M) 328.2
NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 b61.27
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .096
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM^*3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.378
7.0 - 9.0 2.944
9.0 - 12.0 4.489
12.0 - 16.0 5.294
16.0 - 21.0 2.982
21.0 - 28.0 .108
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 O.OUo
47.0 - 62.0 0.Ouo
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
IV ,
0
FLIGHT NUMBER 004 397
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 20 39 42
COUNTER NUMBER 9114
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 103.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLEU VOLUME (CMo*3) 45.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 205.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 101.27
LID. ,ATER CONTENT {GM/M*03) .159
SIZE INTEHVAL (UM) NO/CM*'3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.o44
7.0 - 9.0 4.022
9., - 1.0 8.889
12.u - lbo. 9.444
16.b - 21.0 4.373
21.J - 2.0 .197
28.0 - 3b.0 .008
36.U - 47.0 .O000
47.u - 6.0 O.000O
62.0 - 8,.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.o00
FLIGHT 4U,-.bER Ou. 400
DATE 20 JAF 1972
TIME 20 39 50
LGUNTEH NUBREk 9121
AIRCRAFT aLTITULE (KM) 1.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 97.8
AtFIENT TLwIPEKATURE (DUG K) 999.9
bAMLLcu VULLHL (CM.3.) 43.0
SAMPLE INTEIRVAL (1) 195.6
NLMuEhR JESITY )(NU/CF.**3) 39.56
LIC. ,ATEi COINTENT (CM1/F*3) .u21
SIZE INFTEVAL (UM) NC/CM.-3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.310
?.U - 9.0 7.081
9.0 - 12.0 5.062
1[.u - 1.0 .831
16lo - 21.0 .084
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.2 - 36.0 0.000
3b.o - 47.u C.OoO
47. - 6g.C 0.000
60.1 - 8 .0 0.000
8Z.u - 10b.0 O.OO
FLIgHT VIU,'*bEh U'. 403
oATL 0u J'i. 1972
TIlc 20 3V 57
CGLNTEh NUt.BEh 91Z7
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCD I(K) 1.8
AIRCRAFT vtLOCITY (F/S) 95.,
AtBIE.Ir TltPEIATUhE (CtC .) 999.9
bAPPLED) VULUML (C,,I-.*3 42.U
SPMFLE INIERVAL (,I) 190.5
NLMEER E: SITY (lil/CM663) 2.43
LIC. ,ATER COIITENI (G{N/Mf*3) .OO0
SIZE INTERVAL (LG.) NU/CM*3/UM bIA.INtT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.381
7.0 - 9.0 .143
9.u - 1z.0 .024
1.U - 16.0 U.OOO
lb.6 - 21.0 0.000
21.03 - 2.0 OU.UOU
28.j - 36.0 0.000
36.u - 47.0 0.000
47.u - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 106.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 4.303
7.0 - 9.0 5.148
9.0 - 12.0 6.439
12.0 - 16.0 10.597
16.0 - 21.0 4.045
21.0 - 28.0 .068
28.0 - 36.0 .009
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








CATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 20 39 53
COUNTER NUMBER 9123
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 9
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 99
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 28
NUMBER DONSITY (NO/CMO*3) 39
LIU. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM OIA
5.5 - 7.0 6.683
7.0 - 9.0 6.690
9.0 - 12.0 3.714
12.0 - 16.U0 1.042
16.0 - 21.0 .086
21.0 - 28.0 .010
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 U.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 197Z




AMbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 99
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 2l
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LI0. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SILL IlNToRVAL (UM) NO/CM^^3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .047
7.0 - 9.0 O.000
9.0 - 12.0 .047
12.U - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.U 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
398 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 20 39 48
COUNTER NUMBER 9119
2.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
1004 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K)
44.0 SAMPLED VOLUME {CM**3)
05.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
9.23 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.149 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 4.450
7.0 - 9.0 7.919
9.0 - 12.0 12.930
12.0 - 16.0 8.645
16.0 - 21.0 1.553
21.0 - 28.0 .020
28.0 - 36.0 .009
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
401 FLIGHT NUMBER 004
DATE 20 JAN 1972
TIME 20 39 55
COUNTER NUMBER 9125
1.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
95.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
42.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM.*3)
89.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
9.21 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.021 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 2.175
7.0 - 9.0 1.071
9.0 - 12.0 1.238
12.0 - 16.0 .315
16.0 - 21.0 .029
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .009
36.0 - 47.0 0.u00
47.0 - 62.0 O.00U
62,0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
404 FLIGHT NUMBER
DATE O JAN 1972
TIME o O 0
CCUNTER NUMbER 0
2.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
97.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
43.0 SAMPLED VOLLME iCMO*3)
89.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.21 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.000 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NU/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





























FLIGHT NUiMBER 005 1
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 15 30 35
COUNTER NURBER 926b
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 11.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (V/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TLMPEhATUkE (DEG K) 230.6
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*03) 440.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) u.O
NUMBER DE'.SITY (NO/CM**3) .07
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/PM*31 .OO0
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7. - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .011
12.0 - lbO.0 .003
16.U - 21.0 .003
21.u - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
3o.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.u - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8Z.0 O.ou0
82.o - 108.0 o.000
FLIGHT NUibLER OoS 4
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 15 3o 5U
LNYCTE, NUMBER 9CuN
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDeL (EM) 11.u
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(/S) 249.7
AbIENTil TLNFPEKATURE (1LL K) 230.4
SAMPLEU VULLML (CI*A3) 435.,
SAMPLE INItRVAL (N) 1254.8
NTLMcER UEI SIT7 (lCU/CM**3) .O.
LI(G. .ATER COINTENT (Gt /P**3) .Ou
SILLE INTEi9AL (LM) NL/C(h*3/UM DIA.lNr.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.U - 9.0 u.*0u
9.g - I*.u 0.000
12.u - 10.0 .OuZ
16.u - 21.0 o.uO0
21.u - 28.0 O.Ou
2d.0U - 3o.0 U.000
3o. - 41.0 .001
47.0 - 0. 0.000u
62.u - 8.0 O.U00
82.u - ut.0 U.UOU0
ILIGoT L;U.,tER Lc5 7
LTlL 2 J.7 1972
TlMe 15 31 5
LOUNTER N u E,. 92 1
AIRCRAFT ALTITIUIJL ();) 11.o
AIRLRAFT VELOCITY (I/b) 29.7
A. lEIEl TlNPEkcATURE (LEL( k 231. 1
5,,MPLEU VULLfIL (CI 0.3) 522.,u
bAFPLcE INTERVAL (P) 124b.4
NLMEEN UE.SITY (N;/Cl *3) .25
LIC. WAIEC COTENT (GM/FP**31 .UOZ
SILL DiTrLAVAL (LM) .U/CM.*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .u015
7. - 9.0 .U09
3.* - 1 .0 .u08
12.u - 1b.0 .ulS
16.u - 21.0 .011
,21.0 - 26.0 .006
2o.o - 3o.0 .001
36.b, - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 6-,0 .000
62.0 - 8£.C 0.0oou
82.0 - lob.0 0.OuO
FLILHT l)U,'iER o5s lo
LATE 2i JAN 1972
TIME 15 31 22
LCUNTER Nu EEtK 9275
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (.14) 10.7
AIRCRAFT vLOCITY (frt/S) 249.7
APElENT TiLPEKATURE (ULC K) 229.9
SAMPLED VULLML (CP*-3) 348.0
SAMALE INIERVAL (MI 1498.1
NLMeER UE;NSITY (i0/C0K*.3) .28
LIl. ATEY CONTENT (bFr/POO3) .001
512 FLTEAVAL (LM) NL/CM*^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .011I
7.0 - 9.0 .036
s.0 - .C .uu003
12.C - I.o .o09
16.0 - 21.0 .012
2 1.U - 2d.0 .009
28d.0 - 3.0 .003
36.u - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6z.0 O.uuO
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.000
82.0 - 10O.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 15 30 40
COUNTER NUMBER 9267
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 11.
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 252.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 230.
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 440,
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 1261.
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .U
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .00
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.I
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
LATE 21 JAN 1972




AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Mi 
NUMBER 1ENSITY )NO/CM*O3)
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMR-3/UM t
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.o - 9.0 .U003
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.U .007
16.0 - 21.U .004
21.0 - 28.0 .u002
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.u 0.000
.7.0 - 62.0 0.000
b2.0 - 82.0 .000
82,0 - 108.0 0.ou000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
LATE 21 GAN 1972




AMNIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CMR63)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1
NUMBFR DENSITY (NO/CM*-3)
LIl. WATOR CONTENT (GM/M*43)
512E INT.RVAL (UM) NO/CM*^3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 0.o000O
7.0 - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.0 .028
12.o - 16.0 .u002
16.0 - 21.0 .u18
21.o - 28.0 .ulb
28.0 - 3o.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 o.000
62.0 - 82.0 oO.uO
n2.0 - 108.0 UOOO
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
CATE 21 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/MO*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM 0
5.5 - 7.0 .018
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 O.u000
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





















2 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 15 30 45
COUNTER NUMBER 9268
.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME I(CM*3)
.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
u3 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
00 LID, WATER CONTENT (IGM/P**3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 O.uuO
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
S FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 15 31 0
CCUNTER NUMeER 9271
.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
.3 AMBIENT TEMPFERATURE (DEC K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
11 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
02 LIQ. wATER CONTFNT (GM/M**3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (OM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .ul6
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 O.0oO
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 O.000
47.0 - 62.0 .00O0
62.0 - 82.0 0.0u00
82.0 - 108.0 O.o00o
8 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 15 31 16
COUNTER NUMBER 9274
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM)
9.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCIIY (P/S)
1.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
s.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CMr03)
8.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.38 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM0*3)
002 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/P0*3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM 
5.5 - 7.0 .032
7.0 - 9.0 .024
9.0 - 12.0 .010
i2.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .013
21.0 - 28.C .007
28.0- 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 U000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
11 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 15 31 31
CCUNTER NUMBER 9277
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
9.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DECD K)
5.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
8.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
,22 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM0*3)
002 LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/P**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CMO*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .009
12.0 - 16.0 .021
lo.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




































FLIGHT NUMBER Cu5 13
DATE 2L JAN 1972
TIME 15 31 36
COUNTER NUMBERE 9278
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 249.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 229.7
SAMPLED VOLLME ICM-*3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1248.4
NuMdER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .28
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMNt3/UM DIA.INT.
5.S - 7.C .005
7.0 - 9.0 .024
9.0 - 12.0 .026
1z.u - 16.0 .u05
16.0 - 21.0 .011
2L.U - 28.0 .005
28.u - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 O.000
47.U - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 O.OO0U
82.0 - 108.0 O.00O
FLIGHT NUNBER GCS 16
LATE 21 JAN 1972
1TIME 15 31 52
COUNTEk NUFIBEE 9281
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (K1) 10.7
AIRCRAFT vELUCITY IF/S) 249.7
At,.iENT TLIPERATUOC (LC K) 229.6
SAMFLEL VULUME )CM..3) 435.0
SAMPLE NITERVAL (m) 1498.1
NLM8EL DENSITY 1N0/LM.83) .57
LIl. WATER CUNlFNT (Gh/FP*3) .003
SIZE INTERvAL IOU) NU/CM*-3/UM DUIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .032
7.0 - 9.0 .032
s.U - 1.0 . u014
12.U - io.o .029
16.u - 21.C .024
21.L - 26.0 .0i7
28.o - 3o.0 .003
36.. - 47.0 .002
47.J - 6Z.0 .UoU
b2.0 - 8A.0 0.000
82z.u - 10..C 0.000
FLIGHT NUi' ER CuS 19
LATL 4I JaN. 1972
TIPE 15 3. 7
LC00NTEK NuroEk 920.
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCDE (1) 10.7
AI8CRAFT VLLuCIIY (F/5) 249.7
AtbIENT TcP;TEFATUKE (iDLC K) 229.6
SAMPLELD VULLML (I..-3) 435.0
SAMPLE INIERVAL 04) 1248.4
NUMuLER LENSITY (tI/CF'*3) .46
LIC. .ATEP CONTENT (GN/F*.3) .,OO
SIZE INTERVAL (UN) NO/Ctit13/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .038
7. - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 .016
12.0 - 1o.0 .02u
lob.U - 21.0 .023
21.U - 26.0 .011OI
28.u - 3o.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .uOl
47.0 - 6z.O OU.uu
62.0 - 8.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 o.u00
tREALER THAIN lE8 0.000 RLM
FLIGHT NUMBER 0O5 22
CATt 21 JAN 1972
TIME 15 32 23
CtUITKE NFd8CR 9Z7
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (&M) 11.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 249.7
AiEIENT TEtPEkATUNE IDEG K) 229.7
SAMPLED VULLMtE (LM*3) 435.U
SAMPLE iNTERVaL {M) 1248d.4
NL-MbER E LENSITY (NU/CMae3) .73
LIC. uATEE CONTENT )GM/P*3) .007
SIZL INTERVAL (UM) NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .066
7.u0 - 9.0 .040
9.0 - 14. 0.u00
12.0 - lb.O .034
lbo.u - 21.0 .039
21.0 - 26.u .019
28.0 - 3b.0 .OOb
36.U - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 8R.0 0.000
84.0 - 10O.0 .000
GREAIER THAN 108 .007 *LM
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 15 31 41
COUNTER NUMBER 9279
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1O
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 249
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 229
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 435
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1248
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIOD. WATER CONTENT 1GM/M*e3) .0
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 .057
9.0 - 12.0 .019
I2.0 - 16.0 .023
16.0 - 21.0 .030
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .00
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.0 .000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
LATE 21 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME ICMH*3)
SAMPLE IVTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LI. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTLRVAL (1M) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 0.00
7.0 - 9.0 .032
9.0 - 12.0 .016
12.0 - 16.u0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .016
2/.0 - 28.0 .014
28.0 - 36.U .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .OOU
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








LATE 21 aAN 1972
TIME IS s2 12
LOUNTER NUMBER 9285
AIRCRAFT ALTITUE (KM) 1'
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 24
AMBIENT )EMPERATLRE (DEG K) 229
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMH*3) 52
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 124E
NUMbER LeNSITY INO/CM**3)
Llu. WAToR CONTENT (GM/M**3) C
SIZE INTtRVAL I(UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .040
7.0 - 9.0 .033
9.0 - 12.0 .027
12.0 - 16.0 .018
16.0 - 21.0 .015
21.U - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .OIl
38.0 - 47.0 .uo02
47.0 - 62.U .00U
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.U 0.U0o
GREATER THAN 108 0.000 *L
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME IS J2 28
COUNTER NUMBER 9288
AIRCRAFT ALTITLuE (KM) I
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 24
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 22
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*e3) 43
SAMPLE INITERVAL (M) 124
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIC. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .066
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 .033
12.0 - 16.0 .021
16.0 - 21.0 .023
21.0 - 28.0 .027
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .O000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
GREATER THAN 108 0.000 *U
14 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 15 31 46
COUNTER NUMBER 9280
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM)
9.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/SI
9.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K)
5.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
3.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
.57 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3#
007 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/Fe**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IUM) ND/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .01I
7.0 - 9.0 .033
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 .028
16.0 - 21.0 .019
21.0 - 28.0 .015
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
17 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 15 32 2
COUNTER NUMBER 9283
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
,5.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S)
9.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
5.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**31
8,4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.38 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
03 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .043
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 .019
12.0 - 16.0 .021
16.0 - 21.0 .011
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .o001I
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















20 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 15 32 18
CCUNTER NUEMBER 9286
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10
9.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 249
!9.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 229
2.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM.W3) 435
8.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1498
.52 NUMBER DENSITY )NO/CM*3) .
004 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/F*W3) .0
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM UIA.
5.5 - 7.0 .048
7.0 - 9.0 .043
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .029
16.0 - 21.0 .013
21.0 - 28.0 .010
28.0 - 36.0 .009
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 O.oUO
82.0 - 108.u 0.uo00
M GREATER THAN 108 .007 *LM
23 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 15 32 33
COUNTER NUMBER 9289
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 10
9.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 249
9.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEO K) 229
5.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**3) 348
8.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1248
.71 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .
006 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*3) .0O
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMN*3/LM DIA.
5.5 - 7.0 .034
7.0 - 9.0 .045
9.0 - 12.0 .044
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 .023
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .002
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER 005 25
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME IS 32 37
COUNTER NUMBER 9290
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KI) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 249.7
AFBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 229.7
SAMPLED VULLMt (CMF#3) 609.0
SAMPLE INIERVAL (M) 998.7
NUMEER DE,.SITY (NO/CM**3) .27
LIG. oAIER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) N0/CM* 3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C .023
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 1Z.O .O10
12.0 - 16.0 .014
160. - 21.0 .OO8
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 30.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8d.0 U.OOO
Bi8 - 10b.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUNPER US 28
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 15 32 53
COUNTER NUP;ECI 9293
AIRCRAFT oLTITUCE (EI) 10U7
AIRCRAFT VFLOCITY (I/S) 249.7
A)b'i.,IAl TLFPEFATURE (ULC K) 229.8
SAWiLEU VOLLML (C.m-31 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1246.4
NLuMcER CE.SITY (IN/CF*"3) .27
LIC. ,ATEi COI'4TEN) (GM/PY*3) .003
S12t INTERVAL ILi) N/ClfCi3/UM DI A. INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.~ - 9.U .021
9. - 1-0 .UU5
19.0 - i0.o .310
lo.o - 21.0 .010
21.U - 2O.' .UU4
2d.0 - 30.0 .005
360. - 47., .001
41.* - 6£.0





FLICI T NU ER U 31
LATE 2i JI-, 1972
1l;<1 i1 33 9
LL. hT E NbI l!E0k 9250
AlCfRAFT "LTITUCc IlCI) 10.7
AIRCkAFI VtLOCITY (l/SC 249.7
AIHIE;,T TC FE ATUVE (1Dt[ Et 229.8
bAFLCLŽ V~,LLUHL (C '*31 1435.0
SAFLE INltEVAL Ir) 1747.7
ICLLEN CE SEITY Cl/CI*03)1 .15
LIL. *AlEC CUI.TENI (IG/0*-3) .CUI
12L [IITEKiAL (ili) L /CF;.03/UM LClA.I i;.
5.5 - I70 .018
7.0 - 9.u .003
9.U - I .C .007
12.U - 1b*. .OU9
IbU. - 21.0 .UU0
21.i - 20.0 .002
2h.* - 30.0 .003
30.u - 47.0 .001
S2.J - d .0 U.OO
82. - 10*.0 O.000
FLIGHT NUI";LER 0.5 34
L.Tc 2I JHI. 1972
1 IME 17 13 27
CLLTTEk hRNUlER 9619
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCt (F:) 1i.2
AIRCRAFT iELOCITY C(/S) 2'4.5
AlBlCENT TLFiPERATUHE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMFLEC VoLLHL (C1i*3) 430.0
SAPFLE INTERVAL (M) 1222.6
NLLMEbC UE;ISIT5 (sNU/CV'*3) .13
LIL. ,ATEo CUNT EOl (GM/Fv*3) .uOu
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) Nr/CRFiW3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.C - 9.0 .024
9.0 - 12.0 .002
1Z.0 - lo.0 .005
1b.O - 21.0 .006
21.u - 28.0 .003
26.u - 3b.0 0.000
36.u - 47.0 0.000
47.u - 62.0 O.OO
62.U - 86.0 U.0UO
82.0 - 10.C0 U.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 26
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 15 32 44
COUNTER NUMBER 9291
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 249.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 229.7
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 348.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1747.7
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .44
LIO. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .011
7.0 - 9.0 .036
9.0 - 12.0 .035
12.0 - 16.0 .011
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28,0 .010
28.0 - 36.0 .009
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.U 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 29
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 15 32 58
COUNTER NUMBER 9294
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 249.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 229.8
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 348.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1248.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMO*3) .31
LIU. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7 .o .029
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 .006
12.0 - 16.0 .006
16.0 - 21.0 .009
1i.U - 28.0 .015
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .001
02b0 - 82.0 0.000
*.0O - 108.0 .UU000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
LATE 21 .AN 1974
TIME 15 33 14
COUi TEkR UMBER 9297
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)




LI. wATcR CCNTENT (GM/MW*3)
SIZt INTrRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0U .IO
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 U0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.U 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
LATE 21 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIi. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .003
210, - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
30.0U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
















DATE 21 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM0*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 O.000
7.0 - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.0 .028
12.0 - 16.0 .012
Ib.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .010
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















32 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 33
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 13 22
CCUNTER NUMBER 9618
D.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 12.2
9.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
5.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 430.0
8.4 SAMPLE INlERVAL (M) 0.0
.13 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .08
01 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*03/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .OU0
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.3 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
35 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 36
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 13 37
COUNTER NUMBER 9621
2.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 12.2
4.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
0.0 SAMPLED VOLULME (CM**3) 430.0
2.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222.6
.08 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CMO*3) .15
000 LID0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NC/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0 000
9.0 - 12.0 .016
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 37
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 13 42
COUNTER NUMBER 9622
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*03) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NC/CM**3) .39
LID, WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .048
7.0 - 9.0 .036
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.u - 1o.0 .020
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.U - 26.0 .005
28.u - 3b.0 .006
36.u - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 62.0 O.00U
62.U - 82.0 0.000
62.u - 108.0 o.000
FLIGHT NUiLbER OU5 40
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 13 58
COUNTER NUMBEP 9625
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (IK) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AFV.BIENT TEMPEMATURH (IEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULLME (CM*#3) 430.0
SAMPLE INIERVAL (I) 1222.6
NLMEER UEHSITY (NC/CM**3) .19
LICe. ATER CONTENT (GFli,**3) .0UI
SIZE INTEthAL {LM) L,/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .u000
7.0 - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.0 .U07
12.u - lb.0 .016
16.b - 21.0 .U03
21.u - 26.C .uO0
28.b - 3b.1 .003
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 62.C 0.000
62.u - 82.0 u.uoO
8,.u - IO.0 u.00u
FLICHT UI'LEREH '. 43
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIFt 17 1s 14
CLLNTER Nwl.BEh 962r
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (K.) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/SI 244.5
AMNBIENT TEMPChATUAt (tCE K) 999.9
SAMPLE VJLLUME I(C'**3) 430.C
SAhPLt rNTERVAL (i) 1467.2
NUmtEh DEiNSITY (NI/CF**31 .17
LIL. nAlEA COhIIENT (GF/l**3) .001
SIZE ITTERVAL (CLM) N/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.0 - 9.0 O.00O
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.O .010
16.U - 21.0 .00u3
21.u - 28.0 .0u7
28.0 - 36.0 .U1l
36.U - 47.0 .Oul
47.U - 62.0 0.000
62.u - 82.0 0.000
z8.u - 108.0 O.000
FLIGHT NUMLER Ou5 46
NATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 14 29
COUNTER NU.EER 963b
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S) 244.5
AMBIENT TEPPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLMt (CM**3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222.6
NLMeER DENSITY (NO/CM*^3) .15
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .l01
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NC/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 1.0 .005
16.o - 21.0 .003
21.u - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000O
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 106.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 38
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 13 47
COUNTER NUMBER 9623
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 516.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL CM) 1222.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .16
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .016
7T.O0 - 9.0 .012
9.0 - 12.0 .006
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 41
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 14 3
COUNTER NUMBER 9626
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 244.5
AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM-*3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 1222.6
NUMBER CDNSITY INO/CM**3) .17
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE IhTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0U .014
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 0.OuO
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .016
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.u .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.U O.OUO
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.U - 108.0 0.uo0
FLIuhT NIMBER 005 44
LATE 21 *AN 1972
TIFE 17 14 19
COLUNTER NUMBER 9629
AIRCRAFT ALTITLLE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (H/S) 244.5
AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEO K) 999.9
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**J) 430.0
SAMPLE ITERVAL (M) 1222.6
NUMbER CtNSITY (NO/CM*#3) .10
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*^3) .002
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM^^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .OU2
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .000
d2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.u .007
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
















FLIGHT NUMBER 005 39
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 13 53
COUNTER NUMBER 9624
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME ICM*#3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1467.2
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .14
LID. WATER CONTENT (GMN**3)1 .001
SIZE INTERVAL IUMI NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/#** 3 )
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .012
7.0 - 9.0 .006
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .OCI
16.0 - 21.0 .011
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 o.o00
47.0 - 62.0 O.OUO
62.0 - 82.0 0000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 O.OuO
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/t**3)
SIZE INTERVAL UILM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .004
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .OU01
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.O00
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























FLIGHT NUMBER 005 49
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 14 45
COUNTER NUMBERE 9634
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY 0M/S) 244.5
AFBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLML (CM-*31 430,0
SAMPLE INTERVAL I(M) 1467.2
NUMEER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .08
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL ILMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.,
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 1z.0 .005
12.0 - lb.O .005
16.U0 - 21.0 .003
21.U - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 o.000
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.U - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.u - iv.O 0.000o
FLIOHT HUlIbER AuS 52
LATE 21 JAN 1972
1IME 17 15 0
LUGINTER NUrBER 9oJ7
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE 4&F) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IN/5) 244.5
Ar-.BIENT TcNlPEFATUME (CEC- ) 999.9
SANFPLEL VULLML (CMvn3) .30.u
SAMPLE INIERVAL (I) 1222.,
NL MEE DE-SITY )NO/C-**3) .03
LI1. ATER CONTENTF (G1/f*3) .o000
SIZE INTEHVAL (UH) NC/CFl*3/UM uIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.3 - 9.0 .003
9.u - Z.0 0.0ooU
12.0 - 1b.0 .oU2
lbo.u - 2i.0 .001
21., - 26.0 0.oou
28.U - 3o.C u.uOO
36.0 - 47.0 o° 000
41.U - 62.O U.OUU
be.U - .0 0.000U
8R.V - 108.0 o.UOU
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 14 O50
COUNTER NUMBER 9635
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/SI 244
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 999
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31 430
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 1222
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*03)
LIQ. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .0
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.O - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
CATE 21 JAN 1972








LIU. WATcR CONT7NT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .008
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .008
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .U001
3b.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.OOu
02.0 - 82.0 O.00o







50 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 51
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 14 55
COUNTER NUMBER 9636
.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
4.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 999.9
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*'3) 430.0
2.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222.6
.06 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) .09
000 LIC. WATER CONTENT (OM/M**3) .000
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
18.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 0.000ooo
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
53 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 54
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 11 50 4
COUNTER NLMdER 9645
.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
4.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 244.5
5.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 225.5
6.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM*#3) 430.0
0.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1467.2
.16 NUMbER OENSITY INO/CM**3) .22
001 LID. wATER CONTENT IGM/MF*3). .001
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001I
47.0 - 62.0 0o000
62.0 - 80.0 0.0oO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
F L. (HT RU:f ER 0u,5 55
LiATL 21 J.l 1972
TIME 17 5C 9
CC,,T T L NUBER 9o0o
AIRCRAFT ALTIIuCE (K') 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (V/b) 244.5
A!.blErT T0PFEFATUA (OLL K)l 225.5
bsrIrPLU VULLML (Lu;*31 430.0
SAPFL INITERVAL (1;) 1222.6
t.UriCE Ei'SIT (T ;/CF.**3) .34
LIC. AIEh CONTENT (CU/I"3) .003
SIZ INILnVAL (L1.) NU/(PlI*3/UM U1A.Ik;T.
5.5 - 7.2 .043
7.u - 9.0 U.010
9.0 - 1L.0 .005
IZ.u - It.0 .OIZ
1.U - 21.0 .013
21.u - 26.0 .007
2 d., - 30.0 .Uu5
36., - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 6.V .001U
62.u - 8°2.0 o.uu
8z.U - 108.C 0.Ouu
FLIhl NUMEER OU5 58
LATE 2L JAr. 1972
TIME 17 56 25
LrUNTEV N;UEEk 96o9
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE, (F) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (,/S) 247.1
A. blE;;) TLFPERATUIC (CEL K) 225.4
SAPFLEU VOLUME (Cl,*--3) 348.0
SbAfPLE INTERVAL (1l) 1482.0
NLMtEN LE,4SITY (IU/CF**31j .24
LIC. .ATE, CONTENT (GM/F*t3) .002
SIZL INTE-VAL (LM) NO/CMH*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.u - 12.0 .011
12.u - l6.0 .00Ub
lo.1u - 21.0 .003
21.U - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36,0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.U - 62,0 O.0ou
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NuMBER 005 56
CATE 21 JAN 1972
1IME 17 50 14
COUNTER IUMBER 9647
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AMBlFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 225.5
SAMRPLEL vOLUME (CM*#3) 430.0
SAMPLE li4TERVAL (M) 1222.6
NUMoE DECNSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.17
LIT. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .010
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM.*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .087
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .033
12.U - 16.0 .060
lb.O - 21.0 .045
21.0 - 28.0 .033
28.0 - 36.U .019
36.0 - 47.0 .O0u3
47.0 - 62.0 .U03
02.0 - 82.0 O.0Oo
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 59
lATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 50 29
COUNTER NUMBER 9650
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AMoIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 225.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMt*3) 522.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 988.4
NUMbER CDNSITY INO/CM*t3) .06
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .004
7.0 - 9.0 .006
9.0 - .12.0 .004
12.0 - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.0 .002
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 57
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 50 19
CCUNTER NUMEER 9648
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/5) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 225.4
SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**3) 522.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1229.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) - .63
LIG. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .006
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .011
7.0 - 9.0 .035
9.0 - 12.0 .OZb
12.0 - 16.0 .040
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .015
28.0 - 36.0 .012
36.0 - 47.0 - .002
47.u0 - 62.0 o.001
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 o60
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 50 35
CCUNTER NUMBER 9651
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 225.4
SAMPLED VCLLME (CM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 1482.6
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .03
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .oo000
SIZE INTERVAL I(UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 0.000oo
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 O.OUO
47.0 - 62.0 0 oooo
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
ft?
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 61
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 50 40
COUNTER NUMBER 9652
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 225.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1235.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 .10
LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/F**3C .001
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NC/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 8.0 0.°000
82.U - 108.0 0.000
FLIUHT NUMBER r5S 64
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 50 55
COUNTER NO!LeEh 9655
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM;) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY t/Sb) 297.1
AEblE&T TL'FERAIU'F (UtC L) 225.3
SAMPLEL VuLLMc (C1.,3) 435.u
SAMPLE INTERVAL (I) 1235.5
NLMbE CtDEfSITY (NU/C'^*^3) .1
LIW. ,AIEn CONTEN IGIM/F**3C .000
SIZE INlIEVAL (Lii) .C/Cth^3/UI' UIA.IlhT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - g9. .017
9.U - 1.0 .00U7
12.o - IL.O .009
16.u - 21.0 .001
21.u - 2-.0 .001
2a.0 - 3o.0 o0.Ou
36.u - 417.0 .000
41., - 62.0 .Ou00
6 .u - 8,.0 U.u00
82.u - IOt.U U.000
FLIGHT ihUSiER o0. 67
LATL 21 J.t. 1472
TIME 17 5. 42
CLUITIT t NUfBNEI 900b5
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDV (ChF) 12.2
AlhCRCFT VELOCITY IM/S) 2CF./
AfBIENT lct PEkATUHlE CLLC k) 22S.4
Sh PFLtu VuLLML (Ci*#3) 4b5.0
SAM-Ls INIRVVAL CI) 1245.5
CNL.bER bE;iSITY (CiL/CM**31 .08
LIC. wATEh CONTENT IGh,/Fe*3) .000
b1ZE INIEDVAL (LI) NL/CM**3/UM UiA.lNt.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.U - 9.0 .003
6.U - 1.iC .005
12.U - lo.0 .oU2
16.u - 21.0 .001
21.C - 2o.O .oU3
28*. - 30.0 .O01
36.J - .7.0 U.00u
47?. - 6-.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 10.0 .u000
FLIGHT NUMBER 0U5 70
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 54 57
CGLNTTE NUMBEI o9668
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (CK) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/Sb) 247.1
BI 8IENT TLtFPECkATU£c (CLAC K) 225.4
SAMPLED VULLML (CDM*3) 435.0
bAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1235.5
NLMtER DEINSITY (NL/CM**3) .06
L1L. AAIEH CONTENIT (Gt/F**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (LIIH) .L/CMICI*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
?.C - 9.0 .003
9.U - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - lo.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .00U6
21., - 28.0 O.0U
2d.0 - 3o.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 U.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.U - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 50 45
COUNTER NUMBER 9653
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY In/S) 247
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 225
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 435
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1235
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIo. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .0
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .016
12.0 - 16.0 .020
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIKE 17 51 0
COUNTER NUMBER 9656
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY In/S) 247
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 225
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 435
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1235
NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM*31)
LIU. WAT.R CONTENT (GM/Mh*3) .0
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM.#3/UM CIA.
5.5 - 7.U .014
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 U.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000U
62.0 - 8.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIghT NUMBER 005
LATE 21 JAN 1972




AMUIENT (EMPLRATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLEL vOLUPE (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMt*3)
LIC. wATlR CONTENT (GM/Mt*3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.u .007
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - lb.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36b.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.u - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
B2. - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 2L JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DE. K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DCtNSITY (NO/CM**31
LID. WATER CONTEnT (GM/M**3)



































62 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 50 50
COUNTER NUMBER 9654
2.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI
7'1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
5.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
5.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3)
5.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL IMC 1
.41 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
005 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/LM D
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
65 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 54 37
CCUNTER NUMBER 9664
.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
7.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S)
5.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K)
5.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
5.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL IMC
.08 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
000 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/**31)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM L
5.5 - 7.0 .038
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .023
21.0 - 28.0 .015
28.0 - 36.0 .026
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.OUO
o8 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 54 52
CCUNTER NUMBER 9667
.2 AIRCRAFI ALTITUDE CKM)
.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/5)
5.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
5.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**31
.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.14 NLMBER DENSITY INO/CM**31
001 LID. wATER CONTENT IGM/F*31)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/LM L
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
71 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 55 8
COCUNTER NUMBER 9670
2.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
47.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/S)
5.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
Z2.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
35.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL CM)
.05 NUMBER UENSITY INO/CM**3)
.000 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.OUO
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER 005 73
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 55 13
COUNTER NUMBER 9671
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KS) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
ANBIENT TEMPERATURE (UEG K) 225.3
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMt*3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M), 1235.5
NUMBER DENSITY (ND/CM*t3) .03
LIG. WATER COtNTENT (GM/M*S3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.U - 12.0 0.OOU
12.u - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 O.OUo
21.0 - 28.0 O.U00
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
30.O - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.UOO
62.U . 82.0 0.000
8.o - 10d.C .OO000
FLIGHT nIUbER u'5 76
LATE 21 JAN i972
TIME 17 56 io
CLUNLTER NU'Eki 907'
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (iS) 12.z '
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY tF/Sl 247.1
AlblE:IT TLt,PEiATUKt (UELG S 725.4
bANFLEu VOLLME (C.':"*3) 435.0
SAFPLE INIERVAL (m) 1235.5
NLMBER UE';SITY (IOJ/CM*h 3) .02
LIl. A'lEk CONTENT (LM/M**3) .000
51Zc INTERVAL (LML) NO/CM.*3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.U - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 U.UOO
12. - 10.0 0.000
16.U - 21.0 0.OO0
2i.u - 2U.C .00U
2a.u - 30.0 .u01
3-.u - 47. ' O.OO0
47.d - bo-C u.000
b2.0 - A.'J U.000
82.- - 10io.. O.OOI
FL IuHT iUrlEECR 0.5 79
LATL 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 50 25
CLLUiTER NUPEEl.. 9077
AIRCRAF) ALTITUCE (KP) i2.2
AINCRAF r ELOLIY U(1/5) 747.1
Ai LbIE;IT TLc.PEi.AITUkF (LtC A) 225.4
5AMPLE{ VOLLME {(C.*3) 435.0
SAMPLE INILRVAL (M) 1235.5
NLVCeEq CDESITr (S'L/LM*3) .18
LIL. ArTE, CONITENT Gik,/M*53) .00O
51iz IIiTErVAL (UNF) I-G/1`1.*3/UM UIA.INt.
5.5 - 7.0 .U3Z
7.u - Y9. .u07
9.L - 12.0 .009
12.0 - Ib.0 .009
16,u - 21.0 .OOL
2i.U - 26.0 .00Jo
Ao 28.u - c.C .0U1
36.U 47.C o0.oo
47. - 6£.C 0.000C5 ^ Qi 62.U - 82.0 O.OuO
82.0 - IOt.O 0.000u
FLICHT NUI,L'ER 0,O5 82
LATE 2Z JAIl 1972
TIME 17 5o 40
CLUhTER NuMFeEk 9o0v
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE EMI) 12.2'
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY iF/S) 247.1
ArLUIENI TthPEFATUnF (lUEC K) 7225.4
bAMPLEU VOLUME (CP1*s3) 435.0,
bAMiLE INIMRVAL (M) 1235.5
NUMeER UEC.SITY (iUJiCT;t3) .12
LIC. HATEK CONTENtI '(G0/P*3) .oUo
SIL INTERVAL (LH) NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - s.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.o - It.O .002
16.0 - 21.0 .00O
21.0 - 26.0 .003
28.0 - 30.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8a.0 0.000
82.0 - lOb.O 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 55 18
COUNTER NUMBER 9672
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 22!
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 43!
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1235
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .O
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .002
b6.0 - 21.0 .OUI
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
LATE 21 .AN 1972




AMbIFNT TEMPERATURE IDEG KS
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 - .003
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .002
lo.0 - 21.0 .001
21.u - 20.0 O.UOO
28.0 - 36.U .001
36.0 - 47.0 .00u
47.0 - 62.0 o.oOU
.62.0 - 82.0 0.000








FLIUhT NUMBER 005 80
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 56 30
COUNTER NUMBER 9678
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE IKM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/5) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 225.4
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM.*3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Im 1235.5
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM^*3) .15
Ll. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INmTRVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0C .018
7.0 - 9.U .OU7
9.0 - 12.U .005
I2.0 - 16.0 .002
1e.O - 21.0 . .008
21.0 - 28.0 .003
Zb.U - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.U .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.Ou
62.0 - 82.U .OUO
82.U - 108.U 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 83
DATE 2L JAN 1972
TIME 17 56 45
COUNTER NUMBER 9681
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 247.1
AMBI1ENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl 225.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM.*3) 522.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1235.5
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM*#3) .06
LID. WAT.R CONTENT (GM/M^*3) .001
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .004
7.0 - 9.0U .009
9.0 - 12.U .002
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.U 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .o000
74 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 75
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 56 5
COUNTER NUMBER 9673
.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
7.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (N/S) 247.1
5.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 225.4
5.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) - 435.0
5.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 11613.9
.03 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .06
000 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M1**3) .000
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (IM) NO/CM*43/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.u - 28.0 .OUI
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
77 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 78
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 56 20
COUNTER NUMBER 9676
2.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
7.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
5.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DECG K 225.4
5.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM*3) 435.0
5.5 ' SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1235.5
06 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) .06
00D L1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .OUO
.1NT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .002
Ib.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0U - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 .oOI
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.OUO
62.0 - 82.0 O.OUO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 81
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 56 35
COUNTER NUMBER 9679
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC KS 225.4
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**35 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1235.5
NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*3) 1 .10
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM JIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 - .011
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000UO
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 b64
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 56 51
CCUNTER NUMBER 9682
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEG K) 225.4
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM'*3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1482.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .01
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.00U
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 ·0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 85
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 56 56
COUNTER NUMBER 9683
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AhBIENT TEMPERATURE (IEG K) 225.5
SAMPLED VULLML (ICM*3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1235.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NU/CM**3) .04
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#31 .000
SIZE INTERVAL (ILM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.G .002
12.u - lob.O .003
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.o - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 30.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000U
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 106.0 0.0U00
FLIDHT NUMNBER 005 88
LATE 21 JAh 1972
TIME 17 57 12
CoUNTEk NUtIdEk 96b6
AIRLhAFT ALTITUCE lo!) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 244.5
ArIblEI TLMPEFATUNE (LED K) 225.5
S.PLED VULLML (C1-*3) 430.0
SAMPLE INiERV.L 1iH) 1467.2
NLMtER LE,.SITY Ul4U/CM*'3) .i4
LIL. ,ATE, COITENI (G0/F**3) .Ol
SIZLe ITEKDAL (LNL) NU/CM.*3/U14 IA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.u .014
9.0 - 1.0 .O0S
12.u - ib.0 U005
lo.. - 21.C o)U4
21.U - 20.C .001
2i.o - 3o.0 u.000
3b.u - 47.U .0UL
413. - o0 J o.UOU
02.U - .0 U.000o
b.oU - 108.0 0.uUO
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
GATE 21 JAN 1972








LID. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)































DATE 21 JAN 1972




AMbIFNT IEMPERATLURE IDE K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM.*3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 
NLUMBFR DtNSITY INO/CM**3)
LID. WAToR CCNTrINT IGM/M**3)
SltE INTcRVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 0.000UO
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .003
z1.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .001
Oo.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 u.0o00
62.0 - 82.0 0.000O







86 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 57 6
COUNTER NUMBER 9685
.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
4.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S)
5.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3)
9.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.05 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
002 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .004
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 O.U000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
89 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 17 57 22
COUNTER NUMBER 9688
.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM)
4.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S)
5.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
U.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICMe*3)
2.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.06 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
000 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F#*3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM..3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 O.OuO
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000O
21.0 - 28.0 O.OO
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.o00o
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.C0(
82.0 - 108.0 O.00O
FLIG-HT NUMBER uut 91
LATL ZL JAN 1s72
T1:t Ic 5 o
CIUNTEN NuJMCE,. 972u
VIRCRAFT aLTITULE I(.) 11.6
pIRCRAFT vILULIIY 3M/5) 252.3
Ab81iEN1 T.LPLkATUhc IDL0 K) 226.z2
SAMPLED VLLML ICi**3) 52b.u
SbFMLE INILRVAL 1M1) O.U
N~UcE/ DENSITY ilIU/CM*O3) .03
LIL. vAiEk' C0[lE41l TG'/M*2) .o000
SIZE II.TEoVAL (Ll) NC/CM*-3/UM DI.I I1T.
5.5 - 7., .008
7.u - 9.0 U.UC00
9.U - 1 .0 0.000O
12.u - 1o.O .003
l.oU - 21.C 0.000O
2t.U - 24.0 .001
28.u - 3. O.U000
36.u - 47.0 U.OUO
47. - 62.3 0.000
62.0 - 8Z.0 U.000
8z.U - lOb.O U.uUU
ILIHI;T NUJItER Uu5 94
L4TL 21 JAI 1972
TIME lb 5 17
CLUNTER NLU:UEk 9723
AIRCRAFT uLTITUCE IKh) 11.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 252.3
Ar bIET TLAPEkATUNE (D0C K) 22e.4
SAMPLEO VOLUME (CCM.3) 440.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1513.5
NLMAED DE'SITY INU/CM**3) .03
LIC. ATEk CONTENT IGM/M**3) .000
SIZL INTErVAL (IL) 3.C/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C 0.000
7.0 - 9.u .003
9.0 - 12.0 0.OOo
12.0 - o.U .UU003
lb.u - 21.U0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 O.OUo
28.0 - 30.U0 0.000
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.,0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.000
82.u - 108.0 U.000
FLIGhT NUMBER 005
D.ATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 1a 5 b
COLNTER NUMBER 9721
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDt (KM) 11
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 2S2
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE 0DEG K) 208
SAMPLED vOLUME ICM*3) 440
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1513
NUMbfR CLNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID. WATtR' CONTENT I(M/M**i) .3
SIZE IINTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA,
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.u - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .U002
lb.0 - 21.0 .001
v1.0 - 28.0 0.OOu
2,b.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.U 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
b2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
LATE 21 JAN 1972








LIG. WATtR CONTENT IGM/M**3)






























92 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 1 5 IL
COUNTER NUMBER 9722
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM)
2.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S)
8.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*03)
3.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM)
.04 NUMtER CENSITY (NO/CM'*3)
001 LID. wATER CONTENT iGM/M##3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*.3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 O.O0O
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .oOI
21.0 - 28.0 0.000U
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.o000o
95 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 5 27
CCUNTER NUMBER 9725
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
;2.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (i/S)
.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3)
1.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.06 NUMBER DENSITY iNO/CM**3)
000 LID. WATER CONTENT iGM/F**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NU/CM**3/LUM
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER 005 97
LATE 2l JAN 1972
TIME 18 5 32
COUNTER NUMBER 9726
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 11.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AlBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG KI 228.8
SAMPLEC VOLUME (CM**3) 44U.0
bAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 126i.3
tLMeEER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .02
LIG. ATERk CONTENT (GM/M*03) .000
51ZE INEERVAL (LM) NC/CM0*3/UMI UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.U - 1Z.O 0.000
12,0 - 1o.0 O.000
16.y - 21.0 Uo000
21.0 - 28.0 .001
2b.U - 30.0 .001
3b.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8cO0 .OO0
b2.0 - 108.0 U.0OU
FLIGHT NUllbER U-15 100
bATE 21 JAN 1972
IlM't I 5 47
LCLNTRH NuMEEK 9729
AIkCRAFr ALTI1UCL (FM) L1I.
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (j/S) 249.7
At blENrT Tt:PLI<ATUiF (CEG k) 229.4
SbAPLPU VOLLML (Cr*.3) 435.
SAM-LE INT[[RVAL (li) 124d.4
NLMctR CEiSITY INOC/CF*3) .03
LIL*. ATER COLTEIT (Grm/F^*3) .000
bSILL INTERVAL (LII) F:L/CM-*3/U Dl1A.INT.
5.5 - 7.C 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 1-.0 .005
12. - lo.C .GU.
1o.o - 21.u .001
21.U - 2t.C .001
2t.0 - 3o.C O.OOu
36.0 - 47.6 O.Ueu
4.u - 6-.0 O.UO
62.u - 8A.C 9.U00
a8.o - 1Ob.c 0.000
FLICHT NUIAEFR U.b 103
LATc 2L JAN 1972
tl)E 16 o 2
CULL Tii NUE:EI. 973.
lAICRAFT ALTITUC (i F}) 11.3
AIRCRAFT VtLUCITY I'/S) 249.7
Ar IENT TcPEFATUlfI: (CEO k) 229.9
bSPVLCU VuLLML (U11-3) 522.U
bSAPLi INIERV.L (li) 1240.4
NtrEE11 LEEISITY (NU/CM*03) .05
LIC. hATEh CUlhTEI1 (C/6*a3) .000
51it INTErVAL (Oli) t:LI/Cm*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C .015
7.o - 9.L .U03
9.u - 12.0 .0UL
12.0 - Ib.U .003
It.O - 21.0 .OUI
21.U - 2b.0C 00UU
2b.0 - 3b.0 U.000
30.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 6Z.C U.UOO
62.0 - 8-.0 0.OOO
820U - iOb. 0.000u
FLIGHI N;.IBER i5 106
LATL 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 6 18
LLUNhTRh NU:VEh S97j5
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (Ak) LI.U
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IF/S) 249.7
AlBILET TEFiPCEhATUE (LtE K) 230.4
SAPLFLF VOLLUME: (Cv*3) 522.0
SAPPLE INTFRVAL (C) 1248.4
'NmML, cE:,SITY (NO/LFCh3) .12
LIL. ,ATEP CONTENT (GM/F**3) .001
bIlc INTEnVAL (LM) FU/CM*#j/UM LIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.U - 9.2 .011
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.U - lo.0 .001
lb.O - 21.0 .007
21.U - 26b. .OU2
26., - 3b.C .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.U - LObO0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/Mn*3)
51ZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







FLIGHT NUMBER 005 101
CATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 5 52
COUNTER NUMBER 9730
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 11.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 249.7
AMbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 229.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMR*3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1248.4
NUMBER OcNSITY(INO/CM**3) .06
LIU. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTtRVAL CUM) NO/CM-*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 286.0 .002
zi.0 - 36.U .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .U000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 104
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 16 6 8
COUNTER .,UMBER 9733
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 11.3
AIRCRAFT VELOCIIY IM/S) 249.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 230.1
SAMPLED ,OLUME (CM**3) 435.0
5AMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1498.1
NUMBER DUNSITY (NO/CM**3) .09
LIU. WATiR CONTENT (GM/MR*3) .000
SIZE INTcRVAL IUM) NO/CM.*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 003
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.U .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 107
CATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 6 24
COUNTER NUMBER 9736
AIRCRAFT ALTITLDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY tM/S) 249.7
AMblIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 230.6
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1498.1
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) .19
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
sIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .032
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
98 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 99
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 5 42
COUNTER NUMBER 9728
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 11.6
9.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S) 249.7
9.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 229.1
5.0 SAMPLED VOLUME tCM**3) 435.0
4.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1248.4
c06 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31) 06
000 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/I**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82e0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 005 105
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 6 13
CCLUNTER NUMBER 9734
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 11.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 249.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 230.2
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1248.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .13
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F *3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .OU5
12.0U - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 108
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 6 29
CCUNTER NUMBER 9737
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 230.8
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1242.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*I3) .31
L0D WATER CONTENT (GM/I#*3) .OUZ
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/,M UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 .009
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .011
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER Go05 109
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIFE 18 6 34
COUNTER NUMBER 973d
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 231.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1235.5
NLUMBER ENSITY (NC/CM*-3) .55
LIC. hWATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .006
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .032
7.0 - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 1L.0 .005
12.0 - lb.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 040
21.0 - 28.0 .008
2d.0 - 36.0 .010
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - lOu.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUImEFR 0o5 112
DATEL 21 JAN 1972
1IML eb 6 49
CLUNTtR NU.EEk 97..
AIRCRAFT ALTIULDE (KMI) 10.7
AIRLRAFT VELOCITY (i/SI 244.5
At UIENT TLt:PERATUKir (DEC K) 231.5
SIMPLEU VULLIL (4CA.31 430.0
SAPPLc INTIERVAL (1,) 1222.6
NUMBER UENSITY (NU/C!**3) .89
LI. aA1ER CONTENT (GOM/**3) .00
$SIZL INTEhVAL (EL) NH /CM.*e3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .053
7.u - 9.C .058
9.0 - 12.0 .024
12.u - lo.0 .045
lo.u - 21.U .014
21.U - Zb.U .036
2.o - 3o.d .J09
3b.o - 47.0 .003
41.J - 6.C . UU000
62.6 - 8. U 0.U000O
8 2.0 - 106.0 O.O5U
FLIS MI NUJIbEE 1b15
CATE 21 J3N 1,72
TIMt lb / 5
CECUbtTL NUULEk 91-
AIRCRAFT wLTITULbL S I lu.7
AIRlRAFT VELOCITY ih/S5 244.5
.bIE,.T TLI'!PERATUrE (LEC K) 23Z.t
bShPLELL VLUML (Ci ..*3) 43u.0
AVPLCE IN( RVAL NU 1222.o
NLMoER S'.SITY SI-/CS*-35 .4b
LIC. *,TE, CILTEL[ ((Uh/P**J) .00b
Slot I'IIE"VAL (MfI) NL/CM* .j/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.L - 9.G .043
9.U - 1.0 .U2b
12.0 - lo.O .012
Ib.o - 21.0 .uub
21.u - 28.0 .U12
2o.b - 3o.0 .006
30o.u - 47.U .004
41.0 - 6o.0 0.000O
62.u - 86.0 .000
62.0 - 10o.0 .UU000
PLILHT NUMLER UUS 118
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME iL 7 20
CLUNTER NU:EEF 97'7
AIRCRAFT ALTITULt (K ) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VFLOCITY SA/S5 244.5
AblIEil T.tMPERATURF (bCG Kl 232.d
bAMPLEU VULUME (Ci*-3) 4'30.0
SAMPLE INTEPVAL (,) 1222.6
NUMtECR UELiSITY INLG/CM*31 .32
LIL. WAIE, CUONTENI (Sr/F**3S .002
SlZt INTIEkVAL SUr) Nu/CM**3/UM DIA.It:T.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.2 - 1e.0 .u16
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .019
21.0 - 2.0 .005
28.o - 36.0 .006
3be. - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 6 39
COUNTER NUMBER 9739
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) I
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 2'
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 23
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 43
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 123
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3}
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM 01A
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 .039
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .020
16.0 - 21.0 .030
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 .001O
62.0 - 82.0 O.OOo
d2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
CATE 21 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*R3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#j)
SIZE INTtRVAL (OM) NO/CM**3/UM S
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 .036
12.0 - lbo. .014
16.0 - 21.U .003
21.U - 28.u0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .010
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.U 001
62.0 - 82.U .000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLItUHT NUMBER 005
LATE 21 dAN 1972




AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3(
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI I
NUMER CDENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIU. RATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INT 6 RVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .026
12.0 - 16.0 .023
16.0 - 21.0 .012
1I.o - 28.0 .019
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000











FLIOhT NUMBER 005 119
LATE 21 .AN 1972
TIME 18 7 25
COLNTER NUMBER 9748
AIRCRAFT ALTITLuE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 233.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 516.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .25
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .016
7.0 - 9.0 -.024
9.0 - 12.0 .006
12.0 - 16.0 .003
io.O - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
110 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 6 44
COUNTER NUMBER 9740
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
47.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/SI
1.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
5.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
5.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.58 NUMBER DENSITY tNO/CM**3)
.005 LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .033
7.0 - 9.0 .065
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .038
16.0 - 21.0 .026
21.0 - 28.0 .030
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000O
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
113 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 7 0
COUNTER NUMBER 9743
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
4.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
1.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
6.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*43)
22.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.42 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.005 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/t**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMS NO/CM*.3/LM 
5.5 - 7.0 .033
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .033
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .017
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .006
47.0 - 62.0 .000o
62.0 - 82.0 0.000O



















116 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 117
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 7 15
COUNTER NUMBER 9746
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
44.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 244.5
32.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 232.5
30.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM**3) 430.0
22.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222.6
.47 NUMBER CENSITY INO/CM#*3) .49
.003 LIC. WATER CONTENT (OM/MP*31 .003
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (OM) NO/CM**3/LM LIA.INT.
S.5 - 7.0 .043
7.0 - 9.0 .033
9.0 - 12.0 .009
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 .017
21.0 - 28.0 .020
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .002oZ
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 120
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 7 31
COUNTER NUMEER 9749
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5 244.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 233.4
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1467.2
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .22
LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/S**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMEER 005 121
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 7 36
COUNTER NUMBER 97 5o
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 233.7
SAMPLEO VOLUME (CM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (CM) 1229.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/C,**3) .23
LIC. MA1ER CONTENT (GM/#**3) .003
SIZE INTERVAL (LUM) NO/CMh**3/UM ODIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - lb.0 007
1t.o - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.U - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 8z.0 .000o
82.0 - lOd.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUIIHER O05 124
DATE 21 JAN 1972
llMt IA 7 51
COUNTER NUFEEK 9753
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (CM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT vLLUCITY U/S5) 249.7
AP6IL,sI TT'PEKATUII (UEG k) - 234.7
SA/PLEU VULtUML (L,4*3) 435.0
SAMVLE INIERVAL (D0) 1248.4
NIUcER L;E.1STY (40,CF**3) .15
L1. ,ATER CONTENT (CP/P**3) .001
bIL k INTEAVAL (U)I NU/CM*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 - .007
9.0 - 12.C .002z
12.0 - ibo. .u07
16.0 - 21.u .ou8
21.0 - 26.0 .uO4
2a.J - 3.0 ) .001
3e,.u - 47.0 .001
47., - 6Z. 0.000
6Z.U - 8,.c 0.000
82.,; - 10.0 u.000uo
fLICHTr hubLFR u.5 127
LITE z1 JAI. 1972
lIFt CA 6 ]{hL Lb 0 b
LLANTEk NUMbIE 9750
AIkCRAFT ALTIIUCL (CP) 10.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY C5/3) 292.3
oiLLI TL.;PEkArUkt (L C K) 735.4
SA.FPLEU VULLML 52t**a) S28.C
S/.NFLE INIERVAL (<) 1254.8
huNLtER LESITY (t4J/Ch**3) .24
LIL. RATER CONTENT (CGIK/P**3! .001
bl2E INTERVAL (UL+) NU/CMt**3/U. DIA.IiT.
5.5 - 7.0 .032
7.- - 9.0 .017
9,u - 1L.Q .004
12.u0 - 16.0 .U07
lb.u - 2i.0 .007
Zl.u - 2c.0 .008
28.u - 3o.0 .003
30.u - 41.0 0.u000
47.0 - 6z.0 .000
62. - 8,.0 0.000
82.u - IO.0 0io000
FLICHT NUEbER UGS 130
LATE 21 JAN 1972
Ilt lI b 22
CLUNTLR NUFeEk 9759
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KC) 10.4
rIRCkAFT VELOCITY IT/5) 252.3
cI'RIENT TLFPERATU/E (EC K)l 235.9
SFMPLEUL VULLML (Clve3) 440.0
5ArPLE INTERVAL (M) 1267.7
NtUrER DENSITY C;4C/CM**3) .17
LID. ATER CONTENI C(,M//**3) .001
blZL INTEkVAL (UTI) NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C .009
7.u - 9.0 .017
9.u - 12.0 .009
12.C - lb.C .002
16.Q - 21.0 .007
21.u - 26.0 .006
28a. - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 U.oo0
62., - 8k.0 0.000
8z.u - 108.0 o.o000
FLIGHT NUMBER OO5
CATE 21 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL CM) I
NUMBER OENSITY iNO/CM**3)
LI1. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.S - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








CATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 7 56
COUNTER hUMBER 4754
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) I
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEG K) 23
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 43
SAMPLE INTERVAL tM) 12
NUMBER DONSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .017
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 47.0 O.UoO0
47.0 - 62.0 .000o
62.0 - 8,.0 0.000
b2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
CATE 21 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DtNSITY {NO/CM**3)
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .019
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
02.0 - 82.0 0.0o00
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIUhT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/Ml*3)
SIZE INTtRVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .027
7.0 - 9.0 .020
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000











122 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972 -
TIME 18 7 46
COUNTER NUMBER 9752
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
49.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
34.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
35.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
2.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.17 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.001 LIl. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.o000O










125 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 126
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 8 I
COUNTER NUMBER 9755
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.4
49.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 249.7
4.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 235.2
5.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 435.0
48.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1248.4
.22 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .24
.002 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (CM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .020o
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .0U3
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 O.OQO
82.0 - 108.0 O.ouO
128 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 129
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 8 17
COUNTER NUMBER 9758
10.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
4.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 254.8
35.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEt K) 235.7
45.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM#*3) 445.0
21.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1274.1
.18 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*D 3) .16
.001 LIo. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*3) .001
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
- 5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .031
9.0 - 12.0 .004
12.0 - 16.0 0.0o00
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000o
82.0- 108.0 0.000
131 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 132
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 8 32
COUNTER NUMBER 9761
10.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.4
52.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/S) 249.7
36.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE iDEG K) 236.2
40.0 SAMPLED VOLCME (CM**3) 435.0
61.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1254.8
.25 NUMbER DENSITY INO/CM**3) .23
.002 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .001
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3ILM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0- 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0- 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 133
CATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 8 37
COUNTER NUMBER 9762
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 249.7
ATBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 236.3
SAMPLED VULLML (C.M*3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL CM4 1248.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NU/CM*3) .10
LIC. wATER CONTENT (Gh/FM**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NL/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .009
12.u - lo.3O .002
10.l - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .001
283.0 - 3b*0 O.OOU
36.0 - 47.0 0.u000U
47.0 - 6-.0 0.000
62.0 - 8A.0 0.000
8*.0 - lOo.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMD.3)
LIQ, WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0eOU0
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






134 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 135
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 8 47
COUNTER NUMBER 9764
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
47.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
36.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 236.6
35.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*O 3) 435.0
42.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1235.5
*01 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .01
000 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/R**3) .000
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIAeINT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
I LICHT NUm'EMR P uS 136
LATL 21 JAI. 1972
TIFL id d 52
LUCLNiTER NUF I, 97os
AIRCRAFT aLTIIUC Cl (li 10.7
AIRcRAFT VFLOCITY C9/5) 247.1
At'i V i TL,_PEiAOJ,,F ICES K) 236.7
SLYPLFU VULLMFIL (Ci*3) 435.0
SAPPLL INIIRVAL 1L) 235.5
NLCUERA CE'SITY INU/C ;**31 .01
LIL. *ATER CONTENIT G/IF**3C .000
SIZeL 1ITEDVAL (LIl) NU/CFI*3/UM DIA.Ir.T.
5., - 7.C .005
7.v - Y.) 0000U
9.0 - 1e.0 0.000
12.0 - lo.0 0.000
Io.u - 21.G 0.000
zl .. - 2L.0 0.000
2i0.0 - 3o.C .001
36.0 - 41'7 0.000
41.- - 6c,.C 0.000
02.0 - ,. o.OOOU
H .. - o10.C 0.000
FLiLH1 i U''AER ' 139
LATE 2t JA/t 1972
1 I.c Io 8
CLALkTc, NurfLEn 97.o
AIRCRAF ALTIUI 1E F (C) 10.7
AIRChAFT vLLOCLITY (n/S) 242.C
AI UIE',T TcKPEI:AlTURr (LO r.l 37.0
S4,FPLrL VLLLML (CI-*3) 425.U
b- PLE INIERV.L (1- 1209.d
NL0ER CESEITY (,t,/CM-3) .01O
LIL. -ATER CuOTr4n (GC'/F*3) .0OOu
5ILt I4[ERVAL (LIF) NC/Ch**3/UM UIA.1IN.
5C .5 I .- 0.000
.- 9.0 004
9.0 - 1.. 0.000k .2.0 I lo. O O.UO0
io.* - 21.0 O0OUO
21.0 - 2d.u 0.000
28.L - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000U
47.uv 6 ,.0 .000
6Z. - 8b, 0,000O
82* - 108.J UO.u00
FLIGHT RUilvEER u,5 142
LADE 21 JAN 1972
Tle IC 9 24
LCOUNTLO NUf,LE, 9771
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (FF) 10.7
AIRCRAFT V ULOCITY CF/S) 242.0
AF blE1,T TEFPERATUA, (GUS K) 236.0
.I, PLLU VULLiL (Cr1n13) 425.C
SiMPLC INTERVAL (h) 1451.7
NUMtER CENSIoTY (NU/C-*-3) .07
LIL. wATEK CUNTENT (M/F*.3C .000
S1ZE INTERVAL (J.I) NU/CM**3/UMf DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.C - 9.0 .004
9.u - 12.0 0.000
12.U - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 2z0O .003
2b.0 - 36.0 .001
36. - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - b0.O Oou
62.0 - 8.0 0 o.000
82.6 - 106.0 0.00U
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 137
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 8 58
COUNTER NUMBER 9766
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DOEG K) 236.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31 516.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M- 1474.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .01
LIL. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .004
7.0 - 9.0 0.U000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
010, - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 140
DATE 21 .AN 1972
TIMt 18 9 13
COUNTER NUMBER 9769
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 242.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEG K) 236.7
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 425.0
SAMPLE I.,TERVAL (M) 1209.8
NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM.*31 .01
LI. WATeR COCNTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 ,004
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000U
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
62.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIbHT NUMBER 005 143
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 9 29
COUNTER i4UMBER 9772
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 242.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 235.7
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 425.0
SAMPLE ITERVAL [M) 1209.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .13
LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NOICM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .00L
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.00
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .002
I.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (CUM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .004
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.OOO
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*N3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .039
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000































DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 9 39
CLUNTER NUMBER 9774
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) Ia
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/51 244
AdBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 235
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMt*3) 43C
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM-*3)
LIC. ,ATER CONTENT (GM/M*31{ C
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NU/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.0 - 9.0 .024
9.0 - 12,0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .005
1o.O - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 2.09 .00b
28.0 - 34.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.U - 10o.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUiBER- Uu5
LATe 21 JAN 1972







































LI0I'T NUMLER b 05 151
LATt 21 JAi. 1V72
1 (Ml Id 5t 24
ULLTITtE Nul BEi. 98.o
AIR(RAFT 'LTITULE (KFI) I3.7
RlhCHAFT vELOCII Ir/SI) 231.7
Al BIELI TF: PE[<ATUr 0(UDtG ) 213.7
5AMfPLU VULLML (Cii*.3) 410.0
SAMiLC INICRV.L I() 1158.3
NILMcER DEItSITY (NCI/CF*3) .19
LIL-. ATER CONTENT (Oh/FA!3) .001
blLt II.TEhVAL (LI) NO/CM**3/UM PIA.INT.
5.5 ~ 7.0 .020
7.0 - 9.C .02p
9.0 - 12.0C 002
12.U - Ib.O .005
lb.0 - 21.0 .010
l.0 28.0 .002
2b.0 - 3b.0 .001
36.0 - 41.0 .001
47.U 0 62.0 0.000
620 8 .0 0.000
82.0 lo0.0O 0U000
145 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 9 44
COUNTER NUMBER 9775
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IN/SI
;5.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME iCM*#31
2.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (I I
.30 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
002 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GI/MN*3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0- 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.0 .016
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .019
28.0 - 36,0 .019
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
148 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 8a 56 14
COUNTER NUMBER 9862
13.7 .IRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
31 7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI
13.b AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
92.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*#3)
58.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (N)
.21 NUMBER DeNSITY (NOICM**31
.001 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/MN**3
























CAT E 21 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/COM*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .OIC
7.0 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47*0 000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.00O
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
146 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 147
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 56 3
COUNTER NUMBER 9860
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKMI 13.7
244.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/SI 231.7
234.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG6 213.1
430.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 410.0
1222.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 0.0
.55 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3I .13
.009 LI1. WATER CONTENT IGM/,N*31 .000
DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .020
t.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
149 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 150
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 56 19
COUNTER NUMBER 9863
13.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
231.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 231.7
213.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.7
410.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM'*31 410.0
1390.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 1158.3
.90 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .53
.005 L1D. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**31 .002
DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
55 - 7 0 .055
2 70 - 9.0 .o018
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .038
4 16.0 - 21.0 .020
7 21.0 - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 .009
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
0470 - 62.0 0.000
O 62.0 - 82.0 0,000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
152 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 153
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 56 35
COUNTER NUMBER 9866
13.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
231.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (IN/S) 234.2
213.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 213.5
410.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 498.0
1158.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1397.7
.05 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMO*3) .10
.000 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/#**3) .000
DIA.INT. SIZE.INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMN*3/LM DIA.INT.
O 5.5 - 7.0 o016
7 77.0 9.0 .009
9.0 - 12.0 .002
0 12.0 - 16.0 .003
116.0 - 21.0 .002
1 21.0 - 28.0 .002
o 28.0 - 36.0 .002
0 36.0 - 47.0 - 0.000
0 .47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
o 82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIcHT NU;9ER 0o5 154
LiTE 2L JAN 1972
lItS 18 50 40
CbUNTEk NUMtER 9867
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 236.8
APdlENT TLMPEFIATUEC (DEG K) 210.7
SAMPLEU VULLML (CHI.3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (;l) 1177.6
NiMeBER DENSITY (NO/CM##3) .07
LIC. WATER CUNTENT (GM/F**3) .001
SILL INTERVAL (LM) tiU/CM*.3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 .004
9.0 - 1 .0 .002
120 - lb.0O 0.000
i6.U - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.u - 3O.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 8i.0 0.000
82.0 - 10.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 jAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*K3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#31
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9*0 - 12.0 *012
12.0 - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0- 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







155 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 56 50
COUNTER NUMBER 9869
3.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
36e8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S)
07.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
20.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3}
84.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.12 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
·001 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/#**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .024
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .011
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36*0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT iiUMBER OG5 157
CATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 1b 56 55
CCLhTER NUMBER 987i
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KT) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IF/S) 239.4
AlR IENT TEMPERATURF (DEG K) 208d.8
SAPPLEC VULLML (CiM*3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (1T) 1190.5
NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .19
LIC. ATER CONTENT (GM/F*P**31 .001
SILLZ INTEKVAL (LMr NO/CM4*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .019
'.l - 9.0 .018
9.0 - 1.0 .005
12.0 - lo.O .005
16.u - 21.0 .009
21.U - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.L 0.000
3b.o - 47.0 .001
47.2 - 6c.0 O.00U
62. - b .C 0.000o
82.u - 108.C 0.000
FLIthT INUTLER C., 5 160
LATE 2L JAN 1972
lIME lb 57 10
LLCUTEk NUFeEi gbTJ
AIRkCRAFT OLTITULL tFT 15.7
AIRCLAFT VELOCITY IP/S) 242.0
A blENT TLIPEFATUr TULL K) cua.6
SATLED) VULLTL TC*O(3) Slu.0
b.FFLL INTrFRVAL i(,,) 1209.8
NLMLiEk t..SITY (Nv/CM'*03) .38
LI. ,TAlt,, COT1E.4T uoHI/**3T .001
SILL I/IEI' AL (LIT) NL/CT'*3/UM 0IA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .069
7.0 - 9.0 .009
).U - 1.. .oO
1 .V - 16.C .0Ž0
lO. - 2i.C .011
21..v - 2.C .olo
2d.c - t,.Y .OU2
30.U - 47.2 .001
4l.o - o,. o.o000
6x.. - A.C o.ooU
h .0 - lOb.' OOoo
FLICHT 1u;IT FR * b 103
C;lT 1 J-l. 1972
TIF. Lu 57 26
,LiT , 1. r PEo 9qb To
AIRCkRAFI ,LTITDjc tT) i13.?
sICL IFTl v¥LOUIT Ti/S) j44.S
AT tlFT TTl PL-ATuI, T(EC kT 21J.9
S.MLt VoLLrTT (o,..-- 43O.U
SAFrL: i IN Y VV,.L 1,) 122,.6
NLMLFT E-..ITY (1TiT/0-3) .24
LIL. *t!Ll, ColE.iTi. T(l./T..o) .001
SILL N,.TPi4AL (L1) N.L/CTO*3/U0 0DI.IIT.
:.5 - 7 ).OOV
/.V - 9.J .030
;.0 - 12.C .u01
12.- - 1b. .009
16.V - 2.O .00ub
21.u - 2b.C .003
Žo.0 - 3oTe .OOO
30. - 47.0 0).UO
41.U - 62.0) .0Oo
62.u - 02.0 0.000
o.), - lOc.O .U000
FL ICHT iUiRLER vLC 166
LAlt oI Jot. L172
IFL I8 57 41
CLLLTck NUL.AEi. So79
AIRCRAFT ALTITUoL (KN) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOClITY (I/5) 244.5
A blEqT TOT PLCATUOL (LTiC 2 13.9
SMoFLo- NULLI.L (CI*.3) 430.0
SbAMPLc INTERVAL (i-) 97.1
IUtcd. bEuO SITY (IŽ/CF*.3) .20
LI,. TAFOH COlUiTENT (TO/ P**3 .001
SIZc I.TECVAL (Lil) NLC/CM-3/U0M UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .019
. - 9.c0 .024
4. - 1-.0 0.000
12.c - 1.0 .005
IoU - 21.0 Oud08
21.0 - 2A.0 .005
2b.u - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.V - bZ.0 0U000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
8..U - IOb.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972




AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME .(CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIQ. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL tUM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .033
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .009
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
LATE 21 JAN 1972




AMBIFNT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME TCM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER LcNSITY (NO/CM*#3)
LQo. WATEcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - lb.U .009
lbo.O - 21.u .010
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .002
06.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.o O.UO0
62.0 - 82.0 0.000












LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 57 31
COLNTER NUMBER 9877
AIRCRAFT ALTITLiE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 24
AMBIFNT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 21
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 51
SAMPLE ITiTERVAL (M) 122
NUMBER CDNSITY (NO/CM*#3)
LIL. WATtR CONTENT TUM/M**3)
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM*'3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 .015
9.0 - 12.U .004
12.0 - 16.0 .004
b16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME tlb 57 46
COUNTER NUMBER 9880
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOE (KM) I
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 24
AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 21
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM.*3) 51
SAMPLE INTERVAL IMI 122
NUMBER DENSITY iNO/CM**31
LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SILE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DCIA
5.5 - 7.0 .012
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .010
b16.0 - 21.U0 .016
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
158 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 159
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 57 5
COUNTER NUMBER 9872
13.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
39.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 242.0
08.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE '(DEG K) 208.3
20.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 425.0
96.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1203.3
.23 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .36
,002 L[E. WATER CONTENT (GM/MP**31 .002
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL tLMI NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 .044
9.0 - 12.0 .009
12.0 - 16.0 o.0l
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
161 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 162
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 57 21
COUNTER NUMBER 9875
13.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
44.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY TM/S) 244.5
u8.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 211.8
30.0 SAMPLED VOLLME tCM**3) 430.0
59.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222.6
.19 NUMBER DENSITY {NO/CM**3) .12
.001 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**31 .001
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL TLM) NO/CM**3/LM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 O.000O
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10.O 0.000
164 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 165
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME b18 57 37
COUNTER NUMBER 9878
13.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
4.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/ST 244.5
14.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 214.1
6.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**31 344.0
22.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM) 1467.2
.13 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .16
.001 LID. wATER CONTENT iGM/P**3) .002
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL tLMI NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .012
7.0 - 9.0 .013
9.0 - 12.0 .009
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.O - 21.0 .005
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .OO











DATE 21 JAN 1972








LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7*0 - 9*0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0* - 28*0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 005 169
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 57 57
COUNTEk NUMBER 9882
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE KFH) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (r/SI 244.5
ABIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 214.6
SAMPLED VOLLMt (CMr*3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 12Z2.6
NUMEER UENSITY (NC/CM*3). .17
LI0. wATER CONTENT (OM/P**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NU/CIM*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.C - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 1b.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.U - 28.0 .005
28.u - 36.0 .0 02
3b.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 o.UOO
82.0 - 1Ob.0 0.000
FLIHT MUMDEFR Ou5 172
LATE 21 JAN 1972
1IME IE6 5d Z12
CLUhTErk UONUEI 9bd5
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (f/5) 249.7
AblEIE.T TErPEhIATUnE (DEC K) 214.8
SAPfLEU VULLHM (Cr**31 522.0
SpsFLE INt:RVAL (K) 124Z.O
fhLMbER UEI.SITY {NCICNrI3) .18
LIL. wATER COTEh;T (GC;/F*-3) .002
'SIZE INTERVAL (LMI) N/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.b - 7.C .011
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 1*.0 .010
12 - 10.0 .U94
lb*. - 21.0 .U07
21.v - 28.0 .006
28.u - 36.0 .001
36.U - 47.0 .000U
41.U - 6-,0 0.000
62,U - 8,.U .000
8a.U - 10b.0 uv.OU
FLIGhT ,U,;LER Cu5 175
LP-TL 21 JAN 1972
lIME Lb 58 28
CLLU TEHN hULBtE 98Uo
A]HCRAFT ALTITUCE (Kr.) 13.1
AlkLRAFT VELOCITY Ir/S) 249.7
Ar lENT TcrPFEFATUii (LOG K) 215.b
SiAFLi U VULLMe (CI*. 3i 435.u
SbMALc INIERVAL (i}) 1248.4
iltMEm L;E',.SITY (IHb/CF-31) .22
LIC. *ATER CONTENT (Gi/F**3) .002
5ILZ INTEiVAL (L14) NC/CM*t3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
I.U - 9.0 .014
9.u - 12.0 .005
z12. - le.O .003
6 I. - 21.J .016
21.u - 28.2 .007
36.v - 47.0 .001
47.u - 6.*O O.UUU462. - 8Z.0 .Oo0
8Z* - 106*0 0.000
FLIOHT NUSLE ER 0.5 178
L-TE 21 JwN 1972
rI1F 18 5d 43
CC UITER NuMEEk 98YL
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (..) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/S5) 249.7
ArbIENT TCIPEkATUE (ILEC K) 215.9
SAMFLED VOLUME (CM1.3) 435.0
SAMPLE IN1FRVAL (M) 1248.4
NLMEER LDESITY (NC/C:M3I .40
LID. wATER CONTENT (G0/F883) .003
SIZE INTERVAL (Ll) NL/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .024
9.0 - b1.0 .035
IZ.0 - 10.0 .010
Ib.O - 21.0 .010
21.U - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0U - 47.0 .002
47.U - 62.0 .000
62.c - 8.0 O.o00O
82.* - 1Ob.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 170
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 58 2
COUNTER NUMBER 9883
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 214.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL I(M 1229.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .28
LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*3} .O001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM8*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .018
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .019
12.0 - 16.0 .014
16.0 - 21*0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 .014
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 173
CATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 58 18
COUNTER NUMBER 9886
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 215.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1490.3
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM**3) .23
LIC. wATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .003
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*83/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .002
48.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - Od18. 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 176
LATE 21 jAN 1972
TIME 18 58 33
COLNTER NUMBER 9889
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 215.4
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM0*3) 440.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1254.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .24
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .024
9.0 - 12.0 .009
12.0 - 16.0 .014
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 179
CATE 21 .AN 1972
TIME 18 58 48
COUNTER NUMBER 9892
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 215.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 440.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1254.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .43
LIG. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .003
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*H3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .070
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 .021
12.0 - 16.0 .016
16.0 - 21.0 .017
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (uM} NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.0 - 9.0 .024
9.0 - 12.0 .021
12.0 - 16.0 .016
16.0 - 21.0 .016
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 005 174
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 58 23
COUNTER NUMBER 9887
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 249.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 215.5
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1242.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .29
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M113) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/,M DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 .011
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .018
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.00O
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 177
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 58 38
CCUNTER NUMBER 9890
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 249.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 215.5
SAMPLED VOLLME (CMR*3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1254.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM##3) .38
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/P*#3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .032
7.0 - 9.0 .OZ1
9.0 - 12.0 .016
12.0 - 16.0 .016
16.0 - 21.0 .016
21.0 - 28.0 - .011
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLICHT NUMBER Ou5 181
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 56 58
COUNTER NUMBER 9894
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE KF,) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (iF/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (CEC K) 216.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*R3) 440.0
SAFFPLE INTERVAL (h) 1261.3
NUMdER DENSITY (NC/CM*e3) .52
LIG. ATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .004
SILZ INTEhvAL ()M) NU/CM.*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .047
I.C - 9.0 .020
9.0 - 12.0 .011
12.0 - 16.0 .026
lt.- - 21.0 .021
2I.0 - 2Z.0 .012
2d.2 - 36.0 .008
3T.2 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 8b.0 .000
8z.J - IO .0 0.000
FLICHT NUMbER Oi5 184
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME lb 59 14
CCUI\TEV NolMFEh 9b6'
AIkcRAI ALTITUGE tkF;) 13.1
aIRCRaFT vELULITY iN/SI 25S2.3
AI blLfET TLfPEkATuNE (LEC k) 217.5
SAML!:uE VLLMrit. C,*03) 528.0
SbAPPLE iNIiVL (Mi) 12I61.3
I.UFcEi LCiSITY (.4L/C**3) .18
Li). .l{Ek COa'TENiT (lCI/F**3) .001
SILZ IhTEL"AL tL) NUL/Cl`*3/UNl DIA.INI.
5.5 - 7.0 .,035
7.u - 9., .014
0.* - 12.C .006
12*0 - lb,. 0 O000
Lo.u - 21.0 00Ub
21.u - 2Z. .008
2C.u - 3..0 0.000
3o.J - 47.*0 0.000
'.1.* - o'.0 0.0u0o
6i~ .. - '. .2 0 .o 00
hj , - lu.0 0.000
FLll) ,h u'.EI CO b 187
LATE Zl J21j 1972
TI[ to 5SY 30
LCLIoTrR Nut [ 9, k
AIRCFFl .LTIIUCE (I.) 12.8
AIRLar I VLLUCITY (/5I) 252.3
AiEL , I Ti IPRFFATUi< ~ (tEO K) z17.5
'.MPLHPL VUILlliL (C' **3) '4U.0
SAFFPLE t il tRVL t .I) 1i61.3
NLlElEP E+,SITY (.'/CIC"3) .33
LIC. )ATEL COhTcl.T (I'/F* 3 .003
1SZc i 1,ChAL (Lif) I.,b/CM*3/UN[ LIA.I)Tr.
5.5 - 7.2 .047
, - 9.0 .u020
0., - 1., 0 .009g
12.. - lb.C .010
Il.u - 21.0C .011
£i.* - 2b.0 .010
2i,. - 3t.C 0.000
3b.c - 47.0 .OO2
4I.u - 6..C 0.000o
62.u - 0.2 , .000
8z. - lOtl.'J 0.000
FL-ICIT .U7-, EK ,5s 19L
LATE 21 JAf. 1.72
TIMIE I c 5, 45
CLLENTRK ,Ut PEk 99,,3
AlRC[Ar ILTITUCE (R-) 12.5
AIRCRAF- vELOCITY 01/5) 252.3
Al blLL I 1~t'-El-hTU,Qt (L~cC 2i 8lo
SA.-L.] VULLML (CtO[U) 440.0
SAMPLc IN1I RVAL (Ii) 12b1.3
NUMLEi) uESITS (i4H/Ch*3) .44
LIL. *ATEE CUITLNT (GM /F**3) .003
SIZLt IIHIEEAL (LI) );C/CM**3/UM DIA.IT.
5.S - 7.C .023
/.* - 9.C .028
,.v - 1Z.0 .011
12.u - I.O .028
1ot, - 21.G .014
21.0 - 2b.0 008
28.v - 3o.0 008
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.u - b2.0 .001
6Z.V - 8¢.C 0.000
82.v - lOu.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 182 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 183
DATE 21 JAN 1972 DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 59 3 TIME 18 59 9
COUNTER NUMBER 9895 COUNTER NUMBER 9896
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 13.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 252.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 216.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 217.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 528.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 440.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1261.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL CM) 1513.5
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) .63 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .26
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .005 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL I(M) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .090 5.5 - 7.0 .027
7.0 - 9.0 .038 7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 .009 9.0 - 12.0 .016
12.0 - 16.0 .032 12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .020 16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .012 21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .004 28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .003 36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .002 47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000 62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000 82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 185 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 186
DATE 21 JAN 1972 DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 59 20 TIME 18 59 25
COUNTER NUMBER 9898 CCLNTER NUMBER 9899
AIRCRAFT ALTITLDE (KM) 12.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCI1Y (M/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 217.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 217.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM-*3) 440.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM*t3) 440.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 1513.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1261.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .21 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .18
LIG. wAltR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001 LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTCRVAL (UM) NO/CM*^3/UM DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .023 5.5 - 7.0 .027
7.0 - 9.0 .010 7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .002 9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .014 12.0 - 16.0 .010
1ib.0 - 21.0 .007 16.O - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 .004 21.0 - 28.0 .0O1
28.0 - 36.0 .003 28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000 36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000 62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000 82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIUHT NUMBER 005 188 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 189
LATE 21 JAN 1972 DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 1L 59 35 TIME 18 59 40
COUNTER NUMBER 9901 CCUNTER NUMeER 9902
AIRCRAFT ALTITLJE (KM) 12.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMtIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEO K) 217.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 218.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM0*3) 440.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*#3) 440.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1261.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1261.3
r. UMBER LENSITY (NO/CM*.3) .30 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM-*3) .31
LIG. WAVTR CONTENT (GM/Me°3) .008 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
1ILE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM.*3/LM LIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .032 5.5 - 7.0 .032
7.0 - 9.0 .007 7.0 - 9.0 .028
9.0 - 12.0 .005 9.0 - 12.0 .011
12.0 - 16.0 .012 12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .017 16.0 - 21.0 .015
21.0 - 28.0 .006 21.0 - 2b.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .003 28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001 36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000 62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .001 82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 191 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 192
LATE 21 JAN 1972 DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 18 59 50 TIME 18 59 55
COUNTER .IUMBER 9904 CCUNTER NUMBER 9905
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOE (KM) 12.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 260.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (m/S) 265.1
AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 218.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 218.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMN*3) 450.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM-*3I 460.0
5AMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1280.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1312.7
NUMBER D6 NSITY (NO/CM**3) .26 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .25
LIG. WATER CONTENT (OM/M**3) .003 LIQ. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .027 5.5 - 7.0 .041
7.0 - 9.0 0.000 7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .009 9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .019 12.0 - O16.0 .023
16.0 - 21.0 .008 16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .004 21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .002 28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001 36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000 62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000 82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 193
CATE ZL JAN 1972
TIME 19 U 0
COUNTER NUMBER 9906
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S5) 57.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 218.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMn*3) 450.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1306.3
NUMBER DE'iSITY (N0/CN**3) .3b
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M*f3) .OOl
SIZE INTEAVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .041
7.0 - 9.0 .013
9.0 - 12.0 .013
12.o - o.0 .016
lo. - 21.0 .019
21.u - 2.0 .o006
28.0 - 3t.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.T - 6b.0 0.000
62. - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLI1HI NUriLER 0o5 196
LATE 21 JAt. 1972
IRtE 1 v Io
CLUUT.rL NTRMEEK 99v9
AIRCRAFI sLTITUCE (KM) 1[.2
AIRCRAFI VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
Al'.blEl TL'PECATUVA (CEO k) 219.9
SAMPLEU VULLML (CLR*03) 440.0
SAMPLE INIERVAL (i) 1513.5
NUMeEh LE,.SITY C(NU/LM*M3) .41
LI.. -ATEk CONTENT (GM/tM*W3) .002
SIZE Il1TEKVAL (Lh) hL/CM-*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.S - 7.0 .032
7.U - 9.u .042
9.j - 12.0 .005
12.d - 1u.0 .023
lo.0 - 21.0 .013
2L.U - 2A.0 .007
25*. - 3b.0 .OO6
3o.u - 97.0 u001
47.0 - 60.0 o.00o
52.u - 8Z.0 0.000
82.u - 10(.0 0.000
FLICHT iUhO.ER I i 199
LATE Li JAT. 1972
1 IFL 19 ) 32
LUUC TEK N5t0,ER 991.
AIRLR;FI 5 LTITUDE (1h) 1z.2
AIRCHkAFT VELICIITA C/S) 25z.3
A0LiENI TLt PEi ATUR (CEL K) 220.5
5APLLI VuLLML (CC -3) 440.0
SAMFPLE INlERVAL (C 1 1107.7
NULtEA L&;.LITY (UO,/C*.*3) .37
L[l. AIE COl;TENt (1 C./F*.3) .003
SIZL IHTEIVAL (Ll) FC/CM^*3/UM IA.rINT.
5.D - 7.u .070
7.0 - 9.) .017
9.u - 14.0 .005
12.O - 1.0 .009g
16.4 - 21.O .010
21. - 26.0 .oZ12
28.v - 3.0 .003
30.. - 47.0 .002
47., - 6 .0 .000
62.U'- d.C 0.000
b2.0 - 106*O 0.000
FLICHT NUhbER vlUS 202
LATE zl JAN 1972
TIME 19 v 47
CLU;CTEC NAUI -EI' 9915
AIRCRF I ALTITUDE (K I) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VtLOCITY (r/S) 252.3
Af8ILrT TL PEILATURE C.LC K) 221.2
bARPLEL; VOLLME LCel-3) 440.9
SAMPLE INIERVAL (IMC 1261.3
NUMLbER LESITY CsC/(R*-C3) .lu
LI,. ,TEI< COINTEiCT CIR/F*3) .000
SIZE iC.TEiVAL (LTb) tU/CM-e3/UM 01A.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
. - 9.0 .014
9.b - I.o .uOs5
12.U - I. * .002
Ib.u - 21.C .001
21.0 - 28.0 .003
26.* - 36.0 0.000o
36.u - 47.0 U.000
41.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 0 5
COUNTER NUMBER 9907
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) I
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 2Z
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE. DEG K) 21
SAMPLED VOLUME '(CM**3} 4
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M 127
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CNM**3)
LI,. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .042
7.0 - 9.0 .035
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .024
16.0 -21.0 .005S
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .OUO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
CATE 21 JAN 1972








LIo. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CMt*3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .011
7.0 - 9.0 .032
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28U.0 .010
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






FLIGhT NUMBER 005 200
CATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 0 37
COUNTEh NUMBER 9913
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SC 252.3
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DE6 K) 220.7
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM-*3) 440.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1261.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#*31 .24
LIU. wATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .042
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .004
2.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
CATE 21 JAN 1972








LIu. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
512L INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM^*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.u .021
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
194 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 0 10
COUNTER NUMBER 9908
lZ.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI
52.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
8.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
40.O SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
4.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml
.44 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.005 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IUMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .035
7.0 - 9.0 .020
9.0 - 12.0 .006
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.00
197 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 0 27
COUNTER NUMBER 9911
12.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
54.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI
20.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
34.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM.*3)
67.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
.zB NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.002 LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (CUM) NO/CM**3/LM I
5.5 - 7.0 .004
7.0 - 9.0 .024
9.0 - 12.0 .011
12.0 - 16.0 .021
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .010
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 0.o000
62.0 - 82.0 O.0oo



















FLIGHT NUMBER 005 201
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 0 42
COUNTER NUMBER 9914
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DOEG K) 221.0
SAMPLED VCLLME (CM*43) 440.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL CR(M 1261.3
NUMBER CENSITY (NO/CM#*3) .1C
LIU. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMa*3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .018
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .002
.36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
203 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 0 57
COUNTER NUMBER 9917
12.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
249.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5)
221.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
435.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM##3)
1254.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MC
.14 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
.001 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMa*3/LM
5 ~ ~5.5 - 7.0 .018
1 7.0 - 9.0 .010
Z 9.0 - 12.0 0.000
9 12.0 - 16.0 .012
4 16.0 - 21.0 .001
Z 21.0 - 28.0 .006
I 28.0 - 36.0 0.000
0 36.0 - 47.0 .001
C 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
C 62.0 - 82.0 0.000












FLIGHT NUMBER Ous 205
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 1 2
COUNTER NUNMBER 9916
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KPI 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 249.7
AFBIENT TLNPEKATUhE (CEG K) 221.2
SAMFLED VULLME (CM*-3) 435.u
SAMMLL INTERVAL (1M) 1248.4
NUMBER LUFSITY (NU/CM**3) .08
LIG. .AATH CONTENT GFM/F-*3) .000
51LE INTELVAL (LNC Nu/C(M*3/UM DIA.INhT.
5.5 - 7.0 2UU9
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.C .0OO
12.u - 1l.0 .002
lo .o- 21.0 .004
21.0 - 2u.O .Ou0
2..u - 3.0c .u0z
3o.u - 47.C o.uuU
47.u - b£.0 u.uOU
02. - ti0 0.U0UU
82.J - 106.0 0.000
FLIHT UFLNLEk 0.5 20b
LTL 21i JAN 1972
TICS 1I i 17
CLUCITLA 4uotC PE 921
INRCiAF]1 ALTITUDE (CR) 12.Z
AIRCRaFT VFLOCITY (P/S) 24.7
ArUIL.T TLI PCEATUC (LEO K) 222.3
$AYFLLU VOLU.LME (C,.*-3) 522.0
bACPLo IIlf RVAL 3') 1246.4
NUdF,< CE,"bITY (1,u/CM*--3) .08
LIC. .AE., CLITE;;T (0P./Y*3) .001
51ZE li .tLAL (Loi) Nb/C(e*3/EJM DIA.INT.
,.5 - 7.0 .0U4
7.0 - 9.6 0.O00
I. - I.c .00L
12.v - L.) .u007
bi.* - 2,.O .102z
2o. - 3..0 .001
3b- - 47.0 .OUI
471.0 - 6*U o.00OO
2Z.1 - 82.) O.0U
r* . - 1oc.G 0.020
FL IUlI ,.U'l ER 0., 211
LAT.t . J~t. 1472
1IVL IV 1 33
cLL2xT, .' Ul oL, 49Z,
AILCIAFT -LTlITEL L' F1.2
AIR1Li I CLLULITY {'//) 244.5
AI IL.. I TL;? 'PEATUi: (D3C ) 2 Z22.9
bSl. L,: VLLMIL (LE,-*3) 430.
s/-PL- liilfRVI L (, ) 1229.1
NUPLF /' uel;SI TY i(4LU/F-*3) .21
L I * . I L I CUl TI l r (Ih/F } -3 i UU3
51ZL Ir.TL ,0L E1 -EE N,/CL.*-3/UM UIA.IC.T.
.- U. C .039
I. - i.C .u72
3.0 - 1..* .,22
12.2 - 2.0 0 .009
lo.- - 2l.v O.00U
21.0 - 2o.0 .004
26.- - 3u.0 .UU6
3t.* - 4/.0 .001
41.0 - b,0 .0 0U
6z.u - A..3 .000
8 .u - Iu. .0 u.Ouu
FL ICHT lU*i:FR U,.b Z14
LATE 21 Jdf 1972
TINL 1 i 49
LL.bLNT27 NOP[:EF 99g7
AIRCRAFE ALTITUCL {tr;) 12.z
AIRCRAFT V2LOLITY (C/b) Z44.5
ArLiE0l TPPEI.ATUE (ILC F K) 223.2
SAMPLED VULLI1- (0C*'3) .3u.U
bAM1LE IN3 kRVAL IM) 1467.2
NUlE CE,,.SITY (NO/CN*-3) .20
LIL*. ATE, CUhTEHTT (',D/F**3) .02o
bILZ IIIEVAL (UrM) NU/CP'**3/UM UIA.INT.
5. - 7.0 .039
7.. - 9.O .021
9.U - 1*.( .005
12.u - lb.C .010
1'.. - 21.G .004
210. - 2b.1 .003
2c.0 - 30.* 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 o.0OO
47.0 - 6.C0 0.000
62.0 - 8.U 0.0O00
82.0 - lO6.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.00
47.0 - 62.0 0.001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 DAN 1972








LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*63)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMe*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .025
7.0 - 9.u .010
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 1b.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.U .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 106.0 U.2oo
FLIGHIT NUMBER 005
LATE 21 IAN 1972
TIML 19 1 38
COUNT ER NUMBER 9925
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCI1Y (MIS)




LIC. WATcR CCNT.NT (UM/M--3)
SIZE INTERVAL ElM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.U .OL4
9.0 - 12.0 - .02
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 26.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 0.0UO
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 2.000
82.0 - 108.0 u.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 IAN 1972








LI). WATER CONTEOT (OM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UMI NO/CM*^3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .024
9.0 - 12.0 .016
12.O - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 26.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000











DATE 21 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 O.000O
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.0e0
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
209 FLIGHT NUMBER . 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 1 28
CLUNTER NUMBER 9923
12.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
247.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
222.5 AMAIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
435.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM*3)
1490.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.12 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.000 LID. WATER CONTENT (OGM/M**3)
DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) ND/CM**3/UM
3j ~5.5 - 7.0 .009
O0 7.0 - 9.0 0.000
0 9.0 - 12.0 .002
3 12.0 - 16.0 .012
I 16.0 - 21.0 .001
2 21.0 - 28.0 0.000
1 28.0 - 36.0 .001
0 36.0 - 47.0 0.000
~0 ~ 47.0 - 62.0 .000
o0 ~ 62.0 - 82.0 O.0o0
o0 ~ 82.0 - 108.0 0.000
212 FLIGHT NUMBER O05
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 1 43
CCUNTER NUMeER 9926
12.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
244.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
223.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (1EV K)
430.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMa*3)
1222.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.18 NUMBER CENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.001 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
CLIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
~~9 ~ 5.5 - 7.0 .012
~4 ~ 7.0 - 9.0 .OG9
2 9.0 - 12.0 .004
2 12.0 - 16.0 .o0C7
3 16.0 - 21.0 .003
rts ~ 21.0 - 28.0 .006
~0 2b.2 - 36.0 .OC3
0 36.0 - 47.0 0.000
0 47.0 - 62.0 .000
0 62.0 - 82.0 0.000
o0 ~ 82.0 - 108.0 0.000
215 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 1 59
COUNTER NUMEER 9929
12.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
244.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
223.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
430.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
1222.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.22 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.O01 LIG. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (3M) NO/CM*3/LUM
~~9 ~ 5.5 - 7.0 .033
4 7.0 - 9.0 0.000
~6 ~ 9.0 - 12.0 0.000
3 12.0 - 16.0 .020
c 16.0 - 21.0 .012
2 21.0 - 28.0 .005
~4 ~ 28.0 - 36.0 .001
1 36.0 - 47.0 .001
O 47.0 - 62.0 .000
o 62.0 - 82.0 0.000














































FLIGHT NUMBER 005 217
LATE 21 JAN 1972 
TIME 19 2 4
COUNTER NUMBER 9930
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE CKMI 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CI/S) 244.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG E) 223.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*.3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .15
LID. RATER CONTENT (OM/e**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NC/Ch**3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 1o.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21. - 28.0 .0U4
28.o - 36.0 .003
36.u - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6A.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMtIER UJ5 220
DATE 21 JAi, 1972
TIME 19 , 20
ULLIUTR huh:LEE 9933
AIRCRAFT *lLTIUCE (KF!M) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VLLLOCITY C/S) 244.5
AFPBIENT TtEPEKATUAE IDEC K) 223.9
SpNMPLt' VOLLIE [C.*-3) 430.0
SAFFLE INlfRVAL (tl) 1467.2
NUL,LER LE,SITY (NU/CM**3) .26
LIE. *AIEK CON1TEMT (GM/P**3) .004
SIZL il,]EsVAL (Li'i) 7L,/CM-3/UM VIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .026
?.u - 9.0 .014
9.C - 12.0 0.00U
1 v - lo.0 .007
lot. - 2i.c .007
21.¢ - 2o., .011
2i.u - 36.0 .U03
30. - 47.0 .001
47., - 6.C o.Ooo
6Z.. - 8A.t .Oui
82.0 - 1u.Y O.OuO
fLI)GHT Nui. FR tI5 23
LATL I J1f. 1972
110i't IV . 35
UbITTEh NUhhoLl 99~0
AIRCRAFT ,LTllUUE (I-) 1lI.o
AIRCAFI vLLUUIIY Ir/S) ZI4.5
A BIEN6 T T;_ p PF'P .TUE (LEO K) 22T.7
SAI'VL1d V0LLOL (IL..3) 430.0
SAMPLE IFI fVAL (i.) 1222.6
.LPEMER ;bITY ( NU/CP#"3I .30
LiL. ATEi, CUIONTENT (CM/*3) .003
SILL INTEVAL (L-) IL/UN*A3/ UI DIA.e1hT.
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.C .0oJ3
9.0 - 1-0 .JO0
12.u - lb.O0 .16
1o.2 - 21.0 .012
21,. - 2t.0 .*04
2d.e - 30.0 J.00o
30.U - 41.0 .003
47. - 6.C .00o
62, - 8.C .u000o
82.0 - IOb.O o.uuO
FLI(HT hUmllER 0,,5 22s
LAlc 21 J3t. 1972
T1 IME 19 . 50
CLLNTER NuPPER 9939
AIRCRAFT MLTITUCE IKM) 11.6
AIRCRAF VLLUELCITY M/5) 242.0
A0BIEoT TL7PEFATUkE (L'E K) 225.9
ShHELAU VULLMIL (GCM3) 4Z5.0
SAMFLE Ihr-PVAL (ii) 1209.8
NLELER LE,.SITY Ct;/CF;L*3) .26
11G. AT, CUCTE"T (CG;/F*e3) .002
SIZE INTEiVAL (LMI) NL/CUI*3/UM DIA.ItlT.
5.5 - 7.0 .039
7.o - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 1,.' .002
12. - 16.0 .012
lo.L - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 2c.0 .006
2d.U - 3o.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.o - 6j.0 .000
62.0 - 8L.0 0.000
82.(0 - l0O.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE tDEG KI
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI I
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**31
LI1. WATER CONTENT (OGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL tuMI NO/CM*93/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.0 - 9.0 .004
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .011
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 1I 2 25
COUNTER NUMBER 9934
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 24
AMUIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 22
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*#3) 43
SAMPLE INTERVAL CM) 122
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) 
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.U .016
12.0 - 16.0 .022
o16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 ,O05
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.U 001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .001
FLIOhT NUMBER 005 224
CATE 21 jAN 1972
TIME 19 2 40
CLOUNTER NUMBER 9937
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUOE KM) 11.6
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY IM/S) 244.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 225.0
SAMPLEC vOLUME (CM*.3) 430.0
bAMPLE INTERVAL CM) 1222.6
NUMtER DcNSITY (NO/CM*.3) .35
LI. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M*3) .004
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
.0 - 9.0 .024
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .027
16.0 - 21.0 .019
21.0 - 28.0 .007
2O.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 227
UATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 2 55
COUUNTER NUMBER 9940
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 11.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/SI 244.5,
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 226.7
SAMPLED VOLUME CCM**3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1216.2
NUMBER DLNSITY CNO/CM*-3) .24
LIU. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .033
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
218 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 2 14
COUNTER NUMBER 9932
12.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI
42.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI
24.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
25.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31
16.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.18 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.002 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3).
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 .004
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .002
·36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
221 FLIGHT NUMBER . 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 2 30
COUNTER NUMBER 9935
11.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.4.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
3.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*#3)
2.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 
.29 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM-*3)
010 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
'.INT. SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM.*3/LM 
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .024
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0C2
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/MF*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMR*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .044
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .012
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























FLIGHT NUMBER 005 228
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 3 1
COUNTER NUMBER 9941
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 11.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE iDEG K) 226.9
SAMPLED VCLLME (CM**3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1467.2
NUMBER DENSITY CNO/CM**3) .26
LI*. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL tUM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .019
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
¢4 k
o '!X
FLIGHT NUMbER U05 229
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 3 6
COLLUNTEK NUMBER 994Z
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 11.3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AFBIENT TEF.PEKATUHE (DEG K) 227.0
SAMFLEC VOLUME (CM*r3) 516.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (r) 1222.6
NLMdER D ENSITY (NC/CF.*3) .18
LI. AFTER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .002
bIZt iNTElEhAL (UFN) NC/CM*-3/UM CIA.INT.
.S5 - 7.0 .012
7.U - 9.0 .012
9 .0 - 12.0 .008
12.c - 1o.0 0.000
lo.0 - 21.0 .008
Z1.O - 2B.0 .005
20.c - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.J .003
47.t - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8.0C 0.000
b2.u - 10.0 0.000
FL IGHT IUMFiER Ub 232
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIML 19 3 22
CLUtNTEH UtI EKh 9995
AIHRWAF I LTITUOE (Kfi) 11.3
AIRCRAFT CELUICITY (P/S) 242.0
A.OILNT TcFPE ATUVO (LLtG K) 227.7
SIMPLEL VJLLML (Ci-*3) 425.U
SAMELL INICVVL (,.) 1209.6
NLrMtE iuLSITY (llN/C*r3) .13
LIC. A~rEl CQolTEiAr (GM/P-*31 .001
SIZL II.TEhVAL (LN) 5O/CMA*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.D - 7.C .024
t.. - 9.0 0.000
i.' - l,.C .00Z
1_,@- L_ .0 .0U7
Ic., - 21.0 .003
21.. - 2o..0 .OO
2 .o - 3o.. .001
3'.. - 47.0 .001
41.C - 6-.0 0.000
62.D - 2.U0 0.000
bz.u - lUb.O 0.000
FL IHTL I4I;Lt ER on5 Z35
LibIL i2 J"lt 1v72
11lFi 19 , 37
CL11T,. NIutl Ei 99'.
,IRYLRVFI LTI1ULE (,}.) 11.3
IAHCA fT VELUoITY 9 /b) 244.5
AF liLr. TT.i'CEIATUR (LEG K) 22C.1
Sb,;PL,. VVLLN (C'tI*.3) 430.0
bArLe-N I1IEONVL (F) 1222.6
NMFLELi 2E.ISITY (iG/CM *3) .lu
LIL. OAl£ CUtiTEI (01 ,/P*-3) o001
bilt Ili ,VAL (LNI) MU/ChM*3/UMF UIA.IhT.
5.5 - i.O D OU9
I.- - 9.C .003
9.u - 12.0 .002
12. - lo.C .OOS
1.u - 2i.0 .UOI
21.v - 26b.0 .003
2d.o - 30.0 .003
3b.d - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 6-.0 0.000
62.J - 8,.0 0.000
8Z.v - IO10. U.000
FLIGHT 1:UIL Eh *05 238
LATL 2L JAfN 1972
TIME 19 3 51
CL'UITERh NU0 Eh 9951
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (1l) 11 .3
AIRCRAFT VLLOCITY (Io/S) 242.0
AV.BIE;i TLFPEkATUOC (LoC K) 228.7
SAFLEU VULML (Ctc-3) 5s9.50
SAMPLE INTFPVAL (-) 967.8
NLbMEE LE/NSITY (NC/CM*R 3) .10
LIC. wATEL CONTENT (GNM/F*3) .000
SIZE INTErVAL (LNi) kC/CM"#3/UM 6DIA.INI.
5.5 - 7.2 .010
71. - 9.0 .008
9.2 - 1L.0 .005
12.u - 1b.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.u - 2..0 .001
28.0 - 34.9 .001
36., - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.O 0.000
62.U - 8.0 O.000
62.0 - lUb.O U.OU
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 230
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 3 12
COUNTER NUMBER 9943
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 11.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 242.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 227.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*r3) 425.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1459.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMo*3) .18
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTcRVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .024
7.0 - 9.0 .018
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - lb.o .009
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
d2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER O05 233
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 3 27
COUNTER NUMBER 994,
AIRCRAFT ALrITUUE (KM) 11.3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 242.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 227.8
SAMPLED VOLUME 1CM*R3) 425.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1209.8
NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM*13)' .08
LIQ. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M*r3) .001
SIZE INTRVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 2b.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.U 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLLbhT NUMBER 005 236
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 3 42
COUNTER INUMBER 9949
AIRCRAFT ALTITUUE (KM) 11.3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 242.0
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 228.7
SAMPLEU VOLUME (CMR*3) 425.0
5AMPLE INITERVAL (M) 1216.2
NUMBER LoNSITY (NO/CMR*3) .14
LID. wATcR CONTENT (GM/M *3) .001
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CMR*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 239
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 3 58
COUNTER IUDMBER 9952
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 11.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCIIY (M/S) 242.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 228.9
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 425.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1693.7
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM**3) .08
LIC. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INT.RVAL (UM) NO/CM*A3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
Ib.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .003
26.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 231
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 3 17
COUNTER NUMBER 9944
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 11.3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 242.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 227.6
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 425.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1209.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .12
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/Mr*3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 234
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 3 32
COUNTER NUMBER 9947
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 11.3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 227.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1216.2
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMR*3) .15
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM^*3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 0.0o0
16.0 - 21.0 .OC6
21.0 - 28.0 .006
2b.0 - 36.0 .OCI
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.o00
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 o.00
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 237
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 3 47
COCNTER NUMBER 9950
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 11.3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 242.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 228.6
SAMPLED VULLME iCMe*3) 340.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1209.b
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .17
LI,. WATER CONTENT (GM/r**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMR*3/LM DIA.tNT.
5.5 - 7.0 .018
7.0 - 9.C .004
9.0 - 12.0 .006
12.0 - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.0 .009
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/rM*3)
51ZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMEER QoS5 241
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 - 8
(CLUNTER NUMBER 9954
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE CKM) 11.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 242.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEiG K) 999.9
SAMPLEO VOLLME (CH*.3) 425.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (m) 1209.8
NUMEER CEltSITY (Nu/Cm**3) .13
LIC. wATER CONTENT (CGM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NC/CM**3/UM DIA.4NT.
5.5 - 7.0 .024
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 160 .002
lbo.U - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 26.0 .003
28.u - 3b.0 .001
30.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.u - 62.0 .U000
62.0 - 8.U0 0.000
82.0 - 10Ub.0 0.000
FLItHT NUJM8FR 05 244
LAlt 21 JAN 1972
1iME 19 , 24
CLUNTER 1eF:E. 9957
AIRCRAFT .LTITUCE (KM) 10.7
AIRCk.FT VFLULITY CM/5) 29Ž.0
ANAEliil rThCEiATUKh (LEG K) 9l9.9
SFPLCL VoLLi'IL (CMR*3) 425.U
SAMPLLt INT iVAL (Im) 1209.b
NLMbEk LE1'SITY (NO/CV;*3) .19
LIU. vATER CUNITENII (m/FT*3) .001i
SIZL INITEhVAL (ULti tL/LMO*3/UM UIe..I.T.
5.5 - 7.u .014
7.0 9.0 .011
.u - 12.C U007
1. - tl.O .009
l* . - 21.0 .U04
21. - 2c.C .004
2'.o - 3b.0 .024
3o.L - 47.0 .01l
47.C - 6-.C O.O0O
02.U - 8..0 0.0ooo
b.8 - I0.0 0.000
FLt1tT :.U.tLER Ub5 247
LrTL ,1 JAr. 172
TItE 14 4 39
cLITr. N'oCCEk 990w.
AIRCFRAFT 7LTITUCE (ot) 10.7
A'IRCAFI vtLULITY (0/s) 244.5
Al LIL., TLPELFATU<IFi (LLG k) 99,.9
S;AL. 1, VLLLML (C.. .3( 430.0
SMFPLt Ir ,:Ii'VAL (I) 1222.o
NILcE. Lt-iSITY (I.0/C/*31 .17
LIC. IATw, CONTEl. (GI' /F*03) .001
Sbl IiTEwvAL (LM) N'/CM*#3/Ur UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .vU5
7. - 9.0 .003
* .; - 1..0 .009
1 6 - 1.2C . .009
10.u - Z2.O .006
l.' - 2c.0 .004
Zo.u - 3o.0 .U03
30.2 - 47.0 .001
47. - b.,.0 0.000
62.V - 82.0 0.000
bA. - lu'.. 0.000
FL IHI NUI l'ELR 0,5 250
LATL .I JAt. 172
l IM 19 4 55
LL.ANTRK hU CEI 90o3
AIChRAFI LIITUOCE (KM) 10.7
IRCkNAFT VELOCITY IF/S) 244.5
At..IET TUlPEKhTUV[ ILC 14 999.9
AIIFLtU VQLLML (Cr'*o3 .30.¢0
S/tF'LI I;IlFRVAL ({;) 1467.2
I LMUEC '.E'.SCTY C/0M*031 .11
LIU. sArE. C01,TENT (Gm/t*.31 .001
SIZE lITERVAL (LN) NL/CFi*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.L - 9.C .010
l.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - lb.0 .003
1.0 - 21.0 .006
Z2.v - 2b.0 .003
2t.. - 3o.0 0.000
36.u - 47.0 .001
47. - 64.0 .000
2.G - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - IOUb.O 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLEU VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMtBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID, WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM R
5e5 - 7.0 ,008
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0U.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 4 29
LOUNTER NUMBER 9958
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) I
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 24
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 9
SAPPLEU VOLUME CCMO*3) 43
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 121
NUMbER LeNSITY (NO/CM**31
LIC. WATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM CIA
5.5 - 7.0 .033
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .012
lb.o - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
62.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
LATE 21 sAN 1972








LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZL INTLRVAL (OUM) NO/CPM*3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
32.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NSMBER 005
CATE 21 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER CcNSITY (NO/CM*O31
LIG. WATeR CONTENT (GM/Mf*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5,5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.00
47.0- 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






242 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 4 19
COUNTER NUMBER 9956
11.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
42.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
10.0 SAMPLED VOLUME' ICM*3)
09.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
.05 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.000 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
e5.5 - 7.0o .024
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .009
2ne0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
245 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 4 34
CCUNTER NUMBER 9959
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI
4.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S)
99 9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OED K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CMM*3)
16.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MC
.30 NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.002 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GOM/MF**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMO*3/LM 
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 .012
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .00O
21.0 - 28.0 .006
2b.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .01
47.0 - 62.0 .OCO
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
248 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 4 49
COUNTER NUMBER 9962
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
44.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/SI
9.9 AMBIENT TEMFPERATURE (DOEC K)
30.,0 SAMPLED VGLLME (CMON3)
22,6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 
.20 NUMtER CENSITY (NO/CM'*3)
.001 LIG. wATER CONTLNT (CM/f*3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM L
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .O5
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .U007
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000O
62.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
251 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 5 5
CCUNTER NUMeER 9965
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
239.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5)
999.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
420,0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*R3)
1209,8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.11 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.000 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/Mt*3)
DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9,0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21,0 - 28.0 .004
28.,0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






































FLICHT NUMBER 0J5 253
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TINE 19 5 10
LULNTcE TiUI HEh 996b
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IF/S) 23b.8
ANl'IENT TEFPE-ATUHE ICEC K) 999.9
SAMPLEL VOLLML (C-D*3) 420.0
SAMPLE INT[RVAL (I) 1190.5
NUrEIR DEiESITY (NO/CM**3) .11
LIL. ,ATE, CONTENT (GM/F#3T) .000
IZE INTERVAL (LUM) NO/CMN*3/UM UIA.IIrT.
5.5 - 1.C .014
1.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - lo.0 .005
lo.0 - 2.0 .003
21.i - 2.O .001
2d.J - 36.C 0.000
3-.* - 47.C .(001
47.* - 62.0 0.00
62.C - 8R.0 U.000
8Z.o - 1 8 0 0.000
FLIGHT Nt,'ifER L-5 256
LtTL Z1 Jl'. 1972
lIlt 1I 7 26
CLLUITcR h So/L, 9908
A1(CRAFI ALTITUCL (Ih) lO.7
AIkLRA)I vELOCITY (F/S) 231.7
Ai-clL)l TP FLF-ATUt<L (LrCt K) 9 ;9.9
0F0)L'C VwLLML [LCF*3) 328.*
Sf'L[. 1,lfRVAL () ) 1397.7
I McLI, E, SITT (T. /CM,83) .03
LIC. !-ATE" Cul TESiT (GI/t**3) .i0C
bIZE 1I CL,,^AL iLi'T) L/Ch/--3/UM LIA. INT.
5 . 0 -~ *d 0.000
1/* - S.J .005
9.C - I[.S U0.00
lZog - ib*J O.,Ju 
Ir~ - 1.C .u00o
21*b - ZO.0 .00l
2r- - 3.0 O.OUo0
3o- - 47.0 0.O00u
47.* - 6.0 0.0DUO
A- - 8f0 U.u0O
82.J - 109.0 J.UUO
FLI,.! r CEL t 6, 259
L.AT .I JA. 1972
I hL I~ V 68
AIRcaFT , LTITUUL IF) 6.7
ilCF. AF] AFLUITY F /I5 20U.5
Al OIlY TT; PC,,ATU.i TvcC ;1 999.9
51, PFLCb VoLLI'i (Dr.3) 245.0
SMPL, Il FRVoL T 417.U
I Et:L,, tE, ITY UI0/CF *3) 3.7c
LID. ATE, CuL)TENT  ( /M**3) .002
bSZl IITtnVAL (LII) l.C/T..*-3/UNi UIA.II1.
U.5 - 7.G .833
/*v - 9.0 .59
9.0 - 1.0 .327
12. * - 1o.u .069
lo.u - .. c .0Ou3
21~. - 2h.*U O.oo
2 3u - .U 0O. 0O
30.* - 47.0 o.O0u
47, - 6,.C U.OOu
6z.u - bo.* O.000
6z.u - Ub*.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 Z54 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 255
CATE 21 JAN 1972 DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 5 15 TIME 19 5 20
COUNTER NUMBER 9967 COUNTER NUMBER 9968
AIRCRAFT ALTITLDE tKM) 10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCIrY IM/SI 236.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IF/S) 234.2
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLEU vOLUME (CMa*3) 420.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 498.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 1184.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1177.6
NUMBER DENiSITY (NO/CM**3) .06 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) .01
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*a3) .000 LIC. WATER CONTENT IGM/M*#31 .000
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014 5.5 - 7.0 .004
7.0 - 9.0 0.000 7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .005 9.0 - 12.0 O.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000 12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .003 16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .001 21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000 28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000 36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
02.0 - 82.0 0.000 62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000 82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIhT NUMBER 005 257 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 258
LATE 21 JAN 1972Z DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 5 30 TIME 19 9 46
COLNTER ,UMBER 9970 COUNTER NUMBER 1
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 6.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 231.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY tM/5) 208.5
AMBIFPlT IEMPERATLRE iDEG K) 999.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED vOLUME )CMH*3) 410.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 150.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 926.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 0.0
NUMbER DtNSITY (NO/CM*#3) .01 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 3.61
Li.. WATLR CONTENT (uM/M**3) .000 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTLRVAL (uM) NO/CMl.3/UM CIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM .UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.u .005 5.5 - 7.0 .693
7.0 - 9.C .004 7.0 - 9.0 .727
9.0o - 12.0 0.000 9.0 - 12.0 .284
12.0 - 16.0 0.000 12.0 - 16.0 .057
lo.O - 21.0 0.000 Ib.0 - 21.0 .008
Z1.0 - 28.0 0.000 21.0 - 28.0 0.000
Z8.0 - 36.0 0.000 28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000 36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.000 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.U 0.000 62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 U.00U 82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLiuPT huMBER 005 260 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
CATE 21 JAN 1972 DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 9 51 TIME 19 9 53
COUNTER ,0MbEK 3 CCUNTER NUMBER 4
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 6.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 208.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S)
AMuIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
5AMPLEL vOLUME (CM^3) 150.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*#3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) b25.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMbER DLNSITY (NO/CM*#3) .08 NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIL. WATcR CCNTENT (GM/M**3) .000 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM*e3/UM OIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*#3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .053 5.5 - 7.0 .982
7.0 - 9.0 0.000 7.0 - 9.0 .457
9.0 - 12.0 0.000 9.0 - 12.0 .236
12.0 - 16.0 0.000 12.0 - 16.0 .057
16.0 - 21.0 0.000 16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 0.000 21.0 - 28.0 O.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000 28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.V - 47.0 0.000 36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000 62.0 - 82.0 0.000










iFLI C i .U''LER 0u 262
DLAc ,2 JAt. 172
Tlrr 19 9 SSI"L I " 5 55
CLLNTLh. Nut LEo 5
AI1CR*FT ALTIlUDLE (TM) 6.7
AIRCRAFT VELOUCITY ('/S) 208.5
AT blEiT TLuPLFATuni ILcb K) 999.9
SAiFLEL, VCLLML (tL:*13) 15U.0
SArFCLE INIlFiMVAL (t,1 417.0
NLMEE ,, SITY ')ti /C:*3) 14.07
LIC. 8.) E6 CUL;TENT (I,/ F'*6.3) .008
SIZL INTEkVAL (lM) Nv/CMT-3/Ul4 DUIA.IT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.347
1., - Y.0 2.363
7.0 - 1i.0 1.193
12.0 - Ib.0 .45,
lb. - 21.0 .U79
Z1.; - 2b.0 .003
28.0 - 3o.O o.UO0
36.J - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.O00
b6Z. - 8.0 0.00
8z.0 - lo.0O 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 263
LATE 21 JAN 197b
TIME 19 9 57
CObTER OUMBEk b
AIRCRAFT ALTITLOE (KM) 6.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/SI 208.5
AMbIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 225.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 417.0
NUMbER DCNSITY (NO/CM**3) 5.60
LIU. wATcR CONTENT (GM/M*#3) .003
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM*^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .841
7.0 - 9.0 .929
9.0 - 12.0 .6b06
12.0 - 16.0 .146
16.0 - 21.0 .013
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NU/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .114
7.0 - 9.0 .116
9.0 - 12.0 .021
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28b.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 O.OCO
47.0 - 62.0 O.O0O
62.0 - 82.0 0.000












FLIGHT NUMPER 005 265
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 1v 4
COUNTER NUMBER 9
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE 1Kt') 6.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 200.8
AFBIENT TEMPERATUhE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULLML (Cr*463) 146.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 803.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/Ch**31 2.35
LIG. wATER CONTENT (GM/IF*3) .001
SIZE IITErVAL (IM1) NL/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .457
7.0 - 9.0 .545
9.0 - 12.0 .171
IZ.L - le.0 .015
lh.O - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 2d.0 O.uO0
28.u - 3t.0 0.000
3e.u - 4.O U.000u
47.u - o.O Oo.uoU
62.0 - 8d.C Uo.OO
82.u - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHI LU;'IER OC5 268
CITE 21 JAT. 1972
I lmt 19 10 20
LLUNTER Nur. L0h 1
AIRChAFT ,LTITULE k I) 6.7
AIRCRLAFT VfLOCITY (MSI) 193.1
At IE; lI Ti PfFATUrE (UL0 K) 999.9
SAIRLAG OLUMEhI (;I*6 142.c
bAMrLE INLERVAL (,1 590.7
ihLiLOER D£,SITY I,U/(:Ke*3) 2.19
LIC. 'ATE' CNI.TEINT {C-r/*.3) .001
SIL. INTEtwAL (U,) NL/CMhA*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.b - 7. .333
I.u - 9.d .539
9.L - 1.0 .16
l.v - tb.O .021
16. - 2L.C o.u0u
21.. - 26.e u.uLu
2'. - 3t.0 0.000
3s. - 47.0 O.00u
41. - 6-. * O.uO0
64.U - 8 u ).jo0
82.(J - )b. J O.OO0
FLIi1T ,.uL- ER v ,71
L-IE 21 JO; i172
1lfL 1. I 31
CII'. T~r I.rfhE:F 0tZ1
AIrCRAFT ,LTIIUCIL (1ti 6.7
AIRCRAFT VILUCITY Ilf/S) 190.5
ArtblE] T r PCI ATUL (Cot kI 999.9
bS r VL b CLLLiUL (LI *-3) 1PC.u
S. FLt IThllTPVAL (.I) 571.4
'LCRE00 ).,LSITY (U,/C,*63) .17
LIl. ATTr CI. T[IrI I(OF/F*3) .uOO
bit I,.lIVAL (Li,) t/LI*'3/UMi DUIA.INT.
5., - : /. *l0)
7*- - 9.J O.4
q.k - 12.0 u.UQC
1V - ID.'1 .011Oi
Ioc - iJ 0.000
21*.u- 2.GO O.3OO
2.. - 3.0 o.000o
3o. - 47.0 0.000O
41.U - 02.) 0.Ou
6Ž.* - d0 0.000o
8 u - 10b.0 0.000o
fL irHT ,U,,t ER uS5 274
L-TL 21 JAN 1972
IIAt 19 11 1
CLUNTE UlCr 35
AIRCRAFI ALTIIUCE (KhI 6.4
AIRCRAFI VLULCITY (V/S) 185.3
AtAIENT TLCFEEATUkE (CcC K) 999.9
SAMPLtL VELLCL (CiG-^3) 138.0
SAMPLE INIlPVAL (r) 746.5
NCMLER CL.SITY (Nr/C,**3) 58.99
LGL. A[IE CuNTENT ().r/T*t3) .030
S12c IiTErVAL (LCM) I.U/CMh*3/UM UIA.II)T.
5.5 - 7.0 5.870
7.u - 9.0 11.094
.L - 12.0 7.947
12.0 - It.0 .973
Io. - 21.C .054
21.o - 28.0 .000
2$.0 - 3o.0 0.000Q
36.0 - 4'.0 0.000
47.u - 62.0 2.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.J - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 266
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 10 9
COUNTER NUMBER 11
AIRlCRAFT ALTITLOE (KM) 6.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/SI 200.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM*H3) 146.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 1003.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .08
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .000
SIE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .027
1.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
2.o0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
b2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 269
LATE 21 SAN 1972
TIM;E 19 ±O 24
COUNTER AUMBER 18
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 6.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 193.1
AMBIFNT IEMPERATURE (DEb K) 999.9
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM1**3) 142.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL I(M) 772.2
NUMBER L;LNSITY INO/CM**31 5.40
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .001
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.845
7.0 - 9.0 1.067
9.0 - 12.0 .131
12.0 - lb.u .021
lb.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
2i.0 - 36.C 0.000
3e.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.u - 62.0 0.000
6Z.U - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIOHT NUMBER 005 272
LAIE 21 *AN 1I72
TIME 19 iO 52
COUINTER hUMBER 31
AIRCRAFT ALTITLuE (KM) b.7
AIRoRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 187.9
AMBIFNT IE(PERATURE (DEOG K) 999.9
SArPLEC vOLUME ICM.**3) 138.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 3973.0
FUMbFR DENSITY (NO/CM*63) 7.62
LlU. WTLcR CONTENT (GM/M*3) .005
sIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.U .618
7.0 - 9.0 1.301
9.U - 12.0 .997
12.0 - 16.0 .299
16.u - 21.L .004
21.0 - 28.0 O.Oo0
2s., - 36.0 O.OUo
3b.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.O0u
d2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 275
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 lI S
COUNTER NUMBER 37
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 6.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 185.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG KI 999.9
SAMPLED vOLUME ICM**t3) 138.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 741.3
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3) 60.07
tlI. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .023
51ZE INTcRVAL IUM) NO/CM*63/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 10.053
7.0 - 9.0 13.518
9.0 - 12.0 5.804
12.0 - 16.0 .096
16.0 - 21.0 .030
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 267
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 10 17
COUNTER NUMBER 15
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 6.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IMIS5 200.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*#3) 219.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL I(MI 1606.2
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**31 .46
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (G/MI**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CMt*3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .046
7.0 - 9.0 .098
9.0 - 12.0 .043
12.0 - 16.0 .017
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 270
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 10 28
CCUNTER NUMBER 20
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 6.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 190.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 210.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL I(MI 767.1
NUMbER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 5.23
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM##3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.381
7.0 - 9.0 .676
9.0 - 12.C .089
12.0 - 16.0 .011
16.0 - 21.0 0.1oo00
21.0 - 28.0 .uOC
28.0 - 36.0 O.0oCO
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.0O0
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 273
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 10 57
CCUNTER NUMBER 33
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 6.7
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY (I/S) 187.9
AMBIlENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 138.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 939.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 58.78
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .025
SIZE INTEkVAL (LM) NO/CM-*3/CM 1IA.INI.
5.5 - 7.0 8.831
7.0 - 9.0 11.711
9.0 - 12.0 6.664
12.0 - 16.0 .514
16.0 - 21.0 .009
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 276
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIML 19 11 10
CCUNTER NUMBER 39
AIRCRAFT ALTITULCE (KM) 6.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 182.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLLD VOLLME (CM*#31 136.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 920.2
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 38.50
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/#**3) .008
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.IN1.
5.5 - 7.0 15.255
7.0 - 9.0 7.283
9.0 - 12.0 .206
12.0 - 16.0 .092
16.0 - 21.0 .013
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.oOO
FL I(6HT i;,U,4 ER 0(C 277
LAIE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 1 14
CLUTTER Nu DLIEt, 41
AIRCRAFT OLTITUCD (kF) 6.4
AIRCRaFT VELOCITY (1/5) 182.8
AltIENT TEFPEkATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLE:G VULLML (Ci-*3) 13o.0
5AFFLE 11NIFRVAL IN) 731.,
NLMbER Il tSITY (NL/CFI**3) io.S5
LIC. ,AIEI; COI.TCdIl (GM/F*3) .008
SIZt IIltr\ VAL IL(Cl) hL/CF,-*3/UM UIA.IIT1.
5.5 - 7.0 8.147
I.0 - 9.0 5.445
9.0 - 12.0 .88U
12.0 - lo.O .165
Io.0 - 21.0 .018
2L.0 - 2Z.C 0.00O
2b.0 - 3o.C 0.000
3t.9 - 47.0 0.00O
'1.0 - b2.C .O000
62.0 - b6.0 0.000
62.0 - iO.3 .000o
FL _ IT I;,,ll ER v,:5 280
LATc 2i JA 1972
lIF r 1¥ i id
CL(LI(T0 Iu ,rF- 41
AIkLR;:F I ,LTITiLCL (R I) .4
IF0hcR' F I VLLuCITY (i/5S) 182.8
A LitiL I T.LPL-ATur, (CtL K) 999.9
bAOPFL,. VLLI'I. (C, *3) 13o.U
bSFA LL N Iti;'VAL (r)I 13.8
k(;uE!E, LCE I IT (..,/CRF*3) 2.23
LIL. ;.-IL, CU0.TLIT (CIGi/P*'3) .000




1 . - 2I.J 
21.. - 2,.0
2:,. - 3c..:
3 .L - 47.t,


















FLIChi LWUR .. 2, z3
LIM 2 4 J-1, 1972
T ltE t9 1i VA
LLLT, I, U) 1EV oi
AIAPcLFB I PLTIiUCL 1F) o.l
A ~I Ft,, I vi LUoIIT (P/b) id,.2
AELI L. ILI EFEATU,K (ICC K) s 9Y.9
b P tL. VuLL "i (iC- 3) 13-.0
bRiCL iN) j I- VAL O ' 357-.
NLil:EL. it-rITY (,1/C0T3) L.62
LI. Alt,< ClI.ITc{ l (L,'/O** 3) o000
iL' iliL,,.iL (L,'l Nu/Ctt*'3/00tl U.ilT.
5.5 - 7.0 .57,
71.0 - 9.0 .291
9.0 - 1I.0 .U52
i2.0 - 16.0 .006b
16.0 - 2.o 0.o00u
Z!.O - J~.O. DOo3
Z.0 - 3c.C 3.oUO
3&.0 - 4/.0 o.JoG
47.0 - ob.U 0.03U
62.062. b .0 o.OUo
2.O0 - 10b.C uv.vO
LchI ,1 ,,, I ,lE " L 286
.L A 1 .J lA 1v72
TI ;t 19 12 9
((LN;h N u hEi o.
IRAhkF T .,LTI IL lg ll 6.1
AlhRCR-T vI LlITf (/ST) 6 9.,
A) lti.l Tii F0Ir U l (LbCe ) 999.9
5ArFLi.. VQuLLIL ( ' *'37 128.0
SAPrL I:Ti kVL IF- 700.1
TNLE- ,; CL ITY l(i,/L/t*3) .09
LIL. -TiE. CL;,TEi I (r /F**3) .0ou
5IZ l irTERVAL (IL,l) NT/Cr**3/UM UIA.INT.'
5.5 - 7.', .031
;, -_ 9.C .012
9.U - Lu* ,.008
2c.' - 3'.C 0.UOU
3o.u - 47.2 0.000
41.u - 60 0.000
62., - 8A.0 0.U00
6d. . - lob.0 .ouuO
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 278
CATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 11 19
COUNTER NUMBER 43
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUDE (KM) 6.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 182.8
AMbIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMR63) 136.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 913.8
NUMLIER UtNSITY (NO/CM*.3) 18.82
LLi. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .004
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 8.824
7.0 - 9.0 2.5?4
9.0 - 12.0 .130
12.0 - 16.0 .011
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIghT NUMBER 005 281
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIMt 19 L1 35
COLNTER rUMBER 50
AIRCRAFT ALTITUUE (KM) 6.4
AlhCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 177.6
AMbIENT IEMPEHATuRL (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULUME ICM*-3) 132.0
SAMPLE lNTERVAL (M) 1261b.3
NUMbER UcNSITY INO/CM**3) .16
LIG. WATER CUNTcNT (GM/M"*3) .000
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM OIA.INT
5.5 - 7.0 .030
7.0 - 9.0 .045
9.0 - 12.0 .008
12.G - 16.0 0.000
1b.O - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
Z8.0 - 36.0U 0.000
3bc0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
bz.O - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIQhT NuMbER 005 284
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIF, 19 1i 2 2
COUNTER lUMBLt 63
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE KMN) 6.1
AlkCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 180.2
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED vOLUME ICM**3) 67.0
SAMPLE I,.TERVAL (M) 720.7
,LUMER DcNSIT I(NO/CM0*3) 30.10
Lil. WAToR CONTcNT IGM/M**3) .011
SIZE INTeRVAL 1UM) INO/CM**3/UR OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 7.174
7.0 - 9.L 5.784
9.0 - 12. 2.284
12.O - 16.0 .231
io.O - 21.0 3.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 287
LATE 21 JAN 1912
TIME 19 12 13
COUNTER IUMBER 71
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE TKM) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
AMUIFNT IEMPERAIURL (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLEO vOLUME ICM-*o) 63.0
SAMPLE I.TERVAL (MI 674.4
NUEMFR CcNSITY (NO/CM**3) .33
LID. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M*#3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (IUM) NO/CM-3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .127
7.0 - 9.u .071
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.C 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
b62. - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.U 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER., 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .917
7.0 - 9.0 .482
9.0 - 12.0 .206
12.0 - 16.0 .039
16.0 - 21.0 .013
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 005 282
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 11 56
COUNTER NUMtEh 60
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDCE (KM) 6.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (l/S) 177.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE TDEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME TCM-*3) 132.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 3729.7
NUMbER CENSITY (NO/CM**3) .02
LIU. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .015
7.0 - 9.0 0.uOO
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 O.OCO
21.0 - 2b.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.oCO
82.0 - 10B.C 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 285
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 12 5
COUNTER NUMBER 65
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 6.1
AIRCRAFT vELOCIIY (P/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (ICM*3) 134.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 540.5
NLMbER CENSITY (NO/CM663) 12.40
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/P-*31 .004
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DCA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.403
7.0 - 9.0 1.619
9.0 - 12.0 .692
12.0 - 16.0 .IC4
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 O.OC0
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIoHT NUMBER 005
LATE 21 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (IM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .091
9.0 - 12.0 .061
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000












fLIGHT NUiMBER OU5 289
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 12 18
COUNTER NU BER 75
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE Kt;) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 175.0
At;IENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLEO VULLME (CMp*3) 66.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 525.1
NhELER UEhSITY (NO/CM**3) .88
LI,. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NL/CMl**31UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7*0 .434
7.0- 9.0 .114
9.o - 12.0 0.000
12-- 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.d - 28.0 O.0LO
2d.0 - 36.0 U.000
3o.u - 47.0 0.000
47.3 - tŽ.0 0*000
62.U - 8.0 0.000
82.L - 10o.0 0.000
FLIGHI hNUiO ER uv5 292
LATE 21 JAt, 1972
TImt 19 19 2b
CLUNTFk NLP.0EK UL
AIRCRAFT ALTITUC1 i (K) 6.4
AiRCrAFT VELOCITY ll/5) IT5.0
Ali'IiECI TJ1PEtKATUI0 (CLC K) 999.9
5AMbLcL VutLilL (CLr:,3) bb.u
SAMPLt INTERVAL (1l) ( 1.(
NLMER SE:;'ITY iNI/Ct-*3) 3.76
LI,. ArET COIETT (Lf /*F-3) .002
SiZt IIJTLTE AL (LC) IL/C 379/UM DIA*I. T.
5.5 - 7. 1.101
*.v - 90 .591
.i - l1-0 .Z17
Ii.0 - lo*C U.034
1o*L - 210 .018
21., - 26.C .006
2 -. 3t.0 0.000
30,. - 47.C 0.00U
41.i - 62.0 0.O0O
6ce0 - 8igO. 0.~000
. - 106.0 O.OO
FLiml NUJI'.Ek L.5 295
LATiL 21 JAt 1972
TI[. Ni 32COLNT: oN, urL lii v
AlkLkAFI ,LTITIULc () I.t
Aik(HA' I vLLUCIT` (I/b 112.*
Al cliLt. TLI PCKAIAUt (LLL N) 999.9
btC-LCIk VOLI, i, (-: * 31 6b.
b FLc0 INr) KRVPL O) I 75 .0
[ttlcER 0l'.SITY (iL. 31 (0.53
LIt.. ATER COlT;.T Gf /F*.3i .011
bI1L 11,1ECVAL Li') t.L./CMI3/LM1 DIA.INId.
5*5 - /* 4 505
7t- 9.G 2.8"1
u - 1-.0 i.u25
12.L - I.. .519
Io.U - 21.0 .152
2i.0 - 2,.C .02o
29, - 3o.C 0.000
3t. - 47.G 0.000
471.0 - o. 0 .o00
6.ou - 6.C 0.000
bF, - 1Ub.C U.UOU
ILILHr TUi iLER O25 Z98
LATE 21 AtlN 1972
TIML 19 1l 45
LCuNIEh NuJ iPEI 9.
AIRCRAFT ALTIILOCE (M) 6.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (r/SI 175.0
A-.EIENI TLI.PCFATULF (L'4C ) 999.9
bS FLLE VuLLML (CL.063) 06.0
SAMLE INTFPVAL O1") 875.2
NhiLiER 0L'SITY (!4L0/Cie3) 74.70
LIU. ATEK COOIThIT (CG/F'**3) .029
bIZL INTErVAL (LUI) N0/Ctit63/U1 i UlA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 10.859
7.0 - 9.0 177.235
;.G - 14.0 7.77b
12.0 - Io.C .152
16.lU - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 2-.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 U.)000
3b.U - 47.0 0oU00
47.0 - 6.0 O.000
62.0 - 84.0 0.000
62.0 - 100.0 0.00
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 290
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 12 20
COUNTER NUMBER 77
AIRCRAFT ALTITLDE (KM) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 175.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 66.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 350.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .05
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .030
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0*000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47*0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82*0 - 108.*0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 293
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 12 30
COUNTER NUMBER 85
AIRCRAFT ALTITOUE (KM) 6.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 175.0
AMbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 66*0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 7uO.1
NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM**3) 21.64
LIB. WATER CONTENT (GM/Me*3) .009
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM PIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.970
7.0 - 9*0 3.879
9.0 - 12.0 .470
12.0 - 16.0 .33U
16.0 - 21.0 .121
21.0 - 28.0 .013
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47*0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.U 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NLMBER 005 296
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 12 36
COUNTER NUMBER 90
AIRCRAFT ALTITIUEL iKM) 6.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 175.0
AMUIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ()M*3) 66.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 700.1
NUMBER DANSITY (NO/CM6*3) 41.44
LIU. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M*.3) *013
51ZE INTLRVAL (UMI NO/CM#3/UM 1CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 11.960
7.0 - 9.0 8.379
9.0 - 12.0 1.843
12.0 - 16.U .258
16.0 - 21.0 .036
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 299
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 12 50
COUNTER NUMBER 102
AIRCRAFT ALTITLDE (KM) 6.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 175.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 66*0
SAMPLE INTERVAL iM) 875.2
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 54.24
LIU. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M*H3) .014
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#**3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 13.667
7.0 - 9*0 14.152
9.0 - 12.0 1.813
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
2Z.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47*0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER. 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .182
7.0 - 9.0 .136
9.0 - 12.0 .045
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








L10. wATER CONTENT iGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL I(M) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 2.020
7.0 - 9.0 .591
9.0 - 12.0 .045
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .009
21.0 - 28*0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36*0 - 47*0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62*0 - 82*0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLI(HT NUMBER 005
LATE 21 JAN 1972








LI.* WATER CONTENT (GM/Mt*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NG/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 10.566
7.0 - 9*0 9.750
9.0 - 12.0 2.192
12.0 - 16.0 .106
16.0 - 21.0 .018
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36*0 0.000
36*0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62*0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/f**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM#*3/LM
5.5 - 7*0 15.182
7.0 - 9.0 6.720
9.0 - 12.0 .061
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36*0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62e0 0.000
62.0 - 82*0 0.000





































FLIOHT NUNLETR OC5 301
DATE 21 JA06 1972
lTIE 19 13 O
CLUDTER NUMBER 113
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)I O.4
AIlCRAF1 vELOCITY (F/S) 175.U
4EbIEl.T TLTPEkATURE (CEC K) 999.9
bSAriLEL VULLML 1(CU*3) 60.0
SI-fLtL INlFRVAL ItI) h75.2
NLFCLEN LE-lSITY (NU/CN**3) .09
LIC. nAIEH COrbTENT (GM/FI*3) .000
SILL INTlEEIAL (L0) NO/CMNo3/U M UIA.lIrN.
5.5 - 7.U .061
7.- - 9.0 o.OOO
9.0 - 1 .0 0.000
12.U - 10.o 0.000
Ib.C - 21.C 0.000
21., - 28.0 0.000
2.LU - 30.0 0.000
36.u - 47.0 O0.00
*7.U - 6 .0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
H.1u - 10b.O 0.000
FL lHI NIU.-LER * S 304
LAlt 21 J3. 1972
TlrE 19 2Z 22
LLI. T hcI 1 i) ILi. c o
AI-HRAFT ALTIIUCt (F.)I 0.1
AIRDkAFT VFLOLITY (FI/S 262.3
Al LIFIT TCl FEDATU-i (LCL Kl 999.9
Si, iLtL NVLL)I (i.. 3i -U. L
rAMI-LU INIFHVL I) 127 .1
I(LiLLk CE;.SITY O(./LIC**31 .33
LIG. nFEth CCITFi* (GI/P*l-) *dO4
bSILL IltL-'AL (LIr I L/CF**3/UM oIn.lhlT.
5.5 - 7.1 .Ol4
7Iu - 9.. .017
1.L - IL .. .Ju312. - 2I.C .3131I..L - 21. .2~0
2,.U - 2o.0 .*UI
b3u. - 3j.0 .*j3
30., - 47.d .001
?*. - 6. * .ULO
o..) - d . .000
d-.. - IUC.O 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 302
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 .2 12
LOUNTER NUMBER 224
AIRCRAFT ALTIT7UDE (KM) 10.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 257.4
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 450.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 0.0
NUMBER CcNSITY (NO/CM**3) .30
LID. WATER CONTtNT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM-*3/UM DIA.INT.
55 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 .013
12.0 - 16.0 .016
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .013
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NhuMBER 005 305
CATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 22 27
COUNTER iUMBEh 227
AIRCRAFT ALTIILUE (KM) 10.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 254.8
AMBIENT IEMPERATL9E (DOE Kl 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 445.0
SAMPLE ITERVAL (M) 1267.7
NUMOER CDNSITY INO/CM-*3) .34
LI*. WATlR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTcHVAL IUM) hO/CM#r3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .027
7.C - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .021
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 28.0 .015
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.U 0.000
47.0 - 62.U 0.000
o2.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10d.U 0.000
FLIHMT NUMBER 005 303
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 22 17
COUNTER NUMBER 225
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 257.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 450.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1287.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3C .38
LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/*#*3) .003
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .027
7.0 - 9.0 .031
9.0 - 12.0 .019
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .015
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 . .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 306
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 22 32
CCUNTER NUMBER 228
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 10.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VCLLME (CM**3) 440.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1267.7
NLMbER UENSITY (NO/CMO*3) .38
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/FI*3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/iM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .038
7.0 - 9.0 .024
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .018
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .o01
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FL IDIT N1-1f hR .5 307
LI'c. 1 Jn.l 1972
IlI I 1 2? 37
CLLI.l,-' NU ulLL. 129
AILn'iFT L.TllL.. (Kl)I u.1I
AlhiCAFT vLLlDIIY IY/1) Z52.3
i OLIL'. I LI FIATUi TILL N) 999.9
SI Fi L Nu.LLIL (I *.i- ) 520.(
SIbAFFLe IlIIkVL (, ) 1261.3
I .LT L , 0.SIT) (I.ui F *-3) .27
LIL. TAE,, Ci.lENI.IT (;1, /F*-3) .COI
SI.L NIN,/,L .UCr T.l/C0t*3/1Iq L IA.lIlT.
5.5 - 1.) .032
7. - 9.C .01 1
9. - 12 .0 004
1,.L - 10.L .U15
1b0. - 21.C .011
21.U - 2o.. .010
2c.L - 3o.L 0.000
30.. - 7.0C .Uul
41.3 - 62. .0U00
62. - A..* U.UUO
83.u - Iud.O 0.1u
i tlOT .Uf:IER V. 5 3lu
LCTo 21 JAI. lvT2
TI. 1. 2.. 53
(LbhlL- N OtEi _m,
ACliCkH F .. LI ILL6 c ({1 ;) 10.4
il'LRAITl vELOLI Y (F'/SI) 49.7
LEiT T.l L  i.LIUtkF (Lt .)_ 999.b
bAIkFLab Nu LiIL I(C;'03) '35.U
S6FFLr 11i:Ttk JL (1} 124d 4
5UL-[ , -DEIlTr CiioICT*-3) .56
LID. ICE. COlITEIT (IC. /*-31 .O05
3I12 IitEhirL (LII) t ./CE'**/UM bli.lt.T.
5.5 - 7.L .043
7.-: - 9.O .032
1. - 1oC0! .030U
lo01 - 21.0 .021
21.b - 26n. ,12
2H*~ - 30.3 .007
3'.0 - 47.0 .001
47.U - O..O .002
62.o - 82.C 0S000





LATE 21 JAN 1972








LIL. WIATR CCNTTNT (GM/M003)





























CATE 21 JAN 1972




AMoIFNT TEMPERAIURL (DEG K)
SAMPLEL vOLUME (CM**3)
SAPPLE IliTERVAL (M) ]
TUMBER LENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M003)
SIZE INTERVAL IUMI NO/CM0*3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.U - 9.0 .053
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .026
1O.0 - 21.U .026
21.0 - 28.U .016
2i*0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
308 FLILHT NUMBER 005 309
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 22 48
LCUNTER NUMBER 231
10.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (IK) 10.1
49.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IF/S) 249.7
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
35.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CMR*3) 435.0
05.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1248.4
.36 NLMBER CENSITY (NO/CM*3)1 .51
.002 LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/F*#3) .004
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM). NO/CM#*3/TM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .0OS
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 12.C .035
12.0 - 16.0 .029
16.0 - 21.0 .OZO
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .OC004
36.0 - 47.C .004
47.0 - 62.0 .OLO
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







311 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 312
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 3
CCUNTER NLUEER 234
0.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.4
49.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 249.7
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
35.0 ' SAMPLED VCLLME (CM*31) 522.0
8.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1248.4
.62 NLMbER LENSITY (NO/CM**3) .39
,004 LIL. WATER CONTENT (GM/f**3) .002
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.IN.
5.5 - 7.0 .027
7.0 - 9.0 .030
9.0 - 12.0 .011
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
C
FLIGHT NUMbER OG5 313
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 9
COUNTER NUMBER 235
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (K) C10.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (p/SI 249.7
APElENT TEFPERATURE IDEC- K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULUME ICMOA3) 435.0
5AMPLE INTERVAL Is. , 1498.1
NUMbER DENSITY (NU/CMt*3I .45
LIC. wATER COiNTENT (GO/E**31 .002
512L INTERVAL (UMI NC/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .043
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 .031
12.0 - 6lo.o .018
16.0 - 21.C .010l
Z.0 - 2L.0 .010
28.0 - 3,.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 O.uOO
62.0 - 8,.o 0.o00
82.0 - 100.0 0.000
FLICHT uilrER Ci5 316
bATE 21 JAI 1972
TIlA 19 23 24
LrUNTE" N30E0K- Z3j
AIRCRAFT ~LTIYlDc I.) 10.4
AIRCRAFT VFLOCITY (P/S) 249.7
At) lL r T. PEKAIUi E (LcC K). 999.9
SAFL0ED VULLML (CM,*3) 435.0
5AMPLE INIFAVCL IMI 124t.4
NLP ULER UESITY (1N/C *3) .55
LI. .'AEw CO'.TEFNT 1601/l0*31 .004
5IZL lFTEVKAL (Le) N./iCMOO3/UM DIA.INTo.
5.5 - 7.C .2 . 2
7.0 - 9.0 .036
9).- ? Z.C 0.00o
12.v - lo.O .021
I..0 - 2.C .030
21.o - 2e.J .02S2LU; 3 .2~0 . UOb2d.U - 3o.0 .002
3b. - 47.C .001
47., - o..o .001
62.0 - 8...0 0.e00O
8z.* - IU.C 0.00ou
I LIHT Ol,,i.ER c, 319
Ltlc 21 J24 1972
TilL I9 23 40
CLCUTEA ELi..j!l. 2,1
AIRCRAFTI .T1111U0 mI) 10.7
A1iRCRF1 vLULCIlY IF/5) 249.7
AtblE,'TI T1C LI'ATUN. (UEC ) 999.9
SAMFLEL VuL LM (L1.*-3) 435.C
SAMFLC INt fRVAL I ) 1728.4
NLMeER uEI.SITY (10U/0-*3) .51
LIL. ATE 0 COITE2iiT (b ,/F*3) .u02
SlZc IlTIELVAL (LC-) NI/CMN*3/U9 UIA.lNT.
5.5 - 7.c .0a6
7.2- 9.0 .024
9., - 1,0 .016
1., - lb.C .029
16.0 - 21i.0 .017
21.0 - 2o.O .UO8
2d., - 3b.J .uO4
36.j - '..0 .,u0
47.U - o, C 0.000oo
62.0 - 8.0 u0.000
82.0 _ 1Ob.0 0.000
CLICHI iNUOER 'A 322
CATL 21 JAI 1972
lIt 19 23 55
CLATI hITRE[I '..
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCL (EF) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 249.7
AtEIENT T6TPENATURE (CEC k) 999.9
SAMPLED VULLML (C0.4.3) 435.0
SAMFLE INrlTFRVAL (I) 124U.4
NLMLLE LE,.SITY (NC/CF**3) .32
LIC. ATEI CONTEIT (Ch/F^^3) .001
SIZE IITEVAL (LFI) Fi.UVCE*3/UM 01A.liT.
5.5 - 7.0 .o009
7.L - 9.0 .024
9.u - 12.0 .oU5
12.0 - 16.0 .005
1A.v - 2s.0 .027
21.0 - 2b.0 .0)9
2h.o - 3b.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
6.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.u - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) ]
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**31
LIl. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7*0 .052
7.0 - 9.0 .039
9.0 - 12*0 .021
12.0 - 16.0 .010
b16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .014
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







LATE 21 jAN 1972
TIME 19 03 29
COUNTER NUMBER 239
AIRCRAFT ALTITUJE (KM) I
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(M/SI 2
AMhIENT IEMPERATuRE (DEG KI 99
SAMPLED VOLUME ICMS*3) 52
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 124
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
LIU. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3J)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM-e3/UM CIA
5.5 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 12.0 .010
12.0 - 16.q .019
16.0 - 21.0 .020
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.u - 62.0 .001
6z.o _ 82.0 .000
8.o0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
LATE 21 JAN 1972




AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG KI
SAMPLED vOLUME ICM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 
NUMUER CcNSITY (NO/CM*#3)
LIL. WATLR CCNTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .048
7.0 - 9.0 .046
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.* - 16.0 .023
16b.0 - 21.0 .01
21.0 28.0 .012
2 -.0 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000o
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







CATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 4 0
COUNTER lUMBER 245
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/)SI 24
AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 99
SAMPLED VOLUME ICMN*3) 43
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 124
NUMbER ULNSI1TY (NO/CM**3)
LIL. WATR CONTENT )GM/M**3) .
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMa*3/UM DCIA
5.5 - 7.0 .048
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .011
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 . 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
314 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 19
COUNTER NUMBER 237
10.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
149.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE I(DEG K)
35.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM*83)
48.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.55 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.005 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .032
7.0 - 9.0 .043
9.0 - 12.0 .031
12.0 - 16.0 .021
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .015
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
317 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 35
COUNTER NUMBER 240
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
49.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (IF/SI
199.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEC K)
2.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM*431
8.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL I(M)
.37 NLMBER CENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.004 LIl. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3(
A.INT, SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 .036
9.0 - 12.0 .028
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 .026
28.0 - 36.0 .o004
36.0 -47.0 .o002
47.0 - 62.0 .0Cl
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
320 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 23 50
COUNTER NUMBER 243
.0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI
49,7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)l
35,0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM9e3)
48.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL IN)
.47 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*S3)
.002 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/I**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/1M I
5.5 - 7.0 .018
7.0 - 9.0 .039
9.0 - 12.0 .009
12.0 - 16.0 .014
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 - .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 o0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
323 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 24 5
COUNTER NUMBER 246
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE I(KMI
49.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/SI
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE DEC K)l
35.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*1 3)
8.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 
.32 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
.002 LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/Ft**3)
k.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/,LM 
5.5 - 7.0 .018
7.0 - 9.0 .043
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .013
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0- 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUmbER O ,5 325
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 24 10
CCLUNTER NUt:BER 247
AIRCRAFT -LTITUCE (IK) 10.7
AIRCRAFT VELOcITY (r/S) 249.7
APEBIC[T TLFPERATU4E ILEG KI 999.9
SAMPLED VULLML (C,*-31) 522.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL 1,1 1246.4
NUlrEN UEiSITY (NC/CMWW3) .19
LIC. *ATE, CONTT,iT (GC,/t**3) .001
SILt INTEVAL (LM) NU/CMWW3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .0L3
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.G - 1-.0 .010
12.0 - r1.0 .004
1o.0 - 21.0 .005
21.C - 2*.0 .003
2d.C - 3t.C 0u02
36.u - 4'/.0 .001
47.C - 6.0 0.000
b2.; - 82.0 0.000
8 . - l0b.C O.OOu
fLIHT NU, hER LOt j28
L*TL 21 JAO 1972
TINE 19 2Z 26
(,tLkTL Nor. L E, 2.
AIRLkAF I iLTITUL (I ) iL.7
A]CR[AF I vLUCIT9 (r/S) 29. 7
ArbiE0 I TLIFEFKATUl (IULC k) 999.9
SAr0 Lu V.LLFLc (lt4.3) W35.6
S FAMPLE IP.Tt 'V.L I, 12b.4
t.LFE, t' L-,ITI (ht/cr -3) .I,
LIL*. ATIE" COIT INT (Ik /h*3) .oU(
S12 1,TEL'AL lLI") NL/CC'*W3/UM DIA. IT .
5.5 - 7.C 0.00D
7.C - q9. .017
9.L - i1*O .005
I .u - I . .0 105
Ib., - Z .;i . 00
21.v - 20.u .uu
2Z.0 - 3ro*. .00J
3o.; - 4/.*J F.UOU
47., - o.o O.0uu0
o0.2 - t.J.0 o.uuOC ., - I()llU oUevou
ELIoH t-U ,. i :L r CEF ,- 331
L- .4 ,. 7 [ Z7"
IllI 13 .-. 41
C( L,T I'T ?.,l .Lh 2:J
.I.1 i.A T I LT(LL t141 i 11.uI
iRiklf.lrI T LC.II Y Oi/S) .II7.1
$1CALr. ll)PFrA4,Ir (tA l K) 99i.9
sbArFLL VuLML_ (_1 ',*I3) )3*-'1
IL `  LU INil iVoL ( Li, 12 .,
bLtE,. CL(0SiTY (i-L/UlW,3) .*o
LlI. . TIET C UI lhi (1/PF**3) .u01
51c INTI·i.AL (oLN,) NLI/CMtl3/lhb'l IAI.1 .
. - 7.1 .01u
-*u 9.. U I C
*i. - I.0 .007
12.0 - o.C .010
Io.0 - Z2.C .003
ZA*L - 2b. .U0J3
2Ze - 3. ... o 3
3 *d - 'l.C ·.00u
I7.* - oC.U o.OoG
b2.i - 86. .0 0.000
i.* - Lh.J . LUUU
FL i CT I*I', LRV (-:5 3334
LATL 21 J.l 19S7
I Pt' 19 i2' 57
CLLi T, T. r! ') iL. 4
AlhCRiA T , iil11C (1t ) 11.3
AR .L: ~,FI  )LL0ITY (/S) , 471.1
AT ribi TL tLI-LOTi, (LtE O ) cC 919.9
A-C-L.L TLLL0 ( 'AI) (L'' 3) 35.3 c
aFPPFLE I'r-l. VL U ll) 1235.5
IlT. FcF Le.. L IT (I.TL/CV1W31) .05
LIL. AVILi. CUlIRTLNr (GF/*W3) .001
0.)1 ir.TEi':8AL (CI,) TIJ/C1-W*W3/Ui.I Ll* .IT.
5.5 - 7.C O.OOU
7. - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 14.O .005
l1.u - 1t.0 .002
bIh. - 2z.0 .001
Zl.i - 24.0 .OUZ
2boU - 3t.0 0.000
3b.J - 47.0 0.000
41 , - 6." I .00o
42.0 - ..* 0.0oV
84.0 - L(,.0 * 0.uo
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
CATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 i4 16
COUNTER NUMBER 248
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM I
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 24
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE IDEG KI 99
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 43
SAMPLE Ih.TERVAL (MI 149
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM*W3)
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTLRVAL IUM) NO/CM^*3/UM CIA
5.5 - 7.C .005
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 .011
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16t. - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.u .002
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
62.0 - 108.0 0.u00
FLInT NUMBER 0OS
LATE 21 9AN 1972




AMBIENT IEMPERATURL (DEr K)
SAMPLEL VOLUME ((CM-3)
SAMPLE IiTERVAL (M) 1
NhUMFR LcNSITY INO/CM**3)
LIL. WATcL CChNtNT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL I(U) NO/CMWW3/UM C
5.5 - 7.r, .018
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .009
12.0 - 16.0 .005
lb.O - 21.0 .00UU
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.* 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
b2.0 - 82.0 0.000






FLIGHT NUMBER 005 332
LATE 21 :AN 197L
TIME 19 L4 46
oCLUNTER ,UMBER 254
AIRCRAFT ALT11:E (KM) 11.0
AIRCkAFT VELLCII ( (M/bS 247.1
.MLIENT IEtMPkATLuk- IDtl K) 999.9
SAMPLE0 vOeLUME (CLW3I) 522.0
SAMPLE IITFRVAL (IM) 1235.5
I.U1bER 5cNSITY INO//CM*3) .12
LIC. *ITcR CCNTLvT (IM/M**3) .000
S12i INTeRVAL (JM) LO/CFW**3/U M LA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.u - 12.u .008
I2.0 - 16.0 .o000
1.0c - 21.0 .Ouo
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.o - 36.* .00L
36.0 - 47.u 0O.00
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
oZ.0 - 82.0 0.000
z2.0 - 108.U 0.000
FLIRhT NUMBER 005 335
LATE 21 ,AN 1972
TIME 19 ,5 2
COULTER ,UMBER 257
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 11.3
AIRCRAFT VELCCITY (M/SI 247.1
AM1IENT IEMPERATURF (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED vuLUME ICM*.3) 435.0
SAMPLE IiTERVAL IM) 1235.5
NUMBER 0DNSITY (NO/CM**3) .12
LIU. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTcRVAL (uM) NO/CMW*3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.u 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
326 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 24 21
CCUNTER NUMBER 249
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
49.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/5)
59.9, AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
35.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**3)
98.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM
.22 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.002 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .018
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .000
329 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 24 36
CCUNTER NUMBER 252
10.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE IKM)
9.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IF/S5
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
35.0 SAMPLED VCLLME ICMWW3)
48.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.16 NUMBER CENSITY INO/CM6*3)
.001 LIU. wATER CONTENT IGM/M*-3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMW*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .011
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .OCO
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIUHT NUMBER 005 333
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 24 52
CCUNTER NLMcER 255
AIRCRAFT ALTITUdE (KM) 11.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IF/S5) 47.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VCLLME ICM*-3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 1482.6
NUMEER LENSITY (IN/CMW31I .1L
LIC. WATER CONTENT IGM/M*W3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (IMI NU/CM*-3/LM UIA.INI.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .010
1 -.0 0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .O01
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - B2.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.O 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 336
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 25 7
CCUNTER NUMEER 258
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 11.3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPEHATURE (DEC Kl 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*63) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 1235.5
NUMBER LENSITY INO/CM*31) .14
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMWW3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .oC9
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .00C
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
II
FLIGHT NUMBER Ou5 337
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 25 12
COUNTER NUMBER 259
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KF;) 11.3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AFeIENIT TcMPERATURE (DEC K)! 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME {C;os3) 435.0
SAMFLE INTERVAL (M) 1235.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NC/CM**3) .32
LIC. wATER CONTEN7 (GM/P**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C .028
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 10.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .00b
21.U - 28.0 .013
2,.u - 3b.0 .003
36.o - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 6-.0 .000
64. - 8.0 0.000
82.; - 108.0 0.000
FLICHT NUIILER 1,5 340
LATF 01 JAR 1972
llTc 1' 25 ?8
CCLNTEh ;;ur.ER 202
AICKAFIT ALTITUOE (CIN 11.6
AIRCRAFT ILLOCITY (F/S) 247.1
ArdI~LIT TEIPERATUNF (LCG k) g9s.9
bAMFLEL VALLHEL (CM-*3) .35.0
SAFMPLec INTIERVL (C) 1205.5
riULEr bE,~SITY (N)/CF**3) .15
LI(. .,ATEi, CuoTENI (GC/M**3) .001
SILL IITEri L 1)U NO/CMt*3/UC 0IA.IN'T.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
I.0 - 9.C .021
vno - 14.0 .009
12.L - IS.v .v03
IP.2J - 21.C .003
21.U - 2b.0 .004
2Z.0 - 3u. 0.000
3s.c - 47.0 O.O0u
47. - 6z. 0 .000
oo. - A.0 u.0Ov
82.0 - 106.C 0.0oo
FLICHT NUlAER v. 5 343
LATE 21 JOr l1T7
'I'Mc 19 2. 43
L( LJTfE Nt eEk .:,5
AIRCRAFT ;'LTIILOc CoP) 11.6
]RTLRAFT V'LOCIT[Y (V/l) 244.5
tEILt¢ Tl PEIATu,, (OCUL k) 999.9
SArFLc, VtULMI (CVl t*3C 430.0
5AFLE INTFRVAL (, 1229.1
NLthEC, L2EI.51TY (:. CLL/c 3) .3o
LIt. *hTEiC CLC.TtiJl CIC;/C*.3) .002
blZE INTLCVAL (LI) NL/CM*03/UH GIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .0'3
7.0 - 9.0 0.uOu
. - 10. .1Oib
12.u - lo.0 .029
Ib.v - 21.C .uI3
21.0 - 2.C .Jo05
2d.ul - 30.o .003
3o.b - 47.0 O.0O0
4?.- - 6.0 .000
62.0 - 8,.0 0.OOu
82.0 - O1.0 0.000
CLILHT fU-'bER :, 5 346
LATt .l JON 1970
TIlME 19 25 58
CLLNTER NvFREh 20d
AIRCRAFT ALTIlUDE oF,) 11.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 244.5
Al. IENT T.,PEkATU*<. (uOC K) 999.9
SAMTFLE VULLMU ICC .*3) 0Jo.0
SoMPLE INTIRVAL UC) 122Z.b
NLMBER LE.SITY (NA/CFC*.3) .26
LIL. ,AIEh CONTE14T (G,I/M*3) .002z
SIZ INITEAAL (UC) ,G/CMR*3/UFM IA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C .02O
7., - 9.C .003
'~. - 12.0 .019
I1.v - Ib.0 .003
Ib.C - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 2u.0 .008
28.0 - 3o.0 .003
36.G - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 6-.C .000
6O.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 338
CATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 45 17
COUNTER NUMBER 260
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE I(KM) 11.3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 522.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1235.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .19
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*.3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .015
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0'- 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIOHT NUMBER 005 341
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 45 33
COUNTER NUMBER 263
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 11,6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247,1
AMBIENT [EMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED vOLUME CCM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1235.5
NUMbER DLNSITY (NO/CM**3) .18
LIU. wATER CONTENT (OM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CMe*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - .e .009
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .026
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.U .004
21.C - 28.0 .004
Z8.0 - 36.C 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 344
LDATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 25 48
COUNTER ,lUMBER 26c
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 11.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED vOLUME CCM**3) 430.0
SAMPLE IlTERVAL (M) i222.6
NUMBER CcNSITY (NO/CM**3) .30
LIL. WATR CONTENT (GM/M.*3) .002
SIZE INTcRVAL (vM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.u .009
7.0 - 9.v .024
9.0 - 12.0 .01b
12.0 - 16.0 .018
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .004
26.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 347
rATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 6 3
COUNTER INUMBER 269
AIRCRAFT ALTITLOE (KM) 11.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AMUIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222.6
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM*.3) .22
LIb. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0- 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .016
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .010
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .O01
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 339
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 25 23
COUNTER NUMBER 261
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 11,3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY WM/S) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1482.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .22
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .003
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .011
12.0 - 16,0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 ,003
21.0 - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .018
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .O06
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LIL. wATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMR**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 .019
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT hUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .004
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























FLIGHT NUMBER U005 349
DATE 21 JAr. 1972
TIME 19 26 14
CLUNTER NUBEEK 271
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 11.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IF/S) 244.5
AlBIENI TtFPEhATUht I(DG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULUME {CM.-3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 1467.2
NLMeER DENSITY (NCO/of*3) .12
LID. nATOE CONTENT () M/M**3) .000
SIZt INTkERVAL (IL) NO/CM.*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 1-.0 0.000
12.0 - b6.0 0.000
b1.u - 21.0C .00
21.0 - 26.0 .004
28.0 - 3b.0 .O00
36.b - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6Z.O 0.000
62.C - 8Z.0 0.000
82.u - 108.0 0.000
FLI-HI NUMbER C'5 352
LCTt 21 J0r. 1972
7IMc 19 2c 30
CLLUNTEK NFeEh 27
AlhCLAF1 "LTITUCE IKF) 11.6
AIRCAlc I VLLULCIY (F/S) 244.5
At lLENT TPrFEIATU'F (LLC rl 999.9
5LI'FLEL VULLML (C*:'-3) 43u.L
SAM.PLE INTt RVAL C-:) 1b67.2
NE.lLER LEInSITY ,'L/CF**r3) .19
L I. CiLt' COliTthNT (Gl-/i./*3) .00(,
SILL INTLERVAL (LI') I./lCI,-*3/U)I DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .023
?. - h9.u .L017
9.0 - I .J .UIi
12.. - IL. .01IO
lb.L - 21.) .vOU3
21. -- 20.J e.00
L2.; - 3o.C v.000
3o.- - '7.J 0.000
47. - bt.i) 0.000
o02. - a_.j o.oo0
82-. - I ." 0.000U
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LIO.- WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
























CATt 21 JAN 197c




AMtIENT IEMPLHAIURE (DEt K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*.3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER CcNSITY C(iO/CM'.3)
LIU. WATcR CCNTENT (uM/MI*J)
SILL I*.ICRVAL (UF) '01/CLM'3/uM C
5.5 - 7.U .023
7.0 - 9.0 O.1i
9.0 - 12.O .005
12.0 - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21. .U007
21.0 - 2t.J .001
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 62.J 0.00u
02.0 - 82.0 0.000













350 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 26 24
COUNTER NUMBER 273
11.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
44.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
30.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
22.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL CIN
.16 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
.001 LIO. WATER CONTENT .(GM/f**31
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMt*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .012
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 .004
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .005
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
353 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 26 40
CCLNTER NUMBER 276
11.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
44.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
30.0 SAMPLED VULLME (CM^*3)
Z2.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.13 NUMELR DENSITY CNO/CM**3)
.000 LIU. wATEk CONTENT (GM/FP*3)
A.INT. SILL INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .0C3
28.0 - 36.0 .OC2
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.Co0
62.0 - 82.0 O.OGO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
CtLIt-HT U f ER C 15 .055
Li.Tt 2I Jo). 1V72
lI I 1¥ do 45
CLL,\TEk rCu LtEl 277
,IkRcRAF[ )LIIItU;L (F. 1 1 .o
IRhCRAOl vELOLItY CM/sC) 23g.
bl-EI hl TElF: CATUr, C (itL KC 999.9
SrILiL VULL, CLL 3 (C,*13) -. L
Li¢i'LL INT1 FA'VL (Ir) 1209.8
I.Lrtldk LE,.SITY (Ih /IL..-3) 1LG
LlIE . ATL CUI'JTtl.l C(./3 .1C4
SiLt I' OlfVAL (LNC) NL/Ch- 3j/Ul 1iA. 11.7.
5.5 - 7.i 0.000
..u - 9b.C 
.u4".U - 1'.1' uOZ
l-u - lo.0 u02
lo.o - 21.C .004
21.U - 2b.0 .Oul
28 j - 3u. , 0.000
3o., - 47.0 0.000
'+7.0 - 6c.J 0.000
62.2 - V8L. U.OO0
82.0 - Itc. ) O.000
FLIGHT UC rERE G' 35.
LATc 21 J,-I 1972
TIME 19 27 5
COLNTEh NuLEl 2Olt
AIRCkAFT 'LTITULLc (h) 11.9
AIRCRiFT vELUCITY (M/S) 239.4
AfEIE]l TLI-PFEATURF (CE6 K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULLML (C0*-3) 2u.0o
SAMPLE INTIRVAL (M) 2393.8
NLMbER CENSITY (CIU/CM*-*3 .56
LIC. wAtEh COITEiNT (GC/P**3) .020
SILL I:4TE VAL (LUI) NC/CM**3/UM UTA. INT.
5.5 - 7. .J024
7.2 - 9.0 0.000
3.0 - 1 .0 U.000
12.v - It.U O.OUO
16.L - 21. l O00OOL
21.L - 2o. O0.000
28.0 - 36.C 0.300
30.. - 47.0 .046
47. - 6L.C .001
f.~ - 8Li. 0,000
8V.) - LOt.. O.CO
FLIuHT NuMBER OO0
DATL 21 JAN 1972








L iL. wAlcR CONTLNT (GM/M*-3)




























DATE 21 JAN 1972








LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
51IZE INTRVAL (JM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7 .u .005
7.0 - 9.0 0.0OU
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0( - 28.u 0.00)
28.U - 36.0 0.000
36.u - 47.0 O.UO
47.5 - 62.0 00O0
62.C - 82.0 0.000
82.C - 108.2 G.00c
356 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 357
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 26 55
CCUNTER NUMBER 279
11.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 11.9
39.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 239.4
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPFERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
0.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (LM.*3) 420.0
96.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1196.9
.02 NLMtLR CENSITY (NO/CM*#3) .06
.000 LIDU. ATE4 CONTENT (GM/fl*3) .000
A.INT. SIZELL INTERVAL (Lr) NO/CM.*3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .010
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
b16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .001
2b.U - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
359 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 28 7
CCUNTER NUMBER 293
11.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM)
239.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
999.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEC K)
420.0 SAMPLED VoLLME (CMn*3)
5027.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.01 NLMtER GENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.000 LIO. wATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
CIA.INT. 51ZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
55.5 - 7.0 .056
0 7.0 - 9.0 .048
O 9.0 - 12.0 0.0CO
0 12.0 - 16.0 .014
O I1.O - 21.0 0.000
0 21.0 - 28.0 .004
0 28.0 - 36.0 .066
U 36.0 - 47.0 .017
0 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
0 62.0 - 82.0 O.OGO





































FLIGHT NUIIBER 0US 361
LATE 2l JAN 1972
TIME 19 28 13
COUNTER NUFBER 294
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCDE KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/5) 244.5
AFblENT TEMPERATURE (LEG K) 999 9
SAMPLEL VULUME (CM*#3) 430.0
SAMPLE INlERVAL (M) 1467.2
NUMBER DEINSITY (NO/CM**3) 2.2e
LIC. ATER CONTENT (GM/F*3) .0o11
SIZE INTERVAL (LM). NO/CM%*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.118
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - IZ.o 0.000
12.0 - b.0O .009
16.0 - 21.0 .029
21.0 - 28.0 .015
28.u - 30. .002
36.0 - 47.0 .023
47.U - 62.0 0.000
62.u - 82.0 0.000
82.0- 108.0 U.000
FtICHT PNUI'L-ER uO5 364
DATE 21 J-N 1s72
TIMt 19 2d 28
COUNTER lNUMAEk Z97
AIRCRAFT ALTITUcE (KM) 12Z.2
AIRCRAFT VtLOCITY IA/S) 244.5
tblIEhl TCFPEkATUrh (LEG K) 999.9
S5MPLEL VULLML (C,-3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTFRVAL (M) 122.e6
r.LUPMcER ESITY (4ll/CM*3( 9.07
LI,. AATEN CuhTENT (1M/F**31 .001
SIZL [lflI<VAL (LM) Nh/CIJ*'3/UM UIA.ItIT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.983
7.u - 9.0 .0O3
9.0 - 14.0 .Ou7
12.0 - I r g U10o
lbo. - 21.0 .00
2.,J - 2i). .OUl
2i. - 3bJ. J o.uJo
3.u - 47. u.000U
47.U - Z., 0.o00b
e2.u - 82. U.000
82. - 10.I (.IUOU
FL I10T NlK I ERK 367
LsTL zl J.(: s172
1 IPL 19 'o 44
LLLI TEr V. ltlEA 3.
AIRCRAFTIT J TUlL  FI 12.5
AIVCKAFI vI LOLITY (0/ 44.5
AI LI .1 T f PEFATUfR (LAe k) 999.9
SA/PIiLEL VYL.LIL (LI*t3) 430.u
n.JPLt I.il)IVNAL (,,) 1407.2
t,Ft. ER LLI) ITY (xuL/C**3)1 16.31
LJL. wAT& CUITttNT (C.F/A*31 .014
SIL I[TEONVAL (Ll i NL/CFIM 3/UMl LIA.*lIl.
5.5 - 7.C 10.55z
?,u- 9. 0o.000u
9.u- I,.C O0.OO
12.O - lbt. O.Ou
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 26.0 .022
Z8.,0 - 36.0 .020
36. - 4f.0 .uli
47.0 - z62.0 .Ou2
62.,0 - 8.0 o0.0oou
82.0 - I08.0 U.000
FLIGHI NUtER o05 370
CATL 21 J.t 1972
TIltL 19 23 2u
LLhSTEr NUtL.Eh 3, /
AIRLCRAFT ALTITULE I(0) 12.b
AIRCRAFT vELLCITY (P/SI 239.4
AEIEtT TLf.PERATUkE (LtC k) 999.9
SAMPLED VULLIAL (Cn'$3) 420.0
SAMPLE INIIRVAL (11) 1196.9
NUMLER LE.JSITY (NC,/Ch**31 .35
LIU. tATEk COhTE1NT [0 0/1*31 .001
SIZL I(JTERVCL (LM) NU/CM. 6 3/UIH uIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C 0.00u
7., - 9.0 .040
9.v - I1.C .014
12. - 1o.0 0.000
lb., - 21.0 .OZ7
2i.u - 26.0 .012Z
26,.u0 - 30.0 .001
36.0 - 47.C U.000
4 7.u - 6c.0 0.000
62.0 - 8-.0 0.000
82.0 - 10u.0 0.000
FLIUHT NUMBER 005 362
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 z8 18
COUNTER lUMBER 295
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY MIN/SI 244.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE t(DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222.6
NUMBER DENSITY tNO/CM**3) 3.00
LID. WATER CONTENT (GMN/NM*3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.927
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NtMBER 005 365
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 28 33
COUNTER NUMBER 29b
AIRCRAFT ALTITLJE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 244.5
AMBIENT IEMPERATLRE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222.6
NUMbER DcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 7.30
LIL. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .o002
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*e3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.795
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - IZ.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 O.U000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
e2.0 - 82.0 0.000
b2.U - 108.u0 0.U000
tLIUhT NUMBER 005 368
LATE 21 AMN 1972
TIME 19 48 49
COUNTER NUMBER 301
AIRCRAFT ALTIILuo (KMI 12.5
AIRCNAFT VELOCIlY (M/S) 239.4
AfblF3T IEMPEHATuR[ (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED vLLUME (CA¢*3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1209.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 .o01
LIl. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .000
SIZE INTckRVAL (UP.) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.u0 O.000
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.u 0.000
28.U - 36.U 0.000
3e.0 - 47.U 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O000
82.0 - 108.U 0.000
FLIGhT NUMBER 005 371
CATE 21 JAN 197I
TIME 19 49 25
COUNTER ,4UM8EH 308
AIRCRAFT ALTITULiE (KM) 12.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 239.4
AMbIFNT FEMPERATURE (DEG Kl 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMN*3) 420.0
SAMPLE IINTERVAL (M) 1196.9
NUMbER DcNSITY (NO/CM**31 .04
LIU. WATtR CONTtNT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INT:RVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .004
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.OOu
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 363
DATE Z1 JAN 1972
TIME 19 28 23
COUNTER NUMBER 296
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 244.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3} 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 1222.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 1.53
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .958
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LIG. wATER CONTENT I(GM/P**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LIM) NO/CM*W*3LM
5.5 - 7.0 14.244
7.0 - 9.0 .012
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .006
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LIU. wATER CONTENT (GM/PM*31
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .044
7.0 - 9.0 .040
9.0 - 12.0 .u005
12.0 - 16.0 .026
16.0 - 21.0 .018
21.0 - 28.0 .018
28.0 - 36.0 .010
36.0 - 47.0 - .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.O000



















FLIGHT NUMBER 005 372
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 29 46
CCUNTER NUMBER 312
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 12.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/5) 239.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 5027.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .01
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CMI*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 - 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 373
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 29 51
CCLNTER NUFBER 313
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (M) 12.86
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (M/S) 739.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE ICDLC o) 999.9
SAMFLkL VuLLME ('1L.*3) 420.0
SAM-PL INCtRVAL (M) 1190.9
NUFtER LEoSITY (NL/CON*-3) .01
LIL.* ATEK CONTENT (GM/M*#3) .000
SIZE INTEL.UAL (LM) NL/CH**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C .U005
7.0 - 9.0 .O04
9.U - 1i.0 0.000Q
12.c - It.0 O.Ouu
16.* - 21.C .U00
21.0 - 28.0 0.0UO
2d.U - 36.0 0.000o
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
417.U - 6 .0 0.U0o0
62.C - 8Z.0 O.Oo
82.C0 - IO.C 0(.000
FLIGHT NUMBER uA5 3 7 0
LtT, 21 JA) 1972
llIL 20 Ii 20
LLrNTLR NUBELk 481
AIRCRAFT ALTIUCE (01) 1.5
AIRCRAFT JELULITY (P/S) )139.e
AFUIENT TL PEIATUIkL (tLC F) 999.9
SAPFPLL V.JILlL (Ls*-3) 55.L
S.MPLL IVlfIRV.L (11) 0.0
NFtcER LE.SITY OIC/CFN 3) 4.2Z
LIl'. AlLk CU.TEl6 (IC/F*-3) .L,03
bI4L It iEvAL (LCI) NC/CMR 3/UM UIA.*IT.
5.5 - I.U .339
7.t - 9.u .682
9.* - I .*C .562
12.u - IL.C .095
l*.L - 2.1 .o 4
21.0 - 2.c J.000u
2. - 3 .C 0u.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.OuO
47., - 6-.0 O.uiv
6L.b - 8.0 ).O00U
82.. - IOt.0 0.0ou
F LIL lth 1U-.k .i o79
, TL 11 J- 172
TI~t zu IL Z7
toU;.TH'. .,r, L, C,
AICFLRA T aLT ITUI:e (N') 1.5
AIRUN.FT vILUlITY (F/b) 133.H
A I t IE T TL PEATU60 (L0 C O) 999.9
SbFPLt.- VULLtIL (Cl, 3) 5,. 
Si F-Li INI[CVAL (i) .70.3
T UFEA ,EASITY (;IA/CtC.3) 47.76
LI.. ATE., CGLTcNi )/1*0) .101
SIZL IICEVAL (LM) C./CM*3/uN LIA.,INT.
5.5 - 7.ij 3.080
.'* - 9. * 4.42t
i.U - 1I.. 1.463
12.3 - 10.0 .491
Ie.o - 21.0 5.541
21.* - 2e.0 .U2
20.* - 3b.C O.U0u
3b.A - 47.u O.uOu
47* - 62.0 O.OOU
62.u -d .0 0.000
82.,j - IO. * 0.000
L[101ft /.u'bER ob5 382
CDTL 21 JAN 17£
TIME 20 I1 35
CLLUNTFhJ NUFbEk 4 '1
AIRCRAFT oLTIIUCE (K.) 1.5
AlIC0RFT VELOCITY (C/S) 13i.8
ArcIEsT TcI'PEkATUVF I(0C N) 999.9
54FAPLEL VuLLML (CCi03) 54.U
SAMPLE INTERVAL 1() 401.5
NLMBER LEESITY N/oF.3) 118.74
LI.. wATEF CONTENT. (UC/t3) .u94
SiZL INTEiVAL (LF() NU/CMa*3/UtI DIA.IlT.
5.S - 7.'; 16.123
7* - 9.* 18.37U
9.U - 12.0 11.167
12.O - lb.C 4.032
lo. - 21.0 1.352
21.u - 2u.0 .18b
2d.O - 3S.0 .014
3 o.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 6-.0 0.000
62.0 - 8.0 0.000
82. - lu6.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 374
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 09 56
COUNTER NUMBER 314
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 239.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM-*3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1196.9
NUMBER DCNSITY INO/CM**3) .01
LIP. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTtRVAL CUM) NOtCM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
30.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 377
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 20 i1 22
COLNTEr NUMBER 483
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELCLITY CM/S) 139.0
AMbIFNT IEMPERATLRE (DCs K) 999.9
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 278.0
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3) 48.95
LIDC. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M#*3) .048
SIZE INTLRVAL (CU) NO/CM*-3/UM C1A.INT.
5.5 - 7.L 6.582
7.0 - 9.u 6.391
9.0 - 12.0 3.673
12.u - 16.0 z.3j6
I.0 - 21.) 1.022
21.0 - 28.0 .088
28.0 - 36.d 0.000
36.t - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 62.U U.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.u 0.000
FLIghT NUMBER 005 380
LATE 21 .AN 197e
TlNE 20 11 29
LONTEPE NUMBER 489
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (M) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCIlY (M/S} 133.8
AMLIFNT IEMPEtA(LRE (OEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 1U.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 267.7
NUMdER DCNSITY (NO/CMN*3) 63.72
Lli,. 4ATLR CONTcNT (GM/M.03) .080
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CF.#3/UM DA*.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.648
7.U - 9.u 5.468
9.0 - 12.* 6.083
12.0 - 16.U 4.505
Lt.O - 21.0 1.631
21.0 - 28.0 .193
28.U - 36.U . 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.OOU
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.U 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 383
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 20 il 39
COUNTER NUMBER 497
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOt (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 133.8
AM81FNT IEMPERATURE (DCG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM.*3) 54.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 535.4
NUMBER DoNSITY (NO/CM*#3) 6.65
LIU. WATER CONTLNT (GM/M**3) .011
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM-3/UM DI0A.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .691
7.0 - 9.0 .806
9.0 - 12.0 .500
12.0 - 16.0 .315
16.0 - 21.C .148
21.0 - 28.0 .048
28.0 - 36.0 .021
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 375
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 19 30 1
COUNTER NUMBER 315
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 239.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**31 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1196.9
NUMBER DENSITY .(NO/CM**3) .01
LID, WATER CONTENT IOGM/P**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM OIAeINT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLICHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
51ZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM.*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 3.037
7.0 - 9.0 2.685
9.0 - 12.0 1.481
12.0 - 16.0 .940
16.0 - 21.0 .278
21.0 - 28.0 .024
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.o060o
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMEER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LID, wATER CONTENT (GM/M*.3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*.3/LM
5.5 - 7. * 7.210
7.0 - 9.0 10.444
9.0 - 12.0 9.605
12.0 - 16.0 5.843
Ic.O - 21.0 1.885
21.0 - 28.0 .265
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.U 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.o000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM'.3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMR 3)(
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*t3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .259
7.0 - 9*0 .056
9.0 - 12.0 .074
12.0 - 16.0 .097
16.0 - 21.0 .033
21.0 - 28.0 .024
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























FLIGHT NUMBER OU5 385
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 20 11 45
COUNTER NUMBER 502
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KL) 1.5
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (M/S) - 131.3
AMB1ENT TtMPERATUNE (UEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM0.3) 53.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ci) 530.2
NLMEER DCESITY (NG/CC!1*3) 2.40
LIe. ,ATEH CONTENT (GM/F**31 .004
SIZE INTEhVAL (lUl) NU/CM*3/UMF DlA.INT.
S.5 - 7.0 .629
7.0 - 9.0 .028
9.0 - 12.0 .176
12.0 - 16.0 .028
16.I - 21.0 .117
21.U - 28.0 .024
28.u - 36.0 0.000
36.C - 47.0 0.000
47.u - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
2.u - 10U8.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUIbER 005 388
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 20 11 57
C(,ITERh iI-dEkAI SI.
AIRCRAF ALTIIUCE (KEC) 1.5
AIHCRAFl VELOCITY (C/S) 12b.7
AUBIENT TLI 'PEKATUkc (LUC K) 999.9
.:.PLc0 VOLLME (Ci*-3) 10lO.0
SAMPLE INItRVAL (i5) 3db.1
lLMCoLR .E.SITY T *;iCF*31 ) 12
LIL. - ATEk CUNTENII IGF/FM**3)1 .o0
SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NUICM.*3/UM oIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.3 .U3b
7., - 9.d 0.OO0
i. - 1i. 0 u.uu0
1I.. - Ib.C .007
lb.u - 21.0 .Oue
21.U - 2.0j L.0UL
2a.u - 3b.3 o.uCo
3o. - 47.0 .u000
'7.C - b6.5 U.000
6.0, - A8.0 O.0u0
82z. - IUb.0 0.UO0
FL IC-HI l.Uii RE :3091
LAIL :1 JlI 1972
TlrL .0 I 9
LURT: . hlt MlE SZ,
AlRhCAFTI LTIUIIUC t(,) 1.5
AIRCRFI vELUOCITY (Ir/5) 1(26.7
Al EICl. T-Ei PL.ATU, (.LC KI s99.9
A-,LrLL VOLUME Ii'--?3) 52.C
b iVL- I!NTI RViL (li) I43.5
tI tl cF,. CL.SITY I,/CM*.3) .23
L j. .ATIE. CUOTENIT ((SEI/F0.31 .000
51ZL I1,TElk VL (L.S NlF'/CM-tj3/J1 -i LIA.INT.
5.0 - 7.t .115
I.u - 9.b o.UOO
;.J - 1.c .019
Ii.u - 16.C o.Ouu
Lb d - 21.0 .000o
2i.u- 2o.. . O.UO
2,.. - 3e.0 IJ uO
· te 36.' - ',7.C 0.oOu
_> 4 ^ 41.2 - 0 *..... u L0000
62.0 - luo1 C .. OOOO
0c$ (LIt-HT u I L v., 5 394CYO LATE 1 JOtL 1972
Xr YTIE 20 12 21
LLhNTER NU., LE 532
AIRCLAFI ALTITUCt (.(14K 15
AIRCPAFT VELLCITY (F/SI 128.7
A6tlli.T TctEFI'ATUhE (L.EG K) 999.9
SMc'LED V'LLMHL (C*.3) 52.0
SAMPLE INlFRV.L (:1) 514.8
T.LrcEI LE1.SITY ChC/C/'r0*3) 21.88
LI(. AETth CUhTENiT (t-./F*#3) 048
SIZE INTLtKAL (LNI) I C/CMI*# 3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 1.0 1.679
C.u - 9.0 1.798
.0 - I1.0 2.122
12.0 - bl.C 1.380
16.0 - 21.0 .204
21.U - 26,0 .283
2o.J - 3.*C .103
3.0 - 47.0. .005
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 8R2.0 O.OUO
82.C - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
CATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 20 11 50
COUNTER NUMBER 506
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 13
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 99
SAMPLED VOLUME 'CM**3) 5
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 65
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 22
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 1.484
7.0 - 9.0 1.472
9.0 - 12.0 .786
12.0 - 16.0 1.090
16.0 - 21.0 .789
21.0 - 28.0 .639
28.O - 36.0 .285
36.0 - 47.0 .021
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
CATE 21 6AN 1972








LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 2.397
7.0 - 9.0 1.317
9.0 - 12.0 1.179
12.0 - 16.0 .644
1b.0 - 21.0 .262
21.U - 28.0 .126
28.0 - 36.0 .142
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIOhT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








L1I. wATcR CCNTENT (GM/M*C3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*-3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .192
7.0 - 9.0 .173
9.0 - 12.0 .077
12.0 - Ib.v .087
16.0 - 21.0 .108
21.0 - 28.U .041
28.0 - 36.0 .014
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
86.0 - 108.0 0.000
FL IhT NUMBER 005
CATE 21 jAN 1972








LI,. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 2.564
7.0 - 9.0 2.038
9.0 - 12.0 1.218
12.0 - 16.0 1.740
16.0 - 21.0 .996
21.0 - 28.0 .497
28.0 - 36.0 .060
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000











386 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 20 11 54
COUNTER NUMBER 510
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
31.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
53.0 SAMPLED VOLUME CCM**3)
56.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL cMI
2.81 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.103 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/RM**3
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM U
5.5 - 7.0 .455
7.0 - 9.0 .702
9.0 - 12.0 .811
12.0 - 16.0 .464
16.0 - 21.0 .462
21.0 - 28.0 .304
28.0 - 36.0 .142
36.0 - 47.0 .013
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
389 FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 20 12 4
COUNTER NUMBER 518
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI
26.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
52.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**31
86.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
5.67 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.038 LI1. wATER CONTENT (GM/M^3)1
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM D0
5.5 - 7.0 .077
7.0 - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















392 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 393
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 20 12 17
COUNTER NUMBER 529
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 1.s5
28.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 128.7
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEC K) 999.9
52.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CDM03) 52.0
14.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 514.8
2.15 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM^31) 74.63
.007 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M113) .164
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*03/LM uIA.INI.
5.5 - 7.0 7.051
7.0 - 9.0 6.692
9.0 - 12.0 5.526
12.0 - 16.0 3.918
16.0 - 21.0 1.935
21.0 - 28.0 .882
28.0 - 36.0 .308
36.0 - 47.0 .010
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.o00
395 FLIGHT NUMBER 005 396
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 20 12 29
CCUNTER NUMBER 538
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
128.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 128.7
999.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
52.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*R3) 52.0
514.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 514.8
27.48 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM0*3) 113.29
.065 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .420
CIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LUM) N/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.090
7.0 - 9.0 6.577
9.0 - 12.0 5.026
12.0 - 16.0 5.630
16.0 - 21.0 5.096
21.0 - 28.0 2.8t5
28.0 - 36.0 .969
36.0 - 47.0 .010
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT Nu,,FBER 0oS 397
bATE 21 JOlP 1972
TIME 20 1' 33
CLUNTER NF8.ERS 5.2
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (IKi) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 128.7
AFtlEIT TcLPERATUHE (DEtG K) 999.9
SAFFLe U VULLMt (CM;- 3) 52.0
S.-MFLC INTFRVAL i() 514.8
NLVbER CEIuSITY (NL/CM**3) 16.21
LIC. WATER CO1TEII4T GM/R**31 .045
SIZE IITErVAL (LM) NC/CMtt3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.282
7.0 - 9.0 .923
9.0 - 12.0 .519
12.0 - lo.0 .990
15.0 - 21.0 .946
21.o - 2d.0 .255
28.0 - 3.0 .043
36.5 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - b2.0 0.000
b2.o - 8..0 u.000
82.v - 106.0 o.ooo
FLlIIT VUli ER UV0 400
L7AL 2I J^l4 1972
Tl/I: 2, 1L 40
CLUl\rEAK NIUt IL'. Y
lIk4LAFI ALTllUCEL ({,)1 1.5
Ik<R0 1 FT vILuLITY (I/5I I 2U.7
i. dlF,,! TLliPEKATUV L (itC K) V99.9
AMVLsO vVOUILML (*.1*'3) 52.u
jAMFL0 INTI RVML (I,) 043.5
NLMCE CtE,-bITY (flC/C'*3) 8sd.85
LII. hATER CvllElIT (G(rN/E3) .407
SiLZc iqTEkVAL (il) NLC/CM-*3/U&;, UlA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C 4.359
?.u - 9.c 2.971
1.* - 1*0U 3.3b5
l.L - Lo.C 4.462
I-.u - 2*. 3.Z69
21.* - 2-.6 3.519
2-10 .- 30.0 .909
3,.U - 47.C .010
4I.0 - b*.C .Oo00
62.U - 8_.0 J.000
d2.L - 10l.0 U.UUU
FLIIC1 I*.,US. ERi ov 03
Lo 2c -J-r 1i72
IlrFE J 1. 55
CLL ITrh Jlt! rELI 50.
AIRCi.AFT rLTITUCE l(o) 1.5
P1ikChFI v[LULITY Ii/SI 12j.o
stcl[i.T T i-iPChATLUKi (ilC 5) 999.9
SrfrLEv VLLLML IC(' .3) IOZ02
SbANLE INtIFPVAL (,i) 12b.l
fNLC Eh OELbITY (NL/C;.3)I .00
LIC. VATEi- CONTENT {((IG./ 3) .00C
51L Z iTLhV¥L L (LIl) hL/C*1'13/UM LIA.INIT.
5.5 - 7.0 .U20
7.C - 3.0 .015
l·U - ILC 0.Ou
12.U - lo.u J.OU
lo.u - 21.C O.00u
21*. - 2r.G 0.000
2u.L - 3.u0 O.Uou
3bb - 47.U 0.000
47.0 - o2.C 0.000
b2.u - SUC 0 000
82.L - Ilb.C 0O vO0
FLIGHT NUMBER 005 398
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 20 12 37
COUNTER NUMBER 545
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 128.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 52.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 514.8
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM*.3) 2.65
LIO. WATER CCNTENT {GM/M**3) .014
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM^*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .077
7.0 - 9.0 .269
9.0 - 12.0 .160
12.0 - 16.0 .072
16.0 - 21.0 .108
21.0 - 28.0 .058
28.0 - 36.0 .014
36.0 - 47.0 .016
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NuMBER 005 401
DATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 20 12 50
COUNTER NUMBLR 55N
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRHAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 128.7
AMbIENT TEMPtHATURt (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 52.0
SAMPLE IlITERVAL (M) 514.8
NUMbER DcNSITY (NO/CM*-3) 81.90
LID. wATkR CCNTcOIT (UM/M**3) .404
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.115
7.0 - 9.0 3.125
9.0 - 12.0 2.481
12.0 - Ib.0 2.928
16.0 - 21.0 4.265
21.0 - 28.0 3.209
28.0 - 36.0 .998
30.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.U 0.000
02.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGhT SNMBER 005 404
LATE 21 JAN 1972
TIME 20 ±2 57
COUNTER NIUMBER 562
AIRCRAFT ALTITLDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMUIFNT TEMPERATURi (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM-*3) 102.0
SAMPLE IiTERVAL (M) 247.1
SUMbER CtNSITY (NO/CM-*3} .03
LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM1*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.b .020
7.0 - 9.C 0.000
9.0 - IZ.C U.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47., 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.OO
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108. -U 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 8.449
7.0 - 9.0 9.433
9.0 - 12.0 7.449
12.0 - 16.0 8.260
16.0 - 21.0 8.088
21.0 - 28.0 5.777
28.0 - 36.0 1.913
36.0 - 47.0 .026
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM.*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 O.000
7.0 - 9.0 .902
9.0 - 12.0 .776
12.0 - 16.0 .673
16.0 - 21.0 .570
21.0 - 28.0 .445
28.0 - 36.0 .120
34.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 O.OC0
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUhBER 005
DATE 21 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/PM*3)
SIZE INTERVAL iLM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .039
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





























FLIGHT NUMBER Oub I
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 14 Ie 48
CCUNTER NUMBER 6ul
AIRCRAFI ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 223.9
AMbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 228.0
SAMPLED VLUME (CM**3) 400.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 0.0
NUMdER UEIDSITY (NOI/C**3) .43.
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M*13) .002
SIL INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .057
7.6 - 9.0 .019
9.0 - i[.O .028
12.0 - 16.0 .016
16.u - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .014
28.u - 30.0 .003
3b6.U - 47.0 .u001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.u - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.Oo
FLILHI NLI'.bER GoC 4
LATt 24 JAM 1972
TIME 14 17 4
CLUNTR- NuNcEh Ot,4
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (h;) 12.2
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (F/S) 223.9
AFIIEINT Tt.PFENATUIr (LtC K) 228.0
SAMFLEU VULLML (Cl-t3) 400.0
SAMPLE INlFRVAL (,I) 1343.o
NUtcER LE.SITY (Nc/CM**3) 1.41
LIC. eATER COI.TEiC (CFM/F*4) .012
SIZt ITEkVAL (LM) N'I/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .057
7.0 - 9.0 .035
9.0 - .o0 .049
12.u - ·c.0 .07 t
lt.,- - 21.0 .04
21.6 - 2b.i .041
2b.C - 3t.C .017
3o.J - 47.0 .005
47.U - 64.0 .003
b2., - 8 0 o.UUO
82.Q - l0t.0 0.000
FLI CHT .U"4E0 ER t 7
LCTc 24 Je. 172
ITL 1A 1 7 19
CULNTAR, .. i , I
AIRCRAFT .LTITUC2 NP') 1,.
AIRCRAF T VLLoCITY !/5) 223.9
AheIJElI TLI-;PEhATURE (Lct K) 226.1
bA5PFLcL vuLLl;. (Ci*3) .O.t'
sAiP'C ll I RVAL Ii ) 1119.7
'.LMcER :CESITY (hC/CN;*3) .07
LIC. Alct Cul TENIl P 1 / 3. ! .00uO
blL IIEh9',AL (lil .U/CM-*3/UM DIA.II1T.
5.5 - 7.0 .015
< ~~~~ 7~~.L- 9.0 o.oot
.? ' ~ 9.0 - 1.0 .0u07
12.c - 1o.0 .002
4l.1 - 21.0 .001
R ~ VG ~ 21.0 - 28.0 .001
20i.c - 30.0 o.OuOO
A.~Q Q~ ~ 36., - 47.0 0.000
,47.0 - 64.0 u.uO0
62.zu - d8.0 .O00o
82. - 1o..O 0.oo00
°0 of~~  FL Io:hT NUii(ER Uoe 1U
iTt 2' Jt.. 1972
TIlF 14 .0 11
CCLNTEPh ItUMEi 7T;Z
AIRCRAFT I. TI IUCE (.N)l 12.2
AIRLRAFI vELOCITY 1/I5) 216.2
Al ElENT Tli;PEI:ATURi (DEC KI 225.7
SAMPLEU VRLLML (CC*:3) 390.0
SPMPLE INIERVAL (Ci) 1081.1
NUL0bER UENSITY (Niu/Ct*t3) .23
LIlr. AIER CONIENT )GM/F**3) .002
512t IlTERVAL LChI NC/Ch-*3/UP, UA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .021
7.0 - 9.0 .012
9. - 14.0 .018
12.u - lo.0 .ou6
16.0 - 21.0 .OU0
21.0 - 2b.0 .005
2d. - 30.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
41.u - 62.0 .001
62.u - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 .AN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*e31
LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .042
9.0 - 12.0 .047
12.0 - 16.0 .035
16.0 - 21.0 .031
21.0 - 28.0 .031
28.0 - 36.0 .014
36.0 - 47.0 .006
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 _ 82.0 0.000










LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 14 i7 9
COUNTER NUMBER 605
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 223.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 228.
SAMPLED DVOLUME (CM**3) 400.
SAMPLE INiTERVAL (M) 1119.
NUM8ER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3) .3
LIU. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .00
SIZE INTTRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.I
5.5 - 7.0 .025
7.0 - 9.0 .004
9.0 - 12.0 .010l
12.0 - 16.u .013
16.0 - 21.0 .017
21.0 - 28.0 .U14
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 47.C .001
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
d2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 00c
DATE 24 .AN 197.








LIU. WATeR CONTENT (uM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.C .036
7.0 - 9.0 .006
9.0 - 12.0 .004
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .005
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.o 0.000U
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER OOb
DATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIFNT (EMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DcNSIT Y (NO/CM*.31
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M.*3)
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CMa#3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .017
7.0 - 9.0 .013
9.0 - 12.0 .018
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 .005
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000











2 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 14 16 58
COUNTER NUMBER 603
!.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
1.9 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
1.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
1.0 SAMPLED VOLUME )CM**3)
.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL IMI
93 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
08 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
NT. SIZE INTERVAL IUMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .035
7.0 - 9.0 .071
9.0 - 12.0 .035
12.0 - 16.0 .037
16.0 - 21.0 .053
21.0 - 28.0 .037
28.0 - 36.0 .018
36.0 - 47.0 .006
47.0 - 62.0 .002
62.0 - 82.0 0.OuO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
5 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 14 17 14
COUNTER NUMBER 606
.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.9 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
36 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
03 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .015
7.0 - 9.0 l.011
9.0 - 12.0 .021
12.0 - 16.0 .011
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
8 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
lTIME 14 40 6
CCUNTER NUMBER 721
2.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
6.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S)
5.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
8.0 SAMFLEU VCLLME (CM**3)
0.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.18 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
000 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .026
7.0 - 9.0 .012
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .011
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
11 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 14 40 22
CCUNTER NUMBER 724
2.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
6.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5)
5.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
8.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*#3)
1.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
.27 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
002 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/f**3)
.INT. 51ZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .031
7.0 - 9.0 .015
9.0 - 12.0 .024
12.0 - 16.0 .020
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .019
28.0 - 36.0 .012
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .002
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



































FLIGHT NUMIBER uu6 13
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 14 40 27
COUNTER NUM;LEk 725
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (K0i) 12.2
AIRCRAFT vLLOCITY (F/S) 216.2
AF1BIENT TCMPEkATUkFR (LEC K) 225.7
SARFLEOC VULLII (CM**3) 390.u
50SPLE INTERVAL (M) IU81.1
NUMBER DEISITY (NL/Ch**3) .63
LIL. *ATEK CONTENT C(Gri/**3) .005
SIZE INTEIVAL CLC) rCL/CFI**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .010
7.0 - 9Y.0 .044
9.0 - 12.0 .018
12.0 - 16.0 .016
160. - 21.C .032
21.0 - 26.0 .504
2d.u - 3o.0 .Oob
30.L - 47.0 .00O
47.0 - o2.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 O.0U0
82.0 - 108.0 U.Ou
FLIGHT NUhLER U1b l1
LAlTt 4 J3t. 1972
TIME, 1C 41' 42
CLUIlTL NhUF LEk 72o
AIRCRAFT L. TITUc. (CK,.) 12.2
AIRLRAFT tCLOLITY U(/b) 216.o
Ar clEiiT TL-PECAiUFoA (LLC S) 225.E
VShFLrL VLLLFIL (CM-*3) 390.L,
S,r,-LL INTI VAL (iC) ludl.I
Furi-C LE-SSI T (I.L/Lr .3) .26
LIL. wATEC, COITEItl (ClC/T **Ji .001
SIZe INITEnwAL (LiI) NrL/CM**j/u, UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .015
7.C - 9.0 . 04
i.U - 1 ;, .021
I1.i - I nC .01b
1b.. - 2i.2 .0L3
21.u - 2w.' .005









IW O N T 'U C I CTil '. 14
LALTt . J.l 14972
TIME 4i 4j 54
C. LLNT£hT ll L- LK Jhi
AIRCRAFI ,LTITUUt (1) C 12.2
IkLRPAF I Vi LlIiTY Ir/) 26b.2
rUiCE.i T:3I CLhiAUhU L t(C 1) 225.7
S -ELLUb IVLLcIL (CiW3)1 Ib56.(
5A IFLU I llChVAL (1c 432.4
NhLFcEi bE .SI7 (,.C/Lt!.3) I.2 b
LIC.. 6A EI CUil t::!I (iN/F**3) .U0Ob
SblL 1;4TL,,VAL (L '.) I.lC/le-3/tl AlA. IUll.
5.5 - 7.u .120
7.u - 9.0 .048
9.0 - 12.. .053
12.U - 1b.L .U59
16.0 - 21.0 .051
21.u - 2.0C .005
28.u - 3o.L .030
36.u - 47.0 .007
47.' - Z.0 U. 000
62.u0 - 82 .) 0.000
82.U - 10h.C O.000
fLIHT iUIP1 ER E . o 22
Lal 24 JACI 1972
TI,'L 1. 41 0
C LNTF NUI PE0 7 j.
AIRCRAF1 lLTI[UCE (i 1 12.5
AIRCRAFTV LOLITY (V/S) 2162
ABetEIT Tt i PEh ATU,MI (CzcG K) 25Z.d
SAM(LL V L s bLLI (1i ** .31 234.0
S.-MLE IN! RVAL (l) 216 .2
NUPEE LC SIT Y (aC/ 31**3) .50
LI'. RATE,< CU IIElCT (G', /F*w31 .007
SblZ INTE.vAL (L11) Il/Ch'-3/U l . j11T.
5.5 - 7.U .034
7.o - 9.0 .026
9.u - 12.0 .u09
12.v - lo.C .0Z2
16.U - 21.C .032
2lu - 2c. .011
2w.O - 3b.0 .006
36., - 47.C .00U
41.0 - 6,.0 .002
62.0 - 82.0 .Oul
'2.u - 0I6b. U.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIu. wATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTLRVAL CUMI NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .015
12.0 - 16.0 .008
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.00O
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIuhT NUMBER 006
LATL 24 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATLRL (DEG K)
bAMPLEU VOLUME (CMI*3)
SAMPLE I,IERVAL (M)I I
I.LMEFR CcNSITY (NOU/C*-3)
LIC. wATeR CONTENT (QM/M*-3)
SIZE IhcI.RVAL (UM) NO/CLM-3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .040
9.0 - 12.0 .021
i2.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .011
21.0 - 28.0 .o15
28.0 - 36.0 .00O
36.0 - 47.u U.000
47.0 - 62.U .002
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.u 0.OUO
FLIghT NuMBEk 006
LATE 2. JAN 197l








LIU. WATLR CONTeNT (GM/M*13)
SIZE INTcRVAL (uM) NO/CM*63/UM L
5.5 - 7.0 .071
7.0 - 9.u .019
9.0 - 12.0 .040
12.0 - 16.0 .019
16.0 - 21.0 .032
21.0 - 28.0 .026
28.0 - 36.0 .018
36.0 - 47.0 .002
'7.0 - 62.0 .002
62.0 - 82.0 0.000


















FLIUbT NUMBER 00 23
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 14 '1 3
COUNTER NlUMBER 735
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 12.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 216.2
AMbIENT IEMPERATURE (Dc)l K) 225.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 156.0
SAMPLE IINTERVAL (M) 648.6
NUMoER CcNSITY CNO/CM*-3) .79
LlI. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .009
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CMr*3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .099
9.0 - 12.0 .038
12.0 - 16.0 .029
16.0 - 210 .019
21.0 - 28.0 .014
28.0 - 36.0 .012
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
14 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 14 40 37
COUNTER NUMBER 727
2.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
6.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
5.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
1.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.15 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
001 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/FM*3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/LN
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .027
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
17 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 14 40 52
COUNTER NUMBER 730
2.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
5.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEC K)
.0 SAMPLEO VCLLME (CM#*3)
1.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.43 NUMBER CENSITY (NO/CM**3)
006 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M-*3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .226
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .006
12.0 - 16.0 .099
16.0 - 21.0 .059
21.0 - 28.0 .034
28.U - 36.0 .034
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
20 FLIGCT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 14 40 59
CCUNTER NUMBER 733
.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
6.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/SI)
5.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
.140 SAMiLtEL VOLLME (CM*"3)
124 SAMPLE INTERVAL IMI
.88 NUMBER LENSITY INO/CMa.3)
008 LIU. wAlER CONTENT (GM/M*t3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*B3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .154
7.0 - 9.0 .115
9.0 - 12.0 .013
12.0 - 16.0 .080
16.0 - 21.0 .095
21.0 - 28.0 .033
28.0 - 36.0 .014
36b.0 - 47.0 .007
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/#**31
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .051
7.0 - 9.0 .006
9.0 - 12.0 .013
12.0 - 16.0 .006
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .021
28.0 - 36.0 .010
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER 006b 25
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 14 41 8
COLUNTER NUMEER 737
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 21b.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEI K) 226.0
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 156.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 64U.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#*3) 1.19
LIC. WATEh CONTENT (Gh/M**3) .018
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .077
7.0 - 9.0 .067
9.0 - 12.0 .032
12.0 - Ib.C .019
lb.0 - 21.0 .047
21.U - ZU0 .039
28., - 36.0 .014
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 .003.
62.0 - 82.0 o002
82.0 - 10b.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 0).6 26
LATE 24 JAN 172
TIME 1I 41 14
CLUiTER NOMEEh 74J
AIRCRAF1T LTITUCE (KN) 12.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) - 21b.2
APEIEiT TiFPERATUMe (Utc K) 226.0
SA"LEu VULLME (C1'*'3) 234.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (F) 432.4
NhLMER LE.SITY (NU/CM*43) .15
LIC. A*TEh COl4TENI. (Ii:/I*31 .002
SIZE INTENAL (UNI) NL/ChM*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 71. .017
7. - 9.0 .006
9.u - 12.C 0.000
12.o - Io.O .013
lo.u - 21.o .005
21.u - 2c.C .002
28.C - 3o.C .00O
3 6., - 47.0 . .0OO
47.0 - 62,u .001
b62. - 8,U O G.00
82.0 - lOb.C o.0O0
fLlOHiT ,Uit'i.ER J.. 31
LAlL 2" JAIl 172
1I.t IS 1s 29
CtLC TEA NuIP, P t s
AIRCRAFT ALTI11CL tKtI) 13.7
AIRfCRAFT VELOCITY (r/SI 236.8
Al bIE;IE Tl FCaATU(E I(cC 1) 217.1
AM4)LEu VULLrlt (CI*t3) 50.GU
SAMPLE IIIIFtVAL (1) . 1184
.LVcEH CE-SITY I (,L/uCM 3) .65
LlG. .ATEh COITENIT (lOt/-t31 .003
SlZt Il.TLRVAL (iI)I NC/C:.3*/UM LIA.It T.
5.5 - 7.C .037
'.U - 9.0 .U05
.L - 1.o0 .026
12.0 - lb O .025
Ib. - 21.0 .027
21.U - 26.C .u17
26., - 3o0.Q0 .006
36.4 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 64.0 ou000
620u - 8Z.0 U.OOU
8;.u - IO.C 0.000
ILlcHT NUlE-ER 0Uo 34
LATE 24 JAh 1972
TIME 15 1i 36
CLUITFk NUMlPEt E7
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (Ki) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/iS) 239.4
AFEIEIlT TIFPEKATUEF DLe rl 211.1
SFhAPLE VuLUML ICM*#3) 420.O
SAfFLE INTERVAL (Ii) .1196.9
NMLF.EA EISITY (NlU/C*~3) O 06
LIl;. ~ATE COITE TEN IG/**3) .001
512c INlEI<VAL (IL) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INI. 
5.5 - 7.0 O.000
7.0 - 9.0 .004
9-. - 1Z.0 0.000
I2.u - Lo.O0 0000
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21i0 - 2.0 *.001
28a. - 3c.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8-.0 0.000
62., - U1t.O 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972-








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (OM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .107
7.0 - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.0 .013
12.0 - 16.0 .080
16.0 - 21.0 .015
21.0 - 28.0 .049
28.0 - 36.0 .027
36.0 - 47.0 .010
47.0 - 62.0 .006
62.0 - 82.0 .001









DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 14 41 17
COUNTER NUMBER 741
AIRCRAFT ALTITUUE (KM) 12
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 216
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 226
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 156
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 648
NUMBER CcNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) d0
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM*.3/UM DIA.
5.5 - 7.U 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .006
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 O.OUO
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
LATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIFNT tEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DONSITY (NO/CM**3)
Li0. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .089
7.0 - 9.u .070
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .035
16.0 - 21.0 .044
21.0 - 28.0 .020
28.0 - 36.0 .010
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 04 41
COUNTER NUMBER 808
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1
AIRCRAFT VELCCITY (M/S) 23
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE IDEG K) 21
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 42C
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 119
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIB. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) ,
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM CIA
5.5 - 7.G .014
7.0 - 9.0 .004
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
26 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 14 41 12
COUNTER NUMBER 739
2.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
6.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
6.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
6.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
.24 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
A44 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
023 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
RINT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .090
7.0 - 9.0 .038
9.0 - 12.0 .032
12.0 - 16.0 .014
16.0 - 21.0 .047
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
820 - 108.0. 0.000
29 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 14 15
COUNTER NUMBER 803
.25 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
6.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
6.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
6.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
.86 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.04 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
00 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/N**31
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/LM I
5.5 - 7.0 .040
7.0 - 9.0 .030
9.0 - 12.0 .017
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .020
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
32 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATt 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 14 31
COUNTER NUMBER 806
.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
6.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S)
7.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM**3)
0.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.90 NUMBER LENSITY (NO/CM**3)
003 LIGC wATER CONTENT (GM/f*31)
·.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM (
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.C .007
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.0 .009
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 O.OCO
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
35 FLI0HT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 14 46
COUNTER NUMEER 809
3.7 .AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
19.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
7.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICMt*3)
6.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.13 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
001 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM-*3/M 
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 O.000
16.0 - 210 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER Oub 37
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 32 52
COUNTER NUN:Eh 696
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 218.8
ALBIENT TEMPEFATUhE (DEG K) 214.6
SAMPLED VULLME (CMen3) 390.0
SAMFLE INTFRVAL (M) 0.0
NLMoEN DENSITY (NU/CF*.3) .04
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM,/F**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .015
9.0 - 1*.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
Io.0 - 21.0 .002
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
2.0 - 30.0 0.000
3t.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.OOu
82Z. - 101.0 0.000
FLICHT ]Uh,bFR U.,o
LATL LZ JAN 1972




APL.lIEI1 TLt"PEhATUaC (DEUL r)
SArFLtU VULLML (C,;-*3)
,SAPFLE INi fRVAL I )
NUMLER UEISITY (NU/CM*N 3)
LIL. ATEi, COLITENT IGM/**31)
SIZL I'JltLAL (LUl) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .0.
7.o - 9.u .G
3.0 - 1.-0 .01
I1J. - tl.C .02
Ih.j - 21.0 .03
21.J - 2o.0 .01
2b.b - 3t.0 l0]
36.u - 47.0 .00
47.0 - oU.o O.O0
bZ. - 8C.0 0.00
















FLIgHrI NU*L'l'E ic 43
LATL 24 JAN 1l72
Tlrl iS 3j 29
LCLUNTR NUiLI.C 9J,
AIRCRAFT ,LTIILtL (L) 13.7
A1RFCRFI Vt LulIY (F/b) 218i.
Al IE T TclPEIlATULk (LtL K) 214.b
SLtLt VuLLHic (UI *31) b68.
bAMPLE INTL PV.L 110) 1093.9
NLLEbtk CE,4SITY (NL/Ct *3) .61
LI*. ATEk CUONTE7T ((,VG/F*3) .004
SIZE [riTEKVAL (LFi) N)/C;**3/UM DUIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.U .057
7.L - 9.C .033
9.0 - l.*O .u20
12., - 1.0O .017
1b.0 - 2i.C .017
2 1. - 26.0 .019
2o.0 - 3o.U .010
30.0 - 47.0 .003
47.U - 6o.U 0.000
62.u - 8Z.0 O.OOu
82.0 - IO.0 O.00
iLICHT NUrlERV J.b 46
LATt z4 JM.h 1 7 2
TIOt 15 3, 44
CLIIUNTEH NUILtEh 9uo
AIRlRAFT ALTITUDECt lM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VtLUCITY ll(/5) 218.8
AtelbET TLlNFEFATURL (LCt K) 214.4
bSMFLEL VuLLML (Cl* 3) 390.0
bSAPLC INIERVAL I14) 1093.9
NLMEER DEiSITY IINO/CM-*3) .75
LIC. *ATER CU),TENT )GM/M**3) .002
SIZE liIEHVAL (Ull) ,hL/CMi83/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .079
7.u - 9.0 .03L
9.0 - 1.0 .i 26
12.0 - loO) .038
16.u - 21.0 .041
21.u - 2U.0 .015
2o.u - 3t.* .003
36.C - 47.0 .001
47.u - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 82.0 O.OOU
82-. - lu.ud U.ouD
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 33 2
COUNTER NUMBER 898
AIRCRAFT ALTITDLOE (KM) I
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 21
AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 21
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 46
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 218
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .053
7.0 - 9.0 .019
9.0 - 12.0 .009
12.0 - 16.0 .030
16.0 - 21.0 .016
21.0 - 28.0 .013
28.0 - 36.0 .013
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
4G FLIGHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 33 19
COUNTER NUMBER 901
3.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
8.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
,4.5 AMBIFINT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
8.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*83)
3.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
.58 NUMBER CDNSITY (NO/CM*.3)
003 LIU. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .015
7.0 - 9.0 .047
9.0 - 12.0 .013
12.0 - 16.0 .024
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 28.0 .019
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.U .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.0UO
$2.0 - 103.O 0.000
FLIGhT NUMBER OOo
LATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CMh*3)
SAMPLE liTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LII. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*.3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .152
7.0 - 9.0 .114
9.0 - 12.0 .066
12.0 - 16.0 .067
16.0 - 21.0 .052
1.0 - 28.0 .043
28.0 - 36.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 oAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DONSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIO. WATER CONTENT (LM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM*83/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .015
7.0 - 9.0 .032
9.0 - 12.0 .010
12.0 - 16.0 .006
lb.0 - 21.0 Ub16
21.0 - 28.0 .014
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















38 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 33 8
COUNTER NUMBER 899
3.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
8.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS)
14.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
8.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
i7.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.55 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
003 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .164
7.0 - 9.0 .072
9.0 - 12.0 .034
12.0 - 16.0 .058
16.0 - 21.0 .032
21.0 - 28.0 .053
28.0 - 36.0 .024
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
41 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 33 24
CCUNTER NUMBER 902
3.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
8.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S)
,4.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
2.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.51 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
003 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
,.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM4*3/LM 
5.5 - 7.0 .026
7.0 - 9.0 .032
9.0 - 12.0 .032
12.0 - 16.0 .020
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
44 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 33 39
CCUNTER NUMEER 905
3.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
8.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
4.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMO*3)
2.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.56 NULMBER DENSITY (NO/CMt*3)
005 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM 
5.5 - 7.0 .149
7.0 - 9.0 .040
9.0 - 12.0 .067
12.0 - 16.0 .078
16.0 - 21.0 .040
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .010
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
47 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 33 54
COUNTER NUMBER 908
3.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
,8.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
4.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*-3)
.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.32 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
001 LID, WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .043
7.0 - 9.0 .015
9.0 - 12.0 .013
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .009
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER Ocb 49
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 33 59
cGUNTER NUhBEk 909
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AhBIENT TEMPERATURE (LEG K) 214.4
SAMPLED VOLUMt (CM-I3) 468.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 109*.9
NUMBER DEISITY (NO/CM**3) .30
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/P*03) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .048
7.u - 9.0 .OZ2
9.0 - Iz.0 . ,011
12.0 - lb.0 .013
16.0 - 21.0 .009
21.0 - 26.0 .006
28s.o0 - 3.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.u - 6Z.0 0.000
62.u - 8..0 0.00U
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
CLIOHT NUI',bER Ou 52
DATE 24 JAI. 1972
TIME 15 3. 15
LCGUNTEI NUIeEF. 91.
AIRCkAFTI LTITUDL I(P) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VFLOITY (P/SI) 218.b
AhBIEINT TCEFEI.ATUVL (DtE rI) 214.4
SAMFLEL VULLMI I(CM.3) 9031 
SAPPLE INTERVAL (M) 10u93.9
NLMLCIR LEiaSITY (NC/Ci;ee3) 2.ZH
LIL. .ATEF CONTENT .(GM/P 3) 002
SIZE IITE0VAL (LMI T:O/CM**3/UM DIA.IriT.
5.5 - 7.0 .015
7.U - 9.0 . 44
9.0 - 1..0 .U03
12.0 - 10.0 .006
16.0 - 21.0 .014
il.u - Zo.O , 0OS2z.r- 3Z.0 .005Z3.J - 38.0 .u03
36.0 - 47.C 0.000
47.0 - 6 .0 .001
62.0 - 81.0 .0.000
82.0 - lOb.0 0o.00
FLIQHT NU ,tE R *. 55
LAITt 4 -Jl. 1972
TltL t1 3, 31
CLLIUTE NFhut E EF 9t5
AIlCRPHF ALTITUCE (htr) 13.7
AIiLRAFT VELOCITY (i{/S) 218.8
Al.UIECT TIF PEATU.L (iLCE ) 214.5
SAPPLED VoLLIL (C*-31) 390.u
StPFLt INILPVAL (14) . 1093.9
NILMEt D iSITY (NlC/CMP*~3I .04
LID. *ATEi COLITEaT (GM;/F-3) .o000
5ILL I,I1EVAL (L) fT.LC/Ch--3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .00b
?.( - 9.0 O.00ou
G - 1, .0U .o5
12.L - lo.O 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .* u2
21.0 - 2. 3 .00UU
28.0 - 3.0 o.o000
36.C - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.U - 8.0 O.000
82.C - 106.0 0.000
FLIGHT INU.ibER b.6 58
DUTb 2* JAN 1972
TIME 15 4Z 10
LCUNTEH Nu9EEk 9ds
AIRCRAFT -LTII'ULE (I.) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 249.7
AF.IEtiT TeLPERATUHE (ILL K) 216.2
SAMPLED VwLLML (C'*63) 5ZZ.o
SAMPLE INIERVAL () 1248.4
;L-MBER DE!ISITY (IIU/CLM*3) .26
LIL;. ATER CON1TENIT (Gf/M**3) .O01
SIZE INTEAVAL (UM) Ku/C'-~*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 .ub
9.0 - 1I.0 .006
12.; - I0.O .027
16.0 - ZLO. .007
21.0-- Z.0o .006
2d.0 - 3e.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62e.0 0000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - IOb.O 0.00
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 197Z




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 3
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 13
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM*#3)
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM CD
5.5 - 7.0 .026
7.0 - 9.0 .015
9.0 - 12.0 .026
12.0 - 16.0 .034
16.0 - 21.0 .017
1.0 - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
LATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 4
SAMPLE I TERVAL (M) 10
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/Mt*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM 01
5.5 - 7.c .009
7.0 - 9.0 .006
9.0 - IZ.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21I. - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
,7.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000















LATE 24 JAN 197Z
TIME 15 ,2 0
COUNTER .IUMBER 923
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 24
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 21
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3} 43
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER CcNSITY (NO/CM*#31
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3) *
SIZE INTCRVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.q - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .018
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER U06
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 42 16
COUNTER NUMBER 926
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) I
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 24
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 21
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM-*3) 43
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 149
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#*3)
LID. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL CUM) NO/CM'*3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .036
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .010
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
50 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 34 10
COUNTER NUMBER 911
.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 2
4.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE CDEG K) 2
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**3) 3
2.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 10
.48 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
002 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT.' SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DI
5.5 - 7.0 .058
7.0 - 9.0 .015
9.0 - 12.0 .. 026
12.0 - 16.0 .029
16.0 - 21.0 .019
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
53 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 34 26
COUNTER NUMBER 914
3.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 2
4.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 2
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 3'
.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 131
.06 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
o00 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/*#3)}
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DI1
5.5 - 7.0 .031
7.0 - 9.0 .u23
9.0 - 12.0 0.00
12.0 - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.0 .002
21.0 - 28.0 .oo0
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
56 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 42 5
COUNTER NUMBER 924
3.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
9.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 2
5.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 2
5.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3) 4
0.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI) 12
.25 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
001 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/tM*3)
.1INT. SIZE INTERVAL {UM) NO/CMe*3/LM UI
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 120 .011
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
59 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 42 21
CCUNTER NUMBER 927
13.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
49.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 2
15.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 2
35.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**31 4
98.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 12
.26 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM'*3)
.001 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM OI
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .013
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLICHT NUIbER 006 61
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 42 26
CCUNTER NUPIER 928
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VFLOCITY (P/S) 249.7
APBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 214.8
SAMPLEC VULLML (CMR03) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 12b*.4
NUMBER DCESITY (CO/CM*-3) .20
LIC. ArTE' CONTENT (GM/P-*3) .001
51ZE INITEVAL (UL) Nli/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.C - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 011
21.0 - 2U.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8AL0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLICHT NUI'MEtR Oob 64
L*Tt 24 JAI 1972
l1lc 15 4. 41
CLLATlt NUItbEk 931
AIRCRAFT oLTITUCE (l.t 13.7
AIRCRAFT VILOLITY (V/5) 249.7
AMbIENT TLtPEOIATUhE (UtC( ) 214.6
SArLEOL VULLIML (C'*.3) 522.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Iil 1240.4
NLFeEn LrE.SITY (IC/CF*13) .11
LIll. ATEn CUiTEhNT (Cii/F* 3) o001
SILL INIE.EVAL (LM) lh U/CNFi*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.- 7.0 .015
7.u - 9.0 .009
9., - li.0 .O04
12.0 - lo.0 .006
1o.0 - 21.0 .001
21.J - 20o0 .002
28.0 - 3b.C .001
3o.L - .7.C .001
47I. - 6, .0 0.300
62.u - 8A.0 0.00u
82., - 108.0 0.uO0
FL ICT I Ultr R ,O 67
LATe 2' Jel 1972
TIo 15 49 57
C.U(WTLR Nuvi. Er 9,j
AIRLRAFT i LIlULc (.1,) 13.7
AIRCFAF I VI'LOCITY U(/S) 2/523
ALbiFl:T TL PCLKATU.(r I(LC K) 2143d
SAPFLt. VJLLiHL (CI-.3) 440.U
bARFLI INIlRVAL h1e ) 1201.3
NLMLEH LLSITY (lI/C` **3) .05
LI0. r,.[', CONTENTI (i /P*31) .u00
SILZ IITIEIAL (LhI) .L/CM4*'3/UM UIA.INT.
S.5 - 7.*z .009
7. - 9.0 .003
9. - 12.0 0 000
, 12.0 - Iu.0 .002
'4^y 4 16.u - 21.0 ·OU330033 4 w 21.o - 26.0 .001
·e f. Z2.. - 3u.0 .001
3 . .- 41.0 0.000
47.u - t, .0 O.00U
X~ V b6 2.0 - 8B.0 0.00
62.0 - 10t.0 0.000
LL Uf Tc ChI  U LU ER E ,o 70
Tl 4t IS 3 13
CI LTEt hUUI AEI 931
AIMLhAFT ALTITUCE ()iI 13.7
AIHCRAFT vFLUCITY (P/Si 249.7
AI(l1,0T TI PEhATULF t(LC I) 215.0
SArFLED VULLFML (1 **313 435.0
SAMPLE INIFQVAL (iI) 1505.8
NLFbER DESITY (10C/0hr.3) .03
LIUC. ATLn CUIKTENT iGI/6**3) .000
5iZL I.TCELVAL ILb;M NU/CH*-3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - t* UO.000
7.0 - 9.u .003
9.L - 1i.0 0.000
12.0 - o.0 .003
Lb. - 21.0 3.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
26.0 - 30., .002
3o.. - 47.0 0.000
47., - 62.0 0.00
62.u - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 62
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 42 31
COUNTER NUMBER 929
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 249.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 214.7
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1248.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*43) .17
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM"*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 197d




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLEC VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIU. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .032
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 0.00U
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
'7.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







FLIG6hT NUMBER 006 68
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 ,3 2
COUNTER ,UM80ER 935
AIRCRAFT ALTITUUE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 215.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM0*3) 440.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 12o1.3
NUMBER DLNSITY (NO/CM*a3) .03
LIO. WATch CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 O.000
16.0 - 21.U 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 001
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0O000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 71
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 43 18
COUNTER NUMBER 938
AIRCRAFT ALTITUUE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5S) 249.7
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DtG K) 214.8
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1248.4
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM^*3) .18
LIC. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .061
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 63
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 42 36
COUNTER NUMBER 930
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 249.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 214.6
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 1248.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .21
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*31) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .018
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 .011
12.0 - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
tS FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 42 52
CCUNTER NUMBER 933
3.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.23 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
4.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC l)
0.0 SAMPLED VCLUME (CM**3)
5.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
o10 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
000 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
*INT. SIZE INTERVAL (DM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .018
7.0 - 9.0 010
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.O - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.OC0
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 006 69
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 43 7
CCUNTER NLMBER 936
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 252.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 215.0
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM843) 528.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1261.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*-3) .03
LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (CM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .008
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .001
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 72
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 43 23
CCUNTER NUMBER 939
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 249.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 214.7
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1248.4
NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .32
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .086
7.0 - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.0 .016
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 0(u6 73
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 43 28
COUNTER NUMBER 940
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 249.7
AM6IENT TEFPERATURE (DEG K) 214.5
SAMPLED VULUML (CM*.3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1248.4
NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .40
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL IUMI) NO/CM**3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .090
7.0 - 9.0 .053
9.0 - 12.0 .028
12.0 - 1l.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.L - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.0o00
47.T - 6,.0 .000
62.0 - 80.0 0.000
82.0 - IOE.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMIBER voo 76
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 43 44
CL-LATER NUFeER 943
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AlkCRAFT VELOCITY (P/5) 247.1
AFBIENT TENPERATURE (cEG K) 214.7
SAMPLED VULLML (CM*"3) 435.0
SAMPLE INlFTERVAL (M) 1482.6
NLM-EI, DETSITY (NC/CM*'3i 1.13
LIG. 1ATE0 CONTENT (Gi/F**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CMe*3/UM LIA.INT.
5.5 - 1.0 .2*4
7.0 - 9.0 - .193
9.0 - 12.0 .057
10.0 - 1i.0 .029
I.o. - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 28.C .002
28.i - 36.0 .001
3o. - 47.0 0.u00
*7.. - o.C 0.00Q0
6.U - 82.0 0.000
1i . - 108.0 0.000
FLILHT !U,',tLEKR ,J 70
LATE . J,3. 1972
TIEt 15 43 59
LLI\TL" Nu HEk. 94a
AIRCPAFT .LTITUDE (K.)- 13.7
AlrCRAFT AELOCITY (P/S) 244.5
APEIENIT TcFPEk.ATURE (LE K)i 214.9
SAFLED VwLLML (t0C*.3) 430.(
SAMPLE INTIRVAL (Ml 1222.6
NL:cER UEd0CITY (NO/CM*-3) .96
LIG. .AIEd CONTENT (G/#1*3) .001
SIZL i)E"OAL (LhI) NU/CM*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 1.0 .295
7.. - 9.0 .137
9.u - .1C.0 .036
12. - I.0 018
It.o - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 2c.0 .003
28.w - 3c.0 .002
36.Q - 47.0 .001
41., - 6c.0 0.000
62.0 - 8*.C 0.000
82.o - lOa.0 0.000
FLIHT NUMEER 0Gb 82
LATL 24 JAN 1972
TWOE 15 4, 15
LcUNTEO NUN.EER 949
AIRLRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELULITY (/I5) 247.1
A-HIE8'T TcFPERATURE (DEC- K) 214.7
SAMPLED VULLML (CiO63) 435.0
SAMPLE INIERVAL (MI) 1229.1
NLMBEF CEiSITY iNO/CM*63) .71
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GOM/**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NU/CM*l3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .077
7. - 9.0 .064
9.0 - 1.0 .050
12.0 - 1b.0 .014
10.0 - 21.0 .017
21.0 - 2b.0 .020
28.0 - 36.0 .003
3t.u - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.C 0.000
62.0 - 8k.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 74
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 43 33
COUNTER NUMBER 941
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 214.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1242.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .90
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .185
7.0 - 9.0 .147
9.0 - 12.0 .052
12.0 - 16.0 .026
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 77
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 43 49
COUNTER IUMBER 944
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 214.8
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1229.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .56
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000.
SIZE INTRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .105
7.0 - 9.0 .083
9.0 - 12.0 .041
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NuMBER 006
DATE 24 jAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM6*3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3)
SIZE INTrRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .016
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .008
12.0 - 16.0 .001
16.0 - 21.0 .002
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DmNSITY (NO/CM*#3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .036
7.0 - 9.0 .048
9.0 - 12.0 .038
12.0 - 16.0 .025
16.0 - 21.0 .020
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000













FLIGHT NUMBER 006 75
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 43 38
COUNTER NUMBER 942
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 214.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 522.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1235.5
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 1.01
LIDe WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT*
5.5 - 7.0 .199
7.0 - 9.0 .149
9.0 - 12.0 .050
12.0 - 16.0 .033
16.0 - 21.0 .016
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.O0O
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 78
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 43 54
CCUNTER NUMBER 945
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 214.9
SAMPLED VCLUME (CM**3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222.6
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 1.75
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/0M DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .634
7.0 - 9.0 .247
9.0 - 12.0 .065
12.0 - 16.0 .018
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .O01
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
80 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 44 10
CCUNTER NUMBER 948
3.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
,4.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME i(CM*3)
.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.09 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
000 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/W**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .065
9.0 - 12.0 .031
12.0 - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 28.0 .013
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










83 FLIGHT NUMBER 006 84
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 44 26
COUNTER NUMBER 951
3.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
7.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY ((/S) 244.5
,6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 214.7
2,0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 430.0
5.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1474.9
.59 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3i .90
002 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
.INT. 1SZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*63/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .105
7*0 - 9.0 .105
9.0 - 12.0 .046
12.0 - 16.0 .038
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21.0 - 28.0 .014
28.0 - 36*0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUIHBER Oub 85
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 44 31
COUNTER NUMBER 952
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VFLOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AFBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 214.5
SAMPLEL VULLME (CM**3) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1229.1
NUMBER JE,4SITY IN(U/CM**3) 1.03
LIC. ,ATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3) .004
SIZL INTERVAL (LM) NG/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .077
7.0 - 9.0 .064
9.0 - 12.0 .077
12.0 - 16.0 .048
16.0 - 21.0 .027
21.0 - 28.0 .026
28.u - 3c.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.2 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NU,,LER 006 88
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 44 40
CCUNTER NUF 0Ek 955
AIRCR.FI TLTITUGC (iKF) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VFLOCITY (F/S) 249.7
ABIENT TL)FERATUhE (DG0 K) 214.9
SAMELoU VULLML (Cr*03) 43S.0
SAMPFLE INTERVAL (MI) 1248.4
NLUMEER DESITY (NC/CM.'3) .50
LI). ATEFA CUJiTENT (GI,/F**3) .002
SIZE INTL"VAL (U,) NG/C)l1^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .043
7.T - 9.0 .036
9.u - 1 .0 0.00O
12.0 - It.0 .026
I.u - 21.0 .024
21.u - 28.0 .015
28.U - 30.0 .004
3to.j - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6 .0 0.000
6Z.L - 8-0 O.uO0
8-* - 108.C 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








L10. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)































LATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*R3)
SAMPLE IINTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIC. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM 0
5.5 - 7.0 .061
7.0 - 9.0 .024
9.0 - 12.0 .028
12.0 - 16.0 .018
16.0 - 21.0 .018
21.0 - 28.0 .018
28.0 - 36.0 .013
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .000
60.0 - 82.0 0.000








86 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 44 41
COUNTER NUMBER 954
.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM)
7.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
4.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
5.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
5.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.77 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
003 LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/P**3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .100
7.0 - 9.0 .049
9.0 - 12.0 .031
12.0 - 16.0 .032
16.0 - 21.0 .029
21.0 - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
89 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 44 56
CCUNTER NUMBER 957
.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
i2.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/SI
.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
i4.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M}
.62 NLMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
004 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
,.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMl) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .074
7.0 - 9.0 .076
9.0 - 12.0 .039
12.0 - 16.0 .016
16.0 - 21.0 .036
21.0 - 28.0 .014
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.00O
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
F LIHT I U-L ER U~ib 9'
L;TE 24 JL . 1972
TIME 15 4) 
LLUNTER rEcLF. iSd
AlkCRAFT ,LTITLCc ()&} 13.7
AiRCRAFT VILOLITY (F/b) 260.0
FIENT .IPEFATUO[ (LcE 4) 214.7
bStMPLcL VOLLIML (L11.03) 450.u
S0fPLE INIlFVAL (1) 1544.4
NLMLEI. LEI SITY (lU/CF*03) .86
LIi. *A1EL COiNTET (Gi0/F**3) .003
SILZE I)TE~AV.L (L'I) NL/C)I*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .031
7.0 - 9.0 .076
9.0 - 1Z.O .056
12.* - 1.0 .026
lo.0 - 21.0 .033
21.C - 2.0 .027
20.U - 3o.0 .003
30o. - 47.0 0.000
47.C - N-.0 0.o00
62.0 - 92.C 0.000
82.0 - lOb.0 0.000
FLICHT 0U'IbER OUIj 94
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TI E IS 45 17
CLTAER N'j.[ER 9o1
AIRCRAFT ALTILTUE (K,) 13.7
AIRkCRAFT vELOCITY C,/5) 260.0
Ai. EIE)I TLI PEFATUrE {LU c ) 214.5
SAMPLED VuLLML (LCe*3) 450.0
SAFPLE INTERVAL (M) 1299.9
NUMOED uE,.SITY ( iLU/CM*3) .23
LIC. AATEk COITEIN T T ;/F**3) .001
SIZE INIEr VAL (l) NLtC/CF**3/UM DIA.INT.
S.5 - 7.0 .050
7.U - 9.0 .010
9.U - lZ.0 .007
12*L - 10.0 .01L
Is.u - 21.0 .001
21.u - 2d.0 .004
28. - 306.0 .005
36. - 47.0 0.000
41.0 - 62.0 U.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10d.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972








LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)






























CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 45 22
COUNTER NUMBER 962
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 26
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 21
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 54
SAMPLE I14TERVAL IM) 129
NUMBER CDNSITY INO/CM*83)
LIl. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) 
SIZE INTtRVAL (OM) NO/CM**3/UM CIA
5.5 - 7.0 .026
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .006
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
92 FLIGHT NUMBER 006 93
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 45 12
CCLUNTER NUMEER 960
.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 260.0
4.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 214.4
.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 450.0
9.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1299.9
.35 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .38
002 LI.D, WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .002
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .028
9.0 - 12.0 .016
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .015
21.0 - 28.0 .017
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
95 FLIGHT NUMBER 006 96
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 45 28
CCUNTER NUMBER 963
3.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
0.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 260.0
4.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 214.6
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*R3) 450.0
9.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1559.8
.14 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .24
001 LIC. 4ATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .004
7.0 - 9.0 .031
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .013
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER OCub 97
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 45 33
COUNTER NUhBEh 964
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (1/S5 260.0
AhBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 214.5
SAMPLED VULUME (CM*03) 450.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1299.9
NLMBER DENSITY (NU/CM**3) .13
LIC. ATER CONTENT (GM/P*#3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NU/CMA*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .004
7.v - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .009
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28. - 30.0 .002
30o.0 - 47.0 O.UOO
47.0 - 6Z.0 0.000O
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.U - 10b.0 0.000
FLIGHT NU P;FER t IOU
LATE 24 JAr: 1972
TIME 15 45 48
COUNTER hUFEEk 967
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCDE (kFl 13.7
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (P/5) 200.0
AloiENT TLTFErATUNE (LEO K)1 1-.5
SAIFRLLL VuLL-L (C:"eO3) 450.0
SAMPLE INIrVAL (1M) 1299.9
NLMtEi, LLiSITY tNU/CM**3D ) .09
LICD. nAlEN CONTENT (Cti/Fl#3C .OOG
5IZE INTEi VAL (LM) NL/CM003/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .013
7.U - 9.0 .003
9.0 - IC e .004
12t, - lo.O .0 03
16.* - 21.0 .003
21.c - 2o.0 o.000
28.L - 3u.0 .001
36.U - 47.0 .001
47., - o.* 0.000u
62.0 - 8~.0 0.000
8.O - IOb. 0 O.00O
IL IA-,T ,LF,',t'fR , o 103
/T.l 24 IJt 1372
lIIVE 15 -. 3
LC LNTE NUt.-SL 97~
AI6CRF) IL TIIUCL (kM) 13.7
AILRCEFC VELOCITY (F/b) 200.0
Ar. brEf1 TrPCrP TUie (LoC w) 2 14.7
SAMPLEu v-LLML (C.0.3) 450.L
5AFPLE IN)EHRVvL (i,) 1Ž99.9
NLMeEh uoriSITr (Cru/ CN.3) .25
LIC. ATE. CUlTAil (G,/FT3) .00o2
$10L IXTEAVAL (LM) I;O/Ch-*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C .027
7.j - 9.0 .1u0
9.c - iO.0 .007
12,.; - Io.0 .008
lb.d - 21.C .014
21.* - 2h.0 .003
2b. - 3u.0 .002
3b*. - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 6Ž.0 .000
6,.0 - 8c. 0.000
8Z.O; - l08.0 0.000
FLICHT r-UII-ER UO0 106
LAt 24 JAr 1972
lIMiM 15 40 19
CCUrYTE NUNEEl 973
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (r/5)s 260.0
AtElEiT TiLrPEATURE (LEG v) 214.9
SRMF-L[:u VULLML (CMe*3) 450.0
5AFPLE INrTERVAL (-I.) 1299.9
NLMOEk LErSITY INU/CM*'3) .36
LIG. vATE, CONTENT (GM/F**3) .002
5ILL INTERVAL (UM) NL/CM*e3/UM UIA.IltT.
5.5 - 7.0 .041
7, - 9.0) .010
9.0 - 12.0 .013
12.0 - 10.0 .017
16.e - 21.0 .005
2I.O - 28.0 .015
2d.C - 3h.C .002
36.G - 47.C .002
47.0 - 6Z.0 0.000
00.4 - 80.C 0.000
8.e - 108.0 0.000
FLIOHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIEFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DeNSITY (NO/CM*#31
L1I. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .018
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .005
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







LATE 24 jAN 1972
TIME 15 45 53
COUNTER NUMBER 968
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE KMI)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 26
AMUIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 21
SAMPLEo VOLUME (CM**3) 45
SAMPLE IINTERVAL ICM 129
NUMOER DLNSITY (NO/CM1031
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*03/UM DIA
5.5 - . 7.0 .022
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 .009
12.0 - 16.0 .008
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIQOHT NUMBER 006
LATE 24 jAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME CCM#*31
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M I
NUMBER CtNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIl. wAT ER CONTENT CGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL {UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .011
7.0 - 9.0 .006
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0. .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM0*31
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) ]
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M0*31
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM0*3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .022
7.0 - 9.0 .020
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000











98 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 45 43
COUNTER NUMBER 966
13.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI
60.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI
14.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl
50.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31
99.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml
.16 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
.001 LIl. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#31
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 . 7.0 .004
7.0 - 9.0 .013
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
101 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 45 58
COUNTER NUMBER 969
13.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
60.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
14.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
50.0 SAMPLED VOLLME CCM*03}
99.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
.28 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3)
002 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**31
*.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (RM) NO/CM**3/LM
/ 5.5 - 7.0 .013
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 .004
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .011
21.0 - 28.0 .013
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
104 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 46 14
CCUNTER NUMBER 972
13.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI
bO.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
14.8 AMBIENT TEFPERATURE (DEC K)l
40.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM0.3)
9.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.17 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM0*3)
.001 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL LUM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .046
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .011
12.0 - 16.0 .016
16.0 - 21.0 .014
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .00o
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
107 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 46 29
COUNTER NUMBER 975
13.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCDE (KM)
60.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
14.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
S0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*03)
99.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
.26 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM0*3)
.001 LID. WATER CONTENT )GM/I**31
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .042
7.0 - 9.0 .026
9.0 - 12.0 .040
12.0 - 16.0 .036
16.0 - 21.0 .039
21.0 - 28.0 .026
28.0 - 36.0 .013
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 O.000O
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER 0ob 109
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 46 35
COUNTEK NUM;BER 97
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 260.0
ACbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 214.6
SbAMPLEU VOLUME (CM*03) 450.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1559.8
NUKFER CENSITY (NC/CM**3) .32
LIC. ATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMR*3/UM DIA.II;T.
5.5 - 7.0 .013
7.0 - 9.0 .031
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.u - lbO.0 .012
l..) - 21.0 .OU9
21., - 28.0 .012
2o.0 - 30.0 .J007
3o0. - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.000
8-.0 - lOb.0 0.000
FLICKIT NUMbER vOb 112
LATE 24 JAE 1972
TIME 15 40 50
LCLUTEk NolBECI, 979
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (IK) 13.7
AIKRCRAFT VELUCITY Cil/S) 260.0
AibiET TLIFEFATUHE (ULC C) :l4 .5
SAMPLt v VuLLtL (CC*'3) 450.0
LA-PL, INILPVAL (1) 1299.9
/(CRL00 LE-,SITY C0*/CCV*3) 1.74
Li1. ATCH Cu.TEiOT U(v/F*V3) .01b
SIZE liOEkRAL (LM)O L/COM*3/UM UIA.IlT.
5-5 - 7.0 .105
7./ - 9.0 .03
i.0 - 1.0 .039
I1.J - Io.O .045
It.. - 21.2 .vo9
Zl.L - ZLO . b
2.U- 3b.C .03b
30.v - 47.0 .vO6
47.V - 6.0 . 003
6b., - 8,0 .001o
8 a - tOt.0 O.Jou
f L ICHI TER Co 1 15
LTE 2 J-) 1972
TliFL 15 4/ 5
LLILT" N. bEA v.
AIRCkAHi ALTI rUcc (I ) 13.7
AIhLLAFT VfLOCIIY t/) i;6u.u
AIL lE T .IchPE-ATU i CLC C) Z1*. 
SAFALLO VvLNL (C-"*'3) 54U.,
AFPL INT1 PVFAL (T C 1299.9
NLVUEkE CE- SITY (C 0/0L "23C .04
LIC. ,ILCTk CGITEII (C/I'*i3) .00c
SiZE l[TEL"AL (L'I) NL-/Ci-*3/M 1 IA.INT.
5 - 7.C .011
7.0 - 9.2 .U00
9.0 - I.0 0 000
l2.0 - l1.0 '0°1
I1.* - 21.C .001
Z1.o - 2rO. o.00
2e.- - 3O.0 u.vOu
3b.0 - 47.0 0.UoU
'?.0 - 6Ž.0 0.000
62.0 - .0 O.vOu
82.U - 108.0 0.000
FLIOHT NU-,-FER OJo 118
LATE 2' J2) 1972
TIPE 15 47 21
LCChTLA NU-E00 965
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCL (F I) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY C`/3) 20.0
AFI ENlT TL PCEATUIK (ULC  ) 214.7
SAFLELC VULLML (C)'*-3) 540.u
SAMPLE INICRVAL (I) 1299.9
IC MUEH CEESITY (NL/CF*-3) .01
LCI. I ATEN COhTlI. T C(G-/PT 3) .0OO
SILL INTE.V\AL (LM) NL/CM-r03/uM UIA*.IN.
5.5 - 7.C .004
/.* - 9.c .003
9.0 - 1z0 0.000u
12., - b.C 0U000
1o.u - 21.1 0.uOO
21.C - 26.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.C 0.000
3O.0 - 47.0 .OO0
4 67v - O.0 0.000
62.o - 8zO.0 O.OOo
82, - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMbER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LI1. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (iM) NO/CM*#3/UM 
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .013
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .016
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82*0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972




AMbIFfT CEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM-*3)
SAMPLE ITERVAL IM) I
NUMbER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIC. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)












110 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 46 45
COUNTER NUMBER 978
13E.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM)
260e0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
214.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
450.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
1299.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.20 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.001 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .074
7.0 - 9.0 .111
9.0 - 12.0 .095
12.0 - 16.0 .078
16.0 - 21.0 .130
21.0 - 28.0 .081
28.0 - 36.0 .049
36.0 - 47.0 .007
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82*0 .000

















FLIGHT NLMBER 006 116
LATL 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 47 11
CCUI.TE' hUMBER 983
AIRLHA-T ALTITOUE (KM) 13.7
AIrChAFT VELOCICY (M/S) 260.0
AMUIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 214.9
bAMPLEU VOLUME (OCM**3) 450.0
SAMPLE InTERVAL (M) 1559.8
NUMukER LNSITY (NO/CM*.3) .13
LIU. wATcR COhTtNT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZ1E INTcKVAL (UM) NO/CM'*3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.o .022
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLI.hT NUMBEN 006 119
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIML 15 7 27
COUNTER NUMBER 986
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 260.0
AMbAENT TEMPERATURE (1EG K) 214.7
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM-*3) 450.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1559.8
NUMbER DCNSITY (NO/CM*.3) .04
LIC. WATLR CONTtNT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM*43/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .018
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.u - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
113 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 47 0
CCUNTER NUMEER 981
13.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
bO.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
14.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
50.O SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
99.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL {M)
.03 NLMbER LENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.000 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (CM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 O.000
9.0 - 12.0 .013
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER 006 117
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 47 16
COUNTER NLIEER 984
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/5) 260.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 214.d8
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM'*3) 450.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1299.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#*3) .44
L1. wATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3) .004
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMO*3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .050
7.0 - 9.0 .023
9.0 - 12.0 .021
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .009
21.0 - 28.0 .012
28.0 - 36.0 .010
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 120
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 15 47 32
CCUNTER NUMBER 987
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY M/S) 260.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 214.7
SAMPLED VLLLME (CM**3) 450.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1299.9
NUMBER LENSITY (NO/CM*3) .02
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/#**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM oIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .004
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
I 'r 0
FLIGHT NUMBER Oub 121
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 11 27
COUNTER NUMBER 1056
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (K M ) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 198.2
AFBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 216.6
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*#3) 144.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 0.0
NUMBER DE,.SITY (NO/CM**3) .67
LIU. wATER CONTENT (GM/MV*3) .003
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.0 - 9.0 .031
9.U - 12.0 .028
12.0 - 16.0 .036
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21. - 28.0 .025
28.C - 30.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 o.o00
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.u - 82.0 O.O0O
82.u - 10B.O 0.000
FLIGHT NU,';eER u 6 124
DATE 24 J".; 1972
TIME 16 11 33
CLUNTEFk NUMhEK 1059
'AIRCRAFT ALlITUDE (KE:I 13.7
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (4/5) 198.2
ACdlENT 1TiLFEkATURE (DEC N) 216.4
SAMPL-:L, VULLML ((.C*~31 144.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 396.4
NLUMER E UE1STY (NU/CP"*T'3 .5L,
LIL. "ATEh CONTENT (GM/y#*31 .003
SIZE INTEhVAL (LM) NC/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .097
7.U - 9.0 .010
9.C - 1- .0 .007
12.o - lb.O .036
16.0 - 21.0 .012
ZL1. - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .005
3O.3 - 47.0 .U04
41.0 - b.OC 0.000
2o.u - 82.0 0.000
8.u; - 10.0 0.000
FLICIHT iUl.ER ER Coo 127
LUAT 2. JAN 1972
1IMc 1o I 46
C(,LNTEk hLUFiEh ll,65
AIRCRAFT 'LTITUCm (K.) 14.0
AIRCRAFT VLLOCITY* (C/S) 198.2
AC.IBlE;T T kPEkATUNE (LeC k) 216.1
,VANPLC VI LMoL (CC.3) 1414.0
SoAPFLC INlC OVAL (M) 792.8
NLM0EF: UEi. SITY (CiO/CiC:M 3 .40
LIC. UATEk COI.TENI1 I(b:/11-3) .002
SIZe ICTLkVAL (Uli) NCL/C1*r3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C .028
7.u - 9.0 .010
9.u - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 10.0 .01O
lb6. - 21.0 .025
21z. - 26.0 .o15
28.Q - 36.0 .003
36.J - 47.0 0.000
/ 47. - 62.0 0.000
/ 62.O - 8/.0 0.000
/ 02.U - 10O0 0 o000
FLICTHT Niui-i.ER Ojb 130
LD'AT 24 JiAN 1972
TlIM 16 1i 59
COLNTER NUIBEE 1011
AIRCRAF1 ALTITUDE (tE) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 200.8
AtblENhl TLNPEkATUKE (DEC K) 216.0
SAMPLEC VULLME (CM-*3) 146.0
SAiFPLE INTERVAL (M) 803.1
N.LPbEA LEI.SITY INO/CM**3) 9.01 
LIl. *AIEi, CONTENT CiM/MN ') .009
512 I(HTEKVAL (UPI) CL/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5. - 7.0 2.479
7. - 9.0 1.199
9.0 - 12.0 .420
12.0 - 16.0 .192
16.0 - 21.0 .103
21.U - 2d.0 .039
28.0 - 3b.0 00E
36.C - 47.0 .002
47.u - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - B.0 0.000
82.0 - lOb.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 122
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 11 29
COUNTER NUMBER 1057
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 198.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEGK) 216.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31 144.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 396.4
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CMe*3) 4.62
LI[. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .004
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.894
7.0 - 9.0 .497
9.0 - 12.0 .079
12.0 - 16.0 .069
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .018
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 125
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 11 37
COUNTER NUMBER 1061
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 14.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY M/IS) 198.2
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 216.3
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 144.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M 792.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .44
LIC. WATER CCNTENT (GM/M**31 .002
SIZE INTCRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .097
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972








LIl. WATER CONTENT (GM/MH*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.0 - 9.0 .031
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .018
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 o.000
47.0 - 62.0 001
62.0 82.0 0.000







DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 12 4
COUNTER NUMBER 1073
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) C
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 20
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 21
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 15
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 101
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .040
7.0 - 9.0 .020
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .014
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER . 006 123
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 11 31
COUNTER NUMBER 1058
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 198.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl 216.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*31) 144.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 396.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 5.51
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/N**31 .003
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CMe*3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.315
7.0 - 9.0 .649
9.0 - 12.0 .072
12.0 - 16.0 .075
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21.0 - 28.0 .015
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/R**3)
SIZE INTERVAL iUK) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .021
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.00










128 FLIGHT NUMBER 006 129
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 11 55
CCUNTER NUMBER 1069
14.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 14.0
98.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (N/S) 200.8
15.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 215.9
44.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM-*3) 146.0
91.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 797.9
.38 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#*3) .53
.003 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/F*3) U .003
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*e3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .027
7.0 - 9.0 .031
9.0 - 12.0 .034
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .021
28.0 - 36.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
131 FLIGHT NUMBER 006 132
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 12 8
CCUNTER NUMBER 1075
4.0 -AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
35.9 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 205.9
6.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 215.9
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM*#3) 150.0
6.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 823.7
.42 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#*3) .81
004 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .007
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .070
9.0 - 12.0 .033
12.0 - 16.0 .035
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .024
28.0 - 36.0 .026
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 133
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME L6 12 12
COUNTER NUMBER 1077
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/S) 208.5
AhBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 215.7
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM-*3) 150.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 828.8
NUMbER DENSITY (NC/CM*43) .67
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .006
51ZE INTERVAL (CM) NO/CM*^3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .067
7.0 - 9.0 .030
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .033
21.0 - 28.0 .032
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 -47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 O.00o
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLICHT NUIEER o06 136
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIPE 1l IZ 26
LULhTEH NUMBER 0C3
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (CM) 13.7
AIRCEAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 205.9
AI BIENT TEFPEkATURE (DLE K) 215.3
S;MPLED VULLME (CMC*3) !50.I
SAMPLN INIERVAL (m) 823.7
NLMeEkR 2ESITY (NC/Lh**3) .83
LIC. A*TE. CONTENT (GM/F-*3) .026
SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NU/CFIM3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .027
7.U - 9.0 .050
i.0 - 12.C .020
12. - 1b.0 .015
Io.0 - 21.0 .028
21.0 - 2..c .OZ4
2d.2 - 30.0 .012
36.u - 47.,d .005
47.u - 6.C .003
62., - 8 2 .C .00z
8.G - L0h.C .001
FLILHT ,UIFER C0b 139
[ATY 24 JAI. 1972
1 inE l1 12 39
LUISThE Not dCER Lbdi
AIRCRAkFT .LTITUCE (Kh) 03.?
AIRRR.FT vELOCITY (IF/S) 216.2
At blFCT TLrF PEkATURF (CLC' ) 715.1
SAMPLFU VLLUML (CY-R3) 156.b
SAIMPLE INIERV.L (C- )54.6
rLUME;; DE*.SITY (NC/Ci* 3) 1.02
LIC. 4A8E. CONTENT ((,k/F*3) .017
SIZE C.4TERVAL (UM) NU/CN#R3/UM UIA.INT.
5.S - 7.0 .064
7.0 - 9.0 .038
9.0 - 12.0 .013
12. - 10.0 .0b4
b16.u - 21.0 .004
2t. - 28.0 .042
2b.u - 30.0 .022
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 6-.0 .001
6. - 8-.0 0.00u
82.0 - lu8.0 .001
FLICHT NUJ"bER O0Jb 142
LATE 24 Jt., 1972
TIME b16 1i 52
CCUNTtH NUICAER 1095
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (k.F) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/S) 218.h
A.bIENI TE-MPEFATUAE (DEC K) 215.0
SAMPLED VULUMLE IC*A3) 156.0
SAMPLE INIERVAL (M)l 1093.9
NUFEER LE..SITY (NU/CM*R3) 1.40
LIC. 1ATEH CO1TEN1T (GM/Fe*3) .019
SIZE IjTERVAL I(M)I NL/CM*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .090
7.0 - 9.0 .119
9.0 - 12.0 .053
12.0 - 16.0 .014
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .042
2.0 - 30.0 .050
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 134
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 12 17
COUNTER NUMBER 1079
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 198.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 215.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 144.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL MI) 1016.7
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .98
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .006
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .130
7.0 - 9.0 .052
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .035
21.0 - 28.0 .040
28.0 - 36.0 .013
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 137
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 12 30
COUNTER NUMBER 1085
AIRCRAFT ALTITQUE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 208.5
AMBIENT fEMPERATLRE (DEG K) 215.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 150.0
SAF,PLE INTERVAL (M) 828.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .32
LIC. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .003
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM^*3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .030
16.0 - 2l.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .010
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 140
LATE 24 jAN 1972
TIME lb 12 44
COUNTER NlUMBER 1091
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 216.2
AMbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 215.6
SAMPLED vOLUME (CMO*3) 156.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1081.1
NUMbER DoNSITY INO/Cm^e3) 2.09
LIG. WATR CONTENT (GM/Me~3) .029
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM*.3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .184
7.0 - 9.0 .099
9.0 - 12.0 .019
I.0 - 16.0 .024
16.0 - 21.0 .055
21.0 - 28.0 .062
28.0 - 36.0 .054
36.0 - 47.0 .018
47.0 - 62.0 .008
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 143
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 12 56
COUNTER NUMBER 1097
AIRCRAFT ALTITLOE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/S) 195.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 215.3
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM *3) 144.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 828.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .77
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .012
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .056
7.0 - 9.0 .052
9.0 - 12.0 .049
12.0 - 16.0 .010oO
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .021
28.0 - 36.0 .016
36.0 - 47.0 .006
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 135
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 12 22
COUNTER NUMBER 1081
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 205.9
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)l 215.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31 150.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 1010.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .97
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .012
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
55 -. 7.0 .080
7.0 - 9.0 .030
9.0 - 12.0 .040
12.0- 16.0 .062
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .017
28.0 - 36.0 .023
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 138
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 12 35
CCUNTER NUMBER 1087
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 211.l
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEO K) 215.3
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 152.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1048.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 .53
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .015
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .026
7.0 - 9.0 .039
9.0 - 12.0 0.0oo
12.0 - b16.0 .020
16.0 - 21.0 .o028
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .OC5
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .001
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 141
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 12 47
COUNTER NUMBER 1093
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE EKM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEI K) 215.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMee3) 15b.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 652.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*3) .62
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/R.*3) .014
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM^*3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .064
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .026
12.0 - 16.0 .024
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .012
36.0 - 47.0 - .007
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 0.0O0
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 144
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 13 1
COUNTER NUMBER 1099
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 195.6
AMUIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 215.2
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*#3) 144.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 978.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.31
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .016
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) N0/CM-*3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .116
7.0 - 9.0 .097
9.0 - 12.0 .035
12.0 - 16.0 .069
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .025
28.0 - 36.0 .022
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 145
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 13 5
COUNTER NUMBER IllL
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 195.6
AIRaIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 215.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 144.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 782.5
NUMBER D)ENSITY INO/CM**3) 1.21
LIC. RATER C1ONTENT (GM/M**3) .012
SIZe INTERVAL (UM) NC/CM**3/UM DIA.IN[.
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.0 - 9.0 .128
9.0 - 12.0 .042
12.0 - 1e.0 0.000
16.u - 21.0 .029
21.0 - 28.0 .043
28. - 30o.0 .027
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 6o.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10b.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMEER Ouo 148
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME l 13 19
COUNTER NUMEI-, 110i
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (lt) ' 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/SI5 198.2
ABIENI TLfPEKATURE (LcG K) 215.4
SAMFLEL VULtLc (C'*.3) ' 144.0
SAMPLO INIERVAL (I) 991.0
NLUMBER CE,.SITY iNC/CC#*3) 2.58
LIC. wATEk CONTEiNT (GI,/F*.31 .038
SIZE INTE1 4AL (LM) NL/CI.*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.U .144
7.0 - 9.C .073
9.0 - 1i.0 .065
12.v - 10.0 .113
16.0 - 2i.0 .056
21.0 - 28.0 .lOb
28.u0 - 36.C .024
3o.U - 47.0 .011
4 7.0 - 62.9 .012
62.,0 - d .0 .00
82.0 - 108.0 0.0UO
FLIGHT NUMELEh C0 151
LATE 24 JAI. 1970
TIlC lo 13 32
CGLCTFk NUhLCE 1113
AIlCRAFT 'LTITUCE (0i) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/I5 2U0.8
AFeIEll TPFEiATU< (LtE K) 217.U
5AFPLEU VuLLML (C,1*3) 146.L
SAFLE IN[ERVAL (M) 1003.9
NLENtE CEiSITY (NC/Ct**31 .77
LIL. .ATEk CUONTENT (Gi/F**31 .009
SIZL INTERVAL (IOI) NhLuCM.i/UM 01A.IINT.
5.5 - 7.0 .041
7.U - 9.C .086
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - lb.C .015
16.0 - 21.U .U01
21.0 - 2.0 .u018
28.0 - 3o., .015
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47. - 62.0 .001
62.v - 8d.0 o.OuO
82.U - 106b.O o.oUU
FLIHr SUIt,LER Luo 154
LATe Z4 JAI, 1972
TIME 16 13 45
COUNTEi NUt .LE 1109
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE ([Y) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 198.0
AhEIEi ) TLI;PERATURE (LEG K) 215.8
SbAMPLEU VULUME (ICM*3) 144.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (I) 790.b
NUMBER UENSITY (Iu/CM**31 .67
LIC. WATER CONTENT (Gf/Fl*3I .003
bIZL INTERVAL (Lm) NC/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .056
7.u - 9.0 .073
9.0 - 1.0 .035
12.0 - 16.0 .016
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.u - 28.0 .021
28.u - 36.0 .013
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.u - 60.0 0.000
62.u - 8..0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 146
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 13 10
COUNTER NUMBER 1103
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 195.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 215.3
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 144.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 978.1
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 1.99
LIQ. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .021
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .130
7.0 - 9.0 .097
9.0 - 12.0 .072
12.0 - 16.0 .080
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21.0 - 28.0 .046
28.0 - 36.0 .054
36.0 - 47.0 .016
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 149
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 03 23
COUNTER NUMBER 1109
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 200.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 214.8
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM*3) l146.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M} 797.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#*3) 1.25
LIU. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .019
SIZE INTERVAL (UM)I NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .055
7.0 - 9.0 .086
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .068
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21.0 - 28.0 .015
28.0 - 36.0 .034
3b.0 - 47.0 .007
47.v - 62.0 .008
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
$2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 152
CATE 24 jAN 1972
TIME 16 13 36
COUNTER NUMBER 1115
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KMI 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 198.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG6 K) 215.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31 144.0
SAMPLE ITERVAL (M) 797.9
NUMBER DLNSITY (NO/CM**3) .88
LIc. WATLR CONTENT IGM/M#*3) .005
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .087
9.0 - 12.0 .049
12.0 - 16.0 .054
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .031
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0- 82.U0 U.000
62.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHrT NUMBER 006 155
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 13 49
COUNTER NUMBER 1121
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 198.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 216.3
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**31 144.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 792.8
NUMBER DENSITY INO/OCM*3) .78
LIC. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .006
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.0 - 9.0 .063
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .021
16.0 - 21.0 .035
21.0 - 28.0 .021
28.0- 36.0 .016
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0- 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .157
7.0 - 9.0 .052
9.0 - 12.0 .058
12.0 - 16.0 .130
16.0 - 21.0 .029
21.0 - 28.0 .056
28.0 - 36.0 .018
36.0 - 47.0 .032
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 .001
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIG. WATER CONTENT I(GM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*a3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .183
7.0 - 9.0 .051
9.0 - 12.0 .064
12.0 - 16.0 .063
16.0 - 21.0 .038
21.0 - 28.0 .073
28.0 - 36.0 .032
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/F*a3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.G .130
7.0 - 9.0 .052
9.0 - 12.0 .035
12.0- 16.0 .080
16.0 - 21.0 .035
21.0 - 28.0 .037
28.0 - 36.0 .022
36.0 - 47.0 - .OU6
47.0 - 62.0 0.000





























FLIGHT NUMBER 006 156
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 13 54
COUNTER NUMBER 1123
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 200.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 215.5
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 146.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 997.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*a3) .84
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .008
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 -. 7.0 .041
7.0 - 9.0 .041
9.0 - 12.0 .034
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .030
28.0 - 36.0 .027
36.0 - 47.0 .OC6
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMEFER Ou6 
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 6lb 13 58
COUNTER NUMBER 1125
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (Ki) 13
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/S)I 200
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 215
SAMPLED VULLHE (CM**3) 146
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 803
NUMBER DENSITY (NU/CM**3)
LI0. AATER CONTENT (GM/M*R3) 
SIZE INTEkVAL tCM) NU/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .082
7.0 - 9.0 .062
9.0 - 12.0 .027
12.0 - 1o.C .010
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21. - 2c.0 .J30
28.0 - 36.0 .021
36.U - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82,.0 0.0o00
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMbER Ou.
LUTE 24 JAtN 1972
TIME 1t 14 12
C(LUNTTL Nut,,ELk 113/
AIRCRAFT ALTITULL (iN) 1
AIRCRAFT vLULCITY (A/S) 20
A bl1.l TtPFELATUkE (CLDG K) 1it
SAoLLL, VbLLML (CC*3) 15C
SAMFLF lN1EPVAL (6') 102
NLPbEfLR uESITY (;iU/CLM*3) 1
LID. wuTEr CO"TENT (GN/P*F3 L
SIZL IImTEVAL (i) I NU/CM-*3/UM LIA
5S - I.u .340
ou - 9.3 .143
9.0 - 1.C .Oz27
12.U - Io.E .02
16.0 - 21.) .J37
21.o - 28.U .03e
2. . - 36.0 .UI1
36.0 - .7.d .013
47. - 6Z.0 U.;Oo
bZ.2 - HA .C .001
82., - lOf. u. OOU
FLIttT 11 UFL. bUb
L0T6 Z JAr 1972
TIlMEt 1* 25
LULIlTi o! lEL u 1 37
AIRCRAFT ALTITUIJt c(4 Li
AIRC(AFT VFLuOITY (P/S) 21
Al biLIT TLr PEFATURF (UtLe ) 1
SA-FLLLb VuLUML (C';'3) 15
SAMPLt iNT) RVAL 1 ) 10S
NI tER LLI.SITY (NU/2(*.3i I
LID. ,uTfk COLTENT (Ct/FA*3)
Slit iiaTEhVAL (Li) Ih /Ch**3/UM UIA
5.5 - 7.U0 .16
7.. - 9.0 .030
9- - 12.0 .026
1.U - 1.0 .035
lbt, - 21.0 .037
21.0 - 2b.U .0c6
28., - 3o.C .044
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.U - 6Z.o .001
6.C - 82.0 0.000
82.C - 106.0 U.0UO
FLIGHT NUi',[ER Ouo
LATE 2' JAhi 1972
TIFL 16 1 38
CLUITEi NUME1F I 1,
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE ()I
AIRCRAF1 VFLOCITY (F/5)









































157 FLIGHT NUMBER 006 158
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 14 2
COUNTER NUMBER 1127
.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.8
0.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 203.3
5.8 AM8IENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 215.3
6.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**31 148.0
3.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 808.2
.92 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3I 1.11
008 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .012
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .095
7.0 - 9.0 .071
9.0 - 12.0 .047
12.0 16.0 .035
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 _ 28.0 .017
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 .013
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
160 FLIuHT NUMBER 006 161
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 14 16
LCOUNTER NUMBER 1133
2.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 12.8
5.9 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 208.5
6.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 217.3
0iC.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31 150.0
3.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 828.8
.24 NUMBER LtNSITY (NO/CM**31 .77
U14 LIG. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .005
.I/iT. SIZE INTtRVAL CUMl NO/CM**3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .027
7.0 - 9.0 0.OOu
9.0 - 12.0 .069
12.0 - 16.0 .057
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .017
28.0 - 36.0 .010
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
l63 FLIGHT NUMBER 006 164
LATE 24 .iAN 1972
TIME 16 64 29
COUNTER rUMBER 1139
2.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 12.5
1.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 211.1
7.3 AMblFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 217.7
z2.0 SAMPLED vOLUME (CMR*31 152.0
5.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 844.3
·.32 IUMAER CcNSITY INO/CM**31 1.57
012 LI,. RATLR CONTtNT (GM/M**3) .014
.INT. SIZE INTLRVAL IUMI NO/CM**3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .149
7.0 - 9.0 .092
9.0 - 12.U .061
12.0 - 16.0 .041
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 .047
28.0 - 36.0 .025
36.0 - 47.0 .011
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
166 FLIUHT NUMBER 006 1t7
LATE 24 sAN 1972
TIME 16 14 42
COUNTER NUMBER 1145
12.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 12.5
11.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 211.1
18.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 218.3
52.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*.*3) 152.0
44.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 844.3
.86 NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM**3) .28
.009 LI1. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M*.3) .001



































DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT IGM/t**31
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .113
7.0 - 9.0 .084
9.0 - 12.0 .o083
12.0 - 16.0 .025
16.0 - 21.0 .054
21.0 - 28.0 .014
28.0 - 36.0 .010
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL ILMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .066
7.0 - 9.0 .049
9.0 - 12.0 .026
12.0 - 16.0 .020
16.0 - 21.0 .033
21.0 - 28.0 .023
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 .001



















FLIGHT NUMBER 006 165
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 14 34
COUNTER NUMBER 1141
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(/S) 211.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 216.0
SAMPLED VOLLME [CM*#3) 152.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1055.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 1.12
LIG, wATER CONTENT IGM/F**3) .013
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .092
7.0 - 9.0 .030
9.0 - 12.0 .068
12.0 - 16.0 .030
16.0 - 21.0 .028
21.0 - 28.0 .017
28.0 - 36.0 .028
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .005
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 168
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 14 47
COUNTER NUMBER 1147
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MF/SI 211.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)l 218.8
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**31 152.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI) 1055.3
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 .34
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL CLM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .013
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .025
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 169
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 14 51
CUUNTER NUMBER 1149
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 211.1
AKBIENT TtMPERATURE (DEG K) 218.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMe*3) 152.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 844.3
NUMEER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .43
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .005
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .053
7.0 - 9.0 .030
9.0 - 1k.0O .020
12.0 - 16.0 - .010
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 3b6.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.U - 10a.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER O.b 172
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 15 4
CLUNTER Nh5EEK 1155
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (K1) 12.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 213.6
AFSIENT TVFPEIATUHR (Dct K) 219.9
SAMPLEU VULUME (CM#63) 154.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (P) 854.6
NUMbEE I'.BsITY (NO/CF*:3) .33
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/Fr*3) .006
SIZL INTE,.AL (I-I) NO/CMe*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .013
7.0 - 9.0 OLD.010
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
Iz.0 - lb.0 .019
1r.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 2.0 .011
28.U - 36.0 .002
36.* - 47.0 .004
47.u - 6Z.0 .003
62.0 - 8.0 0.000O
82.0 - IOb.0 0.000
FLIGHT NU'lLER Co6 175
DATE 24 J.fI 1.72
TI ,E 16 17 22
LULNTEk Nuf'EEI 11d6
AIRCRAFT .LTITUrc (KM) 10.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/SI) 218.8
At. UIET TLI PEKATUkF ()L'C ) 999.9
SAMPLOL VULLML (Ci4**3) 156.0
SIAMLE INTERVAL (;4) 0.0
NLtELR LEiSITY (NC/CM-u3) .10
LIC. 2ATEk CONTENT (GN/F'*3) .001
SiZE INIEVAL (LM) NCG/CMh*3/UM DIA.IN1.
5.5 - 7.G 0.000
'.* - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 .006
12.0 - 1I.0 .005
16.0 - 21.C 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 O.UOU
36.0 - 47.0 .002
,47.0 - 6.0 0.000oo
82.2 - 18~.0OOO6 .v - a8.0 0.000
8,0 - 10o.0 u.000
2 % W FLICHT NUMLER Ou6 178
DATE 24 JAI. 1972
r TIME Ir 17 35
CLLUNTEk NUuLEK 119'
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KK). 10.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218 8
ABIENiT TOhPEkATURE (bEG K) 999.9
SAMPLEU VULU{Mt (CM*3) 156.0
SAMFLE INTERVAL (14) 1093.9
NUMBER LDENSITY (NO/COF'3) .96
LIG. 8ATEk COiTENT (Gi./FP#3) .007
SIZE INTENVAL (UM) NU/CMO*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .013
7.0 - 9.0 .OdO
9.0 - 12.0 .045
12.0 - 1b.0 .029
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .037
28.u - 36.0 .020
36.u - 47.0 .OOS
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - lo0.0 0.OOo
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 197Z








LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM t
5.5 - 7.0 .013
7.0 - 9.0 .019
9.0 - 12.0 .013
12.0 - 16.0 .024
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIC. WATcR CONTENT (OM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM O
5.5 - 7.C .026
7.U - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.0 .026
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .027
21.0 - 28.0 .026
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTcNT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*^3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .051
7.0 - 9.0 .019
9.0 - 12.0 .006
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .010
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 jAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .026
7.0 - 9.0 .019
9.0 - 12.0 .032
12.0 - 16.0 .029
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






















170 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 15 0
COUNTER NUMBER 1153
12.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
13.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
9.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
4.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3)
49.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.31 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.001 LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/#**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .039
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .026
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .010
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
173 FLIG1HT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 15 13
CCUNTER NUMBER 1159
12.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
13.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
20.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
54.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
b8.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL IMN)
.57 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.003 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/0**3)
c.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM 
5.5 - 7.0 .013
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
176 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 17 30
CCUNTER NUMeER 1192
10.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
18.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
56.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
75.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.27 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#83)
.003 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*83/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .077
7.0 - 9.0 .010O
9.0 - 12.0 .038
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























179 FLIGHT NUMBER 006 180
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 17 44
CCUNTER NUMBER 1198
10.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.4
18.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 218.8
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
56.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*N3) 156.0
75.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1093.9
.42 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .33
.002 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM uIA.INT.
S.S -. 7.0 .038
7.0 - 9.0 .010
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .024
16.0 - 21.0 .015
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 181
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 17 48
CLUNTER NUMBER 12u0
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 10.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 221.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULUME (CM**3) 158.0
SAMPLE INTFRVAL (M) 680.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*-3) .27
LIDC. wATER CONTENT (GM/MFW3) .001
SIZE INTE'VAL (UM) NO/CMW*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .013
7.0 - 9.0 .038
9.C - 12.0 0.000
12.U - 16.0 .009
16.u - 21.0 .011
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.U - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8c.0 0.000
82.0 - IO.0O 0.000
FLICHT Ni1ibER uub 184
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 1n 1
COUNTER iUNvLEk 12Jo
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDCE (KM) 10.1
AIkCRAFt VELUCITY (f/5) 223.9
AbILTT TLPERATUHL (LC sC) 237.5
SAMPLEL VOLLML (CM.*3) O160.0
SAMPLE INIERVAL (iC) 995.8
NLMuER CE.SITY CN./CN*C3) 1.54
LIC. nATER CuiTENT (CLM/F*3) .012
SIZE INTERVAL (LUM) NO/CM*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .104
7.v - 9.3 .066
9.0 - 1.- .052
12.v - b.C .067
16.J - 2i.0 .050
21., - 2b.0 .045
2c.v - 36.0 .024
3o.. - 47.0 .003
47.C - 6Z.0 .002
62.L - ,.0 0.0OO
82.0 - lIO.C 0.000
FLIGHT 1 U,L'E t L. 1 87
LATe 24 Jo) 1v7 2
TIMPL l Ic 14
CLNTEk aUtELEk 1i,
AIRCRAFI ULTITUCt C..) 10.1
AIKCRAFI VCLOLITY (,'/S) 226.5
ATBIE;'T Tul CrAIUTL (LLC s) 236b.5
SAMPLEL VuLLML (LM*"3) 243.0
SAMPLE IIT[ECVAL ) g900o.9
NLMvER CLUSITY CC/tM/**3) .04
LIU. nATE,< COiNTENT (GM/PF*3) .000o
51ZL 11L -CvL (LfI) NU/CPi*3/UM UIA.1r:T.
5.5 - 7.0 .016
7.U - 9.* O.000
9.0 - 1-.0 0.00
12.u - 16.0 O.Oo0U
lo.) - 21.0 0.000
21.U - 28.0 U.000
26.0 - 36.0 0.000
3.u - 47.0 .001
47.u - 62.0 0.000
62.u - 8A.C 0.000
82.6 - 10b.0 0.000
FLIOHT NU1BEER CUo 19L
CATE 24 JA2 1972
TIME lb 1b 35
CCLNTEk NUmBEE( 122,
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 10.1
AIRCR.FT VELOCITY (M/S) 229.1
ATB1ENI TCIPEFATURE (DEC K) 240.0
SAMPLLU VULLMt (CM*-3) 162.0
SAMPLE IN(FRVAL (r) 1139.0
NUMBER LE.SITY (CNCC*W3) .19
LICD. ATEI COlYTENT (GC/F**3) .001
SIZE INTEVVAL (LMI) NO/CN*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 U.000
7.L - 9.0 .028
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
I2.u - ib.O .005
Ic.v - 21.0 .015
2i.U - 28.0 .005
2d.C - 3b*0 0.000
3.j - 47.C 0.000
47.C - 6,.0 0.000
62.. - 8.0 0.000
82.0 - U108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3(
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LI1. WATER CONTENT (OM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .025
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .019
16.0 - 21.0 .011
21.o0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .012
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3C
SIZE INToRVAL (UM) NO/CM*'3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .012
7.0 - 9.0 .019
9.0 - 12.0 .006
12.0 - 16.0 .014
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
b2.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972








LIU. WATER CONTENT (UM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (JUM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.U - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .012
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.C .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .001
















DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 18 39
COUNTER NUMBER 1223
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) I
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 22
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 24
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM.*3) 16
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 91
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*e3)
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM..3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .037
7.0 - 9.0 .037
9.0 - 12.0 .019
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .015
21.0 - 28.0 .011O
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
182 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 17 57
COUNTER NUMBER 1204
10.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE I(KM)
23.9 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
60.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
13.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM)
.32 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.002 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .142
7.0 - 9.0 .078
9.0 - 12.0 .031
12.0 - 16.0 .023
16.0 - 21.0 .042
21.0 - 28.0 .038
28.0 - 36.0 .020
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 .005
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
185 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 18 10
CCUNTER NUMBER 1210
10.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
23.9 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI
36.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
60.0 SAMPLED VULLME (CM**3)
19.7 5AMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.28 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
.003 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .006
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
188 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 18 30
CCUNTER NUMBER 1219
.0.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
26.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
39.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
2.0 SAMPLED VOLLME [CMf*3)
79.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml
.07 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
.004 LI1. WATER LONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*.3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.C 0.000
191 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 18 43
COUNTER NUMBER 1225
10.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
9.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
40.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
62.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
16.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.41 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.003 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LUM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .062
7.0 - 9.0 .028
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .027
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER. 006 193
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 lb 47
COUNTER NUMBER 1227
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 10.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 229.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE CDEG K) 240.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 162.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 916.3
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .54
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*431 .009
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .012
7.0 - 9.0 .009
9.0 - 12.0 .031
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .035
21.0 - 2b.0 .013
28.U - 3b.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .002
62.0 - 82.c0 .001
82.0 - 106.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUIEER Ou, 196
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16b 23 56
CLUNTER NUMBER 12 7n
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 2.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/5) 180.2
ABIENT TLMPERATURE (DED K) 283.0
SAMPLEU VOLLML (CM**3) 67.0
SA.PLE INTERVAL (C) 0.0
NUMBER DENISITY (NU/CN*f3)' 19.64
LIC. wATER CONTEi.T (GM/e**31 .011
S1ZE INTERVAL (UM) CIC/CMO*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.950
7.0 - 9.0 3.888
9.0 - 1 .0 2.129
12.L - 1t.O .582
1I.u - 21.o .045
21.O - 2.0 0.000
28.u - 3b.0 0.000
30.U - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 62.0 0.000
62.- - 82.0 0.000
82.U - IOc.C 0.000
FLIGHT NUO1qER Lob 199
LATE 24 JAN 1972
liMt tl 2' 9
LUiNTER NuFiEk 12Oc
AIRCRAFI ALTITUCE I1,) 2.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (,/S) 167 3
0.6IE,IT TLG'PEIATU6E COL K) 282.9
SAmILED VOLLME (CM.-3) o3.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (lC) 669.2
NLLER LE,4SITY (No/C0*C 3) .33.19
LI. AATEA CONTE-) CUm/v*RW) .u70
SIZL INlTEVAL (Ll) t.0/CM*e3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.74b
7. - 9.0 1l,10
9.0 -12.0 I.b98
12.0 -16.0 2.119
lb.0 - 21.0 2.270
21.0 - 28.0 .290
*Zn.0 - 30.0 O.OuO
3b.u - 47.0 .0oo0
47.,0 - 62.0 . 000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.o - 106.0 O0.0O
FLIGHT 1lUMER UOb 202
DATL 24 JAN 1972
TIMt 16 24 25
C(LNTER NUMPEi 13u1
AIRCRAFT ALTIIUCE (KM) 2.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (CI/SI 159.6
AtBIE;uT TEMPERATURE (LEG K) 282.2
s5AMLLU VuLLME (CC-3) 61.0
SAMFLE INTERVAL (M) 804.4
NUMtEH LE15ITY (NU/CM**3) 6t.20
LI.. MATER CONIElNT [GC/-**31 .063
5IZE INTERVAL (LU) hL/CM *3/UM DIA.INT.
5.S - 7.0 5.836
7.0 - 9.0 7.754
9.0 - 12.0 7.596
12.0 - IO.0 3.893
16.0 - 2A.0 1.066
21.0 - 28.0 .035
28.* - 3d.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
*7.O - 62.0 0.000ooo
62.0- 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 194
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 18 52
COUNTER NUMBER 1229
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 10.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 229.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 239.7
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 162.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1145.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) .13
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 9.0 .046
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 197
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 24 0
COUNTER NUMBER 1281
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 283.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 63.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 695.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 64.29
LIU. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**31) .061
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.481
7.0 - 9.0 7.016
9.0 - 12.O 6.164
12.0 - 16.0 4.635
16.0 - 21.0 .990
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LI,. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 3.858
7.0 - 9.0 4.426
9.0 - 12.0 4.574
12.0 - 16.0 6.697
16.0 - 21.0 4.538
21.0 - 28.0 .431
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0. 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







DATE 24 JAN 197Z
TIME 16 Z4 30
COUNTER NUMBER 1306
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 15
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 28
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 6
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 79
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 72
LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 9.267
7.0 - 9.0 11.400
9.0 - 12.0 6.872
12.0 - 16.0 3.475
16.0 - 21.0 .290
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .012
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000oo
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 006 198
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 24 5
COUNTER NUMBER 1285
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 167.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 282.6
SAMPLED VOLLME ICM*f31 63.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI) 836.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 2.16
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/R**31 .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
S.S - 7.0 .561
7.0 - 9.0 .317
9.0 - 12.0 .164
12.0 - 16.0 .048
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
200 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 24 20
CCUNTER NUMeER 1297
2.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
59.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY PM/S)
3.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DOEG K)
61.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM**3)
0.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.85 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.148 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMt*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 4.129
7.0 - 9.0 5.565
9.0 - 12.0 6.968
12.0 - 16.0 6.927
16.0 - 21.0 2.681
21.0 - 28.0 .048
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
203 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 24 35
COUNTER NUMBER 1310
2.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
57.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
82.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
0O.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
91.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (CM
2.72 NUMBER DENSITY CNO/CM**31
047 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
i.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IbM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 16.489
7.0 - 9.0 7.025
9.0 - 12.0 1.022
12.0 - 16.0 .050
16.0 - 21.0 .040
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER 006 205
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 24 40
CCUNTER NUMBER 1314
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 157.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (UEG K)l 283.0
SAMFLED VOLUME (CM..3) 60.0
SAMPLE INFTERVAL (M) 785.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMI*3) 5.55
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .002
SIZE INTERVAL (LMI N0/CM8*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.500
7.0 - 9.0 .625
9.C0 - 12.0 .033
12.0 - o.0 .063
16.0 - 21.0 .030
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 3b.0 o.000O
36.L - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8£.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLICHT NUMbER u c 208
CATE 24 JAt 1972
TIFE 16 24 55
CLLOTER NuiFbEEK 1327
AIRCRAFT oLTITUDE (16) 2.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (IF/5) 154.4
AFblENT TEtPERATURE (eC Ki) 2d3.1
SAFFLEU VULLME (Cr*-3) 60.0
SAMNLE INTLPVAL 1.) 617.8
NLb:ER CEV SITY l(Nu/0-*3) 5.40
LIC. AlEk CUNTENT (GIr./f`3) .002
SIZE INTEi<VAL ILI)i NU/CM*83/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.289
7.u - 9.0 .675
9.u - 12.0 .17Z
12.U - 1o.0 O.030
1.o - 21.C 0.0o00
21.0 - 28.0 .014
2e.u - 30.0 0.000
36.d - 47.0 0.000
47. - 6b.0 0.000
62.C - 8-.0 O.O00
82.C - lOh.0 O.OO0
fLICH1T ItU,'[ER Lo' 211
LATE 04 JAI, 172
TIFt lb b. A9
CLtITER rUL LEI 1-4
AIRCRAFT .LTITUOLL 1() 2.7
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY I(/S) 154.4
A1.BLEIET TLIEFEKATUA' (CLE K) 2zb.6
F1LLU VuLLML ICl' .3) 60.o
bAFFLE INTERVAL Ir) 154.4
NUMeER UoEsITY il/C;'h 3) 4.67
LIC. ,ATE~ CUNTENr (l,' /F**33) .018
51LE INrEAVAL (LI) fU/CM- 3/UM DIA.11.1.
5.5 - 7.0 O200
7.0 - 9.(; .517
'. -I1-0 .222
12.0 - lo1.0 lo7
I.,; - 21.0 .123
21.0 - 26.0 .155
28.0 - 3b.0 .031
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 6.G 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
8Z.o - 106.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 206
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 24 45
COUNTER NUMBER 1318
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOE IKM) 2.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 157.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 283.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 60.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 785.1
NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM**3) 56.35
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .034
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 9.233
7.0 - 9.0 7.650
9.0 - 12.0 5.239
12.0 - 16.0 2.783
16.0 - 21.0 .070
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0o000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 209
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 25 0
COUNTER NUMBER 1331
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOE (KM) 2.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 154.4
AMBIENT IEMPERATURt (DEG K) 283.4
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM-*3) 60.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 772.2
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 3.25
LIU. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UF) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.800
7.0 - 9.0 .125
9.0 - 12.0 .067
1Z.0 - 16.0 .025
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
60.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 212
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 56 50
COUNTER NUMBER 1450
AIRCRAFT ALTITLOE (KM) 2.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 154.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 282.8
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 60.0
SAMPLE IYTERVAL (M) 154.4
hUMbER DCNSITY (NO/CM*R3) 1.22
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M..3) .005
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM^^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .067
7.0 - 9.0 .208
9.0 - 12.0 .050
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .020
21.0 - 28.0 .043
28.0 - 36.0 .019
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/MF*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 5.556
7.0 - 9.0 3.300
9.0 - 12.0 1.039
12.0 - 16.0 .075
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/0e~3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*#3/oM
5.5 - 7.0 .033
7.0 - 9.0 .075
9.0 - 12.0 .100
12.0 - 16.0 .025
lo6O - 21.0 .030
21.0 - 28.0 .029
28.0 - 36.0 .019
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER 006 213
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 56 51
CCUNTER NUMEER 1451
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (IF/S) 154.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEt K) 282.8
SAMPLED VOLLME ICM*83) 60.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 154.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .65
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) *003
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .100
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .025
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .036
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.000
FLiLH[ mJUi,LER Cuo 214
LuTE 24 JN. 1972
TIME 16 56 56
LLUNTER NJOFEK 1455
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (6t J 3.0
AIHCRAFr VELOCITY Io/5) 154.4
IABIENT Ttl PEKATUSF (DES K) 282.5
SAMFLtU VULLML (CI4-..3) 60.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL I(V) 772.2
NUDCER OErISITY (1CFAh*3) 1.1 5
LIC. 7ATEV CONTEN[ T VF/Fe3) .003
SiLZ INTEiVAL (UI,) I../CMIe3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .100
7.0 - 9.C .050
9.0 - 12.0 .067
12.0 - lo.0 .037
16.* - 21.0 .050
21.0 - 2t.0 .U43
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000U
62.i - 8£.0 0.000
82.u - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 215 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972 DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 56 57 TIME 16 56 59
COUNTER NUMBER 1456 CCUNTER NUMBER 1457
AIRCRAFT ALTITILDE (KM) 3.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 154.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/SI
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DE K)l 282.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DE K)l
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 120.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**31
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI) 154.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
NUMBER LUNSITY (NO/CM*83) 2.23 NUMBER DENSITY iNO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .003 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
51ZE INTcRVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.U .533 5*5 - 7.0 2.144
7.0 - 9.0 .087 7.0 - 9.0 1.558
9.0 - 12*.0 .189 9.0 - 12.0 1.806
12.0 - 16*.0 .083 12.0 - 16.0 .962
16,.0 - 21.0 .042 16.0 - 21.0 .820
21.0 - 28.0 .018 21.0 - 28.0 .631
28.0 - 36.0 .003 28.0 - 36.0 .065
36.0 - 47.0 0.000 36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 0.000 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000 62.0 - 82.0 0.000











FLIGHT NUMBER 006 217
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 57 0
COUNTER NUMBER 1458
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 3.u
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 154.4
AF:BIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 282.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM-N3) 60.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 154.4
NUMBER DE1iSITY (NO/CM*3) 25.78
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .048
sIZt INTERVAL (UMI NO/CMO*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.500
7.0 - 9.0 3.150
9.0 - 12.0 1.317
12.0 - lb.0 1.042
16.0 - 21.0 .633
21.0 - 28.0 .371
28.0 - 36.0 .037
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62,0 0O000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
8Z.0 - o0a.0 0.000
FLIL-HT NU'IEER UOJ6 220
LATL 24 JAN 1972
TIME 1l 57 3
CCLTEh NU:BEE 1'4,A
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 3.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 154.4
4AbIENIT TEt;PEPATUVH (DCG K) s2z.6
SAMPLEU VOLLML (C"-,3) 120.0
SAVPLE INTPVAL (il) 154.4
TNL'EEI, UE4SITY (:;G/CF;-3) 2O0.42
LIg. *ATEh COl.TENT (GM/F*83) .062
SIZE INlENVAL (LM) Nu/CMI*3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .989
I.L - 9.0 1.508
'. - 1-.0 1.32b
1i.U - 16.0 .975
16.0 - 21.0 .807
Zi.u - 28.0 .487
Z2.U - 30.0 .052
3O:J - 47.0 .o01
47.U - b6g. 0.000
62.. - d2.0 0.000
8..u - 10r.0 0.000
FLIGHT , J'IS:ER O,;, 223
LAIt 2. J2t. 1,72
TIML 1 57 7
CGLOKTE. NUIT EEr 1404
AIRCRAFi .LIITU;i ,MN) 3.L
AIRCRAF JLLUCITY (r,/S) 189.3
A-I.blEi TLPEi ATU,L [LLG K) 2d1.7
SC'~L.-D V'Lb.LL'L (C,'."3) 116.0
AYNLVC I[lf RVAL ({l1 149.3
FLMbEKR C;E;SITY (,;i/LF**3) 34.31
LIL. *ATIE, COlITEN) (Gi. /**3) .165
SIlZt IITE'P0L (LU) tNO/CMe*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.j - 7.0 1.397
1.U - 9.0 .UA47
9., - 12.C' 1.417
12., - ID.O .881
lb.u - 21.0 1.448
21.U - Zb.6 1.616
z28. - 36.0 .184
36.0 - 47.0 .022
47., - 62.0 .002
62.0 - 82.0 .003
8Z. - 11ObeC 0.000
FLIGHT NUrFbER uJ6 226
LATE 2z JAN 1972
lIME lb 57 11
LLUTE NuNE.EF. 140ol
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KH) 3.0
AIRCRAFT vILUCITY (M/5) 149.3
A'eBlElT TLt-PEiATUHEE (DEC o) 28O.7
SAFPLEU VULLME (CC*'3) 58.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 149.3
NUMBER OE.SITY ([N/CM#-3) 73.34
LIC. a.TEN CONTENT (GC,/F-*3) ,105
51ZE IITERVAL (LU') lU/CMea3/UM UIA.lINT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.149
1.u - 9.0 .696
9.0 1 Z.0 .862
12.3 - 1o.0 .806
16.0 - 21.o 1.141
21. - 26.0O 1.091
28.0 - 36.0 .114
36.6 - 47.0 .014
47.', - 62.0 0.0OO
62.d - 8Z.0 0.000
82.u - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 218
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 57 1
COUNTER NUMBER 1459
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 3.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 154.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl 282.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31 60.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL. I(M) 154.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 32.77
LIO. WATER CONTENT IGM/M#*3) .065
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.722
7.0 - 9.0 3.850
9.0 -' 12.0 1.856
12.0 - 16.0 .921
16.0 - 21.0 .927
21.0 - 28.0 .543
28.0 - 36.0 .031
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 820 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 221
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 16 57 5
COUNTER NUMBER 1462
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 3.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 149.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 282.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMN*3) 58.0
SAMPLE ITERVAL (Mc 303.7
NUMBER ocNSITY (NO/CM**3) 73.83
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/Me*3) .148
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMm*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.598
7.U - 9.0 5.759
9.0 - 12.0 3.787
12.0 - 16.0 4.552
16.0 - 21.0 4.103
21.0 - 28.0 .739
28.0 - 36.0 .013
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 00O 224
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME lb 57 9
COLNTER NUMBER 1465
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE CKM) 3.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 149.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG KI 281.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM.*3) 58.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 298.6
NUMBER CONSITY (NO/CM**3) 46.10
LIU. wATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .190
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM'*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.575
7.0 - 9.u 2.767
9.0 - 12.0 2.155
12.0 - 16.0 1.168
16.0 - 21.0 2.531
21.0 - 28.0 1.800
28.0 - 36.0 .188
36.0 - 47.0 .024
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 227
DATE 24 JAN 197&
TIME 17 0 12
COUNTER NUMBER 1494
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 149.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 58.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (HM 0.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*3) C10
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTCRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .034
7.0 - 9.0 .026
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/0**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 3.056
7.0 - 9.0 2.550
9.0 - 12.0 1.128
12.0 - 16.0 1.287
16.0 - 21.0 .633
21.0 - 28.0 1.107
28.0 - 36.0 .350
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM.-3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 6.069
7.0 - 9.0 5.112
9.0 - 12.0 2.603
12.0 - 16.0 2.341
16.0 - 21.0 2.314
21.0 - 28.0 1.276
28.0 - 36.0 .108
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/P*#3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/LM C
5.5 - 7.0 2.540
7.0 - 9.0 1.9C5
9.0 - 12.0 1.506
12.0 - 16.0 2.125
16.0 - 21.0 3.607
21.0 - 28.0 .638
28.0 - 36.0 .019
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








L1. wATER CONTENT IGM/PM*3)
SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM#*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .138
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






































FLIGHT NUMBER OuO 229
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 14
COUNTER NUMBER 1496
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 0.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 149.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULLML (CM**3) 58.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 149.3
NUMEER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 76.90
LID. *ATER CONTENT (GM/t**3) .470
SIZE INTERVAL (UP.) NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.115
7.0 - 9.0 5.172
9.0 - 12.0 2.730
12.0 - lb.0 2.047
16.0 - 21.0 2.131
21.0 - 28.0 2.793
28.U - 3o.0 1.892
36.0 - 47.0 .014
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.G - 108.0 0.000
FLIEHT NUMbER Oub 232
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 G 18
COUNTER NUBeth 1499
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCDE (I) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VFLOCITY (M/5) 141.6
AEIEN[ TcEPERATUHE IDL- K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULLME (CM-*3) 56.0
SAMPLE IIIERVAL (M) 141.6
NUMEER LEI;SITY (NU/CM**3) 169.36
LIC. uATEK CCONTENIT (GM/F*t31 1.345
SIZE INTERhAL (LCP) t:O/C4M*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C 8.214
7.0 - 9.0 4.911
9. - 1O.0 2.917
1 2.v - It.C 4.308
bo.o - 21.0 4.118
21.u - 26.0 7.571
2-o. - 3o.C 5.810
36.o - 47.C .106
47.U - 60.C 0.000
bO. - 8 .C 0.000
82.0 - 10b.C 0.OCO
FLIGHT .IUELER -Lo 235
LPTt 24 JAN 1972
lljt 17 v 2L
CILCINT NUFeLh 1( ..
AnRCRAETI LTITULE (I.) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 141.6
ARBIEIT TFFEPATUhL (LEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULLMt (Ch.*3) 5.CG
SPRELF INTERVAL (,I) 141.6
RLOMELI LE. SITY (iU/C0.**3) 215.55
Ll. nATEIR COLiTENI (CE/let3) 1.792
SIZL INTEhVAL IIN) I:U/CCMI3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 7.0 7.06U
7.0 - 9.0 6.304
9.0 - 1-0O 4.536
12.0 - lb.0 5.286
o.0 - 21.0 5.279
21.u - 28.0 9.286
28.u - 3o.0 8.076
30o. - 47.U0 146
47.U - 6o.0 0.000
62.O - R.0 O.000
82.0 - IUd.0 0.000
FLIuHT qUIILER ovb 238
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 25
CLUNTEh NUMBER 15c5
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCDE (K) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY C1/5) 141.6
ANBIEiNT TE[/PEKATURE (LEC ik) 999.9
SPMPLEU VUOLME (Ch--31 56.0
SAMPLE INTFRVAL (PI) 141.6
NUMtEh LEiiSITY (INCU/C*3) .05
LIC. wATER CONTEINT (GEI/NF*3) .oO
SIZE INTERVAL (LC) Nu/CM-*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.u - 12.0 .018
12.0 - lo.0 0.000
16.u - 21.0 0.000
21.u - 2b.0 0.000
28.u - 30.C 0.000
36.0 - 47.C 0.000
47.~ - 62.0 0.000
62.G - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - b06.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 230
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 15
COUNTER NUMBER 1497
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 112.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 145.4
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**31 15.51
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3) .108
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .274
7.0 - 9.0 .558
9.0 - 12.0 .500
12.0 - 16.0 .487
16.0 - 21.0 .452
21.0 - 28.0 .685
28.0 - 36.0 .435
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 233
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 19
COUNTER NUMBER 1500
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE iKM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (HM/S) 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 141.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 269.70
LIO. WATER CONTENT )UM/M**3) 2.148
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM*43/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 7.738
7.0 - 9.0 8.286
9.0 - 12.0 6.768
12.0 - 16.0 6.009
lb.o - 21.0 6.450
21.0 - 28.0 12.827
28.0 - 36.0 9.290
36.0 - 47.0 .075
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER OOb 236
LATE 2. JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 22
COUNTER NUMBER 1503
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
AMBIENT IEMPENATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 112.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 141.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 110.81
LIC. wATDR CONTENT (GM/Moa3) .873
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMe*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.756
7.0 - 9.0 4.991
9.0 - 12.0 3.012
12.0 - 16.0 2.781
16.0 - 21.0 2.487
21.0 - 28.0 4.217
28.0 - 36.0 4.041
36.0 - 47.0 .068
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
d2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 239
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 27
COUNTER NUMBER 1507
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 139.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 280.6
NUMBER CDNSITY (NO/CM**3) .16
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/MO*3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (JM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .109
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .298
7.0 - 9.0 .920
9.0 - 12.0 .613
12.0 - 16.0 .415
16.0 - 21.0 .432
21.0 - 28.0 .781
28.0 - 36.0 .214
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*03)
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 6.881
7.0 - 9.0 7.839
9.0 - 12.0 4.613
12.0 - 16.0 5.228
16.0 - 21.0 4.586
21.0 - 28.0 8.314
28.0 - 36.0 7.330
36.0 - 47.0 .070
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIQ. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 2.679
7.0 - 9.0 2.455
9.0 - 12.0 2.935
12.0 - 16.0 2.522
16.0 - 21.0 1.996
21.0 - 28.0 2.773
28.0 - 36.0 1.897
36.0 - 47.0 .029
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT IGM/Mt*3)
SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CMt*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .697
7.0 - 9.0 .709
9.0 - 12.0 .379
12.0 - 16.0 .495
16.0 - 21.0 .369
21.0 - 28.0 .442
28.0 - 36.0 .284
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER 006 241
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 30
COUNTER NUMBER 15C9
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (K}) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/SI 139.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DCG K) 288.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (ChM**3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 278.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NC/CM*31) 244.73
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/F**31 1.901
SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 9.127
7.0 - 9.0 7.500
9.0 - 12.0 6.321
12.0 - l1.0 7.841
16.0 - 21.0 5.327
21.0 - 28.0 9.901
28.u - 36.0 8.55U
36.0 - 47.0 .124
47.0 - 62.0 Uo.OU
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10.0 0.000
FLIGHT tNUI,qER 006 244
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 33
COULTER NuFAEIk 1512
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IF/S) 139.0
AFBlENT TLPPERATURY (LeG Kl 28b.2
bSMPLED VOLLML (Cr*.3) 110.0
SAMPLE iNTERVAL (H) 139.0
ILMdCER UESITY (Nri/CF,-*31 113.51
LIL. AATER CONTENT IGM/M**3( .609
SIZE IhNlEVAL (LM) NU/CHIN-3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 1.0 4.200
7.0 - 9.c 5.055
9.C - 14.0 3.994
12.- - le.O 3.968
1.0. - 21.3 3.840
21.0 - 28.0 5.227
2J.u - 3o.0 1.665
30o. - 41.0 .012
47.0 - 6t.0 0.000
62.0 - t?.O o.000
82.U - 106.0 0.000
FLIGHT ,2UIiLER "o 247
LATt 24 JAN 1972
Tlit 11 , 37
CL;UiTEk NUOPEA 15i5
AIRCRAFT oLTIIUCt (,F) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VLLOCITY (r/5I 136.4
AlHIENT TLNfPEIkATUkF (CLLG Ki 288.2
SAMPLED VULLME (Cr*.3) 54.0
SbF FLc IhNTRVAL ({1) 136.4
NLCtER LCENSITY (IN/CIF63) 112.56
LIC. VATEh COliTENT (01i/M*63) .713
SiZt INlTEVAL (ILI) NL/CFi*3/UM DIA.lINT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.432
7.0 - 9.0 4.046
9.0 - 14.0 3.142
12.u - lb.C 3.356
b16. - 21.0 3.830
21.0 - 26.C 5.505
28.0 - 3e.0 2.306
3o.U - 47.0 .030
47.0 - 6.O0 o.Ouo
62.u - 82.0 J.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMEER O0o 250
CATL 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 41
COUNTER NUM,8Ef 151o
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (,/S) 136.4
AI'lIENT TcFPERATUhA (DG hk) 288.C
SAMPLED VOLLML (CM*63) 54.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (i ) 272.8
NUMbER DENSITY CNL/Cf!*63) 186.87
LI. RATEK CONTENT (GM/F*63) .963
51ZE INTERVAL (LM) NI/CMh*6/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 8.642
7.0 - 9.0 9.287
9.0 - 12.0 8.660
12.0 - 10.0 7.333
16.0 - 21.0 7.048
21.0 - 28.0 5.291
28.0 - 36.0 3.347
36.u - 47.0 .077
47.U - 62.0 .007
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.u - 10O.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 2
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 7.519
7.0 - 9-0 6.481
9.0 - 12.0 5.685
12.0 - 16.0 5.685
16.0 - 21.0 5.600
21.0 - 28.0 10.788
28.0 - 36.0 7.190
36.0 - 47.0 .077
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








FLIGHT NUMBER 006 245
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 35
COUNTER NUMBER 1513
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 139.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl 288.1
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL I(M 278.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 234.95
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) 1.404
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 70 7.952
7.0 - 9.0 7.755
9.0 - 12.0 7.952
12.0 - 16.0 9.400
16.0 - 21.0 7.567
21.0 - 28.0 9.901
28.0 - 36.0 4.800
36.0 - 47.0 .046
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
62.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 248
LATE 24 4AN 1972
TIME 17 0 38
COUNTER NUMBER 1510
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/Si 136.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 288.1
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**31 54.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 136.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*31) 6.07
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/MR*31 .036
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CMe*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .383
7.0 - 9.0 .139
9.0 - 12.0 .309
12.0 - 16.0 .301
16.0 - 21.0 .311
21.0 - 28.0 .148
28.0 - 36.0 .042
36.0 - 47.0 .010
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 251
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 42
COUNTER NUMBER 1519
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 136.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl 288.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 54.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 136.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 151.43
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .770
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 10.753
7.0 - 9.0 8.935
9.0 - 12.0 4.395
12.0 - 16.0 6.972
16.0 - 21.0 5.937
21.0 - 28.0 3.693
28.0 - 36.0 2.329
36.0 - 47.0 .168
47.0 - 62.0 .019
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
242 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 32
COUNTER NUMBER 1511
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
36.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/SI
88.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
4.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
37.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL IN)
5.93 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
.733 LIO. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 5.830
7.0 - 9.0 5.564
9.0 - 12.0 5.127
12.0 - 16.0 4.159
16.0 - 21.0 3.338
21.0 - 28.0 6.055
28.0 - 36.0 2.918
36.0 - 47.0 .046
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 006 246
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 36
COUNTER NUMBER 1514
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 136.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 288.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 54.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 137.7
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 239.61
LIO. wATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) 1.534
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*63/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 7.630
7.0 - 9.0 9.222
9.0 - 12.0 7.636
12.0 - 16.0 6.231
16.0 - 21.0 8.226
21.0 - 28.0 11.209
28.0 - 36.0 5.164
36.0 - 47.0 .089
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 249
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 39
COUNTER NUMBER 1517
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 136.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 288.0
SAMPLED VOLLME (CMR*3) 108.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 136.4
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 22.V4
LIla. ATER CONTENT IGM/F**31 .157
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .944
7.0 - 9.0 .852
9.0 - 12.0 .673
12.0 - 16.0 .766
16.0 - 21.0 .746
21.0 - 28.0 .755
28.0 - 36.0 .574
36.0 - 47.0 .031
47.0 - 62.0 .006
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 252
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 43
COUNTER NUMBER 1520
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKMI 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 136.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 287.8
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*31) 54.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL MI) 136.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM6*3) 210.17
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 1.585
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM LIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 7.210
7.0 - 9.0 8.213
9.0 - 12.0 7.889
12.0 - 16.0 8.199
16.0 - 21.0 8.226
21.0 - 28.0 6.754
28.0 - 36.0 3.537
36.0 - 47.0 .721
47.0 - 62.0 .080
62.0 - 82.0 .026
82.0 - 108.0 .004
FLIGHT NUMBER Ou6 253
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 44
COUNTER NUMBER 1521
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 136.4
ABIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC- K) 287.3
SAMPLED VULUML (CM*.3) 54.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 136.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMo*3) 224.11
LIG. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) 1.364
SILE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 9.827
7.0 - 9.0 9.083
9.0 - 12.0 7.654
12.0 - 16.0 7.449
l6.0 - 21.0 9.581
21.U - 28.0 8.201
28.0 - 3b.0 3.667
36.0 - 47.0 .283
47.0 - 62.0 .035
62.0 - 82.0 .006
8z.0 - 10b.0 .002
FL IHT NUMBER Ouo 256
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME L7 u 48
COLUNTEH NUMBUER 1524
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOLITY (M/S) 141.6
AFblEmT TEtPEkATU.E (LEE C) 27d.4
SAmYPLE VULLML (Cl'i**3) 56e.
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 283.1
NUMBER OCEISITY (,L/CM~*3) 18.20
LIGC. .ATE CONTENT (G,/T*/*3) .093
SILt IrTERVAL (LM) NC/CM.-3/UM DA.lhIT.
5.5 - 7.C 1.071
7., - 9.0 .9"b
9. - 1l.0 .851
1,.0 - 10.0 .670
lo.0 - 21.0 .736
21.Z - 28.0 .510
28.u - 3b.0 .214
3,.0 - 47.0 .045
47.0 - 6Z.0 0.000
62.0 - 8 .0 0.000
Ez.u - lo.0 .oo000
FLIGHT .,Urt ER uub' 259
LA.T Z0 Jr. 1N72
T IM L7 U 51
LLULTEh NUFEHE 102I
AlkCRAFT HLTITUCE (EM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (7/S) 141.6
AFblEENT TLPCRATUH' (ILoG I) 286.2
SAtFLEL VuLLML (CT1*.3) 56b0
SAlo/Lc INTERVAL CC) 141.6
OLtCE, GE.0SITY (IC/C6*N3C1 *11
LIL. iATF CONTENT (GI/F*P*3) .000
SILL IhllEAVAL (LiC) NL/CM*3/UFI D1A.ItT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .027
.0 - 1.0 .018
12.N - I*.u 0.000
16.u - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 U.ooo
2A.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.U - 47.0 0.000
470U - 62.O 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10U.0 0.000
FLIHT NLUmiFER 262
LATE 2' JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 56
CLULTE" NuTEEk 1531
AIRCRAFT ALTIITUD I(KF) 1.5
AIkCRAFT VELOCITY PI/S) 139.0
ATBuIENT TL0PERATUOE (LcG K) 286.1
SArMFLEU VULLMt (Ctl*3) 55.0
SAFCLC INIFRVAL (iC) 139.0
NLUMCLE OE;ESITY (NLu/Cmh.3) 184.18
LIL.. ATE, CONTENT CUF/F""3) 1.225
SIZE INTEnVAL (LP) NL/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C 5.261
7.0 - 9.0 7.409
9.0 - 12.0 5.412
12*0 - 1.10 5.082
lo.O - 21.0 6.215
21.0 - 28.0 8.327
2ua. - 36.0 4.282
30.0 - 47.0 .117
47.0 - 62,C 0.000
62.* - 8Z.0 0.000
82. - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 254
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 45
COUNTER NUMBER 1522
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 139.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 287.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 137.7
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 204.62
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/Me*3) 1.260
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM*^3/UM D1A.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 9.842
7.0 - 9.0 9.573
9.0 - 12.0 7.291
12.0 - 16.0 6.800
16.0 - 21.0 7.440
21.0 - 28.0 7.125
28.0 - 36.0 3.841
36.0 - 47.0 .324
47.0 - 62.0 .015
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 257
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 49
COUNTER NUMBER 1525
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 286.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM.*3) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL CM) 141.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*31) .21
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM-03/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .107
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .018
IZ.u - 16.0 0.000
L6.o - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.u - 62.0 0.000
6Z.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*e3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM 
5.5 - 7.0 .073
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .018
12.0 - 16.0 O.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*-3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 2.782
7.0 - 9.0 3.223
9.0 - 12.0 3.152
12.0 - 16.0 4.139
16.0 - 21.0 6.284
21.0 - 28.0 5.787
28.0 - 36.0 2.265
36.0 - 47.0 .067
47.0 - 62.0 .002
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (IM) NO/CM4*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 2.679
7.0 - 9.0 1.879
9.0 - 12.0 1.598
120 - 16.0 1.408
16.0 - 21.0 1.563
21.0 - 28.0 1.311
28.0 - 36.0 .708
36.0 - 47.0 .142
47.0 - 62.0 .026
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .071
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















260 FLIGHT NUMBER 006 261
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 55
COUNTER NUMBER 1530
1.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
39.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 139.0
6.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEG K) 286.1
55.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 55.0
gO.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 139.0
.16 NUMuER DENSITY (NO/CMO*3) 1.44
.000 LIU. wATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3) .003
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*a3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .255
7.0 - 9.0 .055
9.0 - 12.0 .055
12.0 - 16.0 .127
16.0 - 21.0 .011
21.0 - 28.0 .031
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
263 FLIGHT NUMBER 006 264
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 0 59
COUNTER NLMBER 1533
1.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM 15eS
139.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 139.0
286.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 286.7
110.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*#3) 55.0
139.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 278.0
127.44 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 167.93
.783 LIb. WATER CONTENT (GM/R**3) 1.034
IA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.552
7.0 - 9.0 5.791
9.0 - 12.0 3.406
12.0 - 16.0 5.209
16.0 - 21.0 8.033
21.0 - 28.0 7.888
28.0 - 36.0 2.939
36.0 - 47.0 .098
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 0
COUNTER NUMBER 1534
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (K) 
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 135
AF)BIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 281
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 55
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 139
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 94.
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .e
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) ND/CM**3/UM DIA.
5.5 - 7.0 3.818
7.0 - 9.0 3.464
9.0 - 12.0 2.933
12.0 - 16.0 2.441
16.0 - 21.0 3.349
21.0 - 28.0 3.587
28.0 - 36.0 2.527
36.0 - 47.0 .088
47.u - 6i.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
62.0 - U10.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUIIBER U,.6
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIlE 17 1 4
CLUUTEk NUMBER 15j7
AIRoRAFT ALTITUDE {Kr)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/S5) 13o
AMEIEINT TLfPEkATUxE (UoC k) 280
SAMPLED VULLME (C;*0.3) 54
SAMPLE INTFRV.L It,) · 75
NUMBER DENSITY (Ni/CM*4 3) 206.
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/P*-3) 1.:
SILL INTEkVAL (L;I) Nt,/CM*3/UM DIA,
5.5 - 7.0 9.025
7.0 - 9.0 5.667
9.U - 12.0 4.04b
12.C - lo.C b.741
16.U - 21.0 7.485
21.0 - 28.0 9.193
25.0 - 30.0 4.901
30.0 - 47.0 .084
417. - 62.C o0.o0
62.u - b .0 0.0O1
B2.f - 104.0 0.000
FLICHT NUiL[ER 0Ub
LATE 24 JAl: LV72
TINr 17 1 7
CCLLi, TE NUtI3Ek 15v
AIkCRAF1 ALTITUCt (.I.)
AIkCRAFT VtELLCITY (v/S) 13
Ar biEll T-t)PEhATU;v (LCO ..) 28
SFPFLEU VULLFiL (CNi'3) 5
SAMPLE INIFRVAL ('i) 13
NLMeER CEE.SITY (UN/CF ^3) 192
LIL. ^nTEh CONTENT (On/RF*3) 1.























FLIGHT NUi,bER DUo 274
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 11
COUNTER NuFiMER 1543
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 139.0
AFBIENT TLFPEkATURHE (DG K) 287.0
SAMPLED VULLME (CM-*3) 55.0
SAMFLE INTERVAL 1N) 139.0
NLMBER DENSITY (Nu/CFIt*3) 209.04
LIC. .ATER CONTENT (GM/RNM3) 1.354
51ZL INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 8.521
7.0 - 9.0 11.364
9.0 - 1,.0 7.533
12.o - lo.0 6.545
lo.o - 21.0 5.920
21.0 - 2b.0 7.418
28.0 - 3b.0 5.027
36.0 - 47.0 .268
47.u - bo.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0,000
265 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 1
COUNTER NUMBER 1535
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
19.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
16.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
·.25 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 2
650 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 6.364
7.0 - 9.0 5.536
9.0 - 12.0 4.582
12.0 - 16.0 7.441
16.0 - 21.0 8.782
21.0 - 28.0 10.982
28.0 - 36.0 6.611
36.0 - 47.0 .175
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
268 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 5
COUNTER NUMBER 1538
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
o.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
o.8 AMbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
4.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
5.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.48 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 2
378 LIC. WATeR CONTENT (GM/M.M3)
.11h1. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM O
5.5 - 7.0 5.491
7.0 - 9.0 6.755
9.0 - IZ.0 5.733
12.0 - 16.0 7.782
16.0 - 21.0 8.182
21.0 - 28.0 9.462
28.0 - 36.0 4.075
36.0 - 47.0 .180
47.0 - 62.C 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
271 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 8
COUNTER NUMBER 1541
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITLOE (KM)
39.o AIRCRAFT VELOCIrY (M/S)
d6.9 AMB1ENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SS.L SAMPLED VOLUME (CM-*3)
39.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
2.44 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM-*3)
.154 L10. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NOICM**3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 7.400
7.0 - 9.0 5.000
9.0 - 12.0 3.645
12.0 - 16.0 2.500
16.0 - 21.0 1.562
21.0 - 28.0 1.786
28.0 - 36.0 1.030
36.0 - 47.0 .036
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







266 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 2
COUNTER NUMBER 1536
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM)
9.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S)
86.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
55.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
39.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
9.73 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
762 LIO. WATER CONTENT {GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 2.158
7.0 - 9.0 2.141
9.0 - 12.0 2.612
12.0 - 16.0 3.911
16.0 - 21.0 3.835
21.0 - 28.0 6.079
28.0 - 36.0 3.572
36.0 - 47.0 .074
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
269 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 6
COUNTER NUMBER 1539
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
139.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S)
286.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
55.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM.*3)
137.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
211.80 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
1.330 LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
IA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 9.345
7.0 - 9.0 11.927
9.0 - 12.0 7.782
12.0 - 16.0 6.945
16.0 - 21.0 6.338
21.0 - 28.0 7.158
28.0 - 36.0 3.323
36.0 - 47.0 .088
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .028








DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 12
COUNTER NUMBER 1544
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE iKM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 13
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 28
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3) !
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 11
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) 111
LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CMa*3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 8.630
7.0 - 9.0 6.873
9.0 - 12.0 4.503
12.0 - 16.0 3.182
16.0 - 21.0 3,440
21.0 - 28.0 3.636
28.0 - 36.0 1.711
36.0 - 47.0 .066
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















272 FLIGHT NUMBER 006 273
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 10
COUNTER NUMBER 1542
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
39.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 139.0
86.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 286.9
l0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMa~3) 55.0
19.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 278.0
0.97 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#*3) 243.24
,302 LI1. wATER CONTENT (GM/F#*3) 1.818
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 7.685
7.0 - 9.0 8.664
9.0 - 12.0 5.242
12.0 - 16.0 7.159
16.0 - 21.0 7.215
21.0 - 28.0 10.592
28.0 - 36.0 7.207
36.0 - 47.0 - .185
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
275 FLIGHT NUMBER 006 276
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 13
CCUNTER NUMBER 1545
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
9.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 141.6
7.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 286.7
55.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM*}3) 112.0
39.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL M)I 140.3
*.05 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 33.68
.549 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/1M*3) .181
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/OM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.101
7.0 - 9.0 1.629
9.0 - 12.0 1.051
12.0 - 16.0 1.060
16.0 - 21.0 1.684
21.0 - 28.0 1.124
28.0 - 36.0 .335
36.0 - 47.0 .073
47.0 - 62.0 .007
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 277
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 15
COUNTER NUMBER 1540
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/SI 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (LEG K) 286.6
SAMPLED VOLLME (CI4,*3) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 283.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 62.84
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .514
SIZE ImTERVAL (Li) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.905
7.0 - 9.0 2.866
9.U - 12.0 2.399
12.u - lb.0 2.147
lo.o - 21.0 1.875
21.U - 28.0 1.872
2d.O - 36.0 1.172
36.0 - 47.0 .258
47.U - 6Z.0 .037
62.u - 8u.0 .008
8z.0 - 108.0 .0O
FLIGHT NUMBER to 280
LATL 24 JAN 1972
TlLc 7 L 18
CLLUNTR NUMER 15iV;
AIRCRAFT ALTITULL (&M) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/5) 141.6
AtBIEJYT TtNPERATUHE (LcC K) 286.4
SAMf-LL VULLML C141-.3) 112.0
SAMPLL INTERVAL (1) 141.b
NLMLER CENSITY (JlU/CM.*3C 27.32
LIL. A1ER CUI.TENT (CC/F**3) .309
SIZL IIVTEkvAL (il) iNU/CMR3/UM ulA.IN.T.
5.5 - 7.0 1.804
1.0 - 9.0 1.491
9.0 - 10 .786
12., - 16.0 .88.
lo.c - 21.0 .796
21.u - Zb.0 .010O
28.U - 3u.0 .568
36.u - 47.0 .192
47.u - 62.0 .U42
62.u - 8c.c .009
82.2 - tu'.C .001
FL 1Cii1 r.U;LER IJc 283
LATE 24 JAN 1472
lIrE 17 1 22
LLU.NTE NUUEEN 1552
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (C) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/SI 141.6
ANBIENT TtFPEtATUht (CEC K) 265.9
SPF-LEL VuLLML (¢M'-3) S.c
SAMPLE INTERV,.L (,-) 141.b
CLMeEl LUEIrSITY (ru/CM-*3) 164.59
LIC. VATEK COl,TENT (GC,/..31 l.63u
SIlZL INTERVAL (UM) NC/CrNl3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.6 4.238
7. - 9.0 5.634
9.0 - I1.C 3.232
i2.b - lo.O 4.576
lo.2 - 21.1 5.725
21.o - 28.0 6.d24
2d - 30.C 6.674
36.2 - 47.C .719
47.0 - 6,. .067
62.2 - 8 2.0 .013
82.0J - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NU18ER C(u 286
LATE 24 JAl. 1972
TIME 17 1 27
LcULNTE NUI;EEk ISS1o
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
A0BIENT TEMPEVATURF (CE6 K) 285.3
S5MPLEU VULLME (CC'*.31 5.o
SAMPLE INTERVAL I0) 283.1
NUMBER LENSITY (NO/CM**3) 70.71
LIC. ,ATEk CONTENT (G0/t*.3) .434
5IZL I4TERVAL (Lt.) NU/CM*e3/LM UIA.lINT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.464
7.u - 9.0 3.598
9.0 - 1l.0 2.845
12.0 - lbo.0 2.929
16.0 - 21.0 2.24j
21.0 - 26.0 1.704
28.0 - 3c.0 1.379
36.0 - 47.0 .208
47.0 - 6.0 .0007
62.0 - 8.0 U.000o
82.0 - 1Od.0 .000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 278
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 16
COUNTER NUMBER 1547
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 141*6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 286.5
SAMPLED VOLUME iCM**3) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 141.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 13.45
LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .179
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.333
7.0 - 9.0 .670
9.0 - 12.0 .185
12.0 - 16.0 .205
[6.0 - 21.0 .400
21.0 - 28.0 .263
28.0 - 36.0 .286
36.0 - 47.0 .203
47.0 - 62.0 .021
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 281
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 20
COUNTER NUMBER 1550
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEG K) 286.2
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM-*3) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 283.1
t.UMbER LrNSITY (NO/CM#*3) 186.43
LIb. WATER CONTlENT (bM/M**3) 1.182
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM'*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 13.500
7.0 - 9.0 7.839
9.0 - 12.0 6.339
12.0 - 16.0 6.080
16.0 - 21.0 5.968
21.0 - 28.0 5.811
28.0 - 36.0 4.241
36.0 - 47.0 .192
47.0 - 62.0 .033
62.0 - 82.0 .005
t2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NLMBER 006
CATE 24 jAN 1972




AMbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLEL vOLUME (CM-*3)
SAMPLE IiNTERVAL (M)
tlUMUER CtNSITY (NO/CM *3)
Llu. wATeR CONTENT (OM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 3.363
7.0 - 9.0 3.067
9.0 - 12.0 2.622
12.0 - 16.0 2.364
16.0 - 21.0 2.254
21.0 - 28.0 2.311
2c.0 - 36.0 1.781
36.0 - 47.0 .299
47.0 - 62.0 .04U
62.0 - 82.0 .004
82.0 - 108.0 .001
FLIGHT NuMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DE K)l
SAMPLED VOLUME {CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
NUMMER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 4.869
7.0 - 9.0 5.188
9.0 - 12.0 3.643
12.0 - 16.0 3.192
16.0 - 21.0 3.457
21.0 - 28.0 3.658
28.0 - 36.0 2.092
36.0 - 47.0 .227
47.0 - 62.0 .025
62.0 - 82.0 .008







FLIGHT NUMBER 006 279
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 17
COUNTER NUMBER 1548
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 286.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 141.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3I) 123.66
LI1. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) 1.125
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.429
7.0 - 9.0 3.455
9.0 - 12.0 3.214
12.0 - 16.0 4.196
16.0 - 21.0 3.646
21.0 - 28.0 4.360
28.0 - 36.0 3.326
36.0 - 47.0 .375
47.0 - 62.0 .048
62.0 - 82.0 .016
82.0 - 108.0 .006
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 282
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 21
CCUNTER NUMBER IS1
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/SI 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 286.0
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*a3) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 141.6
NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3C 189.54
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) 1.675
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM LIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.869
7.0 - 9.0 9.402
9.0 - 12.0 4.851
12.0 - 16.0 4.241
16.0 - 21.0 5.521
21.0 - 28.0 6.352
26.0 - 36.0 6.388
36.0 - 47.0 .597
47.0 - 62.0 .030
62.0 - 82.0 .008
82.0 - 108.0 .0oC2
284 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 25
CCUNTER NUMBEER 1554
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI
41.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S)
85.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)l
12.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM*#3)
41.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
4.20 NLMbER CENSITY [NO/CM**3)
.622 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL CLM) ND/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 4.464
7.0 - 9.0 6.384
9.0 - 12.0 4.405
12.0 - 16.0 3.652
16.0 - 21.0 3.861
21.0 - 28.0 3.467
28.0 - 36.0 1.792
36.0 - 47.0 .177
47.0 - 62.0 .033
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










287 FLIGHT NUMBER 006 288
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 29
CUNTER NUMBER 1558
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
141.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
285.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 285.1
56.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMt43) 56.0
141.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 141.6
104.04 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMO*3) 101.54
.721 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .777
DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM.*3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.976
7.0 - 9.0 5.268
9.0 - 12.0 2.268
12.0 - 16.0 2.647
16.0 - 21.0 3.671
21.0 - 28.0 3.459
28.0 - 36.0 2.531
36.0 - 47.0 .232
47.0 - 62.0 .048
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER OU6 289
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 30 '
COUNTER NUMBER 1559
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S) 141.6
Ak.BIENT TEFPPERATURE (DEG K) 285.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*t31 56.U
SAMPLE iNTERVAL (Mi 141.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NC/CM*3) 35.36
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .367
SIZE INTERVAL CULl) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.452
7.0 - 9.C 1.250
9.0 - 12.0 1.488
12.0 - 16.0 1.116
16.0 - 21.0 1.046
21.0 - 2b.0 .987
28.0 - 36.0 .654
36.0 - 47.0 .141
47.0 - 62.0 .077
62.0 - 82.0 .005
82.G - 106.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMIBER 006 292
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 34
COLNTER NUMBEH 1562
AIRCRAFT ALTIlUCGE (KM;) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (t/SI 141.6
ABIENT TEMPEkATURE (DtG .I 2a84.9
SAMPLELU VULLML (CM**3) 56.u
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 283.1
NUMBER LEiSITY (NG/CM*43) 95.52
LIC. WATER CONTEliT (GH/I*3) .445
512c INTEkVAL (NLM) NI/CM*#3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.905
1.0 - 9.0 6.634
9.0 - 12.0 5.506
12.0 - lb.0 4.648
16.0 - 21.0 2.832
21.0 - 26.0 1.786
28.0 - 30.0 1.219
36.0 - 47.0 .106o
47.u - z62.O .u33
6a.0 - 8.0 .003
82.U - 106.0 U.OUO
FLIGHT NUMIER -,. 295
LATL 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 i 37
Lt.UNTER NUI BEk 15o5
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (lM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY tl/SI) 11.b
AblENh ToUPEkATUmE (uEG K) 2A4.6
SAFPLED VULLML {CM.*3) i12.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (111 141.6
hLMhER DENSITY (NU/CF,**3 43.46
LIC. ATER CUNTEINT (GM/P**3) .217
SIZEc INTEkVAL (LI) No/CM**3/UN UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.524
7.u - 9.0 1.991
9.0 - 1.0 2.101
12.0 - lO.0 2.357
16.0 - 2L.0 1.857
21.0 - 2b.0 1.000
28.0 - 3..0 .530
36.C - 47.0 .071
47., - 62.0 I011
62.0 - 82.0 0.00u
82.0 - lou.0 0.000O
FLIGHT NUPbER Ue6 9gb
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIlE 17 i 41
CLUNTER Nu.EEk 1564
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE 1AM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 284.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 5o.u
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 141.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 128.07
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .925
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NGL/CM*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.952
7.0 - 9.0 5.491
9.0 - 1I.0 4.929
12.0 - 10.0 5.313
16.0 - 2±.0 4.350
21..- 28.D 2.941
28.0 - 3O.0 2.908
3b.u 47.0 .568
47.0 - 6Z.G .014
62.0 - 8A.0 .003
82.0 - 10b.0 O.OOO
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 290
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 31
COUNTER NUMBER 1560
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 285.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 141.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 75.43
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .515
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.940
7.0 - 9.0 3.982
9.0 - 12.0 3.030
12.0 - 16.0 3.375
16.0 - 21.0 2.396
21.0 - 28.0 2.008
28.0 - 36.0 1.172
36.0 - 47.0 .284
47.0 - 62.0 .018
62.0 - 82.0 .005
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972








LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 5.464
7.0 - 9.0 3.902
9.0 - 12.0 2.881
12.0 - 16.0 3.277
16.0 - 21.0 3.468
21.0 - 28.0 2.829
28.0 - 36.0 1.603
36.0 - 47.0 .511
47.0 - 62.0 .033
62.0 - 82.0 .011






FLIGHT NUMBER 006 296
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 39
COUNTER iUMBER 1566
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 284.6
SAMPLED VULUME (CM**3) 56.0
SAMPLE IITERVAL (M) 283.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) IC3.05
LID. WATER CONTENT I(GM/M**3) .448
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.500
7.0 - 9.0 7.616
9.0 - 12.0 5.875
12.0 - 16.0 5.134
16.0 - 21.0 3.125
2z.0 - 28.0 1.768
28.0 - 36.0 1.199
36.0 - 47.0 .196
47.0 - 62.0 .011
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 299
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 42
COUNTER NUMBER 1569
AIRCRAFT ALTITUvE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 284.3
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 112.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 141.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 52.28
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .310
SIZE INToRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.708
7.0 - 9.0 2.201
9.0 - 12.0 2.018
12.0 - 16.0 2.154
16.0 - 21.0 2.237
21.0 - 28.0 1.621
28.0 - 36.0 .878
30.0 - 47.0 .091
47.0 - 62.0 .002
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 3.738
7.0 - 9.0 4.701
9.0 - 12.0 2.815
12.0 - 16.0 2.042
16.0 - 21.0 1.261
21.0 - 28.0 .728
28.0 - 36.0 .422
36.0 - 47.0 .068
47.0 - 62.0 .011
62.0 - 82.0 .004










293 FLIGHT NUMBER 006 294
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 36
CCUNTER NUMBER 1564
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
1.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
84.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 284.6
56.0 SAMPLED VDLLME ICM*'3) 56.0
41.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 141.6
4.05 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 70.64
.741 LID, wATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3) .511
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.643
7.0 - 9.0 2.705
9.0 - 12.0 2.679
12.0 - 16.0 2.996
16.0 - 21.0 2.321
21.0 - 28.0 2.135
28.0 - 36.0 1.156
36.0 - 47.0 .344
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 4.500
7.0 - 9.0 8.536
9.0 - 12.0 6.696
12.0 - 16.0 6.790
16.0 - 21.0 5.268
21.0 - 28.0 3.898
28.0 - 36.0 3.060
36.0 - 47.0 .597
47.0 - 62.0 .011
62.0 - 82.0 .ou8
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GMtMP*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 3.452
7.0 - 9.0 4.768
9.0 - 12.0 3.065
12.0 - 16.0 4.545
16.0 - 21.0 3.682
21.0 - 28.0 3.179
28.0 - 36.0 2.623
36.0 - 47.0 .425
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER oU6 301
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 45
COUNTER NUMBER 1571
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
AFBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 285.1
SAMPLED VOLUMt (CM**3) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 141.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 19.73
LID. WATER CONTENT (G.F/P*3) .116
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.071
7.0 - 9.0 1.170
9.0 - 12.0 .869
12.0 - 16.0 .737
16.0 - 21.0 .600
21.0 - 28.0 .500
28.0 - 36.0 .411
36.0 - 47.0 .041
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.C 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER Odt 304
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIE 17 1 48
COUNTER NUN'EE 1574
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) .5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY ("/S) 139.U
AhBIENT TLMPEKATUE (DcG K) 284.8
bAMPLED VOLLML (CM..3) 110.0
SAMPLE INiERVAL (M) 139.0
NUMBER DENSITY C0(U/CM**3) 84.24
LICD. ATER CONTENT (GM/F**31 .662
SIZLt IN4TER\AL (LM) NU/CM.43/UM DIA.1iT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.370
7.u - 9.0 3.050
9.0 - 12.0 2.897
12.u - 16.C 2.570
lo.u - 21.0 2.527
21.0 - 28.G 3.165
28.0 - 36.0 2.422
30.0 - 47.0 .157
47.u - 62.0 .009
6..C - 8, .003
8.0 - 108.0 .001
FL ILHT iU+,EER ¼t, 3C7
LATe 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 52
CCUNTER NUwNEE 1571
AIRCRAFT ALTITU0 0 (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY (P/S) 139.-
AbELENT TPLr, ATUHE (LEG K) 28".9
SMPLEU VuLLM'd (Cv)*3) 55.i
SAMPLL INiEPVAL (.,) 139.0
NUMBEER SE.SITY (HC/CP**3) 33.85
LICD. ATER CONTENT (GP/FI*3) .159
SiZt INTEKVAL (LI) NU/CN,-3/UM UIA.lCT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.927
7.o - 9.0 2.009
9.0 - 1I.C 1.03t
12.0 - o1.0 1.391
16.0 - 21.0 1.375
21.U - 2b.0 1.078
2b.u - 36.0 .475
34.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 6.0 0.000
62., - 8A.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMbER 0U6 310
DATE 2. JAN 1972
TINE 17 1 55
LC(,UNTER NujPEA 158L
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KN,) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 139.0
AtBIENT TLhFEkATUE (LEG K)1 283.4
SAMPLED VOLLMt (CM*13) 110.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 139.0
NUMAER DE.SITY (NC/CF**3) 54.54
LIC. 4ATEk CONTENT (LM/IP*3) .373
5IZt INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.273
7.0 - 9.C 1.945
9.o - I.o 1.439
12.0 - tbt.O 1.789
16.u - 21.C0 1.915
21.0 - 28.0 1.943
26.0 - 36.0 1.214
36.0 - 47.C .118
47.0 - 6Z.0 .004
62.0 - 8-.0 .U01
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 302
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 46
COUNTER NUMBER 1572
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 285.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 141.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 43.36
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .229
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.464
7.0 - 9.0 2.902
9.0 - 12.0 1.726
12.0 - 16.0 1.674
16.0 - 21.0 .804
21.0 - 28.0 1.130
28.0 - 36.0 .772
36.0 - 47.0 .075
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 305
CATE 24 jAN 1972
TIME 17 I 50
COUNTER NUMBER 1575
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 139.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 284.7
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 278.0
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM*.3) 71.76
LID. wATcR CONTENT (GM/M*03) .574
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM.*3/UM DCIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.370
7.0 - 9.0 2.809
9.0 - 12.0 2.230
12.0 - 16.0 2.414
16.0 - 21.0 2.273
21.0 - 28.0 2.208
28.0 - 36.0 1.882
36.0 - 47.0 .190
47.0 - 62.0 .052
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIghT NUMBER 006 308
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 53
COUNTER NUMBER 1578
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 139.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 284.7
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM-*3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 139.0
NUMOER CDENSITY (NO/CM*-3) 141.78
LIL. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .828
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*I 3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 5.000
9.0 - 12.0 6.364
12.0 - 16.0 6.164
16.0 - 21.0 6.022
21.0 - 28.0 5.348
28.0 - 36.0 2.286
34.0 - 47.0 .200
47.0 - 62.0 0.o000o
62.0 - 82.0 o.o000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 311
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 57
COUNTER NUMBER 1581
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 139.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 283.8
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM.*3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 278.0
NUMBER DCENSITY (NO/CMfl3) 119.76
LID. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M4*3) .872
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.745
7.0 - 9.0 3.118
9.0 - 12.0 2.703
12.0 - 16.0 3.891
16.0 - 21.0 4.738
21.0 - 28.0 4.909
28.0 - 36.0 3.011
36.0 - 47.0 .175
47.0 - 62.0 .007
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 5.527
7.0 - 9.0 5.191
9.0 - 12.0 4.242
12.0 - 16.0 6.077
16.0 - 21.0 6.236
21.0 - 28.0 6.987
28.0 - 36.0 5.114
36.0 - 47.0 .165
47.0 - 62.0 .007
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT {GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM.*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .824
7.0 - 9.0 .736
9.0 - 12.0 .679
12.0 - 16.0 .795
16.0 - 21.0 .375
21.0 - 28.0 .390
28.0 - 36.0 .070
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.C 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER 006 309
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 54
COUNTER NUMBER 1579
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 139.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 282.0
SAMPLED VCLLME (CM**3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 139.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*3) 135.15
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/#**3) .599
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NC/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.424
7.0 - 9.0 7.691
9.0 - 12.0 5.242
12.0 - 16.0 6.432
16.0 - 21.0 6.578
21.0 - 28.0 4.203
28.0 - 36.0 .809
36.0 - 47.0 .263
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 312
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 58
CCUNTER NUMBER 1582
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 139.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEA K) 284.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 139.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 86.11
LID. WATER CONTENT {GM/P**3) .568
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.012
7.0 - 9.0 4.282
9.0 - 12.0 3.273
12.0 - 16.0 2.795
16.0 - 21.0 3.011
21.0 - 28.0 2.613
28.0 - 36.0 1.866
36.0 - 47.0 .185
47.0 - 62.0 .014
62.0 - 82.0 .00Y
82.0 - 108.0 0.0o0
It
FLIGHT NUMBER Ou6 313
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 59
COUNTER NUMBER 1583
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/IS 139.0
A0BIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 284.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM.*3} 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 139.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/Cfl**3 59.82
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .535
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*a3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.139
7.0 - 9.0 3.864
9.0 - 12.0 2.139
12.0 - 16.0 2.027
16.0 - 21.0 2.167
21.0 - 28.0 1.314
28.0 - 36.0 .909
36.0 - 47.0 .387
47.0 - 62.0 .079
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMBER CUo 316
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 Z 3
CrUNTER NUMBEF. 1566S
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (tM/S) 136.4
AFBIENT TLMPEF:ATUkE (LtG ) 284.2
SAMPLED VULUML (CMt.3) 54.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 136.4
NUMBER UE'.SITY (NO/CM**3) .22
LIG. wATER CONTENT (G/MP**3) .(O,
SIZE CINTERVAL (CUl) NU/CM.*3/UM DlA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 U074
7.0 - 9.0 .02t
9.0 - 1h.0 0.000
12.0 - lbo.0 .014
le.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 26.0 u.oOO
28.b - 3o.0 O.00
3b*.U - 47.0 O.000
47.0 - 60.0 0.000
6O., - 8A.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUiSER Out 319
GiTL 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 Z 12
C1,L0TEN NUMEEh 1569
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (&M) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY (F/S) 139.0
AMb IENT TLimPEKATUKE (LCE ) , 84.5
SAMPLED VULLML (CRF-03) O110.U
SAMPLL INTEARVL (IM) 275.4
NUFOER DENSITY (tC/CR**3) 110.36
LIG. ATEM CUNTENT (F/M**f3) .886
SIZL INTERVAL (U14) NL/CMO*0/UM DIA.INT.
5-5 - 7.0 1.945
7.0 - 9.0 3.06t
9.0 - I.C 2.242
12.0 - io.O 2.350
16.0 - 21.0 3.936
21.0 - 2t.0 5.730
2d.0 - 36.0 2.915
36.u - 47.0 .165
47.0 - b2.C .015
62.0 - 82.C 0.00O
62.t - 108.0 OOi1
FLIGHT NUMDER o06 322
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 b 37
COUNTER NUMBER 1601
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 121.0
AFAIENT TE.PERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLEL VULUML (CM**3) 50.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (F) 121.0
NUMER DEENSITY (NL/CM**3) 1.34
LID. ATER CONTENT (GM/Fw*3) .001
SIZE ICTEHVAL (LIl) NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .453
7.u - 9.0 .120
9.0 - 12.0 .060
12.U - lb.O .015
16.0 - 21.0 .036
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.00O
36.0 - 47.0 0.000I 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
620-82.00.0)RIGINAL PAGE 62. 82.0 .oO
:) P ooR QUALfT Y 8 2 0° 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 314
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 0
COUNTER NUMBER 1584
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/5) 139.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 284.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 110.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL. IM) 139.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 21.40
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*93) .188
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .794
7.0 - 9.0 1.405
9.0 - 12.0 1.155
12.0 - 16.0 .659
16.0 - 21.0 .551
21.0 - 28.0 .455
28.0 - 36.0 .408
36.0 - 47.0 .165
47.0 - 62.0 .017
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 317
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 4
COUNTER NUMBER 1587
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SC 136.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE O(DEG K) 284.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM'*3) 324.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 136.4
NUMBER DoNSITY (NO/CM**3) .04
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .012
7.0 - 9.0 .00
9.0 - 12.0 .006
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 00o 320
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 6 35
COUNTER NUMBER 1619
AIRCRAFT ALTITLDE (KM) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 121.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 50.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) O.0
NUMBER CDNSITY (NO/CMR*3) 1.46
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*.3) .003
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .533
7.0 - 9.0 .180
9.0 - 12.0 .040
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.O - 82.0 0.000
82.0 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 323
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 6 38
COUNTER NUMBER 1622
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 121.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 100.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 121.0
NUMBER DoNSITY (NO/CM**3) .52
LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*43) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .227
7.0 - 9.0 .060
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000O
36.0 - 47.0 0.00
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.OOO
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/W*'3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .111
7.0 - 9.0 .111
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .044
21.0 - 28.0 .024
28.0 - 36.0 O.000
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.OOO










FLIGHT NUMBER 006 318
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 2 10
CCUNTER NUMBER 1588
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 136.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 284.3
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*R3) 108.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL tM) 818.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 96.09
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M0*3) .725
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.599
7.0 - 9.0 1.750
9.0 - 12.0 1.552
12.0 - 16.0 2.053
16.0 - 21.0 4.137
21.0 - 28.0 5.282
28.0 - 36.0 2.325
36.0 - 47.0 .092
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.00
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) ND/CM**3/LM 
5.5 - 7.0 7.453
7.0 - 9.0 7.710
9.0 - 12.0 6.707
12.0 - 16.0 5.105
16.0 - 21.0 2.148
21.0 - 28.0 .489
28.0 - 36.0 .030
36.0 - 47.0 . 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
6Z.O - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0C 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/Ft**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM.*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .422
7.0 - 9.0 .255
9.0 - 12.0 .041
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .049
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 O.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 . 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER 006 325
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 6 41
COUNTER NUMBER 1624
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG Kl 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLML (CM*#3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 118.4
NUMBER DEINSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.51
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .422
7.0 - 9.0 .286
9.0 - 12.0 .061
12.0 - 16.O .015
16.u - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .008
36.0 - 47.0 O.00U
47. - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUmBER Ouo 328
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 6 45
CGUNTER NUMBEEk 1627
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (i:) .9
AIRCRAFT vFLOCITY (M/SI 118.4
APblET TcNPEkATURE (DCc Kl 999.9
SAMLE VOLULLME (CM8*31 49.o
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 239.4
NLMBEER GENSITY INL/CM**3) 3.7b
LI.. ATER CONTENT (G;/Fe*3) .005
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM8*3/UM DIA.IhT.
5.5 - 7.0 .680
t.O - 9.0 .633
9.0 - 1-0 .313
12.U - lt.0 .031
16. - 21.0 .024
21.U - 28.0 .026
2d.0 - 3b.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 0.o000
47.0 - 6.0 0.000U
62.0 - 8.0 0.000
82.0 - 106.C0 0.000
FLIGH NUmrbER 0Du 331
LVTc 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 o 48
LCUNTEH NUFUEP 183,
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KN) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (V/S) 123.e
APIBIENT Tt.PENATUKE (CEC & 999.9
5AFFLEU VOLUME (CM*.3) 102.U
SAFPLE INTERVAL (Il) 122.3
IhLMER CEESITY (NO/CN*^3) 29.78
LIC. *ATEk CUITENT (Gh./F831 .026
SiZE INTErVAL (LMI NU/CM*.3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.105
7.- 9.0 4.348
9.0 - 1..0 3.062
12.u - 16b.0 .873
16.U - 21.0 .343
21.0 - 28.0 .060
28.0 - 36.0 .011
38.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - o-O 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000o
FLIGHT NUAEER UOb 334
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 o 52
LILDTE8 NhMBEK 1633
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY l(/SI 126.1
AMbIENT TLtPEKATURE (DEC K)l 999.9
SAMPLEL VULLME (CM*.3) 102.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (h) 124.8
NLMAER CEHSITY (CU/CF8^3) 72.89
LIGC. ATER COINTENT (G./M**3) .118
SLZt INTEhVAL (LU) NO/CM*F 3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.005
7.0 - 9.0 6.877
9.U - 1/.0 4.859
12.0 - o1.0 4.113
16.U - 21.0 3.100
21.0 - 28.0 .480
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 o.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 6 42
COUNTER NUMBER 1625
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKMI
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI I
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY I(NO/CM**3) 9
LI1. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM D01
5.5 - 7.0 12.027
7.0 - 9.0 14.469
9.0 - 12.0 9.986
12.0 - 16.0 3.423
16.0 - 21.0 .918
21.0 - 28.0 .125
28.0 - 36.0 .023
36.0 - 47.0 .006
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
82.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 6 46
COUNTER NUMBER 1628
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) I
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#31 
LIC. wATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UMI NO/CM*^3/UM DI
5.5 - 7.0 14.190
7.0 - 9.0 9.786
9.0 - 12.0 3.803
12.0 - 16.0 1.082
16.0 - 21.0 .433
zi.0 - 28.0 .044
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 .011
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0c.o000O
FLIGHT NQMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM*^3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 3.176
7.0 - 9.0 3.520
9.0 - 12.0 1.634
12.0 - 16.0 2.113
16.0 - 21.0 1.725
21.0 - 28.0 .339
28.0 - 36.0 .029
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIUHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3}
SAMPLE IINTERVAL (MI)
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 2
LIC. wATLR CONTENT IGM/M**31
SIZE INTtRVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 14.863
7.0 - 9.0 10.686
9.0 - 12.0 6.183
12.0 - 16.0 11.044
16.0 - 21.0 16.569
21.0 - 28.0 3.745
28.0 - 36.0 .123
36.0 -47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 -108.0 0.000
326 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 6 43
COUNTER NUMBER 1626
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI
118.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
49.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
118.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
96.35 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.078 LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/.**3]
IA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 3.333
7.0 - 9.0 5.715
9.0 - 12.0 6.383
12.0 - 16.0 1.600
16.0 - 21.0 .362
21.0 - 28.0 .049
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
329 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 6 47
COUNTER NUMBER 1629
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI
118.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG KE
49.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMO*31
118.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI)
59.31 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.038 LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CMN*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 11.000
7.0 - 9.0 10.710
9.0 - 12.0 8.187
12.0 - 16.0 1.480
16.0 - 21.0 .600
21.0 - 28.0 .097
28.0 - 36.0 .030
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















332 FLIGHT NUMOBER 006 333
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 6 51
CCUNTER NLMBER 1632
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI .9
123.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/Si) 123.6
999.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE I(DEC K)l 999.9
51.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICMe*31 51.0
247.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI) 123.6
36.45 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*O3) 64.37
.070 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/8^*3) .066
IA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/0M DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 9.020
7.0 - 9.0 8.784
9.0 - 12.0 5.327
12.0 - 16.0 2.279
16.0 - 21.0 1.322
21.0 - 28.0 .199
28.0 - 36.0 .022
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
335 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 6 55
CCUNTER NUMBER 1635
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI
126.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/)SI
999.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)l
51.0 SAMPLED VCLLME ICM**3)
252.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
216.43 NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
.572 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 7.843
7.0 - 9.0 12.588
9.0 - 12.0 5.105
12.0 - 16.0 14.338
16.0 - 21.0 22.255
21.0 - 28.0 .059
28.0 - 36.0 .091
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 006 337
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 6 56
COUNTER NUMBER 1636
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 126.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMe*31 52.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 127.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 189.75
LIU. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .446
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM-*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.077
7.0 - 9.0 25.894
9.u - 12.0 5.744
12.0 - 16.0 10.457
1[.0 - 21.0 11.715
21.0 - 2b6.0 2.522
28.0 - 36.0 .043
36.0 - 47.0 .059
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLICHT NUMBER Oub 340
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 6 59
CCUNTEh NUMBER 1039
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (0K) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) [28.7
ABIENT TLHPEVATUisI (CEE K) 999.9
bAMPLED VuLLME (CM*.3) 104.0
SAMPLE INTFEVAL (M) 12b.7
NULMeER UE.iSITY (NU/CR.^3) 110.12
LIC. ArIEh CONTENT (GM/pM*3) .336
SIZE l'TE, VAL (CN) hU/LM**3/UH 0IA8. IT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.7b3
7.0 - 9.0 4.611
9.C0 - 1z,.0 3.0b4
12.0 - Io.0 6.250
Ih.O - 21.0 8.406
21.i - 2Z.0 2.657
2G- - 3b.0 .034
36.0 - 47.0 .013
47.0 - 6-0 .002
62.0 - r.o0 O.uOO
82.0 - 10b.,0 o.uoou
FLIGHT NUMbER QA. 343
LATE 24 JAN 1972
Tl]E 17 7 3
CLUNTER NuN;UL 164¾
AIRCRAFT ALTIIULL (s:) .9
AIRCRAFT VELUCoIY l'/Sl' 12h.7
AFBIENI TlPFERATUkE (LEo K) 999.9
SAMPLEU VuLLrL (CNV.3) 52.o
SAmPLe INTERVAL (0) 128.7
NCMAER UbESITY (iL/Cf*-31 229.87
LIC. wATER CoNTENT (6iL/P*'3) .545
SIZE INTEHVAL (L!') t,/CMI*3/UM UIA.I1;(.
5.5 - 7.0 b.167
7. - 9.0 15.894
9.0 - 1I.0 8.468
12.0 - 16.0 13.101
16.0 - 21.O0 17.965
21.U - 28.0 2.514
28.0 - 30.c .060
36.U - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 6i.0 .UU4
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.u - liO.O 0.000
FLILHT MUDER Oub 340
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TlL 17 7 7
COL-TER NUMBER 10645
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KH) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 128.7
ArlIENT TL PEI/ATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMkLFU VuLUMc (C10m3) 52.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 257.4
NhMiEh UENSITY (NC/Cl*t3) 63.46
LIC. sATEk CONTENT (GM/F*#3) .085
bIZt INTEIEAL (LC;) NU/CMe*3/UPM DIA.lNIT.
5.5 - 7.0 9.090
7.G - 9.0 6.788
9.u - 1i.0 3.782
12.0 - 16o.0 3.063
16.0 - 21.O 2.08
21.0 - 2b.C .283
28.0 - 36.0 .022
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.C - 62.0 0.000
62.U0 - 84.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT )OM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 4.115
7.0 - 9.0 3.779
9.0 - 12.0 2.340
12.0 - 16.0 4.207
16.0 - 21.0 4.050
21.0 - 28.0 .797
28.0 - 36.0 .043
36.0 - 47.0 .010
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI)
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 
LI.. WATER CONTENT (GM/Mr**31
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM*t3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 6.038
7.0 - 9.U 6.279
9.0 - 12.0 3.724
12.0 _ 16.0 7.692
o16.0 - 21.0 8.846
21.0 - 28.0 2.385
28.0 - 36.0 .060
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 82.0 0.000










gATE 24 JAN 1972
lIME 17 7 4
COLhTER NUMBER 1643
AIRCRAFT ALTITLuE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 13
AMBlENiT TEMPERATURt (DEG K) 99
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM.*3) 5
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 13
NUMBER CDNSITY (NO/CM^^3) 208
LIC. wATLR CONTENT (GM/Ma*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 10.013
7.0 - 9.0 12.462
9.0 - 12.0 9.075
12.U - 16.0 13.354
16.0 - 21.0 14.042
21.0 - 28.0 2.46b
26b.0 - 36.0 .066
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 8
COUNTER (UMBER 1646
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 12
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 99
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 
SAMPLE I1TERVAL (M) 12
NUMBFR DLNSITY (NO/CM**31 219
LIC. wATER CONTENT )GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
s.s - 7.0 12.410
7.0 - 9.0 9.038
9.0 - 12.0 5.308
12.0 - 16.0 14.317
16.0 - 21.0 19.492
21.0 - 28.0 1.657
28.0 _ 36.0 .043
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
338 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 6 58
COUNTER NUMBER 1638
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
28.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SIS)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
52.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3)
28.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
3.87 NUMBER DENSITY {NO/CM**3)
.151 LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/OM
5.5 - 7.0 9.372
7.0 - 9.0 6.933
9.0 - 12.0 5.705
12.0 - 16.0 13.322
16.0 - 21.0 16.500
21.0 - 28.0 4.299
28.0 - 36.0 .075
36.0 - 47.0 .026
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
341 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 2
COUNTER NUMBER 1641
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
8.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY {M/SI
199.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
2.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**31
57.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml
!4.96 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.336 LIG. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL {CM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 4.000
7.0 - 9.0 6.096
9.0 - 12.0 3.103
12.0 - 16.0 5.827
16.0 - 21.0 9.135
21.0 - 28.0 2.000
28.0 - 36.0 .096
36.0 - 47.0 .010
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
8z.0 - 108.0 0.000
344 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 5
COUNTER NUrBER 1644
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
1.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
3.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM4*3)
0.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
8.70 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.487 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/P*.3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 6.205
7.0 - 9.0 5.976
9.0 - 12.0 3.625
12.0 - 16.0 4.349
16.0 - 21.0 4.387
21.0 - 28.0 .905
28.0 - 36.0 .064
36.0 - 47.0 .008
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.0o00
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
347 FLIGHT NUMBER o006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 9
COUNTER NUMBER 1647
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
8.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SIS)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
52.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMe*3)
8.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MN)
9.35 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
.515 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (OM) NO/CM*3/LUM
5.5 - 7.0 8.679
7.0 - 9.0 8.604
9.0 - 12.0 5.226
12.0 - 16.0 14.561
16.0 - 21.0 19.985
21.0 - 28.0 2.526
28.0 - 36.0 .101
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER 006 349
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 10
COUNTER NUMBER 164b
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 133.8
AFBIENT TEFPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLEL VOLUME (CM*o3) 108.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 132.C
NUMBER CENSITY (INO/CM4*3) 1ul.69
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/f*03) .188
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.531
7.0 - 9.0 3.861
9.0 - 12.0 3.877
12.0 - lb.0 10.532
16.0 - 21.0 5.954
21.0 - 28.0 .269
28.u - 36.0 .032
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8c.0 0.000
82.0 - 10ob.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 0ob 352
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 14
CLUNTER NUMEER 1651
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) .9
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (MI/S) 136.4
AFBIENT TLEPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMFLEU ViLLML (CM*43) 108.0
SAMPLE INlEPVAL (M) 135.1
NLUEER DENSITY (NU/CM0*3) 79.29
LIC. ATER CONTENT (GM/M*O3) .136
SILZ INTERVAL (LU) NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 9.296
7.0 - 9.0 8.750
S.G - 1-.0 3.287
12.u - lo.O 3.463
16.* - 21.0 3.843
21., - 28.0 .665
28.0 - 30.0 .029
36.0 - 47. .003
47.0 - 6s.0 o.000
62.0 - 82.0 o.000
82.* - lOb.0 0.O00
FLICHT lNULER CuO 355
uATE 2 J Ir. 1972
TIME i7 7 18
LOLNTEH NuOF.ER 165.
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (I) I .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITIY (FI/; 131.3
AF1IENT TEMPERATURh (LcC K) 999.9
SAMFLED VULLML (CF-*3) 55.,
SAPPLE INTERVAL (I) 131.3
TULMeE UE SITY ()N/CM0*3) 61.98
LIC, AlER CONTENT (IM/F*^3) .099
b1ZL INTENAL (i ) L ) NC/CN*I3/UM DIA.INRT.
5.5 - 7.0 8.843
7.0 - 9.c 6.160
9.0 - 12.0 0.975
12.0 - lb.o 6.085
16.C0 - 21.0 1.887
21.0 - 2o.0 .226
28.0 - 3b.C .014
36.0 - 47.0 o.oO0
47.0 - 6.0 0.000O
62.0 - 8,. 0.000
82.G - 10L.C 0.0ooU
FLIGHT NUIBER 0Dt 358
DATL 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 22
CCLUNTER NUBEh lo57
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (&M) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 131.3
ANBIENT TEMPERATURE (OLCe K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUMe (C-**3) 53.0
SAMPLF INTERVAL IM) 262.5
NUMBER DE.SITY (NU/CF1**3) 3.83
LID. wATER CONTENT [GM/PM*3) .077
SIZE INTERVAL (L) NC/CM**3/UM DLIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .314
7.0 - 9.0 .292
9.0 - 12.0 .195
12.0 - l6.C .071
16.0 - 21.0 .057
21.0 - 2n.0 .057
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .091
47.0 - 6o.O .006
62., - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 12
COUNTER NUMBER 1649
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S) 13
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 99
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 27
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 200
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DlI
5.5 - 7.0 7.864
7.0 - 9.0 11.685
9.0 - 12.0 14.117
12.0 - 16.0 17.921
16.0 - 21.0 10.159
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .035
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 16
COUNTER NUMBER 1652
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) I
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 99
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 26
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM*.3) 137
LID. WATER CONTtNT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.o 12.453
7.0 - 9.0 12.321
9.0 - 12.0 4.283
12.0 - 16.0 7.972
16.0 - 21.0 7.864
21.0 - 28.0 1.372
28.0 - 36.0 ,050
36.0 - 47.0 .010
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 106.0 O.000
FLIGHT NiMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLEU vOLUME (CMR03)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER LcNSITY (NO/CM*O3) 1
LIb. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M0-3)
SIZE INToRVAL (UM) NO/CfM03/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 12.264
7.0 - 9.0 11.991
9.0 - 12.0 12.868
12.0 - 16.0 7.750
16.0 - 21.0 1.932
21.0 - 28.0 .100
28.0 - 36.0 .021
36.0 - 47.0 .010l
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 U.000







LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 23
COUNTER ,UMBER 1658
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 13
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 99
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*R3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 13
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM0*3) 
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTmRVAL (UM) NO/CM0#3/UM CIA
5.5 - 7.0 .667
7.0 - 9.0 .670
9.0 - 12.0 .270
12.0 - 16.0 .250
16.0 - 21.0 .174
21.0 - 28.0 .183
28.0 - 36.0 .184
36.0 - 47.0 .129
47.0 - 62.0 .031
62.0 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 .002
350 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 13
COUNTER NUMBER 1650
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
6.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
54.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*43)
0.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
0.33 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.313 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 8.864
7.0 - 9.0 9.602
9.0 - 12.0 5.901
12.0 - 16.0 14.074
16.0 - 21.0 15.541
21.0 - 28.0 2.389
28.0 - 36.0 0S3
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
353 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 17
COUNTER NUMBER 1653
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
31.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
53.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM'*3)
7.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
7.55 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.281 LIU. wATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/iLM
5.5 - 7.0 6.126
7.0- 9.0 3.538




28.0 - 36.0 .021
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
356 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 20
COUNTER NUMBER 1656
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
1.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
53.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*03)
1.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
2.62 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.124 LIU. wATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .132
7.0 - 9.0 .0S7
9.0 - 12.0 .028
12.0 - 16.0 .035
16.0 - 21.0 .011Oi
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .018
36.0 - 47.0 - .008
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0- 82.0 .001
82.0- 108.0 0.000
359 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 24
COUNTER NUMBER 1659
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
1.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
53.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICMR*3)
1.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
9.77 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.167 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .833
7.0 - 9.0 .144
9.0 - 12.0 .115
12.0 - 16.0 .341
16.0 - 21.0 .081
21.0 - 28.0 .137
28.0 - 36.0 .180
36.0 - 47.0 .168
47.0 - 62.0 .019
62.0 - 82.0 .003





































FLIGHT NUMEER 006 337
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 6 56
COUNTER NUMBER 1636
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 126.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMO*3) 52.0
SAMPLE iNTERVAL (M) 127.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 189.75
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .446
SIZE INTERVAL (ULM) NO/CM'*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.077
7.0 - 9.0 25.894
9.u - 12.0 5.744
12.0 - 16.0 10.457
lo.O - 21.0 11.715
2l.0 - 2B.O 2.522
28.0 - 36.0 .043
36.0 - 47.0 .059
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 81.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLICHT NUMBER cub 340
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 6 59
CDLNTEh NUMBER 1039
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCL (KC) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 128.7
AFBIENT TLFPEC<ATUiE (DEC K) 999.9
SAPPLEU VuLLME (Dr4M*3) 104.0
SAMPLE INFERVAL (M) 128.7
NUMBER DENSITY (ND/CM**3) 110.12
LID. AtEk CONTENT (GF,/M**3) .336
SIZE ITEC"VAL (lN) Nt;U/CM*3/UIM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.763
7.0 - 9.0 4.611
9.0 - 1b.0 3.0b4
12.0 - 16.0 6.25L
-lh.O - 21.0 8.406
21.u - 26.0 2.o57
26. - 3b.G .034
36.0 - 47.0 .013
41.0 - 6.0 .00O
62.0 - 82.0 0.00o
82.0 - 106b.0 O.oOu
FLIGHT NU'IbER tvo 343
LATE 24 JAN 1972
1 I1E 17 7 3
CLUNTER NuEO. 1[,Ž
AIRCRAFT ALTlfULL (CF) .9
AIRCRAFT vELUCITY (,,/SC 1I8.7
AFEIENi TINP FENATURE (LE K) 999.9
SAMPLED VuLLMlt (CC*-3) 52.0
SAMPLc INTERVAL (N.) 126.7
NLMEE DENiSITY Nt/CIk**3) 229.87
LIDC. ATER CUhTERIT (GI,/F*-3) .545
SIZE INIEHVAL (Lp!) FN./CMO*3/UM DIA.lrNi.
5.5 - 7.0 U.167
7 - 9.0 15.894
9.0 - 12.0 8.468
12.i - lb.C 13.101
16.0 - 21.0 17.965
21.U - 28.0 2.514
2Z.u - 3r.C .060
36.u - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 .004
02., - 82.0 0.000
82.u - 10h.O 0.000
FLIGHT SUr*F ER Our 34c
LATE Z4 JA6 1972
TIME 17 7 7
COLNTER NUFBER 1045
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (F), .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 128.7
AtUIEflI TLCT'EKATURE (UEG K) 999.9
SAMPLFD VLUME (COm.3)C 52.0
SAMPLE INTIERVAL (M) 257.4
NUMUEh DEhSITY (ND/CF*3) 63.46
LID. EATER CONTENT (GM/tF*3) .085
SIZt INEi0AL (L;) NL/CM*3/UM DIA.It;iT.
5.S - 7.0 9.090
7.C - 9.0 6.788
9.0 - 1l.0 3.782
12.0 - 16.0 3.063
16.o - 2L.0 2.088
21.0 - 26.C .283
26.0 - 36.0 .022
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM E
5.5 - 7.0 4.115
7.0 - 9.0 3.779
9.0 - 12.0 2.340
12.0 - 16.0 4.207
16.0 - 21.0 4.050
21.0 - 28.0 .797
28.0 - 36.0 .043
36.0 - 47.0 .010
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 1
COUNTER NUMBER 1640
AIRCRAFT ALTITLOE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 12
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE CDEG K) 99
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMCO3) S
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 25
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 124
LIl. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) 
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
S.5 - 7.0 6.038
7.0 - 9.U 6.279
9.0 - 12.0 3.724
12.0 - 16.0 7.692
16.0 - 21.0 8.846
21.0 - 28.0 2.385
28.0 - 36.0 .060
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
6z.O - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
0ATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURt (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER CtNSITY (NO/CM*R3) 2
LID. wATLR CONTENT (GM/MNn3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 10.013
7.0 - 9.0 12.462
9.0 - 12.0 9.075
12.0 - 16.0 13.354
16.0 - 21.0 14.042
21.0 - 28.0 2.466
2b.0 - 36.0 .066
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .003







DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 8
COUNTER NUMBER 1646
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 12;
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG KC 9
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM*3) 
SAMPLE INiTERVAL (M) 12
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMO*3) 219
LIC. WAToR CONTENT (GM/M*R3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMR*3/UM CIA
5.5 - 7.0 12.410
7.0 - 9.0 9.038
9.0 - 12.0 5.308
12.0 - 16.0 14.317
16.0 - 21.0 19.492
20.0 - 28.0 1.657
28.0 - 36.0 .043
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
338 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE Z4 JAN 1972
TIME 17 6 58
COUNTER NUMBER 1638
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE CKM)
8.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG KA
52.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM8*3)
8.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
3.87 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*O3)
.151 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M'*3C
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UR) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 9.372
7.0 - 9.0 6.933
9.0 - 12.0 5.705
12.0 - 16.0 13.322
16.0 - 21.0 16.500
21.0 - 28.0 4.299
28.0 - 36.0 .075
36.0 - 47.0 .026
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
341 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 2
COUNTER NUMBER 1641
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
28.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
52.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*83)
57.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml
r.96 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
336 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (CUM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 4.000
7.0 - 9.0 6.096
9.0 - 12.0 3.103
12.0 - 16.0 5.827
16.0 - 21.0 9.135
21.0 - 28.0 2.000
28.0 - 36.0 - .096
36.0 - 47.0 .010O
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
344 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 5
CCUNTER NUMBER 1644
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
1.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DOEG K
53.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMO*3)
0.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.70 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#*3)
.487 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/t**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (CUM) NO/CM*O3/LM
S.5 - 7.0 6.205
7.0 - 9.0 5.976
9.0 - 12.0 3.625
12.0 - 16.0 4.349
16.0 - 21.0 4.387
21.0 - 28.0 .905
28.0 - 36.0 .064
36.0 - 47.0 - .008
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
347 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 9
COUNTER NUMBER 1647
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
28.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
52.0 SAMPLED VOLLUME (CM*3)
8.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.35 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.515 LID. WATER CONTENT COGM/P**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL CU(M) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 8.679
7.0 - 9.0 8.604
9.0 - 12.0 5.226
12.0 - 16.0 14.561
16.0 - 21.0 19.985
21.0 - 28.0 2.526
28.0 - 36.0 .101
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










































FLIGHT NUMBER 006 349
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 10
COUNTER NUMBER 1646
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 133.8
AMBIENT TEF;PEKATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULLME (CM**3) 108.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 132.6
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 101l.69
LIC. wATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .188
SIZE INTERVAL (IM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.531
7.0 - 9.0 3.861
9.0 - 12.0 3.877
12.0 - 16b.0 10.532
16.0 - 21.0 5.954
21.0 - 28.0 .269
26.U - 36.0 .032
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8i.0 0.000
82.0 - 106b.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER GOCb 352
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 14
CLLUNTER NUMBER 1651
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (Ki) .9
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (P/S) 13b.4
AFBlEN1I TEMPERATURE (DCL K) 999.9
SAMPLED V"LLML ICM*53) 108.0
SAMPLE INTeFRVAL IMI 135.1
NLrbER CENSITY INj/CP!**3) 79.29
LID. wATEI CONTENT IGM/M*R3) .136
SILZ INTEsVAL (LM) NU/CN*~3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 9.296
7.0 - 9.0 8.750
.r - 14.0 3.267
12. - 10.0 3.4,3
b16. - 21.0 3.843
21.b - 2b.0 .665
28.0 - 3o.0 .029
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 6.d 0.o000
62.0 - 82.0 o.000
82.; - 106b.0 o.uOo
FLICHT M U LDER C.0 355
LATE 2' J.. 1972
TIlE 17 1 18
CbLNTLH NUI,[Eh 165'
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCLE 1() .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/SbJ 131.3
AVJlENT TtMPEi;ATUVC (LcC e) 999.9
SAMPLED VULLML (C{4,3) 5.(
SAPI-LE INIERVAL (1) 131.3
N1MdEk uE"SITY (NL/C1*03) Ilo.9b
LIDC. ATER CnhTENT (CGN/t**3) .099
SiZL INTE<VAL (LM) NT/CT103/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 8.843
7.0 - 9.C 6.160
9.0 - 12.0 o.975
12.0 - lo.0 6.085
16.0 - 21.0 1.887
21.0 - 2o.0 .226
28.0 - 3o.0 .014
36.0 - 47.0 o.U0oO
47.U - 6t.0 O.0oo
62.0 - 6.0 0.000
82.0 - lOu.C 0.Ou
FLIGHT NU14bER DUo 35b
LATt 24 JAI. 1972
TIME 17 7 22
COLNTER NJ BE 1lo57
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (00) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/5) 131.3
AlBIENT TeMPERATUrE (CLG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULLMC (C1os3) 53.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 262.5
NLMbER DENSITY INU/CN**3) 3.83
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/P*3) .077
SILZ INTERVAL (LM) NC/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .314
7.0 - 9.0 .292
9.0 - 12.0 .195
12.0 - b16.c .071
16.0 - 21.0 .057
21.0 - 2e.O .057
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .091
47.0 - 6z.0 .006
62.u - 82.0 0.OOO
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 350
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 12
COUNTER NUMBER 1649
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 136.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 54.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 270.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) 200.33
LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .313
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 7.864
7.0 - 9.0 11.685
9.0 - 12.0 14.117
12.0 - 16.0 17.921
16.0 - 21.0 10.159
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .035
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.0oo00
82.0 - 108.0 0.00
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 353
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 16
COUNTER NUMBER 1652
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 131.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 53.0
5AMPLE INTERVAL (M) 267.7
NUMbER DENSITY INO/CM*.3) 137.55
LID. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .281
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.U 12.453
7.0 - 9.0 12.321
9.0 - 12.0 4.283
12.0 - 16.0 7.972
16.0 - 21.0 7.864
21.0 - 28.0 1.372
2b.0 - 36.0 .050
36.0 - 47.0 .010
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 106.0 0.000
iLIGhT NSMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 197Z




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLEU VOLUME ICM.*3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER LcNSITY I(NO/CM**3) 
LIC. WATeR CONTENT (GM/M0*3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/ChRe3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 12.264
7.0 - 9.0 11.991
9.0 - 12.0 12.868
12.0 - 16.0 7.750
16.0 - 21.0 1.932
2i.0 - 28.0 .100
28.0 - 36.0 .021
36.0 - 47.0 .010
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






FLIGHT NUMBER 006 359
LATE 24 JAN 197Z
TIME 17 7 23
COUNTER inUMBER 1658
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE I(KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 131.3
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE IDEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 53.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 131.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 9.77
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .167
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .667
7.0 - 9.0 .670
9.0 - 12.0 .270
12.0 - 16.0 .250
16.0 - 21.0 .174
21.0 - 28.0 .183
28.0 - 36.0 .184
36.0 - 47.0 .129
47.0 - 62.0 .031
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
SIZE INTERVAL (UM1 NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 8.864
7.0 - 9.0 9.602
9.0 - 12.0 5.901
12.0 - 16.0 14.074
16.0 - 21.0 15.541
21.0 - 28.0 2.389
26.0 - 36.0 .0o3
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 006 354
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 17
COUNTER NUMBER 1653
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE I(KM) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 131.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 53.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 131.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 37.23
LIU. wATER CONTENT IGM/#**31 .055
SIZE INTERVAL (CMI NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.126
7.0 - 9.0 3.538
9.0 - 12.0 2.201
12.0 - 16.0 1.486
16.0 - 21.0 1.238
21.0 - 28.0 .294
28.0 - 36.0 .021
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
356 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 20
COUNTER NUMBER 1656
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE I(KM)
31.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
53.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM*63)
31.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL I(M)
2.62 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.124 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/P*#3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .132
7.0 - 9.0 .057
9.0 - 12.0 .028
12.0 - 16.0 .035
16.0 - 21.0 .011
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .018
36.0 - 47.0 - .008
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .001










FLIGHT NUMBER 006 360
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 24
CCUNTER NUMBER 1659
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 128.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VCLLME (CM**3) 52.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 130.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 8.25
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/t**3) .138
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .833
7.0 - 9.0 .144
9.0 - 12.0 .115
12.O - 16.0 .341
16.0 - 21.0 .081
21.0 - 28.0 .137
26.0 - 36.0 .180
36.0 - 47.0 .168
47.0 - 62.0 .019
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER GOb 361
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 25
COUNTER NUMBER 166O
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 128.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULLME (CM*e3) 104.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 128.7
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*t3) 4.34
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .091
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .135
7.0 - 9.0 .101
9.0 -12.0 .109
12.0 - lo.0 .209
16.u - 21.0 .048
21.2 - 2t.0 .029
28.0 - 3b.0 .127
36.0 - 47.0 .081
47.U - 62.0 .026
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.u - 108.0 0.00
FLIGHT NUMbER Ou6 364
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 1 29
L(;U0TE NUMEEk 1obj
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (Y/S) 12t.7
APBIENIT Tt PEKATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLEV VULLHtE (Cln*3) 52.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 12b.7
NUMBEI LE,SITY (Ni/CM**3 ) 73.35
LIl. ATER COllTEil (G1M/F*3) 1.242
SIt II'TE6VAL (Ll) NL/CMe*3/UM UIA.INI.
5.5 - 7.0 3.474
7. - v.0 3.029
9.0 - 1Z.0 1.981
12.0 - lb.C 2.163
Ib.C - 21.0 I.o92
21., - 21.0 1.346
2t. - 36.0 1.90D
30.u - 47.0 .967
47.0 - tb.C .172
S .2 J .04b
82.v - lub.C .007
FLI-HI- ,U .bER uo 367
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIRE 17 1 32
CCUi;,Thh NuPtEI. 166b
AIlCRArl ALTIIUCL ()F ') 1.2
AIRCRAFT VtLOCITY (iF/S) 126.7
Al blENT TcrPECATOIE (DEC 9) 9.9
bAFtFLL VULLML (C(*'.3) 104.0
SANMPLE INTERVAL H-) 126.7
NUMbEA LE-SIT¥ (fILCM*A3) 14.98
LIC. AATEK COtTEN1 (CN/f**3) .322
Slot lI.TEkVAL (LU) rM/Ch**3/UM UiI.1131.
5-5- 7.2 .641
7.C - 9.c .899
s.u - Io.i .349
12.u - lI.C .502
16.0 - 21.o .354
21. - 28.0 .210
28.o - 36.0 .255
36.0 - 47.0 .215
47.0 - 62.0 .07A
62.0 - 8,9. . 015
8 2.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT ,rULER 5, , 370
UATc 24 JAI; 1972
Tllht 17 7 36
LUUNTEN NUttEh. 1669
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY ('/S) 123.6
ANOIENT TM.PERATUKF (LtO K) 999.9
SAMPLEU VOLLME (1-*3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVaL (I) 124.8
NLMEER LEENSITY (0U/C'**3) 28.71
LIC. sATEK CONTENT (GM/t**3) .204
SIZE INTChVAL (LM) NU/CM*3t/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.o93
7., - 9.0 2.725
9.u - 1.0 1.876
12.0 - ie.0 .593
16.0 - 2,.0 .463
21.0 - 2d.0 .339
28., - 36.0 .083
36.0 - 47.0 .194
47.0 - 6,.0 .037
62.u - 8,.0 c .009
82.u - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 362
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 27
COUNTER NUMBER 1661
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 128.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K} 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM*t31 52.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 257.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMOt3) 29.67
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*93) .568
SIZE INTERVAL (UM)l NO/CM*43/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .962
7.0 - 9.0 1.260
9.0 - 12.0 .936
12.0 - 16.0 .702
16.0 - 21.0 .588
21.0 - 28.0 .566
28.0 - 36.0 .781
36.0 - 47.0 .502
47.0 - 62.0 .072
62.0 - -82.0 .006
82.0- 108.0 .009
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 365
DATE 24 sAN 1972
TIME 17 7 30
COUNlTER NUMBER 1664
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 128.7
AMdIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM.*3) 52.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 128.7
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 55.69
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3) .898
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.077
7.0 - 9.C 1.952
9.0 - 12.0 1.481
1i.O - 16.0 2.298
L6.0 - 21.0 1.415
21.0 - 28.0 .934
2b.0 - 36.0 1.149
36.0 - 47.0 .715
47.0 - 62.0 .L32
62.0 - 82.0 .038
82.0 - 108.0 .004
FLIuhT NUMBER 006 368
LATE 24 sAN 1972
TIME 17 7 34
COUNTER NUMBER 1667
AIRLRAFT ALTITUE (KM) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 126.1
AMBIENT IEMPERATLRE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE IrTERVAL (N) 254.8
NUMOER D.NSITY (NO/CM**3) 14.61
LIt. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*A3) .342























FLIGHT NUMBER 006 371
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 37
COUlNTER hUMBER 1670
AIRCRAFT ALTITLDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE {DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL tM) 123.6
MUMdER UENSITY (NO/CM**3) 10.45
LIC. 8ATcR CCNTENT IGM/M*#3) .220
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .980
7.0 - 9.0 .637
9.0 - 12.0 .327
12.0 - 16.0 .348
16.0 - 21.0 .231
21.0 - 28.0 .025
29.0 - 36.0 .145
36.0 - 47.0 .166
47.0 - 62.0 .052
62.0 - 82.0 .009
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 363
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 28
COUNTER NUMBER 1662
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)} 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 128.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM*t31 52.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 128.7
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM4#3) 90.92
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 1.529
SIZE INTERVAL (DM) NO/CM#*3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.846
7.0 - 9.0 4.144
9.0 - 12.0 2.603
12.0 - 16.0 2.793
16.0 - 21.0 1.946
21.0 - 28.0 1.717
28.0 - 36.0 2.012
36.0 - 47.0 1.059
47.0 - 62.0 .260
62.0 - 82.0 .060
82.0 - 108.0 .011
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








Llg. wATER CONTENT (GM/IM**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 2.282
7.0 - 9.0 1.798
9.0 - 12.0 1.519
12.0 - 16.0 1.500
16.0 - 21.0 1.177
21.0 - 28.0 1.003
28.0 - 36.0 1.050
36.0 - 47.0 .715
47.0 - 62.0 .200
62.0 - 82.0 .041










FLIGHT NUMBER 006 369
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 35
COUNTER NUDMER 1668
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 126.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 126.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 10.27
LI1. WATER CONTENT (OM/M**3) .270
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .444
7.0 - 9.0 .490
9.0 - 12.0 .098
12.0 - 16.0 .319
16.0 - 21.0 .098
21.0 - 28.0 .140
28.0 - 36.0 .235
36.0 - 47.0 .250
47.0 - 62.0 .044
62.0 - 82.0 .012
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/I**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 1.549
7.0 - 9.0 1.270
9.0 - 12.0 .958
12.0 - 16.0 .559
16.0 - 21.0 .251
21.0 - 28.0 .227
28.0 - 36.0 .056
36.0 - 47.0 .019
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000

















FLIGHT NUMBER 006 373
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 40
COUNTER NUMBER 1672
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*03) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 247.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 14.84
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .070
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.196
7.0 - 9.0 1.618
9.0 - 12.0 .510
12.0 - 16.0 .593
16.0 - 21.0 .255
21.0 - 28.0 .322
28.0 - 36.0 .044
36.0 - 47.0 .027
47.0 - 6Z.0 .012
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMeER Coo 376
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 43
COUNTER NUMBEE 1675
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (Kt) I.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMFEkATUhR (LEC K) 999.9
5AMPLED VULLMt (NCM*3) 51.u
SAMPLE INTFRVAL (M) 123.6
NUMBER DEiSITY (NU/CKM*3) 7.57
LIC. rATEH CONTENT (G/df**3) .150
SIZE INT1EVAL ILM) NC/CM*3/UM DIA.N11T.
5.S - 7.0 .771
7.0 - 9.0 .363
9.U - 1l.0 .039
12.0 - 1o.0 .275
Io.O - 21.0 .208
21.0 - 28.0 .104
28.U - 36.0 .09b
36.0 - 47.0 .1b
47.u - 6Z.0 .027
62.0 - 82.Q .012
82.0 - 10.C 0.000
FLIGHT NUMbER U1,6 379
LATE 24 JAN 1972
T IE 17 7 47
UCUNTER NUleEr 167b
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCD (Kl) I1.
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/5) ll8.4
AblIENT TE'PEkATUkh (IDE K) 999.9
SAMPLEU VULLML (CMn*3) 49.1
SAMkLE INTERVAL (F,) 118.4
NUMtER CEI.SITY (IiU/CN-3I 1 .29
LIC. AnTEF CONTENT I(GR/**31 .015
SIZE INTEnvAL (L)il NC/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .245
7.U - 9.0 .092
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.u - 16.0 O.uOO
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 26.0 .035
28.U - 36.0 .00O
36.U - 47.0 .017
47.0 - 6i.0 .004
62.0 - 8£.0 0.000
82.u - 108.0 0.000
FLICHT NUMBER Ou6 382
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 50
COUNTER NUMBER 1681
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOUITY (M/S) 121.0
AFBIENT TtMPEKATUhF (DEG K) 999.9
5AMPLEU VOLUME IC,1A.3) 100.0
SAMPLE INTFRVAL 11) 121.0
NUMBE LECEiSITY (NO/CM**3) .40
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .167
7.0 - 9.0 .030
9.u - 1L,. .020
12.0 - lo.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.U - 28.0 0. 00
28.Z - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6Z.O 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 374
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 41
COUNTER NUMBER 1673
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 123.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 .88
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .010
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .196
7.0 - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 .035
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .021
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 DAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .267
7.0 - 9.0 .215
9.0 - 12.0 .060
12.0 - 16.0 .022
tlo.O - 21.0 .1U6
2L.0 - 28.0 .040
28.0 - 36.0 .046
36.0 - 47.0 .051
47.0 - 62.0 .027
62.O - 82.0 .003







FLIGhT NUMBER 006 380
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 48
COUNTER mIUMBER 1679
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 118.4
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM-*3) 49.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 118.4
NUMBER DCcNSITY (NO/CM#*3) 2.55
LIC. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .048
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .245
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .107
16.0 - 21.0 .102
21.o - 28.0 .017
28.0 - 36.0 .0U54
36.0 - 47.0 .OS2
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 0000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIL. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .280
7.0 - 9.0 .120
9.0 - 12.0 .040
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






FLIGHT NUMBER 006 375
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 42
COUNTER NUMBER 1674
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM*3)1 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 123.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 6.65
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .152
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .889
7.0 - 9.0 .363
9.0 - 12.0 .118
12.0 - 16.0 .088
16.0 - 21.0 .122
21.0 - 28.0 .104
28.0 - 36.0 .069
36.0 - 47.0 .100
47.0 - 62.0 .048
62.0 - 82.0 .009
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
377 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 46
COUNTER NUMBER 1677
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM)
1.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
000. SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
2.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
3.30 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.076 LID. wATER CONTENT (IG/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .340
7.0 - 9.0 .031
9.0 - 12.0 .061
12.0 - 16.0 .031
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 .026
28.0 - 36.0 .038
36.0 - 47.0 .028
47.0 - 62.0 .008
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 006 381
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 49
CCUNTER NUMBER 1680
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 121.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME ICM'*3) 50.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 119.7
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.02
LIC. WATER CONTENT (CM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .280
7.0 - 9.0 .150
9.0 - 12.0 .080
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.0o0
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
383 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 53
COUNTER NUMBER 1683
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
1.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
50.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
42.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.96 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM.* 3 )
.002 LIa. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 6.080
7.0 - 9.0 2.530
9.0 - 12.0 .767
12.0 - 16.0 .390
16.0 - 21.0 .060
21.0 - 28.0 .051
28.0 - 36.0 .030
36.0 - 47.0 .011
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000











FLIGHT NUMBER 006 385
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 54
COUNTER NUMBER 1684
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 121.0
AF:BIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM^R3) 50.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 121.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NC/CM*s3) 8.18
LIG. WATEk CONTENT (GM/M**3) .014
SIZE INTEkVAL CUM)I Ni/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .667
7.0 - 9.0 .810
9.0C - 12.0 .560
12.0 - b1.0 .355
It.u - 21.0 .284
21.0 - 28.0 .106
2o.d - 3b.0 u.OO0
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 8t.0 0.000
82.0 - 10b.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUi'bER uv6 388
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 57
CLCNTEr NUfeEk 10B7
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE I(MP 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY CI/S) 121.0
AFIENT TLFPEhATUKF (DcC K) 999.9
SAMPLEU VULLML (C,1."31 1O.0
SAMPLE INitERVL (M) IZl.u
NUMh ER OE,oSITY (NC/CM**3( .37
LIC. wATEi CONTErT (Gr,/F^31 .000
SIL INIEhVAL (CM) NU/CHF^3/1,M UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .207
7.L - 9.0 .030
9.0 - 1-.0 0.000
l.O - lb.0 o0.00
Io.U - 2i.0 0.000
21.U - 2u.0 0.OOu
28.0 - 30.0 0.000
36.u - 47.0 0.00
47.C - 62.0 0.000
6 2.L - .C0 U.OOu
b8.U - IO.C 0.000
FLIGlHT iU,)I ER OCuro 391
L[ATE 24 J3r. 172
ll IE 1L o I
C(ULNTE IUVEdE). Io-
AIRCRAFT hLTIIluCL iKf) 1.2
IJRCh'Ak I VFLOLCITY (/S) 
,r lE;.T T P'LFAIURF (IDC k) 999.9
SAr;CLL VULLCIL (LCf;.3 51.0
5,-I LE INIFRVAL (F:) 123.o
hl.MuEF LirSITY (NC /C*#31) .59
LIb. AilE, COI.TEIdl (CIr/*-.) .005
ILL IrTtErVAL (Liti) iO/Ci0*3/UNi DlA.lhIT.
.55 - 7.0 .078
7.C - 9.C .1s7
9.u - 1£.0 .u2o
12., - 10.o 0.uOo
lo., - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 24.0 o.UUO
2 o.u - ao.O 0.00o
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.u - 64.C *OU4
62.0 - 8. 0 o.Oou
8A.u - U108. .ooUU
FLIGHT UUIli EhK 0,16 394
LATE 24 JAN 1972
1IMt 17 o 5
CLCTiTEk NUIrEi 1093
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (FKI) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 123.6
AL.bIENT TLfPFEATU0A ILcO K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULLUM (CI,*3) 51.0
SAMPLE IN1FRVAL ( 2.49.7
NLUMER UE4iSITA II C/C*.*3) 27
LID. *ATEk COITEIrT (Gr,/f*03) .017
SIZE INTErVAL (LM) NC/CMi*3/UM DILA.IT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.405
7.0 - 9.0 4.225
9.0 - 12.C 2.510
12.U - 1b.C 1.054
16.U - 21.0 .071
21.0 - 28.C .008
28.U - 30.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.u - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 82.U 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 3.200
7.0 - 9.0 2.430
9.0 - 12.0 1.307
12.0 - 16.0 1.140
16.0 - 21.0 .684
21.0 - 28.0 .274
2h.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 59
COUNTER NUMBER 1688
AIRCRAFT ALTITUUE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) I;
AMIlENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 99
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMO*3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 2
NUMBER DONSITY (NO/CM031)
LIG. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**31
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .373
7.0 - 9.0 .090
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
02.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 197z








LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL CUM) NO/CM*#3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 .327
7.U - 9.0 .245
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 .044
lo.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 o.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






FLIGHT NuMBER 006 395
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 6
COUNTER rUMBER 1694
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCkAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED vDLUME (CMO*3) 102.0
SAMPLE IiiTERVAL IM) 123.6
NUMBER DCNSITY INO/CMO*3) 7.03
LID. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTtRVAL iUM) NO/CM*e3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.895
7.0 - 9.0 1.637
9.0 - 12.0 .245
12.0 - 16.0 .029
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
386 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 7 56
COUNTER NUMBER 1686
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM)
21.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K)
50.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
21.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml
3.60 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.039 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 4.040
7.0 - 9.0 2.250
9.0 - 12.0 2.540
12.0 - 16.0 2.500
16.0 - 21.0 1.012
21.0 - 28.0 .151
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
389 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 0
COUNTER NUMBER 1689
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
21.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
50.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
42.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.92 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CMt*3)
.001 LID. wATER CONTENT (IGM/P**3
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 1.255
7.0 - 9.0 .765
9.0 - 12.0 .242
12.0 - 16.0 .103
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 .034
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.0o0
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
392 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 3
CCUNTER NUMBER 1692
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
6.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S)
(9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
S1.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM*R3)
4.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
1.27 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
0.01 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 3.183
7.0 - 9.0 1.314
9.0 - 12.0 .500
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .017
26.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.UO0




























FLIGHT NUMBER 006 396
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 8
CCUNTER NUMBER 1695
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM^*3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL CM) 247.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*3)1 1.08
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (ILM) NO/CM*e3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .327
7.0 - 9.0 .176
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 . 0000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 397
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 9
COUNTER NUhBER 1696
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLML (CM*n3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 123.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*e3) .71
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NC/CMM*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .275
7.0 - 9.0 .059
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 -47.0 O.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER obt 400
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 o 12
CLUNTER NUMBEN 169s
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 123.6
AFBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULUML (CML*3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTEPVAL (P) 123.6
NUMER DENSITY {Nu/CM**3) 155.63
LID. wATEh CONTENT (tM/P**3) .202
SIZE INTERVAL (tU) NO/CM*"3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 9.882
7.0 - 9.0 22.480
9.U - 14.0 19.667
12.0 - 10.0 6.618
16.u - 21.0 .992
21.0 - 28.0 .549
28.0 - 3O.0 .051
36.J - 47.0 .089
47.J - 62.0 .008
62. - 8d.O .003
82.0 - u108.3 O.OO
FLIGHT HUnBFER uD 403
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 d lo
OLUNTER NuMBER l1/u2
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KF) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5} 123.6
AFBIENT TLMPERATU;:: (OEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULLML (CG.'3I 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (00 123.6
NLUMBER E,5ISITY (NC/CN**3) 38.82
LID. nATEA COhTENT IGM/F*.3) .178
SIlE INTERVAL (UM) NtO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 7.386
7.u - 9.0 5.755
9.0 - 1L.0 2.307
12.0 - I.O .873
lb.u - 21.0 .475
21.0 - 26.0 .174
28.0 - 36.0 .061
36.0 - 47.0 .077
47.0 - 62.0 .041
62.0 - 82.0 .015
82.1 - 10u.C 0.000
FLIGHT NUMEER uuo 406
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 6 20
LOLUNTER NUFSBE 17u5
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (NM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (LcG p) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMF3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 247.1
NUMBER DE1SITY (NU/CM8*3) 36.61
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/MF^3) .212
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) MO/CM.*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.405
7.0 9.0 4.096
9.0 - 12.0 2.895
1Z.0 - lo.0 1.132
16.0 - 21.0 .490
21.C - 26.0 .322
28.u - 36.0 .174
36.0 - 47.0 .139
47.0 - 62.0 .056
62.0 - 82.0 .006
82.0 - 108.0 0.00
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 398
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 10
COUNTER NUMBER 1697
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 123.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 92.39
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .074
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.575
7.0 - 9.0 10.745
9.0 - 12.0 12.190
12.0 - 16.0 5.574
16.0 - 21.0 .365
21.0 - 28.0 .042
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 401
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 13
COUNTER NUMBER 1700
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 123.6
NUMBER DcNSITY {NO/CM**3) 68.10
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*83) .844
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM.#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.059
7.0 - 9.0 3.578
9.0 - 12.0 3.059
12.0 - 16.0 2.696
16.0 - 21.0 2.071
21.0 - 28.0 1.249
28.0 - 36.0 .995
3o.0 - 47.0 .645
T7.0 - 62.U .118
62.0 - 82.0 .006
82.0 - 108.0 .014
FLIGHT NYMBER OO6 404
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 17
COUNTER .4UMBER 1703
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMiPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 51.O
SAMPLE InTERVAL iM) 123.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 13.67
LII. RATeR CONTENT )GM/M*3) .207
SIZE INTERVAL {UM) NO/CM*-3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .928
7.0 - 9.0 .392
9.0 - 12.0 .771
12.0 - 16.0 .426
16.0 - 21.0 .255
21.0 - 28.0 .157
28.0 - 36.0 .235
36.0 - 47.0 .210
47.0 - 62.0 .060
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.C 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 407
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 21
COUNTER NUMBER 1706
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM) 123.6
NUMBER DENSITY iNO/CM**3) 6.00
LID0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .062
SIZE INTERVAL (OM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .562
7.0 - 9.0 .245
9.0 - 12.0 .118
12.0 - 16.0 .196
16.0 - 21.0 .157
21.0 - 28.0 .095
28.0 - 36.0 .184
36.0 - 47.0 .045
47.0 - 62.0 .008
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (OM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*43/LM
5.5 - 7.0 14.497
7.0 - 9.0 16.598
9.0 - 12.0 13.641
12.0 - 16.0 8.544
16.0 - 21.0 1.506
21.0 - 28.0 1.549
28*0 - 36.0 .029
36.0 - 47.0 .016
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.00










FLIGHT NUMBER 006 402
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 15
COUNTER NUMBER 1701
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 247.1
NUMBER DENSITY )NO/CM**3) 9.31
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/fM*3) .169
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*#3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .654
7.0 - 9.0 .304
9.0 - 12.0 .366
12.0 - 16.0 .260
16.0 - 21.0 .082
21.0 - 28.0 .252
28.0 - 36.0 .184
36.0 - 47.0 .121
47.0 - 62.0 .033
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 405
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME T17 8 18
CCUNTER NUMBER 1704
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**3) 102.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL {W) 123.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 12.57
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .083
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*#3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.895
7.0 - 9.0 1.176
9.0 - 12.0 .817
12.0 - 16.0 .466
16.0 - 21.0 .139
21.0 - 28.0 .060
28.0 - 36.0 .087
36.0 - 47.0 .083
47.0 - 62.0 .022
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT )GM/R**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .196
7.0 - 9.0 .392
9.0 - 12.0 .098
12.0 - 16.0 .088
16.0 - 21.0 .122
21.0 - 28.0 .104
28.0 - 36.0 .137
36.0 - 47.0 .139
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 006 409
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 23
COUNTER NUMBER 17u8
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 288.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*31) 102.u
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 123.0
NUMBER DEmSITY (NO/CM**3) .69
LIG. wATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .005
SIZE INTEKVAL (ILM) NC/C**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .020
7.0 - 9.0 .088
9.0 - 12.0 .010
12.0 - 1.0 O.0OOC
16.u - 21.0 0.OO0
21.0 - 28.0 .035
28.0 - 3..0 .026
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 62.0 0.OOO
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER y.o 412
LATE 24 JAN 1972
1TIE 17 o 27
CULNTET Nhu;BEK 1711
AIRCRAFT ALTI1UCE (RB) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 123.6
AEIEhNT TLFPEiATUNE IOC- I) Z6b.1
SANFLED VULLML (Cr*+3) 51.u
SAMPLE INTERVAL l)i) 123.6
NLMER ULESITY (Ni/C-**3) .35
LI. ,ATEA CONTENI l(M/F*t3) .000
SIZE INTTERVAL (ILM) NU/CM'O3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.2 .157
7.U - 9.0 .0i9
9.0 - 12.0 i.O00
ic.u - I.O 0.000
lb6. - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 26.0 0.)00
20.6 - 30.C u.00
36.U - 47.0 O.000
4A.? - 6-.0 0.u0u
62.U - b,.C 0.0uu
82.0 - 10b.0 u.OO
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 410
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 25
COUNTER NUMBER 1709
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 288.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMR*3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 247.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .06
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 413
DATE 24 JAN 197L
TIME 17 8 28
COUNTER N1UMBER 1712
AIRCRAFT ALTITiUE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 288.4
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM.*3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (HI) 123.6
NUMBER CcNSITY (NO/CM**3) .29
LID, WATER CUNTtNT (GM/M^*3) .000
51ZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM.*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .196
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
c8.U - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
























DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .098
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 O.OCO
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NhUi,ER Bo,;
LATL 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 o 31
LC LTTEH NUi iEk I 1/i
MIRCRAFT ALTIIUCL (is)
AIHCRAFI VILUCITY (i,/I) 12
A elBENT T~FPEi.ATUE (1LC k) bI
SArPLED VULLI-IL (CrO*3) 5
SAKFLc INIL lRVAL (r ) 24
NLMEh UEESITY ('l/1- '*-3) 67
LIC. *ATE' CO.[TEJ[ (TI./i*N3) 
SIZE IiTE ,VAL (LH1) i/I/C-N*3/UM DIA
505 - 7.0 2. 71
7.u - 9.0 5.509
9.0 - 1L.0 2.797
12.0 - 1.0 3.u78
l'.u - 21.0 3.541
21.0 - 2bO. 1.871
28d. - 3b.0 .037
306. - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 U.0UO
62.0 - 82.0 0.00U
82.u - 1Ob0. J.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 06
LATE 24 JrT- 1972
TIME 17 A 34
LCOLTEh NUi:UL1. 1717
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCt (lM)
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY (I/S) 12
AiBIENT TtMPENATURE (LtC K) 28
SAFPLED VuLLML (I1 .*3) 5
SAMPLE INTERVAL (11) 12
NLMBER L;E.SITY (IINU/LCk3) IU4
-LIE. WATER COI;TEIT (GI /F*-3)1
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) TN(I/CM*t3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 6.787
7.. - 9.u 7.210
9.0 - 1~.0 7.207
12.u - lbIO 6.280
16. - 21.0 4.536
21.0 - 2.0 1.400
28.0 - 30o0 .052
36.U - 47.0 .022
47.U - 6i.0 OUO0
62.0 - 8i.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
415 FLluhT NUMBER 006 416
LATt 24 jAN 1972
TIMt 17 8 32
CCU.TEhk IUMBER 1715
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 1.2
3.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 1Z3.6
3.1 AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 288.1
1.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM8*3) 51.0
7.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 123.6
.1lb NUMBER LcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 144.71
192 LIU. WATtR CONTcET (GM/M**3) .423
m.I (T. SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM*83/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 7.712
7.0 - 9.0 7.804
9.0 - 12.0 7.595
12.0 - 16.0 6.230
16.0 - 21.0 8.000
21.0 - 28.0 4.157
28.0 - 36.0 .083
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
41b FLIGhT NUMBER 006 419
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 35
COUNTER NUMBER 1718
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 1.2
21.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
8b.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 288.0
50.0 SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 102.0
22.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 122.3
4.48 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 21.73
.221 LIO. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .049
A.INT. SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.124
7.0 - 9.0 1.868
9.0 - 12.0 1.275
12.0 - 16.0 .926
16.0 - 21.0 .825
21.0 - 28.0 .433
28.0 - 36.0 .011
36.0 - 47.U .003
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.OOO
FLIGHT NUFBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .078
7.0 - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F#*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (ULM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .196
7.0 - 9.0 .147
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .025
28.0 - 36.0 .044
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






































FLIGHT NUMBER Oub 421
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 38
COUNTER NUMBER 1720
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 288.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 123.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NC/CM**3) 34.96
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .120
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INI.
5.5 - 7.0 1.791
7.0 - 9.0 1.833
9.0 - 12.0 1.118
12.0 - 1b.O 1.363
16.0 - ZLO0 2.325
21.0 - 28.0 1.109
28.0 - 36.0 .022
36.0 - 47.0 .021
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 424
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 b 41
COUNTER NUIEEH 1723
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (i/S) 123.6
AEBIENT TtNPEKATURE (DEC K) A87.9
SAMPLED VULLML (CM**3) 102.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (HA) 123.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NU/CF**3) 83.80
LIC. SATER CONTENT {GM/F**3) .263
SlIZ INTERVAL (LM) PO/CM *3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.529
7.U - 9.0 4.255
9.0 - 12.0 3.408
12.0 - 1b.0 4.525
16.0 - 21.0 4.39b
21.U - 28.0 2.748
28.0 - 36.0 .049
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.C - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - IOb.0 .000
FLIQHT iUHLEER CbQ 427
LATE 2z JAN 1972
T1IM 17 d 45
LLUNTEH Nul REh 1726
AIRCRAFT ALTITUGc (IK) 1.2
AICLRAF1 VELOCITY IF/S) 123.6
AblEiET TEFPERATURF (IUc K) 2d8.0
SAMPLtU VULLML (CM-'3) 51.u
SAMPLE INTERVAL (i.) 123.6
NLMEER DEI.SITY (NL/C0N**3) 44.90
LIL. nATER CONTENT (GhF/**3) .IOu
SIZE InITEkVAL (LU) NU/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.346
7.0 - 9.0 3.392
9.0 - Li.O 2.07b
12.0 - Ic.0 2.632
16.0 - 21.0 2.376
21.0 - 28.D .594
28za. - 30.0 .022
30.0 - 47.0 .011
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8 .0 O.O0
82.0 - 10.O0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMEER 6UO 430
DLATE 24 JAN 1972
,)as, v 1TIME 17 4 48
CCUNTER NU.BEE 1729
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKF) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 123.b
AMBIENT TEtPEhATURE (DtE K) 288.2
SAMPLEU VULLME (CM.**3) 102.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 123.6
NLMBER CENSITY (NU/CI^**3) 37.49
LIC. .ATEK CONTENT (GiM/**3) .054
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NU/CM.*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.307
7.C - 9.0 4.333
9.0 - 1O.0 2.879
12U - 16.0 1.377
16.0 - 21i0 .825
21.0 - 28.0 .332
28.U - 36.0 .026
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.U - 6.eC O0UO0
62.U - 8I.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 422
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 39
COUNTER NUMBER 1721
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 287.9
SAMPLED VOLUME ICMR*3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 123.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 18.92
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .053
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.386
7.0 - 9.0 1.529
9.0 - 12.0 .569
12.0 - 16.0 .887
16.0 - 21.0 1.161
21.0 - 28.0 .331
28.0 - 36.0 .037
36.0 - 47.0 .011
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 425
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 43
COUNTER IUMBER 1724
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 287.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 247.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM-*31 179.65
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M^*3) .626
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.654
7.0 - 9.0 8.294
9.0 - 12.0 4.856
12.0 - 16.0 8.118
16.0 - 21.o 11.788
21.0 - 28.0 6.591
28.0 - 36.0 .098
36.0 - 47.0 .016
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 428
LATE 24 .AN 1972
TIME 17 8 46
COUNTER nUMBER 1727
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 287.8
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INJTERVAL (M) 123.6
NUMUER DENSITY (NO/CM*.3) 62.29
LIC. wATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .126
SIZE INTERVAL (IM) NO/CM#*3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.654
7.0 - 9.0 4.255
9.0 - 12.0 3.268
12.0 - 16.0 4.412
16.0 - 21.0 2.596
21.0 - 28.0 .910
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.OUO
82.0 - 108.0 O.000
FLIGHT NuMBER 006 431
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 50
COUNTER NUMBER 1730
AIRCRAFT ALTITULDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 126.1
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 288.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 249.7
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 14.22
Ll0. wATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .025
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.614
7.0 - 9.0 1.402
9.0 - 12.0 .712
12.0 - 16.0 .426
16.0 - 21.0 .463
21.0 - 28.0 .182
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 * 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*3/ILM
5.5 - 7.0 12.209
7.0 - 9.0 13.078
9.0 - 12.0 5.268
12.0 - 16.0 7.059
16.0 - 21.0 10.659
21.0 - 28.0 4.891
28.0 - 36.0 .051
36.0 - 47.0 .045
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LID, wATER CONTENT (GM/R**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (iM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 4.693
7.0 - 9.0 5.510
9.0 - 12.0 3.288
12.0 - 16.0 3.064
16.0 - 21.0 2.745
21.0 - 28.0 1.067
28.0 - 36.0 .037
36.0 - 47.0 .011
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VCLLME (CM^ 3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NLMBER DENSITY INO/CM*e3)
LIQ. WATER CONTENT )GM/P**3)
SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 7.712
7.0 - 9.0 9.922
9.0 - 12.0 6.797
12.0 - 16.0 4.564
16.0 - 21.0 2.157
21.0 - 28.0 .866
28.0 - 36.0 .044
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























FLIGHT NUMBER 006 432
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 51
COUNTER NUMBER 1731
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY tM/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 288.2
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 124.8
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 3.27
LID. WATER CONTENT {GM/IP**3 .006
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .771
7.0 - 9.0 .363
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 .167
16.0 - 21.0 .110
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
0
FLIGHT NUMBER OU6 433
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 52
COUNTER NUMBER 173s
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KEl) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/Si 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 288.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*I3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 123.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .88
LIC. *ATEH CONTENT (GM/M**3) .005
SIZE INTERVAL (LC) ND/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .235
7.* - 9.0 .088
9.0 - 12.0 .U39
12.0 - 16.0 .044
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 26.0 0.000
28.0 - 3b.0 0.000
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6c.0 .004
62.0 - 8A.0 0.000
82.u - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUFlbER 006 436
UATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 o 57
CICUNTER NUMhtE 1730
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (IK) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/S) 123.6
Ar,bIENT TLNPEkATUJk (tcC K) 28A.4
SAI-LtaO VULNML (CA.t3) 51.0
SAM-LE INTERVAL (,i.) 123..
NUoCEHR iE.ISITY (li/CG.**3) .41
LIl. AhTEh CO{,TEITI (CM/F'.31 .000
SItE INTEkVAL IUM) NO/Ch**3/UME vlEA.ilT.
5.5 - 7.0 .157
7.u - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.0 .039
12.0 - 1L.0 u.000
Lo . - 21.0C ).UO
21iU - cZ.C .O000
28.0 - 3b.0 0.000
3 0.0 - 47.0 J.o00
47.U - b_.C O.dU0
b6o3 - 8-.* U0.Ou
82.0 - 106.0 1.000
FLlIhT NU'iEER u0o 439
LATE 24 JAh 1972
1INE 17 4 1
C-LhCTE NUfIEEKI 179
AIRCRAFT ALTIIUCL {l) 1.-
AIRCRAFI VELOCITY (Vi/) 123.b
ANtEIENT TL.IPEATUEt (ULtC k) Z08.U
bS-P!LEE VULLIlL (L',.-3) 51.U
SAMPLE iNINHRVL (I-) Z44*S
NELWMEK LEi.tSITY INL/Ci*.3) .41
LIC. ,ATEn CONTElNT (UP /F**3) OGO
SIZE IIITEHVAL (UN) NL/Cl4**3/UMM U.IA I. .
5.5 - 7.C .196
7.0 - 9.C .029
9.0 - IZ.0 .020
12.G - 1t.0 0.000
16.u - 2A.0 U.000
21*. - 2b.0 0.oUO
2U.0 - 30.0 O.OUj
3b.u - 47.0 0.OUG
47.0 - 6.O0 0.000
62.0 - 8.O O00U0
82.* - 10b.0 0000
FLIGHT UEVER 0Uio 442
LATE 20 JA6. 1972
TIME 17 9 4
LLUNTEfl NUri'.Eh 174Z
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KF) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/S5) 123.6
A0blENT T-FPEhATUHE (Ltg h) 28b.L
SAMPLEU VULLML (CM**3) 102.0
SAMPLE INFERVAL CI) 123.6
NUIMbER CGESITY (.u/L-I**3) .35
LIl. hATEh CONTENT (Gl,/**3) .007
S4Zt II4TEAVAL (LU) NU/C-**3/UM DIA.IN T.
5.5 - 7.0 .020
7.- - 9.C .044
9.0 - 1k.0 0.000
12.0 - 1.O0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 2B.0 .004
28.u - 3o.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .013
47.0 - 62.0 0O000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LI. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .157
7.0 - 9.0 .059
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
LATE 24 4AN 1972








LID. WATCH CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM$*3/UM
5.5 - 7.U .078
7.0 - 9c.' .088
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 U.000
lb.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
'7.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.C 0.000
b2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIHT NMBER 00
LATL 24 jAN 1972








LIL. WATcR COhTtNT (GM/M**3)
sIZE INTHRVAL CUM) NO/CM*.3/UM (
5.5 - 7.0 .078
7.0 - 9.0 0.00U
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
1.O 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28b0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 011
47.0 - 62*0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NuMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 9 6
COUNTER N1UMBE k 1743
AICRAFT ALTITUUE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)




LI*. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM.*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .235
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
434 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 56
COUNTER NUMBER 1735
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
123.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
288.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
51.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*3)}
370.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.41 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
.000 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/1M*3)
DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .078
7.0 - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
437 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 8 59
CCUNTER NUMBER 1738
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
123.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
288.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
51.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMa*3)
123.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (HM
.35 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.000 LI. wATER CONTENT (GM/lM*3)
CIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .080
7.0 - 9.0 .030
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 O.00O
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 O.OO
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 o000u
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.OUO
440 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 9 3
COUNTER NUMBER 1741
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
123.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S)
288.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
51.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CMe*3)
123.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.24 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.004 LIO. wATER CONTENT (GM/FM*3)
OIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .118
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .059
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.00
443 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 9 7
COUNTER NLMBER 1744
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
123.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
288.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
51.0 SAMPLED VOLLUME ICM**3)
247.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (HM)
.59 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.003 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/#**3)
DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .059
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .011
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER 006 445
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 9 8
COUNTER NUMBER 1745
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 288*0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 51.O
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 123.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .41
LIC, WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .008
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .039
7.0 - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
lb.o - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 26.0 .008
28.0 - 3o.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .016
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUI4LER 0u6 44b
DUATE 24 JAh 1972
TIME 17 9 12
CLGUTER NUMBEK 174B
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY (IM/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TLIPEKATURL I(EC K) 288.4
SATPLEU VOLLMe I(CM*3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTrRVAL 04) 123.6
NUMBER OEi.SITY (N/CM**3) .18
LIl. ATER CONTENT (IM/FI*3) .000
SIZE INTEtVAL (UM) NO/CMW 3/UM uIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .118
'.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.u - 12.0 0.000
12.u - 16.0 0.000
lb.u - 21.C u.00O
21.U - 2.0 0.000
26.0 - 30c. 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - b .O 0.000
62.u - 86.0 0.000
82.0 - 106.0 0.000
FLIAHT NU-ILER oub 451
LAre 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 9 S15
CUUUSTR NOUEEh 1751
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCL (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/5) 123.6
AKOILENIT TtMPEKATUrE IONS K) 286.0
SAVPLEb VuLLME (CI,"-3) 102.0
SAMPLE INIERVAL I") 123.b
NlUMUER LE;-SITY INC/CM**3) .15
LIC. ATEb CONTENT )(M/T**) .000
SILL INTE[VAL ILM) NC/CMh 3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .059
7.0 - 9.J .015
9.0 - lZ.O .010
12.0 - lb.0 0.000
1b.0 - 21.0 0.000
2L.U - 28.0 0.000
2.O - 3c.0 o.OOu
30.u - 47.0 0.000
%7.u - tz.u 0.000
62.u - 8z.u 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUrMEER Oub 454
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIMt 17 9 19
LUSTcER NJo FE 1754
AIRCRAFT tLTITUDE (KrM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 123.6
AMBIEN1 TtehPEAATURE (leO ) 288.u
LAMPLED VULUML (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INIERVAL (1) 123.6
NUMEER CEISITY (NG/CM*^3) .41
LIC. wATEL CONTENT M/R*W }) .000o
SIZL INTErVAL (LM) NC/CM'*3/UM DlA.Ihl.
5.5 - 7.0 .235
7.0 - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - Ic.0 O.00U
16.0 - 21.0 0o000
21.0 - 28.0 O.OOU
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8z.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.00O0
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 446
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 9 9
COUNTER NUMBER 1746
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 287.8
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 102.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 123.6
NUMBER DENSITY {NO/CM*o3) *03
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*t3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 449
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 9 13
COUNTER NUMBER 1749
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI I23.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 288.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 123.6
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM**3) .41
LIC. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*43/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .078
7.U - 9.0 .118
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIU. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3)




























CATE 24 JAN 1972








L10. wATLR CONTENT TOM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UMI NO/CM*~3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 .078
7.0 - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.U .059
1Z.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.00
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





FLIGHT NUMBER 006 447
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 9 11
COUNTER NUMBER 1747
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 288.6
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 247.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 .18
LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL OUM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .118
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000o
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 450
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 9 14
COUNTER NUMBER 1750
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY TM/S) 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 288.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 123.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .59
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .005
SIZE INTERVAL (TM) NO/CMN*3/LM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .039
7.0 - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .o025
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
452 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 9 18
COUNTER NUMBER 1753
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
1.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
87.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
50.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
44.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL iM)
.36 NUMBER CENSITY (NO/CMO*3)
.000 LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .196
7.0 - 9.0 .059
9.0 - 12.O 0.000
12.O - 16.0 .029
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 - O.00O
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.OOO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
455 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 9 21
CCUNTER NUMBER 1756
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
3.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
88.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
S1.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3)
3.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.41 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.000 LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/P**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .020
7.0 - 9.0 .029
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 . 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER CGu6 57
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 9 23
COUNTER NUMBER 1757
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (l/SI 123.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 288.1
SAMPLED VOLLML (CM-3) 51.C
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) z)7.1
NUMBER DEiSITY (NO/CM*31) .24
LID. eATER CONTENT (GM/P*.3) .0OC
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CMh^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .118
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.O - 21.0 (.000
21.0 - 2E.0 0.00O
2d.0 - 3.D0 .0UUU
36.0 - 41.0 O.00U
47.0 - 62.0 0.0;0
62.o - 8k.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.0O0
FLIGHT NUiIER OOG 46u
LATE 2Z JAN 1972
TIME 17 9 26
CCUNhTE NUF2EF 17,o
AIRCRAFT ALTI1UCE (I:) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY (I/S) 123.6
AFhIENT TLI PEft~TUkF (IDc ) 2d8.2
AMiFPLEU VULLLML (C*.3) 51.0
SPMRLE INhTRVAL (MI) 23.o
NbUtER LEHITY (irL/C/M-3) 1.41
LIC. AITEth (O TENT (GF/F*t3) .ulb
SIZE INTEAVAL (LA) NU/CMFI'/UM UIA. INI.
5.5 - 7.0 .0Ul
?.u - 9. .11
9.0 - I.G .020
12.0 - lo.C .Ul5
Io.u - 21.0 .u71
21.o - 2b.0 .OUt
28., - 3b.C .09A
3.:U :I 47.0 .027
7.u 62.0 .o000
6d.C -. 82.0 0.000
82.0 -' 10C.0 o.000
FL ILHT NU..iFR roo 463
LArE 24 JAi. 1972
1it 17 9 57
CLUNhTIE INlU.,0iEF 1 103
AIRCRAFT MLTIIUAt IKI I 1.5
AIHCRAFT VELOCITY I/SI) 13I.4
AFt EI .T TLI PEI;AtUtI: (LC K) 285.8
SAMhLtiD VOLLME (CiL*3)1 54.0
St*,ML/ 1l.NIEPViL (1) 130.4
NUMBER DE,4SITY (IIU/CF*3) .a80
LI, nlATER CONTENT IGGF/F**3) .0CC
S L] INTEVAL (ILFI) bN/CM J,3/UM PlA.II.h.
5.5 - 7.0 .3u9
7,0 - 9.G 0b3
9.L - 1Ž.0 .019
12.C - 1b.0 .028
lo.G - 21.0.C .Oo
2L.0 - 2..0 0.o00
2d.o - 30.0 0.OOo
36.0 - 47.0 0.Oo
47.0 - 6,.0 0.Oou
62.U - d2.C O.OOo
d2.U - I0o.0 o.ooo
FLIGHT NU/r1ER Ouo 46b
LATE 24 JAN 1972
TIML 17 1 I
COUNrTER NU'EEh 170t
AIRCRAFT AtLTITUCE I(M) 1.8
AIRCRAFT VLLUClTY U(/SI 13b.4
AiEi-ENIT TLrI.PERATLUHF (iC 1) 285.9
SAMPLED VOLLUME (Ci;*3) 50.
SAMPLE IINTFRVAL (1,) 272.6
NL.MER EilSITY (U i/CM**3) 35.02
LIl. hATEK COITENT (GM/M**31 .013
SIZE INTEnVAL IilM) NU/ChFM^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 7.444
7.0 - 9.0 6.620
9.0 - 12.0 3.glt
12.0 - 1o.0 .199
16.0 - 2i.0 .033
21.0 - 2u.0 0.000
28.0 - 3c.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - o108. 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 9 24
COUNTER IwUMBER 1758
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 12
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 28
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 12
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .078
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 O.DUO
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
8Z.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUiMBER 006
LATL 24 JAN 1972




AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLEC VOLUME (CM-W3)
SAMPLE INITERVAL (MI) 3
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM**31
LID. wATLR CONTtNT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INITcRVAL (OM) NO/CM*.3/UM C
b.5 - 7.0 6.432
7.0 - 9.0 10.444
9.0 - 12.0 7.809
12.0 - Ib.0 4.093
16.0 - 21.0 .833
21.0 - 28.0 .148
28.0 - 36.0 .021
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
6i.0 - 82.0 0.000








LATE 24 JAN 1972








LIL. WATCR CONTENT (UM/M*W3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*M3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .074
7.0 - 9.0 .111
9.0 - 12.C .019
12.0 - 16.0 .014
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.0oo
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 820 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER Oob
LArT 24 dAN 1972








LIC. WATtR CONTENT (GM/MRe3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .346
7.0 - 9.0 .056
9.0 - 12.0 .056
12.0 - 16.0 .014
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
458 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 9 25
COUNTER NUMBER 1759
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
3.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
88.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
51.O0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
3.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.24 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.003 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .059
12.0 - 16.0 .044
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .037
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
461 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 9 56
COUNTER NUMBER 1762
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
6.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (IM/S)
85.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
4.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM^*3)
9.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
5.76 NUhLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.073 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/R**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM*3/LM I
5.5 - 7.0 1.383
7.0 - 9.0 .630
9.0 - 12.0 .346
12.0 - 16.0 .069
16.0 - 21.0 .022
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
464 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 9 59
COUNTER NUMBER 1765
1.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
136.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY PM/S)
285.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
54.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
136.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.44 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.000 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .093
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






467 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 10 3
COUNTER NUMBER 1768
1.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
36.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S5
85.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
54.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*W3)
36.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.85 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM#*3)
.000 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LUM
5.5 - 7.0 .036
7.0 - 9.0 .027
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








































FLIGHT NUMBER 006 469
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 10 4
COUNTER NUMBER 1769
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 139.0
AMBIENT TEFPERATURE (DEG K) 286.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*#3) 55.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 139.0
NUMBER DENSITY 1NO/CM**3) .33
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SILZE 11TERVAL (UM) NU/CM^*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 r 7.0 .145
7.0 - 9.0 .027
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.U - 1o6.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.UOO
FLIGHT NUMBER cGU6 472
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 10 8
COUNTER NUMBER 177Z
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (Kh) 2.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 139.0
AtBIENT TLMPEKATUHRE (DEG K) 286.0
SAMPLEU VOLUME (CM*t3) 110.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (I';) 139.0
NUMBER LEiSITY (No/CM**3) 14.75
LIC. 'ATER CONTENT (Gr/M*.3) .021
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NU/CM*e3/UM DIA.INT.
S.5 - 7.0 1.079
7.0 - 9.0 .709
9.0 - 1L.0 1.267
12.U - I.0 1.250
Ib6.U - 21.0 .545
21.0 - 28.0 .027
2d.L - 30.0 0.000
36.u - 47.0 O.00U
47.U - 62.0 0*.00
62.U - 8c.0 0.000
82.4 - 108.0 0.000
FLICHT NUILER 0O6 475
LATE 24 JAh 1972
TIME I 10 12
CLUNTER NUBEIK 1775
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KC) 1.8
AIRCHRAFT VFLUCITY (M/b) 141.6
AFCIEN T TLIjPEhATUKE (EG K) 2b8.U
SAMPLED VULLML (CUMAW3) 11-.0
SAMWLE INIERVAL (M) 141.6
NLMcER DENSITY (NU/CM**3) .08
LIC. ,ATEA CONTENT (GMI/F*3) .000
51ZE IN1TEVAL CUM) NU/CM**3/UM 1IA.INI.
5.S - 7.0 .036
7.0 - 9.0 .013
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12., - IO.Q O.000
16.U - 21.0 O.00U
21. - 2d.0 0.000
2d.U - 36.0 O.00U
36.0 - 47.0 O.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.OO0
O2.0 - 80.0 O.000
82.0 - LO.0 O.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006 478
LATE 24 JAr 1972
TIME 17 IJ 17
CUULTER NOIBEh 1779
AIRCRAFT RLTITUDE (KM) 1.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 144.1
ArdCENT TcFPEKATULE (CEG K) 286.0
SAMPLED VULUML (CM*o3) 57.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 288.3
NUMBER DE;SITY (NC/CM**3) .26
LID. oATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .000
51Z INTERVAL (CM) NO/CM.*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .035
7.0 - 9.0 .053
9.U - 12.0 .018
12o.U - lob.0 .013
Ibo.u - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 2u.0 0.000
28.U - 3O.0 O.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8-.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .036
7.0 - 9.0 .041
9.0 - 12.0 .009
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
CATE 24 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM*3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 5.370
7.0 - 9.0 5.964
9.0 - 12.0 4.315
12.0 - 16.0 .991
16.0 - 21.0 .225
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
62.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NSMBER 006
LATE 24 oAN 1972








LIlU. WATCR CONTENT (GM/M*f3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CMt03/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .246
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .053
12.0 - 16.0 .013
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.G 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
470 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 10 7
COUNTER NUMBER 1771
1.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
139.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI
286.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
110.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3T)
139.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.19 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*03)
.000 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
IA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 2.461
7.0 - 9.0 3.518
9.0 - 12.0 2.764
12.0 - 16.0 3.023
16.0 - 21.0 1.600
21.0 - 28.0 .039
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
473 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 10 11
CCUNTER NUMBER 1774
1.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
139.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI
286.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
55.0O SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
278.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
38.13 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.024 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/Mt*3)
IA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*t3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 5.357
7.0 - 9.0 4.991
9.0 - 12.0 1.131
12.0 - 16.0 .125
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82*0 0.000






DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 10 18
COUITER NUMBER 1780
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 14
AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 2)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 14
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
51ZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*t3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .105
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .018
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62*0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
476 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 10 15
COUNTER NUMBER 1778
1.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
4.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S)
(5.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
57.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*.3)
85.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.58 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CMOa3)
000 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM 
5.5 - 7.0 .018
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .018
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
479 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 10 19
CCUNTER NUMBER 1781
1.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
4.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/S)
85.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
57.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMt**3)
4.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.21 NUMBER CENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.000 LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .070
7.0 - 9.0 .026
9.0 - 12.0 .018
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62*0 - 82*0 0.000





































FLICHT HUNbER 0Ob 481
LATL 24 JAN 1972
1IME 17 IJ 21
COUNTCR NO!8EN 1782
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 1.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 146.7
A0.bIENT TEIPEKATURE (DEG K) 285.8
SAMPLEL VOLLML (CM,*3) 57.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) e9O.9
NuMBER E ENSITY (No/CM *3) 1.82
LIC. nAIEh CONTENT (GC/6*M31 .001
SIZE INTERVAL ILMI) NU/CM*-3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .725
7.0 - 9.0 .184
9.c - 1'.0 .105
12.0 - Ib.O .013
15.0 - 21.0 0.0o00
21.d - 28.0 0.000
2d.u - 3.C o.uo0o
3'.. - 41.0 u.JoO
47. - 6.C 0000oo
o2 . 82.0 o.U0o
82.U - 1lb.0 o.000
FLIgHT IU;,LER .i. 484
LATL 24 J3h 1972
llim 17 1. 25
CCL;,.TI NU bEF. 1765
rIRCRAFT .LTIlUC[ (7i), i.b
AIRLRAFI VILUlIY iV/b) '.8.7
A E1.,IT TLT. PEkATUiE (ILtC K) 2db.6
0SP7LLD VULLML (Cml,3) 57.0
bAFFLE INI fPVAL (;LI;) 2 3.4
NLIhER LE:.SITY (il/Li-^31 ) 4.79
LIU. *A[E,, CUNTEm71,T ( /F* *5) .U45
$12L INEIIVAL (LL, 7t/CF0 *3/Uh DI1A.INT.
5.5- 7.0 3.719
r.j - 9.0 6.19I
. - 1.-0 3.8s9
Iz. - 1o0 2.'5.
1O.0 - 21.0
21.0 - 26.0 .O53
2d6., - 3-.0 0o.0u
36.U - 41.0 u.0OU
'7.0 - b.,G 0.0oo
62.0 - 8.2 o.OOUo
82.0 - 1I6.t] 0.*UO0
LIChT lUI'I ER ; '487
LTL .'. J.t 1£72
TIPO 11 1. 20
CLLrTzlt N%'.P0F 17..
AIRCRAF1 iLTIIULE (,F.) t.0
AICRhAFI VELOLITY iF/,) 151.9
6Af 1l<l 1 ItPFErAT7r (..C 6) 285.6
b~FFLzL; ¥ ,LLIL (L I*_) 59.G
.7FLr INIFRVAL Ft 150.6
ILcEim CE.LITY (NG/6'*^3) 1.46
LIL. ~ATtiE CU,,TSi'l (e /P*"v .OOG









47. - 6 .0











FLIGHT huMBER 006 482
CATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 10 22
COUNTER NUMBER 1783
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 1.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 146.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 285.8
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMa*3) 57.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 146.7
NUMbER DCNSITY INO/CM**3) 43.72
LIU. wATcR CONTENT (GM/M#*3) .022
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 7.193
7.0 - 9.0 7.702
9.0 - 12.0 4.731
I2.0 16.0 .781
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
.7.0 - 62.0 0.000
o2.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0o.U00O
FLIluT hNuMBER 006
[;ATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 10 26
LU, O[R NUMBER 1786
AIRCRAFT ALTITLuE (KM)
AIRI.hAFT VELOCITY IM/S)
.MHVIFNT rLMPERATURE (EG K)l
SAMPLEC vOLUME (CM#*3)
SAr:kLE INTERVAL (M)
:t A-FR C6 l.SITY l(NO/CM.*3)
LI. WAIcM CCNTcNT (CM/M*e3)
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM*.3/UM L
5.5 - 7.0 .356
7.0 - 9.0 .078
9.0 - 12.0 .017
12.0 - 16.0 o.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.00o7
21.0 - 28.0 00o0O
2h.0 - 36.0 0.*oo
53.0 - 47.U 0.0o00
'7.U - 62.u 0.000
62.0 - 82.U 0.000






LATE U JAN 1972
TIME U 0 0(007EL 6 UAVCOLI TER .,UMBER u
AIkCRAFT ALTIILOE (KMS)
AIRCRAFT VELCCITY (M/SI
MbIF.AT IEMPERATLRL (DEG K)l
5A0LE0 VULUItE (CM**3
SAMI{LE I,,TERVAL (M)
NUi uFR LCNSITY (NO/CM*-3) 
LI.. 6AT7R CCNIQNT I(GM/M.**3) C.
SIZE INTcRVAL (UMI NO/CMMe3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 0O00
7.0 - 9.0 O.UOO
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.b - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
2l.2 - 36.G 0.000
36.0 - 47.U U 000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 o.000
8 .0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972








LIu. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL ILMI NO/CM#*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 2.064
7.0 - 9.0 1.627
9.0 - 12.0 1.579
12.0 - 16.0 1.342
16.0 - 21.0 .196
21.0 - 28.0 U.019
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
485 FLIGHT NUMBER 006
DATE 24 JAN 1972
TIME 17 10 27
CCUNTER NDLMPeER 1787
1.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
9.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
b5.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEA K)
58.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM"*3)
8.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.74 NLMdER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.000 LIC. WATER CONTEIlT (GM/P*e3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NU/CM.#3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .172
7.0 - 9.0 .052
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
26.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000UO
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
0 FLIGHT NUMBER
DATE o JAN 1972
TIME 0 0 0
CCUNTER NUMtER 0
0.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITULt (KM)
0.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
0.0 AMBIENT TEMFERATURE (OEC K)
0.0 SAMPLLo VULLME ICM-*3)
0.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
u.00oo NUMbER CENSITY INO/CM**3)
.o000o LIu. WATER CONTENT I(GM/FP3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILMI NO/CM#*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.o000O
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 o.0o000































FLIGHT NUMBER 007 1
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 14 26 5
COUNTER NUMBER 1878
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 136.4
AFBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 289.2
SAMPLED VULUME (CM**3) 54.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 0.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .06
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GF/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .037
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.U - 28.0 0.000
28.0 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLICH[ NUMbER UO7 4
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 14 26 20
COLfrTEA NLUM;EK 189U
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (Kl) 2.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY t(/S) 141.6
At blEaT TLFIPERATULE (CEC K) 288.4
SAMPLED VULUML (CM**3) 56.0
SAMPLE. INTERVAL (t) 707.8
NUFEER OEISITY (NC/CM*#3) .16
LIU. hATER CONTENT (GR/I*e3) .000
SIZE IInTEVVAL (L)II NC/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .036
7.G - 9.0 .054
9.0 - IL.o 0.000
12.U - 1o.O 0.000
Ib.c - 21.0 O.000
21.U - 28.0 0.000
2d.U - 3b.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8A.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT iU1EER ou7 7
UATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 30 25
LLONTEH NUIBEF: 1903
AIRCRAFT .LTITUCE (lFT) 4.9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (r/s) 175.0
Al.bIENT TeIMPERATUrE (DEC K) 274.4
SAFPLcL VULLML ICM*.3) 66.0
bAMPLE INTERVAL (h) O.0
NLMtEh AUE!SITY I(N/C"N*T3) 35.80
LIG. *ATEik COITEliNT (GF/F**3) .069
SIZE IibTElVAL (UM) NC/CMl*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.444
7.U - 9.0 4.402
9.0 - 12.0 2.414
12.J - lo.0 2.295
16.0 - 21.C .945
21*. - 28.0 .452
28.U - 36.0 .064
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.L - 62.0 0.000
6Z.v - 8~.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NU:rEER 0o7 10
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 30 55
LCUNTEk hNUNBE 19bb
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (T/S) 175.0
AFelEIhT TEMPERATURE (DEG .) 273.4
SAMFLEL VOLLME (CM** 3 ) 66.0
SPMPLL INTlRVAL (M) 2625.5
NLMeER CE/SITY (NC/CM**3) .95
LIC. wATEh CONTENT (GM/F**3) .002
SIZE INTEHVAL (TM) NL/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C .06L
7.0 - 9.0 .091
9.0 - 12.0 .076
12.0 - Ib.0 .057
16.0 - 21.0 .027
21.0 - 28.0 .013
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.* - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 2
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 14 26 10
COUNTER NUMBER 1882
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 2.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 133.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 288.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 54.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 675.7
NUMBER DENSITY tNO/CM**31 12.63
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .051
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .654
7.0 - 9.0 1.065
9.0 - 12.0 .383
12.0 - 16.0 .519
16.0 - 21.0 .496
21.0 - 28.0 .405
28.0 - 36.0 .123
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 5
CATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 14 26 25
COUNTER NUMBER 1894
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 288.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 707.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .05
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL tUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .027
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
lb.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGhT NUMBER 007 8
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 36 30
COUNTER NUMBER 1967
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 172.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 273.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 65.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 868.7
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3} .18
LIU. WATtR CONTENT (OM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .031
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .015
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .018
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 11
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 38 35
COUNTER NUMBER 2070
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 169.9
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 274.9
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 64.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 0.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 9.94
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .019
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.490
7.0 - 9.0 .898
9.0 - 12.0 .484
12.0 - 16.0 .375
16.0 - 21.0 .359
Zl.O - 28.0 .158
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 3
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 14 26 15
COUNTER NUMBER 1886
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 288.6
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 688.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 9.18
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .042
SIZE INTERVAL TUMT NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .964
7.0 - 9.0 .670
9.0 - 12.0 .149
12.0 - 16.0 .460
16.0 - 21.0 .289
21.0 - 28.0 .263
28.0 . 36.0 .083
36.0 - 47.0 .010
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 6
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 14 26 30
COUNTER NUMBER 1898
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 288.2
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*13) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 707.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 21.48
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3T .094
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.155
7.0 - 9.0 1.866
9.0 - 12.0 .667
12.0 - 16.0 .737
16.0 - 21.0 .625
21.0 - 28.0 .582
28.0 - 36.0 .263
36.0 - 47.0 .024
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 9
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 36 40
COUNTER NUMBER 1975
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 175.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DE6 K) 273.2
SAMPLED VCLLME (CM**3) 66.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1737.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .05
LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT,
5.5 - 7.0 .030
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 12
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 38 55
COUNTER NUMBER 2086
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 169.9
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 274.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 64.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 3397.7
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*N*3 1.13
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL tUM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .219
7.0 - 9.0 .070
9.0 - 12.0 .094
12.0 - 16.0 .070
16.0 - 21.0 .019
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 13
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 39 0
COUNTER NUMBER 2090
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 169.9
AFBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 274.8
SAMPLED VOLLML (CM**3) 64.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 849.4
NUMBER OENSITY (NC/CM**3) .42
LIC. 4ATER CONTENT (GM/M*a3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .063
7.0 - 9.0 .070
9.0 - 12.0 .031
12.0 - 16.0 .023
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0o.o000
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMPER 007 16
LATE 25 JAN. 1972
TIME 15 39 25
CLUNTER NUMBER 2111
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VFLOCITY (M/S) 167.3
AF0IENT TCF:PERATURE (DEC K) 275.3
SAMPLED VULLML (CC**31 63.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 836.5
NLMBER DENSITY (NU/CPH*3) 2.00
LIDC. ATEh CONTENT (GM/M*63) .003
SIZE INTEHVAL (LN) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.S5 - 7.0 .529
7.U - 9.0 .270
9.0 - 12.0 .079
12.U - o1.0 .060
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 26.0 .007
2d.0 - 36.0 .012
36.J - 47.0 0.000
41.0 - 6.0 0.000
62.C - 8Z6.0 .000
82.u - 10J.0 O.OOO
FLIgHT NUMBER Or7 19
DATE 25 JAN 1V72
TIME 15 39 40
CLLUNTE NuI!eER 214
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (Kh) 4.9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/SI 162.2
AEBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 273.6
SAMPLLU VULLME (CMiA3) 62.U
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M1) 617.2
NUMhE8 DE i'SITY (0C/CMP*3) 65.63
LIC. *ATER CONTENT (GM/M*A3) .179
SIZE INTE3VAL (Lh) NU/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 10.108
7., - 9.0 4.000
9.0 - 12.0 2.285
12.u - 1.0 3.008
16.0 - 21.C 3.132
21.U - 28.0 .963
28.0 - 36.0 .093
36.d - 47.0 .018
47.0 - 62.0 .010
62.0U - 8.0 .005
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLITHT NUMbER k 07 22
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIMc 15 39 55
CLUNTER NUMEER 2137
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 4.9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 159.6
AtlIENT TEMPERATUHE (CEC K) 272.2
SAFPLEC VOLUME (CMe*3) 61.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 797.9
NUMBER OESITY (NO/CM**3) 91.79
LIC. *ATER CONTENT (GM/MP*3) .104
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 17.891
7.u - 9.0 9.680
9.U - 12.0 6.945
12.U - 1o.0 3.906
16.0 - 21.0 1.125
21.0 - 28.0 .400
28.0 - 36.0 .064
36.0 - 47.0 .013
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








L10. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .016
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 . 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .296
7.0 - 9.0 .167
9.0 - 12.0 .016
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .019
21.0 - 28.0 .014
28.0 - 36.0 .012
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000














DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 39 45
COUNTER NUMBER 2128
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 15
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 27
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMe*3) 6C
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 79
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 45
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) ·
SIZE INTERVAL CUMR) NO/CM*'3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 8.533
7.0 - 9.0 6.583
9.0 - 12.0 2.756
12.0 - 16.0 1.575
16.0 - 21.0 .643
21.0 - 28.0 .274
28.0 - 36.0 .031
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 40 0
COUNTER NUMBER 2141
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 16
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 27
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 6
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 81
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 3
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .720
7.0 - 9.0 .365
9.0 - 12.0 .212
12.0 - 16,0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .057
21.0 - 28.0 .048
28.0 - 36.0 .018
36.0 - 47.0 .013
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
14 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 39 20
COUNTER NUMBER 2107
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
4.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
6.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.05 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
000 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL CIM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 2.042
7.0 - 9.0 1.016
9.0 - 12.0 .958
12.0 - 16.0 .456
16.0 - 21.0 .238
21.0 - 28.0 .057
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
17 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 39 35
COUNTER NUMBER 2120
4.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
,4.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
,3.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM*e3)
3.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
16 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
003 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 11.175
7.0 - 9.0 6.944
9.0 - 12.0 4.180
12.0 - 16.0 2.778
16.0 - 21.0 2.041
21.0 - 28.0 .397
28.0 - 36.0 .073
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
20 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 39 50
COUNTER NUMBER 2133
4.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
7.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
2.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
07.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.92 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMa*3)
049 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GRM/**3)
·.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 5.934
7.0 - 9.0 3.148
9.0 - 12.0 1.464
12.0 - 16.0 1.701
16.0 - 21.0 1.823
21.0 - 28.0 .724
28.0 - 36.0 .082
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .007
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER 007 24
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 40 5
COUNTER NUMBER 2145
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 159.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 272.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3) 61.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 810.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*N31 110.98
LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/#**3) .130
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 22.634
7.0 - 9.0 14.516
9.0 - 12.0 8.689
12.0 - 16.0 2.984
16.0 - 21.0 .869
21.0 - 28.0 .635
28.0 - 36.0 .109
36.0 - 47.0 .018
47.0 - 62.0 .010
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER OuT 25
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 40 10
COUNTER NUMBER 2149
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 157.0
AhBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 271.7
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*031 60.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 791.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMI*3) 13.32
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .041
SIZE INTERVAL (Uh) NO/CM*^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.367
7.0 - 9.0 1.400
9.0 - 12.0 .417
12.0 - lo.O .271
16.0- 21.0 .217
21.0 - 28.0 .155
- 28.0 - 36.0 .096
36.U - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 .007
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 0 ,7 28
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 40 25
(ULNTER NUMBER 2161
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKI) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (m/S) 164.7
AF.BIENT TEMIPEKATUhE (DEC K) 270.5
SAMPLED VULLML (CM1*3) 63.C
SAMPLE INTERVAL IFi) 810.8
NLMEER ODE.SITY (NL/CFe*3) 9.52
LIC. .ATER CONTENT (GM/F.*3) .014
SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NC/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.270
7.0 - Y.0 .889
9.0 - 12.0 .328
ke.0 - 1b.O .135
lbe. - 21.0 .098
21.0 - 2.0 .084
28.0 - 36.0 .024
36.u - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
b2.0 - d.i0 O.uOO
82.J - 10.0 0.000
FL4H U ,' li:ER 0,7 31
LTE 25 JAN; 1972
lIt 15 40 40
LLLITEK Nuf.NER 214
AIRCRAFT .LTITUCc (KF) 4.9
AIMCRAFT VELUCITY (IF/l 159.6
AiIENT TLF.PEATUE (DCcG K) 270.8
SkcLFLC VULLML (C0-*3) 61.0
SACPLE INliRVAL (l') 817.
I.LMEER CEISITY (hI/Cl:.*3) 171.84
LIC. .ATEE COIUTEliT l(-2/593) .259
SIZ4 IVIE.VAL (LM) N,/CFM,3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 16.284
7.0 - 9.0 10.82b
9.0 - 12.0 5.514
12.0 - lo.0 5.209
o16. - 21.0 5.266
21l. - 28.0 1.440
20.u - 3,.0 197
306. - 47.0 .027
47.0 - 62.0 .007
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.o00
FLIGHT NU*,HER 0Q7 34
LATE 25 JAN 1S72
TIME 15 40 55
GCLNTER NUMBER 2186
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE I(F') 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (A/5) 159.6
AlblIENT TLtFPEhATU.,E (itG K) 270.7
SAMPLED VULLME (CMos3) O61.
SAMPLE INTFRVAL (14) 791.5
NUMcER  OESITY liu/CFi;*3) 7.07
LIC. wATER CONTElIr IGI,/l**3) .009
SIZE INTERVAL ILH) NC/CM^*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.869
7.0 - 9.0 .844
9.0 - 14.0 .251
12.0 - l1.O .152
lo.o - 21.0 .sql
21.0 - 28.0 .059
28.0 - .36.0 .012
36.0 - 47.C 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 22.044
7.0 - 9.0 7.858
9.0 - 12.0 3.261
12.0 - 16.0 2.563
16.0 - 21.0 2.197
21.0 - 28.0 1.233
28.0 - 36.0 .208
36.0 - 47.0 .042
47.0 - 62.0 .013
62.0 - 82.0 .005










DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 40 30
COUNTER NUMBER Z165
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDOE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 16
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 27
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 6
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 81
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .032
7.0 - 9.0 .024
9.0 - 12.0 .016
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
bZ.O - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMN*31
SAMPLE IITERVAL (M)
NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM*3) 
LIU. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M*#3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*.3/UM i
5.5 - 7.0 27.667
7.0 - 9.0 8.900
9.0 - 12.0 7.567
12.0 - 16.0 6.250
16.0 - 21.0 4.967
21.0 - 28.0 1.562
28.0 - 36.0 .325
36.0 - 47.0 .070
47.0 - 62.0 .013
62.0 - 82.0 .002







FLIGHT NNMBER 007 35
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 41 0
COUNTER NUMBER 2190
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 162.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 270.8
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 62.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 804.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 114.61
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .150
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 36.688
7.0 - 9.0 11.032
9.0 - 12.0 3.124
12.0 - 16.0 2.230
16.0 - 21.0 2.206
21.0 - 28.0 .979
28.0 - 36.0 .125
36.0 - 47.0 .031
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
26 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 27
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 40 20
COUNTER NUMBER 2157
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKMI 4.6
7.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 159.6
1.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG KI 271.3
0.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 61.0
5.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 791.5
.87 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 94.59
213 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .157
*INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 28.820
7.0 - 9.0 9.393
9.0 - 12.0 3.377
12.0 - 16.0 1.791
16.0 - 21.0 1.452
21.0 - 28.0 .899
28.0 - 36.0 .133
36.0 - 47.0 .042
47.0 - 62.0 .010
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
29 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 40 35
COUNTER NUMBER 2169
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
S2.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
0O.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
2.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CMN*3)
L72 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
.19 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
000 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
·.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 21.354
7.0 - 9.0 9.000
9.0 - 12.0 4.460
12.0 - 16.0 2.540
16.0 - 21.0 1.587
21.0 - 28.0 1.685
28.0 - 36.0 .383
36.0 - 47.0 .066
47.0 - 62.0 .026
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
32 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 40 50
COUNTER NUMBER 2182
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (IKM)
.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*N3)
1.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (HM)
,.43 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
347 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/MF*3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMe*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 40.867
7.0 - 9.0 13.900
9.0 - 12.0 4.683
12.0 - 16.0 2.158
16.0 - 21.0 1.270
21.0 - 28.0 .764
28.0 - 36.0 .215
36.0 - 47.0 .023
47.0 - 62.0 .007
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 8.561
7.0 - 9.0 3.619
9.0 - 12.0 1.667
12.0 - 16.0 .893
16.0 - 21.0 .365
21.0 - 28.0 .184
28.0 - 36.0 .012
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 -. 82.0 0.000




























FLIGHT NUMBER 007 37
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 41 10
COUNTER NUMBER 2199
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
AlBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 271.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 63.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 830.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31) 3.81
LIG. wATEk CONTENT (GM/M**3) .004
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.122
7.0 - 9.0 .365
9.0 - 12.0 .228
12.0 - 16.0 .036
16.U - 21.0 .067
21.0 - 28.0 .034
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMEER 007 40
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 41 25
CLUNTER NUMBER 2211
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEG K) 271.1
SAMPLEU VULUME {CM*.3) 63.0
SAMPLE INIERVAL (1M) 836.5
NUMtER OENSlITY (N/CM**3) 90.08
LID. OATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3) .265
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NhO/CM*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 17.291
7.0 - 9.0 8.452
9.0 - 12.0 3.471
12.0 - 16.0 2.429
16.0 - 21.0 2.765
21.0 - 28.0 1.488
28.U - 3b.0 .248
36.0 - 47.0 .036
47.0 - 62.0 .026
62.0 - 8 .0 .002
82.0 - 10b.0 .002
FLIOHT NUmLER u.7 43
bATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 41 40
LUNTER NUMHEk 2224
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCD (kM) 4.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/51) 167.3
AMBIEliT TLMPERATURE (LEG K) 270.1
SAMPLED VLLLME (CMi**3) 63.(
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 830.1
NDM8ER DENSITY (NL/CM**3) 125.06
LIC. *ATEk CONTENT (GOr/PF^3) .088
SIZE INTEHVAL (LMI NU/CM.*3/UM L1A.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 39.545
7.0 - 9.0 16.389
9.0 - 12.0 5.074
12.U - 10. 2.306
16.U - 21.0 1.111
21.0 - 28.0 .340
28.0 - 30.0 .067
36.U - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10b.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMbER 007 46
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 41 55
CCLNTER NUMEER 2236
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 169.9
ArblENT TcMPERATURE (DEG K) 270.1
SAMPLED VQLUME (CA#"3) 64.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 849.4
NLMEER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 74.75
LIC. ,ATEH CONTENT (GM/F**3) .056
SIZE INTEHVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 24.667
7.0 - 9.0 9.492
9.0 - 12.0 2.583
12.U - 16.0 1.305
16.0 - 21.0 .703
21.0 - 28.0 .292
28.0 - 36.0 .018
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
CATE 25 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .296
7.0 - 9.0 .143
9.0 - 12.0 .063
12.0 - 16.0 .036
16.0 - 21.0 .029
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 41 30
COUNTER NUMBER 2215
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 16
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 271
SAMPLED VOLUME CCM**3) 6
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 83
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 112
LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 33.101
7.0 - 9.0 11.556
9.0 - 12.0 4.677
12.0 - 16.0 2.206
16.0 - 21.0 1.733
21.0 - 28.0 .891
28.0 - 36.0 .179
36.0 - 47.0 .013
47.0 - 62.0 .006
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT NuMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL tUM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 13.820
7.0 - 9.0 4.929
9.0 - 12.0 1.767
12.0 - 16.0 1.163
16.0 - 21.0 .952
21.0 - 28.0 .841
28.0 - 36.0 .149
36.0 - 47.0 .017
47.0 - 62.0 .006
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5S. - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 3.431
9.0 - 12.0 1.344
12.0 - 16.0 .646
16.0 - 21.0 .268
21.0 - 28.0 .149
28.0 - 36.0 .048
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
38 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 41 20
COUNTER NUMBER 2207
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
7.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY MI/S)
1.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEG K)
,3.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
16.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL MI)
.25 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
002 LIO. WATER CONTENT CGM/P**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UN) NO/CMn*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 5.778
7.0 - 9.0 1.786
9.0 - 12.0 .608
12.0 - 16.0 .321
16.0 - 21.0 .286
21.0 - 28.0 .077
28.0 - 36.0 .024
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
41 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 41 35
COUNTER NUMBER 2219
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
,7.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
0.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
3.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
6.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.29 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
179 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 51.947
7.0 - 9.0 19.714
9.0 - 12.0 7.556
12.0 - 16.0 4.115
16.0 - 21.0 2.637
21.0 - 28.0 1.458
28.0 - 36.0 .290
36.0 - 47.0 .045
47.0 - 62.0 o019
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
































44 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 45
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 41 50
CCUNTER NUMBER 2232
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY TM/S) 169.9
0.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 269.8
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 64.0
6.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 843.0
.67 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 89.53
111 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .085
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 27.896
7.0 - 9.0 11.133
9.0 - 12.0 4.083
12.0 - 16.0 1.438
16.0 - 21.0 .847
21.0 - 28.0 .319
28.0 - 36.0 .084
36.0 - 47.0 .017
47.0 - 62.0 .006
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
47 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 42 5
COUNTER NUMBER 2245
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE tKM)
2.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY tM/S)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
5.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICMO*3)
85.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
,.34 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
033 LID. WATER CONTENT (GMN/**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL tUM) NO/CMR*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 22.882
7.0 - 9.0 8.146
9.0 - 12.0 3.621
12.0 - 16.0 2.308
16.0 - 21.0 .738
21.0 - 28.0 .301
28.0 - 36.0 .035
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER OUT 49
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 42 10
COUNTER NUMBER 2249
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 167*3
AMBIENT TCMPERATURE IOEG Kl 269.9
SAMPLED VOLLME {CM.*31 63.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 849.4
NUMtER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .81
LIQ. wATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .190
7.0 - 9.0 .167
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - lb.0 .048
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 2.0 0.000
28.0 3b.0 0.000O
.36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - b2.0 0.000
62.*0 - 82.0 Q.000
82.0 lO, .o u.000
FLIGHT NUmbER 0u7 52
DATe 25 JAt 1972
TIMe 1. 42 25
CCULTER NUMNEk 22ol
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 167.3
k IEIbENT TEMPERATurE ILEC El 27u.3
SAMPLhL VULLML (C, *3) 63.0
SAPFLt INTLRVAL (44) 836.5
NULEtR LE.iSITY (NL/.**3) 78.1,
-LIC. .ATE COITENT (GM/P*83) .U68
SI2 INTEi<VAL (U4) 9N/CMh^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 14.444
7.0 - 9.0 12.071
Y.* - 12.0 6.365
12.C - 16.0 1.798
.LO1. - 21.C .781
21.u - 28.0 .247
2.u0 - 36.b*C .04Z
3o.U - 47.0 .009
41*- ' 6.:,0 O.O00
62.d - 82.C 0.000
82.0 - 10.C O.00ooU
kLI HT NUI~F.R 0ul 55
GATF 25 J4, 1972
TILf 15 4e 40
CLUI,TkE NbItFK 22/4
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCL 1KM) 4.9
AiRLR.FT VELOCITY (I/5) 169.9
Ar bEiil TcMPECATUkE (O1 K) 270.9
SAi-LiLC VULtML )C4*83) b4.0
SAA-FLL INIFRVAL (i) 855.9
NL~tER CE.SITY (1iU/CI*3) 25.44
LI* ,ATEK CONTET UC'/**3l .023
bI2c IuTEKVAL (LM) NC/CM*#3/UM ulA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C 2.531
/.0 - 9.0 3.047
9.U - 1.0C 2.047
12.0 - 1,.0 1.988
16*. - 21.0 .272
21.0 - 26.0 .OU7
2.0 - 30.G .006
36., - 47.0 O.Ou0
47*U - o2,0 0.00
62.0 - 8 .0 0.000
.82.U - 10l.C 0.000
FLIGHT NU, IfER 0;7 58
[ ATL 25 JA:. 1972
TI1t 15 42 55
CIUNTLE NUiEER 2206
AIRCRAFT ALTITUC (KMi) 4.b
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (P/S) 172.5
AFBIENIT TL/!PEKiATURE (LEG K) 271.2
SAMPLEU VuLLML (CMe*3) 65.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 662.3
FUMLER UENSITY (NG/C"1*3) 32.18
LII. 8ATEH CONiTENT (GC2/Re3) .(2U
SI1E INTERVAL (LM) NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.697
1.u - 9.0 5.769
9.0 - 12.0 1.728
12.0 - 16.0 .877
Io*. - 21.0 .363
21.0L - 2z.O .013
28.u0 - 3b.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
41V - b2.0 0.000
62.0 - 8:.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 42 15
COUNTER NUMBER 2253
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KiM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 16
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE {DEG K) 27
SAMPLED VOLUME'(CM**31 6
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI) 83
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 36
LIO. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**31 
SIZE INTERVAL IUMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 12.*000
7.0 - 9.0 3.024
9*0 - 12.0 1.503
12.0 - 16.0 *556
16.0 - 21*0 .622
21.0 - 28*0 .227
28*0 - 36.0 .085
36*0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.U .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108,0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
GATE 25 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .154
7.0 - 9.0 .023
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
lb.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47*0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIUhT NUMBER 007
LATE 25 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M*H3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*e3/UM C
5*5 - 7*0 2.082
7.0 - 9.0 .738
9.0 - 12.0 .318
12.0 - 16.0 *204
Al.0 - 21.0 .055
21.0 - 28.0 .013
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
CATE 25 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM D
5*5 - 7.0 . 8*917
7.0 - 9.0 5.953
9.0 - 12.0eO 3.531
12.0 - 16.0 1.574
16.0 - 21*0 .887
21.0 - 28.0 .270
28.0 - 36.0 .018
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




















50 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 42 20
COUNTER NUMBER 2257
4.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE I(KMI
7.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S)
0o.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K)
3*0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**31
6.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
·.30 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**31
052 LIO. WATER CONTENT IGM/P**31
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IUM)I NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 18.677
7.0 - 9.0 8.651
9.0 - 12.0 4.196
12.0 - 18c0 2.591
16.0 - 21.0 .930
21.0 - 28.0 .558
28.0 - 36.0 .105
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
53 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 42 35
CCUNTER NUMBER 2269
4e6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKMI
12.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IF/5)
0.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
5.0O SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**3)
9.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.28 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
O00 LIG. WATER CONTENT IGM/F**31
· INT. SIZE INTERVAL CbM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 5.764
7.0 - 9.0 1.315
9.0 - 12.0 .256
12.0 - 16.0 .046
16.0 - 21.0 .OC9
21.0 - 28.0 .013
28.0 - 36*0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.000
56 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 42 50
CCUNTER NUPBER 2282
4.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
2.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
1.3 AMBIENT TEFPERATURE (DEC K)
5.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM-*3)
.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.74 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
004 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5*5 - 7*0 4.544
7.0 - 9.0 2.785
9*0 - 12.*0 1.426
12.0 - 16.0 .577
16.0 - 21.0 .182
21.0 - 28.0 .040
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36*0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62*0 0.000
62*0 - 82.0 0.000




























59 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 0bO
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 43 5
CCUNTER NUMBER 2295
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 4.6
.9 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (IM/)SI 172.5
.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG KE 271.5
.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31 130.0
5.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 855.9
.69 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 30.05
054 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .036
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.021
7.0 - 9.0 2.800
9.0 - 12.0 2.715
12.0 - 16.0 1.513
16.0 - 21.0 .625
21.0 - 28.0 .151
28.0 - 36*0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62*0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 61
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 43 10
COUNTER NUMBER 2298
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 172.5
AF,BIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 271.2
SAMPLED VULUME (CM**3) 65.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL CM) 862.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.95
LIQ. NATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .004
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .410
7.0 - 9.0 .162
9.0 - 12.0 .077
12.O - 1o.0 .069
16.0 - 21.0 .046
21.0 - 28.0 .033
28A. - 36.0 .006
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0o.000
82.0 - lO.O 0.000
FLICHT NUMBER OU7 64
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 43 25
COLNTER NUMBER 231u
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKF,) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 169.9
AYFlENT TcMPEKATURF (DEG K) 271.7
SAMPLEu VULLME (CM*t3) 64.0
SAMPLE INIERVAL (mI) 849.4
NULMER DEI.SITY (IN/CPa*3) 40.81
LIC. alIER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .029
SIZE INTERVAL (LCU) NL/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 11.906
7.0 - 9.0 5.125
9.0 - 12.0 2.505
12.0 - 16.0 .668
16.0 - 21.0 .291
21.0 - Z2.0 .125
28.0 - 3b.0 .023
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIEHT NUMLER L.7 67
LATL 25 JAN 1972
lIME 15 42 45
LCUNTER NUS'EE 2337
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE IKM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY C(/S) 177.6
AFBIENT TCTIPEhATUHE (DEG K) 270.7
SAMPLcU VULLML (C-I.-3) 66.0
SJAMPLc INiFRVAL (CI 894.5
NUMLER DENSITY (N)U/CM**3) 18.41
LIU. WATEi CONTENT (hN/Fe*3) .025
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NU/CM.#3/UPI DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.212
7.0 - 9.0 2.129
9.0 - 12.0 .804
12.0 - lb.C .864
16.0 - 21.0 .442
21.U - 28.0 .141
2O.0 - 30.0 .011
36.0 - 47.0 O.0
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - lOO.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 70
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 45 58
cLLTER NUMBER 2348
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (v/S) 167.3
AFBIENT TEMPEHATURE (DEL K) 271.2
SAFMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 63.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 669.2
NLMELR UEnSITY (NU/CM**3) 3.97
LIQ. wATER CONTENI (GM/F**3) .008
SIZE INTEHVAL (Lh) NC/CM**3/UM LIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.280
7.U - 9.0 .468
9.0 - 12.0 .095
12.0 - 16.0 .048
16.0 - 21.0 .079
21.0 - 28.0 .020
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .092
7.0 - 9.0 .069
9.0 - 12.0 .031
12.0 - 16.0 .023
16.0 - 21.0 .055
21.0 - 28.0 .046
28.0 - 36.0 .012
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







FLIGHT NUMBER 007 65
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 43 30
COUNTER NUMBER 2315
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 169.9
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 271.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 64.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 849.4
NUMBER CDNSITY (NO/CM**3) 24.31
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .028
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.594
7.0 - 9.0 2.977
9.0 - 12.0 1.172
12.0 - 16.0 .863
16.0 - 21.0 .359
21.0 - 28.0 .145
28.0 - 36.0 .018
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLICHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LID. WATtR CONTENT CIM/M**3)
SIZE INTARVAL iUM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .222
7.0 - 9.0 .341
9.0 - 12.0 .063
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 46 3
COUNTER NUMBER 2352
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 16
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 27
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 6
SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM) 83
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*t3) 90
LID. WATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 18.381
7.0 - 9-0 7.937
9.0 - 12.0 3.190
12.0 - 16.0 3.321
16.0 - 21.0 3.175
21.0 - 28.0 .907
28.0 - 36.0 .179
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108-0 0.000
62 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 43 20
COUNTER NUMBER 2306
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.35 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
,5.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
.IS NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
,005 LID. WATER CONTENT OGM/M**3)
·.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 3.604
7.0 - 9.0 .781
9.0 - 12.0 .208
12.0 . 16.0 .109
16.0 - 21.0 .066
21.0 - 28.0 .174
28.0 - 36.0 .035
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 007 66
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 45 40
COUNTER NUMBER 2333
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 270.7
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 0.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 32.91
LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .044
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 9.602
7.0 - 9.0 3.634
9.0 - 12.0 1.458
12.0 - 16.0 .746
16.0 - 21.0 .400
21.0 - 28.0 .205
28.0 - 36.0 .034
36.0 - 47.0 .008
47.0 - 62.0 .006
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
68 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 45 54
COUNTER NUMBER 2345
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
0.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEC K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
,2.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM)
21 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
000 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
,.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .360
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .016
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
71 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 46 7
COUNTER NUMBER 2355
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
7.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
1.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC Kl
3.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
16.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM
,00 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
,160 LID. WATER CONTENT (GN/M**3)
.1INT. SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 3.439
7.0 - 9.0 1.159
9.0 - 12.0 .265
12.0 - 16.0 .234
16.0 - 21.0 .108
21.0 - 28.0 .154
28.0 - 36.0 .050
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER 0u7 73
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 46 10
COUNTER NUMBER 2358
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 271.4
SAMPLED VULUME (CMH*3) 63.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 501.9
NLMeER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 100.83
LID. WATER CONTE1NT (GM/M*03) .081
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMA*3IUM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 28.529
7.0 - 9.0 11.183
9.0 - 12.0 5.159
12.0 - 16.0 3.210
16.0 - 21.0 .940
21.0 - 28.0 .331
20.C - 36.0 .036
36.0 - 47.0 .U04
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.U - 108.0 .o000
FLIGHT NUMbER J07 76
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIt' 15 46 25
CLUwTER NUMBER 2370
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (Ir. 4.b
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/b) 167.3
AlBIEIT TEM!PERATUKE (lUtG K) 271.u
SArPLEU VULUM14 (Li-*31 63.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (t1 630.5
KLMCER DENSITY (iCOICF.*3) 11.41
LIc. ATER COl TENT (G7/(*D 6) .010
SIZL INTERVAL iLM) NO/CMfl3/UMF OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7. 3.767
7.u - 9.0 1.286
9.v - 1L.0 .545
12.0 - 1b.0 .159
ib.c - 21.0 .09b
21.C - 26.0 .048
2· - 3.0 .LI06
3e . - 47.0 .004
47., - 6Z.' U.u00
62.L - 8.0C u.Uo(
82.. - LO1.0 0.000
FLIoHT NU,'EHR u.l 79
DATc 25 JAN 1972
TIFL i5 46 39
CLUiTcR NuMOeEk 23d.
AIRLRAFT ALTITUCL (KI') 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (,g1/) 167.3
l LIEi41 TMPEI<ATUIr l("C K) 271.2
SA. PLED VOLLML (CF*.3) 63.0
SAMPILE INTF.RVL (11l H3b.5
NULrER 0E.,SITY (N:/CTE*3) b3.33
LIC. sATEs CUIOTElI (L.; /F6*3( .081
S1iz li[NEhVAL (L14I) tL/CI,#**3/UM UIA.IPT.
5.5 - 71. 7.005
7.C - 9.0 1.016
9.0 - 1i.0 7.0u9
12.0 - b.0O 8.492
46., - 21.0 .692
21.U - 26.0 .014
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.o - 6iZ. 0.000
62.0 - 82.C 0.000
82.0 - 06., 0.00o
FLIGHT NUEIER uo7 82
rATE 25 JAN 1972
TItL 15 46 55
CCLUTEh NUMBER 2395
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IK.) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
AMBIENT TtMPEkATURE (UtE i) 281.2
SAMPLED VULLME (CM*3)1 63.0
SAMPLE INIERVAL (i6) 836.5
NUMbER CE)NSITY (1IU/CFI*3) .33
LIG. WATER CONTENI (GM/F**3) .000
SIZL INTERVAL iUM) NO/CMR*3/UM UIA.ItIT.
5.5 - 7.0 .127
7.u - 9.0 .024
9.0 - 12.0 .032
12.0 - 1b.0 O.000
los. - 21.C 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.o - 36.0 0.00O
30.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6c.0 0.000
62.0 - 8-.0 0.000
82.0 - OU.0C 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) No/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 12.794
7.0 - 9.0 9.524
9.0 - 12.0 4.280
12.0 - 16.0 2.032
16.0 - 21.0 .295
21.0 - 28.0 .170
28.0 - 36.0 .036
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
CATE 25 JAN 1972








LID. WATLR CONTENT (6M/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM.*3/UM D
5.5 - 7,. 1.450
7.0 - 9.0 .341
9.0 - 12.0 .196
12.0 - 16.0 .060
16.0 - 21.0 .029
21.0 - 28.0 .014
28.u - 36.0 0.000
3t.0 - 47.0 o.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
















:L16rT NUMBER 007 80
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME I5 46 45
COUNTER ,,UMBER 2387
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 271.3
SAMPLEO VOLUME (CM.31) 63.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1003.9
NUMBER CcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.11
LID. WATER CONTENT (OM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .296
7.0 - 9.0 .095
9.0 - 12.0 .079
12.0 - 16.0 .024
16.U - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .014
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.00O
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 83
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 47 0
COUNTER NUMBER 2399
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 175.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 274.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 66.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 855.9
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM*t3) .05
LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
S12E INTcRVAL (HM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .015
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 . 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
74 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 46 20
COUNTER NUMBER 2366
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
7.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
1.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
3.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*83)
6.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.16 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
047 LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .593
7.0 - 9.0 .294
9.0 - 12.0 .180
12.0 - 16.0 .060
16.0 - 21.0 .098
21.0 - 28.0 .027
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










77 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 78
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 46 34
CCUNTER NUMBER 2378
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
7.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 271.2
3.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 63.0
S.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 669.2
92 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 63.32
)02 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .057
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 7.069
7.0 - 9.0 6.794
9.0 - 12.0 5.984
12.0 - 16.0 4.079
16.0 - 21.0 .952
21.0 - 28.0 .014
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .455
7.0 - 9.0 .048
9.0 - 12.0 .032
12.0 - 16.0 .024
16.0 - 21.0 OLO.10
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 - 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/I**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .032
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - .62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER 007 85
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 47 10
COUNTER NUMBER 2416
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) I69.9
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 274.5
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*3) 64.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 674.4
NUMBER CEISITY (INO/CM**3) .33
LIC. hATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
512E INTERVAL (UM) NC/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .094
7.U - 9.0 .023
9.0 - 12.0 .016
12.0 - lo.0 0.00O
16.0 - 21.0 .019
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.o - 3b.0 0.000O
36.0 - 47.0 o.OO
47.0 - o2.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLICGHT NUDIER Oc 88B
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIMR 15 47 25
COUUNTER NUNiEE 2420
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 4.3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CA/S) 175.0
oblEF,.T TLF'PEATURE (DoC K) 273.d
SMPLEUD VULLML (L,C*3) 66.U
SoMPLE INTLRVAL (I) b55.9
NLFtER LE;.SITY (CiL/CM**3) luO.20
LII. *~TER CI)I:EN/T (GF,/P'3) .i28
SlZE I,[ERVAL ILl') NC/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 26.414
7.,; - 9.u 11.6q4
9.1 - L.A 4.293
. - lo.0 2.636
it.G - 21.0 1.742
2i1.0 - 2d.0 .541
2d6.G - 3o.0 .159
36.U - 41.U O.00o
47.0 - b62.0 .003
62.0 - 8Zd0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 U.000
FLIHT .ULER 207 91
LATt 25 J,*. 1972
11'E 15 47 40
CtLIrTEk NUt *EF 23L
AIRCRAFT ALTITULC (CM) 4.3
AIlkRCkFl VELULITY (F/S) t167.3
Aru1ElT TL-EC.PCEAUVF (LLC N) 273.0
,AAMLLL VULL'CL (Cifto3) 63.0
bSFLE INIIERVAL (h) h36.5
1NM-ER DENSITY (il/CMO*3) 1u3.29
LII. ACE., CUoCTCI;[ (GF/F**3) .090
SI4L INCERVAL (Lr) NL/CFM**3/UM IA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 20.402
7.U - 9.0 11.778
9; - I12.C 7.540
12.2 - 16.0 4.587
lo.c - 21.0 1.229
2 1.0 - 28.0 .261
28.0 - 3o.0 .024
36.0 - 47.0 o.00G
6 47.U - 62.0 0.000
620 -2.0 .- Z.o 0.oo
82.U - 10o0.0 o.OOO
FLIGHT NUNEER u,,7 94
ATE 25 JAN 1972
TIEL 15 47 55
C(INTER NUtEEN 24'5
0 f AIHCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.3
AIRCRAFT VLLOCITY CA/S) 167.3
AtbIENT TEFPEkATURE (CEC K) 272.2
SAFFLED VULLMFIL (CR*3) b3.U
bAFPLE INIFRVAL (li) h55.9
NLfcER OEN*SITY NG/CKC*3) 93.4c
LIDc. ATE) CONTENT OGFM/A3) .0u77
SIZL INTE6VAL (L,) NU/CMe*3/UM LiA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 31.280
7.0 - 9.0 11.310
9.0 - 1I.0 3.005
12.0 - Ib.O 1.921
1o.O - 21.0 .781
21.0 - 2b.0 .354
28.U - 3o.0 .079
36.0 - 47.0 013
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8a.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT IGM/M4*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .032
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
LATE 25 JAN 1972








LIU. WATER CONTENT (GOM/M**3)
SIZE INTbRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5,5 - 7.C 13.518
7.0 - 9.0 6.892
9.0 - 12.0 2.595
12.0 - 16.0 1.585
16.0 - 21.0 .969
21.0 - 28.0 .246
26.0 - 36.0 .012
36.0 - 47.0 0.000ooo
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
b2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 dAN 1972




AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (D1G K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM403)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Mi
NUMBER LENSITY INO/CM**31 
LIL. WATeR CONTENT I(GM/M*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 42.751
7.0 - 9.0 14.825
9.0 - 12.0 4.196
12.0 - 16.0 2.183
16.0 - 21.0 1.000
21.0- 28.0 .331
28.0 - 36.0 .067
36.0 - 47.0 .013
47.0 - 62.0 .006
62.0 - 82.0 O.00
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
LATE 25 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLE1 VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*.3) 1
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3)
SIZE INTERVAL iUM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 51.185
7.0 - 9.0 17.484
9.0 - 12.0 5.868
12.0 - 16.0 2.849
16.0 - 21.0 1.178
21.0 - 28.0 .658
28.0 - 36.0 .204
36.0 - 47.0 .017
47.0 - 62.0 .006
62.0 - 82.0 .002




























86 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 47
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 47 20
COUNTER NUMBER 2416
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
7.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 167.3
5.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 275.5
.0 SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 63.0
.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 836.5
.05 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMe*3) 156.63
000 LIQ. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**31 .119
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 51.714
7.0 - 9.0 18.325
9.0 - 12.0 6.101
12.0 - 16.0 3.210
16.0 - 21.0 1.3*9
21.0 - 28.0 .501
28.0 - 36.0 .123
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 _ 82.0 0.000
82.0 -O 108.0 0.000
89 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 90
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 47 35
CCUNTER NUMBER 2428
4.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.3
.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 167.3
.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 272.7
5.0 SAMPLEO VOLLME (CM*t3) 63.0
.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 849.4
.85 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 63.86
052 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .068
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL CLM) NO/CM**31,M DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 20.328
7.0 - 9.0 7.587
9.0 - 12.0 2.148
12.0 - 16.0 1.425
16.0 - 21.0 .635
21.0 - 28.0 .283
28.0 - 36.0 .099
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .006
62.0 - 82.0 O.OOO
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
92 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 93
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 47 50
CCUNTER NUMBER 2441
4.3 AIRCRAFT ALT1TUCE (KM) 4.3
7.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 175.0
.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 272.7
,3.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMa*3) 66.0
.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 855.9
.19 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMe*3) 76.18
094 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) ,079
.INT. SI2E INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 24.364
7.0 - 9.0 9.159
9.0 - 12.0 3.217
12.0 - 16.0 1.231
16.0 - 21.0 .718
21.0 - 28.0 .325
28.0 - 36.0 .081
36.0 - 47.0 .017
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
95 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 96
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 5Is 48 5
COUNTER NUMBER 2453
4.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.0
,7.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 167.3
4.4 AMBIENT TEPPERATURE (DEC K) 272.1
,3.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 63.0
6.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 836.5
1.21 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 282.14
155 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .185
INT. SIZE INTERVAL IbM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 95.799
7.0 - 9.0 39.754
9.0 - 12.0 5.984
12.0 - 16.0 6.135
16.0 - 21.0 2.102
21.0 - 28.0 .694
28.0 - 36.0 .105
36,0 - 47.0 .017
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMbER OuT 97
GATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 48 10
COUNTER NUMBER 2457
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (T/SI 167.3
AhBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 272.2
SAMPLEL VOLUML (CM*.3) 63.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1 830.5
NUMBER DESITY (NO/CM**3) 23L.83
LIDc. ATER CONTENT (GM/FMn) .L66
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 75.354
7.0 - 9.0 28.889
9.0 - l2.O 10.L85
12.0 - Io.0 3.905
lb.O - 21.0 1.813
2L.0 - 2b.0 .S58
28.U - 36.0 .105
36.U - 47.0 .030
47.C - 6£.0 0.000
62.0 - 8..0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMLER C,7 i0o
LATE 25 JOh 1972
TIMI I1 4b 24
LLLhTER NUMBER 2406d
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (Kh) 4.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) (67.3
APblENT TE0PEkATURE (LEG K) 272.4
SAMiLEU VULLME (C-e*3) b3.(1
SF.PLA INTERVAL (h) 836.5
NLMUER UE,,STTY (NO/CM**3) .57
LIL. 8ATEk CONTENT IGM/F**3) .0ou
SIZE INTERVAL (L.i) NU/CM**3/U4 bJA.1lh1.
5.3 - 7.0 .222
7.0 - 9.0 .07L
9.0- 1[.1 .016
12.0 - l1.0 .JIZ
16.0 - 21.0 .JU0O
21.0- 2b.* O.0ou
2d.U - 3.U 0.0u00
36.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.0oU
82.0 - 106.O O.U00
FLIGHT NU,GbER 0o 103
GATE 25 JAI 1972
lIME 45 40 39
C(LLITEK NuRtEE 2Otb
AIk.RRFT MLTIIUGS (NM 4.0
AIR[RAFT vELOCITY (r/S) 167.3
AI'BIEIqT TLCPERATUL (LECE ) 274.1
SAPPF1LO VLLML (C**3) b3.0
,AMPLE INItRVAL (r) 669.2
NUFAER UENSITY (1U/CM**3) 21.59
LIL. wATEh CONTENT (G./F**3) .020
SlZt INTEt VAL (UM) tLU/CP**3/UM UIA.IST.
5.5 - 7.0 5.746
?.u - 9.0 2.206
q.c - I.O .94e
12.0 - lb.O .905
Io.0 - 21.0 .295
21.u - 28.0 .U77
28.0 - 30.0 .012
36.; - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 68.0 0.000
62.0 - 8.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.J00
FLIPHT NUIERk G7o? lob
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIMe 15 4d 55
CC.I.TEh N1UFAEL 2435 
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (8$.) 3.7
AjRLRAF1 VFLOCITY IF/') 164.7
Al.IENT TLI PERATUt,. (LEC A) 273.9
SAMPLEO VOLULLME (C.3) 83.0
SAMPLE INIL.RVAL (Fi) 823.7
UNLMER LE.SITY (TN/CN*-3) 70.87
LIl. wATER CONTENT (G1/F**3) .079
SIZE INTEIVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM uIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 23.735
7.2 - 9.0 7.683
9.0 - 12.0 2.561
12.v - 16.0 1.214
16.U - 21.C .733
21.g - 2u.0 .367
28.0 - 36.0 .*IL
36.0 - 47.0 .017
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.C 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972 








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/UM L
5.5 - 7.0 52.741
7.0 - 9.0 19.786
9.0 - 12.0 6.032
12.0 - 16.0 3.444
16.0 - 21.0 2.111
21.0 - 28.0 1.238
28.0 - 36.0 .240
30.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 .00L
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








FLIGHT NUMBER . 007 1
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 48 30
COUNTER NUMBER 2474
AIRCRAFT ALTITUIE (KM) 4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 167
AMBIENT TEMPERATURL t(DEG K) . 275
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM.*3) 63
SAMPLE IITERVAL (M) . 1003
hUMbER DLNSITY tNO/CM*.3) 46.
LID. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .0
SIZE INT;RVAL (UM) NO/CMe*3/UM CIA.
5.5 - 7.0 16.889
7.0 - 9.0 4.437
9.0 - 12.0 1.767
12.O - 16.0 .655
16.0 - 21.0 .543
21.0 - 28.0 .367
28.0 - 36.0 111
36.0 - 47.0 .017
.47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 .I
CATE 25 JAN 1972
lIME 15 48 45
CCUTER NUMBER 2487
AILRCHAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 4
AIRCRAFT. VELOCITY (M/S) 162
AMbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 273
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM-*3) 62
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 988
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3) 57.
LIU. WAT:R CONTENT (TM/MR*3) .1
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/COf.3/UM DIA.
5.5 - 7.0 11.989
7.0 - 9.0 4.911
9.0 - 12.0 1.844
12.0 - 16.0 1.839
16.0 - 21.0 1.813
21.0 - 28.0 .922
28.0 - 36.0 .093
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 - I
CATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME IS -9 0
COUNTER NUMBER 2496
AIRCRAFT ALTITLODE tKM) 3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 162
sMUIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 274
SAMPLED VOLUME t(CM**3) 62
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 817
NUMbFR LNSITY (iO/CM#*3) 100.
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M^*3) .2
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM)' NO/CM**3/UM DIA.
5.5 - 7.0 19.086
7.0 - 9.0 9.347
9.0 - 12.0 4.317
12.0 - 16.0 3.677
16.0 - 21.0 1.742
21.0 - 28.0 1.800
28.0 - 36.0 '. .365
36.0 - 47.0 .045
47.0 - 62.0 .016
62.0 - 82.0 .005
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
98 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 48 19
COUNTER NUMBER 2465-
4.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
7.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
1.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
3.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
9.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.94 NUMBER DENSITY {NO/CM**3)
202 LID. WATER-CONTENT (GM/I**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .265
7.0 - 9.0 .024
9.0 - 12.0 .024
12.0 - 16.0 .036
16.0 - 21.0 : .014
21.0 - 28.0 . O.00
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 . 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
101 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 48 35
COhUNTER NUMBER 2478
4.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
T.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
5.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DOEC K)
3.0 SAMPLEC VOLLME (CM**3)
3.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
54 NLMeER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
073 LIo. WATER CONTENT.(GM/Mf**3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 61.302
7.0 - 9.0 . 20.8l
9.0 - 12.0 6.746
12.0 - 16.0 3.187
16.0 - 21.0 1.140
21.0 - 28.0 .467
28.0 - 36.0 .123
36.0 - 47.0 - .013
47.0 - 62.0 .OL0
.62.0 - 82.0 0.000oO
82.0 - 108.0 . 0.000
04 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 48 50
COUNTER NUMBER 2491
.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S)
.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLUME eCM**3(
*.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
00 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
20 LIo. WATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3)
,INT. SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM*#3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 15.873
7.0 - 9.0 7.040
9.0 - 12.0 3.751
12.0 - 16.0 3.508
16.0 - 21.0 3.600
21.0 - 28.0 .317
28.0 - 36.0 .O50
36.0 - 47.0 0.00
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
.62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.O00
07 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 49 5
CCUNTER NUMBER 2503
.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
.0 SAMPLD VCLLME (CM**3)
1.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
05 NLMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
70 LIC.. WATER CONTENT (GM/F#*3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM*3/LRM
5.5 - 7.0 13.619
7.0 - 9.0 6.119
9.0 - 12.0 3.884
12.0 - 16.0 4.746
16.0 - 21.0 1.905
21.0 - 28.0 .964
28.0 - 36.0 .149
36.0 - 47.0 .013
47.0 - 62.0 .006
62.0 - 82.0 .005





































FLIGHT NUMBER 007 109
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 49 10
COUNTER NUMBER 25u7
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 3.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 167.3.
AFBIENT TENPERATURE (DEG K) 273.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 63.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 836.5
NUMBER DE.iSITY (NO/CM**3) 58.94
LIC. wATER CONTENT IGM/F**3) .151
SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NG/CMW*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 13.619
7.U - 9.0 4.460
9.0 - 12.0 1.767
12.u - 16.0 1.698
lb.o - 21.0 1.546
21.0 - 28.0 1.190
28.0 - 30.0 .149
36.0 - 47.0 o013
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8.0 .005
82.0 - Ob.O0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMbER 007 112
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TItE 15 49 25
CLLUTER NU~PbE; 2519
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (kh) 3.7
MIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
AF,blEdiT TEt.PEtATUOE (EGt k) 273.8
SAMPLEL VULLMEL (C.431 63.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (I) b36.5
NUMBER DENSIT) (NU/CFI#*3) 76.94
LI.. eATEK COITTENT (CM/F*-3) .118
SILL INTEKVAL (LUM) C/CM-*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 16.233
7.0 - 9.0 6.865
'S.) - h1.0 4.196
12.1 - 10.0 3.175
1o.u - 21.C 1.680
21.u - 28.0 .50U
2i.u - 30.0 .117
3b.0 - 47.0 .004
41.0 - 62.0 .006
h62. - 8Z.0 0.000
8z.0 - 108.0 O.000
FLI6nT NUmtER 0,7 115
"TIL 25 JAN L972
TIME L5 49 40
LLoTthE N$E8Eh 253,
AIHCiRAFT MLTITULL (F1;) 3.7
AIRCR.FT vLLOLITY IR/S) 159.6
Al DIlE,T TL!F`EIATUkE (LE( k) 273.6
FAmILFu VOLLMHL (*3) ol.
bFrlbLE INILPVAL hI) 797.9
NLMeEH UENSITY (ILL/CF.*-3) 91.85
LIL. *ATEi CUITtEIT (Gt/*3) .073
5IZE INTERVAL (CM) hL/CPM*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 17.46b
7.0 - 9.0 11.549
9.0 - 1-.0 8.607
L2.U - lb.0 3.430
16.0 - 21.C .233
21.U - 2b.0 .L66
28.0 - 30.0 .U70
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.00b
82.U - 10b.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
CATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 49 15
COUNTER NUMBER 2511
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S) 16
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 27
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 6
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 83
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 123
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*3) 
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 40.540
7.0 - 9.0 14.135
9.0 - 12.0 5.190
12.0 - 16.0 2.480
16.0 - 21.0 1.149
21.0 - 28.0 .347
28.0 - 36.0 .056
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
a2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
CATE 25 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (0M/MRe3)
512E INTLRVAL (VM) NO/CMR*3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 13.967
7.0 - 9.0 5.402
9.0 - 12.0 3.038
12.0 - 16.0 2.471
16.0 - 21.0 1.105
21.0 - 28.0 .3d6
28.0 - 36.0 .076
36.0 - 47.0 .013
47.0 - 62.0 U.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 "9 45
COUNTER INUMBER 2536
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE IKM)
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (M/S) 15
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 27
SAMPLED vOLUME ICHr*3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 79
NUMBER OcNSIT¥ INO/CMR*3) 31
LIC. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M*43)
SIZE INTCRVAL (UM) NO/C#**3/UM DIA
5s5 - 7.0 10.789
7.0 - 9.0 3.800
9.0 - 12.0 .794
i2.0 - 16.0 .504
16.0 - 21.0 .227
21.0 - 28.0 .148
28.0 - 36.0 .135
36.0 - 47.0 O.OO0
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
110 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 111
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 49 20
COUNTER NUMBER 2515
3.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI) 3.
57.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM0/)I 67.3
3.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DIG K) 273.9
53.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CMNO3) O3.0
36.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 036.5
3.24 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CI*31I 96.11
088 LIO. WATER CONTENT IGM1MZ 31) .110
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/I M DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 31.778
7.0 - 9.0 10.262
9.0 - 12.0 3.S03
12.0 - 16.0 1.635
16.0 - 21.0 1.168
21.0 - 28.0 ,*461
28.0 - 36.0 .185
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 .006
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
113 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 114
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 49 35
COUNTER NUMBER 2528
3.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 3.7
59.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 159.6
74.1 - AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (IDEG K) 274.1
61.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMOR3) 61.0
17.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 797.9
9.74 NUMBER CENSITY (NO/CM**3) 75.87
.081 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GMP*M31) .070
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3I/M DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 16.525
7.0 - 9.0 10.475
9.0 - 12.0 5.770
12.0 - 16.0 2.123
16.0 - 21.0 .357
21.0 - 28.0 .218
28.0 - 36.0 .115
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
116 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 117
CATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 49 50
CCUNTER NUMBER 2541
3.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 3.4
7.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 157.0
74.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 274.0
0o.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 60.0
91.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 785.1
1.43 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 9.48
.039 LIO. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .015
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.400
7.0 - 9.0 .983
9.0 - 12.0 .139
12.0 - 16.0 .208
18.O - 21.0 .060
21.0 - 28.0 .050
2b.0 - 36.0 .065
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIUHT OUILEER oU7 118
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 49 55
CLUNTER NUO;EEN 2545
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCL (KF) 3.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (IF/S) 157.C
FE8IENT TtFPERATURE (DEC I) 274.0
SAMPLED VULLME (C)*e31 60.C
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 7A5.1
NUMbER UE"iSITY (iU/CFi*3) 38.47
LI]G. ATER CONTENT (GF/F*43) .044
1Z2) IN1ERVAL (IUN) H/CFMI*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 13.811
7.0 - 9.0 4.133
9.0 - 1.0o 1.194
12.Q - lo.0 .556
16.0 - 21.0 .227
21.0 - 26.0 .252
28.U - 36.0 .077
36.0 - 47.0 .014
47.. - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 80.0 0.000
8z.u - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 119 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
CATE 25 JAN 197z DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 30 O TIME 15 50 5
COUNTER pUMBER 2549 COUNTER NUMBER 2553
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 3.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 154.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY M/5SI
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 274.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEO K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CMR*3) 60.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
SAMPLE IiTERVAL (M) 778.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
NUMBER OCNSITY (NO/CMR*3) 27.28 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIe. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .034 LI1. wATER CONTENT (GMOI**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL UMI) NO/CMn*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 9.444 5.5 - 7.0 12.069
7.0 - 9.0 2.675 7.0 - 9.0 3.983
9.0 - 12.0 1.006 9.0 - 12.0 1.149
12.0 - 16.0 .454 12.0 - 16.0 .522
16.0 - 21.0 .300 16.0 - 21.0 .269
21.0 - 28.0 .162 21.0 - 28.0 .138
28.0 - 36.0 .019 28.0 - 36.0 .086
36.0 - 47.0 .005 36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 _ 62.0 .007 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000 62.0 - 82.0 0.000











FLIGHT NUMBER 0oT 121
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 5u 1O
COUNTER NUMBER 2557
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE CKM) 3.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 149.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 274.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMH.3) 58.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 746.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*'31 49.24
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/Ft*3) .051
SIZE INTERVAL (CM) RU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 8.000
7.0 - 9.0 6.3u2
9.0 - I.0 3.552
12.0 - o.0 1.966
1o.0q - 21.0 .959
21.0 - 28.C .loO
2d.0 - 30.0 .026
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6-.0 0.000
62.0 - 8B.0 0.000
82.0 - 108 .0 0.000
FLICHT NUMBER 007 124
LATc 25 JAN 1972
TIME 5I 50 25
LCLINTER NUIERP 2569
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (M) 3.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 154.4
AFBIENT TEMPELRATURE (DELC K) 27b.
SAFPLEL VOLLME C(CM,-3) 60.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL 1T.) 77Z,.2
NLFtEK DErNSITY (;4C /CM.*3) .30
LIC. WATER CONTENT CGM/h'*3) .000
b1ZL INTERVAL (CM) NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.U .033
7.0 - 9.0 .U5O
9.0 . 1.0 .033
12.0 - 18.0 .012
16.g - 21.0 U.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 3b.0 0.000U
3t.Q - 47.0 0.000
47.t - 6.C 0.000o
62.0 - 8-.0 O.o00
82.0 - 108.0 0.000.
FLIGHT NUIFER Ol I 27
LATE 25 JA 19t72
TIML 15 5S 40
CLUNTtR NUt-EAR 252
AIRLRAFT ALTITUCE IKF) 3.L
AIlRRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 154.4
AtlENT TLPPL)ATUhE CLEG K) £78.b
SA-PLEt; VULLCIL (CM,*-3) OU.G
5ABPLL INirPVAL CM) 772.2
NLMAER LEI.SITY (4G/CM:*.3) 9.30
LIG. ATEi COITEYNr (GI/ /*3) .004.
SIZE ITTEikVAL (Lh) NL/Ch'*3/UM DIA.lC.T.
5.5 - 7.u 3.611
7.U - 9.0 1.092
9.0 - 1I.0 .378
10. - 1[.C .117
LeO - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .014
28.0 - 3o.0 0.000
30.0 - 47.C - 0,000
47.0 - 60.0 O.OO
62.0 - 8.0 0.000o
82.0 - 106b.0 O.oUu
FLIGHT NUMlbER U,, 30
LATe 25 JAN. 1i72
TIME 15 50 55
COUUNTE NUFeEI 2954.
AIRCRAFT MLTITUCE (KM) 3.0
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY CF/Sb) 15.4
A E61111 TEtPEkATURE (LEO K) 279.3
bAFPLEU VALLML ()U*"3) 60.0
SAMPLE INTEPVAL CM) 772.W
lM.uER UE'.SITY INU/CM*F 3) 23.00
LIL. ATER CO)NTENT CO,/F**3) .024
SiZ2 INITERVAL (LM) .U/CFI*3/UM 01DA.1N1. -
5.5 - 7.C 7.667
7.u - 9.0 2.883
S.O - 1Z.0 .o39
CŽ.u - 1o.0 .325
16.0 - ZL.0 .310
21.u - 28.0 .081
20.0 - 3D.0 .037
3b.0 - 47.0 .009
47.U0 - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 8.0 0.000
8Z.0 - 10o.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
CATE 25 JAN 1972








LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE-INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 11.622
7.0 - 9.0 5.308
9.0 - 12.0 1.406
12.0 - 16.0 .442
16.0 - 21.0 .227
21.0 - 28.0 .162
28.0 - 36.0 .058
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0- 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
CATE 25 JAN 197Z




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) -
SAMPLED VOLUME {CM.*3)
SAMPLE IICTERVAL (M) 
NUMBER CcNSITY (NO/CMR*3)
LIU. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**#)
SIZE INTERhVAL (UM) NO/CfP*3/yM D
5.5 - 7.0 .067
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .OLO
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000oo
62.0 - 82.0 0.000











CATE 25 JAN 1974
TIME 15 50 43
COUNTEh ,,UMBER 2584
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 15
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 27
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM*#3) b
SAMPLE IiTERVAL (M) 46
NUMBER LENSITY (NO/CM*.3) 2
LIG. WATCR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) IbO/CMe*3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .867
7.0 - 9.0 .517
Y.O - 12.0 U83
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0U 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
b2.0 - 108.0 .0000
FLIUHT NUMBER 007
LATE 25 uAN 1972




AMFBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME CCM**3)
5AMPLE INTERVAL (M) ,
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#*3)
LI. WAT7CR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
51ZE INTERVAL (UM) hO/CM*3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 13.180
7.0 - 9.0 3.861
9.0 - 12.0 1.639
12.0 - 16.0 .537
16.0 - 21.0 .305
21.0 - 28.0 .138
Z8.0 - 36.0 .102
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 .003
.62.0 - 82.0 0.000






122 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 50 20
CCUNTER NUMBER 2565
3.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
57.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/5)
5.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
60.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMC**31
65.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
16.77 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**31
.031 LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*W3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVLA LM), NO/CM**3/OM
5.5 - 7.0 1.622
7.0 - 9.0 .492
9.0 - 12.0 .156
12.0 - 16.0 .142
16.0 - 21.0 .T070
21.0 - 28.0 .050
28.0 - 36.0 .012
. 36.0 - 47.0 0.00
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
125 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 50 35
CCUNTER NUMEER 2577
3.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
4.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S)
7.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DE K)
60.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
2.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.15 NLMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.000 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM*3/LM I
5.5 - 7.0 .833
7.0 - 9.0 .517
9.0 - 12.o .500
12.0 - 16.0 .192
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.0o00
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
128 FLIGhT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 50 50
CCUNTER NUBEER 2590
3.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
54.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY M(/S)
78.9 AFBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
bO.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMR*3)
,3.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL CM) 
2.58 NLMbER CENSITY INO/CM**3)
001 LIG. wATER CONTENT (GM/R**3)
4.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM 0
S.S - 7.0 .933
7.0 - 9.0 .358
9.0 - 12.0 .139
12.0 - 16.0 .063
16.0 - 21.0 .030
21.0 - 28.0 .029
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 - 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




























131 FLIOHT NUMBER 007 132
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 51 5
CCUNTER NUMEER 2603
3.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCDE (KM) 3.0
9.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 157.0
9.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 279.3
61.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*a3) 60.0
5.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 791.5
.02 NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 13.32
.045 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/P*43) .016
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.511
7.0 - 9.0 1.375
9.0 - 12.0 .517
12.0 - 16,.0 .154
16.0 - 21.0 .133
21.0 - 28.0 .102
28.0 - 36.0 . 025
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER Ou7 133
DATE- 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 51 10
COUNTER NUMBER 2606
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 3.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 154.4
ABEIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 279.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*n3) 60.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 778.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NU/CM*#3) 18.68
LIC. ,ATER CONTENT (GM/*43C) .020
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM8*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 6.27b
7.0 - 9.0 1.975
9.0 - 12.0 .761
12.0 - lb.0 .290
lo.o - 21.0 .153
21.0 - 2b.0 .095
20.0 - 30.0 .052
30.U - 47.0 O.OO0
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 106.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUrIbER uu7 136
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 51 25
CLUNTEh NUNERR 2610
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KN) 3.U
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 154.4
AlBlIENT TEFPERATURE (LLG K) 279.8
SAMPLEU VULLML (ClI*-31 60.O
5OMPLE INTERVAL (M) 77b.6
NLMeER CEliSITY (NL/CFM*3) 14.00
LICG wATEK CONTENT (GM/N**3) .015
$SIL INTERVAL (LM) NC/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.133
7.U - 9.0 1.092
9.u - 1l.0 .672
12.0 - lo.O .337
16.0 - 21.0 .030
21.3 - 2u.0 .029
2d.0 - 3t.0 .044
36.0 - 47.J .005
47.0 - 6b.0 0.000
b6.o - 8.0 0.000
82.o - lOb.O 0.000
FLIHT I NUI;BER u,7 139
LA1E 25 JMr 1972
7T1c 15 51 4u
LCLhTEk NUFAEK 2031
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE IK ) C.7
AIRCRAFT vfLOCITY (r/S) j57.u
BFlLUNT TcFFEHATUAE (LEC K) 280.0
SAMPLED VLLIML (lC.*3) 60.o
bSMPFL INTERVAL (11) 772.2
hLmFEN LoESITY CNE /CF'*3) 83.90
LIL. wTthE CUNTE'. (CLr/M**3) .187
SILL INTEiVAL U(LC) f,U/CC**3/UM )IA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C 19.267
7. - 9.0 8.433
9.e - 1Z.0 2.828
12.0 - lo.O 2.o29
lo.u - 21.0 1.583
21.* - 2u.0 .981
20.U - 36.C .512
3b*. - 47.0 .023
47,U - 62.0 - 0.000
62.0 - A.O 0.000
82.0 - 10.O 0 .000
FLILHT NU.lER OU7 142
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 51 55
(CUNTrk NUP-BEk 2644
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 2.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/SC 157.C
AIlENT TLkPEKATUhE CDEG K) 279.8
SAMPLEt VULLML (CM.*3) 60.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 772.2
NLMbEk LEENSITY (NU/CM**3) 277.78
Ll. ACIEH CUITENT (GMN/P*3) .249
SIZE IINTEhRAL (UM) NC/Ch**3/U M D1A.lIT.
5.5 - 7.0 76.067
7.0 - 9.0 35.883
9.0 - 1i.C 14.283
12.0 - 1b.0 6.546
10o. - 21.0 2.810
21.o0 - 28.0 .995
2a.u - 36.0 .162
36.U - 47.0 .042
47.0 - 6t.0 .007
62.0 - bZ.0 0.000
82.U - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (uM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 2.078
7.0 - 9.0 .800
9.0 - 12.0 .294
12.0 - 16.0 .063
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .050
28.0 - 36.0 .031
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) ItO/CM0*3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 8.711
7.C - 9.0 2.208
9.0 - 12.0 .761
12.0 - 16.0 .467
Lb.O - 21.0 .260
21.0 - 28.0 .110
28.0 - 36.0 .052
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.U 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .002














LATE 25 JAN 197z
TIME 15 51 45
COUNTER NlUMBER 2635
AIRCRAFT ALTITUJE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 15
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 27
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM^*3) 6
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 78
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM*31) 166
LIU. WATcR CONTtNT (GM/M*3) .
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CMe*3/UM CIA
5.5 - 7.0 24.856
7.0 - 9.0 10i417
9.0 - 12.0 6.317
12.0 - 16.0 5.025
lb.O - 21.0 4.977
21.0 - 28.0 3.831
28.0 - 36.0 2.148
36.0 - 47.0 .065
47.0 - 62.0 .007
62.0 - 82.0 .005
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NuMBER 007
DATE 25 6AN 197Z
TIME 15 52 0
COUNTER NUMBER 2648
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 15
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 27
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 6
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 77
NUMBER DcNSITY (NO/CM*.3) 329
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 93.333
7.0 - 9.0 41.167
9.0 - 12.0 14.372
12.0 - 16.0 6.6UO
16.0 - 21.0 3.917
21.0 - 28.0 1.867
28.0 - 36.0 .506
36.0 - 47.0 .042
47.0 - 62.0 .013
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .002
134 FLIGHT NUMBER 007-
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 51 20
COUNTER NUMBER'2614
3.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
54.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS)
79.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
60.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMr**3
72.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
6.50 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.011 LIl. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 1.389
7.0 - 9.0 .542
9.0 - 12.0 .050
12.0 - 16.0 .050
16.0 - 21.0 .020
21.0 - 28.0 .021
28.0 - 36.0 .012
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
137 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 51 35
CCUNTER NUMBER 2627
3.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
54.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S)
79.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
bO.O SAMPLED VOLUME (CMt*3)
72.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.27 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.038 LIl. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 29.412
7.0 - 9.0 11.305
9.0 - 12.0 3.565
12.0 - 16.0 1.945
l6.0 - 21.0 .593
21.0 - 28.0 .332
28.0 - 36.0 .212
36.0 - 47.0 .032
47.0 - 62.0 .007
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .002
140 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 51 50
CCUNTER NUMBER 2639
3.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
7.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
9.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMR*3)
35.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.97 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.686 LL. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 41.412
7.0 - 9.0 16.975
9.0 - 12.0 5.825
12.0 - 16.0 4.076
16.O - 21.0 4.586
21.0 - 28.0 4.327
28.0 - 36.0 1.409
36.0 - 47.0 .018
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
143 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 52 5
COUNTER NUMBER 2652
2.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
54.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
79.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
78.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
9.27 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
398 LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/,M
5.5 - 7.0 31.978
7.0 - 9.0 12.292
9.0 - 12.0 4.861
12.0 - 16.0 1.692
16.0 - 21.0 1.060
21.0 - 28.0 .460
28.0 - 36.0 - .142
36.0 - 47.0 .018
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER 007 145
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 52 10
LCOUNTER NUMBER 2656
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 154.4
AFiHIENT TEMPERATURE (LEG K) 279.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (C0**31 60.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 772.2
NUMAER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 213.97
LIC. ATER CONTENT IGM/M**3I .442
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 49.789
7.G - 9.0 20.800
9.U - 12.O 8.367
12.0 - Io.0 5.063
16.0 - 21.0 4.250
21.0 - 25.0 3.764
2d.0 - 36.0 .521
36. - 47.0 .038
47.0 - 62.0 .007
62.0 - 8&.0 .002
82.0 - lOs.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUNbER 0,7 148
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME IS 52 25
COUNTER NUhPER 260o
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IK;) 2.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/S5) 154.4
ABRIENT TtIPEATURF (DEC K) 279.2
SAFtLEC VULLFIL (C1*.3) 60.0
SAMPLE INTLRVAL ( I 17z.2
.lULEk OEI.SITY (;./CM-*3) 292.52
L I. wATEH CUIRTENT (G :/F*.2) .508
S12L INIERVAL (LUI' NU/CM*^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 87.422
7.j - 9.0 33.775
9.0 - 12.0 9.bd3
12.G - It.0 5.246
1l., - 21.0 3.153
21.u - 2b.0 2.05s
2d.G - 3o.0 .93b
36. - 47.0 .141
47.U - bc.G .020
8Z.0 - d2.O .005
, - 1Or.0 0.00 o.OOO
FLILHT 4U,' b R .7 151
LATE 25 JAI. 172
Tl c IN 54 .0
LcUNTEh NutF:EEIR io
AIRCAFIT ALTIIUCL Cf1 2 .4
AIFCRAFI VELOCIT (I/5)s 154.4
AF dIE;T TA.FEkATUU£ (LEG K) 279.7
S/.FFLED VLULL14L (Cr.**3) 6u.
SAMPLE INTLhVAL iV) 7 2..
NLMdER LE,.SITY (li/C/0R-3} 15.73
Ll. nTEL COi'i]{I ((.1/F*031 .015
SIEL INTErrAL ICR) I.C/CFiM3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.u 5.100
7 ., - 9.0 1.692
3 .0 - 1..0 .833
12. - lb.0 .246
io.0 - 21.c .133
21.o - 26.O 0Z9
-b.' 36.0 .04
30.0 - 4/.0 u.0o
7.j - 6.0 J.000
62. - d5.0 0.000
8d.o - l0,.0 0.00
FLICHT NUIl.hER O3I1 154
LTE ZS5 JAl. 1.72
TIME 15 5. 5s
C(,UNTER NU.EEI, 2095
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KP) 2.4
AIRCRAFT VFLOCITY (F/S) 149.3
ANI[E.NT TLlPEhAryE L IECL K 2d1.1
SAMPL,-u VULLMIL (C*31 5s.CG
57MPLr IN[EPVAL (r!) 746.5
NLLcMEk DE,'SITY (NO/CM*03) 1.47
LID. nATEk CONTENT (GM/F-*31 .008
SILL INTEI<VAL (LUI NC/CFM^^3/UM UIA.IIfT.
5.5 - 7.0 .460
7.0 - 9.0 .1l
9.0 - 1I.0 .034
12.U - t., .U26
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 25.0 0o000
25.u - 3,.0 .013
36.- - 47.0 .005
41., - 6Z.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.00o
8Z. - 10.C 0.000o
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 52 15
COUNTER NUMBER 2660
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE fKM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE DEG K) 27
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 77
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 41:
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMO*3/UM D1A
5.5 - 7.0 114.089
7.0 - 9.0 53.7L7
9.0 - 12.0 19.633
12.0- 16.0 8.971
16.0- 21.0 4.987
21.0 - 28.0 1.8o00
28.0 - 36.0 .325
36.U - 47.0 .023
47.0 - 62.0 .007
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0- 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
LATE 25 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE IITERVAL (M)
NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM**31 
LIu. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*.3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 47.256
7.0 - 9.0 17.392
9.0 - 12.0 6.456
12.0 - 16.0 3.162
16.0 - 21.0 1.667
21.G - 28.0 .848
28.0 - 36.0 .169
36.0 - 47.u .009
47.0 - 62.0 .010
62.0 - 82.e .002
62.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
LATE 25 JAN 1972








LI;. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTRtVAL (UM) NO/CMf*3/UM C
b.5 - 7.0 7.218
7.0 - 9.0 1.853
9.0 - 12.0 .466
12.0 - 16.0 .280
16.0 - 21.0 .193
21.0 - 28.0 .070
28.0 - 36.0 .039
36.0 - 47.0 - .019
41.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.3 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIOGHT NiMBER 007
CATC 25 .AN 1972








LIC. WATtR CONTENT IOM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM*0 3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 4.195
7.0 - 9.0 .914
9.0 - 12.3 .374
12.0 - 16.0 .198
16.0 - 21.0 .097
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 .026
36.0 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0- 82.0 0.000
















146 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 52 20
COUNTER NUMBER 2664
2.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE I(KMI
54.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
9.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
60.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
2.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL I(M)
3.88 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.394 LIo. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 57.878
7.0 - 9.0 22.858
9.0 - 12.0 6.822
12.0 - 16.0 4.504
16.0 - 21.0 4.227
21.0 - 28.0 3.026
28.0 - 36.0 1.198
36.0 - 47.0 .042
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
149 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 52 35
CCUNTER NUMBER 2676
2.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM)
4.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5)
79.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl
60.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31
72.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
3.60 NUMBER CENSITY (NO/CM**31
.172 LIo. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM*#3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 4.856
7.0 - 9.0 1.742
9 .0 - 12.0 .533
12.0 - 16.0 .337
16.0 - 21.0 .1B7
21.0 - 28.0 .102
28.0 - 36.0 .037
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
152 FLIGHT NUNBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 52 50
CCUNTER NUMBER 2689
2.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
49.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S)
79.7 AMBIENT TEPERATURE (DEC K)
58.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*#31
59.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
9.12 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
.029 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/r^#3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM#*3/LM
5.5 - 7.c0 .138
7.0 - 9.0 .052
- 9.0 - 12.0 .103
12.0 - .160 .013
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10.0 0.000
155 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 53 5
COUNTER NUPeER 2702
2.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
49.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S)
82.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
58.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM**31
46.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
0.83 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.011 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/#**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (1M) NU/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 8.778
7.0 - 9.0 2.500
9.0 - 12.0 .950
12.0 - 16.0 .246
16.O - 21.0 .123
21.0 - 28.0 .148
28.0 - 36.0 .058
36.0 - 47.0 .023
47.0 - 62.0 .007
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







































FLIGHT NUMBER 0O7 157
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 53 10
CCUNTER NUMBER 27u6
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 154.4
A.BIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 281.8
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 60.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 772.2
NUMbER UESITY (NC/CM*t3) 11.08
LIE. oATER CO1TENT (GM/M**31 .030
SIZE INTEKVAL (LMI NO/CMP*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 2.625
9.0 - 12.0 .867
12.0 - 16.0 .283
I.t - 21.0 .207
21.0 - 26.0 .050
2e.0 - 38.0 .058
36.0 - 47.0 .018
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 8,.0 0.000
82.0 - 138.J 0.000
FLICHT NUMBER OU7 I60
LATL 25 JAt 1972
TIMt 15 53 25
CLUNTERm NuLiER 2716
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE HFI) 2.1
AIRCRAFI VELOCITY (1/5) 154.4
AB1I,)T TL'PEIATUhF (LtE E) 2d8.?
SAPPLLU VOLLML (C-CN.3) 60.u
SPrLE IN [LRVAL () 772.2
NLMcEl 5ENSITY (NL/Ct.*f3) 120.25
LIE. .aTEk CONTENT (GN/F*3) .330
SILEL iUITEVAL (LM) NO/CMH*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 1.0 33.156
7.o - 9.0 11.558
.o0 - 12.C 3.950
12.u - 1U.0 1.99.
o.; - 21. * 1.570
Zl. - 2c.0 1.495
28. - 3o.0 I.J48
3.,U - 47.0 .056
47.C - 6-.0 .013
62. - 8.G .Ob
62*. - IOb.C o.OO0
FL IHT ,jiLFL. 1FR . 163
LTL. 25 JOX 1972
TIME 15 53 60
LLcLTTc NUREEN 2731
AIlKRAFT ALTITUc ({K) 2.1
AIRCRAFI viLOCITY i(/S) 15-.4
AtAIEXT TLtfPEi'ATUE (LEC A) 282.0
bFAL;:U VULLML. (C-r e3) Ou.U
bAPr:LE INIlRVAL (i) 772.2
NLML, LCE.SIT (1N6/CF*3) 1e6.98
LIC. ATlk C(U;,IENl (GP,/P*63) .387
SIlL IlITE.'VAL (LM) Ny/CMH*3/UM DIA.I;IT.
5.5 - 7.0 22.45a
7.o - 9.J 9.917
9.u - 1*.0 3.0b9
12.2 - Ic.0 11.833
16.0 - 21.0 10.217
21.l, - 2b*.0 .571
28.LC - 3.0 .U?7
36.0 - 47.0 .061
47.,; - 62.0 .023
6Z.O - 82.0 .005
82.u - 1Oo.O .00D
FLICHT NUI'EFR U ,7 166
LlATc 25 Jl t 1i72
TIME 15 53 55
CLCNTEk N-E!Ek 27,3
AIRCRAFT ALTIrUCE (iF) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/I5) 154.4
AMBIENT TEtPChATURE (Dce K) 282.0
SAMPLED VULLI1L (C29*63) 60.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (I) 772.2
rtU LMcE CESSITY (NU/CM*3) 17.43..
LIG. ATER COI-TENT (GM/P*A3) .036
SIZE 11TE"1VAL (LM) rG/Lcf**3/UM uIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.967
7.C - 9.0 2.20b
9.C - 12.0 .533
12.r, - Ib.C .192
lb.u - 21.0 .083
21.0 - 28.0 .050
28.0 - 36.0 .OSd
36.0 - 47.0 .038
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.u0 - 8,0 O.O000OO
82.0 - 108.0 0.UOu
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 158
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 53 15
COUNTER NUMBER 2710
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 154.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 281.7
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*#3) 60.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) . 772.2
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 193.25
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .543
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 49.400
7.0 - 9.0 15.100
9.0 - 12.0 6.644
12.0 - 16.0 4.087
16.0 - 21.0 3.633
21.0 - 28.0 3.110
28.0 - 36.0 1.444
36.0 - 47.0 .076
47.0 - 62.0 .020
62.0 - 82.0 , .002
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLICiHT NUMBER 007
LATE 25 JAN 1972




AMBIFNT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLEC VOLUME (CM.*3)
5AMPLE I,,TERVAL (M)
NUMcER CENSITY (NO/CM*n3) 
LIE. WATtR CONTtNT (GM/M*-3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 57.533
7.0 - 9.0 22.25d
9.0 - 12.0 7.167
12.0 - 16.0 2.979
16.0 - 21.0 1.270
21.0 - 28.0 .698
28.0 - 36.0 .246
36.0 - 47.0 .170
47.0 - 62.0 .023
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 ~3 45
COUNTER ,UMBER 2735
jIRCRAFT ALTITLOE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY (M/S) IS1
AMOIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 28
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM-*3) b
5AMPLE INTERVAL (M) 77
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMM*3) 75
LIU. WATcH CONTENT (GM/M*#31 ,
SIZL INTRVAL (UM) NO/CM'*3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 25.511
7.,0 - 9.0 9.683
9.0 - 12.0 2.378
12.C - 16.0 1.313
16.G - 21.0 .373
21.0 - 28.0 .238
28.0 - 36.0 .071
36.0 - 47.0 .076
47.0 - 62.0 .O10
6,2.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
LATL 25 jAN 1972
TIML 15 54 0
COUNTER ,UMBER 2747
AIRCRAFT ALTITUUE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 15
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 28
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 6
5AMPLE INTERVAL (M) 77
hUMBER DeNSITY (NO/CM**3) 43
LIQ. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .
SIZE INToRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 12.844
7.0 - 9.0 6.767
9.0 - 12.0 2.322
12.0 - 16.0 .442
16.0 - 21.0 .050
21.0 - 28.0 .095
28.0 - 36.0 .044
36.0 - 47.0 .027
47.0 - 62.0 .007
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 - 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 159
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 53 20
COUNTER NUMBER 2714
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 154.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 281.6
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#*3) 60.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 772.2
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 60.02
LID. WATER CONTENT (GMZiM**3) .152
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 . 18.889
7.0 - 9.0 5.700
9.0 - 12.0 2.083
12.0 - 16.0 1.054
16.0 - 21.0 .583
21.0 - 28.0 .467
28.0 - 36.0 .319
36.0 - 47.0 .076
47.0 - 62.0 .013
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
161 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 53 35
COUNTER NUMBER 2726
2.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KAM)
4.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
82.1 AABIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
60.0 SAMPLED VGLLME (CM*R3)
72.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.70 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.266 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NU/CM*#3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 75.167
7.0 - 9.0 27.733
9.0 - 12.0 9.250
12.0 - 16.0 5.950
16.0 - 21.0 3.697
21.0 - 28.0 2.760
28.0 - 36.0 1.465
36.0 - 47.0 .236
47.0 - 62.0 .020
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
164 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 53 50
CCUNTER NUMBER 2739
1.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
54.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/IS)
2.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (CEC K)
50.0 SAMPLED VCLUME (CMR*3)
2.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI)
5.15 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CMOa3)
104 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/MF*3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*#3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 11.733
7.0 - 9.0 5.358
9.0 - 12.0 .833
12.0 - 16.0 .546
16.0 - 21.0 .290
21.0 - 28.0 .102
28.0 - 36.0 , .031
36.0 - 47.0 .023
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
167 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 54 5
CCUNTER NUMEER 2751
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
54.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS)
32.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
0O.O SAMPLED VCLLME (CM*R3)
72.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
3.20 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.045 LIE. RATER CONTENT (GM/1t*3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 3.092
9.0 - 12.0 .711
12.0 - 16.0 Oi.012
16.0 - 21.0 .103
21.0 - 28.0 .050
28.0 - 36.0 .019
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 .007
62.0 - 82.0 .002




























FLIGHT NUMBER OVT 169
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 54 10
LLUNTER NUMBEREk 2755
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.5
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 154.4
A:BIENT TEMPERATURE (UDEG K) 283.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (ChM*-31 60.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 772.2
NUMdER CENSITY (NO/CM**3) 30.30
LID. wATEk CONTENT IGM/M**31 .039
SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NOU/CM*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 10.478
7.0 - 9.0 3.775
9.0 - 1z.0 .989
12.0 - 16.0 .337
16.0 - 21.0 .26uZ
21.b - 28.0 .110
28.C - 36.0 .031
36.c - 47.0 .032
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 u.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUllBER 607 172
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 54 25
CLUNTER NUBEEK 2766
AIlCRAFT ALTITUDE (I.) 1.5
AIRKCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S5) 149.3
AFBiENT TEFPEkATU.E (LcG K) 2d4.3
SAPFLEC VOLLMi (Cm-31 58.0
SAEPLE INIEkVAL (I1) 746.5
NUMEER DEiSITY I'UZ/CM*3) i,9.19
LIC. WATER COHTENT (G) /t#*'3( .653
SIZL IiTEiVAL (UN) NU/C01*3/UM L6A.Ilil.
5.5 - 7.0 40.517
7.u - 9.u 18.474
9.0 - 1.0 6.787
I*. - 1o.0 3.125
15., - 21.U 9.372
21. - 2*.C 8.929
28.U - 30.0 1.097
36.0 - 47.0 .02s
47.0 - 6.0C U0lO
62.U - 8..c O.Uou
82.0 - IO 0.O O.0UO
FLIeH) NUiOliER 4:7 175
LA TE 25 JA: 1972
1IME 15 54 40
LLIUNTER NUFlEr 27o.
AIRCRAFT /LTITULE (.F) I1.
AIR(RAFT VELOCITY (IS) 151.9
At-BlEil TE'PEKATUVE (LtC K) 2d3.6
SAMPLED VULLML (C.e-3) 59.,
5i(PLEA Ii{EPVAL (I.) 759.3
NLtEER UENSITY )4L/CF.**3) 159.03
LIl. WATEo CUATEIJ IG:/P/**3) .311
SiLZ IlTEhVAL (LU)i 1A../CNi*3/UM IA8. It.
5.5 - 7.0 51.412
7.0 - 90 Z2.o00u
9.0 - 1Z.O 5,650
12.u - .. C 2.331
IO.J - 21.0 .8br
21.U - 28.0 .27E
2e.u - 3v.. .3u3
3.b - 47.0 .177
47.0 - 62.03 .049
62.2 - 862. .010
82.O - IOor. .C00
FLIGHT NUbER j17 17b
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 54 55
CLUITER NUI. dEk 2793
AIRCRAFT LTIlTUDE (K)11 1.2
AIRCRAFT vELUCITY (k/S) 149.3
AFCiLEfT TL PEKATUK. (ULC K) 283.h
SeMPLEU VDL.LML (C)*-3) 58.c
SAPALE INTI'RVAL Er,) 746.5
NLMtER UEi.SIT1Y (NU/LFP*3) 17.22
LID. ATE R COINTENT (G/Fe--3) .029
12L IlE[kVAL (LN) NjG/CF-**3/UM UIA.IN T.
5.5 - 7.0 5.126
7.6 - 9.G 2.448
9.6 - I .0 .644
1Z,.U - 16.0 .241
16. - 21.0 .172
21.o - 28.0 .052
2d.U - 3.0 .032
30b.0 - 47.0 .014
4.L: - 62.0 .007
62.0 - 82.0 0.ocu
82.U - 108.0 U.OO
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
CATE 25 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .933
7.0 - 9.0 .417
9.0 - 12.0 .117
12.0 - 16.0 .025
16.0 - 21.0 .020
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 .007
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.U 0.000o
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








L1U. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (,M) NO/CM*~3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 26.833
7.0 - 9.0 12.156
9.0 - 12.0 3.211
12.0 - 16.q 1.104
16.0 - 21.0 .977
Ž1., - 28.0 .631
28.0 - 36.0 .292
36.0 - 47.0 .089
47.0 - 62.U .031
62.0 - 82.0 .o007
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIG.r FNMBER 007
CATE 25 JAN 197Z




AMbIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vULUME (CM8*3)
SAMPLE INsTERVAL (M)
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM*.3) 3
LID. WAT6R CONTENT (GM/M*43)
SIZE INTcRVAL (M) NO/CM*^3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 92.226
7.0 - 9.0 41.492
9.0 - 12.0 12.638
12.0 - l6.* 5.492
16.0 - 21.0 2.159
21.0 - 28.0 1.073
28.0 - 36.0 .733
36.0 - 47.6 .703
47.0 - 62.U .186
6.O - 82.U .015


















DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 15 0
COUNiTER NUMBER 2797
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KMI
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 14
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DE. K) 28
SAMPLED VOLUME ICMA*31 5
5AMPLE INTERVAL (M) 74
NUMbER LtNSITY (NO/UM**3) 260
LIU. WATElcR CCNTENT (iM/M**3) 
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) Ni0/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.u 81dl.241
7,U - 9.0 32.190
9.0 - 12.0 11.207
z12.U - 16.0 3.810
L6.0 - 21.0 1.917
21.0 - 28.0 .815
28.0 - 36.0 .539
36.0 - 47.0 .376
47.0 - 62.0 .090
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .002
170 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 54 20
COUNTER NUMBER 2764
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
54.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/ST
83.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
bO.O SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**31
26.b SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
2.93 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.011 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (TM) NO/CM**31UM
5.5 - 7.0 1.506
7,0 - 9.0 .612
9.0 - 12.0 .339
12.0 - 16.0 .108
16.0 - 21.0 .062
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 .019
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










173 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 174
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 54 35
CCUNTER NUMaER 2776
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE IKM) 1.5
4.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY MI/5) 151.9
4.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 284.4
60.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*M3) 59.0
9.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 765.8
.90 NUMUER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 399.92
.240 LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .746
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 119.977
7.0 - 9.0 52.856
9.0 - 12.0 16.153
12.0 - 16.0 6.992
16.0 - 21.0 2.847
21.0 - 28.0 1.443
28.0 - 36.0 .873
36.0 - 47.0 .394
47.0 - 62.0 .127
62.0 - 82.0 .010
82.0 - 108.0 .002
176 FLIGHT NUhMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 54 50
CCUNTER NUMBER 2789
1.5 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
51.9 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
83.8 AMdBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
59.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CMe*3)
59.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml
6.41 NUMRER DENSITY (NO/CM**3l
.953 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/FM1*3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*#3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 66.586
7.0 - 9.0 26.638
9.0 - 12.0 8.868
12.0 - 16.0 2.853
16.0 - 21.0 1.217
21.0 - 2.0 .584
28.0 - 36.0 .SG4
36.0 - 47.0 .254
47.0 - 62.0 .053
62.0 - 82.0 .016
82.0 -108.0 0.000
179 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 55 5
CCUNTER NUPBER 2801
1.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
9.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
84.1 ABdIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
58.0 SAMPLED VGLLME (CM**3)
.6.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL IMI
.24 NUMoER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
511 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (OM/'**31
.1INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 18.782
7.0 - 9.0 6.759
9.0 - 12.0 2.224
12.0 - 16.0 .672
16.0 - 21.0 .331
21.0 - 28.0 .131
28.0 - 36.0 .026
36.0 - 47.0 .083
47.0 - 62.0 .024
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
177
1.2















FLIGHT NUMBER 0uT7 181
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 55 lU
COUNTER NUMBER 2b05
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 1.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 149.3
AMBIENT TEMPEkATURE (DEC K) 284.5
SAMPLED VOLLML ICM-*3) 58.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 746.5
NUMBER DENISITY (NI/CFI* 3) 163.47
LIG. wATER CONTENT (GM/MF'3) .286
SIZE INTERVAL (LUM) NC/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 50.529
7.0 - 9.0 21.681
9.0 - IZ.0 5.816
12. - b16.0 2.543
16.0 - 21.0 1.390
21.0 - 28.0 .677
2o.b - 36.0 .330
36.0 - 47.0 .132
47.0 - 60.0 .057
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - lOb.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUIU ER C,7 i84
LATE 25 JAN 1V72
TIle ,5 55 30
LLLhNTLh NulEE.h 282.
AIRCRAF A SLTITUC (4i) .t
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (Il/S) 149.3
AibLEl.l TI PEV AIUK. (CEG i) 2385.
SAMPLEi, VSLLsL (Cl'-31) 5.0U
SAMPLE INI[RVAL (1-) 746.5
NLMFEh LE.SITY (m14/01"*-3) 149.28
LIC. .. ATE, CU,,TENT (GI./F**3) .222
5ILL IhITEVVAL (Li") N,C/CM.-j/UM LIA.l T,.
5.5 - 7.G 48.9Z0
.*u - .C0 19.957
N.J - 1,0. 5.529
[12. - Ib.U 1.897
1b.L - 21.u .8183
21.U - Zb.0 .515
2o.b - 3b.0 .222
3b.u - 47.0 .141
41.U - 6.C0 .024
4t.L - 8c.C .005
8Z., - 10.G Uo.OU
FL li1r *.U( Fh GO7 i87
L,TE /5 j.I 1077
lIcL 15 55 S5
CLLt Te 1,1 i TLh L12.j
Al1ckr Fl ,,LTITUCL (F) . o
AIRhiAFl VLLICIT Y iF/b}) .l.l.
Al L ElT TL.E1 LAT UL F (ILC ) 280.3
S1LP L a VuLLVL (L*.3)I 5b.L
5F0PL, III) RVAL (iT) 727..
FLPLEh. LE,,ITY (L I/C 1 '*3) b2.7u
LIDC. INEh CUTEJ',T (11,/i*31) .118
IL II(.TEiVAL IL',) r.0/C`l,*J//lME DIA.IhiT.
5.5 - 7.C 19.e22
7.0 - 9.C 6.7h6
(.0 - I,.o 2.19D
12.U - 1.0 .835
I.C - 2i.0 .S.I
21.0 - Zb.O .22i
2Z.L - 3.,0 .145
3b6. - 47.0 .045
7?u - beC .u33
6b.0 - 8ZO b,.oro
b6.L - Ao0.C 0.Oou
FLILHT O rUNILER 0,7 190
L/.Tt 25 J3r 1972
TIML 15 55 0
CLLLNTE NS liEh 2,l
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (lF,) .6
A;RCRAFT VLLULITY (F/5) 141.6
A blENrT Ti PEKATURE (Cb6 K) Zb8.8
-IrMPLEL VULLML (CD6 63) 56.0
SAMiLE iNRERVAL (I1 707.8
NLMBER CENSITY (Ni/Cr'-3) 2.41
LIC. .ATEk COhNTENl (CM/IF 3) .00ol
SIZL INTErnVAL (LI,) NU/CfI-3/Uh DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.( .738
7.u - 9.0 .357
9.G - 1o,0 .lu7
1o.0 - 21.0 .O54
21.. - 2Z.0 0.000
2V.o - 3u.0 O.OUO
36.0 - 47.0 U.U0O
47. , - 6 .C 0.000
62.0 - 8..G U.000
82.0 - Ob.0 °.0 0
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 3
LIL. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 68.632
7.0 - 9.0 33.579
9.0 - 12.0 11.766
12.0 - 16.0 12.908
16.0 - 21.0 6.863
2L.0 - 28.0 .830
28.0 - 36.0 .465
36.0 - 47.0 .254
47.0 - 62.0 .058
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
CATE 25 *AN 1972




AMeIFNT FEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMR*3)
SAMPLE IYTERVAL (M)
NUMoFR 5LNSITY (NO/CM*.3( I
LIG. WAIcR CUhNENT (UM/M**3)
SIZE I.,TLRVAL (UM) NO/CM^E3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 42.414
7.0 - 9.0 15.698
9.0 - 12.u 4.075
12.( - 16.0 1.856
16.0 - 21.0 .786
21.0 - 28.0 .291
2Z.U - 36.0 .175
36.0 - 47.0 .118
47.0 - 62.G .039
62.0 - 82.0 .013
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLILhT NUMBER 007
CATE 25 .AN 1972








LIC. nATcH CONTENT (GM/M-*3)
SIZL I:TIHVAL (UM) NO/CMF*3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 .512
7.0 - 9.0 .330
9.U - It.O .149
12.0 - 16.0 .054
1b.O - 21.0 .075
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28A. - 36.0 .013
36.0 - 47.0 o.000
.7.u - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
84.0 - 108.0 U.000
FLIhT NhuMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LIU. WATtR CONTtNT (GM/MW*3)
SIZL INTcRVAL (UMi NO/CM**3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 4.500
7.0 - 9.0 1.973
9.0 - 12.0 .571
12.0 - 16.0 .165
16.0 - 21.0 .111
21.0 - 28.0 .064
28.0 - 36.0 .027
36.0 - 47.0 .029
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 .003






















182 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 55 25
COUNTER NUMBER 2817
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
46.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/SI
85.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
57.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICMr*31
40.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
4.65 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM*#3)
,558 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/R**31
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 58.506
7.0 - 9.0 25.483
9.0 - 12.0 9.172
12.0 - 16.0 2.694
16.0 - 21.0 .097
21.0 - 28.0 2.833
28.0 - 36.0 .282
36.0 - 47.0 .146
47.0 - 62.0 .061
62.0 - 82.0 .003










185 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 186
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 55 40
CCUNTER NUMBER 2830
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .6
49.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 149.3
85.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 286.1
58.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*43) 58.0
46.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 746.5
4.17 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#*3) 146.76
.234 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/Pr43) .259
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/iM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 47.264
7.0 - 9.0 19.448
9.0 - 12.0 5.402
12.0 - 16.0 2.086
16.0 - 21.0 1.000
21.0 - 28.0 .308
28.0 - 36.0 .308
36.0 - 47.0 .176
47.0 - 62.0 .057
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
188 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 189
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 55 55
COUNTER NUPMEER 2843
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) .6
41.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS/) 141.6
87.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEC K) 288.2
6.0O SAMPLED VULLME (CM-*3) 56.0
49.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 566.3
2.63 NLMEER DENSITY (NO/CM6*3) 1.46
.004 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .004
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM6*3/LM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .369
7.0 - 9.0 .188
9.0 - 12.0 .071
12.0 - 16.0 .027
16.0 - 21.0 011
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
191 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 192
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 56 10
CCUNTER NUMBER 2855
.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) .6
1.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S) 141.6
89.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 289.1
6.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM#*3) 56.0
07.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 707.8
4.71 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM^^31 16.48
.039 LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/**31 .051
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMR*3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 4.536
7.0 - 9.0 2.089
9.0 - 12.0 .685
12.0 - 16.0 .415
16.0 - 21.0 .111
21.0 - 28.0 .054
28.0 - 36.0 .040
36.0 - 47.0 .029
47.0 - 62.0 .011
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
4
re 4
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 193
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 56 15
COUNTER NUMBER 2859
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (K.) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 141.6
AFBIENT TCMPEkATURE (DEG K) 289.2
SAMPLED VOLUMc (CI.-a3) 56.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL. (M) 707.8
NUMBER DENSITY (INO/CM**3) 50.54
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/P*43) .157
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NU/CMh*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 16.143
7.0 - 9.0 b.723
9.0 - 12.0 1.655
12.U - Ib.O .763
16.0 - 21.0 .421
21.u - 2c.0 .117
28.u - 36.0 .069
36.O - 47.0 , .050
47.0 - 62.0 .044
62.0 - 80.0 .u05
82.0 - 108,0 .002
FLIGHT NUi'bE' 0 7 196
LATE 25 JAh 1972
TIME 15 50 31
COUNTER NJUt.Oc 2872
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (rt!) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (r/SJ 131.3
ABIENT TclFPEhATUAH (LCC k.) 2d.0
SAMPLED VULLMt (C,-.3) 53.o
SAMPLE INTFRVAL (,I) t03.1
NhMEOEK CE;.SITY (CNL/i *-.3) 142.68
LIC. tATEK CONTENT (GI6 /M*3) .341
SIlE INIEI"VAL (LM) Nh/CMh*3/UM LIA.INT.
5.5 - 7. , 41.195
7.u - 9.0 18.953
9.0 - 1-.0 6,994
12.0 - 16-0 2.269
IN.U - 21.C l.38
21.O - 2b.C .353
2d8. - 3o.C .21Ž
36.0 - 47.C .18i
47.u - bo.O .J70
62.0 - a.o0 .o01
8o.0 - 101. .00.
FLIINT 01'f0ER IjT 199
LATE 25 J'. lY72
1IPL 15 5 45
LLLI Tck hiuf'PE. 2bo.
AIRCRAFT ALTITuc ( 1 .3
AIRCRAFT VFLOLITY ( ,'/l) lO6.1
AkEIE.T l.kPEkIALTUKF (LLC I1) 2b.3
SAMPLLu VULL{'IL (l *-3 1 51.0
SA/PLE INICESVL (1I) J37.1
C.LMcEN LFI.51TY C"0/oI;#'') 343.86
LIL. ,aTEk COlENti]r LG (r/N3) 1.195
SLc Ij:TE*<VAL (LM) I.L/ChM*3/ULM Ll A.Il.
505 - 7.0 7b.70b
7L, - S.C 40.255
q.c - 12.0 10.lll
12.v - 1.O0 7.90Z
16.O - 21.0 2.b90
21.U - 2o.0 2.1ib
2d.c - 36.0 ).bUb
3..0 - 47.0 L.285
47.u - 6S.0 .4,2
62.Z - 8-.0 .055
862. - 108.0 .u02
FLILHT IU.'IEN 0'R 7 202
LATc 25 Jl.r 1972
TIME 15 57 0
C( UNTCh NUtNEEh 2o97
AIRCFR A LTI1UCt IJF) .3
AIRCRAFI VILOCITY (P/b) 123.6
A.blENTl TclPLkRTUki. (ULC k) 288.2
SlEHPLtL VOLLOlL (ICt .3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (I) 624.2
leMEER uEISITY (iiN/ChNP3) 14.86
LIC. *ATEh COIITENT I0(./F**3) .246
SIZE INTEm.AL (LIm) r;/CMI*3/UM DIA.INT1.
5.5 - 7.C 3.26b
7.U - .O 1.343
9. - 1,.0 .464
2.i0 - 16.C .275
16.0 - 2,*0 .U96
21.0 - 2b.0 .095
28.0 - 30.0 .159
3b.. - 47.0 .,82
4A.U - 6-.0 .077
60.0 - 8-e0 .009
82., - 1u6.0 .005
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 19.200
7.0 - 9.0 9.227
9.0 - 12.0 3.291
12.0 - 16.0 .950
I6.0 - 21.0 .589
21.0 - 28.0 .356
28.0 - 36*0 .361
3b.0 - 47.0 .273
47.0 - 62.0 .125
62.0 - 82.0 .011
82.0 - 108.0 .015
FLIQrIT NUMBER 007
LATE 25 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATcR CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTLRVAL CUM) NO/CM*03/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 54.167
7.0 - 9.0 29.327
9.0 - 12.0 10.692
12.0 - 16.0 4.505
16.0 - 2[.0 1.573
21.0 - 28.0 1.140
2b.0 - 36.0 .764
36.0 - 47.0 .797
47.0 - 62.0 .304
62.0 - 82.0 .044














LATE 25 jAN 1972
TIME 15 >6 50
CCU1tTER .IUMBER 288b
AlICkAFT ALTITUDE I(M)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 12
AMEIFNI IEMPERATLRE (DEG K) 28
SAMPLED vOLUME (CMR63) 5
SAMPLE IINTERVAL (M) 62
lUMbER ULNSITY INO/CM*31) 184
LIL. WAlcR CONTENT (GM/M"*3) 1.
SIZE IlTcRVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.* 44.719
7.0 - 9.0 21.81'
9.0 - 12.0 8.170
12.0 - 16.0 3.583
16.0 - 21.0 1.090
21.0 - 28.0 1.050
2b.0 - 36.0 1.025
36.0 - 47.0 .740
.7.0 - 62.0 .310
62bO - 82.0 .033
U2.0 - 108.0 011
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
LATE 25 .AN 1972
TIME 15 57 5
COUNTER NUMBER 2900
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 12
AMbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 2Z
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 5
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 61
NUMER OCcNSITY (NO/CM**31) 
LICG wATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3) c
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 2.080
7.0 - 9.0 .840
9.0 - 12.0 .373
12.0 - 16.0 .125
16.0 - 21.0 .060
21.0 - 28.0 .026
28.0 - 36.0 .030
36.0 - 47.0 .056
47.0 - 62. 0 .012
62.U - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
194 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 56 25
COUNTER NUMBER 2867
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
39.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
89.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
S5.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#I3)
01.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL CM)
4.73 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
,576 LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 19.938
7.0 - 9.0 9.426
9.0 - 12.0 2.623
12.0 - 16.0 1.083
16.0 - 21.0 .541
21.0 - 28.0 .246
28.0 - 36.0 .280
36.0 - 47.0 .104
47.0 - 62.0 .084
62.0 - 82.0 .023
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
197 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 56 40
COUNTER NUMBER 2880
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
Z8.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CI/S)
87.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
52.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMet3)
49.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
6.35 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.209 LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 86.487
7.0 - 9.0 48.192
9.0 - 12.0 17.263
12.0 - 16.0 6.952
16.0 - 21.0 2.896
21.0 - 28.0 1.423
28.0 - 36.0 .697
36.0 - 47.0 .212
47.0 - 62.0 .112
62.0 - 82.0 .020
82.0 - 108.0 0.OUO
200 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 56 55
COCUNTER NLMBER 2892
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
3.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IC/S)
37.8 AMVIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
51.0 SAMPLED VOLLUME ICMR!3)
24.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
4.29 NLMBER DENSITY CNO/CM**3)
212 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
4.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM I
5.5 - 7.0 21.242
7.0 - 9.0 11.088
9.0 - 12.0 4.248
12.0 - 16.0 1.941
16.0 - 21.0 1.518
21.0 - 28.0 .927
28.0 - 36.0 .971
36.0 - 47.0 1.012
47.0 - 62.0 .314
62.0 - 82.0 .033





































FLIGHT NUMBER 007 204
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 57 LO
CCUNTER NUMBER 2904
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S5 121.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 289.1
SAMPLED VCLLME (CMe*3) 50.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 604.9
NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 2.08
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/R**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .493
7.0 - 9.0 .460
9.0 - 12.0 .0Oh
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 O.OCO
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 205
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 57 15
CULNTER NUMBER 29ud
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KIT) .3
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (f/S) 121.0
APBIENT TEMPERATUNE (DLC K) 289.3
SAMPLED VULLML (CM-*3) 50.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) b604.9
NUMBER OUEISITY CNC/CM*S3( 3.18
LIC. *ATER CONTEN:T (GIl//*3) .039
SIZE IITERVAL (LM) NG/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .667
7.0 - 9.0 .370
9.0 - 12.0 .120
12.L - 16.0 .075
16.U - 21.0 .OoO
21.U - 28.0 .034
28.0 - 3c.0 .007
3 o.0 - 47.0 .005
47.U - 6Ž.0 .004
62.U - 8.-0 0.000
82.0 - 106.0 .00O
FLICHT INUFhER 1'7 20b
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 57 30
CLU\TER INUNEC 29,.
AIRCRrFI "LTITUCc Cr1) .3
AIRCRAFT vLLOCITY (r/5) 121.C
AlF lEI T iPEi.ATOrui (LLC C) Z9U.5
SAMFLL . VoLLHL (CI**j) 5..C
SAMPLL INIIPVAL (I') b04.9
NUMuEr LEI.SITY (IL/CLFi*'3) 3.06
LIG. AITEr CUCNTEIrT ((,h,/F 3) .014
SIZL INTE£rVL (Lll) iN/Cf-I3/UMN D16A.lNl.
5.5 - 7.0 .,53
7.u - 9.C .430
9.L - I1,C .1d7
lZ., - 1.,U .O3O
1-., - 21.C0 036
21.t - 2c.0 .026
2-.. - 30.C .037
3O. - 47.0C .Olt
41., - 6.C 0.000
6b.u - 8.LC .J.ouO
8£, -o 100 . 2 .JJou
FLI(:i rorr I Q. 1-
LATE Zb J3A. 1972
TIME ib 5r '5
CLLNTL rr LI L .:Ch 2Zj.
AIRChkAl I LTIIUCL () .3
AIRlRAF I VELOCITY Ci/S) 123.o
ArI bO T TTIP ErATr L (LcLC ) z9U.9
S2, 'L- v.LLRII (C -3) l1.L
Sit EL 1 4TI PI'VL (,) h17.
NUiALbtE. iESITY ( il/CL *'3) .47
LIC , .rTLr CulI.T7II C(R /V*J3) .00o,
512L bI2 nnTiAL ( (Cl) i,1./Ct'^3/iF0 LiA.1lilT.
5b - 7.O0 .235
71. - 9.C 0.00u
9. - 1i.2 .039
'12. - 1.0 0.0UO0
2r'. -O o.' 0.000
230. - 2r.0 J.000
47.0 - 6.0 0.300
62.u - 8..C O.00
82._ - 1(0.2 0.000
FL 1 rI H INUrMt 2) 214
CATc b JAr. 1972
TcIV lt 32
CCLUiTEn NUt IlE. 31Lz
AIRCRFTI ALTIIUC'. I.) 2.'
A1hCRFI( vI LOITY (I/5I ) 154.4
AEblIE 1 TLuP(ACTUrO (cC r') 2Z1.6
SpMPLtL VOLLML (C " .*3) 60.0
ShrMCLE INTIPVAL (rI 30i .9
NUMERt CUESITY (IL/CP-M3) .05
LIC. tATEIh COTl'TE)T (Gr/M*63) .000
SILL 11TEI'. VAL (Lll) N-l/Chi*'3/lM UIA.ITT.
5.5 - 7.0 .033
7.L - .C0 0.000
91.0 - 1(O0 0.000
12.L - r.OC 0.000
2£.0 - 21.0 0,OOO
2bAU - 3b.0 0O000
36O. - 47.C .O000
41.0 - b,.0 0.000
6Z.0 - 8rC U.000
82.0 - 1Ob.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
CATE 25 JAN 1972








LID. WATcR CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTiRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .573
7.0 - 9.0 .280
9.0 - 12.0 .060
12.0 - 16.0 .030
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .026
28.0 - 36.0 .022
36.0 - 47.0 .011
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 u.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGhT NUMBER 007
LATE 25 JAN 1972








LIB. WATcR CONTLNT (GM/M*-3)
SIZL IINTERVAL (IM,) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7. .48d4
7.0 - 9.C .392
9.0 - 12.0 .078
1Z.0 - 16.0U .029
16.0 - 21.0 .047
21.0 - 28.0 o.000
d5.O - 36.0 .022
36.0 - 47.T .016
47.U - 62.0 0.000
oL.O - 82.C 0.000
Z.O0 - 108.o 0.000
LIuhT iuMPER 007
LATE 25 JAN 197Z








LIL. wATLR CCNTcrIT ((M/M**3)
SIZ INTYRVAL (UM) NO/CM*63/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .157
7.J - 9.u .U59
9.0 - 12.0 .039
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.C 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.C - 108.0 0.000
206 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 57 25
COUNTER NUMBER 2916
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
121.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (IM/S)
289.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K)
50.0 SAMPLED VOLCME ICMO*3).
604.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM
2.32 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.014 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/#M*3)
OIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IL(M) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .867
7.0 - 9.0 .340
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 .090
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 .011
47.0 - 62.0 o0.00
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
209 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 15 57 40
COUNTER NUMBER 2929
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM)
123.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
291.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
51.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CMf*3)
611.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
2.45 NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.011 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/t**3)
IA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .444
7.0 - 9.0 .490
9.0 - 12.0 .137
12.0 - 16.0 .015
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 .008
2H.0 - 36.0 .029
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME lo 2 35
CGLHIER NUMBER 3124
AIRCRAFT ALTITLE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 15
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 2E
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*63) t
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 46
NUMbER DCcNSITY (NO/CM0*3)
LIU. WATcR CONTENT )GM/M**3)
51E INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*-3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .033
7.0 - 9.g .025
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
2A.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
212 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 2 30
CCLNTER NLMUER 3119
.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM)
23.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
90.9 AFlIENT TEMFERATURE (DEC K)
51.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CMR63)
17.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.47 NLUMtR DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.000 LI1. wATER CONTENT (GM/t**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .075
9.0 - 12.0 .017
120 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.O00
215 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 2 38
CCUNTER NLMBER 3127
2.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
54.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
87.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE. (DEC K)
60.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMo*3)
63.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.10 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.000 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .833
7.0 - 9.0 .258
9.0 - 12.0 .100
12.0 - 16.0 .025
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .014
2860 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








































FLIGHT NUMBER bu7 Z17
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 2 42
COUNTER NUPBER 3129
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 154.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG KI 287.5
SAMFLED VULLML (CMC*3) 120.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 617.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM--3) 1.95
LlI. cATER COhTENT (GM/M*#3) .003
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM^^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .433
7.U - 9.0 .192
9.0 - 1l.0 .111
12.0 - 16.0 .083
16.O - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 2b.0 .021
2a.0 - 3b.0 .000
3o.J - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 6c.0 0.000
62.C - 82.0 0.000
82.u - 108.0 0.000o
FLIGHT NU,*EER uv7 220
LbATE 25 JAN 1972
lTIME 16 52
cULNTEk NUFrEI, 3130
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (Kr) z.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (N/S) 162.2
ANeIELl Te PEiATuH: (DCG cK 286.O0
SAMPLEL VULLML (i CL,1.3) 62.0
SAMPLE INI[RVAL (M) o43,5
NLrcER LECISITY (NC/F**O3) 38.84
LI. ATER CUotTENT (U;/P*'3) .os55
SILL Ih1E'VAL (LI) CNG/CCM1m3/UM LIA.li;T.
5.5 - 7.C u10.677
7., - 9.0 5.387
9.0 - 1-0 1.812
12.C - 10.O .677
IO.u - 21.0 .413
21.4 - 2r.O .136
2d. - 3b..C .069
3bo.j - 41.0 .018
47.6 - 6.J .OUIO
6Z., - 8 .0 U.000
82.u - lOu.u 0.ouOU
FLICICr .UI i ER C4 7 223
LlT't 2 J.t. 1,72
TIl L 1. 3 3
CLOUTER NVU Er, 31..
AIRCRAF I .LTITUC .L (t Z.7
AIRCRAFT vLUCITY (C/S5 167.3
AMBIENT TI. PEkATUiL (CO E K 84.7
SAMPLEL VULLML (CL*.*31 63.,
SAMPLE INTtRVAL (C) b9S.2
NLMLEk DEhSITY (NC,/CN*3) 5.4L
LIC. oATEk COUTENI CGP/M#3N .00e
512t IIITERAL (LIOT NC/CM. 3/UV LIA. INT.
5.5 - I. 1.354
7.U - 9.0 .714
9., - 1 .0 .243
12.u - It.0 .U83
16.U - 2i.C .127
21.C - 2c.U .014
28.0 - 30.C .012
30. - 47.0 .004
47.u - 6z.0 U.000
62.0 - 8-.0 0.u60
82.0 - 10ob.0 0.U0O
FLIGHT NUMBER OOT 218
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 2 45
COUNTER NUMBER 3132
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 159.6
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 287.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMe*3) 61.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 471.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 4.77
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .004
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.290
7.0 - 9.0 .615
9.0 - 12.0 .169
12.0 - 16.0 .164
16.0 - 21.0 .059
21.0 - 28.0 .021
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 221
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 6lb 2 55
COUNTER hUMBER 3141
AIRLRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 162.2
AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 285.1
SAMPLEC VOLUME (CM**3O 124.0
SAMPLE IlTERVAL (M) 486.5
NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM**3) 21.84
LIX. wATER CCNTENT (GM/M-*3) .027
51ZL INTcRVAL (UP) NO/CM**3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 d.446
7.0 - 9.J 2.089
9.0 - 12.0 .806
12.0 - 16.0 .244
16.0 - 21.0 .140
21.0 - 28.0 .071
28.0 - 36.0 .031
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 .002
02.0 - 82.0 .001
t2.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
LATE 25 jAN 1972








LIL. vATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM 
5.5 - 7.0 9.026
7.0 - 9.0, 3.444
9.0 - 12.0 .889
12.0 - 16.0 .369
16.0 - 21.0 .337
21.0 - 28.0 .141
28.0 - 36.0 .067
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
6Z.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.C o.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT CGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 2.142
7.0 - 9.0 .918
9.0 - 12.0 .322
12.0 - 16.0 .189
16.0 - 21.0 .092
21.0 - 28.0 .073
28.0 - 36.0 .025
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 007 222
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 2 59
CCUNTER NUMBER 3143
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 167.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEA K) 285.2
5AMPLED VOLLME (CM**31 63.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 658.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 35.79
LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/PM*31 .054
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*#3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 10.677
7.0 - 9.0 4.484
9.0 - 12.0 1.550
12.0 - 16.0 .694
16.0 - 21.0 .305
21.0 - 28.0 .154
28.0 - 36.0 .062
36.0 - 47.0 .017
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 .o02
82.0 - 108.0 0.0CO
224 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 3 10
CCUNTER NUMEER 3152
2.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
167.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/SC
284.0 AMBIENT TEPPERATURE IDEG K)
63.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM**3)
501.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 
27.87 NUMEER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
.033 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM U
5.5 - 7.0 10.510
7.0 - 9.0 5.000
9.0 - 12.0 1.542
12.0 - 16.0 .828
16.0 - 21.0 .378
21.0 - 28.0 .145
2b.0 - 36.0 .049
36.0 - 47.0 .013
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .005










FLIHI 4U' LER 047 227
LATL 25 JAN 1972
TIME Lb 3 13
CCLUNTER NUK.ER 3155
AIRCRAFT ALT ITLC (C.!) .0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CI/S) 169.9
AFbiET TlI PE.ATUKF (ICL K) 283.4
SAPLL' VULLML (Ci*.-3) 6.o
SAMPLE INrERVAL (i4) 509.7
NLMbER OEi51TY (NCU/CRi*3) 110.59
LIC. cATEi CON1TENT (GM/Pt*3) .119
SIZE INTERVAL (CM) NL/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 31.927
7.c - 9.0 15.039
9.x - 12.0 5.875
12.0 - lo.O 2.707
lo.U - 21.0 1.237
21.4 - 28.0 .342
2b.0 - 3b.0 .156
36.U - 47.0 .0i1
47.0 - 62.0 .00b
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - lOb.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 227 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 228
DATE 25 jAN 1972 DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIMt 16 3 16 TIME 16 3 20
COUNTER lIUMBER 3157 CCUNTER NUMEER 3160
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 3.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 3.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 172.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 169.9
AMBIENT IEMPERATURC (DEG K) 282.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEC K) 282.3
SAMPLEC VOLUME (CM#*31 65.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CMC*31 64.0
5AMPLE INTERVAL (M) 513.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL IMI 684.7
NUMtER CtNSITY (NO/CM**3) 48.12 NUMBER CENSITY (NO/CMO*31 .05
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .087 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/MF*3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT. SIZE INTE2VAL (LM) NO/CM*#3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 15.128 5.5 - 7.0 .031
7.0 - 9.0 5.769 7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 2.195 9.0 - 12.0 0.000
IZ.U - 16.0 .8U4 12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .345 16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .143 21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .071 28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .043 36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .018 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 .002 62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000 82.0 - 108.0 0.000
4
FLIGHT NUMBER 0u7 229
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 3 23
COUNTER NUMBER 31o3
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 3.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 169.9
AiBIENT TEMPERATURE (LEG K) 282.3
SAMPLEO VOLUME (CM*83) 64.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 509.7
NUMBER DENSITY (ND/CM**3) 4.72
LIC. cATER CONTENT (GM/P8**3) .014
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NL/CM*3/UIM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .708
7.0 - 9.0 .461
9.0 - 12.0 .177
12.0 - 16.0 .180
16.0 - 21.0 .166
2£. - 28.0 .047
2 8.- - 3b.0 .035
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 64.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - lOd8.0 0.000
FLICHT NUlbER oul 232
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 0 35
CLLhTEK NuVEEk 3173
AIRCRAFT oLTITUiE (t i" 3.0
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY (N/N) 164.7
Ai A31L,T T.NPEhATUne ()LL ) 282.4
SAMFLcL VOLUML (CLO-3) 63.0
SAMPLE INIERVAL (0) 658.9
NLMEER LEI.SITY (NC/C'i*-3) e 6.1)
LIC. ATEi CONTENT (G)I/F*3) .007
bIZE INTEALAL IL') No/CM*'3/UM UIA.INT.
5. - 7.0 1.77b
7.- - 9.0 .595
7.- - i .0 .265
IL - 1.0 .210
1.- - 21.3 .J4b
21.o - 2,.C .U34
2d., - 31.0 .018
36.C - 47.0 O.O00
41.C - 6-,0 o.000
6£. - 82.0 0.00u
82.. - o10.C 0.000
FLILHI i(U,'IER o, I 035
LATL 25 JAr 1477
11c 10 3 45
Cit LTEi 1u Er b 31]ut
AIRCRAFT "LTITUJL (K) J.4
oIklRAFT vFLUOLITY ./S) (64.7
AI. 8EiT TO`FEkATLUi (LEt s) 282.3
bMALLL V.LLi4 L (C?.63) 6J.u
bAPPLE INILRVL (I) 498.1
NLMcER CESITY )IC/C163) 73.87
LIU. nATEi CO'lTcJI (O,-/**3) .U92
512L INTEI"VAL (Lb) ti,/LM**J/UM 0IA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C 15.471
7.U - V.0 5.302
9.o - 12.0 9.705
12.u - tb.0 1.361
lb6.u - 21.0 .305
21.0 - 2o.0 .381
28.o - 30.0 .IO5
3o.o - 47.0 .0U2b
47.0 - 6,.0 .0ob
62.0 - 8-c.0 .OOU
82.0 - I(. 0.000oU
FLIGHT 0U,4bER v6 7 23b
LATt 25 JAN, 1972
TIME Io 3 55
CLLUNTeR NUeEk 319,
AIRCRAFT nLTIIUCE (Al.) 3.7.
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (r /5) 324.3
ArEIENT IrcFEF.ATUkF (LLG K) 279.9
SAMPLEU VULLML (Cl,..3) 109.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (I) 737.5
NUMBER 0 E*SITY O)U/I0/*3) 33.74
LIC. nATER CONTEN1 (UM/MF**3) .026
SIZE INTLEVAL (LNI NC/CM*^3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 10.110
7.0 - 9.C 5.977
9.0 - 1l.c 1.385
1.u - lb.3 .314
16.0 - 21.0 .103
21.0 - 2b.0 .060
28.0 - 36.0 .024
36.0 - 47.C .005
47. - 6,.0 0.000
62.u - 8d.0 .001
82.0 - 10b.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 230
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 3 26
COUNTER NUMBER 3165
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 3.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/Si 169.9
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 282.3
SAMPLED VOLUME -(CM**3) 64.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 509.7
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 43.70
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .095
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5- 7.0 10.083
7.0 - 9.0 3.805
9.0 - 12.0 1.578
12.0 - 16.0 1.172
16.0 - 21.0 1.122
21.0 - 28.0 .641
28.0- 36.0 .158
36.0 - 47.0 .017
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIuhT NUMBER 007 233
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 3 38
COUNTER NUMBER 3176
AIRCRAFT ALTITLuE (KM) 3.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 162.2
AMBdIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 282.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 62.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 490.3
NUM6FR CENSITY (NO/CM**3) 23.94
LI'. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .032
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.871
7.G - 9.0 3.250
9.0 - 12.0 .919
12.0 - 16.U .706
16.0 - 21.0 .371
21.C - 28.3 .115
£8.0 - 36.0 .036
36.0 - 4 7 ., .004
47.0 - 62.0 .003
2z.0 - 82.0 0.000
a2.0 - 108.0 0.oo000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
LAT E 25 JAN 1972








LIC, waTR CONTENT (GM/M*-3)
SIZE INT.RVAL (UM) NO/CMe*3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 20.000
7.0 - 9.0 10.810
9.0 - 12.0 3.487
12.0 - 16.0 1.921
16.0 - 21.0 1.051
21.0 - 28.J .737
28.0 - 36.0 .167
36.0 - 47.0 .066
47.0 - 62.0 .013
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
CATE 25 JAN 1972








LIb. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*03/UM O
5.5 - 7.0 1.778
7.0 - 9.0 .865
9.0 - 12.0 .725
12.0 - 16.0 .742
b16.C - 21.0 .594
21.0 - 28.0 .120
28.0 - 36.0 .012
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000











FLIGHT NUMBER 007 231
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 3 31
COUNTER NUMBER 3170
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 3.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 164.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 282.0
SAMPLED VOLLME ICM*#3) 63.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 836.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .24
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .032
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .029
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.00
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LI0. wATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 4.624
7.0 - 9.0 2.302
9.0 - 12.0 .640
12.0 - 16.0 .246
16.0 - 2l.0 .108
21.0 - 28.0 .104
28.0 - 36.0 .050
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










236 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 237
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 3 52
CCUNTER NUMBER 3187
3.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 3.4
67.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
80.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 279.8
b3.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*.3) 63.0
98.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 669.2
2.43 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CMR*3) 68.49
.150 LIQ. wATER CONTENT (GM/M*t3) .063
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (IM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 21.492
7.0 - 9.0 10.190
9.0 - 12.0 1.735
12.0 - 16.0 1.4CI01
16.0 - 21.0 .533
21.0 - 28.0 .218
28.0 - 36.0 .085
36.0 - 47.0 .013
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
239 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 240
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 4 2
COUNTER NLMEER 3196
3.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)I 3.7
7.3 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 167.3
79.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 279.6
63.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CM#.3) 63.0
83.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 501.9
.44 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 32.49
.024 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .018
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 5.058
7.0 - 9.0 5.897
9.0 - 12.0 3.651
12.O - 16.0 .159
16.0 - 21.0 .305
21.0 - 28.0 O.O00
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUmSER 0u7 241
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 4 16
COUNTER NUrBEF 32u7
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE }KM) 4.0
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/5) 169.9
AFBIENT TtMPERATURE (DEG K) 279.7
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMn3) 64.u
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 2360.4
NUMBER OENSITY (NU/CM**3) 9.77
LIC. ATER CONlTENT (GM/F*.3) .007
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NC/CMH*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 1.781
7.0 - 9.0 1.313
9.u - bz.0 .651
12.2 - lbo.0 .473
16.0 - 21.0 .116
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.- - 3o.0 0.000
35.J - 47.0 U.000
47.U - 6Ž.0 0.000
62.0 - 82. 0 0.000
82.u - 10d.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMEER CS7 244
LATE 25 JAN 1972
T7IL 16 . 28
LCUOTcTR NutEF 3217
AIRCRAFT ALTITLCDE (K) 4.3
,IRCkAFT VLLUCITY (V/b) i1750.
AIAIENT TtFPEIATiht (LcC K) 279.5
SAMPLEL VALLIIL (Ci('.3) 6b.u
SAMPLE INTERVAL (I) 700.1
NUMBER LE;ESITY (YCiCV.03) 60.3h
LIC. ~ATER CUNTEIIT lU/F**3) .154
Slic INTElVAL (LM) t,/Cl*-3/UM DiA.lit,.
5.5 - 7.0 b.495
7.0 - 9.b 1.34b
9.0 - I.C 4.939
12I0 - 1,.C 1.845
lo.u - 21.0 2.982
21.0 - 2b.d 1.541
2d.0 - 3-.0 .006
3b.u - 47. 0.o000
47.0 - 62.C 0U.000
62.L - 0- . U.000
82.u - lUh.C 0.000
FLIGHT r. U'Ek 0,7 47
LATE 25 J.;. 1972
II'L 106 38
CLLUTER kNuI.:E 32.5
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (I.) 4.3
AIRCR.FY vILOLIIY (1'/:, 177.6
Al. IEUT TL.FPEhATU,: (IAO K ) 279.3
SEMAFL/O V)O LiUM (L,"-3) 06.U
bAhMLE III)PsVL itK) 352.6
NUMdER CEtNSITY (iju/C*'31 ) Id.00
LIC. ,ATER CUoNTENT (Ii/*31 .030
SIZE ITEkVAL (UNM) fNC/CML*-3/UOl UIA.INI.
5.5 - 7.0 4.293
7.0 - 9.C 2.386
9.U - 1I.0 .833
12.0 - 16.J .352
lo. - 21.0 .227
21.u - 2b.0 .175
2d.0 - 36.0 .053
36.0 - 47.0 .0OUb
47.u - 6c.0 0.U00
62.0 - 80 u.00O0
82.u - lOb.C 0.000
FLIGHT NUMbER ui7 25C
DATE 25 JA), 1972
T IME 16 48
CLUNTER NUteEh 3233
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE 1 (K) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(/5) 175.0
A.blEol T'PFAVATUhE (LtE K) 275.0
SAMFLtL VULLI4t (CIM*3( 66.0
bAMPLE INTERVAL (1') 700.1
NUFMER LE;.SIT3 (.U/CN**3) '01.85
LIG. ATEH COlTAENT (Gr/F**k ) 1.277
bIZE INTE'vAL (ULM) .O/CA-t3/UM Ds.II14T.
5.5 - 7.0 Z20.007
7.0 - 9.0 138.561
9.0 - I2.C 58.172
12.0 - 1s., 26.595
lo.u - 21.U 13.094
21.C - 2b.U 4.816
28.0 - 3b.0 1.259
36.u - 47.0 .211
47.0 - 62.0 .060
62.0 - 8,.0 .016
82.0 - 10b.C .O0o
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 1.662
7.0 - 9.0 3.169
9.0 - 12.0 2.067
12.0 - 16.0 2.512
16.0 - 21.0 .892
21.0- 28.0 .116
28.0 - 36.0 .012
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIUhT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 .AN 1972
TIME Lo 4 32
CbUNTER N1UMBER 3220
AIRCRAFT ALTIILUE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY )M/S) I
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 2
5AMPLED vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE IINTERVAL I(M) 7
NUMbER DCENSITY (NO/CM*#3) 5
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
sIZE IITcRVAL (LI) NO/CM*e3/UM DCI
5.5 - 7.0 8.929
7.0 - 9.0 3.758
9.0 - 12.0 .944
12.0 - 16.0 1.989
16.0 - 21.0 2.403
21.0 - 28.0 1.840
28.0 - 36.0 .059
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.U O.o0o
tLIGHT NuMBER 007
LATE 25 oAN 1972




AMbIENT TEMPERATuRE (DEO K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE IlTERVAL (M)
NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM*t3) 
LIC. wATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.U 139.859
7.0 - 9.u 72.485
9.0 - 12.0 29.606
12.0 - 16.0 14.500
16.0 - 21.0 8.000
21. - 28.0 4.206
28.0 - 36.0 .953
36.0 - 47.0 .124
47.U - 62.0 .040
02.0 - 82.0 .009
82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
CATE 25 JAN 1972




AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME ICM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM)
NUMBER ULNSITY (NO/CM**3) 5
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (OUM) NO/CM*-3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 125.600
7.0 - 9.0 70.577
9.0 - 12.0 23.974
12.0 - 16.0 11.619
16.0 - 21.0 6.209
21.0 - 28.0 2.822
28.0 - 36.0 .990
36.0 - 47.0 .126
47.0 - 62.0 .026
62.0 - 82.0 .012









242 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 243
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 4 24
CCUNTER NUMBER 3213
4.0 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.0
172.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (IM/S) 175,0
279.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 279.5
65.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 66.0
684.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 695.0
30.45 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 47.20
.043 LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) ,125
IA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 7.758
7.0 - 9.0 3.000
9.0 - 12.0 .990
12.0 - 16.0 1.432
16.0 - 21.0 2.273
21.0 - 28.0 1.325
28.0 - 36.0 .028
36.0 - 47.0 O.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
245 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 246
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 4 36
COUNTER NUMBER 3223
4.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.3
75.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(/S) 175.0
79.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 279.6
b6.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM##3) 66.0
00.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) TOOl
7.06 NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.62
.162 LIU. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .006
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .343
7.0 - 9.0 .091
9.0 - 12.0 .141
12.0 - 16.0 .045
16.0 - 21.0 .009
21.0 - 28.0 .032
28.0 - 36.0 O.oUoo
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 O.0oO
248 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 249
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 4 44
CUNTER NUMBER 3230
4.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.3
77.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S) 175.0
79.2 ArBIENT TEMPERATURE (CEC K) 276.7
66.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM§*3) 66.0
32.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 529.0
0.83 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*'3) 998.70
.853 "LIC. ATER CONTENT IGM/M**31 1.212
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT
5.5 - 7.0 226.828
7.0 - 9.0 133.000
9.0 - 12.0 57.955
12.0 - 16.0 28.110
16.0 - 21.0 11.970
21.0 - 28.0 4.816
28.0 - 36.0 1.271
36.0 - 47.0 .132
47.0 - 62.0 .040
62.0 - 82e0 .016
82.0 - 108.0 .002
251 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 252
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 4 55
CCUNTER NUMBER 3239
4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
72.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (I/S) 175.0
74.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 273.3
65.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**31 66.0
1.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 695.0
b.72 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMt*3) 13.71
.716 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/F#*3) .042
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 3.495
7.0 - 9.0 2.008
9.0 - 12.0 .611
12.0 - 16.0 .318
16.0 - 21.0 .103
21.0 - 28.0 .061
28.0 - 36.0 .023
36.0 - 47.0 .012
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .002
D1
FLIGHT NUMBER Ou7 253
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIlME 16 5 0
CLUNTER NUMBER 3243
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/SI 175.0
AFBIENT TEMPEkATURE (DEG K) 272.b
SAMPLED VGLLML ICM**3) 66.0
SAMFLE INTERVAL (Ml 875.2
NLMBER DENSITY (NU/CM**31 14.71
LIC. WATER CONTENT IGM/F*R31 .024
SIZE INTEhVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.S - 7.0 3.596
7.0 - 9.0 1.917
9.0 - 12.0 .788
12.0 - 1c.0 .284
tb.0 - 21.0 .161
21.0 - 26.0 .108
28.0 - 30.0 .0U47
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6Z.0 .003
62.0 - 80.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIC-HT NUMeER iu7 256
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIPE 16 S 6
CtLUNTER NUNEI 32S.
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (Ki) 4.6
AIRCRAFT vELOLITY (P/S) 180.2
AItlENT TLlPEF.ATURL I(Ll K) 273.6
SAFFPLED VULLML. (CM1431 67.0
SAFPLE INTERVAL (1 540.5
NLMtER LEiSITY Ilh/C'*31 IR9.9L,
LIL.. vAIER Co-TENT (I.I/A*31 .245
51ZL ifNiiEVAL (LIfI NU/C/4*3/UM UIA.INF.
5.5 - 7.0 50.776
7.0 - 9.0 25.022
g.0 - 1-.0 7.413
1Z.0 - lb.C 4.918
lb.u - 21.C 2.591
21.0 - 2b.0O .832
28.0 - 3c.C .261
36.0 - 47.0 .058
67.0 - 6L.c .U02
62.u - 8A.0 .004
82.0 - lol.c O.OOO0
FLIECHI rlUI R r ,,7 259
LATE 25 JAI 172
ITIME lb 17
CLLNTEk Nut LetEI 327'
AIRCRAF I T IT llCt (1) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VILUCIIY (I/SI l1b.2
AltilENT TcAPERAIU. (LLG G ) 272.1
JAMPLL. VulLiL (C&'.3( 67.u
5SMPLE INTERVAL (I ) 36U.4
ABIeER LEi:SITY 2h/l 73I . 7
LIC. wATEt COlTENT ((I /F1-*3)1 .000
Slit INTEIVAL (LN) Nh/CM4*3/UN DIA.IIT.
5.5 - 7.C .030
7.0 - 9.I .045
9.U - 1-.0 .030
12.0 - lb.C .011
16.u - 21.0 u.oo0
21.u - 2.0 0.0O00
28.0 - 3b.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 6A.G 0.000
62., - d80 o.0Ou
82. - lOu.u 0.000
fLIGHT NUILER 067 262
LATE z5 J.,f 1972
TIME lb 5 23
CLUSTER Nu0EAR 320e
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KP) 4A9
AIRCRAFT VILUCITY I/S) 180I.2
AElBIENT TLrPERATURE IDEEC K) 272.9
SAMPLEL VULLM L (CYM 3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTRPVAL II) 360.4
NLMtER DE,~SITY CNC/CF*f3I 145.49
LIG. WATER CUNTENT (GMN/P*3) .214
SIZE INTEVAL (UMN) NL/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
S.S - 7.0 38.557
7.(0 - 9.0 18.351
9.0 - 12.0 6.592
12.0 - Ib.O 3.358
Io.O - 21.0 1.743
21.0 - 26b.0 .765
28.0 - 30.0 .267
36.u - 47.0 .136
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.000
82.0 - lU.O 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 254 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 255
DATE 25 JAN 1972 DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 5 I TIME 16 5 5
COUNTER NUMBER 3244 COUNTER NUMBER 3247
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 180.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K} 272.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 274.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*3) 67.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**31 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 177.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM) 720.7
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 6.01 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 12.90
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .006 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/#**3I .045
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 2.080 5.5 - 7.0 2.945
7.0 - 9.0 .530 7.0 - 9.0 1.724
9.0 - 12.0 .323 9.0 - 12.0 .527
12.0 - 16.0 .056 12.0 - 16.0 .347
16.0 - 21.0 .075 16.0 - 21.0 .128
21.0 - 28.0 .026 21.0 - 28.0 .126
28.0 - 36.0 .011 28.0 - 36.0 .039
36.0 - 47.0 0.000 36.0 - 47.0 .016
47.0 - 62.0 0.000 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000 62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000 82.0 - 108.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 257 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 258
LATE 25 jAN 1972 DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 5 11 TIME 16 5 15
COUNTER hUMBER 2252 CCUNTER NUMBER 3255S
AIRCRAFT ALTITUUE (KM) 4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)I 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 180.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/SI 180.2
AMBIENT CEMPERATURE (DEG K} 273.5 AMBIENT TEFPERATURE IDEE K) 273.6
SAMPLED VOLUME CCM**3) 67.0 SAMPLED VCLLME ICM#*3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 540.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 720.7
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 183.43 NUMbER DENSITY INO/CM**31 108.78
LIL. WATLR CONTENT IGM/M**3) .387 LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .148
SIZE INTLRVAL lIO) NO/CM**3/UM CIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL iLM) NO/CM.*3/LM LIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 44.030 5.5 - 7.0 28.169
7.0 - 9.0 20.843 7.0 - 9.0 13.172
9.0 - 12.0 5.826 9.0 - 12.0 5.254
z12.0 - 16.0 4.396 12.0 - 16.0 2.541
16.u - 21.0 4.009 16.0 - 21.0 1.379
21.0 - 28.0 2.098 21.0 - 28.0 .765
28.0 - 36.U .519 28.0 - 36.0 .187
36.0 - 47.0 .12 36.0 - 47.0 .042
47.0 - 62.0 .025 47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000 62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000 82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 260 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 261
LATE 25 jAN 1972 DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 5 18 TIME 16 5 21
COUNTER ,IUMBER 3258 CCUNTER NUMBER 3260
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE IKMI 4.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KMI 4.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (IM/SI 180.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE DEG K)l 272.5 AMBIENT TEFPERATURE (DEG K) 272.8
SAMPLEL VOLUME (CM**3) 67.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM^*31 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) IbO.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 540.5
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM**31 .04 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 4.37
LIL. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M**31 .000 LID. wATER CONTENT {GM/f#*3) .021
SIZE INTcRVAL (CUMI hO/CM*.3/UM DIA.INT. 51ZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/LM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000 5.5 - 7.0 1.025
7.0 - 9.0 .022 7.0 - 9.0 .716
9.0 - 12.0 0.000 9.0 - 12.0 .075
12.0 - 16.0 0.000 12.0 - 16.0 .034
16.0 - 21.0 0.000 16.0 - 21.0 .036
21.0 - 28.0 0.000 21.0 - 28.0 .026
28.0 - 36.0 0.000 28.0 - 36.0 .058
36.0 - 47.0 0.000 36.0 - 47.0 .016
47.0 - 62.0 0.000 47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000 62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000 82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 263 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 264
LATE 25 JAN 1972 DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 5 26 TIME 16 5 28
CGLNTER INUMBER 3264 CCUNTER NUPBER 3266
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUDE (KM) 4.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 4.9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 180.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 272.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEEC KI 272.8
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 67.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*#3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 540.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 360.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 .09 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*.31 .40
LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000 LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/P**31 .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (CMI NO/CM.*3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000 5.5 - 7.0 .030
7.0 - 9.0 .022 7.0 - 9.0 .067
9.0 - 12.0 0.000 9.0 - 12.0 .015
2z.0 - 16.0 .011 12.0 - 16.0 .022
16.0 - 21.0 0.000 16.0 - 21.0 .009
21.0 - 28.0 0.000 21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000 28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 0.000 36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000 47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000 62.0 - 82.0 0.000






FLIGHT NUMBER OU7 265
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 5 30
COUNTER NUMBER 3268
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 273.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL TM). 360.4
NUMBER DENSITY TNO/CM**3) 69.97
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .125
SIZE INTERVAL (UMi NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 13.114
7.0 - 9.0 7.739
9.0 - 12.0 4.085
12.0 - lo.0 2.425
16.0 - 21.0 1.278
21.0 - 28.0 .699
28.0 - 30.0 .140
30.0 - 47.0 .038
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 8z.O 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER OU7 268
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 5 38
COUNTER NUMBER 3275
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITT Il/S) 175.0
AFBIENT TcKPEhATURE (DEO K) 272.9
SAMPLED VULUML tCMo*3) 132.0
bAMPLE INIERVkL (M) 355.2
NLMUER DENSITY (Ni/CMF*3) .02
LIL. wATER CONTEINT (GM/F**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NU/CM**3/ UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - I .U 0.000
12.v - Io.C 0.000
lo.u - 21.0 0.OOU
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 30.0 U.000
36.U - 47.0 0.000
.7.0 - 64.0 0.000
62.0 - 8-.0 0.000
82z. - 108.0 0.000
FLICHT NULbR UA7 271
LATE 25 JA. 1972
TIME Id 2 5
CUUhNTER NUhPEk 3dl1
IkHCRAFT ALTITFUcE (kM) 2.1
AIRCRAFT VLELOCITY h(/S) 128.7
AhA8IENT TNPFEHATURE (DEC K) 284.2
SAMPLED VULUML (C14.3) 52.o
bAMMLtE INTERVAL hI) 39G.0
NUMERk CENSITY (NU/CU*-3) bZ6.79
LIU. 'ATEk COl.TENT (tOhl/F3) 1.628
51ZL INTEkVAL (LU) FIU/Chi*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 19.308
7.0 - 9.0 9.462
9.0 - 12.0 o.167
12.0 - lo.0 5.827
lb.o - 21. 8.400
21.0 - 20.0 12.533
26.0 - 3b.0 5.339
3o.u - 47.0 .049
47.0 - bi.O .004
62.0 - s8.O .003
82.0 - 1H0.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMbER Ul7 274
LATE 25 JMN 1972
TIME 18 2. 12
CLUNTER NU:tEk 34d7
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (kM) 2.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 128.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (LEO K) 284.1
SAMPLED VOLUML (CM**3) 52.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 257.4
NUMBER ODEISITY (NC/CM*e3) .29
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (L;M) NU/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .077
7.0 - 9.0 .058
9.u - li.O 0.000
12.U - 16.0 0.000
lo.u - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.C - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 266
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 5 34
COUNTER NUMBER 3217
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 273.0
SAMPLED VOLUME tCM**3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL.INM) 720.7
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 144.57
LID. WATdR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .245
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.S - 7.0 36.189
7.0 - 9.0 16.418
9.0 - 12.0 6.557
12.0 - 16.0 3.765
16.0 - 21.0 2.125
21.0 - 28.0 1.098
28.0 - 36.0 .412
36.0 - 47.0 .092
47.0 - 62.0 .006
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 269
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 84 0
COUNTER NUMBER 3477
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 133.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K). 285.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 54.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 0.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .17
LIO. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .074
7.0 - 9.0 0o.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .011
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
b2.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 272
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME I18 4 7
COUNTER NUMBER 3483
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 2.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 128.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 284.7
SAMPLEL VOLUME ICM**3) 52.0
SAMPLE InTERVAL tM) 257.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMN'3) 232.88
LIU. WATtR CONTEiT tGM/M^^3) .994
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5s5 - 7.0 50.872
7.0 - 9.0 4.529
9.0 - 12.0 5.904
12.0 - 16.0 4.519
1.0 - 21.0 6.896
21.0 - 28.0 7.940
26.0 - 36.0 2.584
36.0 - 47.0 .070
47.0 - 62.0 .012
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 275
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 Z4 15
COUNTER NUMBER 3489
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 128.7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) ' 284.4
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 52.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL TM) 386.1
NUMBER DCNSITY (NO/CM**3) .46
LIQ. WATtc CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) No/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .144
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0o.oo000
16.0 - 21.0 0o.oo000
21.o0 - 28.0 .008
28.0 - 36.0 .01O
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 267
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 16 5 36
COUNTER NUMBER 3273
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 5.2
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 180.2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 273.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 67.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 360.4
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.76
LIl. WATER CONTENT IGM/P**3) .007
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .428
7.0 - 9.0 .134
9.0 - 12.0 .030
12.0 - 16.0 .056
16.0 - 21.0 .036
21.0 - 28.0 .032
28.0 - 36.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 .008
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007 270
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 24 2
COUNTER NUMBER 3479
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 131.3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 284.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 53.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 265.1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .34
LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/F0*3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .075
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .057
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .oll
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.o000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*.3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .679
7.0 - 9.0 .240
9.0 - 12.0 .135
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .041
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
-S.S5 - 7.0 .513
7.0 - 9.0 .087
9.0 - 12.0 .077
12.0 - 16.0 .087
16.0 - 21.0 .023
21.0 - 28.0 o008
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER 047 277
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 24 26
CULNTER NUMBER 3498
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IMFS) 126.1
ABUIENT TLOPERATUHE (DtG K) 284.8
SAMPLED VULLML (CM*3) 51.,u
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 382.z
NUMbER CE,'SITY (NQ/CM*#3) 45.59
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/FP*3) .070
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NC/CM¢*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 20.497
7.u - 9.0 O.O00u
9.0 - I£.O 2.059
12.0 - 1.,0 .917
16.0 - 21.0 .392
21.U - 26.0 .227
28.U - 36.0 .113
36.C - 47.0 .045S
47.U - 6b2.0 .004
62.0 - 8e.0 0.000
82.0 - 106.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUEER U,7 28u
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIML 18 2. 37
CCLNTcE NwlIcEk 35:7
IRLRAFT ALTITUDE 1pM) 2.1
AIRCRAFT VELUCIIY (F/SI 12b.1
AtbIENT TcFPELATUNE (LtC K) d4.4
SAMPLEL VULLML (C;**3i 51.0
SAMILL IN1t1 VAL (, ) .99.4
NLUFEk LEISITY I(u/CFi,*3) 213.63
LIC. oATE< CUNTENT I(GF./F**3) .51
SIZ5 INTEVAL (1F)I NL/CMw*3/U40 DIA.11T.
5.5 - 7.0 56.444
1. - 9.0 25.853
9.0 - 10.O 8.353
12.0 - 1.c 3.137
lo.u - 21.0 3.098
21.L - 2b.C 1.899
,. - 3o.C 1.017
36. - 47.0 .171
47., - 6o2. .044
62., - 8s.0 .009
b2.4 - 10b.0 J.000
FLICHT oid".U6 tR /I ZB3
LATe 25 J3. 1v72
7iL0 18 2. 47
CLCi'TER ;,r tE, 351o
AIRLPAF1 MLTITUCE (K I 2. 1
AIlkRAFT VELUCITY (i¢/S) 123.,
Al E61iET T0tPE6ATU7 E (IEC K) o2.9
AFHLE0 VLILML I (0-3) 51.u
oOAFLk INTI OVAL ( P 370u.7
FLFcEA LE,SITY INU/CF,**3) 92.75
LI0. .ATLA CUITENT IC,,/F*#2) .190
S1Z2 1iTEP0AL (LM) NL/CN**3/UM DIA.IN1.
5.5 - 7.0 28.340
7., - s.C 14.029
9.u - 12.0 3.268
12.U - 1o.c 1.Lo1
16.0 - 21.0 .624
21.0 - 2b.0 .2b9
2i.O - 3o.0 .174
3o.u - 47.0 .100
47.b - 62.0 .052
62.0 - 84.0 .003
82.u - 108.0 0.000
FLICHT NUhER 0,7 286
LAT6 ob jlf, 1972
lI1L iA 2. 56
LC(OTER N5hBh, 3523
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCL (0SI 2.1
AIRhAFT VLOCITY (vI/S) 121.O
.b.LIENI T0-PEI ATURE IUt (0 ) 282.1
SAMPLED V..LLML (C.,**3) 50.u
SAMPLE INTERVAL (14) 374.5
NLhi)E, tEiNSITY IBO/C**3) 208.24
LI. *ATEk CONTENT (GIO/P*3) .471
-ZLL IIoTE1VAL (LF,) NL/Co**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 51.373
7. - 9.u 24.030
9.0 - 1-.0 11.187
12.0 - Io.U 5.890
16.U - 2-0 2.624
21.0 - 28.C .749
2d1.0 - 30.0 .48Ž
30.0 - 47.0 .220
47.0 - 6-.0 .075
62.0 - 8z.0 .OO9
82.0 - loo.0 .002
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
CATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 24 29
COUNTER NUMBER 3501
AIRCRAFT ALTITLDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 12
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG KI 28
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 5
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 37
NUMBER DtNSITY INO/CM**3) 222
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31) .
SIE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM CDIA
5.5 - 7.0 18.902
7.0 - 9.0 14.520
9.0 - 12.0 5.614
12.0 - 16.0 5.054
lo.O - 21.0 6.973
21.0- 28.0 9.804
28.0 - 36.0 2.794
36.0 - 47.0 .111
47.0 - 62.0 .037
62.0- 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
FATE 25 JAN 1972




AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLEL VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE I.TERVAL (M)
NUMuRR OcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 2
LIL. WATER CONTENT IbM/Me*3)
51ZE INTRtkVAL IJM) NO/CMea3/UM C
S.S - 7.0 o7.111
7.0 - 9.0 27.971
9.0 - 12.0 8.373
12.0 - 16.0 3.873
16.0 - 21.0 1.580
21.0 - 28.0 .787
26b.0 - 36.u .404
36.u - 47.0 .150
47.0 - 62.0 .065
62.0 - 82.0 0.000







CATE 25 8AN 197T
TIME 16 4 50
CCLTEk ,UMBER 351d
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KN)
AIlHRAFT VELOCITY (M/S} 12
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl 26
SANPLEU VOLUME (CM*3-) 5
SAMPLE I,iTERVAL (MI 37
IUMuFR 0LNSITY (NO/CM-*3) 130
LIU. wATLR CCNTLNT (GM/M**3) .
SIZE INTERVAL (uM) NU/CM*-3/UM CIA
5.5 - 7.0 JO.013
7.0 - 9.0 18.961
9.0 - 12.0 7.(065
12.0 - 16.0 3.995
16.0 - 21.0 1.114
21l0 - 28.U .401
28.0 - 36.0 .159
36.0 - 47.0 .066
47.0 - 62.0 .027
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIbhT NUMBER 007
,ATE 25 JAN 1972
1TIE 18 4 58
COUNTER NUMBER 3525
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KMI
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 12
AMLIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 28
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 5
5AMPLE IITERVAL (M) 24
NUMbER CDENSITY (NO/CM*w3) 347
LI. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M*3) .
SIZE INTcRVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 74.418
7.0 - 9.U 40.833
9.0 - 12.0 15.131
1d.0 - 10.0 11.716
16.0 - 21.0 7.573
21.0 - 28.0 1.969
2d.0 - 36.0 .696
36.0 - 47.0 .216
47.0 - 62.0 .102
62.0 - 82.0 .021
82.0 - 108.0 .005
278 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 24 33
COUNTER NUMBER 3504
2.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KMI
3.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S)
4.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DOEC K)
1.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM*43)
4.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.06 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.161 LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL IUM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 67.647
7.0 - 9.0 31.980
9.0 - 12.0 11.248
12.0 - 16.0 5.495
16.0 - 21.0 6.737
21.0 - 28.0 6.896
28.0 - 36.0 2.495
36.0 - 47.0 .139
47.0 - 62.0 .008
62.0 - 82.0 0.000o
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
281 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 24 44
CCUNTER NUMBER 3513
2.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
23.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI
83.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
51.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
74.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
6.49 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.332 LIO. wATER CONTENT (GM/M^*3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (IM) NO/CM**3/,o
5.5 - 7.0 66.013
7.0 - 9.0 30.147
9.0 - 12.0 9.536
12.0 - 16.0 3.887
16.0 - 21.0 2.008
21.0 - 28.0 .5s4
28.0 - 36.0 .444
36.0 - 47.0 .200
47.0 - 62.0 .060
62.0 - 82.0 .009
82.0 - 108.0 0.00
284 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 24 53
COUNTER NUMBER 3521
2.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
3.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5)
2.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
1.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM**3)
0.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.90 NLMtER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
176 LI(. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
·.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM 
5.5 - 7.0 63.141
7.0 - 9.0 31.519
9.0 - 12.0 26.359
12.0 - 16.0 10.889
16.0 - 21.0 8.015
21.0 - 28.0 1.484
28.0 - 36.0 .382
36.0 - 47.0 .219
47.0 - 62.0 .047
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
287 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 25 2
COUNTER NUMBER 3528
2.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
23.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S)
52.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
l.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
~4.5 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
7.20 NSMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
805 LI0. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
4.INT. 512E INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM#*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 154.288
7.0 - 9.0 73.098
9.0 - 12.0 30.739
12.0 - 16.0 14.520
16.0 - 21.0 10.059
21.0 - 28.0 5.821
28.0 - 36.0 1.738
3o.0 - 47.0 .234
47.0 - 62.0 .041
62.0 - 82.0 .015





































FLIGHT NUMBER 007 289
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 25 5
COUNTER NUMBER 3531
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 126.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMC*3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 374.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 581.20
LIG, wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) 1.286
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 136.758
7.0 - 9.0 77.324
9.0 - 12.0 29.817
12.0 - 16.0 13.848
lb.U - 21.0 6.933
21.0 - 26.0 2.930
28.0- 36.0 1.615
3e6.0 - 47.0 .528
47.0 - 6Z.0 .131
62.0 - 82.0 .021
82.0 - 108.0 .011
FLICHT NUi,SER u07 292
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 25 14
CLUNTER NUMBERE 3538
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (CM) 2.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/S) 123.6
ALBIENT TLC;PEkATURE (DCG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VULLME (CM-*3) 51.U
SAhMPLE INIERVAL (M) 499.4
NUMbER DEiSITY (NU/CM,*3) 287.53
LIC. .ATEs CONTENTl (GM/F**3) .515
S12E lENEAVAL (UM) HC/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 74.667
7.0 - 9.C 40.892
9.u - 1.0 12.556
12.u - o.C b.064
lb. - 21.c 2.843
21.0 - 2b.C 1.241
2d.u - 3.0. .674
36.0 - 47.C .194
47.U - 6-.C .081
62.u- 82.U .009
82.C - 106.0 0.000
FLIGHT NU;-ER Cu7 295
LATE 25 JAN 1972
lIMo lb 25 24
CtUNTER NUFAEL 3b5o
AIRCRAFT ALTI1UCE (KN) 2.1
AIRCRAFT ViLUCIlY Cr/S) 126.1
ANSIENT TLfIi'ERATURE (LEC K) 999.9
bAMFPLEU VULLML (LC.*3) 51.u
SAMPLE INTERVAL (C) 499.4
NLMtER LE';SITY (NC /CF*.3) 40.43
LIC. ATER CONTENT (GI/t**3) .109
5ILc INTERVAL (LN) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 9.804
7.0 - 9.0 3.576
9.U - 1g.0 2.U39
12.0 - lb.0 1.132
Ib.O - 21.0 .612
21.u - 28.0 .420
28.u - 3b.0 .167
36.0 - 47.0 .032
41.0 - 6.0 .012
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.U - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMbER 0.7 29n
LATE 25 JArN 1972
TIME 18 25 35
CLULNTER NUIEEK 3555
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KkM) 2.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI) I23.
AFeIENT TLFPERATURF (DEC k) 999.9
SAMPLED VCLUML (CM*.3) 51.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 494.2
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 32.92
LIG. wATER COiNTENT (Gr/F*.3) .069
SIZE INTERVAL {CM} NC/CM.e3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 11.059
7.0 - 9.0 4.284
9.0 - 12.0 .895
12.0 - lb.0 .564
Io.O - 21.0 .169
21.0 - 2b.0 .104
28.0 - 36.0 .051
36.0 - 47.0 .050
47.0 - 62.0 .020
62.0 - 82.0 o.uoO0
82.0 - 108.0 0.000o
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18a 25 8
COUNTER NUMBER 3533
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) L2
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 99
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 37
NUMBER DENSITY .(NO/CM**3) 368
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 92.523
7.0 - 9.0 47.020
9.0 - 12.0 18,542
12.0 - 16.0 7.873
16.0 - 21.0 4.043
21.0 - 28.0 2.328
28.0 - 36.0 .980
36.0 - 47.0 .283
47,0 - 62.0 .081
62.0 - 82.0 .018
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972




AMBIENT IEMPEHATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
NUMBER UENSITY (NO/CM*03) I
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 53.386
7.0 - 9.0 25.520
9.0 - 12.0 8.680
12.0 - 16.0 4.044
16.0 - 21.0 2.071
21.0 - 28.0 .804
28.0 - 36.0 .412
3e.0 - 47.0 .116
47.0 - 62.0 .056
62.0 - 82.0 .009
82.0 - 108.0 .u09
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
LATE 25 JAN 197Z








LID. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3C
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM 0
5.5 - 7.0 9.922
7.0 - 9.U 4.863
9.0 - 12.0 1.752
12.0 - 16.0 1.745
16.0 - 21.0 1.800
21.0 - 28.0 1.199
28.0 - 36.0 .527
36.0 - 47.0 .027
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NuMBER 007
CATE 25 AAN 1972
TIME l1 d5 37
COUNTER NUMBER 3557
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) I
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INiTERVAL (M) 2
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 4
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*#3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM*W3/UM DI
5.5 - 7.0 11.190
7.0 - 9.0 5.843
9.0 - 12.0 1.242
12.0 - 16.0 '.873
16.0 - 21.0 .882
21.0 - 28.U .787
28.0 - 36.0 .137
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 .012
62.0 - 82.0 0.000











290 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 291
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 25 10
CCUNTER NUMBER 3535
2.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 2.1
6.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 126.1
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
51.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 51.0
8.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 252.3
8.98 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3) 416.16
.734 LIQ, WATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3) 1.070
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 101.634
7.0 - 9.0 53.431
9.0 - 12.0 19.418
12.0 - 16.0 9.206
16.0 - 21.0 4.949
21.0 - 28.0 2.616
28.0 - 36.0 1.331
36.0 - 47.0 .439
47.0 - 62.0 .175
62.0 - 82.0 .027
82.0 - 108.0 .002
293 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 294
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 25 20
COUNTER NUMBER 3543
2.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKM) 2.1
23.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 123.6
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
51.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 51.0
70.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 370.7
5.14 NUMBER .LENSITY (NO/CM**3) 229.55
.455 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/I**3) 1.324
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 45.987
7.0 - 9.0 26.284
9.0 - 12.0 9.451
12.0 - 16.0 4.578
b16.0 - 21.0 3.024
21.0 - 28.0 2.459
28.0 - 36.0 1.846
36.0 - 47.0 .868
47.0 - 62.0 .277
62.0 - 82.0 .021
82.0 - 108.0 .005
296 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 25 31
CCUNTER NUMBER 3552
2.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
23.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (UEG K)
51.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
99.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
8.80 NUMBER CENSITY (NO/CM*83)
.199 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CMI*3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .562
7.0 - 9.0 .206
9.0 - 12.0 .078
12.0 - 16.0 .059
16.0 - 21.0 .047
21.0 - 28.0 .017
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 - .OCS
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
299 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 25 40
COUNTER NUMBER 3560
2.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
23.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (3/S)
99.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
51.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CeM*3)
47.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
6.94 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.105 LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*43/LM I
5.5 - 7.0 11.595
7.0 - 9.0 6.088
9.0 - 12.0 1.915
12.0 - 16.0 2.034
16.0 - 21.0 2.,267
21.0 - 28.0 1.986
28.0 - 36.0 .581
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000






















DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 25 43
COUNTER NUMBER 35o2
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5) 12
AFbIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 28
bAMPLED VULLMLE (CMP3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 37
NUMBER uENSITY (N4U/CM**3) 
LIC. wATER CONTENiT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NC/CM**3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .118
7.0 - 9.0 .029
9.0 - Iz.0 .078
12.0 - 16.0 .044
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 .017
28.0 - 3.0 .007
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 82.0 .003
82.0 - 1Ob.0 u.000O
FLIGHT NUi'BER u07
LATE 25 JANt 1972
TIME 18 2: 50
COLUITER NUt- Eh 350o
AIRCRAFT OLTITUCE tE)
AIRCRAFT VLLOLITY (F/bS) 13
AUlJEr.NT TL FPEhATUkF (LCe K) 2a
SaMPLED VULUML IC1*t3)
SAMRLE INTFRVAL (Ml) 36
NOFBER DErSITY )(ra/CP*3)
L L. AATER CONTENT (Ot/M*03)
SItL INTE~VAL (LM) T.,/CM**3/UH I1
5.5 - 7.0 .040
7.0 - 9.0 .06c
9., - I.C O.00uo
I'e.C - lO.L O.Uuci
I,.u - 21.C v.JOU
2/,u - 2b.C O.uo00
Z.-o - 32.C 0.000
3o,$ - 37.0 0.0006.2 4 0 '3. 00
47.0 - 6I.0 O.000
62.0 - 8.0 0.00U
82.; - 108.0 O.000
fLlml NUIIER 0U,7
LATE 25 JAI. 1972
1It io 3: 3
CL(.~Ti-k uF OFt. 3173
AIRCRAF1 OLTITUCE (FU)
AIRUCRFT vELOCITY (T/S)
ALBlENT TLF PEhATUNL (LEe k) K
S:'.kL:U VULLMiL (Ul..3T
MAPLc INli RVAL (,)
NL.MeEH iE;SITY {4ULt;F03)
LIGl. .ATE, CONTENT {G1/F*t3)
SIlL INTEDNAL (LMN) NL/C-'3/UM U)I
5.5 - 7.u .05
7. - 9.1 .164
9.0 - 1.0 .039
12.0 - 1o.0 .030
b16.u - 21.0 .032
21.0 - 2d., .017
28. - 3-.C 0.OOO
3..u - 47.0 .018
47.u - 6o.0 .027
62.0 - 82.0 U.00D
82. 10b.0 Q.O00u
FLI-GHT vurbER U07
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIfe 18 3D 2U
CiUlNT T NUF BEEK 7 o,
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT 0ULOCITY (I/5)
AF.IIENT 7ltPEI.ATUNE (TcO 1) -
SAMALED VULUML (CLN*3)
SAMPLE INIERVAL I(i) 5
NUFMdE uE..SITY (N0/CF0*3)
Lil.. *ATik CONTENT (iv/F*03)
51lZE INT itAL (LM) TU/C"*V3/UM Ul
5.5 - 7.0 .219
7. - 9.0 O.00U
9.: - 12.0 .026
12.0 - 10..0 O.o,
16.0 - 2l.0 0.00o
21.0 - 20.0 O.UOO
28.¢ - 3o.C 0.000
3b.0 - 47.0 O.p0U
47.0 - 6Ž.0 0.0OO
62.U - 82.0 O.000
82.- - 106.0 0.000
301 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 302
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 45 45
COUNTER NUMBER 3564
2.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITULUE (KM) 2.1
3.6 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 121.0
82.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DE&i K) 282.4
51.0 SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**31 50.0
70o.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 244.5
1.00 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 182.66
.014 LIU. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .753
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 27.867
7.0 - 9.0 13.460
9.0 - 12.0 5.120
12.0 - 16.0 4.825
16.0 - 21.0 5.272
21.0 - 28.0 4.580
28.0 - 36.0 2.515
36.0 - 47.0 .067
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
304 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 305
LATE 25 jAN 1972
TIME 1a c9 53
COULiTEl ,UMBER 3768
2.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUUE (KM) .9
Zl.o AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 79.8
83.0 AMblENtT TEMPERATURE (DEO K) 290.1
50.c SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 76.0
b2.9 SAMPLE IiTERVAL (M) 0.0
.lb NUMbFR CDeNSITY (NO/CM**31 .20
.co0o LIC. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
A.Il.T. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM^*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .053
7.0 - 9.C0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .013
12.0 - 16., .010
16,0 - 21.0 0.000U
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 O.0o0
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - lO0.0 O.000
307 FLIluHT NUMBER 007 308
bATE 25 jAN 1974
TIME 18 j0 8
COUNTER iUMBER 3775
1.5 AlCRUAFT ALTITULUE (KM) .9
79.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 79.8
89.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 289.9
70.u SAMHLEO vOLUME (CM#03) 76.0
99.i SAMPLE IITERVAL (M) 399.0
i.53 NUMUER UcNSITY (NO/CM**3) 2.25
.043 LI., wATcR CONTENT (GM/M-#3) .047
A.INT. SIZE ITERVAL (UM) NU/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .158
7.0 - 9.,v .059
9.0 - 12.0 .092
12.0 - 16.0 u.000
lb.O - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - Z8.0 .058
28.0 - 36.0 .076
36.0 - 47.0 .033
47.0 - 62.0 .016
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
310 FLIGHT NUMBER 007 311
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 Ji 15
COLUNTEk NUMBER 3805
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITLOE (KM) .9
79.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 79.8
90.1 AMBIENT (EMPERATURE (DEO K) 290.1
76.U SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 76.0
55b.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 4388.7
.41 NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3) .20
.Oo LIU. WATER CONTENT ()M/M**3) .000
A.1NT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .026
7.u - 9.0 .079
9.0 - 12.0 O.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LIO. WATER CONTENT (GM/FM*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .413
7.0 - 9.0 .150
9.0 - 12.0 .040
12.0 - 16.0 .o15
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .011
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.00
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LIQ. WATER CONTENT (GM/P*03)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .053
7.0 - 9.0 .118
9.0 - 12.0 .039
12.0 - 16.0 .020
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 .023
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .007
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIGHT NUMBER 007 309
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 30 13
CCUNTER NUVBER 3777
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S) 79.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 290.0
SAMFLED VOLUME (CMRa3) 76.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 399.0
hUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#*3) 1.17
LIQ. wATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .019
5IZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .272
7.0 - 9.0 .039
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .020
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.O - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .046
36.0 - 47.0 .014
47.0 - 62.0 005
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LID. wA1ER CONTENT (GM/0**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .377
7.0 - 9.0 .039
9.0 - 12.0 .026
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .016
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.00
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 007 313
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 31 25
CCUNTER NUMBER 3810
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 79.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 290.2
SAMPLED VULUME (CM**3) 76.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 399.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .16
LIDC. ATER CONTENT (GM/F**3) .o000oo
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .053
7,0 - 9.0 O.o00O
9.0 - 12.0 .013
12.0 - 16.0 .010L
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 26.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 6Z.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 0u7 316
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 31 40
C(LNTER NUMBER 3dLo
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .9
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 79.B
AFEIElT TEMPEAATUHE (DEC K) 290.1
5AMPLEU VULLML (CM**3) 7b.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 399.0
NULMcEh CESITY (NU/CP**3) 1.11
LID. *ATEA COIlTtNT (GC/M**3) .018
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NC/CfI*-3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.G .156
7., - 9.C0 .059
9. - I-C .026
1.o - I.C .,039
16.0 - 21.C .016
21, - 28.0 .O011l
2,.u - 36.C .020
3t6. - 47.J .004
47.U - 6z.* .011
62.0 - 8Z.C 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 o.000
FLItHt NUIILER U;7 319
t.TE 25 J3. 1972
TIME Id 31 55
CoUIUTH NUt PEk 3u 3
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (K-) .9
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (C/S) 79.8
AbEIENT TLI.PEFATURE (DEC K) 290.1
SAPLLD VULLML (0k1n-3) 76.U
SAFFLE INTERV 6 L (C) 399.0
NLMEER UESIT¥ (GC/01*"3) 5.29
LIC. ,ATEK CON.TENT (GM/I**3) .215
Sl-c INTERVAL (Li) NU/CF;N3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .,39
7.u - 9.0 .349
9.0 - 12.0 .189
12.u - 10.0 .049
lO.0 - 21.0 .024
21.J - 2b.0 .u047
2d8.o - 36.0 .061
3o.U - 47.0 .048
47.* - 6£.0 .101
62.0 - 8.0 .oo006
82.0 - 108.0 .003
fLIGHT NU PER 0,7 322
LATE 25 JAI, 1972
TIME 8 3Z O10
C(LINTE NurLEE 383v
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) .9
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY CM/5) 79.8
A lIENT TEMPEkATUAE (LEC K) 290.2
SAMPLED VULLML (CM*.3) 76.0
SAMPLE INIFRVAL (MI) 399.0
NUMbER LCE.SITY (Nr/Clr*3) .71
LI.. WATEK CONTElT (L(/I*-3) .004
SIZE INTEsVAL (LM) NL/CM*-3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .184
7. - 9.0 0.000
9.* - 12.0 .053
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .023
28.,U - 3b.0 0.300
36., - 47.0 .007
47.0 - 62.0 o.000O
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10d.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 31 30
COUNTER NUMBER 3812
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(M/IS) 
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 29
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 
SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM) 39
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .184
7.0 - 9.0 .079
9.0 - 12.0 .039
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .005
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972








LID. wATER COUNTLNT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*%3/UM I
5.5 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 1.618
9.0 - 12.0 .807
12.0 - 16.0 .329
16.0 - 21.0 .074
21.0 - 28.0 .070
26.0 - 36.0 .020
36.0 - 47.0 .041
47.0 - 62.0 .054
t2.0 - 82.0 .008





EATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 32 0
COUNTER NUMBER 3825
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 29
SAMPLED VOLUME ICMW*3) 7
SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM) 39
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMee3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .105
7.0 - 9.0 .039
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
.28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .014
47.0 - 62.0 .005
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 007
LATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 32 15
COUNTER hUMBER 3832
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 7
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 29
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 7
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 39
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*43)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM CIA
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .079
9.0 - 12.0 .013
12.0 - 16.0 .010l
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
314 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 31 35
COUNTER NUMBER 3814
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
79.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
0.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
76.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CMA*3)
9.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.63 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
.002 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .158
7.0 - 9.0 .164
9.0 - 12.0 .013
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 0.00
21.0 - 28.0 .023
28.0 - 36.0 .020
36.0 - 47.0 .007
47.0 - 62.0 .022
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .002
317 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 31 50
CCURTER NUMBER 3821
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
79.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
90.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
76.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
99.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM)
9.41 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.126 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/O**3)
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (IM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 O.00
7.0 - 9.0 .697
9.0 - 12.0 .368
12.0 - 16.0 .141
16.0 - 21.0 .055
21.0 - 28.0 .064
28.0 - 36.0 .041
36.0 - 47.0 .025
47.0 - 62.0 .076
62.0 - 82.0 .010
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
320 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 32 5
COUNTER NUMBER 3828
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
9.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
0.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (UDEC K)
6.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
9.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.47 NLMBER DENSITY INO/CM*#3)
012 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
·.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .105
7.0 - 9.0 .059
9.0 - 12.0 .092
12.0 - 16.0 .039
16.0 - 21.0 .055
21.0 - 28.0 .017
28.0 - 36.0 .030
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .030
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
323 FLIGHT NUMBER 007
DATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 32 20
COUNTER NUMBER 3834
.9 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KR)
9.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
0.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
6.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMN*3)
9.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.39 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
005 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.1INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .014
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































fLILH1 hU,,bER 0U1 325
LAT- 25 JANI 1972
lIME I8 3Z 25
LCCiJTEt NoiuEh 3e37
AIRChAFI LTITUDE (riK) .9
AIRCRAF1 -FLUCITY (li'/) 79.8
AFBIENT TL0PEhAIUIE (DcC i) 290.1
58MFLEL VULLML (L;Qi*3) 7t.0
b5MALE IIltRVAL (l) 399.u
NUM6EH UEJblITY (IL./.F-31) .20
LIC. AMTCI COhITENI (Grll/*3) .009
bSZ INTERVAL {LM) NL/CMO*3/UM UIA.lItT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.v - 9.0 .020
9.0 - 1Z.0 0.J00
I,.u - Lo.O 0.000
Io.U - 21.C J008
21.0 - Zo.0 U.000
28.u - 3e.C O010
36.0 - 41.0 0.000
47.0 - 6..0 0.000
62.U - a8.. .002
82.U - lOb.0 0.000
FLIGnT NUMBER 007 326
CATE 25 JAN 1972
TIME 18 42 30
COUNTER NUMBER 3839
AIRCRAFT ALTITUUE (KM) .6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 79.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 290.1
SAMPLEU VULUME (CM#*3) 76.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL CM) 399.0
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3) .32
LIO. WAT.R CONTENT (GM/M**3) .006
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM*^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .053
7.0 - 9.C .039
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
18.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
48.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 .014
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
2z.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER
DATE 0 JAN 1972








LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (IM) NO/CM#*3/LM
5.5 - 7.C 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER Oub 1
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 25 0
COUNTER NUMBER 4134
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.7
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 239.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 216.9
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 0.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) .04
LIC. eATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .010
7.0 - 9.0 .004
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - lo.O .004
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 26.0 0.000
28.0 - 3b.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 1O0.O 0.000
FLIGHT NUmbER U6U 4
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TI7c 16 25 15
CLUNTER NUFeER 4137
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRFTC vELOCITY (M/S) 239.4
AIblLNT TcPFFRATURE luEC KI 216.7
SAMPFLE VOLLUL (C1,1A3) 504.0
SAMPLE INI[RVAL (M) 119t.9
NULMbER DEiSITY (NL/CN663) *11
LID. WATER CONTENT ((Mr/FP*31 .001
SIZE INTERVAL (IUi) NL/CM-63/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.0 - 9.C 0.000
9.u - 12.0 .004
12.* - lb.C 0.000
l.*0 - 21.0 .007
2i.u - 28.0 .003
2H.0 - 36.C 0.000
36b. - 47.0 0.000
47.U - 6o.C .000
62.0 - 62.U o.0ou
2z.0 - lOd.C o.000
ILIGHT NU'IRF P A8 7
LTE 27 JAN 1972
T1It 1o 25 31
CUhITFR Nw.,0EI: .1.
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (IV) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) z39.4
ArIlENT TLPPEHATUHE (UEG k) 216.5
ArPLLL NUCLEICL ICr["3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MP) 1196.9
NLMPEER CElSITY I(O/CDR*3) .1c
LIlc. ATER COiTEINT (GN/M*^31 o001
ILZc INIECAL CUM) NC/CM-*3/UMh IA.INI.
5.5 - 7.u .005
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.* - l.O3 .002
I1C - lb.o .009
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.u - 2c.0 0.0oo
26.0 - 3o.0 .004
3o.U - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.J .000
62.G - 8-.O O.UOo
82.0 - 106.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER O0u 10
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 25 46
CLUNTER NUMBER 4143
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 239.4
ABEIENT TEF.PEkATURE (IDEC K) 216.3
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM6*3) 504.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (H) 1196.9
NUMBER UENSITY (NU/Ch*#3C) .13
LIC. ,ATER CONTENT (GM/t*-3) .000
5ILL INTEnvAL (LM) NU/CM6*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.3 .012
7.0 - 9.0 .015
9.0 - IZ.0 .004
12.0U - lo.0 .001
16.0 - 21.0 .005
21.0 - 26.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.u - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
b62. - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*I3)
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 .010
7.0 - 9.0 .004
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972




AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM#f3)
LICD. WATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM [
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .004
9.0 - 12.0 .012
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
2z.0 - 82.0 0.000















FLIbhT NUMBER 008 8
LATE 27 JAN 197z
TIME 16 '5 36
COUNTER NUMBER 4141
AIRCRAFT ALTITUJE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 239.4
AMUIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 216.4
SAMPLED vOLUME (CMR*3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1196.9
NUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .11
LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .010
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .009
21.U - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 - 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 II
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 25 52
COUNTER NUMBER 4144
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 239.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K) 216.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1436.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31 .24
LIC. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTtRVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .019
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
2 FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 25 10
COUNTER NUMBER 4136
.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI
· 4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IN/S)
.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl
.0O SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**31
·.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
06 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
DO LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/a**3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM D
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










5 FLIGHT NUMBER 008 6
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 25 26
CCUNTER NUMBER 4139
4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI 13.4
.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 239.4
6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 216.6
.O SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 420.0
.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1196.9
11 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .16
O0 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .001
INI. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .029
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 9
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 25 41
CCUNTER NUMBER 4142
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 239.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 216.4
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1196.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .22
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM OIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .044
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 12
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 25 57
CCUNTER NUMBER 4145
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I/S51 239.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 216.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1196.9
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*R3) .22
LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMt*3/NM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 12.0 .010
12.0 - 16.0 .011
16.0 - 21.0 .009
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
·62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
··*l:
~
FLIGHT 4NUMiEiR cJa 13
GATE 27 JMN 1972
TIME 16 26 2
CLUNTER NUKH(EK 414l
AIRCRAFT MLTITUCE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 236.8
ArBIENT TLVPERATURE (LtG K) 216.1
SAMILED VULUMt (CMr*3) 420.u
SAMPLE IN(tRVAL (M) 1190.5
NLftcE CEISITY I(NiLP*3) .30
LIC. cAIEh CONTENT (GP/F*r*3) .001
51Z INlJE.AL (LM) NC/CM'*3/UIL DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.6 - 9.0 .014
9S.u - 12.0 .014
12.0 - 16.0 .011
16.u - 21.0 .013
21.U - 26.0 .002
2.o - 30.0 .00'







FLILOHl INUILER lbu IL
LATt .7 JAr. 1972
TlIE It 2. 18
OtLr T,. 1- ct-E 414;
.liLRF r .LTIIUCEL (F 13.4
IhNCRAF I VELLCITY (/S) 236.8
f tIlEr . Tr7FEF.ATiUR (Lc. k) b10.2
Sb'.LLL VuLLME (0i*^34) 6U2.U
AFFLL INI[LVAL (,:) IIH*.L
r.L rtbL LtE.SITY (IJ/CF,-3) .28
LILA. A)lr CUITEIII (C.:m/F*"3) .003
ILL lil, ,-0AUL L',() NL/CFI^*3/UM LUA. 11,1.
5,5 - 7.0 .014
7. - 9.; .U4o
2.i - 1.0 .005
Io.. - ul.C .*U
21.- - 26.C .003
2d. - 3u.3 .004
30.4 - .7.* .001
*7.J - 6 .0 0.*3U
o_.* - d. 0 .oUO
02.* - Oi.TC J.0UU
FLItT I U..t1 ER J 19
LAIL Z7 J 1 972
I *' 1°o 2. 33
CLLifTl K IIUF',Ck 415,
lkiCkiR T LTIIULL (,-) 3.4.
klh(RAF r LLOCLITY Ci/b) /3.*
lO-.[luT TL.,I:(hATUl.- (1.0 9) 2Lo.2
b6UrLU 29L LML (Li .31 42U.0
IrLL 11I[1 I.VAL ( ') ld4.L
r9L.VLLZ 51 SITY (i;/C(i*.3) .47
IL. . ,.l. (:I C TFtIT 1(0 /+0-3) .003
512t IaiTLaVAL (LN) .L7/CkF;3/UM DI A. IlT.
5.b - I.0 .029
I*. - 9.0 .018
9V* - It.C .025
12. - lb6.0 009
Iu-u - Zl.C .O22
21.u - 2C.w .01O
2~.U - 30.0 Ou9g
3o.u - 47.0 * Uul
47.v ' 6,.J OuU0
O2.i - 8A;. O.v00
60.v - IO100 U0U00
FLl H) I,ul-hER vvd 22
6[L 27 JArI 1972
TI(L I6 20 49
Lt LUi.TR NOt:EHF 41LS
AIR(kAFT -LTITUC I (h) 13,4
AILRCAFI VILOCITY (M/5) 23*.8
Ar Bltl) TLtPLKATURE (0LC K) lb6.3
5;rILELU VULLML (C1*^3) '420.o
bIPPLE INIrRVAL Ir1) 11A4.u
N.LMUEV DENSITY (NL/ChI**3) .30
LI. WAYTEI COITEIII (rGM/r**3) .001
SIZE IYTEVAUL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM OIA.I(T.T
5.> - 7.0 U44
7I, Y_ .0 .033
iU* - L~.0 .002
1C.* - Io.0 vOU9
Lu.. - 21.0 .09
1 o - 2.*0 .306
26.U - 30* .JU04
3o.Q - 47.0 .001
4/*G - 86.d O.OOUb.0 - 6Ub.U 0.000¼.] b2 0 
6.. tub 1 J. 2).000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 14
DATE 27 dAN 1972
TIME 16 c6 7
COUNTER NUMBER 4147
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 236.8
AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 216.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 504.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1184.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .20
LIC. WATtR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .012
7.0 - 9.0 .009
9.0 - 12.0 .012
12.0 - 16.0 .001
16.0 - 21.0 .016
2i.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
b2.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 17
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 26 23
COUNTER I*UMAER .150
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCIIY (M/S) 236.8
AMtIFNI IEMPERATURE (DEG K) 216.2
SAMPLEC VULUME (CM**3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 114.0
NUMbER LcNSITY (NO/CMO*3) .39
LIU. WATcR CONTENT (GM/Mt*3) .002
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NU/CM#*3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .054
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 12.0 .012
12.0 - 16.0 .017
16b. - 21.0 .u07
21.0 - 28.0 .016
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.OO0
82.u - 108.0 O.000
FLIGHT NoMBER 00 20
CATL 27 JAN 1972
1 Mt 16 26 38
COUNTER ,UMBER 4153
AIRCRAFT ALTITLOE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCIIY (M/S( 236.8
AMbIFIT IEMPERATURL (DEG K) 216.2
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM..3) 5U4.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1184.0
NUMBER UtNSITY (NO/CMI*3) .39
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M-*3) .002
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM"*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .028
7.0 - 9.0 .043
9.0 - 2.0O .02O
12.0 - 16.0 .014
16.0 - 21.0 .0U1
21.0 - 28.0 010
28.0 - 36.U0 004
30.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.UUO
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 23
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 o6 54
COUNTER IUMBER 156
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 236.8
AMbIENT TEMPERATURE (DE0 K) 216.3
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1184.0
NUMBER DtNSITY (NO/CM**3) .24
LI. WATtR CONTcNT (GM/M#*3) .002
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .033
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .U07
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .007
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
b62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 15
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 26 13
COUNTER NUMBER 4148
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MI/S) 236.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 216.1
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*43) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1420.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) .23
LI0. WATER CONTENT (GMO/**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .033
7.0 - 9.0 .018
9.0 - 12.0 .007
120 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 18
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 26 28
COUNTER NUMBER 4151
AIRCkAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MFS) 236.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 216.2
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM#r3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1184.0
NLUMER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .35
LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .024
7.0 - 9.0 .030
9.0 - 12.C .014
12.0 - 16.0 .022
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .OC1
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 o.o000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 21
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 26 44
COUNTER NUMBEE 4154
AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (lM/S) 236.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 216.3
SAMPLED VCLLME (CMI*3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (IM) 1420.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .32
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/bM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .044
7.0 - 9.0 .018
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .012
16.0 - 21.0 .013
21.0 - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 24
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 26 59
COUNTER NUMBER 4157
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 236.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 216.3
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*43) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1184.0
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CMIO3) .23
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .040
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 12.0 .010
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .009
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 25
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 27 4
COUNTER NUMBER 4158
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 239.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 216.3
SAMPLED VULUME (CM**3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (Ml 1190.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .27
LID. hATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NC/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 12.0 .017
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIIGHT NUMBER C08 28
LATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 27 20
CCUThTER NuhieEk 4161
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELUCITY IF/S) 239.4
A:BlENT TLrPEkATURE (DEG k) 216.2
SAPPLEU VULLMt (LM**3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTLRVAL II,) 1196.9
NUMbER CEL.SITY IIIU/CN**3) .19
LIL. HATER CONTENI IGFl/F*3) .001
SILE IhTEiVAL (IL) I.C/Ct1*-3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.C .014
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.C; - 16.0 0.000
Ib.t - 21.C .006
21. - 28.0 .010
28.0 - 36.0 .DOZ
36.U - 47.U .0ul
47.G - 6o.0 0.000
62.C - A8Z. 0.000
8z.U - IOU.C 0.o00
FLIOHT NUICER h L. 31
DA T 27 J-t. 172
TIME 16 21 35
LCUNTER NUI' PEi 41b.
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 239.4
At.BILET TLI PERATURE (ECLC ) 216.2
SAMPLEU VULLIC (CL! *3) 420.0
STMPLE INTIRVAL (I) 1196.9
NLMtER CENSITY (INC/CF·.*3) .16
LIL. ,ATEh C(OITENT (tON/F..3) .0OL
SIZE i4TEKr.AL (lih) t;u/Ci*"3/UM blA.liNT.
5.5 - 7.C .014
7.0 - 9.C .004
9.* - Ie.C .007
12.* - 16.0 011
o16. - 21.0 .001
21.o - 28.0 .003
28.v - 36.0 .004
36.C - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8£.0 0.000
62.0 - 10O.0 0.000
FLICHT NUMBER 008 34
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 27 50
COUNTER NUMBER 4167
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 239.4
AiBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 999.9
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*C3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1196.9
NLMBER DENSITY (llC/CM+*3) .16
LIC. AATER CONTENT (GM/Mf*3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM6*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C .014
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 .010
12.0 - lo.0 .007
lb.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 3b.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.u - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8Z.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME .(CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .012
7.0 - 9.0 .012
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .014
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
CATE 27 JAN 1972




AMBIENT IEMPERATLRE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM#-3)
SAMPLE IINTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DLNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMe*3/UM D
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .018
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.C .013
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0C .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000













FLIGHT NUMBER 00 32
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 Z7 40
COUNTER NUMBER '165
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUUE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 239.4
AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DE6 K) 217.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMR*3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1196.9
NUMBER CCNSITY (NO/CM**3) .13
LIC. wATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .010
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 35
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 27 55
COUNTER NUMBER 4168
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 242.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 216.1
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 510.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1203.3
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*3) .11I
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M#*3) .000
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 .004
12.0 - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 .002
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
26 FLIGHT NUMBER 008 27
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 27 15
COUNTER NUMBER 4160
.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 239.4
.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 216.3
.0 SAMPLED VOLUME UCMP*3) 420.0
.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1436.3
.19 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .13
001 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .001
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
29 FLIGHT NUMBER 008 30
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 27 30
CCUNTER NUMBER 4163
3.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.4
.4 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 239.4
b.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 216.2
0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 420.0
.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1196.9
.18 NUMBER CENSITY (NO/CM**3) .20
001 LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/P*e3) .001
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*3/LLM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .018
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .011
16.C - 21.C .007
21.0 - 28.0 .009
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.OO
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
8 i. 0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972








LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/PF*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7.0 - 9.0 .030
9.0 - 12.0 .010
12.0 - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972








LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M*31)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LN
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 12.0 .012
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 _ 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000




















FLIGHT NUMBER 008 37
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 26 6
COUNTER NUMBER 4170
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE TKM) 13.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IFM/SI 244.5
AM=BIENT TEFPEkATURE (DEG K) 216.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM9*31 430.0
SAMPL- INTERVAL (U) 1216.2
NUMBER CEfSITY (NO/C*t3) .15
LIG. hATER CONTENT (GM/M**31 .001
SIZE INTERVAL i(LM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7. .014
7.0 - 9.0 003
9. - 12.0 0*000
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.2 - 21.0 .007
21.0 2- 6.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.* - 47.0 .001
47.0 62.0 0 000
62.0 - 8,O 0.000
82., - 10..3 0.O00
FLIChT NiUiLER uo 40
LAT. 27 JA. 1972
1110 16 26 23
CLIt. TIH N.EEH 4173
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KF.) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (y/5) 244.5
A.bIENl TciPEKATUKE (LEC K)l 216*4
SAMPLEL VULLML (CMR63) 430U0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1467.2
NLMbER DENSITY (NU/CM**3) .14
LI*. ATEH CONTElNT (Gm/M**31 .000
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NU/CMT*3/UM uIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.C .019
7.c - 9.C .024
9. - 1.C0 .002
12.u - 1o.0 .005
16.o - 21.0 .u04
21.u - 26.0 .001
2o.U - 36.6 ,001
36.0 - 47.G 0.000
4Z.u - 62.0 o.uOu
62., - 8,.U U.UoU
6.1 - iud.L 0.000o1b 06 0 U,000
FLItl IU,,t, ER L'Jb 43
;,TL 27 J>f. 1972
t ME Lo Z.o 31
,LUI\TLE NOl EE 41iIc
,iRL.-F I ALIIUiULt (1) 13.1
ikCFIT Ar ifLVCITY (,1/51) 44 .5
FblEfIl I Tc FlFATJ-.F (LLC k) u10.7
bAltLLU VuLLtML IL-..31 51b.U
bAMFLL 1[IltRVAL 4,1 978.1
lLF.Ei LESITY (;u/CF6631 .15
L 1u. -TE t CLJIlt.; (N M/T'63) .uOI
!IZL IlII[l'AL (Lil) NL/CM.-3/UM LIA.INT.
j. - 1.1, .016
., - 9.L .o003
q. - t1., ' .004
[LL - i6,;: .Oi)t
1b.u - 21.0 .006
2i.L, - 2b.C .u07
2L., - 30.* .001
o - 47.1 0.000
41.. - o$.0 O.00u
bZu - o i u. u.uOO
82,.u - 10.C 1.000
FLIL-HT iUO1ER 0ub 46
Li IL 27 Joil 1972
l Itc Lt .o 53
LIL, ,TL I,1 VL-, 17.
AIkCPFT oLTITUoL (KM) 13.1
AlECkAFT ViLOCITY (I/SI 244.5
.1 bLIEN TIl-FEkATUt lDULt t) 217.0
SbAOFLLb VLLIL (Ca*e3T 430.u
S-PPL 1141( iHVAL M) 1467 .2
NLFdLlq b LSITY (HC/CFN*3) 19
LJI.. ATE, COlTEHT I (F/F**3) .001
SIlZE [iiEOVAL (LI-I) NU/CM..3/UM PIA.INT.
5.5b - 7.0 .033
. - 9.C .007
9.t - 1.* .002
12.u - 1..0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 l010
21.0 - 28.0 .000
2,.0 - 3b.0 .002
30.u- 47.0 .)I01
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.U - 82.0 0.000
82.u - lo0.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 28 11
COUNTER IUMBER 4171
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOE (KMI 13
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 244
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 216
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 516
SAMPLE IN1TERVAL (M) 1222
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 
LII. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .0
SIZE INT.RVAL IUMI NO/CM#*3/UM CIA.
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 .006
9.0 - 12.0 .006
12.0 - 16.0 *001
16.0 - 21.0 .008
2l.0 - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.*0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
CATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 28 28
COUNTE8 ,UMBER 4174
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 13
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 216
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM.*3) 430
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 
LIU. wATER CONTENT (GM/M#*31 .0
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM CIA.
5.5 - 7*0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .013
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.u0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
z62.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 00O
CATE 27 4AN 1572








LIG. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE IN1TERVAL (UM) NO/CM*63/UM C
5.5 - 7.u 0.000
7.0 - 9.U0 .009
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 .004
16.0 - 21.u .007
21.0 - 28*0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .007
36.0 - 47*0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.u000
62.0 - 108.0 0.O00
FLIGHT NUMBER 006
LATE 27 JAN 1972




AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE 1ITERVAL (M) 
NUMBER DLNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIU. wATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .009
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28*0 .003
28.0 - 36*0 .002
36*0 - 47*0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.000















38 FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 28 17
COUNTER NUMBER 4172
a.4 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
i.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/5)
5.2 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
b.O SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
2.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
13 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
300 LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/lM
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 .012
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .008
21.0 - 28.0 .003
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.*0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
41 FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 28 33
CCUNTER NUMBER 4175
3.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI
4.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI
S.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC KT
).0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*#3)
2.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MT
19 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM.*3)
)01 LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/Me*31
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .012
7.0 - 9.0 .045
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .011
O16.0 - 21.0 .007
21.0 - 28.0 .005
26.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
44 FLIGHT NUMBER 008
LATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 28 47
CCUNTER NUMEER 4178
3.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (KM)
4.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
6.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
4.0 SAMPLED VOLLME ICM*e3)
7.2 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MT
.21 NLMbER DENSITY (NO/CM6A3I
001 LI1. wATER CONTENT (GM/F**3)
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM.63/,M
5.5 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 .009
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .010
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.- 000
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.C 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
47 FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 29 3
COUNTER NUMEER 4181
3.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
7.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
7.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE IDEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
9.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
.16 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
002 LI1. WATER CONTENT (GM/F**31
INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*#3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .018
7.0 - 9.0 .017
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMBER 008 49
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 29 8
COUNTER NUM8ER 4182
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 217.2
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*43) 522.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1235.5
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .09
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M*43) .000
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.lNT.
5.5 - 7.0 .004
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .003
16.U0 - 21.0 .002
21.0 - 2b.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .002Z
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 8.C 0.0o00
82.0 - 1Od.0 0.000O
FLIHT NU''C;ER oU8 52
LATL 27 J2h 1972
TIME 16 29 25
CCUNTER NuFeOK 1b05
IRCERAFT ALTITUDE (K0} 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/SI I 247.1
.tBIENT TLEPEIATUEk (DEC K) 217.4
SAMPLED VuLLME (CM-*3) 435.0
SAMPLE IrTERVAL (M) 1235.5
NLMeEk OE'*SITY (4L/Ch*3) .L1
LID. nATE. CONTEroT (GV/F*3) .o001
512E INTE"VAL (LMi NU/CM^*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .005
7- - 9.0 .007
9.0 - 12.o .002
12., - l.0 .005
15.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 2b.0 .006
28. - 3.u .uOOl
36.0 - 47.0 uOl
47.0 - 6Ž.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.000
82.0 - 108.0 o.000
FLIGHT fOULbER CoM 55
LATE 27 JAtN 1972
TIME 16 29 40
LLUhNTER NUeEk 41d)
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCD I(l) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (/S5) 244.5
Al-blENT TL(,PEPATURE (DEC K) 217.6
SAMPLEL VULLML (C*.o3) 430.0
SAEPLr INT[[VAL (M) 1229.1
NLMEER GE.'SITY (NC/C.*"3) .16
LIc. iATEO COI.]E.TI (Gi"/M~3) .003
SiZE I1TE4VAL (LII) rL/CM*63/UMl DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 .007
9.u - 1;.o .005
12.u - l1.0 o005
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.u - 28.0 .J06
2d. - 3b.O .001
3o.0 - 47.0 .o001
47.) - 6k.0 .000
62.u - 8Z.0 .000
8A.o - 10o.0 0.000
FLIGHT NU,'BER Q0u 58
L4TE 27 JAt. 1972
TIME 1o 2. 55
LUOhTER NUVEEr 4191
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKlh) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (b/S) 244.5
AtBIENT TtMPERATURE (DEC K) 217.7
SAMPLEU VOLLML (CM*-3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222.6
NLMBER DEl'SITY ()U/CM**3) .37
LIGo. ATEK CONTENT (GM/F*3) .005
SIt INTEhVAL (LM) tL/CM*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.c .062
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.. - 28.0 .001
28.0 - 36.0 .009
3o.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 8.0 .000oO
82.0 - o10d.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 50
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 29 14
COUNTER NUMBER 4183
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 217.3
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3) 522.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1482.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) .11
LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .004
7.0 - 9.0 .011
9.0 - 12.0 .004
12.0 - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 .002
21.0- 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0- 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 53
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 c9 30
COUNTER ,UMBER 4186
AIRCRAFT ALTITUE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DE6 K) 217.4
SAMPLEU VOLUME (CMW*3) 435.0
SAMPLE IlTERVAL (M) 1235.5
NUMBER CtNSITY (NO/CM**3) .18
LIU. WATLR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM*3/UM CIA.INT.
- 5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .024
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .006
26.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 56
CATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 1o 29 45
COUNTER ,UMBER 4189
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DE0 K) 217.6
SAMPLED vOLUME )CM-*3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222.6
NUMBER CoNSITY INO/CM**3) .23
LIG. wATeR CONTENT OGM/M**3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM CIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .039
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .005
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.0o00
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 104.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 59
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 JO 0
COUNTER NUMBER 4192
AIRCRAFT ALTITLOE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 242.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 217.8
SAMPLED vOLUME (CMO*3) 425.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1216.2
NUMBER DeNSITY (NO/CM**3) .34
LIC. WATcH CONTENT (GM/M**3) .002
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM*e3/UM 01CA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 .029
12.0 - 16.0 .009
16.0 - 21.0 .OOd
21.0 - 28.0 .010L
28.0 - 36.0 - .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972








LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .003
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .002
36.0 - 47.0 O.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000










FLIGHT NUMBER 008 54
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 29 35
CCOUNTER NUMBER 4187
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 247.1
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEE K) 217.5
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*43) 435.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1235.5
NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*,3) .12
LIO. 6ATER CONTENT IGM/Me*3) .001
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 O.000
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 .004
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .OCl
47.0 - 62.0 O.O00
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972








LID, WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .014
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .016
16.0 - 21.0 .004
21.0 - 28.0 .006
28.0 - 36.0 .009
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972








LID, wATER CONTENT (GM/M^*3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .019
7.0 - 9.0 .004
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .018
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 - .003
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIL-HT NUr4EER 008 61
LATE 27 JAh 1972
TIME l6 3u 10
CCUNTEh NlU ERh 419'*
AIRCkAFT ALTITUDE E I) 13.1
AIRCRAFT VLLUCITY 4y/51 242.0
Al eli0NT TcbtPEFATUhE DtEG K) 211.9
SAPL;LE VULLIML (ICI*3) 51.0U
SAMPLf INIRCVAL (l1) i209.8
NUMLER LEHSITY 040/CM*#3) .29
LID. ,ATER CONTENT (GIM/F*31) .002
SIZE INTEKVAL (LM) NL/CMt*3/UM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7. 0 .00
7.0 - 9.0 .027
9U. - lZ.0 .012
Iou. - lb.0 .004
iu.L - 21.0 .016
21.L - 28.0 009u
20!.. - 30.0 .001
3.., - 47.0 .001
47.U - b.0O .001
62L. - 8Z.0 0.000
82.C -[L, .. C 0.000
FI ICFLI ,U ULER uie b64
LT. 27 J2f. 1972
11 L Ic 3.; 27
LLLIxTF' T I.R OEi< 9i!.I
AI CL F I ,LTITU;L ( M) 1,.1
AIrCniFTI I LOCIrT (I /S) Z42.u
Ai. LIE 1l1 0PEl.~ATO (LcC r1 LI·.Z[:iE]i [cI/NATL t~ O o,} 'L1,2
Si PL:; AVLLlL (L...'3) 425.0
SAPMrL litiN RVAL 0(" 1209.6
hLMUCE 'E0SITY (I,,/ .rC'3) .21
LIL. *ATI E COIT, 0.1 (.ht/A*.33 .UOl
bILt I IL;,00L (LII I.0/CF!*3-/UM ol.I lIr.
,.) - 7.; .024
I., - 7.,: .007
- 14.0 .007
L. 9 - 10.J .sjlO
1.. - 21.J0 .004
21.1 - 2.LC .004
0,.., - 3'..c .004
3 I.- I .4 O.ou0
47., - 6 C J.00 '
S... - 94.O J. J00
,4.'. - l0d d. '.ŽuO
lLI CHT .. ,LCR ,o 67
L.LTE 27 JAo 1[72
lirc 1I. 3, .3
CI L;, !' . i-.0 iE .>
-I]kR.FR I TLTITUGC (,P) I4.6
oI TAFil vtI)LiT { /SIl /42.L
1 iE :1 To) ci0o)A0rI I'-. K) : I d 
!S-PPLL v.LL-IL (L.*- 3 ) 340.L
bSFr.;L INItRvAL () 14l51.7
NlmL.^ LE-bsIT{ (ui/. 3*3) .U9
Lii. .0Al ' COA.TA; (L,/l**3) . OO
SILL I,,TE.IAL IL,)l NL/CNF6;3/UH1 lA.lh.T.
5 7.L .000
7.~ - 9.0 .009
.-, - 1i.0 .0U3
12.u - lb.C .U04
Io.u - 21.0 .U04
21.4 - 2d.C .J01
2d.O - 30o.0 u.Ou
3.., - 47.0 .UU1
47.u - 6 .0 0.000
bJ.u - 0L, 0o.VOo
8i2. - LUo.. U.OO0
FLGhT T Oi iE.R u.l 70
LAT. 27 JA. 1970
TliK ID 3,, 57
tL L NT lquF eL 421.3
AIRLRFFI L TITUCE (M)I 12.b
AIRjKAFI vILOLITI (I,/S) 247.1
Al tIE,) TI PEDIATUl( E (LEC kLI Id.7
SbF AL : : LLEEL (C.t1I3) 5Z2.0
SoMELL IlNliiVAL (.1) 983.3
NiLbL LE, SITY (I.L/CI..**31) .b
LIli. A CUITE. iT 0 (0/Cr*3)1 .UOC
blLc IITE.VAL (L;i) GF/CH**3/UM UIA.IlT.
5.5 - 7.,C .00b
7. - 9. .003
1.0 - I.C .004
I.c - IL. J .001
i.t, - 2I.C 
.u02
21. - 26b.O .002
23., - 3c.J 0.000
36.t - 47.C 0.Ouo
47., - 6-.C 0.000
60.u - 8.0o u.OOo
8Z.L - lOu.O 0.000
FLIOT NUMBER 008
,ATE 27 JAN 1972








LIL. WATkk CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 .021
9.0 - 12.0 .008
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - IOd.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
LATL 27 JAN 1972




AMBIENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMR*3)
5AMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1
NUMBER LDENSITY (NO/CM.*3)
LI.. 8AT R CONTENT (GM/M**3)
5ILt INTERVAL (UrPI O/CMe*3/UM C
5.5 - 7., .028
7.0 - 9.0 .018
9.0 - 12.u .002
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.L - 21.0 .007
2t.O - 28.0 .O00
28.0 - 3b.0 0.000
36.u - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.o 0.000
2O.0 - 82.0 0.00o















LATE 27 JAN 1970
TIME 16 30 47
CGLNIEk JNUMBER ,201
AlVCRAFT ALTITLuE I(MI 12
oIlCKAFT VELOCIITY (M/S) 44
AMUIFNT TEMPERATURE ( DL Kl 21Z
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM.*3) 516
SAMPLE IhTERVAL IM) 973
NUMBFR DcISITY (NO/CMO*31
LIL. VATLo CONTENT (GM/M**3) .(
SILt INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*'3/UM CIA.
5.5 - 7.0 .012
7.0 - 9.0 .006
9.U - 12.0 .008
12.u - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 .003
21.0 - 28.0 .002
Zd.U - 36.0 0.LOO
36.u - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.U 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
d2.0 - 108.0 O.UOO
FLIhrT NUMBEk OO0
LATE 27 JAN 1972








LId. wATcR CONTENT (GM/M4*3)
SIt INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .004
7.0 - 9.u 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 .001
46.0 - 21.U 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000








62 FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 30 22
COUNTER NUMBER 4196
.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
2.0 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS)
8.0 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
0.0 SAMPLED VGLLME (CM**3)
1.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.17 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
001 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/#**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .039
7.0 - 9.0 .025
9.0 - 12.0 .012
12.0 - 16.0 .005
16.0 - 21.0 .010
21.0 - 28.0 .005
28.0 - 36.0 .004
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 O.o00
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
65 FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 30 37
COCUNTER NUMBER 4199
.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
.0 AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (M/S)
4.3 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
,.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
9.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.18 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
01 LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/Pi*3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .004
7.0 - 9.0 O.U9
9.0 - 12.0 .002
12.0 - 16.0 .003
16.0 - 21.0 0.000
21.0 - 28.0 .OU3
28.U - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 O.uuO
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 10d0 O.000
68 FLIGHT hUMBEtR 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME b1 3u 53
CLONTER iLFEER 4202
2.8 AIRCRAFT ALIITUDE (KM)
4.5 AIRCoAFT VELOCITY (M/5)
8.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEE K)
6.0 bAMPLED vOLLME (CM**3)
3.0 SAMPLE INiTERVAL (M)
.u9 NLMdtR DENSITY (NO/CM003)
000 LIG. 6ATEt CONTENT (GM/FL**3
.INT. 5IZL INTERVAL (LM) NU/CM*.3/LM
55 - 7.0 .023
7.0 - 9.0 .u04
9.0 - 12.0 .009
12.0 - 16.0 .007
16.0 - 21.0 .002
21.0 - 28.0 .002
28.0 - 36.0 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 O.OO
62.0 - 82.0 O.OCO
82.0 - 10d0 0.000
71 FLIIHT NUMBER 008
UATE 27 JAN 1972
TIML 16 40 42
CCuNTER NUMBER 4218
2.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
9.7 AIRLCRAFT VELOCITY ({/S)
8.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEO K)
2.0 SAMPLED VULLME ICM-*3)
0.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.02 NLMbER DENSITY INO/CM*R3)
000 LIO. wATER CONTENT (GM/P**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .041
7.0 - 9.0 .019
9.0 - 12.0 .030
12.0 - 16.0 .013
16.0 - 21.0 .018
21.0 - 28.0 .011
28.0 - 36.0 .009
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 -620 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .001







































FLIGHT NUMBER Out 73
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 40 47
CCLNTER NUMBER 4219
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 11.6
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 226.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 229.1
SAMPLED VULUML (CM*.3) 486.0
SAMFLE INTERVAL CM) 1139.0
NUMBER DENSITY (ND/CM**3) .50
LID. ATER CONTENT GM/Mt**3) .005
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CMh*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .025
7.0 - 9.0 .019
9.0 - 1[.0 .023
12.0 - lb.0 .008
16.0 - 21.0 .O18
21.0 - 28.0 .017
28.o - 36.0 .009
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 8a.0 .000
82.u - 106.0 0.000
FLIGHT oUMLER OUt 76
LATE 27 JAN 1972
TlIM 16 41 3
CCUNITER NUr:HER 4222
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCE (Ch) 11.b
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (R/5) 226.5
AdIENT TAI'PEKATUHE (CLE K) 229.o
SAMPLRU VuLLML (C1'*'3) 405.0
bAMALE INIERVAL (mF) 1145.4
NULdER .ENSITY CiCU/CN**3) .89
LID. ATEK CONTENT (GM/F**3) .011
SIZE INTERVAL (UCl) NC/CMW*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .071
7.0 - 9.0 .046
9.0 - IE.C .044
* 1 - Ic.O .035
1.j - 21.0 .021
21.0 - .b6O .Olb
20.4 - 3u.0 .012
3. - 47.0 .o005
47.0 - b,.1 .0g.
62.0 - . .001I
82.0 - On.0 O.o000
FLIGHT NU,iVER OUo 79
LAT. 27 JAb 1972
TliM 16 4, 19
CULATLr Nul.E.i, 4225
AIRCR.FT ALTIlCEL (AK) 11.3
AIRCRAFT vFLOCITY CF/S) 226.5
' AHILNT TLFPECATUKE (DcL K) 230.7
SAiRLED VULLM, ICi<',3) 405.U
SAMPLE INiTRVAL Ct) 1145.4
NCMLER oFSITY (1i/LM**3) 1.33
Lie. nAFE' COiTECl (GCA/F.3) .ul5
SIZL IIiiErAL (Ui) NO/C:*"3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .076
7.u - 9.0 .077
9.u - 12.0 .038
12.0 - 16.0 .031
16.0 - 21.C .041
21.vu - 2b.0 .u46
28.U - 3o.0 .023
30o.u - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.u - 8a .0 .000
82.b - 10o.O 0.000
I LIHT NU'[ ER t Gb 82
LATT 27 JAr 1972
lIl, lA 41 35
CLLTEk NUI:EkC 422b
AIRCRAFT ALTITULL (F') 11.3
AIRCRAFT vLLuLITY (r/S) 229.1
AFbIERT TLFCPEiATUAE (DEC K) 231.4
SAMPLtU VULULML (Ci..3) 405.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 1374.5
NULMER LE;NSITY (NU/CFR*3) .57
LIG. ATEA CuiTET CG'/F*3) .oo00b
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) CO/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .046
7.0 - 9.C .011
9., - 12.0 .017
12.0 - 16.0 .021
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .021
28.0 - 30.0 .006
36.0 - 47.0 .006
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 106.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 40 53
COUNTER NUMBER 4220
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) I
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY CM/S) 22
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 22
SAMPLED VOLUME [CM**3) 40
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 135
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIQ. WATER CONTENT CGM/M**3(
51ZE INTERVAL CUMI .NO/CM*^3/UM DIA
5.5 - 7.0 .051
7.0 - 9.0 .042
9.0 - 12.0 .056
12.0 - 16.0 .036
16.0 - 21.0 .009
21.0 - 28.0 .035
28.0 - 36.0 .016
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 .002
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 jAN 1972




AMbIFNT TEMPERATURE COEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME CCM**3)
SAMPLE ITERVAL (M) I
NUMbER DoNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIQ. wATcR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTcRVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .051
7.0 - 9.0 .055
9.0 - 12.0 .006
12.0 - 16.0 - .037
16.0 - 21.U .028
21.0 - 28.0 .023
28.0 - 36.0 .010
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108d.0 O.0o
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
LATE 27 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEU K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERvAL (M) 
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM#*3)
LIG. iATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .148
7.0 - 9.0 .115
9.0 - 12.0 .041
12.0 - 16.0 .044
16.O - 21.0 .052
21.0 - 28.0 .072
28.0 - 36.0 .041
36.0 - 47.0 .018
47.0 - 62.0 .005
6,.G - 82.0 .U001
82.0 - 10d.0 .001
FLIUHT NUMBER 008
LATE 27 JAN 1970




APFbENT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM#*3)
SAMPLE II.TERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DCNSITY CNO/CM**3)
LIC. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM*-3/UM A
5.5 - 7.0 .082
7.0 - 9.0 .031
9.0 - 12.0 .026
12.0 - 16.0 .025
16.0 - 21.0 .015
21.0 - 28.0 .031
28.0 - 36.0 Olo
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .001




















74 FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 40 58
COUNTER NUMBER 4221
1.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
Z6.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
Z9.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
5.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
59.1 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.98 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
011 LIC, wATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .024
7.0 - 9.0 .041
9.0 - 12.0 .023
12.0 - 16.0 .026
16.0 - 21.0 .017
21.0 - 28.0 .021
28.0 - 36.0 .017
36.0 - 47.0 .002
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
77 FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATL 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 41 14
CCUNTER NUMBER 4224
L1.6 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE IKMC
!9.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (C/S)
9.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
6.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
9.0 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.d2 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
008 LID. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
·.INT. SIZE INTERVAL CUM) NO/CM**3/LM 
5.5 - 7.0 .096
7.0 - 9.0 .038
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 .068
16.0 - 21.0 .017
21.0 - 28.0 .023
28.0 - 36.0 .014
36.0 - 47.0 .008
47.0 - 62.0 .002
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.0 .000
80 FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 41 29
COUNTER NUMEER 4227
11.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
tb.5 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
O.9 APBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
J5.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMR*3)
Z2.6 SAMPLE IN4TERVAL (M)
.14 NLUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3).
034 LIC. VATER CONTENT (GM/MF*3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NU/CM*3/LM I
5.5 - 7.0 .111
7.0 - 9.0 .044
9.0 - 12.0 .032
12.0 - 16.0 .042
16.0 - 21.0 .026
21.0 - 28.0 .039
26.0 - 36.0 .018
36.0 - 47.0 .006
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
62.0 - 108.0 .000
83 FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 41 45
CCUNTER NLMBER 4230
1.3 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
9.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
1.7 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*#3)
.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.82 NUMcER DENSITY (NO/CMO*3)
011 LIO. .ATEk CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ULM) NO/CM*^3/UM I
5.5 - 7.0 .060
7.0 - 9.0 .052
9.0 - 12.0 .030
12.0 - 16.0 .040
16.0 - 21.0 .012
21.0 - 28.0 .027
28.0 - 36.0 .013
36.0 - 47.0 .006
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000





































FLIGHT NUMbER Oub 85
LAT% 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 41 50
CbUhTEh NUMBER 4231
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (FM) C10.7
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY I(P/5) 231.7
AISbIENT TENPEKATUKE (DEC K) 232.2
SAMPLcC VbLLML (CM*a3) 410.0
SAMPLE INlLRVAL (M) 1158.3
NUMEER DEiiSITY (NC/CN*03I 1.24
LIC. wATE. CONTENT (GM/P*#3) .019
SIZE INTErVAL (L;U Nb/CM*63/UM 3IA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .101
7.U - 9.0 .015
9.u - 12.0 .017
12.u - Ito.0 .034
lot0 - 21.0 .067
21.u - 26.0 .029
2b.J - 3c.0 .025
36. - 47.0 .007
47.0 - 6.0 .003
62.0 - i.0° u Ou.
8Z.0 - Io..O0 .001
FLIO:HT vUit FR 0o6 8S
LATE 27 J.3. 1972
TILt 16 4. 5
LCLUTLK sNuwcEk 423'
AIKLRAF I "LII [UCE (0 ) 10.4
aiRkiArT V[E;LITY (e/S) 236.8
AMAIEI.I Tl/PEkATUi. (L. k) 232.9
SAALEL VOLULL (C'**3) 5(4.0
bAFiLL Ni -VL I' 1 11 77.O
lLMcE,4 '.ASITY llND/CF63) .59
LI iL. :oI, COhTc.1 (i(:/M*e3 .U06
SlZt [I' l:,'L GIUi) r-/C'i.*J/U;l DIA.11,.
,.5 - 7,0 .3.0
7. - 9.0 .309
hi.' - ILuO .023
12. .. - Ic.C .032
1o.t - 21.0 .02S
21.v - 2h.0 .015
2,.. - 3-.0 .O7
3o.L; - 47.2 .o00,
41.U - 6 .0 .Ouu
62, - A. .0 .JUU0
8. .-h o.j U.OOu
[-LIc-h[ r;,d-bFR d, ' . 9
,,-IL .7 jAr 1172
1 IrVc io 4 21
LLC-rI. i.f t:El. 2o1
(lh'i-aFl -LTITbc (.1.1 ) 1.'.
o'r ] .0h'ri LOLITY (I /0) 239.4
A l.l.I T1 fPE- Alu,. ( ulL o) 230.3
S:tft LrLb VulLIML (IC'.-3) 5s4.L
;-.LO IllIRvAL (.) 1196.9
NL-cE, LL,-ITY (i/Ctl *'3) I.09
LIL. oTE. C.l. T 1ElI L,T/E '3) C 0.u19
Sb14cL 1:1. f.\ AL (Li i /C-0) D1A.1.?.
, - '.': .0 1
'.. - 9.; .U3USO
L2- 1oL0 . 061IZ. - lu.C 05b
1.* - 2i.C .u20
2L. - Z.C. .0362. - 236. .o302.... - 36.0 .v16
30. - 47.0 .OuS
47., - 6.. .Uu3
0Z.u - 8. .. .VU1
8,2.' - lu'.C . Ou
F LH) *,A-LFR o Jo 94
L-TLo. c 1 J. 1972
Tlrc to 4, 37
C.L Tri,,'" ' rLh, j .
1AR6.kR4 I .LTIIUgo (KI 10. 1
AIlkRF I vLLUCITY A/S) 24z,.u
AiI L .1 T.FILIAtIUhl. (LLG K) 23S.7
SFALCL vv-LLiL. (Clt**3) 425.u
SAF:FLE 11i RV..L lA) 1203.3
NhM6Lc0 SE-LITY (NU/C I-* 31 Z.61
Ll. .Ti- ! Cdl1TENT ((1k/F^03) .u27
SIo 1..IEl'vPL ILl.) .L./CM.*3/UM DIA.INI.
b5.5 - 7.0 .093
1.u - 9.L .142
9 - 12.0 .029
12. - Ib.0 .LO3
I1.0 - 21.0 .094
21.2 2o.0 .0ib
2d.u - 30.C .039
3c. - 47.0 .021
4i., - 6 .0 .002
6z.0 - 8.0 .001
n. - IOr.0 O.UO0
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
CATE 27 JAN 1972




AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**3)
LID. WATER CONTENT IGM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (UMI NO/CM**3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .064
7.0 - 9.0 .131
9.0 - 12.0 .020
12.0 - 16.0 .058
16.0 - 21.0 .060
21.0 - 28.0 .042
28.0 - 36.0 .021
36.0 - 47.0 .007
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 .00
82.0 - 108.0 O.000
FLIGHT NUMBER o008
LATE 27 JAN 1972




AMtIFNT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)l
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM*3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
hUMcER LmNSITY (NO/CM**3)
Llt. 4ATc. CONTENT (GM/M*#3)
SIZL INTcRVAL (UP) NO/CM*6 3/UM 1
5.5 - 7.C0 .040
7.u - 9.0 .u37
9.0 - 12.0 .037
12.0 - 16.0 .OU9
16.0 - 21.u .U31
2L.0 - 28.0 .023
28.0 - 36.0 .004
JE.G - 47.0 .007
47.u - 62.0 .001
o2.0 - 82.0 .00















FLIurT N"MhER 008 92
eATo 27 AN 1974
I-t t 9I 2 27
CL0,ITE0 MUMbER 423t
AIRLRAFT ALTIILOE (KM) 10.4
AI.CrAFT VELOCITY M/SI 239.4
AMlIENT IEMPERATURL (DEG K) 234.8
SAMPLEC VOLUME (CM6*3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 1436.3
NUI'L;Fh C05ITY (NO/CM**3) 2.03
LI.. wA cR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .029
SIZ IrTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM^^3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .079
7.0 - 9.0 .14U
9.0 - 12.0 .012
12.0 - 16.0 .061
1.0 - 21.0 .d089
21.0 - 28.0 .u58
e8.0 - 36.0 .029
56.0 - 47.0 .015
47.u0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 .001
bZ.0 - 10d.0 .000
FLILHT NuLMBER 008 95
LATE 27 jAN 1972
TIME Io '2 42
COUNTER ,UMBER 4241
AIRCRAFT ALTITUOE (KMI 9.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 242.0
AMbIFNT IEMPERATURE (DEG K)l 236.1
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM^*31 425.0
SAMPLE ITERVAL (M) 1209.8
hUMbER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 2.35
LIC. WATcR CONTENT (CM/M**3) .021
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM*^3/UM DIA.INT.
S.5 - 7.0 .180
7.0 - 9.0 .135
9.L - 12.0 .007
12.0 - 16.0 .101O
16.0 - 21.0 .079
21.0 - 28.0 .065
28.0 - 36.0 .047
36.0 - 47.0 .O10
47.0 - 62.0 003
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0- 108.0 0.000
86 FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 42 0
CCUNTER NUMBER 4233
.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KMI
,4.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/SI
.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC KE
5.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*#31
,4.7 SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI
.57 NUMBER DENSITY INO/CM**31
017 LID. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LMI NO/CM**3/UM
5.5 - 7.0 .050
7.0 - 9.0 .086
9.0 - 12.0 .040
12.0 - 16.0 .041
16.0 - 21.0 .021
21.0 - 28.0 .029
28.0 - 36.0 .024
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 .002
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 .000
89 FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 42 16
CCUNTER NUMEER 4236
0.7 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM)
16.8 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (h/SI
53.4 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl
2.0 SAMPLED VOLUME (CM*f3)
0.8 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.75 NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**31
312 LIG. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM^*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .079
7.0 - 9.0 .074
9.0 - 12.0 .025
12.0 - 16.0 .U42
lb.0 - 21.0 .u25
21.0 - 28.0 .037
2b.0 - 36.0 .O04
36.0 - 47.0 .003
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000



















FLIuHT NUMBER 008 93
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 4z 32
CCUNTER NUMUER 4239
AIRCRAFT ALIITUCE (KM) 10.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/5) 239.4
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DE K)l 235.2
SAMPLEO VLLLME (CMR63) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (MI 1196.9
NULMER CENSITY {NO/CM**3( 1.97
LIC. wATEt CONTENT (GM/f*03) .021
51ZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/LM UIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .049
7.0 - 9.0 .100
9.0 - 12.0 .049
12.0 - 16.0 .039
16.0 - 21.0 .0O7
21.0 - 28.0 .061
28.0 - 36.0 .021
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 003
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 10d.0 .000
FLIGHT NUMBeER 008 96
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 42 47
CCbUTER NUMBER 4242
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 9.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/)SI 242.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 236.5
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM6*3) 425.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1209.8
NLMbER CENSITY (NO/CM#*3) .96
LID. wATER CONTFNT (GM/M**3) .009
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/UM LIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .058
7.0 - 9.0 .014
9.0 - 12.0 .031
12.0 - 16.0 .035
16.0 - 21.0 .024
21.0 - 28.0 .038
28.0 - 36.0 .019
36.0 - 47.0 .006
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 0.O000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
PFLIGHT NUMBER 0V8 97
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 42 52
COUNTER NUMBER 4243
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 9.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S) 242.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 236.9
SAMPLED VOLLIME (CMle3) 425.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1209.8
NUMEER DENSITY (NU/CM**3) 1.49
LI*. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .014
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CM#*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .067
7.0 - 9.0 .076
9.0 - 12.0 .042
12.0 - 16.0 .062
16.0 - 21.0 .042
21.0 - 28.0 .047
28.U - 3b.0 .024
36.0 - 47.0 .008
47.u0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLICHT 1 1,,ULFR U..A lOu
LATL 27 JAr. 1972
Tll 10o 43 8
CLCLITR hUMaER 424o
AIRCRAFi ALTITUDE I(K) 9.4
AIRCRAFT vFLOCITY (m/S) 244.5
Al dIENiT T..rPEFATURF (CEL k) 23b.4
SpYLLu VOLLIL . (C,1'~3) 430.,
SAMPLi: INILRV'L (M) 1459.5
NLMtE, D-E.SITY (C/CM**3 } 2.54
LIL. VAIE, CONTE'pT (GM/t*3) .u25
S5Zt ITERkVAL (LM) NC/CM**3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 1.0 .121
7.u - 9.0 .uy091
9.u - 1-.0 .053
12.u - 16.0 .091
1o,. - 2i.O .lOb
21.b - 2b.0 .J88
; ' db28., - 30.0 .03S
3r., - 47.0 .014
41. - 6t.0 .00U4
6z. - 82.0 .001
82.u - Or.0 0.u0oO
FLIGHfT kU,'hFR 0O6 103
LATL Z JAr 1972
TIME 1o 45 24
CLUViOR NUtOeLK 424
AIRCRAFT ALTITUCt ¢iN) 9.1
AIRCRAFT v,LuCITY (M/S) 244.5 -
AtblE01 TIT FEKATUVE (LEC o) 240.3
SAFLEU VuLLML (CI.*3) 344.0
SAMOFLE (INI4VAL (h ) 1467.2
NLMLER UENSITY (IU/CMr*3) 1.76
LIC. ATlE' CO TENT (CM/-M*3) .022
SiZl IhlEVAL (Lb) NO/C'1-M 3/UM UiA.II.T.
.5_ - 7.0 .035
'. , 9.8 .lu9
4.U - 1Ž.O .045
1Z-. - o1.0 .052
16.v - 21.0 .0u3
21.0 - 26.0 .08
2d.U - 3r.0 .040
36.u - 47.0 .007
47.0 - b .O .U006
62.v - d.-0 UO.
* 82, - 1Od.C U.000
FLIOHl hU, UER uo. 00b
LATL 27 JAN 1972
TIME l1 43 39
CLUlTFR NuF-Eh. 425:
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (,FM) 9.1
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (F/S) 242.u
AteIENT TLTPEhATUAF (DLG K) 242.2
5AMFLLO VULLIiE (Cl*-3) 425.U
S5AMFLE II4LPVAL (r) L209.8
NUMBER UEI.SITY (NU/CM-*3) 1.85
LIC. hATE4 , COriTENT (bM/P**3) .022
SI2E INTERVAL (LM) NC/CMe*3/UM uIA.lt1T.
5.5 - 7.0 .093
1.8 - 9.0 .10b
9.0 - 12.0 .022
12.u - l1.C .068
16.u - 21.0 .078
2l.0 - 28.0 .054
28.0 - 30.0 .026
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 6b. .0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 .U0l
82.u - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 98
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 42 57
COUNTER NUMBER 4244
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 9.8
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (MIS) 242.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 237.4
SAMPLED VOLUME ICM**3) 425.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1209.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) 2.64
LI. WATER CONTENT IOM/M**3) .032
SIZE INTERVAL (UM) NO/CMe*3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .196
7.0 - 9.0 .128
9.0 - 12.0 .039
12.0 - 16.0 .088
16.0 - 21.0 .080
21.0 - 28.0 .074
Zd.O - 36.0 .052
36.0 - 47.0 .018
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 .00
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 101
LATE 27 jAN 1972
TIME 16 43 13
COUNTER NUMBER 4247
AIRCRAFT ALTITLDE (KM) 9.1
AIRCRAFT vELOCITY (M/S) 244.5
AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 239.0
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM'*3) 430.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1222.6
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 2.89
LIOD. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3A .030
SIZE INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM^#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .169
7.0 - 9.0 .163
9.0 - 12.0 .102
12.0 - 16.0 .099
16.0 - 21.0 .103
21.0 - 28.0 .114
28.0 - 36.0 .003
36.8 - 47.0 .016
47.0 - 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 .002
82.0 - 108.0 .000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 104
CATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 43 28
COU'.TER INUMBER '250
AIRCRAFT ALTITLUE (KM) 9.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 244.5
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEG K) 240.8
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM#*3) 516.0
SAMPLE I,,TERVAL (M) 978.1
NUMOER DLNSITYT (NO/CM**3) 1.28
Llu. wATLR CONTENT IbM/M*--3) .012
SIZi INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM**3/UM CIA.-INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .068
7.0 - 9.0 .030
9.0 - 12.0 .OZ4
12.0 - 16.0 .062
16.0 - 21.u0 .036
21.0 - 28.0 .049
26.0 - 36.0 .022
36.0 - 47.C .006
47.U - 62.0 .002
62.0 - 82.0 O.OO0
82.0 - 108.0 , 0.000
FLIOHT NUMBER 008 107
LATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 43 44
COUNTER NUMBER 4253
AIRCRAFT ALTITUUE (KM) 9.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/SI 239.4
AMBIENT (EMPERATURE (DEG K) 242.8
SAMPLED vOLUME (CM**3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1203.3
NUMBER DeNSITY (NO/CM**3) 2.04
LIC. wATeR CONTENT (GM/M**3) .023
SIZE INTeRVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .108
7.0 - 9.0 .070
9.0 - 12.0 .084
12.0 - 16.0 .080
16.0 - 21.0 .058
21.0 - 28.0 .056
28.0 - 36.0 .033
36.0 - 47.0 .012
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008 99
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 43 2
COUNTER NUMBER 4245
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 9.4
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY I(N/S) 242.0
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DE- K) 237.8
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM*3) SOO10.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1209.8
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*#3) 2.52
LIQ. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .025
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM*3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .139
7.0 - 9.0 .110
9.0 - 12.0 .063
12.0 - 16.0 .078
16.0 - 21.0 .083
21.0 - 28.0 .093
28.0 - 36.0 .039
36.0 - 47.0 .014
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108.0 .000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972








LIC. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM"*3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .141
7.0 - 9.0 .148
9.0 - 12.0 .012
12.0 - 16.0 .094
16.0 - 21.0 .037
21.0 - 28.0 .073
28.0 - 36.0 .046
36.0 - 47.0 .011
47.0 - 62.0 .004
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATL 27 JAN 1972








LI0. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTERVAL (CM) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.0 .083
7.0 - 9.0 .084
9.0 - 12.0 .044
12.0 - 16.0 .031
16.0 - 21.0 .073
21.0 - 28.0 .068
28.0 - 36.0 .037
36.0 - 47.0 .009
47.0 - 62.0 .005
62.0 - 82.0 .001



















FLIGHT NUMBER 008 108
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 43 49
CCUNTER NUMBER 4254
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 9.1
AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (P/S) 236.8
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 243.4
SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 420.0
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 1190.5
NLMBER DENSITY (NO/CM*43) 1.84
LIG. wATER CONTENT (GM/M**3) .022
SIZE INTERVAL (8M) NO/CM*#3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .094
7.0 - 9. 0 .070
9.0 - 12.0 .034
12.0 - 16.0 .057
16.0 - 21.0 .041
21.0 - 28.0 .073
28.0 - 36.0 .041
36.0 - 47.0 .011
47.0- 62.0 .003
62.0 - 82.0 .001
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIGHT NUMbER UOJ 109
LATE 27 JAr 1972
lIME 16 43 54
LOUlhTE NUhdEH 4255
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE (KM) 9.1
AIRCkA/FT VFLUCITY (M/S) 236.8
AFBIEl0l TLPtPEkATUHE (tcC K) 244.0
SAMPLtO VuLLU1t (ICIM 3) 420.0
SAMPLL INTERVAL (l) 11d4.L
NUMBEd L;EISITY I(NO/CM**3) L.49
L1. ATlEo CONIErTT (GM -/M*3) .017
SiZL lilNEVAL (UI) NL/CM**3/UM UIA.ltT.T
5.5 - 7.0 .054
7. - 9. .044
i.0 - I.C .037
1. - 10.0 .063
lo.e - 21.0 .u39
Z1.L - 2k.C .u52
2o.. - 36.C .U34
3o.0 - '17.C .Ob
1/.; - 6,.C .003
62.d - 8a.0 .001
82.u - lOd.C OU.OU
FL Il1 i UI E-ER L*. IIZ
LATr 27 JAI 1972
1 Ict 16 44 10
CLfITEK !0U.iLEF 425r
AIRCLRFT .LTI1ULL (hOP) 9.1
AlkRCAFT OILULIIY I(/5) 229.1
AlclE.l TI:.htPFRATlUkE (DtE I) 24o.1
LAr PLLL VuLLoL (CM-*3) 405.0
SA.iLO IN(lFRVAL (1i) 1151.9
I.LMcth LEt. ITY (,LU,/CP*3) .98
LIL. *ATE. CulsTitIT I(GI/t*-J) .013
1Ez I.ll '0AL (Ci ; ) Mt/CF'-3/UN LlA.Ill.
b. - 1.U 56
7.' - 9.C .o35
9.b - 1-L.0 U 12
1.0 - 16.d .04'
16.u - 21.0 .021
l.U - 20.C .J35
2d0u - 3u.. .024
3'-.. - 7.1,) .003
.. ,7 - 6Si.u .Oui
h2U - d.. .uuU
82.. - 100.0 .UOU
LliHT u.0,, 1[ v. 115
LATL cI J. W s172
TIrL (l 4. 26
.lc.h FTI iLTIUOc (,r/) >1 .5
liw)---I ( iLULITI Ir/6) 229.1
AruliI:'L l fLEKATUIE (C.tO r) o4d.5
54AKLtL ,LLI'L (10'*03) 32.C0
SAMPLF INI[ RVL (,,) 137-.5
NlFCE'< E..-iITY 1II/CF-*3) 1.73
Li6 . rTE, CUITtT (tCI/PF-3) .u21
S1i4 IlTILi LAL (IAT) NI/(CL*3/tU1I LIA.lhT.
5.5 - 1.0 .ou7
7., - 9.0 ,130
:.d _- 1,. .0l51
1o.o - PeCG .041
16.u - 21.0 .059
21.u - 2o.u .051
2d.o - 3o.0 .U23
3o.u - U7'. .010
'..0 - 6,i. .u05
62.J - 8.. .U001
02.u - 10..0 .U000
FLIrIHT iUlM ER utb 18
CAT0 27 J.h 1972
TIMc t0 4'. 41
L(i 1T[ I NUt dEh 42o'
AIRCRAFIT t TITUCE (rh) 8.2
AIRCRAFT VFLUCITY Ci/S) 229.1
ArTUIElT TLIFPEAATU t 1 (DCt k) z5U.6
SAMFLtE VWLLMI (Cl'*"3) 4*5.O
SA0PILE INI RVAL (Ui) 1145. 4
I.LuL,< uE..SIT` (l(J/CT *-3) 1.17
LIDC. ,IE,. COI.TElNT ((FI/F**3) .vl6
5]Zr INTErVAL (LI) .L/C(Fle*3/UM UIA.lit!.
5.5 - 7.C .U06
7. - 9.C .u53
9.0 - 1.O .033
12.u - 10.C .U38
lo.0 - 21.C .040
21.' - 28.0 .037
26., - 30.0 u016
3r.0 - 47.i .005
47.0 - 6!.0 .004
62.U - 8,.0 u.UOU
b 2. - 10U.C .000
FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972




AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CM**3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL IM) 1
NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**3)
SIZE INTtRVAL (UM) NO/CMe*3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .058
7.0 - 9.0 .043
9.0 - 12.0 .037
12.0 - 16.0 .028
i6.0 - 21.0 .040
21.0 - 28.0 .037
28.0 - 36.0 .022
36.U - 47.U .006
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .000
t2.0 - 1Od.0 0.000
FLIOrT NUMBER 008
LATE 27 JAN 1972




AMbIENT ItMPEHATURE (DE( K)
SAMPLEL VOLUME (CM.*31
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) I
NUMbER CENSITY (NO/CM**3)
LIl. wATER CONTENT (GM/IM*3)
51Zt INTcRVAL (UM) NO/CM-^3/UM C
5.5 - 7.0 .041
7.0 - 9.6 .031
9.v - 12.U .017
12.0 - 16.U .046
16.0 - 21.u .040
21.u - 28.0 .022
28.0 - 36.0 .0U24
36.0 - 47.0 .003
.7.u - 62.0 .001
.2.0 - 82.0 .0UU












LATe 27 JAN 1972
TIrE lb 44 30
CLuLTEE IjUMBEH 262
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDOE (KM)
AIKCrAFT VELCCIIY (M/S) 2
AMLIFNT TEMPERATURE (DE6 K) 2
5Ar'LED VOLUME (CM**3) 4
SALrEc IITERVAL (M) 9
NU-,bFR OtNSITY (NO/CM**3)
LID. ARlcR CONTENT (GM/Mr*3)
sIZE INTERVAL (lu) NO/CMP"3/UM Cl
5.5 - 7.0 .051
7.0 - 9.0 .05S
9.0 - 12.0 .064
12.0 - 16.0 U061
/6.0 - 21Zl .036
21.0 - 28.0 .06.
2d.0 - 36.0 .022
36.0 - 47.0 .010
47.0 - 62.0 .002
b2.0 - 82.0 .Ov0
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
FLIbHT NhMBER 008
CATE 27 JAN 1972




AMBIFNT TEMPERATURE (DEG K)
SAMPLED VOLUME (CMRj3)
SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) l
NUMBER DCNSITY INO/CM*-3)
LIl. WATLR CCNTENT (GM/M*.*3
SIZE INTLRVAL (UM) NO/CM*#3/UM 0
5.5 - 7.0 .015
7.0 - 9.0 .080
9.0 - 12.0 .051
12.0 - 16.0 .027
lo.O - 21.0 .029
21.0 - 28.0 .030
28.0 - 36.0 .015
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.0 0.00u
110 FLIGHT NUMBER 008 111
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 44 5
COUNTER NUMBER 4257
9.1 AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE iKM) 9.1
34.2 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY IM/S) 231.7
44.6 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 245.3
98.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3) 410.0
77.6 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 1397.7
1.12 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM**3) 1.00
.011 LIO. wATER CONTENT (GM/P**3) .008
A.INT. SIZE INTERVAL ILM) NO/CM**3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 .127
7.0 - 9.0 .068
9.0 - 12.0 .023
12.0 - 16.0 .013
16.0 - 21.0 .030
21.0 - 28.0 .033
28.0 - 36.0 .013
36.0 - 47.0 .004
47.0 - 62.0 .001
62.0 - 82.0 .000
82.0 - 108.0 0.000
113 FLICHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 44 20
COUNTER NUMBER 4260
8.8 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM)
;9.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
46.9 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
05.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM**3)
5.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.97 NUMBER DENSITY (NO/CM!*3)
.009 LID. wATE1 CONTENT (GM/M**31
.INT. 52lE INTERVAL ILMI) NO/CM**3/LM
5.5 - 7.C .051
7.0 - 9.0 .038
9.U - 12.0 .008
12.0 - 16.0 .ul09
b16.0 - 21.0 .016
21.0 - 28.0 .029
28.0 - 36.0 .017
36.0 - 47.0 .005
47.0 - 62.0 .OG0
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 108d.0 0.000
116 FLIOHT NUMBER 008
DATL 27 JAN 1972
TIM 16b 44 36
CCUNTER NLMBER 4263
8.5 AIRC.AFT ALTITUDE (KM)
29.1 AIRC.AFT VELOCITY (M/S)
'49.1 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K)
86.0 SAMPLED VCLLME (CMe*3)
16.3 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
1.57 NUMBER LENSITY (NO/CM**3)
.015 LIU. wATEK CONTENT (GM/M**3)














































119 FLIGHT NUMBER 008
DATE 27 JAN 1972
TIME 16 44 51
COUNTER NUMBER 4266
8.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITULE (KM)
29.1 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (M/S)
51.5 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (OEC K)
05.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CM.31)
45.4 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M)
.96 NUMbOR DENSITY (NO/CM**31
.008 LI. WATER CONTENT (GM/M**31
.INT. SIZE INTERVAL (LM) NO/CM**3/M I
5.5 - 7.0 .015
7.0 - 9.0 .015
9.0 - 12.0 .021
12.0 - 16.0 .011
16.0 - 21.0 .006
21.0 - 28.0 .019
28.0 - 36.0 .010
36.0 - 47.0 .001
47.0 - 62.0 .000
62.0 - 82.0 O.Ouo











FL lOHf iU, rN ER y¥d 121
LAT L Z7 J'N 1972
1iMt 16 44 50
HLNU.TTi R tI U4I 4207
AIRLRAFT ALTIIUC" (Lr) 8.2
AIC(HAFT vELOCITY (/Sb) 229.1
Ar ilE,4I TLJ:PEkATUhL IDE( K) 253.0
SbAFLLL, VLLIL (CI1*,3) 405.0
sAMPLiL III R VAL (1' 114 5.4
NLMeE, L;:.SITY (C./C`.**3) .32
LIC. .Altd CONiTE0it1 I/).3) .002
SlZt lI'ILHVAL (LII! tO/C'l;*.3/LM LIA.I1,1.
5.5 - 7.0 .u4b
7. - 9.0 .U19
.L - 14.0 .007
12.u - Ic.O .002
1.., - 21.0 .00b
ZL.. - 26.C .014
2a.~- 3o..3 .Ob
3 -.,- 4 7.. .03
47.C - 6g.. 0.000
64.u - d-.0 0.?Uo
862. - ( e0.. O.OUu
FL iHT NUMBER 008
LATE 27 JAN 1974








LIlL. ATcR CUNTENT (GM/MF-3)
1SZE INITtLVAL IJM) NO/CMe-3/Ut' L
5.5 - 7.0 O.OUO
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.o .002
12.0 - 16.0 .002
16.0 - 21.0 .001
21.0 - 28.0 .o04
28.0 - 36.9 .001
36.0 - 47.0 0.o00
47.U - 62.U 0.UUU
62.0 - 82.0 O.OOO






122 FLIGHT NUMBER 0
DATL 0 JAN 1972
TIME 0 0 0
CCUNTER NbUEER 0
8.2 AIRCRAFT ALTITUcE (KM) 0.0
31.7 AIRCRAFT VELOCITY (F/S) 0.0
53.8 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (DEC K) 0.0
l0.0 SAMPLED VOLLME (CMe*3) 0.0
51.9 SAMPLE INTERVAL (M) 0.0
.U6 NLMbER CENSITY (NO/CM.#3) o.uo
.000 LIc. wATER CONTENT IGM/M**3) 0.000
A.INT. SIZE INTENVAL (LM) NO/CM*.3/LM DIA.INT.
5.5 - 7.0 0.000
7.0 - 9.0 0.000
9.0 - 12.0 0.000
12.0 - 16.0 0.000
16.0 - 21.0 o.o00
21.0 - 28.0 0.000
28.0 - 36.0 0.000
36.0 - 47.0 0.000
47.0 - 62.0 0.000
62.0 - 82.0 0.000
82.0 - 1Od.0 0.000
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